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STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

IN THE MATTER OF

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
Application for Site Location of Development
Act permit and Natural Resources Protection
Act permit for the New England Clean Energy
Connect ("NECEC")

L-27625-26- A-N
L-27625-TB- B-N
L-27625-2C- C-N
L-27625-VP- D-N
L-27625-IW- E-N

APPLICATION FOR STAY OF
AGENCY DECISION

The Natural Resources Council of Maine ("NRCM") respectfully requests that the Board

of Environmental Protection ("Board") stay the May 11, 2020 Order ("Order") issued by the

Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Protection (the "Department") conditionally

approving Central Maine Power Company's ("CMP") applications for State environmental

permits for the New England Clean Energy Connect ("NECEC" or "Corridor"). Staying the Order

during the pendency of NRCM's appeal, filed simultaneously herewith, is within the authority of

the Board and is appropriate for this project of statewide significance that has not yet been

reviewed by the Board. Applicable statutes require that the Board—not the Department—"shall

decide each application for approval of permits and licenses that in its judgment represents a

project of statewide significance" and identify the criteria that determine whether a project is of

"statewide significance." 38 M.R.S. §§ 341-D(2), 344(2-A) (emphasis added); 06-96 CMR. Ch. 2

§ 17. The Corridor meets each of the criteria identified in statute and rule and can only be permitted
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by the Board. Thus, until the Board determines that the NECEC is not a project of statewide

significance or exercises its mandatory review of projects of statewide significance, the Order must

be stayed.

Further, the Order issued in error. Where, as here, construction of the Corridor will

irreparably harm NRCM and a stay will not harm CMP, the Board should stay the Order pending

its review. Me. Op. Att'y Gen. No. 80-116 (July 15, 1980); 5 M.R.S.A § 11004.

BACKGROUND

CMP is proposing to build a 145-mile, high-voltage, direct current (HVDC) transmission

line from Quebec to an interconnection with the New England grid in Lewiston. About 54 miles

of the transmission line route would consist of an entirely new 150-foot wide transmission corridor

through a currently undeveloped section of Maine's North Woods. The record before the

Department reveals that CMP's proposed Corridor includes above-ground transmission lines that

would severely fragment this critical forest habitat, crossing the Appalachian Trail, countless

wetlands and streams, a large, high-quality deer wintering area, and encroaching upon Beattie

Pond, a Class 6 remote pond.'

The record before the Department also reflects that CMP's Corridor would expand the

clearing along a significant portion of the remaining corridor length that runs within its existing

power lines, requiring clearing even more vegetation and undertaking additional development

within existing corridors. As demonstrated before the Department, this project poses a unique and

substantial threat to Maine's environment.

The Department considered applications for a Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA)

permit pursuant to 38 M.R.S. §§ 480-A — 480-JJ and a Site Location of Development Law (Site

1 "The board is not bound by the commissioner's findings of fact or conclusions of law but may adopt, modify or
reverse findings of fact or conclusions of law established by the commissioner." 38 M.R.S. § 342-D(4)(A).
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Law) permit pursuant to 38 M.R.S. §§ 481 — 490 for CMP's proposed NECEC Project. The record

conclusively demonstrates that this project will not fit harmoniously into the existing natural

environment and will adversely affect existing uses, scenic character, and natural resources,

including significant vernal pools, brook trout habitat, wildlife habitat and lifecycles, and deer

wintering areas. The NECEC complies with neither NRPA nor the Site Law. A stay is appropriate

while the Board reviews the NECEC's compliance with NRPA and the Site Law.

ARGUMENT

I. The Board Must Issue a Stay and Review the Application de novo Because This is
a Project of Statewide Significance That Cannot Be Authorized by the
Department

Controlling statutes require the Board to assume jurisdiction over and decide license

applications that involve projects of statewide significance. 38 M.R.S. §§ 341-D(2), 344(2-A); 06-

96 CMR. Ch. 2 § 17(C). These statutes state that the Board—not the Department—"shall decide

each application for approval of permits and licenses that in its judgment represents a project of

statewide significance." 38 M.R.S. § 341-D(2) (emphasis added). A project is of statewide

significance if it meets at least 3 of the 4 statutorily defined criteria:

1. Will have an environmental or economic impact in more than one municipality, territory
or county;

2. Involves an activity not previously permitted or licensed in the State;
3. Is likely to come under significant public scrutiny; and
4. Is located in more than one municipality, territory or county.

Id. § 341-D(2)(E); accord 06-96 CMR. Ch. 2 § 17(C).

Use of the word "shall" imposes a mandatory duty and does not provide the Board or

Commissioner with discretion. The Legislature set forth specific rules to "be observed in the

construction of statutes, unless such construction is inconsistent with the plain meaning of the

enactment." 1 M.R.S. § 71. One of those specific rules is that, when used in laws enacted after
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December 1, 1989, the words 'shall' and 'must' are terms of equal weight that indicate a

mandatory duty, action or requirement." Id. § 71(9-A); accord McGee v. Sec'y of State, 2006 ME

50, ¶ 14 & n.3, 896 A.2d 933, 938-39. "If the meaning of the language is clear, we interpret the

statute to mean what it says." N.A. Burkitt, Inc. v. Champion Rd. Mach. Ltd., 2000 ME 209, ¶ 6,

763 A.2d 106, 107 (citing Kimball v. Land Use Regulation Comm'n, 2000 ME 20, ¶ 18, 745 A.2d

387, 392). Here, the statutory mandate is clear.

Nor is the Commissioner possessed of authority to retain jurisdiction over an application

that meets 3 of the 4 criteria. 38 M.R.S. § 344(2-A) ("the commissioner shall decide as

expeditiously as possible if an application meets 3 of the 4 criteria set forth in section 341-D,

subsection 2 and shall request that the board assume jurisdiction of that application. .... If at any

subsequent time during the review of an application the commissioner decides that the application

falls under section 341-D, subsection 2, the commissioner shall request that the board assume

jurisdiction of the application") (emphasis added).2

Thus, unless the Board determines in its judgment that the Corridor is not a project of

statewide significance—a conclusion that would be flatly contrary to the statutory definition of

"statewide significance"—then the Order must be stayed or vacated until the Board reviews it

independently.

The Corridor is clearly a project of statewide significance:

• First, the Corridor will have environmental or economic effects across many more than
one municipality, territory, or county. The Order describes the breadth of the project,

2 This section of the law also contemplates that interested persons may request that the commissioner refer an
application to the Board, and the commissioner is required to issue a written decision if he declines to do so. 38
M.R.S. § 344(2-A). However, the statutory mandate imposed on the Commissioner and the Board is entirely
independent of a request from an interested person. 38 M.R.S. §§ 341-D(2), 344(2-A); 06-96 CMR. Ch. 2 § 17(C).
Moreover, because the statutes are written with regard to whether the Commissioner or the Board shall "assume
jurisdiction" of a particular decision, id., this issue of subject matter jurisdiction within the agency may be raised at
any time—including on appeal—and is decided based on the "jurisdiction, powers and authority that are conferred
on the Board by express legislative grant" or necessary implication. Ford Motor Co. v. Darling's, 2014 ME 7, TIE
41-42, 86 A.3d 35, 49.
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which includes a 145.3-mile-long transmission line from Beattie Township to Lewiston
a 26.5 mile line from Windsor to Wiscasset, and multiple new or renovated converter
stations or substations. Order, 3. The environmental impacts pursuant to NRPA and
the Site Law are, as described in the Order, significant. Order, 1.

• Second, the Corridor involves an activity not previously permitted or licensed in the
State—unlike other transmission line projects contemplated by the Department and the
Land Use Planning Commission in the past, the Corridor does not meet any reliability
need for Maine or connect a new generator within Maine to the grid, but instead
proposes a massive corridor as a for-profit passthrough primarily for the benefit of
foreign jurisdictions.

• Third, the CMP Corridor has undoubtedly come under significant public scrutiny. The
sheer number of parties to the underlying Department proceeding evidence the hotly
contested nature of the project. A Google search reveals the same: the term "CMP
Corridor" returned roughly 21,600 results on June 8, 2020. More than 66,000 Mainers
likewise signed petitions in support of a ballot initiative aimed at stopping the Corridor,
which is slated to appear on the November ballot. Reed v. Sec 'y of State, 2020 ME 57,
¶ 2. This project has attracted significant and ongoing public scrutiny because people
are rightly concerned about its negative effects.

• Fourth, as described above, the project is located across multiple municipalities and
counties. See Order, 3.

In light of the foregoing, the Board is the proper—and only—licensing decision maker.

The Commissioner was required to refer the matter to the Board, and the Board is required to assert

original jurisdiction over and decide CMP's applications for the Corridor. See 38 M.R.S. §§ 341-

D(2), 344(2-A); 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 17(C). The Board must correct this flawed process and

assume responsibility by holding a public hearing, see 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 7(B), and undertaking

its own independent review of CMP's application.

II. The Board Should Issue a Stay Pursuant to the Administrative Procedures Act

Separate from the issues specific to projects of statewide significance, on any permit

granted by the Department, the Board "may issue a stay upon a showing of irreparable injury to

the petitioner, a strong likelihood of success on the merits, and no substantial harm to adverse

parties or the general public." 5 M.R.S.A § 11004; see also Me. Op. Att'y Gen. No. 80-116 (July
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15, 1980) (opining that the Board of Environmental Protection can issue a stay during pendency

of appeal). All three factors apply here.

First, NRCM will suffer irreparable injury if the stay is not granted. "An irreparable injury

is one for which there is no adequate remedy at law." Suzman v. Harvey, No. AP-07-78, 2008 WL

7929211 (Me. Super. May 05, 2008) (Jabar, J.) (citations omitted). Here, no remedy at law can

reverse the irreparable damage that will result to Maine's environment if CMP begins construction

on the Corridor.

As outlined in its simultaneously filed appeal, incorporated herein by reference, NRCM is

a membership organization with more than 25,000 supporters that exists solely to protect, restore,

and conserve Maine's environment.3 As the record of the underlying proceeding reflects, there

will be significant adverse environmental effects if CMP begins construction of the Corridor based

on the Department's conditional approval of its land use permits. Such construction will devastate

trout streams, wildlife habitats, and the other natural resources that NRCM exists to protect. As

Dr. David Publicover, Senior Staff Scientist and Acting Director of Research with the Appalachian

Mountain Club (AMC), testified in the underlying proceedings, CMP's proposed Corridor would

negatively affect "the heart of a globally significant forest region that is notable for its relatively

natural forest composition, lack of permanent development, and high level of ecological

connectivity."4 Jeff Reardon, Maine Brook Trout Project Director for Trout Unlimited in Maine,

likewise testified about the Corridor's devastating effects, noting that the planned area of

3 See https://www.nrcm.org/about-nrcm/.
4 David Publicover Direct Testimony, 3, available at https://www.maine.govidep/ftp/projects/necec/hearing/pre-
filed-testimony/Intervenor%20Group%204/2019-02-28%203%20-
%20Group%204%20D%20Publicover%20Direct%20Testimony%20with%20Exhibits%2014-18.pdf.
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construction contains the majority of the remaining un-degraded aquatic habitat in the northeast

region, making this project an incredible threat to Maine's brook trout habitat.5

NRCM and its members will also suffer economic harm if the Board does not stay the

Orders. NRCM counts among its members guides who make their living offering guided tours

(e.g., fishing and hunting opportunities) on the land that is the subject of this Order. If the Board

does not stay the Order and CMP begins construction, it will gravely affect the ability of NRCM

members to pursue their livelihoods. For example, Todd Towle, NRCM member and owner of

Kingfisher River Guides, testified that the Corridor will impact both the health of wild brook trout

in the region and his fishing and guiding business. He noted that he is particularly concerned about

the effect on: (a) Cold Stream and Tomhegan Stream because of the number of crossings that are

likely to affect stream temperatures and be visible to clients; (b) Gold Brook because of the

proximity of the NECEC and the number of crossings of the brook and its tributaries; and (c) Horse

Brook because it is a coldwater tributary to a stream that gets very warm in the summer, making

the cold water tributary very important for brook trout health and because it is close to a family

camp.6

Ron Joseph, another NRCM member and a retired wildlife biologist for the Maine

Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, testified that the

NECEC will cross 22 deer yards and increase fragmentation in 11 deer yards through tree clearing.7

He noted that "continued loss of our remaining deer yards has a significant economic impact on

5 Jeff Reardon Direct Testimony, 6, available at https://www.maine.govidep/ftp/projects/necec/hearing/pre-filed-
testimony/Intervenor%20Group%204/2019-02-28%201%20-
%20Group%204%20J%20Reardon%20Direct%20Testimony%20with%20Exhibits%201-7.pdf.
6 Todd Towle Direct Testimony, 3-6, available at https://www.maine.gov/dep/ftp/projects/necec/hearing/pre-
filed-testimony/Intervenor%20Group%204/2019-02-28%202%20-
%20Group%204%20T%20Towle%20Direct%20Testimony%20with%20Exhibits%208-13.pdf.

Ron Joseph Direct Testimony, 2, available at https://www.maine.gov/dep/ftp/projects/necec/hearing/pre-filed-
testimony/Intervenor%20Group%204/2019-02-28%205%20-
%20Group%204%20R%20Joseph%20Direct%20Testimony.pdf.
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traditional Maine sporting lodges and rural communities that depend on income from deer

hunters."8 Most importantly, the potential effects to the Upper Kennebec Deer Wintering Area are

particularly troubling because this deer yard is in an area of the state already suffering from low

deer densities, making it critically important to deer populations as well as recreational hunters

and hunting businesses in the region.9

As outlined in greater detail in its appeal, incorporated herein by reference, NRCM is also

concerned that CMP failed to adequately assess alternatives. For example, CMP did not consider

whether burying the transmission line is a possible alternative that would allow the project to

proceed while significantly decreasing the impact to the environment. If CMP is allowed to begin

construction, it could limit NRCM's ability to address CMP's inadequate alternative analysis

during the course of this appeal.

For the foregoing reasons, NRCM and its members will be irreparably harmed if CMP

begins construction, and the Board should therefore grant NRCM's stay request. See Suzman, No.

AP-07-78, 2008 WL 7929211 ("simple notion" that an ill patient deprived of care will suffer

sufficient to show irreparable harm).

Second, NRCM has a strong likelihood of success on the merits of its appeal and a stay is

appropriate. See Me. Op. Att'y Gen. No. 80-116 (July 15, 1980) (this "requirement need not

amount to a probability that the appeal will succeed but rather merely a substantial possibility of

success) (citations and quotations omitted) (emphasis added). The Department reached incorrect

conclusions of fact and law in the Order, and the Board is substantially likely to overturn the

Department's decision on appeal.

8 Id. at 3.
9 Id. at 4.
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The record reflects—and the Department agreed—that the Corridor will cause substantial

environmental harm. Despite this overwhelming evidence, the Department nevertheless

conditionally approved CMP's permits. The mitigation conditions imposed by the Department are

insufficient, as NRCM will show the Board, to assuage the harm the Corridor will cause. For

example, the Department's proposed mitigation conditions will not adequately protect affected

fisheries, and the money CMP must set aside for culvert replacements has no nexus to, and will

not mitigate, the harm to affected brook trout habitats. The Department-imposed mitigation

conditions likewise will not compensate for the harm caused to wildlife, including deer, birds, and

other native species who make their home in the affected area. Troublingly, the Department did

not permit NRCM to present evidence about the greenhouse gas effects of the Corridor, and it

erred by relying, without any independent assessment, on CMP's incorrect representations that the

Corridor will result in climate benefits. For these and the other reasons outlined in NRCM's

appeal, NRCM is likely to succeed in demonstrating that the Order insufficiently addresses the

impacts from NECEC to protected resources and the environment and a stay of the Department's

decision is appropriate.10 See, e.g., Vafiades v. Maine State Harness Racing Com'n, No. CUMSC-

AP-16-21, 2016 WL 4151506, at *2 (Me. Super. June 8, 2016) (granting stay request where no

competent and substantial record evidence supported agency's holding).

Moreover, the CMP Corridor will substantially alter two public reserve lots owned by the

State of Maine and managed by the Bureau of Parks and Lands. The record reflects that when

CMP presented its application to the Department, it included a Bureau of Parks and Lands (BPL)

10 NRCM's appeal details the Commissioner's errors. Because both NRCM's appeal and this Stay Application
are now before the Board, NRCM has not restated herein every argument made in its appeal and instead incorporates
its appeal by reference.
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lease of State Public Reserved Land in Johnson Mountain and West Forks Plantation Northeast"

parcels that was void as a matter of law because it lacked the requisite approval of the State

Legislature and was further unlawfully issued to a utility that lacked the requisite certificate of

public convenience and necessity ("CPCN"). This lease was a clear violation of 35-A MRS §

3132(13) because no CPCN had yet been issued for any project crossing Johnson Mountain or

West Forks Plantation Northeast.12 This lease was also in plain violation of the Constitutional and

statutory requirements that a 2/3rd vote of the Legislature is necessary to approve a substantial

alteration to public reserve lands. Me. Const. art. IX, § 23; 12 M.R.S. §§ 598-598-B. The

Department's treatment of this issue was an error of law and NRCM is likely to prevail on this

issue before the Board.

Third, CMP, other adverse parties, and the general public will not be harmed if the Board

implements a stay. The NECEC is not yet authorized at the federal level, including issuance of

either a Presidential Permit or authorization under the Clean Water Act by the US Army Corps of

Engineers. Further it is not clear that CMP has yet commenced any necessary local approval

processes. Without these permits, the NECEC is not "shovel ready."13 Moreover, more than

2014 Transmission Line Lease Between Department of Agriculture, Conservation, and Forestry, Bureau of
Parks and Lands and Central Maine Power, p. 11 (Attachment A to Group 4's Comments on Draft Order).
12 35-A M.R.S. § 3132 states: "Public lands. The State, any agency or authority of the State or any political
subdivision of the State may not sell, lease or otherwise convey any interest in public land, other than a future
interest or option to purchase an interest in land that is conditioned on satisfaction of the terms of this
subsection, to any person for the purpose of constructing a transmission line subject to this section, unless the person
has received a certificate of public convenience and necessity from the commission pursuant to this section"
(emphasis added).

13 For example, CMP still needs to obtain at least the permits listed below.
a) Presidential Permit from the Department of Energy. See Cent. Me. Power Co., Request for a Certificate of

Public Convenience and Necessity for the Construction of the New England Clean Energy Connect (NECEC)
Transmission Project, Me. Pub. Utils. Comm. Docket No. 2017-00232, App., Vol. I at 21, 24 (Sept. 27, 2017)
("CMP MPUC App.").

b) Clean Water Act Permit under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers. See id.

c) PUC approval of CMP's joint petition pursuant to 35-A M.R.S. §§ 707, 708, 901, 902, and 1101, which
includes approval transferring CMP's interest in several transmission service agreements, third-party vendor
agreements, related assets, permits, leases, easements, and pending applications to NECEC LLC. See Cent.
Me. Power Co. & NECEC Transmission LLC, Request for Approval of Petition Pursuant to 35-A M.R.S.A.
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66,000 Mainers signed circulated petitions in support of a ballot initiative aimed at stopping the

Corridor, which initiative the Secretary of State, Superior Court, and Law Court declared valid and

which is slated to appear on the November ballot. See Reed v. Sec 'y of State, 2020 ME 57. The

CMP Corridor is a multi-year project that continues to wind its way through the various federal,

state, and local permitting and approval processes, including related appeals and challenges. CMP

therefore should not be allowed to begin construction on any part of the Corridor until it obtains

all necessary permits and the approval of Maine voters at the ballot box, and staying the Order will

help prevent that from happening. Waiting to begin construction until all permits have been

granted is common construction practice, and staying these permits to ensure that no construction

begins prior to that point will not harm CMP and the other adverse parties.

A stay likewise will not harm the general public. In fact, a stay will benefit the general

public by avoiding permanent adverse impacts to Maine's natural resources for the benefit of

energy consumers in Massachusetts before all necessary authorizations for the NECEC issue. It

is the most pristine parts of Maine that are most at risk because they are outside local control or

regulation and far from close oversight by a vigilant public A stay is undoubtedly appropriate

where, as here, there is no harm to the party seeking the permits and substantial harm to the party

707, 708, 901 and 1101 Related to the Transfer of the New England Clean Energy Connect to NECEC
Transmission LLC; Me. Pub. Utils. Comm. Docket No. 2019-00179, Petition at 17-21 (August 13, 2019).

d) Submerged land and public reserve leases from the Maine Department of Agriculture, Conservation and
Forestry. See CMP MPUC App. at 18.

e) Permits from the Maine Department of Transportation. Id.
1) Rezoning or site plan approvals—as well as permits required by local ordinances—from twenty

municipalities. Id. at 18-19, 26-27.
g) ISO-NE approval for interconnection pursuant to Section 1.3.9 of ISO-NE's Transmission Markets and

Services Tariff (Jan. 2020 Progress Report at 4), which CMP has not yet obtained, see ISO-NE, Generator
Interconnection Queue, https://irtt.iso-ne.com/reports/external (last visited May 29, 2020) (refer to Queue
Position 639).
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seeking the stay. See Vafiades, No. CUMSC-AP-16-21, 2016 WL 4151506, at *2 (stay appropriate

where no harm would result to the public or the party opposing the stay).

CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, NRCM respectfully requests that the Board stay the Order until

the Board completes its review.

Dated at Portland, Maine
this 10th day of June 2020
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STATE OF MAINE
DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

IN THE MATTER OF

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY
Application for Site Location of Development
Act permit and Natural Resources Protection
Act permit for the New England Clean Energy
Connect ("NECEC")

L-27625-26- A-N
L-27625-TB- B-N
L-27625-2C- C-N
L-27625-VP- D-N
L-27625-IW- E-N

Public Hearing Requested

NATURAL RESOURCES COUNCIL OF
MAINE REQUEST FOR BOARD OF
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

REVIEW OF NECEC AND,
ALTERNATIVELY, APPEAL OF THE
DEPARTMENT'S ORDER APPROVING

NECEC

The Natural Resources Council of Maine ("NRCM") requests that the Board of

Environmental Protection ("Board") (i) vacate the May 11, 2020 Order ("Order") of the Maine

Department of Environmental Protection ("Department") conditionally approving Central Maine

Power Company's ("CMP") applications for approval of the New England Clean Energy Connect

("NECEC" or "Corridor"), and (ii) exercise its sole and mandatory authority to determine

compliance of NECEC with Maine's environmental statutes, specifically the Natural Resource

Protection Act ("NRPA") at 38 M.R.S. §§ 480-A — 480-JJ and the Site Location of Development

Act ("Site Law") at 38 M.R.S. §§ 481 — 490, as required by 38 M.R.S. §§ 341-D(2), 344(2-A) and

and 06-096 CMR. Ch. 2 § 17(C). Alternatively, NRCM appeals the Order. NRCM respectfully

requests that the Board either assume original jurisdiction over this project of statewide

significance and hold a public hearing or, alternatively, hold such a hearing and consider
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supplemental evidence in reviewing the Order on appeal.1 As detailed below, the extensive and

onerous adverse impacts to natural resources and the environment from the NECEC are

unreasonable and thus do not comply with NRPA or the Site Law. Consequently, even if the Board

declines to exercise its mandatory review authority, it must reverse the Order on appeal.

BACKGROUND

CMP proposes construction and operation of a 145-mile, high-voltage, direct current

(HVDC) transmission line, called the New England Clean Energy Connect, from Quebec to an

interconnection with the New England energy grid in Lewiston. About 54 miles of the

transmission line route would consist of an entirely new 150-foot wide partially-cleared

transmission corridor through a currently undeveloped section of Maine's North Woods. The

NECEC includes above-ground transmission lines that would severely fragment this critical forest

habitat, crossing the Appalachian Trail, countless wetlands and streams, deer wintering areas, and

encroaching upon Beattie Pond, a Class 6 remote pond.

CMP also proposes expansion of the clearing running under and beside its existing lines,

requiring removal of additional vegetation and increasing the density and intensity of impacts to

the entirety of the existing corridor. The NECEC poses a unique threat to Maine's environment.

Unlike other transmission line projects contemplated by the Department and the Land Use

Planning Commission (Commission or LUPC), the NECEC does not ensure reliable power for

Mainers. Instead, it is simply a profit making operation by a Maine public utility that, unlike utility

operations, is more akin to a giant subdivision or shopping mall. However, unlike such a traditional

1 NRCM hereby incorporates by reference herein all of the prefiled direct, rebuttal, surrebuttal, and hearing
testimony of and comments on the Draft Department Order—and any attachments or exhibits thereto—by
Groups 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 and the comments on the Draft Department Order by the Innu Nation, including
all attachments thereto, for review by the Board as part of its original jurisdiction review of the NECEC or
appellate review of the Order.
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development project, this project carves a wide, nearly 150-mile long continuous swath from the

Canadian border to Lewiston, including roughly 53 miles of new line in Maine's North Woods.

Commissioner Mercer, commencing in 2017, improperly failed to refer the NECEC, a

project of statewide significance, to the Board for its review as required by 38 M.R.S. §§ 341-

D(2), 344(2-A) and 06-96 CMR. Ch. 2 § 17(C). Instead, the Commissioner assigned a hearing

officer, and the Department proceeded to consider, review and then, in May of 2020, conditionally

approve CMP's applications for NRPA and Site Law approvals for NECEC resulting in the Order.

Because only the Board, and not the Commissioner, is statutorily authorized to review and approve

projects of statewide significance, the Board must vacate the Order and independently and de novo

review compliance of the NECEC with NRPA and the Site Law as required by statute and as

implemented by Chapters 2 and 3 of the Department's Rules.

It is clear from the record before the Department that the NECEC fails to comply with

NRPA or the Site Law. Thus, should the Board fail to exercise its original jurisdiction over the

NECEC as required by statute, it must overturn the Department's decision on appeal. 06-096 CMR

Ch. 2 § 24. NECEC impacts to protected resources and the environment are unreasonable and

unsupported by a demonstration that there are not practicable alternatives. The project will not fit

harmoniously into the existing natural environment and will adversely and unreasonably affect

existing uses, scenic character, and natural resources, including significant vernal pools and

wetlands, brook trout habitat, wildlife habitat and lifecycles, water quality, and deer wintering

areas.
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DISCUSSION

I. NRCM Has Standing as an Aggrieved Party and as a Party to Department
Proceedings on the Order.

NRCM is Maine's largest environmental advocacy group with over 25,000 members and

supporters. NRCM's mission is protecting, restoring, and conserving Maine's environment, now

and for future generations.2 Many of NRCM's members use the area proposed for the NECEC for

their outdoor recreation, such as fishing, hunting, and hiking. NRCM also has members and

supporters who are guides in this area, and NECEC would harm their businesses. As such, NRCM

is an aggrieved party with standing to pursue this appeal. See 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 24(B)(1).

NRCM petitioned to intervene as a party to Department proceedings resulting in the Order,

and the First Procedural Order3 therein held that NRCM established particularized injury as

required for party status under 06-096 CMR Ch. 3 § 11. NRCM's submissions and the

Department's findings there are incorporated by reference in support of its request for the Board

to exercise original jurisdiction pursuant to 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 17 and, alternatively, on appeal

of the Order pursuant to 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 24.4

II. Because the Commissioner Lacks Authority to Review Projects of Statewide
Significance Like NECEC, the Board Must Vacate the Order and Assume
Original Jurisdiction.

Controlling statutes require the Board to assume jurisdiction over and decide license

applications that involve projects of statewide significance. 38 M.R.S. §§ 341-D(2), 344(2-A); 06-

2 See https://www.nrcm.orgiabout-nrcm/.
3 NRCM incorporates by reference its intervention petition and the First Procedural Order granting
NRCM's intervention.
4 NRCM's standing is consistent with the Department's previous finding in this matter, and Maine courts
also regularly hold that similarly situated parties have standing to pursue appeals. See, e.g., Conservation
Law Found., Inc. v. Town of Lincolnville, No. AP-00-3, 2001 WL 1736584, at *7 (Me. Super. Feb. 28,
2001); Nat. Res. Council of Maine v. Pub. Utilities Comm 'n, 567 A.2d 71, 73 (Me. 1989); Hammond
Lumber Co. v. Fin. Auth. of Maine, 521 A.2d 283, 287 (Me. 1987).
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96 CMR Ch. 2 § 17(C). These statutes require that the Board—not the Commissioner—"shall

decide each application for approval of permits and licenses that in its judgment represents a

project of statewide significance." 38 M.R.S. § 341-D(2). A project is of statewide significance

if it meets at least 3 of the 4 statutorily defined criteria:

1. Will have an environmental or economic impact in more than one municipality, territory
or county;

2. Involves an activity not previously permitted or licensed in the State;
3. Is likely to come under significant public scrutiny; and
4. Is located in more than one municipality, territory or county.

Id. § 341-D(2)(E); accord 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 17(C).

Use of the word "shall" imposes a mandatory duty and does not provide the Board or

Commissioner with discretion. The Legislature provided specific rules to "be observed in the

construction of statutes, unless such construction is inconsistent with the plain meaning of the

enactment." 1 M.R.S. § 71. One such specific rule is that, when used in laws enacted after

December 1, 1989, the words 'shall' and 'must' are terms of equal weight that indicate a

mandatory duty, action or requirement." Id. § 71(9-A); accord McGee v. Sec'y of State, 2006 ME

50, ¶ 14 & n.3, 896 A.2d 933, 938-39. "If the meaning of the language is clear, we interpret the

statute to mean what it says." N.A. Burkitt, Inc. v. Champion Rd. Mach. Ltd., 2000 ME 209, ¶ 6,

763 A.2d 106, 107 (citing Kimball v. Land Use Regulation Comm'n, 2000 ME 20, ¶ 18, 745 A.2d

387, 392). Here, the statutory mandate is clear. Only the Board has jurisdiction to review the

NECEC.

Nor is there legal authority supporting the Commissioner's retention of jurisdiction over

an application that meets 3 of the 4 criteria and is thereby defined as a project of statewide

significance. 38 M.R.S. § 344(2-A) ("the commissioner shall decide as expeditiously as possible

if an application meets 3 of the 4 criteria set forth in section 341-D, subsection 2 and shall request
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that the board assume jurisdiction of that application. .... If at any subsequent time during the

review of an application the commissioner decides that the application falls under section 341-D,

subsection 2, the commissioner shall request that the board assume jurisdiction of the application")

(emphasis added).5

Thus, unless the Board determines that NECEC does not meet the definition of project of

statewide significance—a conclusion that would be flatly contrary to the statutory definition of

"statewide significance"—then the Order is without legal effect because the Commissioner lacked

jurisdiction to issue it.

NECEC is the prototypical project of statewide significance, handily meeting all four

statutory and regulatory definitional standards:

• First, NECEC will have environmental or economic effects across more than one
municipality, territory, or county. The Order describes the breadth of the project, which
includes a 145.3 mile long transmission line from Beattie Township to Lewiston, a 26.5
mile line from Windsor to Wiscasset, and multiple new or renovated converter stations
or substations. Order, 3. The environmental impacts pursuant to NRPA and the Site
Law are, as described in the Order, significant. Order, 1.

• Second, NECEC involves an activity not previously permitted or licensed in the State—
namely the transmission of energy from one foreign jurisdiction (Quebec) to an
interconnection with the New England grid in Lewiston in order to benefit ratepayers
in another foreign jurisdiction (Massachusetts). Unlike other transmission line projects
contemplated by the Department and LUPC in the past, this project does not meet any
reliability need for Maine or connect a new generator within Maine but instead
proposes a massive corridor as a for-profit venture primarily for the benefit of foreign
jurisdictions.

5 This section of the law also contemplates that interested persons may request that the Commissioner refer
an application to the Board, and that the Commissioner is required to issue a written decision if s/he declines
to do so. 38 M.R.S. § 344(2-A). It is unclear whether this occurred. However, the statutory mandate
imposed on the Commissioner and the Board is entirely independent of a request from any interested person.
38 M.R.S. §§ 341-D(2); 344(2-A); 06-96 CMR. Ch. 2 § 17(C). Moreover, because the statutes are written
with regard to whether the Commissioner or the Board shall "assume jurisdiction" of a particular decision,
id., this issue of subject matter jurisdiction within the agency may be raised at anytime—including on
appeal—and is decided based on the "jurisdiction, powers and authority that are conferred on the Board by
express legislative grant." Ford Motor Co. v. Darling's, 2014 ME 7, TT 41-42, 86 A.3d 35, 49.
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• Third, NECEC has undoubtedly come under significant public scrutiny. The sheer
number of parties to the underlying Department proceeding evidence the hotly
contested nature of the project. A Google search reveals the same: the term "CMP
Corridor" returned roughly 21,600 results on June 8, 2020. More than 66,000 Mainers
likewise signed petitions in support of a ballot initiative aimed at stopping the Corridor,
which is slated to appear on the November ballot. Reed v. Sec 'y of State, 2020 ME 57,
¶ 2. This project has attracted significant and ongoing public scrutiny because people
are rightly concerned about its negative effects.

• Fourth, as described above, the NECEC spans nearly 150 miles and multiple
municipalities and counties. See Order, 3.

In light of the foregoing, the Board is the proper—and only—licensing decision maker.

The Commissioner is required to refer projects of statewide significance, like NECEC, to the

Board. The Board is required to assert original jurisdiction over and determine compliance of a

project of statewide significance like NECEC with NRPA and the Site Law. See 38 M.R.S. §§

341-D(2), 344(2-A); 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 17(C). The Board must correct this flawed process and

assume responsibility by holding a public hearing and undertaking its own independent review of

CMP's application.

III. Exercise of Original Jurisdiction Allows the Board to Address the Threshold
Question of Jurisdiction as well as Numerous Errors in and Lack of Substantial
Evidence Supporting the Order.

In addition to issuance without jurisdiction, the Order contains numerous errors of law and

is unsupported by substantial evidence. The Order likewise imposes conditions that purport to

mitigate NECEC's impacts to protected resources and the environment but which fail to meet the

standards set for the in NRPA and the Site Law. Order, 1-2. Whether the Board assumes original

jurisdiction, or considers these issues on appeal, the Board should conduct a de novo review of this

matter, 38 M.R.S. § 341-D(4)(A) ("The board is not bound by the commissioner's findings of fact

or conclusions of law but may adopt, modify or reverse findings of fact or conclusions of law
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established by the commissioner"); accord 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 24(G), and reverse the Order for

the reasons detailed below.6

A. CMP does not have sufficient right, title or interest in the NECEC. 

Right, title and interest ("TRI") presents a jurisdictional bar to Board or Department review

and must exist at all times. 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 11(D). CMP does not have TRI in NECEC both

because it agreed to transfer its interest in NECEC before NECEC is built or operated and because

the documentation of TRI it presented is patently illegal.

First, during the course of the Department proceedings on NECEC, CMP's TRI in the

NECEC materially changed through execution and approval of a stipulation before the PUC

(which CMP was required to do in order to obtain its Certificate of Public Convenience and

Necessity ("CPCN")). That stipulation specified that "CMP will transfer and convey the NECEC

to NECEC Transmission LLC ("NECEC LLC"), a Delaware limited liability company that is a

wholly owned subsidiary within the Avangrid Networks family of companies and is not a

subsidiary of CMP." Cent. Me. Power Co., Request for Approval of CPCN for the New England

Clean Energy Connect Consisting of the Construction of a 1,200 MW HVDC Transmission Line

from the Quebec-Maine Border to Lewiston (NECEC) and Related Network Upgrades, Docket

No. 2017-00232, Stipulation at 16 (Me. P.U.C. Feb. 21, 2019), attached hereto as Appendix D.

Because neither CMP nor any subsidiary thereof is legally authorized to construct or operate the

NECEC, CMP lacks "the kind of relationship to the ... site, that gives [...] legally cognizable

expectation of having the power to use that site in the way that would be authorized by the permit

or license he seeks." Picker v. State Dep't of Envtl. Prot., No. CIV.A. AP-01-75, 2002 WL

1023629, at *3 (Me. Super. Apr. 6, 2002) (quoting and citing Southridge Corp. v. Board of Envt.

NRCM seeks reversal of the Order and denial of NECEC authorization under NRPA and the Site Law.
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Protection, 655 A.2d 345, 348 (Me. 1995) and Walsh v. City of Brewer, 315 A.2d 200, 207 (Me.

1974)).

Furthermore, Chapter 2 of the Department's Rules defines a transfer of ownership at

Section 1(R). 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 1(R). The conveyances required by the CMP Stipulation

clearly fall within this definition.7 Compliance with the CMP Stipulation substitutes a new entity

for CMP, one which has not yet presented itself for Department review,8 and which means that

CMP will not, by its very terms, own or operate the NECEC as required by Chapter 2 rules on

TRI.

Second, the Bureau of Parks and Lands lease of State Public Reserved Land in Johnson

Mountain and West Forks Plantation Northeast9 parcels ("Illegal BPL Lease") was not authorized

by the Maine Legislature. The Illegal BPL Lease was also issued to a utility (CMP) which had not

yet obtained the required CPCN. As a result, the Illegal BPL Lease is void on its face and does

not meet the submission requirements for documentation of TRI set forth in Chapter 2 Section

11(D) of the Department's Rules.

Department reliance on the Illegal BPL Lease as documentation of TRI is improper as even

a cursory review reveals significant legal flaws, information about which was readily available

during the course of Department review of the NECEC. BPL granted the Illegal BPL Lease prior

Section 1(R) of Chapter 2 of the Department's Rules defines "Transfer of Ownership" as a change in the
legal entity that owns a property, facility or structure that is the subject of a license issued by the
Department. A sale or exchange of stock (or in the case of a limited liability corporation, of membership
interests), or a merger, is not a transfer of ownership for the purposes of this rule provided the legal entity
that owns or operates the property, facility or structure remains the same.
8 The CMP Stipulation also calls into question numerous Order findings such as those regarding financial
and technical ability, where there is no record evidence of NECEC Transmission, LLC's financial and
technical qualifications to construct, own, and operate the NECEC.
9 2014. Transmission Line Lease Between Department of Agriculture, Conservation, and Forestry, Bureau
of Parks and Lands and Central Maine Power, at 11. Attachment A to Group 4's Comments on Draft Order.
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to CMP obtaining a CPCN, a clear violation of 35-A MRS § 3132(13).1° CMP did not receive a

CPCN from the Maine Public Utilities Commission ("PUC") for the NECEC until May 3, 2019.

Four and a half years before that, without any public notice or awareness of the NECEC (and

perhaps without itself knowing what the lease was for), BPL issued the Illegal BPL Lease to CMP

on December 8, 2014. When notified of the CPCN requirement at a February 18, 2020,11 work

session held by the Agriculture, Forestry, and Conservation ("ACF") Committee of the Maine

Legislature on LD 1893, "An Act To Require a Lease of Public Lands To Be Based on Reasonable

Market Value and To Require Approval of Such Leases for Commercial Purposes," BPL Director

Andy Cutko stated that, "Now that I am aware of the utilities requirement I would certainly want

to follow the law and get that secured prior."12 The ACF Committee unanimously voted out of

committee an amended version of LD 1893 finding that the Illegal BPL Lease violated 35-A

M.R.S. § 3132 and requiring any new lease to receive a two-thirds vote of all elected members of

both houses of the Legislature. For the Illegal BPL Lease, the requirement of such a vote was

already the law because construction of the NECEC would substantially alter that State Public

Reserved Land—Article IX, Section 23 of the Maine Constitution requires that any reduction or

substantial alteration of public reserved lands requires approval by a 2/3rd vote of the Legislature.

See also 12 M.R.S. §§ 598 to 598-B.

10 35-A M.R.S. § 3132 states: Public lands. The State, any agency or authority of the State or any political
subdivision of the State may not sell, lease or otherwise convey any interest in public land, other than a
future interest or option to purchase an interest in land that is conditioned on satisfaction of the terms of
this subsection, to any person for the purpose of constructing a transmission line subject to this section,
unless the person has received a certificate of public convenience and necessity from the commission
pursuant to this section. (emphasis added).
11 Notably, this occurred months before issuance of the Order.
12 Cutko statement available at: https://www.mainepublic.org/postimaine-lawmakers-questionlegality-
2014-cmp-lease-state-lands-transmission-corridor. 
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More troubling is the Department's disparate treatment of two functionally identical

facially void leases. With regard to a lease with the Passamaquoddy presented to the Department

by CMP, but which was not yet signed by the Bureau of Indian Affairs ("BIA"), the Department's

draft Order conditioned approval on CMP obtaining the requisite approval. Logically, this would

require the same condition with regard to the lease over Public Reserved Lands: the permit must

be conditioned on CMP obtaining the requisite legislative approval. There is no rational basis for

the Department to propose to treat the Public Lands lease any differently than it proposed for the

Passamaquoddy lease.13

Accordingly, the Board should mandate receipt of TRI sufficient to meet the requirements

of Chapter 2 of the Department's Rules and sufficient to ensure that the Board is aware of the

actual location of the NECEC in order to provide a legal foundation for evaluation of compliance

with NRPA and the Site Law and appropriate conditions before considering the application. The

Board should initiate its review (including a hearing) only after NECEC LLC obtains TRI

(including a valid lease from BPL) and submits all necessary information for the Department to

determine whether the proposed owner and operator of NECEC can comply with NRPA and the

Site Law. At a minimum, however, were the Board to consider the application prior to a

Legislative vote, the Board should impose a condition, similar to the condition originally proposed

by the Department for the BIA lease, that NECEC LLC obtain the necessary legislative approval

pursuant to Me. Const. art. IX, § 23; 12 M.R.S. §§ 598 to 598-B for the BPL lease of State Public

Reserved Land in Johnson Mountain and West Forks Plantation Northeast.

13 The Order eliminated this proposed condition likely due to NRCM's comments noting that the CMP's
revisions to the NECEC route meant that the Passamaquoddy land was no longer part of the project.
However, while this changes nothing about the above analysis—the Department's proposed approach of a
permit condition is the only lawful option—it does present the troubling indication that by the end of its
multi-year review of the NECEC the Department remained uncertain of the location of the NECEC. One
wonders then, how reliable its assessment of and accounting for of impacts to the environment can be?
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B. The NECEC causes unreasonable adverse impacts to brook trout habitat in
violation of NRPA and the Site Law even after mitigating Order conditions. 

NRPA, the Site Law, and Chapters 335 and 375 of the Department's Rules require CMP

to prove that the NECEC will not result in unreasonable adverse impacts to significant wildlife

habitat, freshwater wetland plant habitat, or threatened or endangered plant habitat. 38 M.R.S. §

480-D(3); 38 M.R.S. § 484(3); 06-096 CMR Chs. 310, 335, and 375. In so doing, CMP must

adequately document avoidance and mitigation of and compensation for such impacts. The Order

describes the significant impacts to fisheries and wildlife from the NECEC. Specifically,

endangered species (Roaring Brook Mayfly and Northern Spring Salamanders); brook trout

habitat; habitat fragmentation and buffer strips around cold water fisheries. The NECEC impacts

to such resources are unreasonable even considering implementation of Order conditions intended

to ameliorate them.

The Order sets forth the following measures in an effort to make reasonable the NECEC

adverse impacts to brook trout and coldwater fisheries: (1) Increasing riparian filter areas (buffers)

along streams from 25 feet to 100 feet around all perennial streams in Segment 1, all coldwater

fisheries streams in other segments, and all Outstanding River Segments; (2) Protection of the

Grand Falls, Basin, and Lower Enchanted Tracts, protecting 12.02 miles of streams combined; (3)

Providing for full canopy vegetation at Gold Brook and Mountain Brook; (4) Maintaining 35-foot

height vegetation in 12 "Wildlife Areas" that total 12.2 miles of Segment 1; (5) Tapered vegetation

within the remaining length of Segment 1; and (6) $1,875,000 in funding for culvert

replacements.14 These measures are inadequate. The NECEC adverse impacts remain

unreasonable as discussed in detail below.

14 Order, 82-84.
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1.  The NECEC does not include adequate riparian filter areas (buffers) to address
unreasonable adverse impacts to brook trout habitat. 

The Order requires maintenance of a "riparian filter area" or buffer within 100 feet of all

perennial streams in Segment 1, all coldwater fisheries streams in other segments as identified in

Appendix E, all streams containing threatened or endangered species, and all Outstanding River

Segments; and within 75 feet of all other streams. Appendix C to the Order outlines the vegetation

management plan for these areas. Despite providing more protection for riparian areas than that

included in CMP's applications for the NECEC, the vegetation management plan for riparian filter

areas still requires significant clearing within the wire zone (within 15 feet, horizontally, of any

conductor). Within the wire zone of riparian filter areas, all vegetation taller than 10 feet would be

cut to ground level during initial clearing. Outside the wire zone, in the remainder of the 150-foot-

wide corridor, only non-capable vegetation would be allowed to exceed 10 feet in height. All

vegetation capable of reaching into the wire zone would be removed on a two- to three-year cycle

in Segment 1, and a four-year cycle in other segments.

Order conditions regarding vegetation management convert existing vegetation along the

NECEC route from intact forest with strict limits on tree removal during timber harvest to a

permanent 150-foot swath of short scrub-shrub vegetation. This vegetative condition would be

regularly maintained, preventing recovery of vegetation that could serve critical buffer functions

such as providing shade and overhead cover to streams, woody debris inputs that are essential for

fish habitat, or a forest canopy that provides leaf fall and insect inputs to aquatic food chains.

Stripping an area of vegetation defies its ability to serve as a buffer. Thus, increasing the width of

this area where vegetation is slightly less stripped (from 25 feet to 100 feet) does not create a buffer

or reduce NECEC adverse impacts to fisheries and other protected resources except that it may

somewhat improve sediment removal.
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2. NECEC compensation for impacts to brook trout habitat in the Grand Falls,
Basin, and Lower Enchanted Tracts is not comparable to nor does it address
impacts to brook trout habitat and is thus inadequate to comply with NRPA or
the Site Law. 

As discussed in detail in Jeff Reardon's pre-filed direct and surrebuttal testimony on behalf

of consolidated Group 4, consisting of NRCM, the Maine Chapter of Trout Unlimited, and the

Appalachian Mountain Club, most of the river and stream habitat protected in the proposed

compensation parcels is significantly different from the higher-value stream habitat impacted by

the NECEC's inadequate buffers.15 The impacted streams are mostly cold, high-elevation,

headwater streams that are highly productive of wild brook trout. The streams "protected" in the

compensation parcels are mostly large main stem rivers that warm significantly in the summer,

have a recreational fishery at least partially supported by stocking, and have limited or no potential

to produce wild brook trout.16 This defies the purpose of compensation parcels—i.e., replacing

the functions and values of the adversely impacted natural resource. CMP's failure to propose

compensation parcels which hew closely to those impacted by the NECEC impermissibly allows

unreasonable adverse impacts.

3. Full-height vegetation at Gold Brook and Mountain Brook only protects one
Gold Brook crossing and one crossing of Mountain Brook, not any tributaries, 
and thus allows unreasonable adverse impacts to brook trout habitat. 

The Order condition requiring full canopy vegetation at Gold Brook and Mountain Brook

was proposed to protect Roaring Brook Mayfly habitat in part of Wildlife Area 4 (Gold Brook)

and Wildlife Area 6 (Mountain Brook) but is also cited for benefits to brook trout at these stream

crossings.17 Full canopy vegetation at these two sites is provided by taller poles or pole locations

15 Reardon Pre-filed Direct Testimony, 21-23; Reardon Surrebuttal Testimony, 6-7.
16 Reardon Pre-filed Direct Testimony, 22-23; Reardon Surrebuttal Testimony, 6-7.
17 Wildlife Area 11, which includes the Kennebec River crossing and no other streams, will have full canopy
vegetation, because CMP agreed to undergrounding in this location. CMP's original overland crossing
maintained full canopy vegetation via pole heights and locations.
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that allow for mature tree canopy below the wire zone, and is required between four structures

spanning 0.65 miles with two crossings of Gold Brook and between three structures spanning 0.38

miles with a single crossing of Mountain Brook. Thus, full height vegetation is required at only

three of the 271 stream crossings in Segment 1 (only 1.1% of stream crossings in Segment 1).

While full canopy closure reduces adverse impacts to these two streams, these protections do not

apply to tributaries to either Gold or Mountain Brook.

At Gold Brook, five tributary streams adjacent to the Gold Brook crossings are excluded

from the "full canopy vegetation" zone, and therefore get only 35-foot tall vegetation. The

effectiveness of these "full canopy" areas is further reduced by clearing within the "full canopy"

areas for access roads and structures. Within the footprint of each structure and for the entire length

of the access roads, NECEC will result in removal of all capable and non-capable species during

initial clearing, and these areas would be maintained as scrub-shrub thereafter. Based on the

Google Earth map layers provided,18 access roads coincide with approximately 0.4 miles of the

0.65 miles of full canopy in Wildlife Area 4, including one of the two Gold Brook crossings. The

cleared road will cross Gold Brook, leaving a maintained scrub-shrub buffer rather than full canopy

in perpetuity at the crossing. As a result, uninterrupted full canopy vegetation is applied to less

than one mile of the 53-mile-long Segment 1, and only two of the 271 stream crossings would

retain full canopy vegetation. At Gold Brook, one of the two "full canopy" crossings of Gold Brook

will be compromised by a cleared and maintained construction road.

In short, even the limited area of "full canopy" vegetation required by the Order only

applies fully to the sole crossing of Mountain Brook itself (exclusive of tributaries). While both

Gold and Mountain Brook are important brook trout resources, the overall significance of these

'8https://www.maine.govidep/gis/datamaps/lawb_nececproject/20 1 9- 1 0-
1 0%2ONECEC%20Project%20Data.kmz.
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two improved crossings is very small in the context of the entirety of the NECEC's adverse impacts

to brook trout and other aquatic habitat and certainly does not suffice to make those adverse

impacts reasonable.

4. Thirty-five-foot tall vegetation in 12 Wildlife Areas only reduces adverse
impacts to 5 miles of the NECEC and, thus, leaves unreasonable adverse
impacts to brook trout habitat. 

The Order specifies 35 foot tall vegetation to address adverse impacts to fisheries and

wildlife habitat in Wildlife Areas 1-10. In these areas, instead of the clear cutting proposed by

CMP, the Order requires that trees that are taller than 35 feet, or may reach heights greater than 35

feet before the next scheduled maintenance (within two to three years), may be removed. Trees

would be removed when they either reach 35 feet in height, or when they have the potential to

reach 35 feet before the next scheduled maintenance. Note that the Order labels these "35-Foot

Minimum Vegetation Height" areas, but the prescription for vegetation maintenance would

actually result in a 35-foot maximum vegetation height, as all vegetation approaching 35 feet

would be removed.

The Order applies this prescription to the NECEC adverse impacts in 12.23 miles within

Segment 1 of the approximately 150 mile NECEC. These areas include crossings of 21 streams

or, according to the Order, 7.7% of the 271 intermittent and permanent stream crossings in

Segment 1.19 Of the 12 miles benefiting from this additional protection, more than seven miles

include access roads that will still be cleared and maintained as scrub-shrub habitat. Thus, a mere

5 miles of the NECEC will comply with this condition and support 35-foot vegetation.

Importantly, vegetation maintenance within the 35-foot vegetation area allows tree cutting

at ground level, rather than topping, when trees reach 35 feet or have the potential to reach 35 feet

19 Order, 135-136 (Table C-1).
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within 2-3 years. As a result, this area, though it may support some vegetation taller than scrub-

shrub, will never grow mature trees that support spreading canopies or larger trunks. A study of

re-generating even-aged hardwood stands in upstate New York found that at age 19, sugar maple,

beech, yellow birch, and white ash were all exceeding 30 feet in height; and all reached heights of

35 feet or taller by age 24.20 At age 24, trunk diameters (dbh) ranged from 3.08" to 4.29".21 Even

at age 29, when all species but beech were exceeding 45 feet, dbh never exceeded 6 inches for any

species.22 Although trees with a maximum heights of 35 feet in the corridor may provide some

shade, they will not grow to heights that support full crown development and provide substantial

shading before their removal. They will also not attain trunk diameters large enough to count as

large wood for instream habitat.

To summarize, 35 foot vegetation areas are required in only 12 of the 53 miles in Segment

1 and 150 mile NECEC. The 35-foot canopy is interrupted by cleared and maintained access roads

for all but 5 miles. Even counting those areas that include access roads, 35 foot vegetation is

required for only 21 stream crossings, less than 8% of the stream crossings in Segment 1 alone.

On the streams to which it applies, it would result in vegetation taller than scrub-shrub but not in

trees tall enough to provide full shade to streams or large enough to serve as large woody debris if

recruited into the stream channel.

5. It is not known whether tapered vegetation will effectively alleviate adverse
impacts to brook trout habitat caused by the NECEC. 

20 Nyland, Ralph D; Ray, David G; and Yanai, Ruth D, Height Development of Upper-Canopy Trees Within
Even-Aged Adirondack Hardwood Stands, Northern Journal of Applied Forestry, September 2004 (Table
1, p. 119), available at
haps ://www.researchgate.net/profile/Ruth_Yanai/publication/233671448_Height_Development_of Uppe
r-Canopy_Trees_Within_Even-
Aged_Adirondack Northern Hardwood_Stands/links/5552a64f08ae980ca606c177/Height-Development-
of-Upper-Canopy-Trees-Within-Even-Aged-Adirondack-Northern-Hardwood-Stands.pdf (attached as
Appendix C). 
21 Id.
22 Id.
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The Order requires tapered vegetation for the entire length of Segment 1. The effectiveness

of this measure at mitigation of adverse impacts to brook trout habitat is unproven, untested, and

anticipated to be very limited. The Order specifies that tapering will include (1) a 54-foot wide

"wire zone" within which all woody vegetation would be cut to ground level and allowed to

regenerate to no taller than 10 feet; (2) a 16-foot wide taper on each side of the wire zone that

would be selectively cut to remove vegetation taller than 15 feet and maintained with vegetation

of 15-foot maximum height; (3) a 16-foot wide taper within which vegetation up to 25 feet would

be maintained; and (4) a final 16-foot wide taper within which vegetation up to 35 feet would be

maintained. As with the "Full Canopy" and "35-Foot Canopy" areas discussed above, access roads

would be cleared and maintained as scrub-shrub.

The record does not support a conclusion that tapering will effectively counteract

unreasonable adverse impacts from the NECEC.23 Trees removed upon reaching heights near 35

feet will be young, short, and with have small trunk diameters and limited canopy spread. This

substantially limits their ability to provide shade or to serve as large woody debris. These

limitations increase for each progression to shorter woody vegetation in the taper (i.e., removal at

25 feet or 15 feet in height). The wire zone, which occupies more than 1/3 of the total width of the

NECEC, will be permanent scrub-shrub, as will all access roads. Thus, tapering will provide

neither sufficient shade nor input of large wood materials to protect the many high-quality brook

trout stream crossing that comprise the NECEC.

23 Group 4 Comments on Draft Order, April 13, 2020.
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6. The $1,875,000 culvert fund does not address adverse impacts to brook trout
habitat. 

The Order requires fish passage improvements through culvert replacements to improve

brook trout access to habitat as an offset to NECEC unreasonable adverse impacts to brook trout.

NRCM agrees that NECEC's impacts to brook trout are unreasonable and adverse, and that

improving fish passage at culverts can improve habitat access for brook trout. However, there is

no nexus between the two and the Department erred in conflating the two issues. The NECEC

presents numerous and varied significant impacts to brook trout habitat through its removal and

degradation of forested buffers but NECEC does not impede fish passage. Even if the NECEC did

present fish passage impacts, the proposed fish passage projects funded by CMP's culvert

replacement fund are not necessarily in the same streams or even watersheds impacted by the

NECEC.

The Order allows the culvert fund to be spent "in the vicinity of Segment 1,"24 a facially

vague standard. NECEC impacts and the existing quality of brook trout habitat are both highest in

Segment 1, where there are few public roads and the land and the logging road network are owned

and used primarily for timber harvest. Private forest landowners are generally less willing than

municipalities to use funds to improve fish passage because of the associated restrictions on use

of their property and maintenance obligations. Further, the Order contains no guidelines ensuring

use of or priority of use of the culvert fund for crossings of high-quality brook trout streams

equivalent to those adversely impacted by NECEC.

In Segment 1, roads are typically privately owned and used primarily for logging, culvert

replacement costs would almost certainly exceed the $50,000-$100,000 range cited, with the result

that far fewer than 25 culverts would likely be replaced. Worse, there is no clear linkage between

24 Order, 86.
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the handful of culverts constructed and improvements to brook trout habitat. In short, there is no

relationship between paying for culverts (which may improve fish passage) and addressing impacts

to brook trout habitat resulting from hundreds of stream crossings laying that habitat bare to the

warming effect of sun and removal of all woody inputs.

C. NECEC habitat fragmentation impacts are unreasonable even considering
Order conditions intended to mitigate impacts. 

The Department's Rules implementing the Site Law (06-096 CMR Ch. 375 § 15) require

adequate provision for the protection of wildlife and fisheries through maintenance of suitable and

sufficient habitat, including travel lanes and avoiding habitat fragmentation. NRPA (06-096 CMR

Ch. 310 and 335) similarly prohibits unreasonable impacts to protected natural resources including

a goal of no net loss of function and values of rivers, streams, brooks, wetlands, and significant

wetland habitat.

The proposed NECEC carves a swath through an unfragmented forest block that

encompasses more than 500,000 acres within a larger area that is one of the last remaining

temperate broadleaf mixed forests. This part of Maine's North Woods supports exceptional

biodiversity and maintains that biodiversity even as the climate changes. These qualities make the

area unique and important wildlife habitat. The Order acknowledges that the NECEC "could

contribute to habitat fragmentation and have unreasonable adverse impacts on wildlife as a result

of the effects on wildlife as a result of the effects on wildlife travel lanes and lifecycles and

accessibility to suitable and sufficient habitat. Fragmentation occurs when contiguous habitat is

broken into smaller, more isolated patches." Order at 75-76. These impacts result even though

there is already forest management in this area. Id. The Department found that:

as Segment 1 initially was proposed, the applicant had not made adequate provision
for the protection of wildlife; the proposal's contribution to habitat fragmentation
and impact on habitat and habitat connectivity was an unreasonable impact on
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wildlife habitat. Through modifications CMP made to its proposal during the
permitting process, these potential wildlife impacts have been reduced. Through
further modification required as a condition of this Order, adequate provision for
the protection of wildlife will be achieved.

Order, 76.

Unfortunately, examination of the Order conditions modifying the NECEC

indicates continued failure to comply with NRPA and the Site Law. These deficiencies are

fatal and the Board should deny the permits.

1. Tapering is a scenic impact25 mitigation measure that does not mitigate adverse
impacts to wildlife habitat from forest fragmentation and will be difficult to 
implement and monitor for compliance. 

Tapering is intended to reduce the scenic impact of the corridor in areas of high scenic

sensitivity such as Coburn Mountain. There is no evidence that tapering mitigates impacts to

wildlife habitat or addresses forest fragmentation. While tapering the entire length of the NECEC

may have some benefit for reducing edge effects in adjacent forested areas, this strategy has not

been studied. Tapering provides almost no connectivity benefit for mature forest species to offset

fragmentation. Even along the edges, where tapering would result in trees that are a maximum of

35-feet high (as discussed above), these trees will be mere saplings in the 3-inch to 5-inch diameter

range (excluding damaged or broken trees with larger diameters). While there may be some species

that would avoid 10-foot high scrub-shrub but would utilize 15-foot to 35-foot-tall sapling

vegetation, it is insufficient to provide adequate connecting habitat for marten or other mature

forest species. As such, reliance on tapering conditions to offset what the Department concedes

are unreasonable fragmentation impacts is impermissible under NRPA and the Site Law.

25 NRPA (38 M.R.S. § 480-D(1)) and the Site Law (38 M.R.S. § 484(3)) both specify standards pertaining
to scenic impacts that NECEC must satisfy- but doesn't. The Board should likewise consider NECEC's
failure in this regard.
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NRCM also has serious concerns about how this tapered condition would be established,

and whether the Department has sufficient capacity to monitor and enforce this condition for the

life of the NECEC. The tapering diagram provided by the Applicant shows nicely tapered

vegetation.26 However, Section 1 of the proposed corridor would pass through a range of stand

types and ages and it is unrealistic to expect the uniform condition presented in Applicant's Exhibit

CMP 5-B to exist immediately following construction. Initial clearing will consist of a nearly

complete overstory removal of all trees greater than 5-inch diameter, leaving seedlings and

saplings of a range of heights and densities. Closed canopy stands may have little established

regeneration and will require time for the regeneration to grow to the desired heights. This

regeneration may itself be even-aged (as will regeneration where the NECEC passes through recent

clearcuts), and most trees may reach the target height at the same time, resulting in another heavy

removal during the next maintenance cycle. Rather than the nicely tapered vegetation pictured by

the Department, the NECEC will consist of an on-going patchwork of seedlings and saplings that

may only achieve the desired tapered condition after decades of careful tending, if ever.

It is not clear how progress toward the required tapered condition will be monitored and

enforced or whether there will be any benefit whatsoever in terms of an offset to habitat

fragmentation. Will a monitor be onsite during clearing to ensure that clearing is being done

appropriately to reach the desired condition in the shortest possible time? How will the

Department determine condition compliance? What, if any, penalties will CMP have to pay for

non-compliance, and will those penalties be sufficient to ensure compliance? Without monitoring

and substantial penalties, the Applicant could decide that maintaining tapered vegetation is too

expensive and simply choose to pay the penalties as a cost of business. Will there be any effort to

26 Pre-filed Testimony of Amy Bell Segal, Exhibit CMP 5-B at 60.
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determine the value of tapering by quantifying habitat use impacts and the loss associated with

NECEC?

2. Requirements for proposed Wildlife Areas are not sufficient to ensure that these
protected areas provide any significant connectivity benefit. 

In theory, the Wildlife Areas prescribed by the Order may enhance habitat connectivity,

primarily for species that do not require mature forest. However, in practice there would be

numerous difficulties and significant delays in achieving such benefits—if achievement were ever

accomplished.

In her supplemental testimony, Group 6 witness Dr. Simons-Legaard set forth the

minimum characteristics for pine marten habitat that should be maintained in the Wildlife Areas

in order to provide habitat connectivity. These bare minimums were not so simple as maintaining

a set canopy height.27 As she stressed in her testimony, it is critical that all of these requirements

be incorporated into the NECEC to address the unreasonable adverse impacts otherwise resulting

from the NECEC. These include: (a) the trees be at least 30 feet tall (preferably greater than 40

feet tall); (b) a minimum basal area of 80 ft2/acre; (c) a minimum of 30% canopy closure in all

seasons; and (d) frequent snags (dead trees). The NECEC meets none of these measures for

avoiding unreasonable adverse impacts to wildlife habitat associated with fragmentation.

The Order holds that NECEC impacts are unreasonable without tapering. Yet, as discussed

above, tapering results in a maximum tree height of 35 feet with the most likely outcome being

that the average tree height in the area impacted by NECEC is well below 30 feet.28

Maintenance of a minimum basal area of 80 square feet per acre is at least as important as

the minimum 30 foot height requirement because a regenerating stand with only a few scattered

27 Supplemental testimony of Group 6 witness Dr. Erin Simons-Legaard, 1.
28 Order, Appendix C.
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taller trees will not mitigate fragmentation. The removal of all trees greater than 35 feet tall from

the Wildlife Areas during construction means that large parts of these Wildlife Areas will not meet

this threshold following construction. Those stands that provide the greatest connectivity benefit

(mature closed canopy stands) would undoubtedly see the greatest level of overstory removal. As

a result, achieving this basal area threshold would largely depend on restoration through future

growth. As such, this criterion for avoiding adverse fragmentation effects is likewise unlikely to

be met.

Likewise, the minimum size tree that can be counted toward this requirement is not

specified. However, simple math indicates that there is likely an extremely narrow potential

window for trees that can provide enough basal area without tipping over the 35-foot threshold for

removal. Research indicates that this requirement could be met by a tree with a minimum diameter

at breast height of 7.6 cm (3 inches),29 meaning that this basal area must be maintained in trees at

least 3 inches in diameter but no more than 35 feet tall. Stands fitting this very narrow range of

tree sizes would likely be dense, even-aged sapling stands and could require extensive removal

once the canopy reaches 35 feet, reducing the stand below the basal area threshold mere years after

finally attaining the minimum requirements outlined by Dr. Simons-Legaard. Thus, these stands

could end up in a cycle of heavy clearing followed by regeneration without ever really offering

any mitigation of the unreasonable fragmentation impacts NECEC imposes.

Based on examination of aerial photography and National Land Cover data, there are

several extensive areas of hardwood forest within these Wildlife Areas. Yet, if this basal density

requirement can be met at all, it can only be achieved by mixed wood or softwood stands. Absent

planting of softwoods, hardwood stands of less than 35 feet will never meet this criterion. There

29 See Payer, D. and Harrison, D.J. (2003, 2004), discussed and cited in the pre-filed testimony of David
Publicover (February 22, 2019).
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is no information indicating how much of the Wildlife Areas consists of mixed wood or softwood

stands capable of meeting this threshold and without requiringy planting or active management to

achieve a mixed wood or softwood stands.

Finally, frequent snags are unlikely in the Wildlife Areas. Once cleared, the remaining tree

sizes are so short and of such minimal diameter that the interconnections of snags are effectively

eliminated as relevant to habitat fragmentation.

In short, the Wildlife Areas established in the Order are highly unlikely to provide the

characteristics necessary to avoid habitat fragmentation. Further, there is no clarity regarding

maximization of the benefits of the Wildlife Areas for mature forest connectivity or if there are

alternative which would better mitigate the admittedly unreasonable habitat fragmentation impacts

of the NECEC. Specifically:

- There is no evidence in the record regarding which stands within the Wildlife Areas
currently meet the thresholds set forth above for canopy height, basal area, and softwood
canopy cover, and which stands would meet these thresholds following NECEC
construction.

- There is no evidence in the record of the tallest poles that can be utilized in different areas
as an alternative to habitat fragmentation associated with a maximum tree height of 35 feet.

- There is no evidence in the record of the maximum tree height that can be maintained given
poles of the maximum height. This will vary by location based on topography and other
factors. These heights, not a blanket 35 feet, should be set at the desired tree height in
different areas.

- There has been no provision of any plan based on forest growth modeling (such as the
Forest Vegetation Simulator) demonstrating how progress toward the desired conditions
would be achieved, how long it would take to achieve these conditions, and that these
conditions could be maintained given the need for on-going removal of trees above the
maximum 35 foot height.

There is no provision for long-term monitoring to ensure that progress toward these

required conditions is achieved and maintained. It is not sufficient to examine aerial photography

or simply measure canopy height — basal area must also be periodically monitored.
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Finally, there are no "triggers" requiring additional land conservation as compensation for

failed Wildlife Areas or portions of Wildlife Areas which do not attain the conditions necessary to

mitigate habitat fragmentation (such as hardwood stands that will not meet the winter canopy

closure threshold), which will not achieve them in a reasonable time, or which cannot be

maintained in the necessary condition over the long term.

3. The Order-mandated land conservation does not adequately compensate for the
NECEC abnegation of functions and values of significant wildlife habitat. 

The NECEC, as proposed by CMP, included insufficient compensation for impacts to

significant wildlife habitat even with the on-site mitigation of tapering and Wildlife Areas. The

amount of land conservation required by the Order is the bare minimum recommended by any

non-Applicant expert witness and is based on best-case assumptions about the environmental

benefits of tapering and Wildlife Areas. Given that, as discussed in detail above, the environmental

benefits of tapering and Wildlife Areas are unlikely to be fully realized for some time (perhaps

several decades), if at all, the habitat protections provided by compensatory land conservation are

especially critical. Furthermore, some impacts, including the Site Law requirement that the project

fit harmoniously into the environment cannot be mitigated by offsite measures. Unfortunately, the

Order does not contain a sufficient quantity or quality conservation lands to provide these

necessary benefits. Conservation easements in an area with limited development threat, but which

allow commercial forestry to continue as usual, would provide very limited additional benefits and

are insufficient and unacceptable as a replacement for the lost functions and values associated with

the NECEC impacts.
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D. CMP failed to perform an adequate alternatives analysis, ignored practicable
alternatives, and the NECEC results in unreasonable adverse impacts in
contravention of NRPA and the Site Law. 

A fulsome alternatives analysis is foundational to NRPA review and compliance. Under

NRPA, CMP must demonstrate that the NECEC "will not unreasonably interfere with existing

scenic, aesthetic, recreational or navigational uses" and "will not unreasonably harm significant

wildlife habitat, freshwater wetland plant habitat, threatened or endangered plant habitat, aquatic

or adjacent upland habitat, travel corridor, freshwater, estuarine or marine or other aquatic life."3°

Chapters 310 (Wetlands), 315 (Scenic and Aesthetic), and 335 (Wildlife) all contain

explicit requirements that an applicant conduct an alternatives analysis to determine whether a less

harmful alternative exists. Under no circumstances can an application be approved where this

analysis is not done or where the project would cause unreasonable harm to a protected resource,

even where no practicable alternative exists. Chapter 310 states that an:

activity will be considered to result in an unreasonable impact if the activity will
cause a loss in wetland area, functions, or values, and there is a practicable
alternative to the activity that would be less damaging to the environment. The
applicant shall provide an analysis of alternatives (see Section 9(A)) in order to
demonstrate that a practicable alternative does not exist.31

However, "[e]ven if a project has no practicable alternative and the applicant has minimized the

proposed alteration as much as possible, the application will be denied if the activity will have an

unreasonable impact on the wetland."32

Chapter 315 of the Department's Rules addressing scenic and aesthetic uses requires the

Department to consider all "practicable alternatives to the proposed activity that will have less

30 38 M.R.S. § 480-D.
31 06-096 CMR Ch. 310, § 5.
3206-096 CMR Ch. 310, § 5(D).
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visual impact, and cumulative effects of frequent minor alterations on the scenic resource" and

states that:

[a]n application may be denied if the activity will have an unreasonable impact on
the visual quality of a protected natural resource as viewed from a scenic resource
even if the activity has no practicable alternative and the applicant has minimized
the proposed alteration and its impacts as much as possible through mitigation. An
"unreasonable impact" means that the standards of the Natural Resources
Protection Act, 38 M.R.S.A. § 480-D, will not be met.33

Chapter 335, of the Department's Rules addressing significant wildlife habitats, also requires:

[a] narrative describing whether a practicable alternative to the alteration exists that
would be less damaging to the environment and what alternatives were considered
during project design. The narrative must address why the activity cannot avoid or
lessen impacts to the significant wildlife habitat by utilizing, managing or
expanding one or more other sites; reducing the size, scope, configuration or
density of the proposed activity; developing alternative project designs; or by some
other means.34

The alternatives analysis requirement underlying NRPA as set forth in Chapters 310, 315, and 335

is clear. Is there a practicable alternative? If so, the reasonableness of adverse impacts is called

into question. But, "[e]ven if the activity has no practicable alternative, and the applicant has

minimized the proposed alteration as much as possible, the application will be denied if the activity

will have an unreasonable impact on protected natural resources or the subject wildlife."35

Here CMP did not conduct a reasonable and complete alternatives analysis, did not

demonstrate that there is no practicable alternative, and did not demonstrate that the NECEC does

not unreasonably impact protected natural resources.

1. CMP's Alternatives Analysis is Inadequate. 

A NRPA alternatives analysis is a report that analyzes whether a less environmentally

damaging practicable alternative to the proposed alteration, which meets the project purpose,

33 06-096 CMR Ch. 315, § 9.
34 06-096 CMR Ch. 335, § 5(A).
35 06-096 CMR Ch. 335, § 3(A) and (C).
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exists. Determining whether a practicable alternative exists includes:

1. Utilizing, managing or expanding one or more other sites that would avoid
the wetland impact;

2. Reducing the size, scope, configuration or density of the project as
proposed, thereby avoiding or reducing the wetland impact;

3. Developing alternative project designs, such as cluster development, that
avoid or lessen the wetland impact; and

4. Demonstrating the need, whether public or private, for the proposed
alteration.36

CMP's alternatives analysis failed to make this determination. CMP never looked at

alternate routes for NECEC along existing disturbed corridors, such as the Spencer Road or Route

201. CMP's alternatives analysis contains no discussion of undergrounding all or any portion of

the NECEC except the after the fact addition of burial of the Kennebec Gorge crossing. 37 The

crossing of the Kennebec Gorge and the Merrill Strip Alternative are perfect demonstrations of

CMP's failure to consider practicable alternatives. In both instances, CMP considered and

dismissed these alternatives as impracticable only to change course when the threat of permit

denial loomed close. Indeed, CMP's NECEC Project Developer, Thorn Dickinson, testified that

neither CMP, nor any consultants hired by CMP, did any formal analysis of undergrounding

options until directed to do so by the Department.38

2. CMP's Alternatives Analysis Ignored Practicable Underground Alternatives. 

CMP claims that its failure to analyze even a single underground route option was due to

the fact that undergrounding the 53 miles of new transmission corridor was "not reasonable or

36 06-096 CMR Ch. 310, § 9(A).
37 Compare CMP NRPA Application (Alternative Analysis) with CMP Amended NRPA Application of
October 19, 2018.
38 May 9, 2019 Hearing Transcript, 410.
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feasible because the costs of doing so would defeat the purpose of the Project."39 However, these

calculations were not done until long after CMP made the decision to select its preferred route.4°

The actual cost data provided by CMP, the itemized calculations of material and labor costs, were

redacted under the label "Proprietary" throughout CMP's May 17, 2019 submission regarding

"costs, dollars, or a numerical backup sheet for CMP Exhibits 11-B through 11-G in Mr.

Bardwell's pre-filed rebuttal testimony" requested by the Department.41 On cross examination,

CMP conceded that the incremental cost increase for undergrounding specific areas within the

LUPC P-RR subdistrict for the 53 miles of greenfield corridor in Maine's North Woods range from

$13, 28 and to 30 million which is approximately one, three, and three percent increases in the

capital costs for the project (or a total of 7 percent) of the capital cost of the NECEC.42 CMP also

conceded that its budget includes a contingency of at least 15 percent of the total project cost.

Accordingly, CMP's claims that undergrounding portions of the NECEC is not financially feasible

are false. The undergrounding alternative is financially feasible given CMP's contingency funds.43

CMP also argues that undergrounding a transmission line is not technically or logistically

feasible.44 In fact, burial of HVDC lines is exceedingly common, even here in New England.45

The fully permitted HVDC line from Hydro-Quebec through Vermont, TDI, would be 157 miles

long with 97 miles in underwater cables and 57 in buried cables.46 Similarly 60 miles of the

39 CMP Dickinson Rebuttal Testimony, 2-3.
4° In bolstering their argument that burying the new portion of the line would dramatically increase the cost
of the project, CMP's consultants analyzed the cost of burying the line along the 53 new miles of
transmission corridor along CMP's preferred route through the woods but did not disclose the actual cost
of only burying the line along existing roads until meeting the existing corridor. CMP Tribbet Rebuttal
Testimony, 5; May 9, 2019 Hearing Transcript, 414-15.
41 
May 17 CMP Response to Department Request for Information, 4-28.

42 
May 9,2019 Hearing Transcript, 395: 5-10.

43 May 9, 2019 Hearing Transcript, 389: 1-2, 15-18.
44 See generally, CMP Bardwell Rebuttal Testimony, 2-9.
45 Group 8 Russo Direct Testimony, 3-4, and Exhibits CR-3 and CR-4.
46 Id at 4.
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Northern Pass Project through New Hampshire would have been buried.47 CMP claims that

Northern Pass and TDI should not be used as an example of an underground transmission project

because they have not "demonstrated that is feasible" and have not secured long-term transmission

service agreements.48 This is misleading. Northern Pass was initially selected as the winning bid

in the Massachusetts 83D RFP process, but was rejected after the New Hampshire Site Evaluation

Committee denied the project a necessary permit siting concerns over siting concerns.49

In short, CMP failed to consider utilization of undergrounding techniques (whether

directional drilling, micro boring, or otherwise) to avoid or mitigate adverse impacts from the

NECEC even though such alternatives are practicable.

3. CMP's Alternatives Analysis Ignored Practicable Alternatives that Would
Minimize Scenic, Wildlife Habitat and Wetland Impacts by Following Existing
Roads and Leaving Full-height Vegetation Via Taller Poles. 

CMP's alternatives analysis is impermissibly silent regarding alternate routes utilizing

existing disturbances, such as roads, or other techniques such as taller poles to allow full-height

vegetation and reduce scenic, wetland, or wildlife impacts.5° Whether buried or not, a route that

followed existing roads, whether along the Spencer Road or Route 201 to Jackman, would

dramatically reduce wildlife and fisheries impacts.51 Unfortunately, CMP's alternatives analysis

does not discuss the practicability of such alternatives.

CMP also failed to consider an alternative that utilized a combination of mitigation

strategies. For example, CMP could have selectively designed a route that used some combination

of undergrounding such as directional drilling, trenching, micro tunneling, co-location, and taller

47 Id
48 CMP Tribbet Rebuttal Testimony, 3.
49 Group 4 Comments, 2 (citing New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee March 30, 2018 Decision and
Order Denying Application for Certificate of Site and Facility).
50 See generally CMP NRPA Application (Alternatives Analysis).
51 May 9, 2019 Hearing Transcript, 62, 66-67.
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poles to mitigate some of the worst environmental and scenic impacts from NECEC.

Unfortunately, CMP did not evaluate any alternatives that utilized any of these approaches, even

though this would align with common practice.

Similarly, CMP did not delineate NRPA protected resources and develop alternative

project designs to avoid or mitigate impacts even where practicable alternatives exist. CMP could

readily, as discussed above, utilize any number of practicable alternatives (pole heights and

locations, directional drilling) to avoid or mitigate NECEC impacts to brook trout habitat. Yet,

CMP declined to do so even despite NRPA's plain language requiring this analysis.

CMP's insufficient alternatives analysis, the availability of practicable alternatives, and the

unreasonableness of the NECEC adverse impacts preclude Board approval under NRPA.

E. The Department barred critical analysis of CMP's claims that the NECEC
results in greenhouse gas benefit claims then improperly credited CMP for
these purported benefits as a mitigation for the NECEC's adverse impacts to 
protected resources. 

Despite denying parties an opportunity to vet CMP's greenhouse gas claims in an open

hearing process and leading parties to believe that their comments would be reviewed in any final

Departmental decision-making process,52 the Department simply accepted CMP's assertions

regarding greenhouse gas benefits from the NECEC and referenced findings of the Maine PUC on

this issue.53 In its comments to the Department, NRCM noted that the PUC and the Department

failed to examine whether the NECEC would simply divert electricity from other markets to supply

this contract or whether those other markets would ramp up fossil-fuel-generated electricity to

make up for lost supply going through NECEC.54 This is the most important issue in determining

52 See Order, 12 ("In the February 5, 2019 Third Procedural Order, the Presiding Officer determined that
greenhouse gas emissions would not be included as a hearing topic.").
53 Order, 105.
54 See, e.g., Group 4 April 12, 2020 Comments on Draft Order, 23-24; Group 4 May 9, 2019 Comments,
7-8.
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whether NECEC would reduce carbon emissions. NRCM provided extensive evidence that

NECEC would result in this sort of energy "shell game."55 However, the Department never

mentioned NRCM's comments or discussed this issue in any of its decision documents.

Moreover, the Department ignored compelling evidence from NRCM showing that Hydro-

Quebec's impoundments emit substantial amounts of carbon pollution, among the highest levels

for impoundments in the world.56 Instead, in simply accepting the PUC's conclusions, the

Department accepted the underlying assumption in the PUC's flawed finding that carbon

emissions from Hydro-Quebec's reservoirs are zero.57 Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Professor Bradford Hager submitted additional evidence on this topic during the Army Corps

hearing process. His testimony and supplemental testimony on Hydro-Quebec's carbon emissions

to the Army Corps of Engineers on this project was included as Attachment D of NRCM's

comment on the draft Permit, incorporated herein by reference.

Counsel for the Department indicated that this exclusion was the result of a lack of

jurisdiction for review of greenhouse gas emissions under NRPA or the Site Law. Despite this,

the Order then relied on CMP's assertions of greenhouse gas emissions benefits from NECEC in

offsetting NECEC adverse impacts under NRPA.58 Notwithstanding the Department's obligation

to assess greenhouse gas emissions generally, see 38 MRSA §577, the Department erroneously

excluded evidence on and analysis of the greenhouse gas impacts, and then concluded that the

permits could not be granted without counting the unsupported assertions of such benefits by CMP,

which the parties were never allowed to address with evidence. Such double talk is impermissible.

55 See Group 4 May 9, 2019 Comments, 1-13.
56 See id. at 7-8 (citing Bradford M. Hager, Commentary: Hydro-Quebec offers misleading claims about
power's climate impact. Portland Press Herald, January 5, 2019).
' See Order, 105.

58 See id.
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Either the impacts are quantified and assessed with the ability to cogently examine evidence

presented supporting mitigation strategies, or the mitigation cannot be counted.

Board review of the NECEC should include an independent greenhouse gas analysis to

verify CMP's claims or should explicitly reject those claims given the existing evidence indicating

their falsity. Based on its independent greenhouse gas analysis, the Board should, pursuant to

NRPA, increase the amount of compensatory land conservation and require that the land

conservation be near the impacted area and managed to improve forest health and mitigate climate

impacts.

IV. The Board Should Hold a Public Hearing, Take Additional Testimony, and
Consider Supplemental Evidence.

As explained above, because this is a project of statewide significance, the Board should

assume original jurisdiction of these permits and conduct a public hearing. Even if it does not do

so, the Board is required to conduct a de novo review of the record in this matter. 38 M.R.S. § 342-

D(4)(A) ("The board is not bound by the commissioner's findings of fact or conclusions of law

but may adopt, modify or reverse findings of fact or conclusions of law established by the

commissioner."). Furthermore, the Board is authorized to conduct public hearings as part of its de

novo review of the Department, and NRCM specifically requests that it do so pursuant to 06-096

CMR Ch. 2 § 24(B)(4).

The same factors that make this a project of statewide significance also weigh in favor of

the Board holding a public hearing. The NECEC would be one of Maine's largest-ever industrial

projects and would damage a vast area of forest that is a resource of statewide and global

significance as well as a significant source of recreation and tourism-based revenue for the entire

region. Not only is the NECEC one of the largest industrial projects ever proposed in Maine, the
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impacts would be felt for decades, with CMP admitting that the company has no plans to ever

decommission this project.

Where, as here, both the Department's draft permits and the Order differ substantially from

the NECEC proposed by CMP (and, notably, substantial changes occurred between the draft and

final Order) it is particularly important for the Board itself to hold a hearing and take additional

testimony. Testimony before the Department focused on the inadequacies of the application as

proposed, but the Board should hold a hearing to take testimony on whether the conditions to the

Order allow for compliance with NRPA and the Site Law. Such testimony was impossible before

the Department because CMP did not include these measures until after the close of the record.

While NRCM and others submitted substantial comments on the draft Order, there were not

meaningful responses or changes addressing those comments, nor an opportunity to comment on

CMP's post-record proposals.

In addition to the evidence and comments in the record before the Department, NRCM

makes the following offer of proof with regard to the testimony it would offer at a Board public

hearing, and identifies the following supplemental evidence that the Board should consider

whether or not a public hearing is held:

• NRCM would submit written or oral testimony on CMP's lack of TRI, in particular with

regard to the illegal BPL lease and change in ownership issues. The Department rejected

requests to include TRI as a hearing topic during its process. Just as the Board is tasked

with considering the environmental impacts of projects of statewide significance, it must

determine whether the NECEC (and/or the Order on appeal) is supported by sufficient TRI

to clear the low jurisdiction threshold without conditions such as a requirement that CMP

obtain the necessary legislative authorization to substantially alter public reserved lands.
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• NRCM makes an offer of proof to the Board to take testimony on the Illegal BPL lease.

NRCM's testimony would be consistent with the testimony provided to the Agriculture,

Conservation and Forestry Committee ("ACF Committee") record on LD 1893, which

addressed CMP's illegal BPL lease and includes:

o All testimony;59

o The January 30, 2020 ACF Committee letter to BPL concerning LD 1893 and

BPL's response (attached as Appendix A); and

o The recordings of the ACF Committee LD 1893 hearing, work session, and

language review.6°

• NRCM would submit written or oral testimony on the inadequacy of Order conditions

implementing measures to alleviate the unreasonable adverse impacts of the NECEC to

brook trout habitat and habitat fragmentation, including, among others:

o Lack of full-height vegetation in all riparian filter areas (such as by directional

drilling, taller pole heights, careful pole location or a combination of these

techniques);

o Failure to include cold, high-elevation, headwater streams that are highly

productive of wild brook trout;

59 Available at
http://www.mainelegislature.org/legis/bills/display_ps.asp?ld=1893&PID=1456&snum=129&sec3. 
6° NRCM respectfully requests that the Board consider these audio files as supplemental evidence.
Because they are audio files and not printed documents, they cannot be attached to this appeal and linking
to the audio files is the only appropriate method of presentation. The files are available at http://sg001-
harmony.sliq.net/00281/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20200121/-1/13889  (hearing
starts at 1:30 and runs to 4:09); http://sg001-
harmony.sliq.net/00281/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20200218/-1/14054  (starts at
1:20:50 and runs to 2:30:05, containing a discussion by BPL Director Andy Cutko of the BPL response to
the ACF Committee FOAA as well as legislators' statements on the lease being invalid and the vote); and
http://sg001-harmony.sliq.net/00281/Harmony/en/PowerBrowser/PowerBrowserV2/20200305/-1/14177 
(language review starts at 3:58:28 and runs to 4:13:20, and also includes testimony from legislators).
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o Lack of full canopy crossings for all brook trout streams and their tributaries

through directional drilling, taller pole heights, careful pole locations, or some

combination of these or other techniques;

o Lack of full canopy stream crossings in all Wildlife Areas via taller pole heights,

careful pole location, directional drilling, or some combination of these or other

techniques;

o Lack of full canopy vegetation in all Wildlife Areas; and

o Failure to include long-term monitoring and "triggers" that mandate additional land

conservation as compensation for any failure of any portion of a Wildlife Areas to

attain the conditions necessary to mitigate fragmentation (such as hardwood stands

that will not meet the winter canopy closure threshold), which will not achieve them

in a reasonable time or which cannot be maintained in the necessary condition over

the long term

• NRCM would submit written or oral testimony on the inadequacy of the proposed

mitigation and compensation.

• NRCM would submit written or oral testimony on the lack of carbon emissions reduction

benefits from NECEC. NRCM repeatedly sought to introduce such evidence before the

Commissioner, yet the Commissioner denied NRCM's requests and did not respond to its

written comments in the record. NRCM repeatedly requested that greenhouse gas

emissions be included as a hearing topic.61 The Department denied these requests, ruling

instead that intervenors could submit written comments on the issue of greenhouse gas

61 Group 4 oral request to include greenhouse gas emissions in hearing, Second Pre-Hearing Conference,
Jan. 17, 2019; Group 4 request to include greenhouse gas emissions, Jan. 24, 2019 (supported by Intervenor
Groups 2 and 10).
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emissions until the close of the record. 62 Order, 12. NRCM submitted extensive written

comments on greenhouse gas emission, which the Department failed to address.63 Instead,

the Department stated that it:

[A]ccepts the PUC's finding on this issue and weighs the NECEC project's

reductions in GHG emissions against the project's other impacts in its

reasonableness determination. In doing so, the Department finds the adverse effects

to be reasonable in light of the project purpose and its GHG benefits, provided the

project is constructed in accordance with the terms and conditions of this Order.64

The Department's failure to independently review evidence on greenhouse gasses and then

to accept the PUC's conclusion that CMP's purported greenhouse gas benefits were real as

a mitigating factor for the damage the project does not meet the requirements of NRPA or

the Site Law.

• NRCM would submit written or oral testimony consistent with its comments on the draft

Order on how the conditional approval is inconsistent with NRPA and Site Law.

In addition to the above-referenced information, NRCM offers the following categories of

supplemental evidence, detailed in Appendix B (Index of Supplemental Evidence), which NRCM

has used due diligence to bring to the attention of the Department, but was either ignored or could

not have been brought to the attention of the Department earlier in the licensing process:65

62 February 2019 Third Procedural Order, 4 ("The Presiding Officer has determined that net greenhouse gas
emissions will not be added as a topic to be addressed at the hearing, however the parties may submit written
evidence on this issue into the record. The issue can be adequately addressed through written
submissions.").
63 Group 4 Greenhouse Gas Comments, May 9, 2019.
64 Order, 105.
65 Pursuant to 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 24(b), NRCM has clearly labeled each exhibit with its date, source,
and a note indicating whether it is in the existing record or is proposed supplemental evidence. Appendix
B, the Index, summarizes this information.
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• The February 21, 2019 Stipulation between Central Maine Power Company and the PUC.

See Appendix D.

• Testimony provided in connection with LD 640 in March 2019, which Resolve sought

specifically to require a study of the greenhouse gas emissions impacts of NECEC. See

Appendices B (Index of Supplemental Evidence), J, K, L.

• Information excluded by the Department that resulted in the wholesale exclusion or

redaction of certain testimony. Because the Department erred by excluding this evidence,

the Board should now permit NRCM to introduce this evidence. See Appendices B (Index

of Supplemental Evidence), E, F, G, H, I, M, N.

Chapter 2 of the Department's Rules specifies that the Board has discretion to hold a public

hearing on request regardless whether it reviews the NECEC pursuant to its original jurisdiction

over projects of statewide significance or on appeal of the Order. 06-096 CMR Ch. 2 § 7(B). Here,

NRCM respectfully requests both. Further, should the Board exercise only its appellate

jurisdiction pursuant to Section 24 of Chapter 2, NRCM seeks to supplement the record with

evidence that is relevant and material, and which it is bringing to the Board's attention at the

earliest possible time as specified above. 06-096 CMR Ch 2 § 24(B)(4) & (D).

V. Remedy

NRCM respectfully requests that the Board vacate the Order and assume original

jurisdiction over and hold a public hearing on this project of statewide significance. NRCM asks

that the Board take, review, and consider all the evidence necessary to determine compliance of

the NECEC with NRPA and the Site Law. Alternatively, NRCM respectfully requests that the

Board exercise its appellate jurisdiction to review and overturn the Order.
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, NRCM respectfully requests that the Board vacate the Order,

exercise its original jurisdiction and review the NECEC de novo, including holding a public

hearing. Alternatively, NRCM appeals the Order, requests a public hearing, requests submission

of supplemental evidence as detailed above, and seeks denial of NECEC. In either case, Board

review of the NECEC will show its failure to comply with either NRPA or the Site Law.

[Remainder of Page Intentionally Left Blank]
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Dated at Portland, Maine
this 10th day of June 2020

ames T. Kilbreth, Bar No. 2891
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84 Marginal Way, Suite 600
Portland, Maine 04101-2480
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Height Development of Upper-Canopy Trees
Within Even-Aged Adirondack Northern

Hardwood Stands

Ralph D. Nyland, State University of New York, College of Environmental Science and Forestry,
Syracuse, NY 13210; David G. Ray, The Woods Hole Research Center, Woods Hole, MA 02543;
and Ruth D. Yanai, State University of New York, College of Environmental Science and Forestry,
Syracuse, NY 13210.

ABSTRACT:
Knowledge of the relative rates of height growth among species is necessary for predicting develop-

mental patterns in even-aged northern hardwood stands. To quantify these relationships, we used stem
analysis to reconstruct early height growth patterns of dominant and codominant sugar maple (Acer
saccharum Marsh.), yellow birch (Betula alleghaniensis Britton), white ash (Fraxinus americana L.), and
America beech (Fagus grandifolia Ehrh.) trees. We used three stands (aged 19, 24, and 29 years) established
by shelterwood method cutting preceded by an understory herbicide treatment. We analyzed 10 trees of each
species per stand. Height growth was similar across stands, allowing us to develop a single equation for
each species. Our data show that yellow birch had the most rapid height growth up to approximately age
10. Both sugar maple and white ash grew more rapidly than yellow birch beyond that point. Beech
consistently grew the slowest. White ash had a linear rate of height growth over the 29-year period, while
the other species declined in their growth rates. By age 29, the heights of main canopy trees ranged from
38 ft for beech to 51 ft for white ash. Both yellow birch and sugar maple averaged 46 ft tall at that time.
By age 29, the base of the live crown had reached 17, 20, 21, and 26 ft for beech, sugar maple, yellow birch,
and white ash, respectively. Live–crown ratios of upper-canopy trees did not differ appreciably among
species and remained at approximately 40% for the ages evaluated. These results suggest that eliminating
advance regeneration changes the outcome of competition to favor species other than beech. North. J. Appl.
For. 21(3):117–122.

Key Words: Species height growth, early stand development, Adirondack northern hardwoods, shelterwood
cutting.

Understanding patterns of natural stand development is
essential when planning cultural treatments (Oliver and
Larson 1996). For naturally regenerated hardwood commu-
nities, knowledge of growth rates by species allows man-
agers to better predict the likely species composition that
will develop, the patterns of height growth and radial incre-
ment, the development of clear length on surviving trees,

and the proportion of basal area among species through time
(Wang and Nyland 1993). Such information is essential for
appropriately timing early cultural treatments to enhance
crop tree development, while insuring that they grow stems
of high commercial value (Sonderman 1979, Heitzman and
Nyland 1991).

Crown canopy closure marks one of the important tran-
sition points in young hardwood stand development. It
initiates a long period of intense inter-tree competition
marked by high levels of mortality, even while the total
biomass increases (Bormann and Likens 1979). Trees be-
come vertically stratified between and within species, and
radial increment begins to slow (Oliver 1981, Marquis
1991, Nyland et al. 2000). For young, even-aged northern
hardwoods in central New York, canopy closure occurs
within 10–15 years after a reproduction method cutting

NOTE: Ralph D. Nyland can be reached (508) 540-9900;
dray@whrc.org. Funding for this research came from the New
York Center for Forestry Research and Development of the
SUNY College of Environmental Science and Forestry. We
thank the staff of Huntington Wildlife Forest at Newcomb, NY
for logistical support. Christopher Helmes, Daniel Goerlich,
and Blair Paige helped with data collection. Lianjun Zhang and
Stephen Stehman provided statistical advice. Christopher
Nowak, Richard Phillips, and six anonymous reviewers pro-
vided comments about the manuscript. Copyright © 2004 by
the Society of American Foresters.
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(Walters and Nyland 1989; Wang and Nyland 1993, 1996;
Ray et al. 1999; Nyland et al. 2000). Furthermore, in stands
that initially had well-developed advance regeneration, the
base of the live crown reached 7–12 ft by age 10–13, and
9–22 ft by ages 17–20. Total heights measured 40–51 ft by
20 years (Wang and Nyland 1996).

Silvicultural treatment during these early stages of de-
velopment opens the canopy and keeps the lower branches
alive. This can slow the development of clear wood on the
main stem (Sonderman 1979, Heitzman and Nyland 1991).
Early intervention might also promote low forking (Heitz-
man and Nyland 1991). Knowing how rapidly the base of
the live crown rises on a tree would allow managers to more
effectively schedule early treatments to minimize the neg-
ative effects, while also ensuring timely entry to maintain
radial increment at high rates. Understanding the rates of
total height growth would indicate the relative positions that
different species might occupy within the main crown can-
opy, and if early intervention (e.g., cleaning) might be
necessary to insure the dominance of species that best
satisfy the management objectives.

Earlier studies of height growth in northern hardwoods
have focused mainly on stands having advance regenera-
tion, primarily of shade-tolerant species. Findings reflect the
influence of seedling abundance, condition, and size at the
time of overstory cutting (Marquis 1967, Wang and Nyland
1996, McClure et al. 2000). For the study reported here, we
sought to quantify the height growth rates of American
beech, sugar maple, yellow birch, and white ash at sites
where mistblowing of herbicide had controlled understory
beech prior to shelterwood method seed cutting. Due to the
treatment, our stands lacked advance regeneration of any
species, allowing us to compare the height growth of trees
that became established at the time of overstory cutting. We
also quantified changes in clear length and live-crown ratios
of these trees.

Methods
Study Sites

We sampled three northern hardwood stands established
by shelterwood method cutting on the Huntington Wildlife
Forest near the town of Newcomb in the central Adirondack
Region of New York State. The study sites had supported
well-developed northern hardwood communities (200–300
years old) dominated by sugar maple and beech with lesser
amounts of yellow birch, white ash, and black cherry
(Prunus serotina Ehrh.). Understory mistblowing followed
by individual stem injection of larger unmerchantable trees
was used to control the beech in these stands (see Kelty and
Nyland 1981, Sage 1987). The treatment eliminated ad-
vance growth of all woody species and removed trees that
had occupied intermediate and overtopped positions in the
original stands. In addition, hunting reduced the impact of
local deer populations, whose feeding habits favor the de-
velopment of beech. Both treatments have proven necessary
to successfully regenerate northern hardwood stands in this
region (Tierson 1967, Kelty and Nyland 1981, Sage 1987).

Seed cutting left widely spaced, sawtimber-sized sugar
maple trees of uppermost canopy positions (20–50% can-
opy cover in all stands). Removal cutting occurred 4 years
after seed cutting in Stand II, and at 10 years in Stands I and
III. The removal cut in Stand II was done earlier to assess
the degree to which a shortened period of shelterwood
influence might speed development of the new cohort. It
had little effect at these sites, likely due to the low density
of seed trees in all areas (Ray et al. 1999). When we
sampled Stands I, II, and III they had grown for 19, 24, and
29 years, respectively, following seed cutting. A period of 9,
20, and 19 years had elapsed since overstory removal.

Data Collection
We established a 1- � 2-chain systematic grid within

each stand and selected 10 grid intersections at random as
starting locations for selecting trees for stem analysis. For
each species, we sampled the qualifying tree closest to the
chosen grid points, but in some cases returned for a second
tree to insure equal representation of each species within
each stand. Sampled trees occupied upper canopy positions
(dominant and codominant), and had no signs of crown
damage due to insects, animals, disease, or weather. We
used prominent forking as the primary indicator of past
damage. All together, we felled 10 upper canopy trees of
each species in each stand, for a total of 120 sample trees (3
stands � 4 species � 10 trees per species per stand).

We marked and measured diameter at breast height (dbh)
prior to felling and cut each stem close to ground level.
After felling a tree, we measured total height and distance to
the base of the first live branch. Then we sectioned the stem
at 3-ft intervals up to the base of the first live branch, and
recorded the distance above the ground to live foliage.
Finally, we sectioned the crown portion of the main stem at
3-ft intervals.

We counted annual rings along two perpendicular radii
to determine the age for each stem section, then applied
Carmean’s (1972) correction factor to obtain unbiased es-
timates of the height-age pairs. This method assumes that
annual height growth is constant for each year wholly or
partially contained within a stem section, and that a crosscut
will occur in the middle of a year’s height growth. We used
the age at stump height as a surrogate for time of establish-
ment, and as year 0 for determining the rate of height
growth.

Data Analysis
To justify pooling height-age pairs for each species

across stands, we used analysis of variance (ANOVA) to
compare total heights among species at age 19, the latest
common age for the three stands. We evaluated the main
effects of species and stand, as well as their interaction. We
used a means separation procedure (Fischer’s Protected
LSD) to identify significant differences between species for
a number of measured variables: years to reach stump
height, total height, dbh, clear length, and live-crown ratio
(defined here as the ratio between the height to the base of
live foliage and total height). All significance tests were
conducted at � � 0.05, and individual means were not
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separated if the overall F-test was not significant (Fischer’s
Protected LSD).

We used repeated-measures mixed models (Littell et al.
1996) to fit the height-age data for each species. This
approach correctly evaluates the autocorrelation between
stem sections within a tree, and partitions the fixed and
random effects in the model. Here, species were treated as
fixed effects, and stands and individual trees considered as
random effects. We fitted simple linear and quadratic poly-
nomial regression models to the data. These model forms
adequately described the patterns of height growth observed
for this range of data. We described the rate of growth as the
first derivative of the regression equation for height as a
function of age.

Results
Our ring counts indicate that sugar maple, yellow birch,

and white ash reached stump height within 4 years after
seed cutting. On average, beech reached stump height soon-
est, within 2 years (Table 1). The trees were too large at the
time of sampling for us to identify their mode of origin, but
this rapid early height growth is consistent with root suck-
ering for beech.

Total heights differed significantly among species at age
19 (ANOVA df � 3, P � 0.00), but not between stands for
a given species (df � 2, P � 0.29), and no species-by-stand
interaction was detected (df � 6, P � 0.64). This finding
justified pooling the data by stand and allowed us to develop
species-specific height growth models (Table 2 and Figure
1a). Those models provided good fits for our data, as
indicated by the P values and standard errors of the param-
eter estimates (Table 2). Quadratic terms in the height
regression models were significant (P � 0.05) for beech,
sugar maple, and yellow birch, indicating that these species
were slowing in height growth within the 30 years following
seed cutting. By contrast, the quadratic term was not sig-
nificant for white ash, and a linear model provided a better

fit to the data for this species (Figure 1a). In other words,
white ash had a more sustained rate of height growth than
the other species.

The average height growth rates (Figure 1b) indicate that
through 8 years after seed cutting, yellow birch averaged 2.2
ft yr�1. Sugar maple and white ash both grew at average
rates of 1.9 ft yr�1. Beech averaged 1.6 ft yr�1for that same
period. By approximately 25–27 years, height growth rates
for beech had slowed to 1.0 ft yr�1. Regression analyses
indicated that the periodic height growth rates declined
through time for sugar maple, yellow birch, and beech. But
it declined more rapidly for yellow birch than any of the
other species (Figure 1b). White ash had a fairly steady
height growth rate over the 29-year period documented in
this study, as indicated by the linear fit of the model.

The dbh of sample trees varied in a consistent way across
stands, suggesting a consistent pattern by age as well as by
species (Table 1). Yellow birch and white ash, which are
intermediate in shade tolerance, had significantly larger
diameters than shade-tolerant sugar maple and beech in all
but the youngest stand. There, where sugar maple was
similar to white ash. Beech had a smaller average diameter
than any of the other species in the 29-year-old stand. The
diameters for white ash and yellow birch did not differ
significantly at 24 and 29 years.

White ash had the greatest clear bole length in all stands,
averaging approximately 26 ft at 29 years (Table 1). Sugar
maple and yellow birch both had clear lengths of around 20
ft at that time, and beech averaged approximately 17 ft. The
live-crown ratios for main canopy stems did not differ
significantly among species or by stand age, averaging 42%
across the three sites (Table 1).

Discussion

These findings complement earlier information about
shifts in numbers of stems, tree diameters, and basal area

Table 1. Characteristics of upper-canopy trees of four northern hardwood species growing in a
chronosequence of relatively young shelterwood stands at the time they were harvested for detailed
stem analysis.

Area Species
Stumpa

(yr)
Dbh
(in.) Height Clear length

Live crown
ratiob (%)

. . . . . . . .(ft) . . . . . . . .
Stand I—Age 19

Sugar maple 2.5a 2.73b,c 31.5b 13.8a 45
Yellow birch 3.0a 3.28a 33.5ab 14.4a 49
Beech 1.5b 2.46c 27.2c 10.3b 47
White ash 2.1ab 3.15ab 34.9a 17.2a 41

Stand II—Age 24
Sugar maple 3.1a 3.28b 39.4b 19.9b 39
Yellow birch 3.8a 4.21a 39.6b 18.7b 37
Beech 1.1b 3.08b 35.1c 17.7b 35
White ash 2.9a 4.29a 42.9a 23.8a 36

Stand III—Age 29
Sugar maple 2.9 4.41b 46.2b 19.8b 45
Yellow birch 2.1 5.65a 46.0b 20.9b 42
Beech 2.0 3.79c 37.8c 16.9c 40
White ash 2.3 5.33a 50.7a 25.7a 40

a Stump indicates years to reach stump height � time since seed cutting � total age at stump height.
b Live crown ratio � (height to base of live foliage/total height) � 100.
NOTE: Differences are significant (� � 0.05) between values designated by different letters (Fisher’s Protected LSD).
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through a 25- to 30-year period in New York stands regen-
erated by either shelterwood method or clearcutting (Ray
et al. 1999, Nyland et al. 2000). The assessments reported
here suggest a consistent pattern of height development
across stands and within species as well, at least among
dominant stems (Figure 1a). For similar sites given under-
story beech control, we predict that yellow birch will be the
tallest of the four species for the first 10 to 15 years
following stand establishment. Sugar maple and white ash
will be somewhat smaller, having comparable heights dur-
ing that same period. Then, between ages 15 and 25, sugar
maple, white ash, and yellow birch will not differ much in
height. Beyond age 25, white ash will become notably taller,
and beech consistently shorter, than these other species

Similar patterns of height development through 44–48
years were reported following group selection cutting in
New Hampshire (McClure et al. 2000). Those openings had
abundant advance regeneration of beech and sugar maple,
but little yellow birch. Yellow birch grew the most rapidly
through 15 years after cutting, and exceeded the height of
beech through most of the four to five decades of develop-

ment evaluated. As with our case, vertical development of
both yellow birch and sugar maple slowed through time, and
those two species had similar heights after 44–48 years.
Beech also initially grew the slowest of all species, but at a
fairly constant rate in the New Hampshire plots. As a result,
its average height at 30 years matched that of yellow birch
and sugar maple. Unlike the trees in our site-prepared even-
aged communities, some of the advanced beech also grew
into dominant crown canopy positions.

Our results indicate that by age 19, sugar maple, yellow
birch, and white ash should be about 30–35 ft tall, and
beech about 25–30 ft. These heights are shorter than the
tallest trees on permanent plots in even-aged stands regen-
erated by clearcutting in central New York, where the trees
averaged 40–51 ft tall at stand ages 17–20 (Wang and
Nyland 1996). The clearcut stands include up to 10 species,
with sugar maple, white ash, and black cherry as principal
components of the upper canopy. The greater heights in
central New York likely reflect the longer growing season,
finer-textured soils, greater abundance of black and pin
cherry (Prunus pennsylvanica L. f.), and the fact that sugar
maple and beech occurred as advance regeneration prior to
the reproduction method cutting.

Shade-tolerant species such as sugar maple and beech
commonly become established as advance regeneration. For
beech, the understory may have small trees of root sucker
origin that develop rapidly following release by overstory
cutting. The relative abundance of tall advance regeneration
for these two species may profoundly influence the compo-
sition of a new cohort (Marquis et al. 1984, Leak 1988) and
also determine whether a component of shade-tolerant spe-
cies will develop into upper canopy positions in a new
even-aged stand (Wang and Nyland 1993).

The importance of advance regeneration to the success of
sugar maple and beech is illustrated by comparing our study
to those in stands with abundant advance regeneration.
Twenty years after clearcutting in central New York north-
ern hardwood stands, sugar maple and beech stems ac-
counted for 16% of the trees in a dominant crown position,
and 60% of those classified as codominants (Heitzman and
Nyland 1994). Likewise, 25 years after clearcutting in New
Hampshire, 43% of the surviving beech and 58% of surviv-
ing sugar maple occupied dominant or codominant crown
positions (Marquis 1967). By contrast, our Adirondack sites
lacking advance regeneration had only about 3% of sugar
maple survivors in dominant positions in the 24-year-old
stand, and 26% were codominants. In the 29-year-old stand,
only 1% of the sugar maples were classified as dominants,
but over 15% were codominants. Altogether, sugar maple

Table 2. Regression parameters for the species specific height growth models describing the early
development of four northern hardwood species of upper-canopy position.

Species b0 est. SE P-value b1 est. SE P-value b2 est. SE P-value

Sugar maplea 1.012 0.53 0.06 1.975 0.10 0.0001 –0.010 0.004 0.020
Yellow bircha 1.002 0.54 0.07 2.384 0.10 0.0001 –0.027 0.004 0.0001
Beecha 0.755 0.53 0.16 1.683 0.10 0.0001 –0.012 0.004 0.002
White ashb 1.131 0.51 0.03 1.847 0.04 0.0001

NOTE: Models of the form: a quadratic (height � b0 � b1 � time � b2 � time2) and b linear (height � b0 � b1 � time).

Figure 1. Predicted total height (a) and height growth rates (b)
for main canopy trees of four northern hardwood species that
became established following shelterwood cutting and under-
story herbicide treatment.
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and beech accounted for only 11% of all upper-canopy trees
in the 24-year-old stand, and 18% at 29 years. No sampled
beech occupied a dominant crown position in our 24- or
29-year-old stands, due largely to the slow height growth of
that species.

Our findings agree with those of Bicknell (1982) for
New Hampshire northern hardwoods, both in terms of mea-
sured total heights (range 6–11 ft at age 6), and the relative
early heights of these species (yellow birch � sugar ma-
ple � white ash � beech) up to about age 15. Taking
account of the status of advance regeneration in that and
other studies, we also see considerable consistency between
our conclusions and the findings reported by Marquis
(1967), Hill (1987), and McClure et al. (2000). This degree
of agreement suggests a widespread pattern of consistent
early height development for these species. Based on this
evidence, we conclude that beech will not likely dominate
the upper canopy of a new cohort after an even-aged regen-
eration method that includes a herbicide treatment to elim-
inate advance seedlings and root suckers of that species.
Due to its sustained height growth, white ash will occupy
the uppermost canopy positions by age 25, with the best-
growing yellow birch and sugar maple mostly becoming
codominants.

Our data also suggest that early differentiation by diam-
eter may not be as informative as differences in height
growth when assessing the competitive status of these four
species. A correlation between growth rates and shade tol-
erance has been demonstrated for a number of northern
hardwood species (Gilbert 1965, Yanai et al. 1998). We,
too, found evidence to support this relationship. Specifi-
cally, shade-tolerant beech consistently had the smallest
diameters at a given age, with those of sugar maple inter-
mediate, and yellow birch and white ash the largest. Yet for
the main canopy trees sampled in this study, species differ-
entiation by height growth appeared less closely tied to
shade tolerance. By age 25, beech had the shortest heights
and white ash the tallest, but the heights of sugar maple and
yellow birch did not differ significantly in any of the stands.

Our findings indicate that the base of the live crown on
white ash had not risen above one log (16 ft) until age 20.
For sugar maple, yellow birch, and beech it had not reached
16 ft until age 24. Consistent with these findings, Wang and
Nyland (1996) reported an average clear length of 7–12 ft
among their tallest trees at 10–13 years following clearcut-
ting of northern hardwood stands in central New York, and
9–22 ft at 17–20 years. Their sample trees included more
than just dominants and codominants and reflect the varia-
tion in tree heights and distances to the base of the live
crown across the full range of crown classes in more spe-
cies-diverse communities.

Our data indicate that upper-canopy trees should have
sufficient vigor to allow a delay of early tending through at
least three decades. At that age, the live-crown ratios of
upper canopy trees in our Adirondack stands were �40%.
Similarly, crown lengths remained high in central New
York clearcuts through at least the first 20 years (Wang and
Nyland 1996).

Management Implications
We observed important differences in height growth

rates among four northern hardwood species through 29
years following shelterwood method seed cutting preceded
by site preparation to control the dense beech understory.
Forest managers can use the prediction equations (Figure 1,
Table 2) to forecast how stands given similar reproduction
method treatments will likely develop. The findings indicate
that if beech, sugar maple, yellow birch, and white ash
become established at a common time, main canopy stems
of the latter three species will likely outgrow most beech
stems by the end of one decade, and be taller than even the
largest beech by 20 years of age. This corroborates past
observations that appropriate site preparation will minimize
the numbers of beech that reach upper canopy positions in
young even-aged northern hardwood stands.

Our data also give an indication of the trends in timber-
quality production within young, even-aged stands and
when to schedule a first tending operation. Based on our
observations, the base of the crown for white ash should
reach at least 26 ft by the end of three decades, and be at 20
ft for the other species. We propose delaying a first entry
until that time. Earlier stand tending will likely keep the
lower branches alive, delaying the development of clear
length on the crop trees, and increasing the chances of heavy
low forking. Tree vigor should remain adequate through at
least 30 years to insure a good growth response on the crop
trees after release. Thus, postponing the first tending for
three decades will insure at least one clear log on upper-
canopy trees, but not result in a loss of their vigor due to
inter-tree competition.
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 Central Maine Power Company (“CMP” or the “Company”), the Maine Office of the 

Public Advocate (the “OPA”), the Governor’s Energy Office, Industrial Energy Consumer 

Group (the “IECG”), Conservation Law Foundation (“CLF”), Acadia Center, Western 

Mountains & Rivers Corporation (“WMRC”), City of Lewiston, Maine State Chamber of 

Commerce (“Chamber”), and International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers (“IBEW”)1 

(collectively referred to as the “Stipulating Parties”) agree and stipulate as follows: 

I. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this Stipulation is to achieve an agreed upon resolution of CMP’s 

Petition for Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity (“CPCN”) for the New England 

Clean Energy Connect transmission project (“NECEC” or the “Project”).  The Stipulating 

Parties agree that a “public need” exists for the NECEC as specifically described in Section 

IV.A, Paragraph 1 below and listed in Attachment A under Maine law, including 35-A 

M.R.S. § 3132 and Chapter 330 of the Commission’s Rules and, therefore, the Commission 

should grant a CPCN for the Project in accordance with the terms and conditions provided 

in this Stipulation. 

The Stipulating Parties further agree that the construction of the NECEC in 

accordance with the terms and conditions set forth in this Stipulation is in the public 

interest because the Project and the hydropower it will deliver from Québec to New 

England will provide, at no cost to Maine electricity customers, (i) lower electricity supply 

prices and, by reducing reliance on fossil fuel generation, material energy price protection 

                                                 
1 Additional parties including the Town of Wilton and the Town of Farmington are still considering whether to join 

the Stipulation.  If they do join, the Stipulating Parties will supplement the Stipulation with additional signature 

pages from the joining parties. 
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in natural gas price spike events; (ii) increased reliability for Maine and the ISO-New 

England (“ISO-NE”) region, by delivering baseload energy to replace retiring baseload 

resources, as well as other reliability benefits associated with the NECEC’s providing an 

additional intertie between ISO-NE and Québec and transmission system upgrades 

associated with the NECEC; (iii) significant carbon dioxide emission reductions as a result 

of the Project including the increased use of electric vehicle and heat pump programs in 

Maine, among others, funded pursuant to this Stipulation, which advance Maine’s progress 

toward its long-term greenhouse gas (“GHG”) emissions reductions goals; and (iv) 

significant other benefits including a rate relief fund, a low-income customer benefits fund, 

and a broadband benefits fund, among other benefits. 

The Stipulating Parties recognize that there are additional benefits to Maine 

associated with the NECEC memorialized in agreements in addition to this Stipulation.  In 

addition, the Stipulating Parties also recognize that the environmental impacts of the 

Project will be determined by agencies other than the Commission including but not 

limited to the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (“MDEP”), the Maine Land 

Use Planning Commission (“LUPC”), and the United States Army Corps of Engineers 

(“USACE”). 

This Stipulation is the result of extensive settlement negotiations and discussions 

among CMP, the other Stipulating Parties, and Commission Staff.  The Stipulating Parties 

recommend that the Commission approve the provisions as set forth below.   

The provisions agreed to in this Stipulation have been reached as a result of fair, 

open, and transparent settlement negotiations based on information presented in this 

proceeding and gathered through discovery and discussions among CMP and the 
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intervening parties, including the Stipulating Parties, and Commission Staff. 2  The 

Stipulating Parties represent a broad spectrum of interests and constitute many of the 

active participants in the proceeding. 

II. PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND 

 The procedural history of this proceeding is presented below. 

A. CMP’s Response To The Section 83D RFP 

1. On March 31, 2017, the Massachusetts electric distribution companies (the 

“Massachusetts EDCs”), in coordination with the Massachusetts Department of Energy 

Resources (“MA DOER”), issued the Section 83D RFP, requesting proposals from clean 

energy generation3 and associated transmission to enter into contracts of 15 to 20 years 

duration with the Massachusetts EDCs to meet Massachusetts’ statutorily required annual 

procurement of 9.45 TWh (the “Section 83D RFP” or the “RFP”).  The RFP set a July 27, 

2017, deadline for parties to submit bid proposals. 

2. On July 27, 2017, CMP and Hydro Renewable Energy, Inc. (“HRE”),4 

submitted joint bids offering two different NECEC configurations.5  Under the terms of the 

                                                 
2 The Commission Staff indicated as part of the settlement process that it takes no position on the Stipulation 
and will present its recommended decision on the issues presented in this proceeding and on the Stipulation 
in an Examiners’ Report. 

3 Under the terms of the RFP, “Clean Energy Generation” includes the following: (i) firm service hydroelectric 
generation from hydroelectric generation alone; (ii) new Massachusetts Class I RPS eligible resources that are 
firmed up with firm service hydroelectric generation; and (iii) new Massachusetts Class I RPS eligible 
resources. 

4 HRE was proposed as a new U.S. affiliate of Hydro-Québec created for purposes of the Section 83D RFP.  
Ultimately, Hydro-Québec decided to have its existing U.S. affiliate, H.Q. Energy Services (U.S.), Inc. (“HQUS”) 
serve as the counterparty for the NECEC PPAs and TSAs.  Hereinafter HRE is referred to as HQUS. 

5 The joint bids proposed either (1) 1,090 MW of Incremental Hydropower Generation provided by HQ 
Production or (2) 300 MW of new Massachusetts Class I Renewable Portfolio Standard (“RPS”) eligible wind 
generation resources to be constructed by the NECEC Wind Developer firmed up with Incremental 
Hydropower Generation provided by Hydro-Québec Production, the business unit within Hydro-Québec 
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RFP and the Massachusetts Energy Diversity Act, winning bids recover supply costs from 

the Massachusetts EDCs through long-term power purchase agreements (“PPAs”) and, as 

applicable, transmission-related costs through FERC-approved transmission service 

agreements (“TSAs”).6  

B. CPCN Petition  

3. On September 27, 2017, CMP filed the Petition and associated Exhibits 

NECEC-1 through NECEC-15 requesting that the Commission issue a CPCN for the NECEC.  

The Petition asserted, among other things: 

a. The NECEC is a high voltage direct current (“HVDC”) transmission line 
capable of delivering 1,200 MW of electricity from Québec, Canada to the 
New England Control Area, and consisting in its entirety of (1) 207 miles 
(145.3 miles in Maine) of +/- 320 kV overhead HVDC transmission line that 
will run between the existing Appalaches Substation in Thetford Mines, 
Québec and a new HVDC converter station approximately 1.6 miles from the 
existing CMP Larrabee Road Substation in Lewiston, Maine; (2) new HVDC 
converter stations at both ends of the line; and (3) certain upgrades to the 
existing high voltage alternating current (“AC”) New England transmission 
system necessary to permit the interconnection of the NECEC to the New 
England Control Area at the existing Larrabee Road Substation consistent 
with the requirements of Section I.3.9 of the ISO-NE Transmission, Markets 
and Services Tariff (hereinafter referred to as Section I.3.9 Approval) and the 
Capacity Capability Interconnection Standard (“CCIS”) of the ISO-NE Open 
Access Transmission Tariff (“OATT”); 

b. CMP would develop, construct, and operate the NECEC transmission facilities 
located in Maine; 

_______________________ 

(footnote cont’d) 

responsible for the production and marketing of wholesale energy and capacity for export (hereinafter “HQ 
Production”) and 790 MW of Incremental Hydropower Generation provided by HQ Production, and 
transmission rights for the remaining 110 MW of transmission capacity to use on a merchant basis.  See 
Petition at 2. 

6 M.G.L. ch. 169 § 83D (2016); Section 83D RFP at 2-3. 
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c. The NECEC constitutes the transmission component of the two joint bids for 
clean energy generation and associated transmission submitted by CMP and 
HQUS, in response to the RFP;7 and 

d. The NECEC would allow HQUS to use 1,090 MW of NECEC’s transmission 
capacity to annually deliver up to 9.4 TWh of clean energy generation 
originating from hydropower generation facilities owned and operated by 
Hydro-Québec Production (“HQ Production”).  The Petition also stated that 
HQUS had agreed to purchase transmission rights for the remaining 110 MW 
of transmission capacity on the Project to use on a merchant basis. 

C. Intervenors 

4. On October 3, 2017, the Hearing Examiners issued a Notice of Proceeding 

that provided all interested persons with the opportunity to file a petition to intervene in 

this matter on or before October 13, 2017. 

5. The Commission received seven timely-filed petitions to intervene.  The 

Hearing Examiners granted all such petitions at the October 19, 2017 initial case 

conference and by subsequent procedural order dated October 25, 2017.  The intervenors 

in this proceeding that filed timely petitions to intervene include: OPA, CLF, Ms. Dorothy 

Kelly (“Dot Kelly”), IECG, Maine Renewable Energy Association, Natural Resources Council 

of Maine (“NRCM”), and WMRC. 

6. The Commission also received numerous late-filed petitions to intervene.  

The Hearing Examiners granted all such requests for intervention on either a mandatory or 

discretionary basis by procedural orders dated November 27, 2017; March 28, 2018; 

April 27, 2018; August 28, 2018; September 6, 2018; October 2, 2018; October 11, 2018; 

                                                 
7 The Petition described the two different joint-bids that were submitted as different configurations of the 
NECEC Project.  The first bid was a Hydro and Wind Solution, and the second bid was a 100% Hydro Solution.  
As discussed below, the Massachusetts EDCs, in consultation with the MA DOER, selected the NECEC 100% 
Hydro Solution as the lone winning bid in the RFP.  Accordingly, this summary hereinafter only refers to the 
100% Hydro Solution bid. 
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October 15, 2018; and October 29, 2018.  The intervenors in this proceeding that submitted 

late-filed petitions to intervene include:  The Governor’s Energy Office, NextEra Energy 

Resources (“NextEra”), RENEW Northeast, Inc. (“RENEW”); Calpine Corporation 

(“Calpine”), Vistra Energy Corporation (formerly known as Dynegy Inc.) (“Vistra”), and 

Bucksport Generation LLC (“Bucksport”) (Calpine, Vistra and Bucksport hereinafter 

collectively referred to as the “Generator Intervenors”); Acadia Center; Friends of Maine 

Mountains; ReEnergy Biomass Operations LLC (“ReEnergy”); IBEW; City of Lewiston; Town 

of Caratunk; Town of Farmington; Greater Franklin Development Council; Maine State 

Chamber of Commerce; Trout Unlimited; Senator Thomas Saviello; Mr. Darryl Wood; Town 

of Alna; Town of Wilton; Town of New Sharon; Town of Jackman; Old Canada Road Scenic 

Byway, Inc.; and Franklin County Commissioner Terry Brann.  In all instances in which the 

Hearing Examiners granted a late-filed petition to intervene on a discretionary basis, 

intervention was conditioned on the party’s “taking the case as they find it with respect to 

discovery.”8 

D. Intervenor Testimony, Updates Regarding the Status of the NECEC RFP 
Bid and London Economics International Report 

7. On January 12, 2018, CMP supplemented its Petition by submitting an 

Electric and Magnetic Fields (“EMF”) Study for the NECEC, prepared by Dr. William Bailey 

of Exponent.  Dr. Bailey’s report was submitted as Exhibit NECEC-16. 

8. On January 26, 2018, Dot Kelly submitted intervenor testimony. 

9. On January 31, 2018, the Hearing Examiners issued a procedural order 

temporarily suspending the proceeding on the basis that the Massachusetts EDCs did not 

                                                 
8 See, e.g., Procedural Order – Granting Late-Filed Petitions to Intervene at 1-2 (Oct. 29, 2018). 
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initially select NECEC as the Section 83D RFP winning bid.  In that same order, the Hearing 

Examiners sought comments from the parties on whether to dismiss or suspend the 

proceeding. 

10. On February 17, 2018, CMP submitted a letter informing the Commission 

that the Massachusetts EDCs, in consultation with the MA DOER, had selected the NECEC 

100% Hydro Solution as the alternative winning bid in the RFP, and that the Massachusetts 

EDCs would move forward with the 100% Hydro Solution, provided that the NECEC had 

negotiated acceptable contract terms with the Massachusetts EDCs and the Northern Pass 

Hydro Project was not able to receive all necessary permitting from the New Hampshire 

Site Evaluation Committee by March 27, 2018. 

11. On February 22, 2018, the Hearing Examiners issued a procedural order that 

lifted the temporary suspension and resumed the proceeding. 

12. On March 28, 2018, CMP filed an additional letter informing the Commission 

of the MA DOER announcement that the Massachusetts EDCs had terminated the 

conditional selection of the Northern Pass Hydro Project as the Section 83D RFP winning 

bid, leaving the NECEC 100% Hydro Solution as the lone winning bid in the RFP.  On that 

same day, the Hearing Examiners issued a procedural order setting a revised schedule for 

the remainder of the case through hearings. 

13. On April 1, 2018, Dot Kelly submitted additional intervenor testimony. 

14. On April 30, 2018, as permitted by the March 28, 2018 Procedural Order, the 

Generator Intervenors submitted direct intervenor testimony from Tanya L. Bodell, 

William S. Fowler, and James M. Speyer.  In addition NextEra submitted intervenor 
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testimony from Christopher Russo and Stephen Whitley, and RENEW submitted intervenor 

testimony from Francis Pullaro. 

15. On May 21, 2018, Commission Staff filed a report prepared by the 

Commission’s consultants, London Economics International LLC (“LEI”) entitled 

“Independent Analysis of Electricity Market and Macroeconomic Benefits of the New 

England Clean Energy Connect Project” (“LEI Report”).  The LEI report was filed in lieu of a 

bench analysis.9 

16. On June 13, 2018, the Massachusetts EDCs executed long-term TSAs and 

PPAs with CMP and HQUS respectively for the NECEC 100% Hydro Solution proposal. 

E. CMP Rebuttal Testimony 

17. On July 13, 2018, CMP filed Rebuttal Testimony from (1) Thorn Dickinson, 

Eric Stinneford, and Bernardo Escudero with associated Exhibits NECEC-16 through 

NECEC-26; (2) Chris Malone, Scott Hodgdon, and Justin Tribbet with associated Exhibits 

NECEC-27 through NECEC-30; and (3) Daniel Peaco, Douglas Smith, and Jeffrey Bower of 

Daymark Energy Advisors with associated Exhibit NECEC-31.10 

                                                 
9 Procedural Order – Clarification at 1 (May 24, 2018). 

10 The TSAs that CMP executed with the Massachusetts EDCs are filed in the record as Exhibits NECEC-17 
(Eversource TSA), NECEC-18 (National Grid TSA), and NECEC-19 (Unitil TSA).  The additional TSAs that CMP 
executed with HQUS for the period after the TSAs with the EDCs expire and for the 110 MW that the EDCs did 
not contract for, are filed in the record as Exhibits NECEC-20 through NECEC-23.  The executed PPAs are filed 
in the record as Exhibit NECEC-16 (National Grid PPA), and NEXRE-002-006 Attachment 1 (Eversource PPA) 
and Attachment 2 (Unitil PPA).  On July 24, 2018, CMP submitted public versions of Exhibits NECEC-17 
through NECEC-20 upon learning that the Massachusetts EDCs had publicly filed the same documents in 
ongoing proceedings before the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities.  On October 5, 2018, CMP filed 
corrected public versions of Exhibit NECEC-18 (National Grid TSA) and Exhibit NECEC-19 (Unitil TSA), known 
as Revised Supplemental Exhibit NECEC-18 and Revised Supplemental Exhibit NECEC-19, respectively. 
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F. Surrebuttal Testimony, Additional LEI Analysis and CMP Visual 
Renderings 

18. On August 18, 2018, Tanya L. Bodell and William S. Fowler each filed 

Surrebuttal Testimony on behalf of the Generator Intervenors.  Also on August 18, 2018, 

the following witnesses filed Surrebuttal Testimony on behalf of NextEra: (1) Christopher 

Russo; (2) Robert Stoddard; and (3) Stephen Whitley, Dan Mayers, and Francis Wang. 

19. On September 10, 2018, in response to Mr. Stoddard’s Surrebuttal Testimony 

on behalf of NextEra regarding the Minimum Offer Price Rule (“MOPR”), Commission Staff 

submitted a memorandum prepared by LEI entitled “MOPR Estimate for the New England 

Clean Energy Connect Transmission Project” and attached workbook (“LEI MOPR Memo”).  

Additional exhibits to the LEI MOPR Memo were filed by Commission Staff on September 

19, 2018. 

20. On September 18, 2018, in response to a request by Commission Staff, CMP 

filed visual rendering materials for the NECEC transmission line that the Company had 

previously filed with the MDEP. 

21. On October 12, 2018, CMP filed the visual rendering slide deck and 

supplemental visual renderings that the Company referred to in the September 21, 2018 

technical conference. 

G. Hearings – Phase I 

22. The Commission held evidentiary hearings regarding the NECEC on 

October 19, 2018 (LEI) and on October 22, 2018 (CMP witnesses Malone, Hodgdon, and 

Tribbet and NextEra witnesses Whitley, Wang, and Mayer). 

23. On October 26, 2018, at the request of NextEra supported by other 

intervening parties, the Hearing Examiners suspended the remaining evidentiary hearings 
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until January 2019 in order to allow Commission Staff and intervening parties additional 

time to review and analyze the documents that CMP produced in response to ODR-014-

004.11 

H. Supplemental Testimony and Additional Visual Renderings 

24. On December 10, 2018, the Generator Intervenors filed Supplemental 

Testimony from Tanya Bodell and William Fowler regarding the MOPR analysis and other 

issues.  NextEra also filed Supplemental Testimony from Christopher Russo and LEI filed a 

Supplemental MOPR Memo. 

25. On that same day, at the request of Commission Staff, CMP filed additional 

visual renderings and visual impact documents that it had filed with the MDEP, LUPC and 

the USACE a few days prior. 

I. Discovery and Public Comment 

26. Written discovery was conducted and technical conferences were held after 

every phase of testimony, with the exception of the LEI MOPR Memo submitted by 

Commission Staff, which was only subject to a technical conference.  Collectively, the 

parties and LEI responded to 58 sets of data requests and 33 sets of oral data requests, 

each containing multiple individual data requests.  CMP, alone, responded to more than 

600 data requests during the discovery process. 

27. On September 12, 2018, CMP began data production in response to 

Commission Staff’s follow-up questions to ODR-014-004.  In total, CMP filed over 97,000 

                                                 
11 ODR-014-004 included an initial data request and a series of follow-up questions from Commission Staff 
that sought all documents relied upon by the primary decision makers and senior management personnel of 
CMP or any of its affiliates when making the decision to submit the NECEC RFP proposal. 
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pages of documents in 18 data production rounds that occurred from September 12, 2018 

through December 4, 2018. 

28. The Hearing Examiners held 17 days of technical conferences throughout 

this proceeding on the following dates: November 28, 2017 (CMP testimony regarding the 

Petition); December 11, 2017 (CMP testimony regarding the Petition); April 5, 2018 (CMP 

testimony regarding the Petition); June 14, 19, 20, and 28, 2018 (Intervenor and LEI 

testimony); August 1 and 2, 2018 (CMP testimony regarding Rebuttal); September 6, 7, and 

14, 2018 (Intervenor testimony regarding Surrebuttal); September 19, 2018 (LEI 

testimony regarding the MOPR Memo); September 21, 2018 (CMP testimony regarding the 

Visual Renderings); November 28 and 30, 2018 (CMP testimony regarding the ODR-014-

004 Documents); and December 19, 2018 (Intervenor and LEI Supplemental Testimony). 

29. The Commission convened three public witness hearings, each of which was 

noticed in advance by procedural order.  The Commission held the first two public witness 

hearings on September 14, 2018 in Farmington and The Forks Plantation.  The Commission 

held the third public witness hearing on October 17, 2018 at the Commission’s offices in 

Hallowell.  In total, the Commission heard approximately 14 hours of public comment and 

approximately 89 people provided oral and/or written testimony during the public witness 

hearings. 

30. To date, approximately 1,000 public comments have been filed in the 

Commission’s case management system in this docket. 

J. Hearings – Phase 2 

31. The Commission held the remaining evidentiary hearings on January 8, 2019 

(Generator Intervenor witnesses Bodell and Speyer); January 9, 2019 (CMP witnesses 
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Dickinson, Stinneford and Escudero); January 10, 2019 (CMP witnesses Malone, Hodgdon 

and Tribbet, and Daymark witnesses Peaco, Smith and Bower); and January 11, 2019 

(NextEra witnesses Russo and Stoddard; and Generator Intervenor witnesses Bodell and 

Fowler). 

32. On January 14, 2019, the Hearing Examiners issued an order identifying 

specific issues for the parties to address in post-hearing briefs. 

33. On January 19, 2019, the Hearing Examiners extended the deadline for 

opening post-hearing briefs to February 1, 2019, and similarly revised the remainder of the 

proceeding by extending each subsequent deadline by 7 days. 

34. On February 1, 2019, CMP, OPA, IECG, Generator Intervenors, NextEra, CLF, 

NRCM, Acadia Center, Town of Caratunk, City of Lewiston, IBEW, Chamber, Dot Kelly, 

RENEW, and WMRC filed opening briefs and on February 13, 2019, CMP, OPA, IECG, 

Generator Intervenors, NextEra, Town of Caratunk, and Dot Kelly filed reply briefs. 

III. RECORD 

The record in this proceeding provides ample information on which the Stipulating 

Parties and the Commission may base their conclusions regarding the NECEC and this 

Stipulation.  These materials include: 

 CMP’s Petition for CPCN, CMP’s Rebuttal Testimony and all supporting 
exhibits and materials; 

 Intervenor Direct, Surrebuttal, and Supplemental testimony submitted by 
intervening parties and supporting exhibits and materials; 

 The May 21, 2018, September 10, 2018 and December 10, 2018 LEI reports;  

 Responses to written and oral data requests and attachments to such 
responses that have been admitted into the record pursuant to the 
Procedural Orders dated October 24, 2018, February 4, 2019, and February 
5, 2019;  
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 Transcripts of all technical conferences, public witness hearings and 
evidentiary hearings; and 

 Post-hearing briefs and reply briefs. 

 
IV. PARTIES AND SETTLEMENT PROCESS 

To accept a stipulation, the Commission must find that: 

a.  The Parties joining the stipulation represent a sufficiently broad spectrum of 
interests that the Commission can be sure that there is no appearance or 
reality of disenfranchisement; 

 
b.  The process that led to the stipulation was fair to all parties; 

 
c.  The stipulated result is reasonable and is not contrary to legislative mandate; 

and 
 
d.  The overall stipulated result is in the public interest.12 

 

The undersigned Stipulating Parties believe that each of these factors is satisfied 

through this Stipulation.  The parties joining this Stipulation represent a broad spectrum of 

interests and many of the active participants in this proceeding. 

The process that achieved this Stipulation was fair to all intervening parties, and all 

intervening parties had the opportunity to participate.  CMP engaged in extensive 

settlement communications with numerous intervening parties and other interested 

stakeholders throughout the pendency of this proceeding.  In addition, formal settlement 

conferences, noticed in advance by procedural order, were held on September 7, 2018, 

September 14, 2018, February 5, 2019, and February 12, 2019.  Commission Staff 

participated in these settlement conferences, and no party objected to such participation. 

                                                 
12 Chapter 110, § 8(D)(7). 
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As a result of these settlement discussions, the Stipulating Parties have resolved all 

issues between them in this proceeding, Commission Docket No. 2017-00232.   

V. RECOMMENDED APPROVALS AND FINDINGS. 

A. Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 

1. Based upon the record in this case, the Stipulating Parties agree and 

recommend that the Commission issue an order which: (a) approves, accepts and adopts 

this Stipulation; (b) finds that a public need exists for the NECEC on the basis that the 

Project, including the hydropower deliveries from Québec to New England it will enable, 

provides (i) significant economic benefits for Maine and the ISO-NE region in the form of 

lower electricity supply prices, reduced reliance on fossil fuel generation, material energy 

price protection in natural gas price spike events, new jobs, increased gross domestic 

product, and property tax revenues to host communities in Maine; (ii) reliability benefits to 

Maine and the ISO-NE region, by delivering baseload hydropower to replace retiring 

baseload resources, as well as other reliability benefits associated with the NECEC’s 

providing an additional intertie between ISO-NE and Québec and transmission system 

upgrades associated with the NECEC, all at no cost to Maine electricity customers; and 

(iii) significant carbon dioxide emission reductions as a result of the Project including the 

increased use of electric vehicle and heat pump programs in Maine, among others, funded 

pursuant to this Stipulation, which advance Maine’s progress toward meeting its long-term 

GHG emissions reductions goals as set forth in Maine law;13 and (c) grants a CPCN for the 

                                                 
13 See Act to Provide Leadership in Addressing the Threat of Climate Change, P.L. 2003, Ch. 237, codified in the 
Maine Revised Statutes Title 38, Chapter 3-A. 
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NECEC permitting the construction of the Project in accordance with the terms of this 

Stipulation. 

2. Specifically, the CPCN shall permit the construction of the transmission lines 

and substation components listed in Attachment A of this Stipulation, as either a core 

project element of the NECEC or a necessary transmission network upgrade associated 

with the NECEC, and shall further permit construction of any related additional 

transmission facilities that ISO-NE determines are necessary to meet the requirements of 

(i) Section I.3.9 of the ISO-NE’s Transmission, Markets and Services Tariff; or (ii) the ISO-

NE’s CCIS, all at no cost to Maine electricity customers, without further Commission review 

in this docket or otherwise. 

3. Beginning on July 1, 2019, and every three months thereafter until the 

NECEC is placed into commercial operation, NECEC LLC, as defined below, will file progress 

reports with the Commission summarizing any significant developments in the permitting, 

development and construction of the NECEC.  These progress reports will (i) summarize 

the status of the system impact studies or other studies conducted by ISO-NE regarding the 

NECEC; (ii) identify all transmission network upgrades determined by ISO-NE as needed to 

permit the interconnection of the NECEC under the CCIS and Section I.3.9 of the ISO-NE 

Tariff; (iii) identify any federal, state or local permits or approvals received authorizing 

construction of the NECEC; and (iv) summarize the Project’s progress towards completion. 

B. CPCN Conditions 

` The Stipulating Parties further agree and recommend that the Commission Order 

granting the CPCN for the NECEC be conditioned on the following terms. 
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1. NECEC Project Ownership:  CMP will transfer and convey the NECEC to 

NECEC Transmission LLC (“NECEC LLC”), a Delaware limited liability company that is a 

wholly owned subsidiary within the Avangrid Networks family of companies and is not a 

subsidiary of CMP. 

a. Transfer Agreement:  CMP and NECEC LLC will complete the transfer and 

conveyance of the NECEC in accordance with an agreement substantially in 

the form of the NECEC Transfer Agreement provided as Attachment B to this 

Stipulation.  Under the terms of the NECEC Transfer Agreement, CMP will 

transfer and assign to NECEC LLC and NECEC LLC will assume: 

i. Certain real estate interests  sufficient to construct and operate the High 
Voltage Direct Current (“HVDC”) transmission line between the Canada-
United States border in Beattie Township, Maine and Lewiston, Maine 
together with land for the construction and operation of a converter 
station in Lewiston, Maine, together with real estate interests needed to 
construct and operate a 345 kV alternating current (“AC”) transmission 
line from the converter station to CMP’s substation at Larrabee Road, 
Lewiston, Maine, and together with certain land offered as compensatory 
mitigation for environmental permits related to the NECEC and the right 
to purchase additional land to access the converter station (the “Real 
Estate Interests”); 
 

ii. All land use permits, any outstanding land use permit applications, and 
other regulatory permits (the “Permits”) related to the NECEC; 

 
iii. The Transmission Service Agreements among CMP, the Massachusetts 

Electric Distribution Companies (“Massachusetts EDCs”) and H.Q. Energy 
Services (U.S.) Inc. (“HQUS”) (the “TSAs”); 
 

iv. All agreements executed by CMP with third party vendors and service 
providers in connection with the development and construction of the 
NECEC (“Third Party Vendor Agreements”) and certain agreements 
between CMP and HQUS, Hydro-Québec and WMRC (collectively the 
“Miscellaneous Agreements”); and 

 
v. Such other tangible and intangible assets related to the NECEC that CMP 

may possess including, without limitation, designs, plans and other work 
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product of CMP or vendors related to the NECEC, and intellectual 
property related to the NECEC (collectively, the “Related Assets”). 

 
b. NECEC Transfer Consideration:  As consideration for the conveyance and 

transfer of the NECEC, including without limitation, the Real Estate Interests, 

the Permits, the TSAs, the Third Party Vendor Agreements, the Related 

Assets, and any goodwill of CMP related to the NECEC, NECEC LLC will pay 

CMP the sum total of $60,000,000, payable in forty (40) equal installments 

of $1,500,000 each year commencing on the date the NECEC first achieves 

commercial operation (the “Commercial Operation Date” or “COD”) and 

continuing on each anniversary thereof.  All payments by NECEC LLC to CMP 

under the NECEC Transfer Agreement will be disbursed by CMP as part of the 

NECEC Rate Relief Fund as set forth in Section V.B, Paragraph 5 below. 

c. CMP/NECEC LLC Service Agreement:  Effective upon the transfer of the 

NECEC, CMP and NECEC LLC will enter into a service agreement substantially 

in the form of the Service Agreement provided as Exhibit H to the NECEC 

Transfer Agreement provided as Attachment B to Stipulation.  

d. Other NECEC Transfer Commitments: 

i. CMP and NECEC LLC agree to complete the transfer of the NECEC before 
construction of the NECEC commences.   
 

ii. NECEC LLC will not participate in any money pooling arrangement, 
credit facility or other financing agreement with CMP without the prior 
approval of the Commission. 

 
iii. CMP and NECEC LLC will make such accounting entries as are necessary 

in order to remove NECEC related development expenses from CMP’s 
books and accounts. 

 
iv. NECEC LLC will put in place and maintain a guaranty by AVANGRID, Inc., 

or its successor, with respect to NECEC LLC’s payment obligations to 
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CMP under the NECEC Transfer Agreement and NECEC LLC’s payment 
obligations for the Heat Pump Fund (Section V.B, Paragraph 7), the 
Dirigo EV Fund (Section V.B., Paragraph 8(a)), the Franklin County  Host 
Community Benefits Fund (Section V.B., Paragraph 9) and the Education 
Grant Funding (Section V.B., Paragraph 10) for as long as such payment 
obligations exist; provided, however, that such guaranty may be 
terminated in the event that NECEC LLC obtains and maintains a credit 
rating from a nationally recognized rating organization that is 
satisfactory to the Commission in its discretion.  NECEC LLC also agrees 
to grant a first priority security interest to CMP in NECEC LLC’s payment 
rights under the HQUS Support Agreement or related Hydro-Québec 
guaranty or other credit support discussed in Section V, Paragraph 14 
below for the purpose of funding the NECEC Low-Income Customer 
Benefits Fund and the NECEC Rate Relief Fund.  NECEC LLC further 
covenants not to amend, fail to vigorously enforce, or waive any 
provision of the HQUS Support Agreement or any guaranty provided by 
Hydro-Québec or other credit support relating to HQUS’s obligations 
under the HQUS Support Agreement in a manner that could impair any 
payment obligation of either entity to NECEC LLC. 

 
v. NECEC LLC and CMP will cooperate in good faith to facilitate access to 

the use of the NECEC transmission corridor for ATV, snowmobile and 
other recreational uses, consistent with applicable laws, regulations, 
ordinances, permits and licenses and CMP’s generally applicable 
standards and practices. 

 
vi. NECEC LLC will not use CMP’s brand name, reputation or customer 

relations to its benefit and will not engage in joint marketing or joint 
advertising with CMP at any time.  

 
vii. Maine transmission and distribution customers shall not be legally or 

financially responsible for any portion of NECEC LLC’s revenue 
requirement for the NECEC Transmission Project accruing during at 
least the first 40 years of the useful life of the NECEC. 

 
viii. CMP and NECEC LLC will not take or support any action to modify the 

cost recovery mechanism applicable to the NECEC that would result in 
Maine transmission and distribution customers being legally or 
financially responsible for any portion of NECEC LLC’s revenue 
requirement for the NECEC accruing during the first 40 years of the 
useful life of the project, without first obtaining Commission approval for 
such change.   

 
ix. Notwithstanding the foregoing, this Stipulation shall not prohibit Maine 

electricity customers from directly, or through a third party such as the 
Maine transmission and distribution utilities as approved by the 
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Commission or a Maine competitive energy provider as approved by the 
Commission, purchasing energy provided through the 110 MW of the 
NECEC transmission capacity not contracted for by the Massachusetts 
EDCs pursuant to the Section 83D RFP even if that purchase has the 
effect of directly or indirectly paying for a portion of the revenue 
requirement for the NECEC.  

 
e. NECEC Network Upgrades:  As part of the NECEC, upgrades to certain of 

CMP’s existing transmission facilities will be necessary in order to permit the 

interconnection of the NECEC to the transmission system administered by 

ISO-NE in accordance with Section I.3.9 and the Capacity Capability 

Interconnection Standard (“CCIS”) of the ISO-NE Open Access Transmission 

Tariff (the “ISO-NE Tariff”) (the “Network Upgrades”).  NECEC LLC agrees to 

complete all such Network Upgrades determined by ISO-NE through the 

necessary studies (currently underway and scheduled for completion in Q-3 

2019) to be necessary under Section I.3.9 and the CCIS of the ISO-NE Tariff to 

ensure a total transfer capacity at the Surowiec-South Interface of no less 

than 2,600 MW.  NECEC LLC shall be financially responsible for all costs 

associated with the construction of the Network Upgrades in accordance 

with applicable ISO-NE Tariff provisions.  Upon completion, the Network 

Upgrades shall remain the property of CMP, and CMP will be responsible for 

the operation and maintenance of such transmission facilities.  These 

facilities shall be subject to Section V.B., Paragraph 1(d)(v, vi and vii) above. 

f. Affiliate Transactions:  CMP and NECEC LLC agree to obtain Commission 

approval of all affiliate transactions related to the transfer, construction, 

operation or maintenance of the NECEC requiring approval under Maine law, 

including, without limitation, any interconnection agreement and affiliate 
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service agreements between NECEC LLC and any affiliate within the Avangrid 

family of companies.  Any amounts charged to NECEC LLC for services 

provided by affiliates, including the Avangrid Service Company, will not 

count towards any annual cap on total affiliate charges applicable to CMP and 

other Avangrid affiliates within Maine.  NECEC LLC, CMP and other affiliates 

may share employees, directors, officers and information as necessary for the 

construction, operation and maintenance of the NECEC. 

g. Compliance Filing:  Prior to the commencement of construction of the 

NECEC, CMP and NECEC LLC will make a compliance filing which confirms 

completion of the transfer of the NECEC from CMP to NECEC LLC in 

accordance with the terms of this Stipulation and provides the AVANGRID 

Inc. guaranty and first priority security interest called for in Section V.B. 

Paragraph 1(d)(iv) above. 

2. Transmission Rates Customer Credit:  Effective with the 2019 rate change 

for transmission customers, CMP will provide a rate credit for RNS and LNS transmission 

customers totaling $1.005 million.  This credit represents the amounts paid in rates by 

RNS and LNS transmission customers for those portions of the transmission corridor 

necessary for the NECEC that have been included in FERC Account 105 for Plant Held for 

Future Use, plus carrying costs calculated using the FERC refund formula.  In addition, upon 

the issuance of the CPCN for the NECEC, CMP will remove on a going forward basis all 

NECEC-related property from FERC Account 105 – Plant Held for Future Use. 

3. New Corridor Removed from Transmission Rates:  Upon the issuance of 

the CPCN for the NECEC, CMP will classify the unused portion of the transmission corridor 
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it has assembled from the Canada-United States border in Beattie Township to the 

Company’s existing Section 222 transmission corridor as Non-Operating Property in 

Account 121 of FERC’s Uniform System of Accounts until such time as CMP identifies with 

sufficient clarity a specific transmission project for development in such transmission 

corridor in accordance with applicable FERC precedent, regulations and standards.  CMP 

agrees that it will not seek to recover the cost of this unused portion of transmission 

corridor through transmission rates by reclassifying the property as Plant Held For Future 

Use in Account 105 of FERC’s Uniform System of Accounts or by any other means, unless 

the transmission project that will use this corridor is otherwise eligible for rate recovery in 

whole or in part from Maine retail customers pursuant to the then applicable FERC-

approved transmission tariff. 

4. NECEC Low-Income Customer Benefits Fund:  NECEC LLC will establish a 

$50,000,000 NECEC Low-Income Customer Benefits Fund to fund one or more programs 

that benefit low-income energy customers in Maine in a manner designated by the OPA, in 

consultation with the Efficiency Maine Trust (“EMT”) and the Governor’s designee(s).  

NECEC LLC will fund the NECEC Low-Income Customer Benefits Fund by making annual 

payments to the program(s) identified by the OPA, in consultation with the EMT and the 

Governor’s designee(s), of $1,250,000 beginning on the NECEC COD and continuing on 

each anniversary thereof for a period of forty (40) years.  The NECEC Low-Income 

Customer Benefits Fund may be used to fund programs that are intended to reduce the 

amounts that low-income customers expend for electricity or other sources of energy and 

may include weatherization and household energy efficiency programs.  In designating 

uses for these funds, the OPA, in consultation with the EMT and the Governor’s designee(s), 
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may apply a preference for low-income energy customers located in the NECEC Host 

Communities.  For purposes of this Stipulation, the “NECEC Host Communities” are defined 

as the municipalities and communities in which the NECEC Core Project Elements and 

Network Upgrades as identified in Attachment A are located and other municipalities and 

communities in Franklin and Somerset Counties materially impacted by the construction 

and operation of the Project. 

5. NECEC Rate Relief Fund:  NECEC LLC and CMP will establish a 

$140,000,000 NECEC Rate Relief Fund to be used to provide per kilowatt hour rate relief 

for retail electricity customers within CMP’s service territory.  To fund the NECEC Rate 

Relief Fund, CMP will contribute the annual $1,500,000 transfer payments to be received 

from NECEC LLC under Section V.B, Paragraph 1(b) above.  In addition, NECEC LLC will 

make annual contributions to the NECEC Rate Relief Fund of $2,000,000 beginning on the 

NECEC COD and continuing on each anniversary thereof for a period of forty (40) years.  In 

addition, using commercially reasonable efforts CMP will each year seek to sell or 

otherwise monetize for maximum value the Environmental Attributes provided by HQUS in 

accordance with NECEC Support Agreement discussed below and contribute those funds to 

the NECEC Rate Relief Fund.  CMP will then credit the $3,500,000 contributed annually to 

the NECEC Rate Relief Fund plus the proceeds from the sales of the Environmental 

Attributes, net of expenses to complete such sales, to CMP’s stranded cost account or such 

other account as the Commission may determine in the future will provide comparable per 

kilowatt hour sharing by all retail electricity customer classes within CMP’s service 

territory. 
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6. Broadband Benefit: 

a. CMP and NECEC LLC commit that the final design for the NECEC transmission 

lines will include the necessary facilities and equipment to provide additional 

fiber optic capacity on the NECEC HVDC transmission line and other AC 

transmission lines included within the Network Upgrades for the benefit of 

the State of Maine and in particular the NECEC Host Communities, with an 

estimated value of $5,000,000. 

b. CMP and NECEC LLC further commit to construct the necessary fiber optic 

infrastructure to provide access to this fiber optic capacity at major road 

crossings or other appropriate access points along the NECEC project route, 

pursuant to the NECEC Support Agreement discussed in Section V.B, 

Paragraph 14 below. 

c. In consultation with ConnectME, the Governor’s designee(s), OPA and HQUS, 

NECEC LLC will establish a $10,000,000 NECEC Broadband Fund.  The NECEC 

Broadband Fund will be funded by five (5) annual contributions of 

$2,000,000 by HQUS starting on the NECEC COD.  The NECEC Broadband 

Fund will be available to provide grants to support the implementation and 

maintenance of high speed broadband infrastructure in the host 

communities through which the NECEC transmission facilities run.  This 

grant funding may be used for the following purposes: 
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i. Payment of any and all costs to study the feasibility and, if 
commercially, technically and legally feasible, the implementation and 
construction of a fiber optic connection between the State of Maine 
and the fiber optic network serving Montreal, Province of Québec 
through NECEC, pursuant to the NECEC Support Agreement discussed 
in Section V.B, Paragraph 14 below, provided that no more than 
$2,000,000 of the NECEC Broadband Fund may be used for these 
purposes; 
 

ii. Payment of legal, consulting and financial planning fees related to the 
establishment of public/private partnerships to expand the 
availability of high speed broadband in the host communities or 
ongoing project management required to expand and maintain the 
availability of high speed broadband in such communities including, 
but not limited to, providing broadband service to public buildings 
where citizens may access the service for personal or business use; 

 
iii. Payment of annual pole license fees in unserved and underserved 

areas; or 
 

iv. Payment of make-ready costs for utility poles in unserved and 
underserved areas. 

 
7. Heat Pump Benefit:  NECEC LLC will establish a $15,000,000 NECEC Heat 

Pump Fund for the installation in Maine of heat pumps, or other future efficient heating 

technologies that are as efficient, or more efficient, than the most efficient heat pumps 

agreed to by the OPA, the Governor’s designee(s), CLF, Acadia Center, and IECG in 

consultation with Efficiency Maine Trust (“EMT”).  Program specifications, eligibility 

criteria and other details of the NECEC Heat Pump Fund will be developed on a 

collaborative basis by NECEC LLC, HQUS, OPA, the Governor’s designee(s), CLF, Acadia 

Center, and IECG in consultation with Efficiency Maine Trust (“EMT”) and may include a 

preference for targeted initiatives to reach low- and moderate-income individuals and 

communities in Maine.  The NECEC Heat Pump Fund will be funded by HQUS and NECEC 

LLC as follows: 
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a. Starting on the NECEC COD and annually on the first, second, third and fourth 

anniversaries thereof, HQUS will make annual contributions of $2,000,000 to 

the NECEC Heat Pump Fund, pursuant to the NECEC Support Agreement 

discussed in Section V.B, Paragraph 14 below; 

b. On the fifth and sixth anniversaries of the NECEC COD, NECEC LLC will make 

annual contributions of $2,000,000 to the NECEC Heat Pump Fund; and 

c. On the seventh anniversary of the NECEC COD, NECEC LLC will make a 

contribution of $1,000,000 to the NECEC Heat Pump Fund. 

8. NECEC Electric Vehicle (“EV”) Funds:  NECEC LLC, in consultation with CLF, 

Acadia Center, OPA, the Governor’s designee(s), EMT and IECG, and with the support of 

HQUS, will establish two funds totaling $15,000,000 for the purpose of expanding the 

numbers of electric vehicles (“EVs”) in Maine and maximizing access and exposure in 

Maine to EVs and EV infrastructure.  The two funds are described below. 

a. The Dirigo EV Fund:  The Dirigo EV Fund will be used to provide: (1) rebates 

to defray the cost of workplace, multi-unit dwelling and other public vehicle 

charging installations in Maine; and (2) consumer rebates for the purchase of 

qualifying EVs by Maine residents.  The Dirigo EV Fund will be managed 

pursuant to a written agreement between CLF, Acadia Center and the 

Governor’s designee(s) prepared in consultation with CMP and NECEC LLC.  

Funding for the Dirigo EV Fund will be provided through a contribution of 

$5,000,000 from NECEC LLC.  At the election of CLF, Acadia Center and the 

Governor’s designee(s) NECEC LLC may make this contribution, either 

through a lump sum payment based on documented program needs or 
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through alternative annual contributions, established by CLF, Acadia Center, 

and the Governor’s designee(s) beginning in the year in which NECEC LLC 

and Hydro-Québec receive all necessary permits and approvals to construct 

the NECEC and the interconnecting transmission facilities in Québec.  In the 

event that CLF, Acadia Center and the Governor’s designee(s) elect that the 

NECEC EV Fund be funded by a lump sum payment, CLF, Acadia Center and 

the Governor’s designee(s) shall provide NECEC LLC with detailed written 

descriptions of any such initiatives or programs to be funded with any such 

lump sum payment, including details as to the magnitude and timing of the 

funding requirements of such initiatives or programs.  NECEC LLC, CLF, 

Acadia Center and the Governor’s designee(s) shall jointly select a party to 

design the rebate program and/or administer the distribution of the Dirigo 

EV Fund.  NECEC LLC further agrees to reimburse the Dirigo EV Fund up to 

$50,000 for the charges for such program design and/or administration 

related work.  The programs or initiatives funded by the Dirigo EV Fund, 

where applicable, shall be designed to: 

i. facilitate competitive development of charging stations by third 
parties; 

ii. coordinate with other policy programs including Volkswagen 
settlement Appendix D expenditures;  

iii. include targeted initiatives to reach low- and moderate-income 
individuals and communities in Maine; and  

iv. exclude transmission and distribution utility ownership of end use 
charging stations, except in cases of market failure. 

b. The Hydro-Québec EV Fund:  The $10,000,000 Hydro-Québec EV Fund will 

be used to fund the deployment of a state-wide fast and ultra-fast public 
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charging infrastructure network for EVs in Maine.  Hydro-Québec will 

collaborate with CMP, OPA, IECG the Governor’s designee(s), and other 

interested stakeholders in developing this network, which will enable Maine 

EV drivers and visitors to enjoy safe electric travel across the state, with the 

guaranteed availability of fast chargers at regular intervals of distance.  This 

charging network will be compatible with other public networks already 

present in Maine and neighboring jurisdictions and will be operated and 

supported by Hydro-Québec.  The Stipulating Parties will provide for public 

ownership of the equipment comprising, and general public access rights to 

reasonably use and enjoy, the EV charging infrastructure network developed 

pursuant to the Hydro-Quebec EV Fund, each for the useful of life of such 

equipment or charging infrastructure.  The Hydro-Québec EV Fund will be 

funded through five payments of $2,000,000 by HQUS starting on the NECEC 

COD and annually on the first, second, third and fourth anniversaries thereof, 

pursuant to the NECEC Support Agreement discussed in Section V.B, 

Paragraph 14 below. 

9. Franklin County Host Community Benefits:  NECEC LLC will establish a 

$5,000,000 NECEC Franklin County Host Communities Fund for the benefit of 

communities in Franklin County.  NECEC LLC will fund this fund through ten (10) annual 

payments of $500,000 starting on the NECEC COD and continuing on each of the ensuing 

anniversaries of the COD.  The NECEC Franklin County Host Communities Fund will 

provide grant funding to support the charitable mission of the Greater Franklin 

Development Council (“GFDC”), a 501(c)(3) economic and community development 
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organization operating for the benefit of Franklin County residents) including the 

marketing of the Franklin County region, workforce development, business retention, and 

entrepreneurial support.  NECEC LLC and GFDC will administer the NECEC Franklin County 

Host Communities Fund on a collaborative basis, and funds will be disbursed through a 

grant process that requires applicants to demonstrate the availability of matching funds.  

Applications for projects to help low-income citizens of Franklin County will be given a 

priority. 

10. Education Grant Funding:  NECEC LLC will contribute $6,000,000 for 

education-related grants and programs as follows: 

a. Once the NECEC receives all State of Maine permits and approvals, NECEC 

LLC will contribute $1,000,000 to Maine Prime Technologies LLC at the 

University of Maine to fund research and development activities associated 

with marine wind generation technology commercialization; 

b. Starting on the NECEC COD, NECEC LLC will make ten annual contributions 

of $500,000 to fund the following: 

i. Internship programs and scholarships for needy Maine students to 
attend the University of Maine Farmington totaling $1,000,000 over 
ten years ($100,000 per year); and 
 

ii. Vocational programs, scholarships and innovative training programs 
in the areas of math, science and technology for the School Districts 
within Franklin and Somerset Counties or such programs and 
scholarships for Maine Community Colleges that serve students from 
Franklin and Somerset Counties, totaling $4,000,000 over ten years.  
The Stipulating Parties agree to establish a governing board for the 
($400,000 per year) administration and use of these funds.  Such 
board shall include two representatives from school districts in 
Franklin County, two representatives from Somerset County, and 
three representatives designated by the Maine Governor. 
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11. Mitigating NECEC’s Impacts on Transmission System and Existing and 
Future Maine Energy Resources: 
 

a. CMP and NECEC LLC agree to actively participate in all ISO-NE studies to 

determine the thermal, voltage and stability ratings for the Surowiec-South 

interface applicable upon the completion of the NECEC and, consistent with 

good utility practice, advocate to ISO-NE to maximize the stability rating and 

the total transfer capacity at the Surowiec-South interface after the 

completion of the NECEC so that such rating is as close as possible to the 

expected thermal and/or voltage limits (2812 MW and 2930 MW, 

respectively) for that interface.  This advocacy (whether oral or in writing) 

will address the reasonableness of applicable study assumptions and 

planning criteria and the appropriate balance between system reliability and 

achievement of New England’s clean energy public policy objectives and will 

occur through direct interaction with ISO-NE and at appropriate stakeholder 

and ISO-NE committee meetings. 

b.  CMP, CLF, Acadia Center, the Governor’s designee(s), OPA, IECG and other 

interested stakeholders (to be chosen by a process agreed to by CMP, CLF, 

Acadia Center and the Governor’s designee(s)) will engage one or more 

mutually agreed-upon transmission consultant(s) to evaluate and report on a 

suite of potential transmission and non-wires solutions (including but not 

limited to large scale solar and storage), and their respective estimated costs, 

that would reduce existing and projected congestion at the Maine/New 

Hampshire Interface and at the Surowiec-South interface.  The consultant(s) 

will be selected through a jointly developed request for proposals or other 
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agreed upon method that establishes minimum consultant qualifications, 

services sought, scope of study and solutions to be analyzed.  CMP will pay 

for this study, the costs of which shall not exceed $2,000,000, and the study 

shall be commenced once all applicable permits and approvals for the 

construction of the NECEC transmission project in Maine are received and 

Hydro-Québec receives all applicable permits and approvals for the 

construction of the interconnecting transmission facilities in Québec.  CMP 

agrees that it will not seek to recover the costs of this study from electricity 

customers. 

c. For any cost effective and commercially viable transmission and non-wires 

solution(s) identified in the Maine/New Hampshire and Surowiec-South 

interface report prepared pursuant to Section V.B, Paragraph 11(b) above, 

CMP agrees (directly or through an Avangrid affiliate) to fully assess and 

pursue all available means of approval and cost allocation pursuant to the 

ISO-NE Tariff, including but not limited to as a Reliability Transmission 

Upgrade, a Market Efficiency Transmission Upgrade or a Public Policy 

Transmission Upgrade, or as part of any future solicitation for clean energy 

and transmission capacity.  To the extent a viable mechanism is determined 

to fund such solutions, CMP further agrees to, directly or through an 

Avangrid affiliate, propose such solution(s) in any applicable competitive 

solicitation, including without limitation any solicitation conducted under the 

ISO-NE Tariff, and, if such proposal is selected in such solicitation, seek all 

necessary permits and approvals to implement such solution(s) in 
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accordance with the then terms of the ISO-NE Tariff.  In pursuing the 

development of such cost effective and commercially viable transmission and 

non-wires solution(s), CMP and its parent company, Avangrid Networks, 

agree to bear commercial risk associated with the development of the 

project. 

d.  Within one year of NECEC COD, CMP (directly or through an Avangrid 

affiliate) shall create and make available an annual electric transmission and 

distribution system report for public notice (subject to CEII provisions) 

which analyzes system needs that may potentially be met by non-wires 

alternatives (“NWAs”).  This report will detail capacity and load by 

substation and circuit and identify corresponding growth-related 

investments being planned for.  This report will also include a detailed 

description of CMP’s planning and decision-making processes related to 

NWAs during the year, including transparency into the application of its 

NWA suitability criteria.  CMP will work to develop and implement systems 

and analyses that can provide heat maps that: (i) show where integration of 

distributed generation is least likely to require substantial upgrades (i.e., 

hosting capacity maps); (ii) show the electric load on the electric distribution 

system, including electric loads during peak electricity demand time periods; 

and (iii) highlight the most congested or constrained areas of the electric 

distribution system.  Additionally, CMP will support policies and regulations 

that seek to evaluate NWAs against traditional transmission and distribution 

projects through (i) the use of competitive solicitations and (ii) the use of 
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compensation mechanisms that create incentives to place NWAs on an equal 

footing from a ratemaking perspective.  Such tools and heat maps will be 

available within one-year after NECEC COD. 

e. The above commitments in this Paragraph 11 are conditioned on (i) a CPCN 

being granted for the NECEC, (ii) NECEC LLC receiving all other necessary 

permits and approvals for the NECEC including, but not limited to, those 

issued by the MDEP, the LUPC, the USACE and the MDPU, and (iii) Hydro-

Québec receiving all applicable permits and approvals for the construction of 

the interconnecting transmission facilities in Québec. 

12. Commitment to Long-term Planning for Regional Decarbonization: 

a. As part of a regional decarbonization collaborative comprised of CLF, Acadia 

Center, utilities, the Governor’s designee(s), OPA, IECG and other 

stakeholders (to be chosen by a process agreed to by CLF, Acadia Center, the 

Governor’s designee(s) and CMP), CMP and NECEC LLC agree to work with 

the collaborative to jointly select and hire a consultant to perform an analysis 

of the means by which the Northeast Region may achieve economy-wide 

decarbonization of zero emissions by 2050 as called for by the most recent 

report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report on 

Global Warming of 1.5°C.  CMP agrees to contribute at least 50 percent of the 

cost of this study and associated selection process.  This contribution to the 

study cost by or on behalf of CMP shall not exceed $500,000.  As a member of 

the collaborative, CMP (directly or through an Avangrid affiliate) will actively 

engage in a regional stakeholder process to introduce and receive input on 
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the analysis and assess potential actions by which state policymakers could 

advance decarbonization in each energy consumption sector.  CMP agrees 

that it will not seek to recover the costs of this study or stakeholder process 

from electricity customers. 

b. CMP agrees to work (directly or through an Avangrid affiliate) with a 

stakeholder group made up of CLF, Acadia Center, the Governor’s designee(s), 

OPA, IECG, and other stakeholders (to be chosen by a process agreed to by 

CMP, CLF, Acadia Center and the Governor’s designee(s)) to research and 

develop a set of utility policies and actions, and state regulatory reforms, that 

can most effectively facilitate economy-wide decarbonization in the region, 

consistent with the analysis conducted pursuant to Section V.B, Paragraph 

12(a) above.  CMP (directly or through an Avangrid affiliate), will work with 

this stakeholder group to develop a consensus around these approaches, draft 

proposed regulatory and legislative provisions by which the consensus 

approaches can be authorized, and actively seek state approval and 

implementation of them. 

c. The above commitments in this Paragraph 12 are conditioned on (i) a CPCN 

being granted for the NECEC and (ii) NECEC LLC receiving all other necessary 

permits and approvals for the NECEC including, but not limited to, those 

issued by the MDEP, the LUPC, the USACE and the MDPU. 

13. Securitization:  CMP, OPA, the Governor’s Energy Office and IECG agree that 

electricity customers in Maine may benefit if the annual payments to the NECEC Low-income 

Customer Benefit Fund provided in Section V.B, Paragraph 4 and the annual payments to the 
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NECEC Rate Relief Fund provided in Section V.B, Paragraph 5 are leveraged through 

securitization.  To facilitate the securitization of such payment streams, if possible, NECEC 

LLC, upon the NECEC COD, will establish a fund of $1,000,000 to be used to pay for any 

investment bank, investment advisor or consultant and/or legal fees incurred by OPA, the 

Governor’s designee(s), IECG and CMP related to such securitization.  In the event any of 

these funds are not needed to complete the securitization of either the NECEC Low-income 

Customer Benefit Fund or the NECEC Rate Relief Fund, any remaining balance will be 

disbursed to CMP to provide rate relief in accordance with Section V.B, Paragraph 5 above. 

14. HQUS Support Agreement: 

a. In order to confirm HQUS’s commitments herein, CMP, NECEC LLC and HQUS 

will enter a binding agreement enforceable under Maine law which reflects the 

following terms: 

i. HQUS’s commitment to provide CMP annually 400,000 MWh of 
environmental attributes related to deliveries of hydroelectric power to 
New England over the NECEC or otherwise (the “NECEC Environmental 
Attributes”) for a twenty (20) year period starting in the first full year 
after NECEC COD.  The NECEC Environmental Attributes shall mean any 
and all generation attributes under any and all other international, 
federal, regional, state or other law, rule, regulation, bylaw, treaty or 
other intergovernmental compact, decision, administrative decision, 
program (including any voluntary compliance or membership 
program), competitive market or business method (including all credits, 
certificates, benefits, and emission measurements, reductions, offsets 
and allowances related thereto) that are attributable, now or in the 
future, to the favorable generation or environmental attributes of 
Hydro-Québec hydropower generation resources including, but not 
limited to: (a) any such credits, certificates, benefits, offsets and 
allowances computed on the basis of the Hydro-Québec hydropower 
generation resources using renewable technology or displacement of 
fossil-fuel derived or other conventional energy generation; or (b) any 
certificates issued pursuant to the NEPOOL Generation Information 
System Operating Rules (“GIS”) in connection with energy generated by 
the Hydro-Québec hydropower generation resources; 
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ii. Hydro-Québec’s commitment to include sufficient fiber optic capacity in 
the Québec transmission facilities interconnecting to the NECEC to 
provide a fiber optic connection between the State of Maine and the 
fiber optic network serving Montreal, Province of Québec, subject to 
commercial, technical and legal feasibility; 
 

iii. HQUS’s commitment to contribute $10,000,000 to the NECEC 
Broadband Fund through five payments of $2,000,000 starting on the 
NECEC COD and annually on the first, second, third and fourth 
anniversaries thereof and to share its expertise on broadband 
infrastructure; 
 

iv. HQUS’s commitment to contribute $10,000,000 to the NECEC Heat 
Pump Fund through five payments of $2,000,000 starting on the NECEC 
COD and annually on the first, second, third and fourth anniversaries 
thereof; 
 

v. Hydro-Québec’s commitment to share its expertise with respect to EV 
infrastructure in developing the programs and initiatives funded by 
the Hydro-Québec EV Fund for the benefit of the State of Maine; 
 

vi. HQUS’s commitment to contribute $10,000,000 to the Hydro-Québec 
EV Fund through five payments of $2,000,000 starting on the NECEC 
COD and annually on the first, second, third and fourth anniversaries 
thereof;  

vii. HQUS’s commitment to pay NECEC LLC annually $3,500,000 beginning 
on the NECEC COD and continuing on each anniversary thereof for a 
period of forty (40) years in addition to all amounts due under the 
TSAs; and 
 

viii. A guaranty from Hydro-Québec of HQUS’s payment obligations under 
the HQUS Support Agreement or such other appropriate credit support 
for such obligations as the parties to the HQUS Support Agreement 
agree. 

 
b. Prior to the commencement of construction of the NECEC, NECEC LLC will 

file the HQUS Support Agreement and the Hydro-Québec guaranty or other 

credit support with the Commission as a compliance filing in this docket.  
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15. Maine Workers Preference:  All other factors being equal and consistent 

with applicable law and applicable labor agreements, NECEC LLC, and its contractors 

working on the construction of the NECEC will give preference to hiring Maine workers.  

16. Funding Commitments Conditions Precedent:  The funding commitments 

in Section V.B, Paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 7, 8(b), 9, and 10(b) above are conditioned on the NECEC 

achieving commercial operation. 

C. Nontransmission Alternatives Findings 

1. The Stipulating Parties further agree and recommend that the Commission 

find, based on the record in this proceeding, that no nontransmission alternative (“NTA”), 

whether large-scale generation, distributed generation, demand response resource, or 

conservation alternative, can feasibly substitute for the NECEC at a lower cost to Maine 

electricity customers.  The NECEC will serve the public need by transmitting up to 1,200 

MW of hydropower energy from Québec to New England effectively replacing retiring 

baseload generation, and providing the State of Maine with its first transmission 

interconnection with the vast Hydro-Québec hydropower generation system.  No NTA has 

the technical capability, size or scale to satisfy this public need, and even if an NTA could 

meet this public need, no such alternative could so do at a lower total cost to Maine 

electricity customers, since no NECEC related costs will be borne by Maine electricity 

customers. 

VI. ADDITIONAL STIPULATION TERMS 

1. The execution of this Stipulation by any Stipulating Party shall not constitute 

precedent as to any matter of law or fact and, except as expressly provided herein, shall not 

foreclose any of the Stipulating Parties from making any contention or exercising any right, 
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including rights of appeal, in any other Commission proceeding or investigation, or any 

other trial or action. 

2. The Stipulating Parties intend that this Stipulation be considered by the 

Commission for adoption as an integrated solution to the issues addressed herein which 

arose in the above-captioned proceeding and as otherwise presented in this Stipulation.  

The Stipulating Parties also intend that this Stipulation shall be null and void, and not bind 

the Stipulating Parties in the above-captioned proceeding, in the event the Commission 

does not adopt this Stipulation without material modification. 

3. If not accepted by the Commission in accordance with the provisions hereof, 

this Stipulation shall not prejudice the positions taken by any Stipulating Party on these 

issues before the Commission in this proceeding and shall not be admissible evidence 

therein or in any other proceeding before the Commission. 

4. Upon approval by the Commission, this Stipulation shall have the legal effect 

of a binding contractual agreement and shall not be amended without the written 

agreement of CMP, NECEC LLC, OPA, IECG, CLF, Acadia Center, the Governor’s Energy 

Office, WMRC, City of Lewiston, Chamber, and IBEW. 

5. All rights, commitments and obligations under this Stipulation shall be 

binding upon and inure to the benefit of the lawful successors or assigns of the applicable 

responsible entities identified herein.  In the event that a responsible entity ceases to 

operate or legally exist without a successor or assign, the Stipulating Parties, in 

consultation with Commission Staff, will confer to identify an appropriate successor or 

assign in order that the purposes of this Stipulation may be achieved and, as necessary and 

appropriate, seek Commission approval of such successor or assign. 
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6. The Stipulating Parties agree that the record in support of this Stipulation 

includes: (a) this Stipulation, and (b) any and all confidential or public materials contained 

in the Commission’s Administrative Record of Docket No. 2017-00232 as of this date, as set 

forth in Section III of this Stipulation. 

7. The Stipulating Parties hereby waive any rights that they have under 5 M.R.S. 

§ 9062(4) and Chapter 110, Section 8(F)(4) of the Commission Rules of Practice and 

Procedure to the extent necessary to permit Commission Staff to discuss this Stipulation 

and the resolution of the issues addressed in this Stipulation with the Commissioners, 

either before or at the Commission’s scheduled deliberations, without providing to the 

Stipulating Parties an Examiners’ Report or the opportunity to file Exceptions. 

8. All Attachments referred to in this Stipulation are incorporated herein by 

reference and are intended to be considered as part of this Stipulation as if their terms 

were fully set forth in the body of this Stipulation. 

9. In the event that the Stipulating Parties cannot agree on the implementation 

of necessary details related the administration or use of any of the funds described in 

Sections V.B, Paragraphs 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, or 10 of this Stipulation, the Commission shall retain 

jurisdiction to interpret the binding contractual effect of such provisions in accordance 

with its authority under Maine law. 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Stipulating Parties have caused this Stipulation to be 

executed by their respective attorneys or representatives, or have caused their lack of 

objection to be noted by the signature of their respective attorneys or representatives. 

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY 

B;p~a.1~ 

~~~ 

MAINE OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC ADVOCATE 

By: _________ _ 

GOVERNOR'S ENERGY OFFICE 

By: _________ ~ 

INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMER GROUP 

By: _________ _ 

CONSERVATION LAW FOUNDATION 

By: _________ _ 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Stipulating Parties have caused this Stipulation to be 

executed by their respective attorneys or representatives, or have caused their lack of 

objection to be noted by the signature of their respective attorneys or representatives. 

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY 

By: ____________________________________ 

By: ____________________________________ 

MAINE OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC ADVOCATE

 By: _____ ________ 

GOVERNOR’S ENERGY OFFICE 

By: _____________________________________ 

INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMER GROUP 

By: _____________________________________ 

CONSERVATION LAW FOUNDATION 

By: _____________________________________ 

______________________________________________
Barry J. Hobbins, Public Advocate
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Stipulating Parties have caused this Stipulation to be 

executed by their respective attorneys or representatives, or have caused their lack of 

objection to be noted by the signature of their respective attorneys or representatives. 

 

CENTRAL MAINE POWER COMPANY 

By: ____________________________________ 
 

By: ____________________________________ 
 

 

MAINE OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC ADVOCATE 

By: ____________________________________ 

 

GOVERNOR’S ENERGY OFFICE 

 
By: _____________________________________ 
 
 
 

INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMER GROUP 

 
By: _____________________________________ 
 
 

CONSERVATION LAW FOUNDATION 

By:  
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ACADIA CENTER 

 
By: _____________________________________ 
 
 
 
MAINE STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

 
By: _____________________________________ 
 
 

INTERNATIONAL BROTHERHOOD OF 
ELECTRICAL WORKERS 
 
 
By: _____________________________________ 
 

 
CITY OF LEWISTON 
 
By: _____________________________________ 
 
 

WESTERN MOUNTAINS & RIVERS 
CORPORATION 
 
By: _____________________________________ 
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Please state your name and address. 

Dr. Aram JK Calhoun, 31 Haynes Brook Lane, Amherst, ME 04605 

Please describe your professional background and relevant expertise for your testimony. 

I am a Professor of Wetland Ecology in the Department of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Conservation 

Biology at the University of Maine (UME). I have been at UME since 1999 and have focused 

my research on issues related to forested wetlands and vernal pool ecology, policy, and 

conservation. Our research has been funded by three consecutive National Science Foundation 

grants in excess of 6 million dollars (a tribute to the quality of the research questions for grants 

with less than 2% funding rates). 

My lab has conducted research on vernal pools for roughly two decades and we have published 

extensively on this topic in peer-reviewed journals ( over 60 papers on vernal pool ecosystems), 

book chapters, a book for practitioners, Science and conservation of vernal pools in northeastern 

North America (2008; Calhoun and deMaynadier [eds]), along with a series of technical manuals 

for practitioners---

1. Morgan DE, Calhoun AJK.2012. Maine Municipal Guide to Mapping and Conserving Vernal 

Pools (University of Maine, Orono, ME). 

2. Calhoun AJK, deMaynadier PG. 2004. Forestry Habitat Management Guidelines for Vernal 

Pool Wildlife in Maine (Wildlife Conservation Society, Rye, NY). 

3. Calhoun AJK (1999;2003) Maine Citizen's Guide to Locating and Documenting Vernal Pools 

(Maine Audubon Society, Falmouth, ME). 
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4.Calhoun AJK, Klemens MW. 2002. Best Development Practices for Pool-Breeding 

Amphibians in Commercial and Residential Developments (Wildlife Conservation Society, Rye, 

NY) 

I have been active in vernal pool policy since 1998 when I was the Maine Audubon scientist 

representative on the Vernal Pool Working Group convened by the State Planning Office to 

address management of small wetlands, largely focused on vernal pools (see Jansujwicz and 

Calhoun 2010 for a summary). In 2006, incorporating 10 years of work and advice from this 

group, Maine adopted a definition for identifying Significant Vernal Pools (SVPs; Significant 

Wildlife Habitat Rules, Chapter 335, Section 9) based on the abundance and presence of 

vernal pool indicator species - fairy shrimp, wood frogs, and blue-spotted (Ambystoma laterale) 

and spotted salamanders (A. maculatum) - or use by a state-listed threatened or endangered 

species for a critical portion of its life history. Criteria for egg mass thresholds for SVPs were 

derived from data collected on vernal pools through a statewide vernal pool inventory we 

conducted in 1997 and 1998 through a citizen science program (see Calhoun et al. 2003 for 

details on this program.) The egg mass thresholds for each of the pool-breeding amphibians 

represent a legislative compromise more than a science-based assessment of ecological 

significance (in fact, the thresholds capture less than 25% of vernal pools in the State database) 

(Calhoun et al. 2014). A Significant Vernal Pool includes the adjacent terrestrial habitat within a 

250-foot radius around the pool from the high-water mark. New regulatory protections became 

effective on September 1, 2007. 

Since then, I have been active in providing guidance based on research on pools to the Maine 

Legislature's Committee on Environment and Natural Resources. 
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Most recently, I convened a 25-person multi-agency stakeholder group to develop an alternative 

mitigation tool for conservation of vernal pools using a landscape-scale approach that encourages 

development in town's growth areas while incentivizing conservation from private landowners in 

the rural areas. This tool (the Maine Vernal Pool Special Area Management Plan (ME VP 

SAMP)) was adopted by the United States Army Corps of Engineers in 2017 and is currently an 

option for any eligible Maine municipality. This tool is described in Levesque, Calhoun, and 

Hertz 2019. 

Please describe your duties and responsibilities in your current position. 

I am currently a professor in the Department of Wildlife, Fisheries, and Conservation Biology at 

the University of Maine. For short of two decades, I taught two upper-level lab courses for 

undergraduate and graduate students: Wetland Ecology and Conservation and Wetland Mapping 

and Delineation. I currently conduct research on implementing conservation tools at the local 

level to conserve vernal pools at landscape scales and conduct research on transdisciplinary 

approaches to solving complex conservation issues. I work with eight colleagues to train 25 

graduate fellows in sustainability science in a research and teaching initiative funded by the 

National Science Foundation. 

Please describe the system of regulation the State of Maine uses to protect vernal pools and 

your role in developing it. 

I was active in helping to craft the definition of SVPs through my work with the Vernal Pool 

Working Group described above and have further worked on vernal pool mitigation strategies 

through my work leading the development of the ME VP SAMP. 
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In 1996, the State of Maine amended the Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) to include 

regulation of vernal pools. In 2005, the NRP A was amended again directing the Maine 

Department oflnland Fisheries and Wildlife (MDIFW) to adopt rules defining 'significant vernal 

pool habitat' as Significant Wildlife Habitat (38 M.R.S.A. §480-BB). In 2006, MDIFWamended 

Chapter IO Significant Wildlife Habitat to add language defining 'Significant Vernal Pools" 

(SVPs) based on hydroperiod and presence of indicator species and number of egg masses. 

MDIFW oversees Significant Wildlife Habitat in Maine, including SVPs. They manage data on 

vernal pools and maintain a GIS database of SVPs reported to them through permitting activities. 

Please describe what a vernal pool is, how they function, and why they are ecologically 

important 

Vernal pools in the northeastern United States are ephemeral or temporarily inundated wetlands 

that are best known for providing critical breeding habitat to amphibian and invertebrate species 

adapted to life in fishless, temporary waters (Calhoun and deMaynadier 2008). The pools also 

provide resting or foraging habitat to a suite of other species including mammals, birds, reptiles, 

and other amphibians (Eakin et al. 2019). In Maine, amphibian indicator species include wood 

frogs (Lithobates sylvaticus), spotted and blue-spotted salamanders (Arnbystoma spp.), and fairy 

shrimp (Anostraca- one of four orders of crustaceans; genus Eubranchipus). Vernal pool 

habitats are important resting and foraging habitat for spotted turtles (Clemmys guttata), 

Blanding's turtles (Emydoidea blandingii) (Joyal et al. 2001; Beaudry et al. 2009), ribbon snakes 

(Thamnophis sauritus (all Maine Endangered Species Act listed reptiles), and a number of state

listed invertebrates. 
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An intact vernal pool habitat includes, and is dependent on, the amphibian breeding pool (and 

other wetlands) as well as the non-breeding terrestrial habitat for amphibian summer refugia and 

hibernation (Semlitsch 2002; Baldwin et al. 2006; Groff et al. 2015, 2016). Scientists speak of 

vernal pool landscapes, or poolscapes, when considering scales of conservation that will 

encompass the many functions of these small, discrete wetlands (Calhoun et al. 2014; 2017). 

Pool-breeding amphibians are present in breeding pools for, at most, a few weeks in the spring; 

adults and juveniles spend the majority of their lives in the adjacent forests and often use other 

pools during migration to and from summer, fall, and hibernation habitats in the forest. Because 

of this, unfragmented connections and the quality of habitats that link breeding and post-breeding 

elements are key to population vitality. Destruction of individual pools or clearing of connecting 

forested habitats for the purpose of utility rights-of-way (ROW) may fragment poolscapes and 

have a negative impact on populations of pool-breeding amphibians. Many species of birds, 

reptiles, and mammals depend on the pool-breeding amphibians for food in the early spring 

when other food sources are still in short supply. 

Population dynamics of pool breeding amphibians are best described in terms of 

metapopulations, or loosely connected populations that maintain genetic health through limited 

exchanges driven by dispersing juveniles. One basic concept of metapopulation dynamics is that 

if a local breeding population in a given pool experiences a die-off event ( disease, changes in 

hydrology), a nearby population can "rescue" this population with a recolonization event. In 

order for metapopulation dynamics to be maintained, an array of pools with forest matrix 

connections must be maintained. Juvenile frogs and salamanders are the key dispersal agents 

maintaining these connections as a subset colonizes new breeding pools, thereby maintaining the 

genetic integrity of pool-breeding populations. Their dispersal distances are often measured in 
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miles (Rittenhouse and Semlitsch 2007; Homola et al. in review). These pool-breeding 

amphibians need intact forested habitat as far as 1,500 ft (~500 m) from the breeding pool to 

support a significant portion of the adult population and much longer distances for juvenile 

dispersal (Semlitsch 2000, 2002; Scott et al. 2013). The negative effects of habitat fragmentation, 

and more specifically, urbanization, on vernal pool breeding amphibians are well- documented 

(Semlitsch 2000, Regosin et al. 2009a). 

In addition to being prime breeding habitat for a limited number of amphibian and invertebrate 

specialists, recent research reflected in a vast body of peer-reviewed literature has underscored 

the broader ecosystem functions that go far beyond the critical biodiversity functions alluded to 

above. For example, pool-breeding amphibians export nutrients and energy from pools to the 

surrounding forest (Gibbons et al., 2006; Capps et al. 2014). Vernal pools in the northeastern US 

have been recognized by scientists as critical ecological units which, much like keystone species 

(but at an ecosystem scale), are disproportionately more important in their role within entire 

landscapes than would be assumed by their small size (similar to bat caves and large old trees as 

small features with big importance to ecosystem functions) (see Hunter et al. 2017; Calhoun et 

al. 2017). 

In summary, vernal pools exchange nutrients, energy, and organisms with other elements in 

hydrological and habitat networks, contributing to landscape functions, such as nutrient and 

sediment retention, energy exchange, and biodiversity support (Capps et al. 2014; Cohen et al. 

2016; Marton et al. 2015; Creed et al. 2016) and provide food and shelter resources to other 

wildlife (e.g., Hunter 2008, Mitchell et al. 2008). Fragmentation of these networks weakens these 

ecological functions at multiple scales. 
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Please state the ways that transmission corridors harm vernal pools. 

The effect of powerlines and the clearing of powerline ROWs on wildlife has largely focused on 

birds (D' Amico et al. 2019) with more limited work addressing mammals (Sanchez-Zapata J.A. 

et al. 2018; Richardson et al. 2018) and terrestrial salamanders (Brannon et al. 2014 ). To my 

knowledge, there are no peer-reviewed journal articles published on the effects of powerline 

ROWs on pool-breeding amphibians or vernal pool ecosystem functions. Studies by private 

entities in the grey literature are often limited by time ( often to one or two years) and are based 

on pool assessments of egg mass counts ( a poor metric for population vitality) as opposed to 

amphibian recruitment or fitness. For this reason, I will provide comments on the effects of 

powerline ROWs on pool-breeding amphibians based on what researchers know about pool

breeding amphibian frog and salamander ecology and movement patterns which are well

documented in the literature. We can also draw from the extensive literature on the impacts of 

clearcutting on movement patterns. 

Note that my comments here are based strictly on potential ecological outcomes of impacting 

vernal pools directly in the ROW and those associated with the ROW that will remain uncut. My 

concerns are not limited to political and regulatory definitions of vernal pools. I consider the 

potential impacts of impacting potentially 700 pools or more, directly, or indirectly. It is well 

documented that current technology for remotely sensing vernal pools commonly miss up to 30 

percent of pools, particularly in mixed and evergreen forests (see Dibello et al. 2016) so the 

number of potentially impacted pools may be conservative. 

Of the estimated 700 potential vernal pool features assessed on the ground by the applicant along 

the 53-mile ROW, the Army Corps of Engineers identifies 242 jurisdictional pools being directly 
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impacted. Federal jurisdictional vernal pools are limited to those where a significant nexus to 

Waters of the US can be demonstrated. 

State jurisdictional pools are limited to those that fall within strict egg mass numbers that were 

devised to include less than half of all pools but in reality, to date, capture less than 25% of all 

pools (pers. comm. MDIFW database). Roughly 160 features were determined to be vernal 

pools per MDEP definition (that fell within or intersected the ROW) and that were formally 

reviewed by MDIFW for status. Of the 160, 43 were determined by MDIFW/MDEP to be SVPs 

and 9 were potential vernal pools. 

The jurisdictional definitions of vernal pools are strictly legislative and regulatory definitions 

that draw from scientific literature but are largely crafted from political realities ( e.g., the 250 ft 

zone of consultation for state SVPS was chosen as a number familiar to the public from 

shoreland zoning; it is not an ecologically significant number relevant to pool-breeding 

amphibians). 

Therefore, the proposed CMP project will likely impact hundreds more functioning pools than 

the regulatory or legislative definitions alone would indicate. The project will have both direct 

and indirect effects on pools, as described below. It will also harm the ecological webs of pool 

and post-breeding habitats through fragmentation off ores ts associated with the pools. 

Direct impacts to vernal pools 

Pools impacted with fill or compacted by equipment will suffer direct degradation. Pools will 

also be directly impacted by forest removal. Vernal pools naturally occur in forested habitats and 
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provide specialized breeding habitat for forest specialists adapted to detrital-based (leaf and 

organic matter) food webs. The environment is cool, shaded by trees, and sub-optimal breeding 

habitat for other aquatic breeders (invertebrate and amphibian) more suited to permanent waters 

in systems driven by primary production (production by photosynthetic plants and algae). The 

ephemeral hydrology, shaded habitat, and less productive environment allow specialists, such as 

pool breeding wood frogs and salamanders, to thrive as competitors are reduced by the harsh 

conditions. The construction of CMPs proposed powerline would degrade pools by turning them 

into unshaded wetlands driven by primary production ( open, sunny conditions). This leads to 

warmer pools and serves as an attractant to bull frogs and green frogs. This is problematic 

because: 

a. Bull frogs and green frogs are very efficient egg and larval predators (Vasconcelos and 

Calhoun 2006). 

b. Bull frogs can transmit Bd (the chytrid fungus) directly to wood frogs (Greenspan, Calhoun, 

Longcore and Levy 2012) which may be problematic if populations increase significantly. This 

is not currently an issue in Maine. 

c. Viruses that result in amphibian die-offs are more likely to occur in warmer waters (Gahl and 

Calhoun 2010). 

d. Hydroperiod is likely to be dynamic. In the first years, pools may be deeper owing to the 

clearcutting; this may invite more marsh pioneers to colonize the pools ( e.g., cattail or sedges, 

phragmites) which will ultimately dry the pool (see Vasconcelos and Calhoun 2010). This will 

alter floral and faunal species composition and abundance and will no longer favor forest 

specialists. 
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e. Egg mass presence in degraded pools should not be assumed to prove lack of impact. Many 

open pools serve as ecological sinks---that is, eggs are present from pool breeders but many of 

these eggs will never mature to adults because of the poor habitat (i.e., in poor, unshaded 

habitats, predators may eat the eggs and larvae, the eggs and larvae may dry out, or disease may 

kill the eggs and larvae). 

In conclusion, the proposed project will harm many individual pools, even those that are not 

filled. Even unfilled pools may cease to function as true vernal pools due to lack of shade, 

changes in species composition, increased predation, and disease. 

Indirect impacts on vernal pools in the uncut portion of the ROW. 

Pools adjacent (within 30 m) to the cut would receive more light and desiccation and would 

suffer from edge effects of increased exposure to green and bull frogs and mammal and reptilian 

predators attracted to edges and more open habitats (see Eakin, Hunter, and Calhoun 2019 for 

differences in pool visitation by predators in open vs. wooded pools in suburban contexts). 

Impacts on emigration routes and staging areas (fragmentation) 

Our recent research on amphibian movement patterns and habitat choice for movements 

illustrates that the quality of the migratory routes influence amphibian behavior and hence 

success. Agricultural landscapes (i.e., row crops, pastures, hay fields), clear cuts, and 

fragmentation from development can all serve as partial barriers to movements of amphibians 

(Guerry and Hunter 2002; Cline and Hunter 2014; Groff, Calhoun, and Loftin 2017, Hoffmann, 
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Hunter, Calhoun and Bogart 2018). Population viability and vitality requires functional 

connectivity in fragmented landscapes. 

Maine adult pool-breeding amphibians have been documented traveling from breeding pools to 

post-breeding habitat up to 2,000 ft for salamanders and 3,000 ft for wood frogs; median 

distances (half more, half less) are measured in hundreds of feet. They seek shade, cover from 

light and predators, and moisture during these migrations (Baldwin et al. 2006; Groff et al. 2017; 

Scott et al. 2013, Hoffmann, Hunter, Calhoun and Bogart 2018). Patrick et al. 2008 showed that 

adult abundance and habitat use differed among species, with wood frogs, spotted salamanders 

(Ambystoma maculatum), and eastern red-backed salamanders (Plethodon cinereus) preferring 

uncut and partial-cut habitat, and adult green frogs (Rana clamitans) and American bullfrogs 

(Rana catesbeiana) being more tolerant of clearcutting. Spotted salamander numbers also 

showed decline with partial canopy removal and higher numbers in uncleared habitat with higher 

levels of coarse woody debris. 

For pool-breeding amphibians, juvenile dispersal from their natal pools to different breeding 

pools maintains population connectivity (Homola et al. in review). We know that forested areas 

are the best facilitator of juvenile dispersal (Cline and Hunter 2014; Hoffmann et al. unpubl. 

data., Homola et al. in review). In the only peer-reviewed study addressing power line behavior 

of wood frog juveniles in a controlled experiment, deMaynadier and Hunter (1999) showed that 

juvenile wood frogs showed an emigration preference for closed-canopy habitat immediately 

upon metamorphosis, with the highest sampling rates occurring in microhabitats characterized by 
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dense foliage in both the understory and canopy layers. Their results suggest populations of pool

breeding amphibians in vernal pools will likely decline due to fragmentation from power lines. 

If the proposed ROW is clear-cut and allowed to grow to shrubby vegetation, there is a good 

chance that the area will first be colonized by thick graminoids (herbaceous plants with grass

like characteristics), pioneer vines such as raspberries, and a variety of woody plants more 

indicative of disturbed sites than natural shrub swamps. Travel for juvenile amphibians can be 

difficult in tall or thick grass-like vegetation (Cline and Hunter (2014). Popescu et al. (2012) 

observed forest specialists declined in abundance in partial and clear-cuts beginning 2-3 years 

post-disturbance. There was a shift in relative abundance towards habitat generalist species, most 

notably green frog juveniles. In summary, shrubby habitat is a vague goal for what will replace 

the disturbed land created for the ROW. Shrubby habitat that has an understory of thick 

graminoids may be difficult for dispersing amphibians to pass through on their way to forested 

habitat. 

Please describe your knowledge of the project area and the importance of protecting its vernal 

pools. 

Much of the new 53-mile section of the project is working forest. It is multiple ownerships so 

there is no way to tell what parts of it will be logged and when. It also passes through public 

lands, some of which are quite valuable, such as the Cold Stream Public Reserved Land. Most of 

the area is typical northern Maine working forest. This is relevant because the extensive 

literature on forestry practices and pool breeding amphibians shows that working forest is a more 
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benign land use than developed or cleared areas (Calhoun and deMaynadier 2004; Patrick et al. 

2008). Vernal pools with intact forested adjacent habitat, or where a significant portion of the 

pool edge is left in contiguous forest connecting to other habitat elements, may still function. 

Pool breeding amphibians prefer uncut or partially cut forests and suffer the most in clear-cuts or 

other extreme openings. 

I have not worked in the area where the pools are being impacted but the importance of 

conserving vernal pool landscapes transcends geography. Post-breeding habitats, for example, 

for wood frogs, vary by geographic context from forested wetlands (Baldwin et al 2006a, b ), to 

upland cool deciduous, montane forests (Rittenhouse and Semlitsch 2007, 2009ab) to refugia on 

and around erratic boulders in montane settings (Groff et al. 2017). But all vital populations of 

amphibians rely on intact forested landscapes where connections between breeding pools, 

dispersal routes, and post-breeding habitats are strong. Degrading or removing this forest cover 

and access to remaining forests across deforested areas will have an impact on amphibian 

vitality. 

In conclusion, the effects of a clear-cut ROW through existing vernal pools, adjacent vernal 

pools, and travel routes to and from breeding pools will result in impacts ranging from 

devastation for some individual vernal pools to greatly compromised habitat for others. The 

literature is clear that some amphibians will make their way through inhospitable cover but that 

many will avoid the journey or perish along the way. There are many factors affecting the 

resiliency of pool-breeding amphibians in the face of land conversion and many are 

undocumented or only explained by complex interactions of other environmental factors. What 
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we do know is that populations along the corridor will be compromised, some lost, and some 

severely degraded. We know that significant numbers of animals will be directly impacted 

through operations. We know that we should avoid all such impacts when feasible. We know 

that climate change related warming and altered precipitation patterns stress amphibian 

populations already. The proposed ROW will be a significant further stressor. 

Please state your opinion of CMP's proposed compensation for vernal pool impacts. 

A small subset of the 700 potential pools identified on the ROW are included in the 

compensation calculations. Of these, roughly 160 features are determined to be vernal pools per 

MDEP's definition (that fell within or intersected the ROW) and that were formally reviewed by 

MDIFW for status. Of the 160, 43 were determined by MDIFW/MDEP to be SVPs and 9 were 

potential vernal pools (PVPs). In reviewing the data sheet for state pool designation, I have 

concerns about 23 of the pools which are stated to be non-significant or only potentially 

significant. In many cases, there are calls limited by the state requirement of determining if 

pools are naturalized or not and for egg mass number cut offs that are not ecologically rigorous. 

The Army Corps of Engineers identifies 242 jurisdictional pools being impacted but identify 

much lower direct compensation acreage. The disparity between federal and state jurisdictional 

oversight highlights the policy focus of evaluating pool values and hence compensation 

requirements. This leaves me with great concerns regarding fair compensation for actual 

ecological losses. 
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I believe that CMP's proposed compensation for vernal pool impacts is insufficient for the 

following reasons: 

• The State jurisdictional definition of vernal pools is based on numbers of egg masses of 

pool breeding amphibians. The thresholds for Significance are the result of a legislative 

compromise. This limits coverage of ecologically valuable pools. For example, egg mass 

abundances vary with landscape context (montane vs. lowland for example; single pools 

vs complexes), with winter and spring conditions effects on breeding adults, and with 

other factors influencing population dynamics. Hence it is risky assessing pool quality 

based on egg mass abundances over short time periods (i.e., less than 5 years). Pools in 

complexes may have relatively low egg mass numbers as a single population disperses 

eggs over many pools to increase success of metamorphosis (Calhoun et al. 2003). 

• Assessments of vernal pools for state Significance for fairy shrimp and state-listed 

species are problematic in that survey times for these animals often do not overlap with 

survey times for amphibians. 

• The Army Corps of Engineers compensation dollars are based on a square footage 

estimate of impact times a multiplier based on value. Square footage of impact is not a 

measure of ecological impact and the ratings of H, M, and L are not based on 

scientifically defensible science. They are based on the reach of jurisdiction as dictated 

by the Clean Water Act and adjacency issues and factors related to practical 

implementation. Given the lack of accountability for ecological impacts and with a very 

coarse and indefensible rating system, I am extremely concerned that the compensation 

formulae grossly underestimate potential losses stated. The non-jurisdictional pools are 
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important elements of the overall poolscape supporting amphibian metapopulations. 

Fragmentation resulting from these losses is not calculated in the compensation package. 

• Vernal pool functions are not limited to a depository for amphibian eggs. Larger 

ecosystem functions (hydrological, biogeochemical, and as habitat for facultative species) 

cannot be assessed through egg mass counts. Compensation should factor in loss of 

poolscapes (pool and connecting habitat) for assessing full environmental impacts. 

• I did not see a requirement for a monitoring plan for vegetation recovery. Forty percent 

credit was given for shrub restoration, but it is not clear what the quality or composition 

of the understory will be (passable or not to amphibians) after construction of the ROW. 

With re-entry for maintenance, and with altered pool conditions through destruction or 

degradation, it is not clear that the pools will be suitable, productive breeding pools 

where credit should be given for shrub cover or that the revegetation will be hospitable to 

amphibian dispersal movements. 

From an ecological perspective, the losses should be well-compensated, not undercompensated, 

given the level of uncertainty in actual pool numbers and given the level of uncalculated impacts 

to all vernal pools in the study area. There is no jurisdictional compensation for the effects of 

fragmentation and degradation of movement corridors, loss of unaccounted for pools, loss of 

valuable non-jurisdictional pools, loss of pool clusters, or for the fact that calculations for a 

given pool loss stop at property lines (this is the only natural resource in Maine that I know of for 
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which a biological zone stops at property lines). This concern is particularly relevant for linear 

projects such as this. 

Please state your expert opinion of whether this project meets the standard of no unreasonable 

adverse impacts to fisheries and wildlife in the site law and site rules (38 M.R.S. § 480-D(3), 38 

M.R.S. § 484(3), and DEP rule Chapter 375 § 15. 

This project will cause harm to potentially hundreds of individual pools. Clearing for the 

powerline will also fragment pool networks causing undue stress to local amphibian populations. 

The ability of amphibians to move from pool to pool is critical to vernal pool ecological 

functions. The mitigation only compensates for direct impacts to vernal pools that have 

regulatory or legal status--- a small subset of the overall impacts to pools. There is no 

compensation for fragmentation in the form of interruption of migration and dispersal routes, 

connections among pools, and connections from breeding to post breeding habitats. Therefore, I 

do not believe that this project meets the no unreasonable adverse impact standard. Its impacts 

are severe and the applicant's mitigation proposal is inadequate. 
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pk lnkpa_p pda lq^he_ da]hpd- o]bapu ]j` sahb]na kb pda naoe`ajpo kb B]n]pqjg/ Sda Oh]jjejc Ak]n` eo13 

skngejc kj ]j ]llnklne]pa kn`ej]j_a ]j` `apaniejejc pda ikop ]llnklne]pa iapdk`o pk nacqh]pa oq_d14 

]_perepeao ^a_]qoa pdana ateopo pda lkpajpe]h bkn oanekqo lq^he_ d]ni ej_hq`ejc reoq]h ]j` bej]j_e]h eil]_p-15 

bena- jkeoa- p]tl]uan.ej_qnna` _kopo ]o sahh ]o ajrenkjiajp]h ]j` da]hpd `acn]`]pekj/16 

9fWWVcZ_X W`c MZdfR] @^aRTed5 FgVcgZVh17 

:DG YRd EFK dY`h_ eYRe K?< LJ< :8E 9< 9L==<I<; V_`fXY e` _`e Z^aRTe `fc hZ]U R_U18 

dTV_ZT ]R_UdTRaV eYRe TYRcRTeVcZkVd `fc /(dVRd`_ `feU``c cVTcVReZ`_ RcVR)19 

Sda pn]joieooekj hejao ]j` _knne`kn ]o `aoecj]pa` pdnkqcd kqn ]na] skqh` jkp ^a ^qbbana` oqbbe_eajphu pk20 

i]ejp]ej kqn _kiiqjepu�o a_kjkie_ rep]hepu- kqn naoe`ajpo( s]uo kb heba ]j` kqn naoe`ajpo( herahedkk`o/21 

Nqn ua]n.nkqj` ]j` oa]okj]h naoe`ajpo _dkoa lqnlkoabqhhu pk hera ej B]n]pqjg bkn pda naikpa- seh`anjaoo-22 

lneopeja ]j` na_na]pekj]h ]ppne^qpao kb pda cna]pan Ekngo ]na]/ Sdeo _knne`kn nalnaoajpo ] se`a opnel nella`23 

kqp kb kqn h]j`o_]la ]j` oecjebe_]jphu eil]_pejc- ej b]_p jac]pejc- kqn o_aje_ ]j` seh` oappejc/ Skqneopo24 

]j` oa]okj]h h]j`ksjano _kia bnki ]hh kran pda _kqjpnu ]j` pda sknh` pk l]np]ga kb kqn seh`anjaoo25 

h]j`o_]la ]j` kqn cqe`a` seh`anjaoo pnelo- ha]rejc pdaen qn^]j hebaopuha pk atlaneaj_a kqn qjemqa lneopeja26 

seh`anjaoo/527 

3 BQSJ.24- Gkiaksjano� @ook_e]pekj Kappano
4 BQSJ.2- I]jq]nu :- 312: Sn]jo_nelp kb OTB da]nejco- _nkoo.at]iej]pekj ^u Dhev]^apd B]nqok
5 BQSJ | 3- Jajja^a_ U]hhau 3128 Qacekj]h Skqneoi Hil]_po
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Nqn ua]n.nkqj` naoe`ajpo sdk d]ra ] _kiian_e]h cqe`ejc ^qoejaoo kn sdk ]na ailhkua` ]o cqe`ao-1 

s]epop]bb- dkqoagaalano- kbbe_a op]bb- _kkgo- _]odeano- c]o ]ppaj`]jpo- ap_/ ej pdeo ]na] `alaj` kj pda2 

_d]n]_paneope_o kb pdeo seh` ]j` o_aje_ h]j`o_]la pk nai]ej seh` ]j` o_aje_ ]j` jkp ^a ej`qopne]heva` ^u ]3 

261�.411( _knne`kn kb pn]joieooekj hejao ]j` 211( lkhao/ Hj ]``epekj- pdaoa seh`anjaoo cqe`a ^qoejaooao4 

]j` pdaen b]ieheao nahu kj pda re]^ehepu kb pda beodejc- dqjpejc- ojksik^ehejc- degejc- @SU.ejc- ]j`5 

sdepas]pan ]_perepeao ]o sahh ]o pda opnajcpd ]j` da]hpd kb pda beodanu ]j` seh`heba lklqh]pekj ]j` d]^ep]p/6 

Nqn _kiiqjepu skqh` ^a `n]i]pe_]hhu ]j` jac]perahu eil]_pa` ^u pdeo pn]joieooekj heja0_knne`kn7 

pdnkqcd pda Vaop Ekngo0Lktea ]na]o- Ikdjokj ]j` Bk^qnj Lkqjp]ejo ]j` O]nhej Okj`- A]h` Lkqjp]ej8 

]j` @ll]h]_de]j Sn]eh/ Rk iq_d kb kqn naoe`ajpo� narajqa `alaj`o kj pda o_aje_ ]j` ]aopdape_ qoao kb9 

kqn ]na]/10 

Va _kj_qn sepd pda Cal]npiajp�o op]paiajp pd]p pda ldkpk.oeiqh]pekj kb pda _knne`kn ej ha]b.op]ca s]o11 

Hj]`amq]pa ]p ^aop/ Cqnejc b]hh- sejpan ]j` olnejc- pda hejao ]j` lkhao skqh` ^a reoq]hhu- k^pnqoerahu12 

ej`qopne]h ]c]ejop pda j]pqn]h seh`anjaoo/ Nja kb pda i]ju o_aje_ ]na]o eil]_pa` ej pda oq^.`eopne_po eo13 

pda Bk^qnj ]j` Ikdjokj ikqjp]ej ]na]/ Sda _knne`kn sehh pa]n ] opnel ]hkjc pda Bk^qnj Bkjja_pkn Sn]eh14 

]j` HSR 9:- sde_d ]na kja pda ikop lklqh]n `aopej]pekjo bkn ojksik^ehano/ Nj ] ^qou `]u- dqj`na`o kb15 

pkqneopo ojksik^ehejc pk Bk^qnj Lkqjp]ej�o 4911� k^oanr]pknu skqh` ^a op]nejc 471 `acnaao `ksj ]p16 

pda r]opjaoo kb pdeo `aopnq_pera _knne`kn/17 

NZ_eVc JfcgVj18 

Aa_]qoa pda ]llhe_]jp b]eha` pk _kj`q_p ]ju oqnrau kb pdeo _nepe_]h oa]okj ej pda cna]pan Ekngo ]na]- ]19 

Vejpan Qa_na]pekj Hil]_p Rqnrau6 s]o _kj`q_pa` ^u R]j`n] Gks]n`- OdC/ Sdeo kjheja oqnrau s]o20 

`eopne^qpa` aha_pnkje_]hhu- ]j` l]npe_el]jpo naolkj`a` `qnejc ] 5.saag lanek` ^apsaaj I]jq]nu 29 ]j`21 

Ea^nq]nu 29- 312:/ Nb pda 274 l]npe_el]jpo- 81& pdkqcdp ~Qe`ejc ]hkjc ] lksanheja pn]eh� s]o ~Ka]op22 

Hilknp]jp�- 81& pdkqcdp ~Fnkkia` pn]eh ne`ejc ej bknaopa` ]na]o� sana ~Uanu Hilknp]jp�- 82/3&23 

pdkqcdp ~R_aje_ ^a]qpu ]hkjc ojksik^eha pn]eho� s]o ~Uanu Hilknp]jp�- ]j` :1& pdkqcdp ~Qe`ejc ]hkjc24 

ikqjp]ej reas pn]eho sepd kranhkkgo� s]o ~Uanu Hilknp]jp�/25 

Va ]na oqna pd]p- d]` pda ]llhe_]jp _kj`q_pa` ]j ]j]huoeo kb pda ojksik^eha na_na]pekj qoano kb pda ]na]26 

kb pda jas _knne`kn- pda `]p] skqh` odks ]j kransdahiejc kllkoepekj pk ej`qopne]heva` ejbn]opnq_pqna ej27 

pdeo o_aje_ ]na]/ @o cqe`ao ]j` cqaopo d]ra ]ppaopa`- 211� lkhao- na` ^hejgejc hecdpo ]j` 261.411� o_]no28 

6 BQSJ | 4- Vejpan Qa_na]pekj Hil]_p Rqnrau
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]_nkoo pda ikqjp]ejo- r]hhauo- opna]io ]j` lkj`o ]na oeilhu dknnebe_ pk na_na]pekjeopo ]j` pkqneopo1 

pn]rahejc pk aj_kqjpan ] j]pqn]h oappejc/2 

8CK<IE8K@M<J 8E8CPJ@J3 

:DG YRd WRZ]VU e` dY`h eYRe eYVcV Zd EF 8CK<IE8K@M<) @_ WRTe' eYVcV RcV R]eVc_ReZgVd)4 

Eenop kb ]hh- pdana ]hna]`u ateopo ] _knne`kn bnki pda Pqa^a_ ^kn`an kj pda kpdan oe`a kb Qkqpa 312/ BLO5 

_kqh` a]oehu d]ra qoa` pdeo _knne`kn/ Hp�o mqepa oeilha ]j` eo araj heopa` ej pda LNT sepd Vaopanj6 

Lkqjp]ejo ]j` Qerano Bknlkn]pekj/7 

Ra_kj`hu- BLO _kqh` d]ra ^qnea` pda heja ]hkjcoe`a Qkqpa 312 ej ] lnaateopejc _knne`kn ]j` sdana pda8 

h]j` eo ]hna]`u `eopqn^a`/ Sden`hu- BLO _kqh` d]ra ^qnea` pda heja qj`an lna.ateopejc `enp nk]`o/ Cqnejc9 

pda Sksj�o _nkoo at]iej]pekj kj I]jq]nu :pd kb pda OTB da]nejco- Ln/ Ce_gejokj atlh]eja` pd]p da d]`10 

lnklkoa` ^qnuejc ] pn]joieooekj heja ej pda Gq`okj U]hhau kb Mas Xkng `qa pk ]aopdape_ lqnlkoao/ 711 

12 

LQ/ S@MMDMA@TL; B]j H fqop bkhhks ql mqe_ghu> Ce` .. H s]oj(p oqna H da]n` pdeo necdp/13 

Ce` BLO _kj`q_p ]j ]j]huoeo kb sd]p ep skqh` _kop pk ^qnu pda heja ej pda jas _knne`kn>14 

LQ/ CHBJHMRNM; Mk/15 

LQ/ S@MMDMA@TL; Ng]u- pd]jg ukq/16 

LR/ B@QTRN; Rk ukq iajpekja` a]nhean pdeo iknjejc pd]p kj ] lnkfa_p ej pda Gq`okj17 

U]hhau ukq ^qnea` pda heja bkn ]aopdape_ na]okjo/ @j` ep `e`j(p k__qn pk ukq pk ^qnu pda heja18 

dana pdnkqcd pdeo decd pkqneoi ]na] ]j` sepd ]hh pdaoa _]il ksjano d]rejc pdaen lnklanpu19 

]^qppejc ] dqca CB pn]joieooekj heja>20 

LQ/ CHBJHMRNM; Rk pda lnkfa_p ukq(na p]hgejc ]^kqp- Bkjja_p Mas Xkng- eo ] lnkfa_p pd]p21 

eo .. H skqh` lqp ej pda `na]i _]packnu kb lnkfa_p `arahkliajp lknpbkhek pd]p sa d]ra/ Hp(o ..22 

ok b]n d]o jkp ckp ikiajpqi sepdej Mas Xkng op]pa/ L]u^a l]np kb pd]p eo pda _kop nah]pa` pk23 

ep- ^qp- ]c]ej- sd]p pda opn]pacu pdana eo sa gjas sa sana oq^ieppejc ejpk ] namqaop bkn24 

ejbkni]pekj ej Mas Xkng ] jqi^an kb ua]no ]ck/ Va gjas pd]p pdana sana ateopejc @B25 

kranda]` lnkfa_po pd]p ]hna]`u sana ej lh]_a- ]j` kqn e`a] s]o pk bej` ] _knne`kn pd]p ]hna]`u26 

s]o lna`eopqn^a`/ Rk ] lna`eopqn^a` _knne`kn ]j` lqppejc ] ^qnea` heja ]hkjc pda pdnqs]u27 

ia]jo pd]p ukq(na jkp `eonqlpejc- ukq gjks- ] jas ]na]- ]j ]na] pd]p _qnnajphu s]oj(p `qc ql/28 

Xkq(na `kejc kja pd]p s]o fqop lnarekqohu `eopqn^a`/ Rk ]c]ej- pdana s]o ] ola_ebe_ n]pekj]ha29 

]j` na]okj/30 

31 

Qkqpa 312 skqh` _anp]ejhu ^a _kjoe`ana` ] ~lna`eopqn^a`� ]na]- ]j` uap- BLO _dkoa jkp pk qoa pdeo32 

n]pekj]ha kn na]okj ej pdeo _]oa/ @``epekj]hhu- BLO d]o ceraj jk are`aj_a pd]p ep d]` na]heope_]hhu pnea` pk33 

bej` ]j ]hpanj]pa nkqpa/ Sdau d]ra op]pa` pd]p pdau _dkoa pdeo nkqpa ^a_]qoa pdau ]hna]`u ksj pda h]j`-34 

pdana^u i]gejc pda lnkfa_p haoo atlajoera/ :DGrd dY`cedZXYeVU_Vdd R_U UVdZcV e` Tfe T`ded dY`f]U35 

7 BQSJ | 2- I]jq]nu : pn]jo_nelp- l/ :1
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E<M<I SV eYV cVRd`_ eYRe `fc e`h_d R_U ]R_UdTRaVd RcV UVgRdeReVU R_U `fc cVdZUV_edr RSZ]ZeZVd e`1 

V_[`j ]ZWV R_U dfdeRZ_ ]ZgV]ZY``Ud dY`f]U dfWWVc)2 

Eqnpdanikna- pda ]llhe_]jp odkqh` d]ra qoa` pda o]ia bknaoecdp ]j` lna_]qpekjo ej kqn ola_p]_qh]n bknaop3 

]j` pkqneoi ]na] pd]p pdau kbbana` ej Mas Xkng/ Hj naolkjoa pk ] Mas Xkng QEH- Sdknj Ce_gejokj-4 

Ue_a.Onaoe`ajp kb Aqoejaoo Carahkliajp bkn H^an`nkh] TR@- lnklkoa` ]j qj`ancnkqj` heja bkn ] oeieh]n5 

2-111 LV CB heja qpehevejc ateopejc lq^he_ ]j` lner]pa necdp.kb.s]u/ @o _ha]nhu op]pa` ej pdaen ksj6 

~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� `k_qiajp8- pda qj`ancnkqj` nkqpejc s]o qpeheva` ej kn`an pk 2* iepec]pa7 

ajrenkjiajp]h ]j` necdp.kb.s]u _kj_anjo- 3* ]rke` aiejajp `ki]ej- ]j` 4* aheiej]pa ]aopdape_ ]j`8 

da]hpd.^]oa` _kj_anjo/9 

KYV p:`__VTe EVh P`c\q FaeZ`_10 

Reilhu op]pa`- ~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� eo kqn reoekj kb dks pk ^aop ]`r]j_a pda i]fkn oqllhu.oe`a ajancu11 

k^fa_perao `aheja]pa` ej ~Oksan MX�/ Hp skqh` ej_hq`a ] 2-111 LV CB ^qhg pn]joieooekj heja nqjjejc12 

bnki pda Tpe_] ]na] pk Mas Xkng Bepu/ Sdana eo ]hok pda klpekj pk ]`` ] oa_kj` 2-111 LV heja/ Sda13 

c`feZ_X h`f]U SV f_UVcXc`f_U feZ]ZkZ_X ViZdeZ_X afS]ZT R_U acZgReV cZXYe(`W(hRj/ @_ U`Z_X d` hV14 

TR_ ^ZeZXReV V_gZc`_^V_eR] R_U cZXYe(`W(hRj T`_TVc_d eYRe UVcRZ] ^`de Sf]\ ecR_d^ZddZ`_ ac`[VTed15 

R_U Rg`ZU V^Z_V_e U`^RZ_ R_U E@D9P ZddfVd) 9j SfcjZ_X R_ VWWZTZV_e' f_UVcXc`f_U ;: Sf]\16 

ecR_d^ZddZ`_ ]Z_V' ]Z_V ]`ddVd hZ]] SV cVUfTVU R_U RVdeYVeZT R_U YVR]eY(SRdVU T`_TVc_d V]Z^Z_ReVU/17 

Hj b]_p- pda ajancu ej`qopnu gjkso ]hh pkk sahh pd]p ^qnuejc pn]joieooekj hejao eo _kiikj ln]_pe_a pk18 

]hhare]pa ]aopdape_ ]j` ajrenkjiajp]h eooqao/ MatpDn] d]o ^nkqcdp pdeo ranu eooqa pk pda Cal]npiajp�o19 

]j` Bkiieooekj�o ]ppajpekj/ Vdana ^qp ej pdeo ola_p]_qh]n ]na]- skqh` ep d]ra ^aaj ikna ]llnklne]pa pk20 

^qnu pdeo _knne`kn- aheiej]pa 211� ikjopnkoepeao- dqca ]j` dqiiejc CB pn]joieooekj hejao- ]j`21 

`n]ope_]hhu na`q_a pda ]ikqjp kb dan^e_e`ao lkhhqpejc kqn opna]io- najksja` beodaneao ]j` seh`heba |22 

sde_d i]ju kb qo nahu kj pk baa` kqn b]ieheao/23 

@o ] _kilapepkn ej pda 94C QEO lnk_aoo- SCH.US d]o ] bqhhu lanieppa`- na]`u.]j`.s]epejc-24 

f_UVcXc`f_U R_U f_UVchReVc _knne`kn kb 256 iehao pk `aheran pda o]ia lksan bnki Gu`nk Pqa^a_25 

ejpk L]oo]_dqoappo/ Sdana eo jk at_qoa bkn BLO pk jkp d]ra ^qnea` MDBDB qj`ancnkqj` bkn pda ajpena26 

hajcpd kb pda 64 jas iehao kb _knne`kn pdnkqcd kqn h]op _kjpecqkqo bknaop ]j` ola_p]_qh]n pkqneoi ]na]/27 

@``epekj]hhu- pda heja odkqh` d]ra ^aaj ^qnea` ej ]hh ]na]o sdana naoe`ajpe]h dkiao skqh` ]^qp pda heja28 

kn reas oda`/29 

8 BQSJ | 5- Bkjja_p Mas Xkng- l/8 )aild]oeo ]``a`*
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@oe`a bnki ]hna]`u ksjejc ]j` ]nn]jcejc ha]oa ]cnaaiajpo bkn pda h]j` kb pda jas _knne`kn- BLO `e`j�p1 

naoa]n_d ateopejc qoao kb pda jas ]na] pk iejeieva o_aje_- na_na]pekj]h- reoq]h eil]_po )]o pdaen2 

_kilapepkn SCH d]` `kja ej Uanikjp*/ Cqnejc pda I]jq]nu : _nkoo at]iej]pekj- BLO ]`ieppa` pda3 

bkhhksejc/4 

LR/ B@QTRN; Ng]u/ Rk YRgV j`f defUZVU hZ_eVc d_`h^`SZ]Z_X ej pda ]bba_pa` ]na]5 

kb pda lnklkoa` jas _knne`kn>6 

LQ/ RSHMMDENQC; NV YRgV _`e T`_UfTeVU R defUj- ]hpdkqcd sa d]ra d]`7 

jqiankqo _kjrano]pekjo sepd pda L]eja Rjksik^eha @ook_e]pekj ]j` pdau ]na ranu8 

oqllknpera kb pda Onkfa_p/9 

LR/ B@QTRN; Ng]u/ ?RgV j`f T`^a]VeVU R_j defUZVd Rd e` hYj aV`a]V T`^V e`10 

eYV cVXZ`_ `W eYV _Vh a`ceZ`_ `W eYV ]Z_V e` Yf_e' WZdY' cRWe' YZ\V' `c d_`h^`SZ]V711 

LQ/ CHBJHMRNM; E`- ]o H o]e`- H pdejg iu qj`anop]j`ejco bnki pda .. sdu H ^aheara12 

pdana(o kllknpqjepeao bkn jas atl]j`a` pkqneoi ej pda nacekj _kia bnki _kjrano]pekjo13 

pd]p H d]` d]` sepd laklha ej pda nacekj/914 

Hj kpdan skn`o- pdau d]` TPNF _kjrano]pekjo sepd TPNF laklha ]j` pd]p�o ]hh pdau kbban pk oqllknp pdaen15 

_kjpajpekj pd]p MDBDB jkp kjhu skj�p d]ni kqn pkqneop a_kjkiu ^qp sehh ]_pq]hhu ^a ckk` bkn ep/ Hj16 

na]hepu- pda _kiiqjepeao ]hkjc pda jas _knne`kn | sdk k^rekqohu gjks ikna ]^kqp kqn hk_]h pkqneop17 

a_kjkiu pd]j BLO `kao | d]ra ]hh _kia kqp opnkjchu ej kllkoepekj pk MDBDB/ @o iajpekja` ]^kra-18 

pda naceopana` rkpano- h]j`ksjano ]j`0kn ^k]n`o kb oaha_piaj ]hkjc pda jas _knne`kn d]ra19 

kransdahiejchu kllkoa` MDBDB/ Hj _kjpn]op- BLO d]o ranu heppha oqllknp/ Sda _kjpn]_pkno sdk skqh`20 

^qeh` MDBDB k^rekqohu hega pda e`a]- pda nah]perahu bas ^qoejaoo ksjano sdk skqh` `ena_phu ^ajabep21 

bnki pda VL'QB LNT ]na namqena` pk oqllknp ep )`eo_qooa` ^ahks*/22 

BLO ]hok pneao pk oqccaop pd]p ] ~skngejc bknaop� eo okiadks ]j ]hna]`u.olkeha` h]j`o_]la ]j` pd]p kqn23 

hk_]h _kj_anjo odkqh` ^a `eoieooa`/ Vaopanj L]eja eo ] skj`anbqh- o_aje_- ola_e]h ]na]- ]j` pda24 

h]j`ksjano pd]p i]j]ca pda ~skngejc bknaop� ]na at_ahhajp opas]n`o kb pda h]j`/ Sda kran]hh r]hqa ]j`25 

^a]qpu kb kqn j]pqn]h danep]ca eo at]_phu sdu laklha _kia pk kqn nacekj pk p]ga ]`r]jp]ca kb ] h]ncahu26 

qjolkeha` seh`anjaoo atlaneaj_a/ BLO�o eilhe_]pekj pd]p pdeo eo ikna kn haoo fqop ] s]opah]j` eo qjpnqa-27 

`eonaola_pbqh- ]j` `kaoj�p oqllknp ]ju bej`ejc pd]p MDBDB sehh _]qoa heppha- eb ]ju- eil]_po ej kqn28 

nacekj/ )Qkcan Lan_d]jp(o FQNTO 3 paopeikju sehh ck ejpk cna]pan `ap]eh kj pdeo eooqa*/29 

@oe`a bnki pda h]op.iejqpa naoknp pk ^qnu pda 2111� kb heja qj`an pda Jajja^a_ Qeran- :DG UZU_re30 

T`_UfTe any \Z_U `W R_R]jdZd e` WZ_U `fe ZW Ze ^ZXYe SV a`ddZS]V e` Z_deR]] eYV ]Z_V f_UVcXc`f_U | hega31 

9 BQSJ .2- I]jq]nu : Sn]jo_nelp l/ 96 )aild]oeo ]``a`*
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SCH ]j` oecjebe_]jp l]npo kb Mknpdanj O]oo | pk oaa eb okia kb pda reoq]h ]j` ajrenkjiajp]h eil]_p _kqh`1 

^a ]rke`a`;2 

LQ/ S@MMDMA@TL; B]j H fqop bkhhks ql mqe_ghu> Ce`.. H s]oj(p oqna H da]n` pdeo3 

necdp/ ;ZU :DG T`_UfTe R_ R_R]jdZd `W hYRe Ze h`f]U T`de e` Sfcj eYV ]Z_V Z_ eYV4 

_Vh T`ccZU`c75 

LQ/ CHBJHMRNM; E`/:6 

7 

Sda b]_p pd]p pdau kjhu `e` nah]perahu oqlanbe_e]h ]j]huoao nah]pa` pk lnkfa_p eil]_po eo atpnaiahu8 

`eopqn^ejc pk pda hk_]h _kiiqjepeao ]j` pk pdkoa sdkoa herahedkk`o ]j` b]ieheao ]na ]p op]ga/ Hp odkqh` ^a9 

`eopqn^ejc pk pda Cal]npiajp ]j` Bkiieooekj- ]o sahh/10 

Vd]p pdau `e` `k s]o ejoqbbe_eajp/ I]iao O]hian- pda CDO�o laan nareasan naolkjoe^ha bkn ar]hq]pejc11 

BLO�o Ueoq]h Hil]_p @ooaooiajp- bkqj` ep oknahu h]_gejc ]j` oajp pdai ^]_g pk pda `n]sejc ^k]n` pk `k12 

ep ^appan/ Sda laan nareasan o]e`- ~Sda mqaopekj nai]ejo}sdu eo pdana jkp ] bqhh ]__kqjpejc kb lkpajpe]h13 

o_aje_ naokqn_ao ]j` ] `k_qiajpa` ar]hq]pekj kb ]hh pdkoa sepd lkpajpe]h reoe^ehepu> Sdana `kao jkp araj14 

]lla]n pk ^a ] lnk_aoo pk ]ppailp ] bqhh ]__kqjpejc/�15 

BLO d]o lnkre`a` jk are`aj_a nah]pa` pk pda lkpajpe]h eil]_p kj lnklanpu r]hqao- jk are`aj_a16 

]``naooejc sdapdan pda hk_]h _kiiqjepeao d]ra oqbbe_eajp aiancaj_u naolkjoa _]l]^ehepeao- ]j` jk17 

are`aj_a pd]p MDBDB sehh jkp d]ni kqn pkqneoi ]j` na_na]pekj a_kjkiu/ Vepdkqp oqllknpejc are`aj_a-18 

ep eo `ebbe_qhp pk oaa dks BLO _]j _h]ei pdana skj�p ^a ]ju eil]_po/ Ekn na]okjo oq_d ]o pdaoa- ep eo19 

`ebbe_qhp bkn ejpanrajkno ]j` iai^ano kb pda lq^he_ pk oaa dks pda CDO0KTOB _kqh` lkooe^hu ]hhks20 

MDBDB pk k__qn/21 

BLO d]o ckja pk cna]p hajcpdo pk `ksjlh]u pda eil]_po ]j` `eol]n]ca pda reaso kb epo _nepe_o/ Ekn22 

at]ilha- kj Ralpai^an 5- 3129- CDO eooqa` ] bkni]h happan naolkjoa21 pk BLO nac]n`ejc ejbkni]pekj23 

pd]p BLO lnkre`a` kj Iqhu 37- 3129/ CDO�o happan ej_hq`ao okia ajhecdpajejc mqkpao bnki pda BLO Iqhu24 

37 behejc/ @__kn`ejc pk BLO;25 

~@p pda Onabanna` @hpanj]pera hk_]pekj- pda neran eo cajan]hhu bh]p s]pan- ]j` eo _`e26 

aRceZTf]Rc]j gR]fVU Sj cVTcVReZ`_R] fdVcd / / / Sdeo _kiian_e]h Zn]bpejc[ ]j`27 

cVTcVReZ`_R] fdV `W eYZd dVTeZ`_ `W eYV cZgVc RcXfRS]j YRd ^`cV Z^aRTe `_ R_j SfT`]ZT28 

_RefcV `W eYV cZgVc eYR_ U`Vd eYV ac`a`dVU `gVcYVRU Tc`ddZ_X / / / KYZd ViZdeZ_X29 

Yf^R_(TRfdVU gZdfR] Z^aRTe Re eYV ?RccZd ;R^ afe(Z_ Zd dZX_ZWZTR_e]j XcVReVc eYR_30 

eYV GcVWVccVU 8]eVc_ReZgV h`f]U SV n R_U RWWVTed cRWeVcdr R_U `eYVc S`ReVcdr31 

: BQSJ | 2- I]jq]nu : Sn]jo_nelp l/ :1 )aild]oeo ]``a`*
21 dpplo;00sss/i]eja/ckr0`al0bpl0lnkfa_po0ja_a_03129.1:.15.Len]^eha.bkhhks.ql.mqaopekjo.8.38.pk.9.25.oq^ieooekjo&31/l`b-
aild]oeo ]``a`
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RVdeYVeZT ViaVTeReZ`_d `_ eYV cZgVc U`h_decVR^ / / / ;fV e` eYV a`dZeZ`_' SfWWVcZ_X'1 

R_U ]Z^ZeVU UfcReZ`_ `W gZVhZ_X' eYV `gVcYVRU Tc`ddZ_X Z_ eYV ac`a`dVU ]`TReZ`_ hZ]]2 

_`e UZ^Z_ZdY eYV cVTcVReZ`_R] fdV `c dTV_ZT TYRcRTeVc `W eYV `fedeR_UZ_X cZgVc3 

dVX^V_e hk_]pa` ^apsaaj pda Ekngo ]j` Hj`e]j Okj` C]i/ @__kn`ejchu- pda psk4 

_kj`q_pkno ]j` psk odeah` senao pd]p skqh` _nkoo pda neran ]p eYV GcVWVccVU 8]eVc_ReZgV5 

]`TReZ`_- sde_d ]o `ao_ne^a` ]^kra Zd _`e aRceZTf]Rc]j f_ZbfV `c hZ]U- h`f]U _`e6 

RUgVcdV]j RWWVTe ViZdeZ_X fdVd `W eYV BV__VSVT IZgVc/�7 

8 

CDO ]oga`- ~{`e` BLO `n]s pdaoa _kj_hqoekjo ^]oa` kj qoan oqnrau `]p]> B]j ukq lnkre`a pda ^]oeo9 

bkn pdaoa op]paiajpo>� Nb _kqnoa- pdana s]o jk oqnrau `]p] kn ]j]hupe_]h ^]oeo bkn BLO�o _kj_hqoekjo/10 

Lkop kb pda ~]j]huoeo� pdau `e` s]o ]bpan.pda.b]_p | ]bpan pda ]llhe_]pekj s]o beha` ]j` kjhu ]bpan CDO11 

]oga` pdai pk `k ep/12 

Gksaran- ] Jajja^a_ Qeran Ueoepkn Hil]_p Rpq`u s]o _kj`q_pa` ej 3129- ]j` :9/7&2213 

naolkj`ajpo op]pa` pd]p ] le_pqna` pn]joieooekj heja _nkooejc sepd 23.29 E@@ kn]jca ^]hho23 skqh` d]ra14 

~] jac]pera eil]_p kj ukqn seh`anjaoo neran atlaneaj_a� )386 kqp kb 38: l]npe_el]jpo*/ Sdeo ejbkni]pekj15 

s]o lnaoajpa` ]o osknj paopeikju ^u B]nkh Gks]n` ]p pda G]hhksahh OTB Oq^he_ Vepjaoo Ga]nejc< pda16 

bkhhksejc `]u- BLO ]iaj`a` pda ]llhe_]pekj pk ^qnu pda heja qj`an pda cknca/17 

Hjopa]` kb ]_pq]hhu opq`uejc na_na]pekj]h eil]_po- BLO fqop `eoieooao pdai/ Q]bpejc cqe`ao ]j`18 

na_na]pekj]h ^k]pano opnkjchu `eo]cnaa sepd pda e`a] pd]p sdana MDBDB skqh` _nkoo pda Jajja^a_ Qeran19 

cknca ~eo jkp l]npe_qh]nhu r]hqa` ^u na_na]pekj qoano/� @o ] i]ppan kb b]_p | ]j` ]o ]ju opq`u kn oqnrau kb20 

]_pq]h qoano skqh` d]ra odksj | ep�o kja kb pda ikop la]_abqh ]j` oanaja l]npo kb pda ]`rajpqna sdana21 

^k]pano d]ra ] _d]j_a pk hkkg ]nkqj` ]j` _]p_d pdaen ^na]pd ]bpan pda at_epaiajp kb pda sdepas]pan/22 

Hjopa]` kb ] _kjopnq_pera ]llnk]_d sepd op]gadkh`ano ]j` ]ju `]p].`neraj ]j]huoeo- pdau kbban23 

qjoqllknpa`- ej]__qn]pa- ]j` bn]jghu kbbajoera klejekjo hega- ~na_na]pekj]h qoa kb pdeo oa_pekj kb pda neran24 

]ncq]^hu d]o ikna eil]_p kj ]ju ^q_khe_ j]pqna kb pda neran pd]j `kao pda lnklkoa` kranda]` _nkooejc/�25 

Rkia^k`u ]p BLO fqop i]`a pd]p ql/ Vd]p�o araj o_]nean eo pdau ]ll]najphu pdkqcdp o]uejc pdejco hega26 

pd]p skqh` dahl pdai cap ] laniep/27 

=`c RUUZeZ`_R] Z_eVcgV_Z_X T`^^V_ed `_ eYZd e`aZT' a]VRdV cVWVc e`528 

+1(+41 :Y) .20' l 4) 9fWWVc JecZad)29 

+1(+41 :Y) .20' l ,/) E` L_cVRd`_RS]V <WWVTe `_ JTV_ZT :YRcRTeVc)30 

+1(+41 :Y) .20' l ,-) GcVdVcgReZ`_ `W L_fdfR] ERefcR] 8cVRd)31 

.3 D)I)J) l /3+(;%3&) FfedeR_UZ_X cZgVc dVX^V_ed)32 

1(41 ) .,0)33 

22 BQSJ | 6- JQU Hil]_p Ben_ha Bd]np
23 BQSJ | 6- JQU Hil]_p Odkpkcn]ld
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JZeV C`TReZ`_ `W ;VgV]`a^V_e CRh o .+ D)I)J) l /3/) 8aa]ZTRS]V CZTV_dZ_X :cZeVcZR1 

.+ D)I)J) l /3/%.&) E` RUgVcdV VWWVTe `_ eYV _RefcR] V_gZc`_^V_e)2 

3 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO d]o jkp ~i]`a ]`amq]pa lnkreoekj bkn beppejc pda `arahkliajp4 

d]nikjekqohu ejpk pda ateopejc j]pqn]h ajrenkjiajp ]j` pd]p pda `arahkliajp sehh jkp ]`ranoahu ]bba_p5 

ateopejc qoao- o_aje_ _d]n]_pan- ]en mq]hepu- s]pan mq]hepu kn kpdan j]pqn]h naokqn_ao ej pda iqje_el]hepeao6 

]hkjc pda pn]joieooekj heja kn ej jaecd^knejc iqje_el]hepeao/� BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p sehh hegahu d]ra7 

oecjebe_]jp jac]pera eil]_po kj ateopejc sdepas]pan n]bpejc- degejc- dqjpejc ]j` beodejc ]_perepeao kj8 

nerano naikpa lkj`o- h]gao ]j` kj h]j`- ]o sahh ]o kj pda o_aje_ _d]n]_pan kb pda Nh` B]j]`] R_aje_9 

Aus]u ]j` pda @ll]h]_de]j Sn]eh/ Sdaoa oecjebe_]jp jac]pera eil]_po kj kqn j]pqn]h ajrenkjiajp10 

_knnah]pa pk kqn naoe`ajpo( s]u kb heba- herahedkk`o ]j` pda _kiiqjepu(o a_kjkie_ re]^ehepu sde_d eo11 

`alaj`ajp kj pda hqna kb pkqneopo pk reoep pda ranu ]ppne^qpao sde_d sehh ^a p]gaj ]s]u/12 

13 

.+ D)I)J) l /3/%.&%?&)14 

15 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p i]u ]`ranoahu eil]_p oecjebe_]jp ranj]h16 

lkkh d]^ep]p/ BLO�o ]llhe_]pekj ej`e_]pao pd]p pdana ]na ]p ha]op 53 oecjebe_]jp ranj]h lkkho ]j` 3417 

lkpajpe]hhu oecjebe_]jp ranj]h lkkho sdkhhu kn l]npe]hhu hk_]pa` sepdej pda lnklkoa` ]_pekj ]na]/18 

19 

:YRaeVc .205 EF 8;M<IJ< <EM@IFED<EK8C <==<:K JK8E;8I;J F= K?< J@K<20 

CF:8K@FE F= ;<M<CFGD<EK 8:K21 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg | ]o sahh ]o ]hh pda pksjo jknpd pk pda ^kn`an | d]ra cn]ra _kj_anjo kran pda h]_g22 

kb bena ]j` aiancaj_u ejbn]opnq_pqna pd]p eo ja_aoo]nu pk oqllknp pda _kjopnq_pekj ]j` klan]pekj kb oq_d ]23 

decd.lksan pn]joieooekj heja/ Sda ]^okhqpahu dknnebe_ benao ej B]hebknje] ]na na]okj ajkqcd pk ejoeop kj24 

]`amq]pa bena lnkpa_pekj ]nkqj` ]ju oq_d hejao/ Mkja- dksaran- ateopo/25 

26 

Hj ]``epekj- pdaoa pkqneop `alaj`ajp pksjo ]na fqop ]o _kj_anja` ]^kqp sdana pda _kjopnq_pekj skngano27 

skqh` araj op]u/ Sda pkqneop hk`cao- dkpaho- _]^ejo ]j` ikpaho `k jkp s]jp pk behh pdaen k__ql]j_u kj28 

pailkn]nu _kjopnq_pekj skngano ha]rejc jk nkki bkn napqnjejc pkqneoi _heajpo/ Hj B]n]pqjg�o _nkoo.29 

at]iej]pekj kb BLO ata_qperao kj I]jq]nu :pd- sdaj ]oga` ]^kqp pdeo eooqa ]o sahh ]o pda RSdV_TV `W30 
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WZcV R_U V^VcXV_Tj ^VUZTR] TRcV- BLO d]` jkp araj _kjoe`ana` pdaoa namqenaiajpo sdaj _dkkoejc pk1 

lh]_a pdeo decd.lksan heja ej kqn skk`o/2 

LR/ B@QTRN; .. `e` ukq ]og pda ]bba_pa` _kiiqjepeao sdapdan kn jkp pdau3 

_kqh` ]__kiik`]pa oq_d ] h]nca _kjopnq_pekj skngbkn_a kn eb pdau d]` pda bena4 

]j` aiancaj_u naolkjoa naokqn_ao pk d]j`ha ep>5 

LQ/ CHBJHMRNM; Rk pda .. H `kj(p pdejg .. H pdejg pda oeilha ]josan eo jk/136 

7 

Sk ]josan pda mqaopekj- pda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg d]o jk hk_]h bena kn aiancaj_u naolkjoa/ )+Akpd ]na8 

_kjpn]_pa` kqp bnki Aejcd]i*/ Sda Ekngo- Vaop Ekngo- O]nhej Okj`- I]_gi]j- Cajjeopksj ]j` Lkkoa9 

Qeran ]hh nahu kj Aejcd]i�o ]i^qh]j_a- pda Rgksdac]j Qa`ejcpkj E]enreas Gkolep]h- ]j` pdau d]ra ]10 

oi]hh bena `al]npiajp ej I]_gi]j ]j` ] bas rkhqjpaano ]p pda Vaop Ekngo Ukhqjpaan Eena Cal]npiajp/11 

12 

Eqnpdanikna- pda L]eja Rp]pa Ea`an]pekj kb Eenabecdpano fqop naha]oa` ] happan kb _kj_anj #bkn bena ]j`13 

kpdan aiancaj_u naolkjoa _]l]^ehepeao sepdej pda ]na]o hk_]pa` ]hkjc ]j` ]`f]_ajp pk pda MDBDB14 

_knne`kn/# Sda lnaoe`ajp s]nja`;15 

~Oha]oa ]hok jkpa pd]p pdaoa bena `al]npiajpo ]hok h]_g oqbbe_eajp kbb.nk]` bena oqllknp16 

_]l]_epu/ Vdeha oaran]h `k d]ra oi]hhan 5VC ]ll]n]pqo- oqbbe_eajp h]nca.o_]ha seh`h]j`17 

oqllnaooekj ]j` aiancaj_u iepec]pekj amqeliajp eo jkp ]r]eh]^ha ej pda nqn]h ]na]o kb pda18 

lnklkoa` MDBDB Bknne`kn ]na]/� 2519 

~Sda ikop _qnnajp ]r]eh]^ha Rkianoap Bkqjpu Diancaj_u L]j]caiajp @caj_u20 

Lepec]pekj Oh]j op]pao pda bkhhksejc; B4 Fk]ho Veh`benao; Qa`q_a `]i]ca- ejfqnu ]j`21 

lkooe^ha hkoo kb heba ej Rkianoap Bkqjpu _]qoa` ^u seh`benao/ Rkianoap Bkqjpu eo oq^fa_p22 

pk seh` h]j` benao/ Sda ikop hegahu `]i]cao _]qoa` ^u ] seh`bena ]na pda hkoo kb heba- hkoo23 

kb lneia pei^anh]j`- ]j` pda `aopnq_pekj kb lanokj]h ]j` na]h lnklanpu- aola_e]hhu dkiao/24 

Sda hkoo kb aha_pne_epu eo ]hok lkooe^ha- oej_a i]ju decd rkhp]ca pn]joieooekj hejao l]oo25 

pdnkqcd da]rehu skk`a` ]na]o/ L]fkn seh`benao i]u _hkoa _kiian_a- naoqhpejc ej i]fkn26 

hkooao kb ej_kia pk hk_]h ^qoejaooao ]j` ej`ere`q]ho/ +Sdana sana ]p ha]op 372 seh` h]j`27 

benao ej Rkianoap Bkqjpnu ej bnki 3116 pk 3121/ Hjbkni]pekj pk `]pa ej`e_]pao pd]p28 

_kjoe`an]pekj kb pda i]ju aiancaj_u d]v]n`o ]ook_e]pa` sepd pda _kjopnq_pekj ]j` bqpqna29 

i]j]caiajp kb pda MDBDB Bknne`kn d]ra jkp ^aaj ]``naooa`/ Cqa pk pdeo kranoecdp- sa30 

_kj_hq`a pd]p pda lnal]na`jaoo ]j` o]bapu kb kqn bena becdpano- ]j` kpdan benop naolkj`ano31 

24 BQSJ | 2- I]jq]nu :- l/ 235
25 BQSJ | 7- L]eja Rp]pa Ea`an]pekj kb Eena Eecdpano happan- 302302:
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sdk sehh naolkj` pk MDBDB Bknne`kn ej_e`ajpo- d]o ^aaj oaranahu kranhkkga` ]j` pdaen1 

oa_qnepu ]j` o]bapu oecjebe_]jphu _kilnkieoa`/�2 

AJUI UIF 2BMJGPSOJB GJSFT TUJMM GSFTI JO PVS FZFT BOE NFNPSJFT$ XF TFF UIJT DPODFSO BMPOF BT TVGGJDJFOU3 

SFBTPO GPS UIF 3FQBSUNFOU BOE 2PNNJTTJPO UP EFOZ QFSNJUT GPS ;4242&4 

+1(+41 .20' l ,/) E` L_cVRd`_RS]V <WWVTe `_ JTV_ZT :YRcRTeVc)5 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p sehh d]ra ] `ar]op]pejc abba_p kj pda o_aje_6 

_d]n]_pan ]hkjc pda lnklkoa` pn]joieooekj heja/ Ekn at]ilha- pda heja sehh _nkoo pda @ll]h]_de]j Sn]eh-7 

pda Nh` B]j]`] R_aje_ Aus]u- pda Jajja^a_ Fknca- pda Rlaj_an Qk]`- Bkh` Rpna]i- ]j` i]ju kpdan8 

eilknp]jp o_aje_ oepao jkp pda ha]op kb sde_d eo Sda Ekngo @na] . I]_gi]j Rjksik^eha Sn]eh ouopai/9 

10 

BLO d]o ^aaj lnkl]c]pejc pd]p pda ]na] kb pda jas 64 iehao eo jkpdejc ^qp ] skngejc bknaop/ Va ]hh11 

gjks pd]p _ha]n _qpo cnks ^]_g- ^qp BLO�o `aopnq_pera dan^e_e`ao ]j` _qppejc sehh _na]pa ] lani]jajp12 

s]opah]j` kb pda bknaop/13 

Mkp]^hu- BLO�o reoq]h naj`anejc odksa` qjejd]^epa`- ^h]j` ]j` qj`aoen]^ha nk]`o- lkj`o ]j`14 

ikqjp]ejo/ Hj kn`an pk ehhqiej]pa pda kqph]j`eod ieonalnaoajp]pekj kb pdaoa eilnaooera `aopej]pekjo- pda15 

Sksj d]o ]pp]_da` ] beha26 kb le_pqnao kb pda pkqneop `aopej]pekjo- r]_]pekj h]j`o- ^a]qpebqh ikqjp]ejo-16 

lkj` ]j` j]pqn]h h]j`o_]lao pd]p MDBDB sehh bn]ciajp ]j` ej`qopne]heva- bknaran `aopnkuejc Fk`�o17 

_na]pekj/18 

19 

@o pda Cal]npiajp ]j` Bkiieooekj nareas pdaoa le_pqnao- sa ]og ukq pk gaal ej iej`- jkp kjhu pda20 

^a]qpu kb pda h]j`- ^qp ]hok pda fku ]j` la]_a kb pda na_na]pekjeopo/ Hb sa _kqh` ]og ukq pk opnap_d ukqn21 

ei]cej]pekj araj bqnpdan- pdejg ]^kqp dks i]ju L]eja ailhkuaao ]na ejrkhra` ej iaapejc pda jaa`o kb22 

a]_d kja kb pdaoa reoepkno )dkqoagaalejc- _kkg ]j` s]ep op]bb- kbbe_a ]`iejeopn]pekj- naoanr]pekjeopo- c]o23 

op]pekjo- cnk_anu opknao- cqe`ao- i]_deja najp]ho- ojksik^eha cnkkiano- _]^ejo ]j` hk`ca ksjano- ap_/*/24 

Matp- pdejg ]^kqp pda b]ieheao pdau ]na oqllknpejc/ @ laniep ]s]n`a` pk MDBDB skqh` jkp kjhu25 

lani]jajphu ]bba_p pdaoa h]j`o_]lao- seh`heba ]j` beodaneao- ^qp skqh` lani]jajphu ]bba_p pda herahedkk`o26 

kb pdaoa L]eja _epevajo ]j` pdaen b]ieheao/27 

28 

Hp eo eilknp]jp pk jkpa pd]p kjhu ]bpan Bk^qnj Lkqjp]ej s]o klaja` ]o ] pn]eh `aopej]pekj- pda29 

ojksik^ehejc oa]okj ^a_]ia ]o opnkjc ]j` re^n]jp ]o ep eo jks/ Oanokj]hhu ola]gejc ]o kja hk_]h30 

at]ilha- iu b]iehu skqh` jkp ^a ]^ha pk hera ej B]n]pqjg ua]n.nkqj` eb sa `e`j�p d]ra pda ej_kia kb31 

26 BQSJ | 9- Ueoq]h Qaj`anejc- Dhev]^apd B]nqok
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pda ojksik^ehejc oa]okj `qnejc pda sejpan ikjpdo/1 

2 

Ueoepkno bnki L]eja ]j` ]hh kran pda chk^a ]na `n]sj pk pdeo h]op _kjpecqkqo bknaop- naikpa lkj`o- ]j`3 

ej_na`e^ha h]j`o_]lao `qnejc pda oqiian- b]hh dqjpejc ]j` degejc- olnejc beodejc ]j` sejpan4 

ojksik^ehejc oa]okjo/ Oaklha ha]ra pdaen ej`qopne]heva` ]j` qn^]j oappejco pk _kia pk pdeo ]na] pk _]p_d5 

] cheiloa kb n]s j]pqna ej epo ^a]qpu ]j` ]hhks pda ejdanajp la]_a kb pdaen oqnnkqj`ejco pk oappha pdaen6 

okqho/ Nj_a ej`qopne]h lksanhejao bhkk` pdaoa reaso- sn]l ]nkqj` kqn ikqjp]ejo ]j` lkj`o- pdaoa7 

reoepkno skj�p d]ra ] na]okj pk napqnj/8 

9 

@pp]_da` eo ] naj`anejc kb Sda Ekngo @na] ojksik^eha pn]eh ouopai ]nkqj` Bk^qnj ]j` Ikdjokj10 

ikqjp]ejo sepd pda lnklkoa` MDBDB _knne`kn oqlaneilkoa`/27 Hp eo lh]ejhu are`ajp pd]p MDBDB eo11 

^R]ZTZ`fd]j Z_gRdZgV Z_ Zed a]RTV^V_e hZeYZ_ eYZd YZXY]j gZdZS]V e`fcZd^ UVdeZ_ReZ`_ RcVR/ MDBDB12 

sehh bknaran `acn]`a pdeo o_aje_ ]na]- oecjebe_]jphu qj`anieja pda j]pqn]h ^a]qpu kb pdeo ]na] ]j`13 

`aop]^eheva pda pkqneoi a_kjkiu sde_d Rkianoap Bkqjpu naoe`ajpo nahu ok da]rehu kj/14 

15 

KYV A`Y_ DfZc Kcfde defUj `W -+,2 W`f_U eYRe 00# `W eYV e`fcZded h`f]U _`e cVefc_ e` R16 

hZ]UVc_Vdd RcVR ZW Ze YRd ecR_d^ZddZ`_ Z_WcRdecfTefcV),217 

18 

Hb BLO _dkoa pk ^qnu pda heja bkn 2111 bp qj`an pda Jajja^a_ Qeran pk ]rke` eil]_p pk pkqneoi- BLO19 

odkqh` d]ra ]rke`a` pda ojksik^ehejc na_na]pekj]h ]na] ]o sahh/ Rjksik^ehejc- kn sejpan- pkqneoi eo20 

amq]hhu ]o _nepe_]h pk pda Ekngo ]na] ]o n]bpejc eo `qnejc pda oqiian/ Bk^qnj Lkqjp]ej- sepd epo 471.21 

`acnaa ola_p]_qh]n reas- eo pda i]fkn hqna kb ojksik^eha ne`ano bnki Dqopeo- I]_gi]j- Fnaajrehha ]j`22 

Aejcd]i/ Vn]llejc ej`qopne]h ejbn]opnq_pqna ]hh ]nkqj` Ikdjokj ]j` Bk^qnj ikqjp]ejo sehh pqnj ]s]u23 

pdaoa ne`ano/ Vepdkqp pda rkhqia kb ne`ano- naop]qn]jpo- _]^ejo- hk`cao- najp]ho- cqe`ao- c]o op]pekjo- nap]eh24 

odklo | ]j` ]hh pdaen oqllknp op]bb | sehh cna]phu oqbban ]j` okia sehh hegahu d]ra pk ikra kqp kb pda ]na]25 

bkn skng/26 

27 

+1(+41) .20' l ,0) Gc`eVTeZ`_ `W NZ]U]ZWV R_U =ZdYVcZVd)28 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p `kao jkp ]`amq]pahu lnkpa_p seh`heba ]j`29 

beodaneao/ Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p `kao jkp _kjp]ej ^qbban opnelo kb30 

oqbbe_eajp ]na] pk lnkre`a seh`heba sepd pn]rah _knne`kno ^apsaaj ]na]o kb ]r]eh]^ha d]^ep]p- sehh ]`ranoahu31 

27 BQSJ | :- Bk^qnj Lkqjp]ej ojksik^eha pn]eho
28 BQSJ | 21- Ikdj Lqen Rpq`u- 3128
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]bba_p seh`heba ]j` beodaneao heba_u_hao- ]j` sehh naoqhp ej qjna]okj]^ha `eopqn^]j_a kb `aan sejpanejc1 

]na]o- oecjebe_]jp ranj]h lkkho- s]panbksh ]j` s]`ejc ^en` d]^ep]p- ]j` ola_eao `a_h]na` pdna]paja` kn2 

aj`]jcana`/3 

4 

@o pda ]^kra nalknp atlh]ejo- ep eo k^rekqo pd]p pda _kjoeopajp ]llhe_]pekj kb dan^e_e`ao lkhhqpejc pda5 

L]eja j]pera ^nkkg pnkqp beodaneao ]j` pda j]pqn]h `aan ]j` ikkoa d]^ep]po skqh` jkp ^a _kjoe`ana` ]o6 

~i]j]caiajp ]j` _kjoanr]pekj abbknpo ]eia` ]p i]ejp]ejejc lklqh]pekjo kb j]pera ola_eao/� Reieh]nhu-7 

qjja_aoo]nehu nqejejc `aan sejpanejc d]^ep]po ^u nellejc ]j ej`qopne]h _knne`kn pdnkqcd pdaoa j]pqn]h8 

]na]o skqh` ]hok jkp ^a _kjoe`ana` lnklan i]j]caiajp ]j` _kjoanr]pekj abbknpo/9 

10 

ERefcR] IVd`fcTVd Gc`eVTeZ`_ 8Te o .3 D)I)J) l /3+(;) 8aa]ZTRS]V CZTV_dZ_X :cZeVcZR)11 

12 

.3 D)I)J) l /3+(;%,&) <iZdeZ_X fdVd)13 

14 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p i]u qjna]okj]^hu ejpanbana sepd ateopejc15 

o_aje_- ]aopdape_- ]j` na_na]pekj]h qoao ]o ej`e_]pa` ]^kra/16 

17 

Qqn]h ro/ Hj`qopne]h L]eja Sksjo18 

Vdaj ]``naooejc pda abba_po kb pda lnkfa_p hk_]pekj- ep eo _nepe_]h pd]p pda Cal]npiajp ]j` Bkiieooekj19 

`ebbanajpe]pa ^apsaaj pda r]nea` hk_]pekjo sde_d MDBDB skqh` ]bba_p/ Sdana ]na psk _kilhapahu20 

`eooeieh]n `aikcn]lde_ ]j` cakcn]lde_ _qhpqnao kb L]eja/21 

22 

Nj pda ikop jknpdanj oa_pekj- MDBDB _kjoeopo kb 64 iehao kb jas _knne`kn lnekn pk pda oq^oamqajp23 

oa_pekjo ]hkjc o_aje_ lkj`o0h]gao ]j` _kjpejqejc ejpk bknaopa` kn b]ni h]j`o ej nqn]h pksjo/ Sdaoa24 

pksjo ]j` lh]jp]pekjo hk_]pa` ej Rkianoap ]j` En]jghej _kqjpeao ]na ]ikjc pda ikop da]rehu kllkoa` pk25 

pda pn]joieooekj lnkfa_p/ Hj b]_p- pda pksjo ]hkjc pda jas _knne`kn pdnkqcd pda h]op qjbn]ciajpa` cnaaj26 

beah` ]na qj]jeikqohu kllkoa`/ Aaejc ok naikpa cakcn]lde_]hhu- pdaoa naoe`ajpo ola_ebe_]hhu _dkoa pk27 

]_mqena pdaen h]j`o bkn pda o_aje_- la]_abqh ]j` da]hpdu ]ppne^qpao kb ] jkj.ej`qopne]heva` ajrenkjiajp/28 

Sdaen herahedkk`o ]j` s]uo kb heba ]j` da]hpdu a]pejc )dqjpejc bkn knc]je_- cn]oo.ba` c]ia* namqena pdeo29 

lnaoanra`- seh` h]j`o_]la/ Sda ranu herahedkk`o kb pda naoe`ajpo ej Rkianoap Bkqjpu- bkn at]ilha- ]na30 

`alaj`ajp kj pdaen j]pqn]h h]j`o_]lao pk hqna pkqneopo pn]rahejc bnki ej`qopne]heva` oappejco pk na_na]pa ej31 

Rkianoap Bkqjpu/32 

33 
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Hj _kjpn]op- _epeao ej ]j` ]nkqj` pda okqpdanj paniejqo kb pda heja- ej Kaseopkj- L]eja- ]na ]__qopkia` pk1 

ej`qopne]h ejbn]opnq_pqna/ Iqop ]o pda nqn]h- jknpdanj ]na]o `alaj` kj ] lnaoanra`- seh` h]j`o_]la- pdaoa2 

_epeao ]j` naoe`ajpo ]na `alaj`ajp kj ia_d]je_]h ej`qopneao bkn narajqa ]j` fk^o/ Kegaseoa- pdaoa3 

okqpdanj ]na]o oaag pk naia`u a_kjkie_ `alnaooekjo `qa pk hkoo kb ej`qopne]h fk^o sepd oeieh]nhu j]pqna`4 

fk^o/5 

6 

Sda Rp]pa kb L]eja eo ranu `eranoa/ L]eja e_kjo ej_hq`a hk^opan- hecdpdkqoao- _k]ophejao- hkccejc ]j`7 

l]lan iehho ]o sahh ]o ^ec c]ia- ^k]pejc ]j` beodejc ej lneopeja ejh]j` s]pano ]j` nqcca` seh`anjaoo/ KK8 

Aa]j- ]jkpdan L]eja e_kj- skqh` jaran lq^heod beodejc- g]u]gejc kn dqjpejc le_pqnao sepd ej`qopne]heva`9 

pn]joieooekj hejao ej ] lneopeja- seh` oappejc/ Sd]p eo jkp L]eja�o e_kje_ ei]ca/ Hp eo jkp ~pda s]u heba10 

odkqh` ^a�/ @hpdkqcd _anp]ej lnklkjajpo- oq_d ]o pda L]eja Bd]i^an- Kaseopkj0@q^qnj Bd]i^an- Bepu11 

kb Kaseopkj ]j` HADV- i]u d]ra hkq`an rke_ao- pda nqn]h _epevajo kb L]eja ]na amq]hhu ]o eilknp]jp12 

pdkqcd basan ej jqi^an/ Sda Cal]npiajp ]j` Bkiieooekj odkqh` _kjoe`an Rkianoap ]j` En]jghej13 

_kqjpeao amq]hhu sepd @j`nko_kccej Bkqjpu/14 

15 

Hp eo ]hok ajhecdpajejc pk bej` pd]p pda lq^he_ kqp_nu- ]o nara]ha` pdnkqcd ia`e] lkhho- ok_e]h ia`e]- ]j`16 

aola_e]hhu pdnkqcd pda OTB lq^he_ _kiiajpo- eo jkp heiepa` pk Rkianoap ]j` En]jghej _kqjpu naoe`ajpo/17 

Bepevajo bnki ]hh nacekjo kb L]eja ]na _nuejc kqp pk opkl pdeo lnkfa_p bnki `ar]op]pejc L]eja�o18 

seh`anjaoo- seh` j]pqna- L]eja�o pkqneoi ]j` ^n]j`/ @ nak__qnnejc iaoo]ca eo pd]p sa- pdeo cajan]pekj-19 

iqop lnaoanra kqn seh` h]j`o_]la bkn pda bqpqna cajan]pekjo | aola_e]hhu ^a_]qoa qn^]jev]pekj ]j`20 

ej`qopne]heva` ejbn]opnq_pqna sehh kjhu gaal ej_na]oejc ej kpdan ]na]o kb pda op]pa- nacekj ]j` _kqjpnu/21 

@iane_]jo sehh jaa` L]eja�o seh` ]j` o_aje_ ]na]o araj ikna ej pda bqpqna"22 

23 

.3 D)I)J) l /3+(;%.&) ?Rc^ e` YRSZeRed6 WZdYVcZVd)24 

25 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p i]u qjna]okj]^hu d]ni oecjebe_]jp26 

seh`heba d]^ep]p- bnaods]pan saph]j` lh]jp d]^ep]p- pdna]paja` kn aj`]jcana` lh]jp d]^ep]p- ]mq]pe_ kn27 

]`f]_ajp qlh]j` d]^ep]p- pn]rah _knne`kn- ]j` ]mq]pe_ heba/ Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ]hok ^ahearao pd]p28 

BLO�o lnklkoa` iepec]pekj i]u `eiejeod pda kran]hh r]hqa kb oecjebe_]jp seh`heba d]^ep]p ]j` ola_eao29 

qpehev]pekj kb pda d]^ep]p ej pda re_ejepu kb pda lnklkoa` pn]joieooekj heja/30 

31 

.3 D)I)J) l /3+(;%/&) @_eVcWVcV hZeY _RefcR] hReVc W]`h)32 

33 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p i]u qjna]okj]^hu ejpanbana sepd pda34 

j]pqn]h bhks kb oqnb]_a kn oq^oqnb]_a s]pano ]o `eo_qooa` ]^kra/35 

36 

37 
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.3 D)I)J) l /3+(;%0&) C`hVc NReVc HfR]Zej)1 

2 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p i]u _]qoa rekh]pekjo kb op]pa s]pan mq]hepu3 

h]so- ej_hq`ejc pdkoa ckranjejc pda _h]ooebe_]pekj kb pda Rp]pa(o s]pano ]o `eo_qooa` ]^kra/4 

5 

.3 D)I)J) l /3+(;%3&) FfedeR_UZ_X cZgVc dVX^V_ed)6 

7 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO d]o jkp `aikjopn]pa` pd]p jk na]okj]^ha ]hpanj]pera pk8 

_nkooejc kqpop]j`ejc neran oaciajpo- oq_d ]o pda Jajja^a_ Fknca- ateopo sde_d skqh` d]ra haoo ]`ranoa9 

abba_p qlkj pda j]pqn]h ]j` na_na]pekj]h ba]pqnao kb pda neran oaciajp/ @hpdkqcd BLO `kaoj(p _kjoe`an10 

pdeo oa_pekj kb pda _nkooejc ]o #l]npe_qh]nhu qjemqa kn seh`#- _epejc #/// pda Onabanna` @hpanj]pera hk_]pekj-11 

sde_d ]o `ao_ne^a` ]^kra eo jkp l]npe_qh]nhu qjemqa kn seh`- skqh` jkp ]`ranoahu ]bba_p ateopejc qoao kb12 

pda Jajja^a_ Qeran/�13 

14 

On]_pe_]hhu ola]gejc- pdeo eo ] oa_pekj kb neran sdana cqaopo ]na oeppejc ej pda ^k]po hkkgejc ]nkqj`15 

^a_]qoa ep eo pkk od]hhks pk osei/ A]h` a]chao ]na _kiikjhu oaaj- ]j` pda eil]_p kb lneopeja seh`anjaoo16 

eo na]`ehu jkpe_a` ]j` ]llna_e]pa` ^u cqe`ao ]j` cqaopo ]hega/17 

18 

Hj ]_pq]hepu- pda BV__VSVT IZgVc Zd R :]Rdd 8 IZgVc ]__kn`ejc pk pda 2:93 L]eja Qerano Rpq`u/29 BLO19 

b]eha` pk ej_hq`a pd]p- ]__kn`ejc pk pda 2:93 L]eja Qeran Rpq`u- pda BV__VSVT' ;VRU R_U JYVVadT`e20 

IZgVcd YRgV SVV_ ZUV_eZWZVU Rd ":]Rdd 8" IZgVcd ]j` e`ajpebea` ]o;2:21 

22 

2/ Qeran kn neran oaciajpo lkooaooejc oet naokqn_a r]hqao sepd nacekj]h- op]pase`a kn23 

cna]pan pd]j op]pase`a oecjebe_]j_a ej ] ola_ebe_ naokqn_a _]packnu/24 

25 

3/ Qerano kn neran oaciajpo lkooaooejc psk kn ikna naokqn_a r]hqao sde_d ]na na_kcjeva`26 

pk ^a okia kb pda Rp]pa�o ikop oecjebe_]jp ej ] ceraj naokqn_a _]packnu/ Hj_hq`a` sepdej27 

pdeo _]packnu ]na nerano lnkre`ejc eilknp]jp d]^ep]p )`abeja` ]o oahb.oqop]ejejc re]^ha28 

nqjo kn oecjebe_]jp naopkn]pekj abbknpo lnk`q_ejc beod]^ha lklqh]pekjo* bkn pda j]pekj]hhu29 

oecjebe_]jp @ph]jpe_ oa] nqj o]hikj#/30 

31 

QDRNTQBD U@KTDR31;32 

� Fakhkce_ 0 Gu`nkhkce_ Ea]pqnao33 

� Qeran Qah]pa` Bnepe_]h 0 D_khkce_ Qaokqn_ao34 

� Tj`arahkla` Qeran @na]o35 

� R_aje_ Qeran Qaokqn_ao36 

� Geopkne_]h Qeran Qaokqn_ao37 

29 BQSJ | 23-
dpplo;00sss/i]eja/ckr0`al0ceo0`]p]i]lo0h]s^\i]eja\neran\oqnrau0l`b02:93L]ejaQeranoRpq`u\Eej]hQalknp3122/l`b>objo=ik
2: BQSJ | 23- L]eja Qerano Rpq`u- l/:
31 BQSJ | 23- L]eja Qeran Rpq`u- l/ 9
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� Qa_na]pekj]h Qeran Qaokqn_ao1 

2 

Eqnpdanikna- ej Ra_pekj H- Hpai 6 kb pda Eej`ejco- eYV JefUj deReVU eYRe Z^aRTed `W UVgV]`a^V_e3 

Rc`f_U eYVdV cZgVc cVd`fcTVd dY`f]U SV Rg`ZUVU `c ^Z_Z^ZkVU) N^rekqohu _nkooejc pda Jajja^a_4 

Qeran- sdapdan qj`an kn kran- ]j` epo pne^qp]neao odkqh` ^a ]rke`a` sdajaran lkooe^ha/5 

6 

KYVcV Zd R dZX_ZWZTR_e SRdV `W TZeZkV_ R_U afS]ZT RXV_Tj dfaa`ce W`c eYV T`_dVcgReZ`_ R_U7 

d`f_U ^R_RXV^V_e `W eYV cZgVc cVd`fcTVd `W DRZ_V)8 

Qeran _kjoanr]pekj ejpanaopo ej pda op]pa r]nu se`ahu/ Rq_d ejpanaopo ej_hq`a na_na]pekj]h9 

^k]pejc ]j` beodejc- _kiian_e]h ^k]pejc ]j` beodejc- a`q_]pekj ]j` o_eajpebe_ naoa]n_d-10 

seh`heba lnaoanr]pekj- s]pan mq]hepu i]ejpaj]j_a- ]j` ieo_ahh]jakqo na_na]pekj]h11 

ejpanaopo/ Vdeha pdaoa ejpanaopo r]nu ]j` okiapeiao _kjbhe_p- ]j qj`anhuejc _kjoajoqo12 

ateopo pd]p cZgVcd Z_ eYVZc _RefcR] T`_UZeZ`_ T`_deZefeV R gR]fRS]V cVd`fcTV e` eYV JeReV13 

`W DRZ_V) Sdana ]hok ]lla]no pk ^a ] _kjoajoqo ]ikjc neran ejpanaopo nac]n`ejc sde_d14 

nerano ]na ikop eilknp]jp ]j` s]nn]jp _kjoanr]pekj ]_pekj/15 

Hj ]``epekj- pdana ]lla]no pk ^a ] lq^he_ na_kcjepekj kb pda jaa` pk ^]h]j_a pda ck]ho kb16 

du`nkaha_pne_ `arahkliajp ]j` neran _kjoanr]pekj- ]j` ] `aoena bkn pda qoa kb du`nklksan17 

sdana _kil]pe^ha sepd pda naokqn_a r]hqao kb ] neran ]j` hYVcV Z^aRTed `W UVgV]`a^V_e18 

RcV Rg`ZUVU `c ^Z_Z^ZkVU)19 

KYV UVaRce^V_e R_U :`^^ZddZ`_ dY`f]U TRcVWf]]j hVZXY eYV WZ_UZ_Xd `W eYZd defUj Rd Ze hRd20 

Z_eV_UVU W`c deReV RXV_TZVdr UV]ZSVcReZ`_d) @o _]j ^a oaaj ^ahks- pda Jajja^a_ ]j` Ca]` Qerano sana21 

n]jga` ]p pda decdaop _h]ooebe_]pekj kb neran naokqn_a r]hqa- ]j` pda op]pa iqop ajoqna pd]p pdaoa mq]hepeao22 

]na lnkpa_pa`/23 

HMSQNCTBSHNM3224 

Nj Iqja 33- 2:92- Fkranjkn Anajj]j naha]oa` pda Djancu Okhe_u bkn pda Rp]pa kb L]eja/25 

Sda du`nklksan oa_pekj kb pda lkhe_u `ena_pa` pd]p;26 

~Sda Cal]npiajp kb Bkjoanr]pekj- skngejc sepd ajrenkjiajp]h- a_kjkie_- ajancu ]j`27 

kpdan ]llnklne]pa ejpanaopo- odkqh` e`ajpebu neran opnap_dao ej pda Rp]pa pd]p lnkre`a qjemqa28 

na_na]pekj]h kllknpqjepeao kn j]pqn]h r]hqao ]j` `arahkl ] opn]pacu bkn pda lnkpa_pekj kb29 

pdaoa ]na]o bkn oq^ieooekj pk pda Fkranjkn/�30 

Hj naolkjoa pk pdeo `ena_pera- ]j` ]o ] _kjpejq]pekj kb pda Rp]pa�o kjckejc abbknpo pk31 

_kjoanra L]eja�o oecjebe_]jp nerano- pda Cal]npiajp kb Bkjoanr]pekj ejepe]pa` pda L]eja32 

Qerano Rpq`u/ Sda T/R/ Cal]npiajp kb pda Hjpanekn- M]pekj]h O]ng Ranre_a�o Le`.@ph]jpe_33 

Nbbe_a- ]o l]np kb pdaen kjckejc neran _kjoanr]pekj pa_dje_]h ]ooeop]j_a pk pda Rp]pa- d]o34 

lnkre`a` op]bb pk _kj`q_p pdeo opq`u/35 

Sda lqnlkoa kb pda opq`u eo psk.bkh`/ Sda benop eo pk `abeja ] heop kb qjemqa j]pqn]h ]j`36 

na_na]pekj nerano- e`ajpebuejc ]j` `k_qiajpejc eilknp]jp neran nah]pa` naokqn_a r]hqao ]o37 

32BQSJ | 23- L]eja Qeran Rpq`u- l/ 24 )aild]oeo ]``a`*
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sahh ]o cR_\Z_X eYV JeReVrd cZgVcd Z_e` TReVX`cZVd `W dZX_ZWZTR_TV SRdVU `_ T`^a`dZeV1 

cZgVc cVd`fcTV gR]fV/ Sda oa_kj` lqnlkoa kb pda opq`u eo pk ZUV_eZWj R gRcZVej `W RTeZ`_d2 

eYRe eYV JeReV TR_ Z_ZeZReV e` ^R_RXV' T`_dVcgV' R_U hYVcV _VTVddRcj' V_YR_TV eYV3 

JeReVrd cZgVc cVd`fcTVd Z_ `cUVc e` ac`eVTe eY`dV bfR]ZeZVd hYZTY YRgV SVV_ ZUV_eZWZVU4 

Rd Z^a`ceR_e/5 

6 

:YRaeVc .,+5 N<KC8E;J 8E; N8K<I 9F;@<J GIFK<:K@FE7 

+1(+41) .,+' l 0) >V_VcR] JeR_URcUd8 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO d]o jkp ]`amq]pahu iejeieva` pda ]ikqjp kb saph]j` pk ^a9 

]hpana`/ Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklko]h i]u naoqhp ej ]j qjna]okj]^ha eil]_p10 

^a_]qoa pda lnkfa_p sehh _]qoa ] hkoo ej saph]j` ]na]- bqj_pekjo- ]j` r]hqao- ]j` BLO d]o jkp11 

`aikjopn]pa` pd]p pdana eo jkp ] ln]_pe_]^ha ]hpanj]pera pk pda lnklkoa` lnkfa_p pd]p skqh` ^a haoo12 

`]i]cejc pk pda ajrenkjiajp/13 

14 

:YRaeVc .,05 8JJ<JJ@E> 8E; D@K@>8K@E> @DG8:KJ KF <O@JK@E> J:<E@: 8E;15 

8<JK?<K@: LJ<J16 

+1(+41) .,0)17 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p eo hegahu pk qjna]okj]^hu ejpanbana sepd18 

ateopejc o_aje_ ]j` ]aopdape_ qoao- ]j` pdana^u `eiejeod pda lq^he_ ajfkuiajp ]j` ]llna_e]pekj kb pda19 

mq]hepeao kb ] o_aje_ naokqn_a- ]j` pd]p ]ju lkpajpe]h eil]_po d]ra jkp ^aaj ]`amq]pahu iejeieva`/20 

21 

Hj B]n]pqjg�o _nkoo.at]iej]pekj kb BLO ata_qperao kj I]jq]nu :pd- :DG RU^ZeeVU eYRe eYVj UZU _`e22 

VgV_ RddVdd eYV RcVR `W eYV _Vh 0. ^Z]Vd W`c ViZdeZ_X fdVd)23 

LR/ B@QTRN; ~ej pda reoq]h naj`anejc lnaoajp]pekj kb @qcqop 28pd ukq lnaoajpa` .. kn24 

ukqn _kil]ju lnaoajpa` pk pda OTB okia le_pqnao kb O]nhej Okj`- Dj_d]jpa`- Bk^qnj25 

Lkqjp]ej- Qk_g Okj`- Rlaj_an Qk]`- pda Jajja^a_ Qeran- ]j` pdau ]lla]n pk ^a26 

qjejd]^epa` sepdkqp reoe^ha na_na]pekj]h qo]ca kn qjqoq]h o_ajanu/ @j` pdaj ep s]o op]pa`27 

]p pd]p iaapejc pd]p ukq sana pnuejc pk iejeieva pda eil]_p kb ] j]pekj]h o_aje_ ^us]u ^u28 

lqppejc pda heja pk pda a]op ]j` pk pda saop/ Ce` ukq ]j]huva pda qo]cao kb ]na]o ukq _dkoa29 

pk lh]_a pda heja ^aukj` ep ^aejc ] skngejc bknaop>30 

LQ/ CHBJHMRNM; ~Xkq gjks- H(i jkp ]s]na kb pd]p/� 3331 

32 

Hj B]n]pqjg�o _nkoo.at]iej]pekj kb BLO ata_qperao kj I]jq]nu :pd- :DG RU^ZeeVU eYRe eYVj UZU _`e33 

T`_UfTe R_j defUZVd `_ eYV Z^aRTed `W e`fcZd^ Z_ eYV RcVR `W eYV _Vh 0. ^Z]Vd)34 

35 

33 BQSJ .2- I]jq]nu : Sn]jo_nelp l/ 92
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LQ/ S@MMDMA@TL; Ng]u- ok i]u^a pda mqaopekj odkqh` ^a- d]ra ukq `kja ] opq`u1 

kb pda eil]_po kj pkqneoi>2 

LQ/ CHBJHMRNM; Xa]d- pdana(o jk ola_ebe_ opq`u pd]p sa `e`/343 

4 

Hj B]n]pqjg�o _nkoo.at]iej]pekj kb BLO ata_qperao kj I]jq]nu :pd- :DG RU^ZeeVU eYRe eYVj UZU _`e5 

T`_UfTe R_j defUZVd `_ hZ_eVc d_`h^`SZ]Z_X Z_ eYV RcVR `W eYV _Vh 0. ^Z]Vd)6 

7 

LR/ B@QTRN; Ng]u/ Rk d]ra ukq opq`ea` sejpan ojksik^ehejc ej pda ]bba_pa` ]na] kb8 

pda lnklkoa` jas _knne`kn>9 

LQ/ RSHMMDENQC; Va d]ra jkp _kj`q_pa` ] opq`u3510 

11 

Hj B]n]pqjg�o _nkoo.at]iej]pekj kb BLO ata_qperao kj I]jq]nu :pd- :DG RU^ZeeVU eYRe eYVj UZU _`e12 

T`_dZUVc eYV dTV_ZT R_U VT`_`^ZT Z^aRTed Wc`^ eYV T`ccZU`c Z_ eYV dTV_ZT R_U*`c cVdZUV_eZR] RcVRd13 

`W eYV _Vh 0. ^Z]Vd/14 

LR/ B@QTRN; Rk ^a_]qoa kb pda o_aje_ ]j` a_kjkie_ eil]_po bnki pdeo _knne`kn- aola_e]hhu ej15 

pda jas _knne`kn ]na] ^qp ]hok ej pda ateopejc _knne`kn ]na] sepd ]hh pda _]il ksjano ]j` pda16 

laklha sdk ]na eil]_pa`- `e` ukq aran _kjoe`an ^qnuejc pda heja bkn pda ajpena hajcpd kb pda jas17 

_kjopnq_pekj>18 

LQ/ CHBJHMRNM; Mk- sa `e`j(p/19 

LR/ B@QTRN; Ce` ukq aran opq`u pda lkpajpe]h `ebbanaj_a kj pda a_kjkiu kb pda nacekj20 

^apsaaj ^qnuejc pda heja ]j` jkp ^qnuejc pda heja>21 

LQ/ CHBJHMRNM; Mk- sa `e` jkp/22 

LR/ B@QTRN; Ce` ukq aran ar]hq]pa pda o_aje_ kn reoq]h eil]_p kb ^qnuejc pda heja ranoqo jkp23 

^qnuejc pda heja>24 

LQ/ CHBJHMRNM; Mk- sa `e` jkp/3625 

26 

Reilhu op]pa`- BLO `e` jkp _]na sdana kn dks pdeo _knne`kn eo lh]_a`/ BLO `e` jkp _kjoe`an pda27 

_epevajo kn naoe`ajpo kb L]eja/ Sdaen h]_g kb bknaoecdp ]j` ]ppajpekj pk `ap]eho nara]ho pda nqoda`28 

lh]jjejc kb pdeo lnkfa_p ]j` pda h]_g kb opas]n`odel ej pda cna]p Rp]pa kb L]eja/29 

:YRaeVc ..05 J@>E@=@:8EK N@C;C@=< ?89@K8K30 

+1(+41) ..0' l .%8&) 8g`ZUR_TV)31 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p eo hegahu pk d]ra ]j qjna]okj]^ha eil]_p32 

^a_]qoa ep eo hegahu pk `acn]`a oecjebe_]jp seh`heba d]^ep]p- `eopqn^ seh`heba- ]j` ]bba_p pda _kjpejqa` qoa33 

kb oecjebe_]jp seh`heba d]^ep]p ^u seh`heba ]j` BLO d]o jkp `aikjopn]pa` pd]p pdana eo jkp ] ln]_pe_]^ha34 

34 BQSJ .2- I]jq]nu : Sn]jo_nelp l/ 94
35 BQSJ .2- I]jq]nu : Sn]jo_nelp l/ 96
36 BQSJ .2- I]jq]nu : Sn]jo_nelp l/ 9:
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]hpanj]pera pk pda lnkfa_p pd]p skqh` ^a haoo `]i]cejc pk pda ajrenkjiajp/ BLO d]o ej`e_]pa` pd]p pda1 

lh]_aiajp kb pda _knne`kn eo ^]oa` kj h]j` BLO ksjo/ Sdeo eo jkp ]rke`]j_a/2 

3 

+1(+41) ..0' l .%9&) DZ_Z^R] R]eVcReZ`_)4 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO d]o jkp iejeieva` pda ]hpan]pekj kb d]^ep]p ]j` `eopqn^]j_a kb5 

seh`heba/6 

7 

+1(+41) ..0' l .%:&) E` L_cVRd`_RS]V Z^aRTe)8 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p kja kn ikna kb pda op]j`]n`o kb pda MQO@ ]p 49 L/Q/R/ y 591.C9 

sehh jkp ^a iap ]j` pd]p pdanabkna BLO�o lnkfa_p sehh d]ra ]j qjna]okj]^ha eil]_p kj lnkpa_pa` j]pqn]h10 

naokqn_ao ]j` seh`heba/11 

12 

+1(+41) ..0' l .%;&) :`^aV_dReZ`_)13 

KYV K`h_ `W :RcRef_\ SV]ZVgVd eYRe :DGrd T`^aV_dReZ`_ Zd Z_RUVbfReV e` `WW(dVe ]`de YRSZeRe14 

Wf_TeZ`_)15 

Sda Cal]npiajp ]j` Bkiieooekj iqop `ebbanajpe]pa MDBDB ]o kllkoa` pk ] nahe]^ehepu pn]joieooekj16 

lnkfa_p/ @o ]j Dha_pera Sn]joieooekj Tlcn]`a- MDBDB iqop ^a dah` pk ] decdan op]j`]n` pd]j ]17 

nahe]^ehepu pn]joieooekj lnkfa_p- aola_e]hhu sdaj pda DST eo fqop ] bkn.lnkbep lnkfa_p pd]p skqh` ^a ^qehp pk18 

oanra ]j ajpenahu `ebbanajp op]pa/ Sdeo DST eo jk `ebbanajp pd]j ]ju kpdan _knlkn]pekj- hega V]hi]np kn19 

L_Ckj]h`o- pd]p eo ]llhuejc bkn ] laniep pk `k ^qoejaoo/ Sd]p _ha]nhu odebpo pda ^]h]j_a sdaj _kil]nejc20 

eil]_po ranoqo ^ajabepo/ BLO skqh` jaa` pk lnkra pdana skqh` ^a jqiankqo- oecjebe_]jp- lani]jajp-21 

]j` mq]jpebe]^ha ^ajabepo ej L]eja pd]p skqh` ^a ajkqcd pk fqopebu pda jqiankqo- oecjebe_]jp- lani]jajp22 

]j` mq]jpebe]^ha eil]_po kb pda lnkfa_p/ Sda are`aj_a ej pda na_kn` `kaoj�p araj _kia _hkoa pk23 

oqllknpejc ] laniep/24 

BLO ]ncqao pd]p ~jk _kopo sehh ]__nqa pk L]eja _kjoqiano/� Sd]p eo jkp pda mqaopekj/ Hj b]_p- pda Sksj25 

]j` epo naoe`ajpo _kjpaj` pd]p pdana sehh ^a oecjebe_]jp _kopo nah]pa` pk kqn herahedkk`o ]j` s]uo kb heba-26 

lnklanpu r]hqao- ]j` neogo pk lq^he_ o]bapu ]j` da]hpd | ]j` sa ]na ]hh L]eja _kjoqiano- pkk/27 

Sda na]h _kop kb pda lnkfa_p eo sd]p ep sehh `k pk kqn j]pqn]h naokqn_ao ]j` hk_]h a_kjkiu/ Sdanabkna- pda28 

mqaopekj bkn pda Bkiieooekj eo sdapdan pdana sehh ^a ]ju ^ajabepo | oq_d ]o ajd]j_ejc nahe]^ehepu-29 

eilnkrejc pda pkqneop ]j` na_na]pekj a_kjkiu- eilnkrejc pnkqp beodaneao- ajd]j_ejc `aan ]j` ikkoa30 

d]^ep]po| pd]p oqbbe_eajphu fqopebu pda qj]rke`]^ha _kopo kb ^qeh`ejc ] ^n]j`.jas pn]joieooekj _knne`kn31 

pdnkqcd ]j ]na] pd]p ok opnkjchu `eo]cnaao sepd BLO�o _kjpajpekj ep sehh ^a ] ckk` pdejc bkn qo/32 
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Sda Cal]npiajp ]j` Bkiieooekj _]j kjhu ]llnkra MDBDB eb pdana eo qjamqerk_]h ]j` kransdahiejc1 

are`aj_a pd]p pda MDBDB DST sehh lnkre`a oecjebe_]jp ]j` hkjc.h]opejc ^ajabepo pk L]eja sepdkqp2 

]`ranoa eil]_po/ Sda ]llhe_]jp iqop `aikjopn]pa pd]p pda lnklkoa` ]_perepu sehh jkp qjna]okj]^hu3 

ejpanbana sepd pda o_aje_ _d]n]_pan- ateopejc o_aje_- ]aopdape_- na_na]pekj]h kn j]rec]pekj]h qoao ]j` pd]p4 

pda `arahkliajp bepo d]nikjekqohu ejpk pda j]pqn]h ajrenkjiajp/ BLO d]o jkp lnkre`a` pd]p are`aj_a/5 

Sdeo Dha_pera Sn]joieooekj Tlcn]`a `kao jkp bep d]nikjekqohu sepd pda beodaneao- seh`heba- o_ajanu- kn6 

pda h]j`ksjano sdk ]^qp pda heja kn oaa pda heja bnki pdaen dkiao/ @o eo k^rekqo bnki pda lq^he_ kqp_nu-7 

pksj rkpao- pda ja]nhu 2111 OTB _kiiajpo- aran.ej_na]oejc cn]oo nkkpo qlneoejc- _kqjphaoo a`epkne]ho-8 

ap_/- pdeo bknaecj _knlkn]pa lnkbep rajpqna oaago pk `aopnku pda hk_]h a_kjkiu- L]eja�o ^n]j` ]j` hqna-9 

]j` pda herahedkk`o ]j` s]uo kb heba kb pda L]eja laklha/ Sd]p�o sdu BLO `e`j�p lnkre`a oqbbe_eajp10 

are`aj_a pk oqllknp pdaen _]oa/11 

.+ D)I)J) l /3/%0&) >c`f_U NReVc)12 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p sehh ~lkoa ]j qjna]okj]^ha neog pd]p ]13 

`eo_d]nca pk ] oecjebe_]jp cnkqj` s]pan ]mqeban sehh k__qn/� BLO�o ]llhe_]pekj ej`e_]pao pd]p ~lkpajpe]h14 

okqn_ao kb cnkqj`s]pan _kjp]iej]pekj sehh ej_hq`a bqah ]j` du`n]qhe_ ]j` hq^ne_]pekj keho qoa` ej pda15 

klan]pekj ]j` i]ejpaj]j_a kb rade_hao- ^qp ikop eilknp]jphu- pda ]llhe_]pekj kb dan^e_e`ao pk _kjpnkh16 

racap]pekj/� MDBDB Repa Kk_]pekj kb Carahkliajp @llhe_]pekj ]p 26.2/ Hp odkqh` ^a qj]__alp]^ha pk17 

pda CDO pd]p pda `nejgejc s]pan kb I]_gi]j ]j` Lkkoa Qeran odkqh` ^a lkhhqpa` sepd _daie_]ho/18 

19 

+1(+41 :Y) .20' l -) E` L_cVRd`_RS]V 8]eVcReZ`_ `W :]Z^ReV)20 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p i]u naoqhp ej ~qjna]okj]^ha ]hpan]pekj kb21 

_hei]pa/� BLO _h]eio pd]p pda lnkfa_p eo atla_pa` pk na`q_a nacekj]h cnaajdkqoa c]o aieooekjo ej22 

L]oo]_dqoappo ^qp d]o jkp lnk`q_a` are`aj_a pd]p pdeo lnklkoa` pn]joieooekj heja sehh jkp naoqhp ej ]j23 

kran]hh ej_na]oa ej cnaajdkqoa c]o aieooekjo/ Dtlanp _kjoqhp]jpo bnki BLO- Fajan]pkn Hjpanrajkno ]j`24 

MatpDn] ej pda OTB lnk_aa`ejco _kqh` jkp _kjbeni pd]p Gu`nk.Pqa^a_ d]` pda ja_aoo]nu _]l]_epu kb25 

du`nk lksan pk lnkre`a bkn MDBDB�o namqenaiajp pk L]oo]_dqoappo sepdkqp odebpejc oqllhu bnki pdaen26 

kpdan _qopkiano� ]j` ^quejc bkooeh okqn_a` lksan/27 

28 

Sda Cal]npiajp _]j kjhu _kjoe`an sdapdan pdeo lnkfa_p sehh ^ajabep pda _hei]pa dana ej pda op]pa/ Hb29 

MDBDB eo ]hhksa` pk pn]jolena- najas]^ha ajancu lnkfa_po )oq_d ]o okh]n* ej pda op]pa sehh ^a oqllnaooa`-30 

]j` pdanabkna- d]ni L]eja ej na`q_ejc pda op]pa�o cnaajdkqoa c]o aieooekjo/31 

32 

33 
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+1(+41 :Y) .20' l .) E` L_cVRd`_RS]V 8]eVcReZ`_ `W ERefcR] ;cRZ_RXV NRjd)1 

2 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p ~sehh _]qoa ]j qjna]okj]^ha ]hpan]pekj kb3 

j]pqn]h `n]ej]ca s]uo� pdnkqcd eilnklan `n]ej]ca necdp.kb s]u ]j` `n]ej]ca pd]p i]u naoqhp ej ]`ranoa4 

eil]_p pk ]`f]_ajp l]n_aho kb h]j`/ BLO�o ]llhe_]pekj ej`e_]pao pd]p pdaen lnkfa_p sehh _nkoo 226 opna]io-5 

374 saph]j`o- ]j` eil]_p 87/4 ]_nao kb i]lla` saph]j`o/6 

7 

+1(+41 :Y) .20' l0) <c`dZ`_ R_U JVUZ^V_eReZ`_ :`_ec`])8 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p sehh jkp ]`amq]pahu _kjpnkh ankoekj ]j`9 

oa`eiajp]pekj pk lnkpa_p s]pan mq]hepu ]j` seh`heba ]j` beodaneao d]^ep]p/ BLO�o ]llhe_]pekj ej`e_]pao10 

pd]p pdaen lnkfa_p sehh _nkoo 226 opna]io- 374 saph]j`o- ]j` eil]_p 87/4 ]_nao kb i]lla` saph]j`o/11 

12 

+1(+41 :Y) .20' l 1) E` L_cVRd`_RS]V 8UgVcdV <WWVTe `_ JfcWRTV NReVc HfR]Zej)13 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p _kqh` _]qoa pda lkhhqpekj kb oqnb]_a s]pano14 

pdnkqcd ^kpd lkejp ]j` jkj.lkejp okqn_ao kb lkhhqpekj/ BLO�o ]llhe_]pekj ej`e_]pao pd]p pdaen lnkfa_p15 

sehh _nkoo 226 opna]io- 374 saph]j`o- ]j` eil]_p 87/4 ]_nao kb i]lla` saph]j`o/16 

17 

+1(+41 :Y) .20' l 4) 9fWWVc JecZad)18 

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p sehh jkp ]`amq]pahu qpeheva j]pqn]h ^qbban19 

opnelo pk lnkpa_p s]pan mq]hepu- seh`heba d]^ep]p- ]j` reoq]h eil]_po bnki pda lnklkoa` pn]joieooekj heja/20 

@p pdeo peia- ep `kao jkp ]lla]n pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` ^qbbano ]na oqbbe_eajp pk ]rke` pdaoa eil]_po/21 

22 

@hh ej`e_]pekj eo pd]p pdaoa :1.211� opnq_pqnao skqh` `ar]op]pa pda reas oda` kb pkqneopo ej kqn ]na]/23 

Gksaran- bnki pda op]j`lkejp kb h]j`ksjano ]j` p]tl]uano- pdeo ej`qopne]h ejr]oekj kb pdaen reas oda`24 

bnki pdaen lnklanpeao sehh oecjebe_]jphu `ar]hqa pdaen h]j`/ Mkp kjhu eo pdeo nk^^ejc ej`ere`q]ho kb pdaen25 

lkooaooekjo- r]hq]^hao ]j` jap sknpd- ^qp pdeo `acn]`]pekj sehh pn]joh]pa pk ] na`q_pekj ej lnklanpu p]t26 

r]hqa bkn pda pksjo ]j` lh]jp]pekjo/27 

BLO d]o ^n]cca` ]^kqp hksanejc pksan daecdpo/ Ekn ]^qppejc h]j`ksjano- pda kransdahiejc _kj_anj eo28 

jkp kjhu reas oda` ]j` lnklanpu `ar]hq]pekj- ^qp `aal _kj_anj bkn oe_gjaoo ]j` `eoa]oa bnki Bknkj]29 

dqi ]j` aha_pnki]cjape_ bnamqaj_eao/ Saopeikjeao bnki lksanheja re_peio )291� bnki @B LQOQ heja*30 

ej_hq`a pd]p pdau sana 2* qj]^ha pk ohaal ej pda dkqoa- 3* n]`eko skng h]uejc kj pda cn]oo- 4* `]enu _kso31 

opklla` lnk`q_ejc iehg- 5* pdaen ]jei]ho ^a_]ia opaneha- 6* ]jei]ho `ea`- 7* ]`qhpo ]j` _deh`naj cap32 
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odk_ga`37/ Vdaj ]j ejpanrajkn ]oga` ] BLO ata_qpera ]^kqp l]npe_qh]n _]oao- pda ata_qpera oiqchu1 

naolkj`a` pd]p pdau sana hepec]pejc pda oepq]pekj/ Va ]og pda CDO pk op]j` ql bkn pda _epevajo kb L]eja2 

]j` pk `aju ] laniep bkn ]ju opnq_pqna pd]p sehh _]qoa _]j_ano- ohaal `acn]`]pekj ]j` `eonqlpekj kb `]ehu3 

da]hpd kn heba pk ]ju _epevaj/4 

:FDD<EKJ FE EFE(?<8I@E> KFG@:J

+1(+41 :Y) .20' l ,+) :`_ec`] `W E`ZdV)

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p sehh jkp ]`amq]pahu _kjpnkh at_aooera

ajrenkjiajp]h jkeoa bnki _kjopnq_pekj- klan]pekj- ]j` i]ejpaj]j_a kb pda lnklkoa` pn]joieooekj heja

sde_d _kqh` `acn]`a pda da]hpd ]j` sahb]na kb ja]n^u jaecd^kno- heja ]^qppano- @ll]h]_de]j Sn]eh ]j`

kpdan degano- _]ilano oq_d ]o kj Qk_g Okj`- ]j` _]il ksjano kj Lktea Okj`/ Sdeo eo aola_e]hhu pnqa

bkn jkeoa bnki pda pn]joieooekj hejao pdaioahrao- aola_e]hhu `qnejc ej_haiajp sa]pdan/ Sda Bknkj]

dqi- ejdanajp ej pda heja�o klan]pekj eo ] heba ]hpanejc- lnklanpu `ar]hqejc _kj_anj/

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg _qnnajphu aj]_pa` pda Dha_pne_]h Sn]joieooekj Keja Lkn]pkneqi Nn`ej]j_a/ Nja

kb pda i]fkn _kj_anjo bkn pda pksjolaklha eo pda _knne`kn�o jkeoa ]j` aha_pnki]cjape_ bnamqaj_eao ]o

sahh ]o pdaen ]ook_e]pa` da]hpd `aba_po ]j`0kn `eonqlpekj kb jkni]h hebaopuhao/ Qaoe`ajpo _dkkoa pk hera ej

B]n]pqjg ]j` pda cna]pan Ekngo ]na]o eo pda ajrenkjiajp�o oanajepu- pda oehaj_a pd]p j]pqna ^nejco ]j` pda

`]ngjaoo bnki pda ]^oaj_a kb qn^]j hecdpo/ MDBDB skqh` ejr]`a pda oehaj_a sepd epo ejdanajp- _kjop]jp

jkeoa/ Sdeo ranu jkeoa d]o lnarajpa` ohaal bnki naoe`ajpo ej pda E]niejcpkj ]na] sdkoa dkiao ]^qp ]j

@B heja . ]j` MDBDB eo ] iq_d ikna lksanbqh CB heja/

+1(+41 :Y) .20' l ,-) GcVdVcgReZ`_ `W L_fdfR] ERefcR] 8cVRd)

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p sehh d]ni jqiankqo h]j` ]j` s]pan ]na]o

pd]p _kjp]ej j]pqn]h ba]pqnao kb qjqoq]h cakhkce_]h- ^kp]je_]h- vkkhkce_]h- a_khkce_]h- du`nkhkce_]h- kpdan

o_eajpebe_- a`q_]pekj]h- o_aje_- kn na_na]pekj]h oecjebe_]j_a/ BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p sehh eil]_p ]p ha]op

9 `aan sejpanejc ]na]o )55/4 ]_nao* ]j` 23 ejh]j` s]panbksh ]j` s]`ejc ^en` d]^ep]po )33/8 ]_nao*/ Sda

lnkfa_p sehh _nkoo ]j` `acn]`a pda o_aje_]hhu ]j` na_na]pekj]hhu oecjebe_]jp Jajja^a_ Fknca/

@llhe_]pekj i]pane]h ej`e_]pao pd]p pda lnkfa_p ]na] ej_hq`ao pda bkhhksejc n]na lh]jpo; seh` haag- na`.

opaiia` cajpe]j- hkjc.ha]ra` ^hqap- ]j` `nu h]j` oa`ca- ]j` jqiankqo j]pqn]h ]j` `eopejcqeoda` j]pqn]h

_kiiqjepeao/

37 BQSJ | 8- Ce]ja Y]csefj.Bkopkj(o kbbe_e]h OTB paopeikju- 21028029
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@__kn`ejc pk pda Qa_na]pekj]h Gqjpan ]j` @jchan L]ngap Qalknp; L]eja- lnal]na` bkn pda L]eja Nbbe_a

kb Skqneoi ]j` Cal]npiajp kb Hjh]j` Eeodaneao ' Veh`heba )?FF @pp]_diajp @- l]cao 227.228

)aild]oeo ]``a`*- Insights from the Maine licensed and Traveling sportsmen surveys nara]ha` pd]p;

� ~Sda op]pa kb L]eja eo sahh lkoepekja` ]o kja kb pda ~Aaop� `aopej]pekjo ]ikjc L]eja

he_ajoa` dqjpano ]j` ]jchano ]_nkoo ] i]fknepu kb ]ppne^qpao pd]p ]na eilknp]jp pk pdai .n]jcejc

bnki _hei]pa- o]bapu- lne_ejc- ]j` ]iajepeao/ L]eja�o l]npe_qh]n opnajcpdo ]ikjc Sn]rahejc

olknpoiaj ]na epo ]ppn]_pera j]pqn]h oappejc ]j` epo oajoa kb o]bapu/�

� ~Sda op]pa�o j]pqn]h ]iajepeao- ^a]qpu ]j` oajoa kb oa_qnepu kn o]bapu ]na ]hok e`ajpebea` pk

^a ]ikjc pda ikop eilknp]jp _d]n]_paneope_o kb ] oepa pd]p dqjpano ]j` ]jchano o]u ]na eilknp]jp

sdaj i]gejc pda `a_eoekj pk dqjp kn beod/ ~

� ~Sda ]^qj`]j_a kb c]ia ola_eao ]j` pda ]^ehepu pk p]ncap j]pera lklqh]pekjo ]na _nepe_]h

b]_pkno pd]p ejbhqaj_a `aopej]pekj _dke_ao/ L]eja Cal]npiajp kb Hjh]j` Eeodaneao ' Veh`heba

oqllknpo i]j]caiajp ]j` _kjoanr]pekj abbknpo ]eia` ]p i]ejp]ejejc da]hpdu lklqh]pekjo kb

j]pera ola_eao/ ~

� ~Hjpanaopejchu- kja kb pda gau `aopej]pekj b]_pkno bkn dqjpano ]j` ]jchano eo pda naikpajaoo

kb pda hk_]pekj/ Gksaran- pn]rah `eop]j_a ]hok b]_pkno ejpk pdaen `a_eoekj/ Sda cakcn]lde_]h oeva

]j` pn]rah `eop]j_a pk pda ikna naikpa ]na]o _]j ^a ] _d]hhajca pk ^nejc olknpoiaj pk pda op]pa/

@ikjc pn]rahejc olknpoiaj- ep i]u ^a eilknp]jp pk decdhecdp kpdan oanre_ao ej pda ]na] bkn

jkjolknpoiaj pk ejbhqaj_a pda pn]rah `a_eoekj/�

.3 D)I)J) l /3+(;%-&) J`Z] Vc`dZ`_)

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO�o lnklkoa` lnkfa_p i]u _]qoa qjna]okj]^ha ankoekj kb okeh kn

oa`eiajp ]j` i]u qjna]okj]^hu ejde^ep pda j]pqn]h pn]joban kb okeh bnki pda pannaopne]h pk pda i]neja kn

bnaods]pan ajrenkjiajp/

@^aRTed e` DRZ_V IV_VhRS]V <_VcXj

Rdkqh` BLO ^a cn]jpa` pda MDBDB- L]eja�o ajancu cne` sehh ^a hk_ga` ql- ]j` bqpqna najas]^ha

ajancu lnkfa_po oq_d ]o B]n]pqjg(o okh]n b]ni skqh` ^a lnarajpa`/ Vepd pda ]llnkr]h kb MDBDB- jas

okqn_ao skqh` ^a dej`ana` ]j` _qnnajp re]^ha ajancu _kjpn]_po skqh` ^a napena` sepd L]eja fk^o hkop/

Sda kjhu ajpepeao ^ajabepejc bnki MDBDB eo BLO- L]oo]_dqoappo ]j` Gu`nk.Pqa^a_/

KZe]V' IZXYe `c @_eVcVde

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg ^ahearao pd]p BLO `kao jkp d]ra bqhh necdp- pepha- ]j` ejpanaop ej pda ajpena

lnklkoa` _knne`kn/ Sda opna]io- nerano ]j` pda UHDVR ^ahkjc pk pda laklha/ BLO iecdp ksj iq_d kb

pda h]j` . ]ncq]^hu l]e` bkn ^u L]eja n]pal]uano | ^qp pdau `k jkp d]ra pda necdp pk opa]h pda _d]n]_pan kb

pda h]j`o kn pda o_aje_ reaso/

>cVV_Y`fdV >Rd R_U :]Z^ReV 9V_VWZe
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Sda gau lkejp eo pd]p MDBDB sehh jkp na`q_a cnaajdkqoa c]o/ Sda Cal]npiajp iqop bej` ] r]he`

ajrenkjiajp]h ^ajabep ^abkna ]qpdknevejc pda `aopnq_pekj kb ] da]hpdu beodanu- saph]j`- seh`heba ]j`

pkqneoi ]na]/ Gksaran- MDBDB lnkre`ao jk _hei]pa ^ajabep ]o atlanp sepjaooao ]j` ejpanrajkno d]ra

nara]ha`/

Sda L]oo]_dqoappo @ppknjau Fajan]h oq^ieppa` paopeikju bnki atlanp Ca]j L/ Lqnldu pk pda

L]oo]_dqoappo Cal]npiajp kb Oq^he_ Tpehepeao op]pejc pd]p MDBDB `kao jkp iaap pda _ha]j ajancu

op]j`]n`o bkn pdaen Ra_pekj 94C QEO ^a_]qoa ep skqh` jkp ^a ~jas�/

`@IF QSPQPTFE DPOUSBDUT$ BT XSJUUFO$ EP OPU FOTVSF UIBU UIF =VBMJGJFE 2MFBO 4OFSHZ BDRVJSFE WJB

UIF DPOUSBDUT XJMM DPNQSJTF GVMMZ JODSFNFOUBM FOFSHZ EFMJWFSJFT JOUP ;FX 4OHMBOE$ BT UIF >5<

TQFDJGJFE& @IF >5< SFRVJSFE UIBU UIF =VBMJGJFE 2MFBO 4OFSHZ VOEFS UIF DPOUSBDU TIPVME CF

JODSFNFOUBM UP "J&F&$ JO BEEJUJPO UP# UIF IZESPFMFDUSJD FOFSHZ UIBU 7= IBT EFMJWFSFE UP ;FX

4OHMBOE IJTUPSJDBMMZ$ PS UIBU XPVME PUIFSXJTF CF FYQFDUFE UP CF EFMJWFSFE& @IF QSPQPTFE

DPOUSBDUT JNQMFNFOU NVDI XFBLFS SFRVJSFNFOUT GPS JODSFNFOUBMJUZ BOE XPVME BMMPX NPTU "BOE

QPUFOUJBMMZ BMM# PG UIF DPOUSBDU FOFSHZ EFMJWFSFE UP TVCTUJUVUF GPS IJTUPSJDBM EFMJWFSJFT "?FF

@pp]_diajp A- l]ca 6*&

Ln/ Lqnldu bqnpdan paopebeao pd]p fqop ^a_]qoa pdana ]na jas pn]joieooekj hejao ]r]eh]^ha- pdana eo jk

namqenaiajp bkn jas _ha]j ajancu/

Gksaran- ianahu ]``ejc pn]joieooekj `kao jkp ajoqna pd]p _ha]j ajancu `aheraneao sehh ^a ej_naiajp]h

nah]pera pk deopkne_]h `aheraneao- qjhaoo pda _kjpn]_po atlhe_ephu namqena pdeo/ @o pda lnklkoa` _kjpn]_po ]na

sneppaj- pd]p sehh jkp ja_aoo]nehu ^a pda _]oa< _ha]j ajancu `aheraneao _kqh` ^a b]n haoo pd]j bqhhu

ej_naiajp]h ]j` opehh o]peobu pda namqenaiajpo kb pda 21 lnklkoa` _kjpn]_po )Raa @pp]_diajp A- l]ca 27*/

Vepd nac]n`o pk cnaajdkqoa c]o ^ajabep- Ln/ Lqnldu _ha]nhu atlh]ejo pd]p GP skqh` eilhaiajp

~naokqn_a odqbbhejc� kn cnaajs]odejc- naoqhpejc ej MN cnaajdkqoa c]o na`q_pekj ]o ] naoqhp kb MDBDB/

P/ Lqop pda _kjpn]_po namqena bqhh ej_naiajp]hepu bkn pda 94C _ha]j ajancu pk _na]pa pda `aoena`

kbboap pk cnaajdkqoa c]o aieooekjo>

@/ Draj eb pda lnklkoa` _kjpn]_po namqena` ajancu `aheraneao pk ^a bqhhu ej_naiajp]h- pdeo skqh`

jkp ja_aoo]nehu cq]n]jpaa pd]p FGF aieooekjo skqh` `a_na]oa ^u ]j ]ikqjp _knnaolkj`ejc pk

pda Pq]hebea` Bha]j Djancu kb pda _kjpn]_p/ Hj_naiajp]hepu eo `abeja` ej pda QEO kjhu sepd

naola_p pk `aheraneao ejpk Mas Djch]j`- sdeha FGF aieooekjo iqop ^a ia]oqna` ]p ] chk^]h

harah/ Hp skqh` ^a lkooe^ha- ]p ha]op ej lnej_elha- pk o]peobu pda namqenaiajpo kb bqhh ej_naiajp]hepu
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)e/a/ - pda Pq]hebea` Bha]j Djancu eo ej_naiajp]h pk pda bqhh deopkne_]h ]ran]ca `aheraneao ejpk Mas

Djch]j`*- ]j` opehh jkp kbboap ] _knnaolkj`ejc ]ikqjp kb chk^]h FGF aieooekjo/ Sdeo _kqh`

d]llaj pdnkqcd naokqn_a odqbbhejc} na]ooecjiajp kb ] beta` ]ikqjp kb _ha]j ajancu ok ]o pk

ej_na]oa pda _ha]j ajancu `aherana` pk ] l]npe_qh]n `aopej]pekj sepdkqp ej_na]oejc pda pkp]h ]ikqjp

kb _ha]j ajancu kran]hh/

Ekn ejop]j_a- sepd pda jas MDBDB pn]joieooekj hejg- eb GP ej_na]oa` `aheraneao ejpk Mas

Djch]j` ^u pda _kjpn]_po� :/66 SVd nah]pera pk deopkne_]h Mas Djch]j` `aheraneao- pdeo skqh`

]_deara bqhh ej_naiajp]hepu ]o `abeja` ej pda QEO/ Aqp eb GP ]__kilheoda` pdeo ^u na`q_ejc epo

atlknpo pk kpdan jaecd^knejc nacekjo n]pdan pd]j ^u ej_na]oejc _ha]j ajancu cajan]pekj kran]hh-

pdaj chk^]h FGF aieooekjo skqh` jkp ja_aoo]nehu ^a na`q_a`/ Ceranpejc _ha]j ajancu bnki

kpdan nacekjo pk Mas Djch]j` skqh` aj]^ha ] na`q_pekj ej bkooeh cajan]pekj ]j` aieooekjo sepdej

Mas Djch]j`- ^qp pda na`q_a` `aheraneao pk kpdan nacekjo i]u jaa` pk ^a nalh]_a` ^u ]``epekj]h

bkooeh cajan]pekj ej pdkoa nacekjo/ Sdeo skqh` abba_perahu oq^opepqpa bkooeh cajan]pekj ej kpdan

nacekjo bkn bkooeh cajan]pekj ej Mas Djch]j`- odebpejc aieooekjo bnki kja nacekj pk ]jkpdan-

sepdkqp _]qoejc ] i]pane]h `a_na]oa )pda ]_pq]h eil]_p skqh` `alaj` kj pda nah]pera aieooekjo

ejpajoepeao kb a]_d nacekj/* )Raa @pp]_diajp A- - l]ca 27.28*

=& AIBU XPVME CF SFRVJSFE UP FOTVSF B SFEVDUJPO JO 676 FNJTTJPOT/

0& ^^^8NQPSUBOUMZ$ JU NVTU JOWPMWF PWFSBMM HMPCBM FNJTTJPOT SFEVDUJPOT$ OPU SFEVDUJPOT JO POF

SFHJPO PS TFDUPS UIBU NJHIU CF PGGTFU CZ B DPSSFTQPOEJOH JODSFBTF UIBU JT USJHHFSFE FMTFXIFSF$ PS

SFEVDUJPOT UIBU XPVME IBWF PDDVSSFE SFHBSEMFTT PG UIF QSPQPTFE BDUJPO "?FF @pp]_diajp A-

l]ca 28*&

Gu`nk.Pqa^a_ d]o jkp _kjbenia` kn lnkraj ej ]ju kb L]eja�o lnk_aa`ejco pd]p pda _kil]ju ]_pq]hhu

d]o pda ]``epekj]h _]l]_epu pk lnkre`a pdeo du`nklksan/ Hj b]_p- GP d]o _kiieppa` pk qpehevejc ateopejc

b]_ehepeao pk oqllhu MDBDB _kjpn]_pa` ajancu/

=& 3P UIF QSPQPTFE DPOUSBDUT SFRVJSF UIF FOFSHZ UP CF BEEJUJPOBM JO UIJT TFOTF PG PGGTFUUJOH

676T HMPCBMMZ/

0& ;P$ OPU OFDFTTBSJMZ& 7= IBT DPNNJUUFE UP VTJOH FYJTUJOH 7=<> GBDJMJUJFT UP TVQQMZ UIF

DPOUSBDUFE FOFSHZ& 8G UIFTF GBDJMJUJFT XFSF TQJMMJOH TJHOJGJDBOU BNPVOUT PG XBUFS EVF UP

USBOTNJTTJPO DPOTUSBJOUT UIBU XPVME CF SFMJFWFE CZ UIF ;4242 USBOTNJTTJPO$ PS JG 7ZESP%=V\CFD

VOEFSUPPL JOWFTUNFOUT UP FYQBOE JUT TZTUFN_UP JODSFBTF PVUQVU GSPN FYJTUJOH GBDJMJUJFT PS BEE
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OFX HFOFSBUJPO PS TUPSBHF DBQBCJMJUZ_UIFO B QPSUJPO PG UIF HFOFSBUJPO NBZ CF DPOTJEFSFE

BEEJUJPOBM& 1VU UIF DPOUSBDUT EP OPU SFRVJSF UIJT$ OPS IBT 7= JOEJDBUFE UIBU JU JT UIF DBTF "?FF

@pp]_diajp A- l]ca 29*/

Hj pda Dta_qpera Rqii]nu kb pda Djancuvp @`reokno nalknp; FQDDMV@RGHMF @MC B@QANM

DLHRRHNMR; TMCDQRS@MCHMF SGD SQTD HLO@BSR NE MDV DMFK@MC BKD@M DMDQFX

BNMMDBS- atlanpo bqnpdan _kjbeni pd]p pda _kjpn]_po ]hhks Gu`nk.Pqa^a_ pk odebp ateopejc atlknpo ejpk

Mas Djch]j` pk oqllhu MDBDB ]p ] decdan lne_a/

7ZESP%=V\CFD IBT B GJOBODJBM JODFOUJWF UP TFMM BT NVDI FYDFTT FOFSHZ UIBU JU DBO$ TVCKFDU UP

XBUFS BOE HFOFSBUJPO DPOTUSBJOUT$ BOE EJWFSU FYQPSUT GSPN PUIFS NBSLFUT JOUP ;4242 UP BDIJFWF

B IJHIFS QSJDF& 6JWFO JUT TZTUFN DIBSBDUFSJTUJDT BOE QSPGJU HPBMT$ 7ZESP%=V\CFD DPVME FWFO

QVSDIBTF FOFSHZ GSPN PUIFS NBSLFUT EVSJOH MPX%QSJDFE IPVST JO PSEFS UP SFUBJO FOFSHZ JO UIF

GPSN PG XBUFS XBJUJOH JO JUT SFTFSWPJST GPS TVCTFRVFOU TBMF BU IJHIFS QSJDFT UP ;FX 4OHMBOE

UISPVHI ;4242& 5VSUIFSNPSF$ UIF TJHOJGJDBOU JOGMPX WJB B ($)'' :A USBOTNJTTJPO MJOF JOUP

:BJOF DPVME BEWFSTFMZ BGGFDU UIF FDPOPNJD QSPTQFDUT GPS :BJOF SFOFXBCMFT$ XIJDI BSF MJLFMZ UP

CF EFGFSSFE PS EFMBZFE BT B SFTVMU PG UIF QSPKFDUbT JNQBDUT PO UIF MPDBM USBOTNJTTJPO OFUXPSL&

@IF OFU SFTVMU XPVME CF B NJOJNBM JNQBDU PO FGGPSUT UP SFEVDF UPUBM DBSCPO FNJTTJPOT&

;4242 DPVME EJWFSU FOFSHZ TBMFT GSPN BOPUIFS NBSLFU JOUP ;FX 4OHMBOE. TIJGUJOH GMPXT CFUXFFO

NBSLFUT NBZ OPU SFEVDF UPUBM HSFFOIPVTF HBT FNJTTJPOT BOE DPVME FWFO JODSFBTF UPUBM DBSCPO

JOKFDUJPOT JOUP UIF BUNPTQIFSF& "?FF 0UUBDINFOU 2$ QBHFT +%,#

7ZESP%=V\CFDbT QSPQPTBM JO SFTQPOTF UP UIF :BTTBDIVTFUUT 2MFBO 4OFSHZ >5< FYQMJDJUMZ TUBUFT

UIBU JU XPVME TVQQMZ FOFSHZ UP ;4242 GSPN FYJTUJOH HFOFSBUJPO SFTPVSDFT$ BOE OPU GSPN OFX

TPVSDFT PG SFOFXBCMF FOFSHZ EFWFMPQFE UP TFSWF UIF MJOF& 6JWFO UIBU 7ZESP=V\CFD XPVME

NBYJNJ[F JUT FYQPSUT XJUIPVU ;4242 BOE TFMM XIBUFWFS FYDFTT FOFSHZ UIBU JU IBE JOUP FYUFSOBM

NBSLFUT$ 7ZESP%=V\CFD XPVME TVQQMZ ;4242 CZ TJNQMZ TIJGUJOH UIPTF FYQPSUT JOUP ;FX 4OHMBOE

WJB ;4242 BU B IJHIFS DPOUSBDUFE QSJDF& @IJT TIJGU JO FOFSHZ GMPXT DPVME DSFBUF BO PGGTFUUJOH

JNQBDU JO UIF PUIFS NBSLFUT XIJDI XPVME IBWF UP QSPEVDF SFQMBDFNFOU FOFSHZ$ QPUFOUJBMMZ

SFTVMUJOH JO PGGTFUUJOH DBSCPO FNJTTJPOT& AIJMF :BJOF QPXFS QMBOUT XPVME CF GPSDFE UP TIVU%

EPXO UP BDDPNNPEBUF FOFSHZ GMPXJOH JOUP ;4242$ GPTTJM GVFM QMBOUT JO PUIFS NBSLFUT "JODMVEJOH

PJM$ OBUVSBM HBT BOE DPBM VOJUT#$ XPVME GJSF%VQ JO SFTQPOTF UP 7ZESP%=V\CFDbT TIJGUJOH JUT FOFSHZ

TBMFT$ OFHBUJOH BOZ QPUFOUJBM DMJNBUF CFOFGJUT&
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7ZESP%=VFCFD DBO BOE EPFT CVZ FOFSHZ GSPN MPX%QSJDFE NBSLFUT BOE UIFO TFMMT JUT `DMFBO

FOFSHZa BU B IJHIFS QSJDF JOUP PUIFS NBSLFUT$ QPUFOUJBMMZ DSFBUJOH B TJNJMBS JNQBDU PO DBSCPO

FNJTTJPOT JO UIF BUNPTQIFSF BT JG 7ZESP%=V\CFD XFSF HFOFSBUJOH QPXFS GSPN GPTTJM GVFMT

EJSFDUMZ& "?FF @pp]_diajp B- l]ca 25*

Sda Cal]npiajp odkqh` ^a ikop _kj_anja` sepd L]eja�o cnaajdkqoa c]o na`q_pekj- ]j` ej b]_p- MDBDB

sehh ^a lnarajpejc L]eja ksj najas]^ha ajancu ajpepeao bnki i]gejc pda ja_aoo]nu opne`ao ej pdeo ]na]/

@__kn`ejc pk pda Djancvp nalknp- ]j` ]o i]ju kb pda ejpanrajkno d]ra ^aaj op]pejc- MDBDB sehh bhkk`

]j` hk_g ql pda L]eja ajancu cne`/ Mkp kjhu `kao pdeo ejbhe_p iq_d d]ni kj L]eja�o ]^ehepu pk na`q_a

cnaajdkqoa c]o ]j` lnkre`a _hei]pa _d]jca ^ajabep- ^qp ep ]hok oapo ^]_g pda Rp]pa bkn ua]no pk _kia/

;4242 XPVME TVQQSFTT UIF EFWFMPQNFOU PG OFX SFOFXBCMF FOFSHZ HFOFSBUJPO JO :BJOF XIJDI$

JO DPOUSBTU UP 7ZESP%=V\CFDbT NBSLFU%TXJUDIJOH TUSBUFHZ$ BDUVBMMZ DPVME MPXFS HSFFOIPVTF HBT

FNJTTJPOT BOE QSPWJEF NPSF MPDBM KPCT BOE FDPOPNJD CFOFGJUT UIBO ;4242&

Sda Sksj kb B]n]pqjg kbbano ] lneia at]ilha kb pdeo oqllnaooekj kb jas najas]^ha ajancu cajan]pekj/

Hj Iqhu kb 3128- B]n]pqjg s]o ]llnk]_da` ^u MatpDn] bkn ] okh]n b]ni )hk_]pa` ej B]n]pqjg ]j` pda

Sksj kb Lko_ks* ej naolkjoa pk pda L]oo]_dqoappo 94C QEO/ Sda Sksj oqllknpa` pdeo lnkfa_p ]o ep

skqh` i]ga ckk` qoa kb ateopejc h]j`- bknianhu gjksj ]o pda TR @E Q]`]n Rp]pekj< ep skqh` _na]pa

bqhhpeia fk^o ]j` p]t narajqa sepd jk ]`ranoa eil]_p/ Gksaran- sepd pda lnaoaj_a kb MDBDB�o CB

heja- pdeo MDV najas]^ha ajancu lnkfa_p skqh` ^a lnarajpa`- ^]nna` bnki _kjja_pejc pk pda L]eja

ajancu cne`/

Hp eo _nepe_]h pd]p pda Cal]npiajp ]j` op]pa ]caj_eao laniep ]j ajrenkjiajp pd]p oqllknpo L]eja.^]oa`

najas]^ha ajancu lnkfa_po ]o pdaoa ]na pda aj`a]rkno sde_d sehh naoqhp ej cnaajdkqoa c]o na`q_pekjo bkn

kqn op]pa ]j` nacekj ]o sahh ]o ailhkuaa L]eja _epevajo ]j` lnkre`a cna]pan ajrenkjiajp]h ^ajabep/
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MAINE PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION 
AUGUSTA, MAINE 

IN RE: ) 
) Docket No. 2017-232 
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CONFERENCE COMMENCED (January 9, 2019, 9:05 a.m.) 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Good morning.  This is a hearing in 

PUC docket 2017-00232 which is Central Maine Power Company's 

request for approval of a CPCN for the New England Clean Energy 

Connect.  Let's start with appearances from the parties with 

the Public Advocate, please. 

MS. WYMAN:  Liz Wyman, Office of the Public Advocate. 

MR. BRYANT:  Eric Bryant with the Office of the 

Public Advocate. 

MR. HOBBINS:  Barry Hobbins, Public Advocate. 

MR. LANDRY:  Andrew Landry from Preti Flaherty on 

behalf of the Industrial Energy Consumer Group. 

B. SMITH:  Ben Smith on behalf of Western Mountains & 

Rivers Corporation. 

MR. TURNER:  Phelps Turner, Conservation Law 

Foundation. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Thorn Dickinson, Avangrid Networks. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Eric Stinneford, Central Maine 

Power. 

MR. ESCUDERO:  Bernardo Escudero, Avangrid Networks. 

MR. PEACO:  Dan Peaco, Daymark Energy Advisors on 

behalf of Central Maine Power. 

MR. BOWER:  Jeff Bower with Daymark Energy Advisors 

on behalf of Central Maine Power. 

D. SMITH:  Doug Smith with Daymark Energy Advisors on 
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behalf of Central Maine Power Company. 

MS. TRACY:  Sarah Tracy with Pierce Atwood on behalf 

of Central Maine Power. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Jared des Rosiers from Pierce 

Atwood on behalf of Central Maine Power. 

MR. MURPHY:  Brian Murphy on behalf of NextEra Energy 

Resources. 

MS. OLFENE:  Amy Olfene of Drummond Woodsum on behalf 

of NextEra Energy Resources. 

MS. ELY:  Sue Ely, Natural Resources Council of 

Maine. 

MS. KELLY:  Dot Kelly, Phippsburg, Maine. 

MS. BODELL:  Tanya Bodell from Energyzt on behalf of 

the generator interveners. 

MR. SHOPE:  John Shope, Foley Hoag on behalf of the 

generator interveners which are Calpine Corporation, Vistra 

Energy Corporation, and Bucksport Generation, LLC. 

MR. BARTLETT:  Steve Bartlett, Foley Hoag on behalf 

of the generator interveners. 

MR. FLUMERFELT:  John Flumerfelt, Calpine 

Corporation. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, witnesses on the panel have 

been sworn in.  Oh, I'm sorry, appearances from the phone, 

parties in the case? 

MS. CARUSO:  Elizabeth Caruso the town of Caratunk. 
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MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Any other party in the case 

on the phone?  Okay, let's proceed then.  As I mentioned, this 

panel has been sworn in in this proceeding so we'll proceed 

with the questioning from NextEra. 

MR. MURPHY:  Thank you, and good morning, panel.  

Similar to when we had the technical conference, I put together 

a booklet with tabs on it that I'll go through.  Hopefully 

it'll make it easier for you all and for me.  And in the first 

tab is part of your application.  I'm going to ask you some 

foundational questions on that first tab.  And NEC (sic) is a 

high-voltage direct current or HVDC transmission line, correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  And NECEC is a high-voltage direct 

current line designed to deliver 1,200 megawatts of energy.  Is 

that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  And it's also using the voltage source 

converter or VSC technology? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  And it's approximately, in the Maine 

portion of the line, 145 miles? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  In your September 2017 petition filed 

with the Commission, CMP explained that the transmission line 

was to be constructed and operated as an overhead transmission 
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line. 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  And since then, on October 22nd, 2018, 

CMP filed documents indicating that it was amending its Maine 

Department of Environmental Protection application to include 

an underground crossing of the upper Kennebec River. 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  The underground crossing of the Kennebec 

River will bury the transmission line for approximately one 

mile? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  At the November 28, 2018 technical 

conference, I asked if CMP had considered routing the 

underground -- excuse me, considered routing the transmission 

underground for the 53 miles of green field corridor and 

whether they had considered that in the same way they 

considered routing under the Kennebec River.  And the answer I 

received from Mr. Dickinson was that you did not consider in 

the same manner.  Do you recall providing that answer? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I do. 

MR. MURPHY:  And therefore, just to make sure we're 

all on the same page, it's currently the company's proposal 

that the HVDC line will be approximately one mile underground 

and 144 miles overhead. 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 
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MR. MURPHY:  Now moving to tab four, this is NextEra 

Hearing Exhibit 19 which is CMP's competitive intelligence 

presentation on the TDD -- excuse me, the TDI HVDC line.  On 

page one of the presentation, you'll see that the TDI HVDC line 

proposes to deliver a thousand megawatts of Hydro-Quebec energy 

into Vermont.  Do you see that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  And also on that first page of the CMP 

presentation, the TDI Vermont line is approximately 154 miles 

long.  Is that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  And of the 154 miles, approximately a 

hundred miles of that line is to be routed under water and 54 

miles of that line is to be buried underground which is also in 

this presentation. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  And the TDI line is also using the same 

technology that you all are using which is the VSC HVDC 

technology.  It's not on that page, but if you recall. 

MR. DICKINSON:  I do remember that, yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  And do you also recall that the 

line that is the subject of this competitive intelligence is 

fully permitted?  Or they represent that they're fully 

permitted. 

MR. DICKINSON:  They represent that they're fully 
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permitted. 

MR. MURPHY:  Thank you.  And then on tab six, this is 

information about Northern Pass, and it's fair to say that the 

panel is aware of the Northern Pass transmission line. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  And that is another HVDC line that is 

proposed to deliver 190 megawatts of Hydro-Quebec energy into 

New Hampshire.  Correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I believe you meant 1,090 not 190.  

You said 190. 

MR. MURPHY:  Oh, thank you.  1,090 just to make the 

record clear.  I appreciate that.  Is that correct, 1,090? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, that's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Thank you.  And of that -- I'm sorry.  

And then next question is are you also aware that the Northern 

Pass line on the U.S. side is approximately 192 miles in 

length? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  And of that 192 miles, Northern Pass 

proposes to bury approximately 60 miles of that line. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  And are you also aware that the New 

Hampshire siting evaluation committee denied Northern Pass's 

application for a siting and facility certificate last year? 
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MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I am. 

MR. MURPHY:  Now tab seven is the New York Connect 

project, and, Mr. Dickinson, you worked on that project, 

correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  And am I correct to say that was a 244-

mile HVDC line that was proposed to be buried? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  Now in your application, is it also 

correct to say that you proposed to bury the HVDC line so that 

line losses would be reduced and aesthetics and health-based 

concerns eliminated? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I'm sorry, could you repeat the 

second part of that? 

MR. MURPHY:  Sure.  In your application, is it 

correct to say that you stated one of the purposes to bury the 

HVDC line was to reduce line losses and eliminate the concerns 

regarding aesthetics and health? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I'll object to the question to the 

extent it refers to an application.  I don't believe there's 

been a foundation laid that any application was filed with 

respect to that project, Connect New York. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  We're talking about tab seven.  

Do you recognize the application that you worked on? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, if I -- it would be helpful for 
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me to remember exactly what the date of this is, but I believe 

this is from an RFI response from New York, you know, I think a 

number of years ago, but it was a response for ideas from New 

York about the different risks and challenges they saw 

associated with the development of a more vibrant energy 

infrastructure and -- 

MR. MURPHY:  That's my understanding as well.  So if 

you go three pages in on tab seven, and under the title The 

Connect New York Option, and if you go to the first paragraph, 

the last sentence, and that's what I was paraphrasing.  "By 

burying an efficient underground DC volt transmission line, 

line losses will be reduced, aesthetics and health-based 

concerns eliminated." 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I think the line losses refer 

specifically to a DC project.  The burying portion relates to 

concerns that we knew existed in the Hudson Valley region 

associated with aesthetic and health-based concerns.  And there 

were already proposed above-ground AC transmission projects to 

alleviate -- this is essentially a project that's fundamental 

purpose was to alleviate the central east constraint in New 

York where there's a significant amount of congestion.  We were 

-- we had this specific idea as a competitor to other ideas 

that we saw as being out there.  Those other ideas were 

overhead projects.  And by utilizing the thruway, we had a 

corridor that was pre-disturbed.  Obviously that corridor would 
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not have allowed for an overhead line to go right along the -- 

back and forth across the thruway, but a buried line through a 

portion of land that had already been disturbed by the thruway 

we believed was another alternative that the state would 

consider.  Of course, as you probably know from looking at 

this, that in the end, the state decided not to consider this 

project within that context. 

MR. MURPHY:  Go to tab eight, and throughout my 

questioning -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Brian, I just want to follow up on 

that.  So is your testimony that burying the underground DC 

line does not, in and of itself, reduce losses? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I'd have to go to my -- the -- 

my engineering folks to tell me a little bit more about it, but 

the prime benefit of the losses comes, I believe, from the 

actual difference between DC and AC and the reduction in line 

losses. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, thank you.  Sorry. 

MR. MURPHY:  No problem.  Go to tab eight, and 

throughout my questioning, again to make it easier on myself 

and you all, I've taken parts of your testimony.  And if you 

need to refer to more than the parts that I've taken, you know, 

feel free to, but the first part are pages 15 through 17 of the 

panel's rebuttal testimony.  And on page 15 at lines (sic) 18, 

you state that CMP has executed a finding memorandum of 
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understanding, or MOU, with Western Mountains & Rivers 

Corporation.  Do you see that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I do. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  Turning to the next page, which 

is 16, on lines three through seven, you state the MOU commits 

CMP to an initial donation of $250,000.  Is that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  And for your own purposes, on tab nine, 

I have attached the MOU.  So if you need to reference the MOU, 

feel free to do that.  You also state that there is an 

additional 250,000 -- or 50,000 over five years should be paid 

pursuant to the MOU.  Isn't that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Now turning to page 17, lines one 

through three, you state that if the high-voltage DC line 

crosses the Kennebec Gorge underground, CMP agrees to 

contribute five to $10 million.  Am I reading that correctly? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  And as we've already discussed, you've 

agreed to route the high-voltage DC line under Kennebec Gorge, 

right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Now doing some math, given that you have 

agreed to route the transmission line under the Kennebec Gorge, 

in the event -- this is the words from the MOU if you need to 
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check it -- in the event you attain all your permits, license, 

and approvals, then, under the MOU, you are committed to 

provide Western Mountains a total of, my read is, 5.5 to $10.5 

million in payments.  Does that sound correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct.  Obviously it doesn't 

include the other commitments that are in the MOU, but that's 

correct from a dollar perspective. 

MR. MURPHY:  Is it also correct that CMP has not 

executed any other similar MOUs or agreements like the one it 

executed with Western Mountains & Rivers? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Now going back to tab four, which is the 

TDI presentation, we'll go to page four.  And here there are a 

bunch of bullets, and part of my questions are about the 

bullets and also clarifications about the bullets, and I want 

to just make sure that the record's clear about what the 

presentation says and doesn't say.  Now if we go to the 

presentation, the third bullet from the top indicates that the 

TDI line agreed to pay a minimum of $280 million over 40 years.  

Do you see that bullet?  It's under community funding, second 

bullet, third bullet starts with "The agreement was filed." 

MR. DICKINSON:  I see that. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  And this is where I want to make 

sure the record's clear.  I think we'll be on the same page but 

want to make sure.  The next three bullets are not additive to 
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the 283 million.  Actually they describe what's in the 283 

million.  And I have the CLF agreements and other information, 

but is that your recollection as well?  And take your time.  I 

do think those are not in addition to, but -- or subcategories 

of the 283.  And if you want to take it subject to check, I'm 

happy with that. 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's probably the better way to do 

it.  I'll take that subject to check. 

MR. MURPHY:  So if, subject to check, you agree with 

me those are subcategories, one example is the bullet that's 

right underneath the third bullet, the fourth bullet.  It 

starts 109 million.  And one of these subcategories is the 109 

million that would be contributed to a fund to provide 

renewable energy generation in Vermont.  That's what your 

presentation says, correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  Also on this page, the very last 

bullet, it explains that TDI agreed to $136 million payment to 

be used to reduce electric rates.  That's what your 

presentation says, correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Just simple math, adding the 283 to the 

136 million, I come up with total commitments for TDI in these 

agreements of $419 million.  Does that math sound correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That sounds correct. 
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MR. MURPHY:  Now going to tab 14, this is the 

Northern Pass bid, an excerpt from that.  And you'll see under 

number three, need for New Hampshire to receive unique benefits 

for hosting the project, I'm just going to focus on two 

bullets.  And the first bullet that I'll focus on is the second 

one entitled Forward New Hampshire Fund.  Do you see that 

bullet? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  And according to this bid, Northern 

Pass, through the Forward New Hampshire Fund, commits $200 

million to fund New Hampshire priorities in the areas of 

community betterment, clean energy innovation, economic 

development, tourism, etc.  Is that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  And if you go two more bullets, 

Northern Pass also committed to a northern county job creation 

fund for $7.5 million. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  That's what they're representing.  So 

taking those two numbers together, I come up with approximate 

$207 million that Northern Pass has stated it's committed to 

New Hampshire. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Now I'd like to go to tab 15.  And in 

tab 15, I have excerpts from three bids into 83D, the NECEC 
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bid, the TDI bid, and the Northern Pass bid.  And I'm just 

going to walk through.  If you go three pages in, this is a CMP 

bid which commits $50 million to be paid over 40 years to 

Massachusetts low-income program if you're selected and awarded 

and receive all your approvals? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  And if we continue two more pages, see 

that TDI, under what they're calling Section 13.3.2, commits to 

$20 million over 20 years. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  And then if we go another two pages, 

Northern Pass -- I read this to state that Northern Pass is 

committing only to $10 million over 20 years for the low -- 

Massachusetts low-income program. 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Go to tab 16.  Again, this is an excerpt 

from the panel's rebuttal testimony.  On page nine at line 18 

of the rebuttal testimony, you state that the Massachusetts EDC 

transmission service rates are fixed.  Is that correct?  Do you 

see that on line 18? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  And then later on page nine, you 

state at lines 19 through 20, that because the transmission 

service rates are fixed, that CMP bears the cost risk if ISO 

New England determines that additional system upgrades are 
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required.  Do you see that statement? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, that's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Thank you.  Now turning to tab 17 which 

is CMP's response to NextEra data or information request 002-

012.  In this response, the second sentence, you repeat again 

that the transmission service agreement rates are fixed.  Do 

you see that statement? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  Then in the next sentence, you 

state that in developing the TSA fixed rates, CMP made certain 

assumptions regarding required system upgrades and the CCIS 

upgrades and their associated cost based on your studies.  Do 

you see that statement? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  The next sentence indicates that you 

included a level of contingency in the TSA fixed rate to 

account for the potential that the final cost associated with 

the system and CCIS system upgrades are greater than that 

estimate.  Do you see that statement? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, I do. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  Now let's go back to tab 16 and 

the last page on tab 16.  This is, again, an excerpt from your 

rebuttal testimony.  Now this is page 14 and I would direct you 

to lines 15 through 17 where it states that ISO New England is 

expected to complete additional -- the additional system impact 
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study by August 2019 and the Section I.3.9 approval process by 

October of 2019.  Do you see those statements? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  Now does it follow then that CMP will 

not know the certainty of whether the contingency we discussed 

with the TSA fixed rate will be sufficient for the additional 

ISO system upgrades until the October -- August -- I'm sorry, 

the August or October timeframe?  Let me restate that.  It was 

a little choppy.  Does it follow that CMP will not know the 

certainty of whether the contingency you set aside for the 

additional ISO system upgrades, or the potential for those 

upgrades, in your fixed transmission service agreement will be 

meeted or exceeded until you have the results of the ISO's 

studies in the August or October timeframe of this year? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I would agree with that, yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  So given that, is it fair to 

state that the current uncertainty associated with the 

contingency and whether it will be meeted or exceeded is one of 

the reasons, not all the reasons but one of the reasons, that 

CMP has not committed to additional agreements over and above 

that of the Maine Western Mountains MOU and similar to the 

agreements that we previously discussed for TDI and Northern 

Pass? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, I wouldn't agree to that. 

MR. MURPHY:  Let's go to tab 19.  This is page 18 
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from the panel's rebuttal testimony.  At lines one through ten 

-- or, I'm sorry, at lines 10 through 11, the panel states, "It 

is not clear who will purchase any of the hydroelectric 

generation that is transported under this TSA."  Am I correct 

that the TSA referred to here is the 110-megawatt TSA between 

CMP and HQUS? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  Now turning to tab 20, this is an 

excerpt from the HQUS bid into the Connecticut Zero Carbon RFP.  

It's the title page.  And then if you turn to the second page, 

you see that in the bullets this is a bid between Hydro-Quebec 

U.S. and Green -- Vermont Green Mountain and not NEC.  Am I 

reading this correctly? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. MURPHY:  Now are you familiar that HQUS did not 

put any bid into the Connecticut Zero Carbon RFP that included 

the 110 megawatts TSA and NECEC? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's my understanding. 

MR. MURPHY:  Is it also your understanding that 

Hydro-Quebec didn't place any bid, whether it was the Vermont 

Green Mountain line or the NECEC line, into the 2018 Rhode 

Island RFP for long-term renewable energy contracts? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, to my understanding, I agree. 

MR. MURPHY:  Okay.  Thank you.  Those are all my 

questions. 
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MR. TANNENBAUM:  I'm a little shocked.  Okay, let's 

move to the generator interveners. 

MR. SHOPE:  Good morning.  Mr. Dickinson, I 

understand that you gave some rebuttal testimony in this case 

relating to the subject of diversion.  Do you recall that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I just had a little hard time hearing 

you. 

MR. SHOPE:  Oh, sure.  Okay.  Obviously you are one 

of the CMP executives who gave rebuttal testimony, correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And part of the rebuttal that was 

sort of under your domain of the three of you was the issue of 

addressing Mr. Speyer's testimony about Hydro-Quebec's possibly 

diverting exports from other adjoining control areas from New 

England.  Do you recall that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I would describe my testimony as 

demonstrating that, compared to an historical baseline, the 

energy that would be delivered on this NECEC would be 

incremental to the northeast. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, and -- but the -- was the reason it 

was rebuttal testimony was that it was rebutting the arguments 

that had been made with regard to diversion? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I guess I don't -- the word 

diversion, I mean, there was the subject about whether this was 

incremental or not, and that was the focus of the testimony. 
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MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  Now, and with regard to the way 

you came about the incremental analysis, just sort of round 

numbers, you had -- you based -- your conclusion was that by 

2023, Hydro-Quebec would have approximately 40 terawatt hours 

available for export and you compared that to a historical 

baseline that you had derived of 30.5 and you added the 9.54 

(sic) terawatt hours for NECEC, and that essentially indicated 

that, in your view, everything under -- that was going to be 

supplied across NECEC to the Massachusetts utilities would be, 

in your way of viewing things, incremental? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I would describe basically what I did 

was to look at a historical five-year baseline which worked out 

to be 30.5 terawatt hours and assume that they would continue 

to commit to delivering that 30.5 and then looked at whether an 

incremental 9.45 terawatt hours could then be delivered and 

still, over the 20-year period, result in no impacts and have 

that availability. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, and you concluded that Hydro-

Quebec, in fact, did have 40 terawatt hours available for 

export.  And so if you added the 30.5 to the roughly 9.5 for 

NECEC, that equaled the 40? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So, yeah, I concluded that if you 

take the storage that was demonstrated in capacity at the end 

of 2017, the existing capability they had in 2017, added the 

Romaine 4 unit that was in 2020 coming online, and 500 
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megawatts of additional capacity in 2025 and you assume all 

those pieces, that you -- by delivering 40 terawatt hours, they 

had that capability to still serve the energy that they had. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And when you said you included the 

storage, that was based, in part, on your measuring the storage 

as of the end of the year, correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct, at the end of 2017. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yeah, okay.  And have you made any 

adjustment for the -- well, and is it your view that it's 

proper to measure the available storage as of the end of the 

year as opposed to when it's still winter in -- up in Quebec? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, it's the -- I had to rely on 

just publicly-available data.  That was the only piece of data 

that I had associated with storage, and my view was, by 

comparing year over year each year's storage at the same point 

in time, it gave you a general sense of the increasing storage 

of water that was building up in the HQ system. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  But so you're saying you looked 

for data that would show what the available storage was -- 

well, let me put it this way.  The storage that's available on 

December 31 is not the maximum date of storage in the Hydro-

Quebec system, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah.  I didn't have any other 

information to demonstrate whether it was high or low. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  Well, just based on your general 
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knowledge of being in the industry, it's the case that with 

hydroelectric systems, or at least in the case of Quebec given 

its climate, that it has peak load in the winter, it has to 

supply a lot of electricity to heat people's houses, but at the 

same time, the snow and the ice are not melting to fill the 

reservoir, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, that makes sense. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yeah.  So during the winter months, in 

fact, Hydro-Quebec is drawing down on its reservoirs in order 

to supply electricity for heating. 

MR. DICKINSON:  I'm not a hydro expert, but that 

makes sense. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  So - and the fresh water doesn't 

come in to refill the reservoir until the late spring and 

summer, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That would make sense. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  So that would suggest, therefore, 

that the low point in the reservoir typically would be at the 

end of the winter, beginning of the summer. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I can see how that would be the 

case. 

MR. SHOPE:  And so for purposes of reserves and 

calculating reserves and how much was available, you would want 

to look at that low point, right? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I would just comment that, based on 
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my own experience with reservoir management at CMP, it's a 

cyclical process.  You would expect reservoirs to be relatively 

full, as you say, going into the winter period, but then when 

the spring melt hits those reservoirs, they do refill and you 

get another high in storage following the spring melt. 

MR. SHOPE:  Sure.  But for purposes of the utility 

maintaining its reserves, it has to figure out how much it's 

going to have at the low point, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, again, my understanding from 

everything I've learned on Hydro-Quebec by researching the 

publicly-available information, that 98 terawatt hours was 

their guideline for that minimum level of storage. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And you just weren't able to -- 

did you look for data at what the storage was at the -- you 

know, in late spring, beginning of summer? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  You looked for it, but you weren't able 

to find it? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I looked for it and wasn't able 

to find it. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  But if you had found it and it 

showed lower numbers, that would then mean you would have to 

adjust the amount that was in storage, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I mean, I think if I had 

perfect information and saw the shape overall here, that might 
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be something you'd look at for a specific purpose.  Here, what 

I'm trying to demonstrate is what is the general amount of 

storage that's available in capacity.  And by measuring it on 

the same day every year, you -- you know, looking back over the 

last five years, you can clearly see that the level of water in 

storage is increasing. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  But in any event, if we were to 

actually look at the storage on -- at the low point year to 

year to year, that would mean there would be a reduction in the 

amount that would be available. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I mean, I don't know what that 

information is so I don't have it. 

MR. SHOPE:  Now, as part of your calculations, you 

also had to factor in the amount of electricity that Quebec was 

going to consume for its own native load, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And so maybe if we could 

distribute what's already been previously marked as NRCM 002-

21.  So I've marked -- and actually -- so -- and so the -- 

what's already -- what's just been distributed and is marked 

already as NRCM 002-021, this is the backup for your modeling 

of the domestic load growth up in Quebec, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  So if we look at the model here, 

it looks like you -- your input is you're assuming Hydro-Quebec 
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domestic load of 182.8 terawatts in 2018, and if we just take -

- go to 2026, that grows to 189 in your modeling assumptions.  

Is that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Could you just repeat those numbers 

and years again? 

MR. SHOPE:  Sure.  So it's -- in 2018, which is the 

first of the years in your backup, it's 182.8 terawatts, and 

that's to the right of the column roughly in the middle there 

called HQ Domestic Load. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And then that grows in 2026 up to 

289. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And you drew these figures, as I 

understand it, from the 2017/2026 Electric Supply Plan that was 

issued by Hydro-Quebec on November 1st of 2016.  Is that 

correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, and that's -- so we've circulated 

that.  And then if you look on the second page, that -- we see 

those very same numbers on the -- in the column Needs 

Identified by the Plan. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  Yeah, and the document, the 2017 

to 2026 Electric Supply Plan we'd like to have marked as GINT 
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26.  Okay, now -- and how did you find out about the 2017 to 

2026 Electricity Supply Plan? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I think in my conversations with 

Hydro-Quebec and me searching for documents that were publicly 

available that related to load growth, they pointed this out to 

me. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  Now did you make any inquiry as to 

whether or not the plan that had been issued on November 1st of 

2016 had been updated as of the time that you were preparing 

your rebuttal testimony? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I don't remember. 

MR. SHOPE:  You don't remember whether you did that 

or not? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I believe that my conclusion was this 

was a good source of information for the basis of the model. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  But you don't know whether you 

inquired as to whether it was the most current information? 

MR. DICKINSON:  It would make sense to me that that 

conversation happened.  I just don't remember it specifically. 

MR. SHOPE:  And presumably, if you had more current 

information from Hydro-Quebec available, you would have wanted 

to use it, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I think I would have considered -- I 

considered every piece of information that I looked at in 

putting together this model. 
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MR. SHOPE:  Well, I mean, if Hydro-Quebec had issued 

an update of the information and that was available, you would 

presumably wanted to have used it for your analysis, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I think if I had a different report, 

I would read the report, I'd understand what that report was 

telling me and make sure it made sense within the context of 

the analysis I was doing. 

MR. SHOPE:  All right.  I'd like to distribute the 

next document, please. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  John, was the prior document 

generator interveners six? 

MR. SHOPE:  Twenty-six. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Oh, 26. 

MR. SHOPE:  And I'll just note for the record, these 

are certified translations of excerpts from documents that were 

originally published in French.  And actually, with respect to 

GINT 16, which was the plan on November 1, 2016, did you read 

it in the French, Mr. Dickinson? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I do not speak French. 

MR. SHOPE:  Did you have somebody translate it for 

you? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I think for the relevant pieces where 

I needed to understand what was being said, my memory is I did 

make sure that I was understanding things correctly. 

MR. SHOPE:  Is that Google translate? 
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MR. DICKINSON:  I think I was also was speaking to a 

number of people that were bilingual. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  All right.  So you now have before 

you the 2017 progress report of the 2017 to 2026 Electricity 

Supply Plan issued on October 31, 2017.  Do you see that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  So this is a progress report on 

the plan that you actually had used, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's what it appears to be, yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yeah.  And it was issued I guess about 

nine months before your testimony -- before your rebuttal 

testimony. 

MR. DICKINSON:  That looks correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yeah, okay.  Now if we look at the page 

which is a few pages in but it's marked on the bottom -- 

because it's an excerpt, it says in the lower right corner page 

8 of 47.  Do you see that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And this also has load growth 

being illustrated, and if you see about three-quarters of the 

way down there's a -- that Needs Per Plan column that we talked 

about. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I see that. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And this one shows that the needs 

per plan grow from -- in 2018 from 182.1 terawatt hours in 2018 
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to, in 2026, 191.6.  Do you see that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I see that, yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  So that's a load growth of 9.5 

terawatt hours in that period, correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Between 2018 and 2026? 

MR. SHOPE:  Yes. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  But the load growth that you had 

assumed using the plan from the prior year, November 1 of 2016, 

that was projecting a load growth for the same period of only 

6.2 terawatt hours, correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct, the difference 

between the 0.4 percent load growth that I assumed and the 0.5 

percent load growth that was in this analysis. 

MR. SHOPE:  So that's a -- so the difference between 

those two as of 2026 would be 3.2 terawatt hours of additional 

consumption being projected by Hydro-Quebec domestically. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Could you repeat that again? 

MR. SHOPE:  Sure.  In other words, the difference in 

the load growth projection as of 2026 is 3.3 terawatt hours, 

right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So in 2026, the delta between my 

analysis and what would be here would be the difference between 

191.6 and 189.  So essentially 2.6 terawatt hours, but if you 

accumulate that over that period of time, I think that number 
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sounds right. 

MR. SHOPE:  So -- well, just so I'm clear -- but the 

updated plan had a slightly lower starting point, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's right, yeah.  The 2018 number 

was 182.1 versus 182.8. 

MR. SHOPE:  So the -- but we're talking about at 

least two or three -- depending on which way you slice it, it's 

-- we're talking about two or three or more terawatt hours of 

difference of load growth being projected as between the 2017 

plan and the 2016 plan. 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yeah, okay.  And so in relation to NECEC, 

that would wipe out about a third of the NECEC terawatt hours, 

right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Explain that to me? 

MR. SHOPE:  So in the NECEC terawatt hours are 9.5 

terawatt hours per year over a number of years, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  9.4 terawatt hours per year, yeah. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yeah.  And your analysis, based on, among 

other things, the domestic load growth projections in Quebec 

found that all 9.45 terawatt hours for NECEC would be, in your 

words, incremental. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yeah, okay.  But if we say that Quebec 

needs somewhere, you know, two and a half, three and a half 
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more terawatt hours domestically than you projected because you 

used the older projection, that means that there's that much 

less available for NECEC, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, so if we put into the model a 

higher level of load forecast, what would happen -- if you go 

to the HQ Energy Available in Storage, the graph that shows the 

minimum level of storage and then the maximum level of storage, 

what I show is that by 2020, you hit the maximum level of 

storage where actually spilling of energy is going to be 

required.  We obviously know now that that spilling is 

occurring earlier than I had projected.  So by increasing the 

load, you're going to reduce the amount of spilling, but I -- 

my guess would be that if you actually solved this for that 

higher level, you would end up with a very similar case. 

MR. SHOPE:  I see.  So basically, using the more 

current load growth projection actually reduces what you 

perceive as a spillage problem. 

MR. DICKINSON:  It would -- from the forecast I have 

here, which was based at my understanding of the potential of 

spilling at that point in time, then the amount of spilling 

that I'm showing here would be reduced as a result of a higher 

load forecast, yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  Now -- and you're assuming -- part of -- 

or one of the drivers of your assumption of spilling is that 

you're using as the baseline the 30.5 terawatt hours which was 
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the average of the five prior years of exports.  Is that 

correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  My assumption was that prior to NECEC 

and the purpose for my calculation of the baseline, again, 

going back to the dialogue that was happening at the time and 

some of the questions that we'd received from environmental 

NGOs, was that Hydro-Quebec was not going to be able to deliver 

on their historical level of exports.  They were going to have 

to reduce those historical level of exports in order to meet 

NECEC's demands.  So we wanted to, in good faith, demonstrate 

that -- whether that was true or not.  And by holding those 

historical level of exports, we were able to demonstrate that 

Hydro-Quebec could keep their historical level of exports 

without -- and add NECEC without having to withdraw energy from 

other markets.  They had enough incremental generation coming 

online and they had enough water in storage. 

MR. SHOPE:  We went through, at the technical 

conference, a lot of the storage issues, and so I don't want to 

revisit all of that since that's, you know, in the record and 

obviously the Commissioners will be able to consider the 

correctness or not of your analysis at that time.  But you have 

raised spillage, and -- well, actually, let me back up.  So as 

I understand your previous testimony, the NECEC project is 

going to be served entirely by existing facilities.  Is that 

correct? 
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MR. DICKINSON:  I think that's the -- 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, it's existing generation or 

additions to that existing generation is, I believe, how it's 

worded. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, but I'm looking at -- so my 

understanding is that the power -- that no new facilities are 

being built in order to serve the Massachusetts utilities 

across NECEC.  Is that your understanding? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, the PPAs with the 

Massachusetts EDCs include a list of eligible specific 

resources which can provide energy under the PPAs, and 

deliveries -- production and deliveries will have to be tracked 

through a GIS-like mechanism to verify that.  But that doesn't 

mean that other capacity additions that are made on the HQ 

system won't occur or won't increase their capability to 

produce exports. 

MR. SHOPE:  So, well, let's just break that down.  

The power purchase agreements that the Massachusetts utilities 

have made with Hydro-Quebec specify that the power that will be 

provided across NECEC to the Massachusetts utilities will come 

from a specified group of plants, all of which are now 

existing.  Is that true or isn't it? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I believe that's true, but, you 

know, that would also include upgrades to the capacities of 

those existing resources as well. 
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MR. SHOPE:  Okay, so Hydro-Quebec may have to spend 

additional funds to upgrade its facilities in order to serve 

the Massachusetts contracts. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That's not what I said. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, so explain to me what the 

difference is between saying it's going to be served by an 

upgrade facility or it isn't going to be served by an upgraded 

facility. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Hydro-Quebec has a portfolio of 

generating resources.  They have identified in the PPAs a set 

of those resources that are eligible to provide deliveries 

under the PPAs.  That includes both the existing capacity of 

those resources as well as any expansions to those resources' 

capacity in the future.  In addition to that, Hydro-Quebec may 

add additional resources to its portfolio of generating 

resources that would expand its ability to produce energy and 

produce exports. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  Now, so as I understand your -- 

well, let me ask you this, Mr. Dickinson, since you raised the 

point of spillage.  Is it your position that Hydro-Quebec is 

going to be building additional upgrades? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, there's Romaine 4 that'll be 

added in 2020, 245 megawatts, and then a variety of efficiency 

improvements that increase generation capacity without 

increasing reservoir sizes that they've estimated at about 500 
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megawatts for 2025. 

MR. SHOPE:  So these efficiency upgrades, can you 

just briefly, for the record, just explain what kind -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  My understanding is it's -- 

MR. SHOPE:  -- practical matter what kind of stuff is 

that, you know, and -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  My understanding is that the 

reservoir sizes won't change, but they're improving the turbine 

technologies to be able to extract more power from the water 

that's flowing through the dam. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And are those upgrades the kind -- 

do they have the lead times that the big dams have? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I would -- I don't have knowledge of 

it, but it makes sense to me that that lead time would be less 

because the -- one of the challenges in siting, I would assume, 

would be the reservoir impact.  And if you're not impacting the 

reservoirs, I would assume the siting would be simpler. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  In other words, they have an 

existing dam, they're just going to have to shut down one of 

the turbines, either remove it and replace it or in some way 

gussy it up, if you will, and then set it spinning again? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I mean, I don't know all the 

steps that go into planning, certifying, approvals, 

construction, and engineering, but in a general sense, yes. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I would say, you know, typically 
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those types of upgrades are trying to coordinate during 

regularly-scheduled maintenance periods so there'd be no lost 

generation. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, so now as I understand it, your 

understanding is that right now, Hydro-Quebec is spilling water 

because it has insufficient export transmission capability.  Is 

that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, I would describe it a little 

bit different.  They clearly have stated that, with this 

transmission line, they would be able to avoid, in 2018, an 

amount of spilled energy equivalent to the NECEC line.  But the 

inability for them to deliver energy has -- is a combination in 

certain markets to transmission capability, as it is in New 

England, but then to the larger market, it's also their 

inability to make sales at a margin above zero.  Otherwise, 

they would be -- putting water through the turbines that would 

result in a sale that's a loss.  And so instead of doing that, 

they're spilling water. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  But in other words, at least, in 

part in your view, Hydro-Quebec is spilling water even though 

it has enough generation capacity, but it can't get the 

electricity that it could generate to market in the United 

States. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, it can't get it to market in a 

profitable sale throughout the northeast. 
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MR. SHOPE:  Yeah, okay.  Now if Hydro-Quebec can't 

get the power to market because it has insufficient export 

transmission capability and, as a result, it's spilling water, 

why would it build more generation? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, again, the -- your question -- 

I just want to make sure that the question is stated correct so 

I'm not confusing the record.  The -- my point is not that it 

doesn't -- there isn't transmission capability to certain 

markets.  I think yesterday we talked about we do think there 

is transmission capability to certain markets, not to New 

England.  But the challenge is that the cost for them to get 

that power to other markets and make an energy sale would 

result in a loss.  So, again, just to make sure your question 

is right, it's not there isn't transmission capability.  It's 

that they can't make those sales at a loss.  So they're faced 

with a decision: do we run this water through the turbine and 

sell it at a loss or let the water spill over and have that.  

So the -- 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, let me just back up and focus on my 

question which is, okay, if right now their two choices are, in 

your hypothesis, either sell the water at what you call a loss 

-- sell the energy at what you call a loss through some export 

transmission arrangement or spill the water, and those are the 

choices that they have, why would they build more generation?  

More generation doesn't solve the problem of getting the energy 
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to market in the United States, does it? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I think the decisions to add 

capacity, generating capacity, are long lead time decisions.  

Hydro-Quebec obviously made some of these decisions years ago, 

and they have been attempting for over a decade to build a new 

interconnection to accommodate additional exports.  So the 

delays that have been -- have resulted in getting those 

additional transmission facilities built have resulted, to some 

extent, in the spillage. 

MR. SHOPE:  So as I understand it, your view is that 

Hydro-Quebec began building Romaine 3 and planned for Romaine 4 

in the expectation that at least some of the energy was going 

to be used for export to the United States. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I think -- that's correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And -- but -- and when they did 

that, they had to hope that the necessary transmission was 

going to be built on the U.S. side of the border. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I wouldn't -- 

MR. SHOPE:  Could you -- do you agree with that? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm not sure I would agree with 

Thorn's agreement earlier.  It's not necessarily exports to the 

U.S. but exports in aggregate to cost-effective markets.  

Clearly they would like that to be the U.S.  That is the 

highest-priced market to which they can export, but -- 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, so your view is -- 
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MR. TANNENBAUM:  John, excuse me, Commissioner 

Williamson has a follow up. 

MR. SHOPE:  Sure. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Excuse me, I'd like to ask a 

question of the panel.  To what extent could Hydro-Quebec be 

adding reservoir capacity and upgrading turbines in 

anticipation of expiration of the arrangement with Churchill 

Falls?  I think that's 4,600 megawatts or something at 

Churchill Falls that expires in 2042. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I'm sure that's a 

consideration in their long-term planning. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Okay, the second thing is on 

spillage, to what extent might the addition of renewables, 

particularly wind and solar in Quebec -- I noticed in one of 

these reports it's mentioned that they're uncertain about the 

contribution, but it could be -- I think I saw one terawatt 

hour or a little bit more.  To what extent could that spillage 

-- because there is -- be occurring because there is policy 

initiatives that are encouraging the development of wind and 

solar instead?  In other words, they have to buy it as a 

prevential statement. 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's right. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  -- they don't need the water. 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's right, that's right.  The -- 

any generation added or any existing generation within the 
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control area of Quebec, whether it's some that's been added 

over the last few years or new generation that would be added, 

would only make the situation of additional spilling a larger 

challenge. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Thank you. 

MR. SHOPE:  So -- oh. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Go ahead. 

MR. SHOPE:  Oh, sure. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Thank you. 

MR. SHOPE:  Thank you.  So -- but just getting back 

to my question -- and this is speaking to you, Mr. Dickinson, 

because you are the one who prepared the rebuttal testimony on 

this point.  My recollection of your rebuttal testimony is that 

you testified that Hydro-Quebec had been building in 

anticipation of export to the northeastern United States, at 

least in part.  Are you withdrawing that testimony? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I do.  I think Eric's 

refinement of my answer is a better one, which is obviously 

they're looking at every market, and the northeast is obviously 

one of the important ones that's there. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, so your view is that Hydro-Quebec 

began planning for, permitting, and building Romaine 3 and 4 in 

anticipation of export to northeastern United States, New 

Brunswick, Ontario, potential PJM even, Midwest ISO, all of 

these markets. 
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MR. DICKINSON:  So, yeah, I mean, if you look at the 

historical data around their construction and look at their 

public statements that they've made as far back as 2003, 

they've added 5,000 megawatts.  One of the key aspects of that 

they discussed in doing that was building a new clean energy 

for a future that valued that clean energy. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, so -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  And then if you move forward, even 

since 2014 when Romaine 2, Romaine 1, Romaine 3 came -- or -- 

came online, they've, since 2014, added 1,304 megawatts of 

capacity. 

MR. SHOPE:  Now in planning these dams, they have to 

determine how big the dams will be, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And the size of the reservoir is 

actually -- can be controversial.  Is that -- up in Canada as 

far as -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, my understanding that the 

reservoir and the impacts of that are an important part of 

their permitting. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yeah.  And so in determining the sizing 

of these dams to the extent Hydro-Quebec was considering export 

markets, it would size the dam bigger to the extent that it was 

hoping to export as opposed to simply sizing it for Quebec 

native load. 
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MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I think their decisions on the 

size of the generation will be based on a forward-looking 

strategic view of all the different reasons why they might 

build hydro. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  Now -- and so just to be clear, 

it's your understanding that they sized the dams bigger in 

order to serve the export market as well as the native load 

based on the hope or the expectation or the speculation that 

sufficient transmission would be built to get that power to the 

external markets. 

MR. DICKINSON:  I think the export sales has been a 

consistent, important strategic initiative for them and would 

have been considered in the size of the generation. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yeah.  And for them to -- but in light of 

the fact that export transmission would be needed, they had, to 

some degree, speculate that that export transmission would be 

built.  Is that true? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's right.  So they -- as an 

example, I think Northern Pass was originally being discussed 

in 2008.  And they had to make a decision, if we're going to 

serve that, what kind of generation might we want to build in 

order to make sure, going back even further before that.  And 

so when you consider the -- as Eric said, the expectation that 

some of that transmission might get built and when it would be 

built, they wanted to make sure there was generation available 
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to serve it. 

MR. SHOPE:  Now, with regard to spilling, I think you 

said earlier that Hydro-Quebec right now is spilling the amount 

of energy that would be -- it's spilling the amount of energy 

at least that would be provided across NECEC due to the fact 

that it doesn't have insufficient -- it doesn't have sufficient 

export transmission.  Did I hear that right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, just to be clear, what -- I 

never said what their total amount of energy they're spilling.  

I understand that on a normal operation of a hydro portfolio, 

you're always going to have spilling of water for operational, 

local agreements, water levels.  So what I'm talking -- so 

imagine that as a base level that exists over the last 20 years 

of normal spilling from an operations perspective.  What I'm 

talking about is the spilling that began in 2017 and 

accelerated in 2018 related to -- not to operational issues, 

but specifically to their inability to get the power out of 

Quebec on an economic basis to make export sales. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, and is your information on that the 

letter of December 14, 2018 from Simon Bergervin at Hydro-

Quebec to you? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, so there's that piece of 

information.  There's conversations that we had with the 

Portland Press Herald, with members of Hydro-Quebec.  Hydro-

Quebec also met with the Boston Globe.  They also -- based on 
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the CEO's comments that he's made related to his public 

announcements associated with the spilling of this economic -- 

the water that can't get out of Quebec as a result of economic 

ability.  But yes, the 10.4 terawatt hours of water that was 

spilled year to date is about equivalent to water that could 

have been run through the turbines and delivered on this 

project if that project was in service now. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, so if we -- you mentioned the 10.4 

terawatt hours.  That's a reference to -- that's a figure 

that's referred in Mr. -- letter -- if we look at what's been 

marked as Kelly 004-001, Attachment 1, which was the letter of 

December 14, 2018 which was discussed yesterday as an exhibit  

-- do you have that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And so if we go down under the -- 

towards the bottom of the page, it's the paragraph that's one 

up from the last paragraph, and it says, "In this category to 

date, in 2018 Hydro-Quebec has spilled approximately 10.4 

terawatt hours' worth of energy," right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And that would include the -- as 

far as we know from this letter, that would include the 

ordinary spillage that you were describing earlier, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, no, absolutely not. 

MR. SHOPE:  Well, it doesn't say that, does it? 
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MR. DICKINSON:  Well, it says Hydro-Quebec spilled, 

due to a lack of economic transmission, 10.4 terawatt hours. 

MR. SHOPE:  No, I'm reading a sentence there and it 

says, "In this category to date," which is the previous 

category is water spilled, it says Hydro-Quebec has spilled 

approximately 10.4 hour -- terawatt hours' worth of energy.  

And then it says "Without additional transmission export 

capability, the quantity of spilled water in future years is 

expected to be comparable to the quantity of spilled water in 

2018 under comparable market and operational conditions," 

right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So "in this category" is referring to 

the category of water that was spilled due to economic 

transmission. 

MR. SHOPE:  But it doesn't say that, sir, does it?  

Where does it say that? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That was the question that was posed 

and to which they are responding was how much was spilled due 

to a lack of economic transmission. 

MR. SHOPE:  So that's your -- but that's your 

inference. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No, that was the question. 

MR. SHOPE:  No, the question -- okay, so the question 

is regarding the existing hydro facilities that will provide 

electricity for NEC (sic), have those dams spilled water 
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instead of generating electricity due to a lack of economic 

transmission.  If so, please provide the volume and then please 

provide the reasons for that spillage.  So the question itself 

presumes that there will be multiple reasons other than 

economic transmission deficiency, right? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, the way Hydro-Quebec answered 

the question was interpreting that the volumes that we're 

looking for are for economic transmission.  If they were to put 

in what the total amount of spillage is, I would guess that was 

probably closer to 15 terawatt hours of energy that actually 

was spilled. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  In fact, they have confirmed that in 

conversations that we've had with them. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, now these -- when you -- you said 

you brought people from Hydro-Quebec down to meet with the 

Portland Press Herald? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, I don't know if I brought them.  

We went together, yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And did you ask any of those 

Hydro-Quebec representatives whether they would be willing to 

come and testify in these proceedings so we could ask these 

questions? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I did not ask that question. 

MR. SHOPE:  Nothing further. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  John, the second document -- I'm 
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sorry, the progress report document, is that -- 

MR. SHOPE:  G 7, yes. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Next up is CLF. 

MR. TURNER:  Thanks, Mitch.  At this time we don't 

have any questions. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Public Advocate? 

MR. BRYANT:  Good morning.  So while -- I have some 

questions about an exhibit that's being distributed, but first, 

while Liz is doing that, can you tell us what the status is of 

ISO New England's system impact study for this project? 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Can you speak into the mic? 

MR. BRYANT:  My question was what's the status of the 

ISO New England system impact study for this project? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  It is underway.  It has begun. 

MR. BRYANT:  Is it still CMP's expectation that that 

project -- that that study will be completed next summer or 

early next fall? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, I would say this coming fall, 

yeah. 

MR. BRYANT:  Okay, thank you.  So I distributed what 

has been marked as OPA Exhibit 4.  It has been filed in CMS, 

and it's a letter from Mr. des Rosiers to Mr. Lanphear, and 

I've copied the first two pages.  The remaining pages of this 

letter are not subject to my question and aren't pertinent to 

what I want to know.  And the reason that I identified Mr. 
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Stinneford for questioning is that he's referenced in this 

letter beginning at the bottom of the first page and it's to 

the top of the second.  So, Mr. Stinneford, are you familiar 

with this letter? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, I am. 

MR. BRYANT:  Did you review it before it was filed in 

CMS? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I did. 

MR. BRYANT:  Did you help to draft it? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I may have helped to edit it, yes. 

MR. BRYANT:  So in this letter, Mr. des Rosiers says 

-- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  The typos are mine. 

MR. BRYANT:  The typos belong to counsel, thank you.  

In the letter, counsel says that, quote, "CMP commits that the 

NECEC will be owned by an affiliated special-purpose entity 

rather than CMP should the Commission prefer this structure."  

And I would just ask you, Mr. Stinneford, if CMP commits to 

what its counsel has put forth in this letter. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, we do. 

MR. BRYANT:  On the second page of the letter in the 

large paragraph towards the top, it references that this 

change, this creation of the affiliate and the transfer of the 

project to the affiliate, will occur, quote, "before 

construction."  Can you help me understand what CMP means by 
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"before construction"? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, it was our understanding that 

some of the concerns that had been expressed by the Public 

Advocate's office and by Commission staff related to the risks 

that this project would impose on CMP and its ratepayers were 

risks related to construction.  So -- whether that's cost 

overruns, permitting, whatever.  So we felt that to address 

those concerns, it would make sense to actually make the 

transfer occur prior to the commencement of construction. 

MR. BRYANT:  How would you identify the commencement 

of construction?  The taking down of trees, the putting up of 

poles, or something in between? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  It would certainly be a point in 

time after all permits had been received.  There is some 

procurement activity that's already underway so you can't tie 

it to procurement, but certainly clearing of corridors would 

constitute an early stage of construction, yes. 

MR. BRYANT:  The CPCN that's been filed here includes 

the HVDC line that's generated most of the questioning but also 

includes some upgrades to existing transmission -- CMP's 

existing transmission system.  Does CMP propose to put all of 

the projects that are within this CPCN into an affiliate or 

only the HVDC line? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Our thought on that would be it 

would be most efficient to put the HVDC line and converter 
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station into the SPE, but the AC upgrades on CMP's existing 

system we would propose to keep within CMP.  The SPE would 

still be financially responsible for all the costs associated 

with those upgrades, but ownership, I think if we started to 

parse ownership on a reconductored line, for example, gets very 

complex. 

MR. BRYANT:  Do you agree that in order to accomplish 

the transfer of the project to an affiliate that CMP would need 

to initiate a separate docket and to have the affiliate issues 

examined in that docket under pertinent statute and rule? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, they certainly would need to 

be addressed in accordance with pertinent statute and rule.  

Whether that's done within this docket or a separate docket I 

think is to be determined. 

MR. BRYANT:  But either way, the affiliate would need 

to receive an approval from this Commission as an affiliate and 

potentially even as a T&D utility under Maine law.  Is that 

correct? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That's correct.  As we've 

identified, there'd be a number of transfers and affiliate 

transactions that would need to occur, and those would require 

Commission approval. 

MR. BRYANT:  Thank you, that's all I have. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I think this might be a good time to 

take a break.  So we'll come back in 15 minutes. 
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CONFERENCE RECESSED (January 9, 2019, 10:27 a.m.) 

CONFERENCE RESUMED (January 9, 2019, 10:45 a.m.) 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, let's go back on the record.  

So the generator interveners have passed out a document, an ISO 

New England document, titled Interim Compensation Treatment. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yes. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  And you would like to put that into 

the record as an exhibit? 

MR. SHOPE:  Yes, which I guess would be GINT 28 if so 

accepted. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, any objection?  Or do you want 

to think about it and -- I realize this is -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  If I may respond after the lunch 

break because we -- I haven't looked at it at all.  I mean, I 

assume it's -- because it's an ISO report, we'll have no 

objection, but since I haven't looked at it, I don't want to 

say that blindly. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, fair enough. 

MR. SHOPE:  And in particular, just if it helps 

anybody, we're going to be focusing -- or the reason that we'd 

be introducing it would be slide 20 where ISO indicates that 

imports would not be eligible for compensation under the -- a 

fuel security program. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  All right.  We have -- we'll go back 

to the questioning of the witnesses.  I think we do have some 
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follow-up questions from the OPA so we'll do that now.  So 

CMP's initial proposal in this case was to house the NECEC 

project within CMP? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That's correct. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  And in making that proposal or 

making that decision, can you -- and maybe this is a question 

for Thorn.  Can you tell me who was involved at CMP in the 

discussions regarding this issue? 

MR. DICKINSON:  In my memory, I was involved.  There 

was counsel, internal counsel, involved.  Pierce Atwood was 

involved and other executives, including at the head of 

Avangrid Networks, I believe the president of CMP. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, and their names?  The names? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Sarah Burns, Bob Kump, Scott Mahoney, 

myself -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Eric, were you involved? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No, not directly in those 

discussions.  I was on temporary leave at that point in time. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Bernardo, were you involved 

in those discussions? 

MR. ESCUDERO:  I do not recall.  I mean -- no, I do 

not recall. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  You want to clarify 

(indiscernible)? 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  Well, I'm going to ask some 
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questions about documents that were provided as an attachment 

to an October 9th, 2018 filing by CMP.  And it -- I'm not sure 

that the witnesses need to have the documents in front of them, 

but I'll look to Jared and Sarah to see whether you would like 

them to.  It's the -- just so you know what I'm referring to, 

it's the redacted versions of the emails and the privileged 

document. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I think it's just -- what you want 

to do is confirm from those documents who were involved the 

discussions.  So just -- 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  Okay, so I'm looking at the emails 

and the persons that were included on the emails, and I see 

consistently that Mr. Dickinson and Mr. Escudero were on the 

emails.  Does that refresh your recollection? 

MR. ESCUDERO:  Yeah, I'm sure I was -- well, I'm not 

sure, but I believe it's possible that I was copied in emails 

and probably copied on those meeting invites.  What I don't 

recall is attending those meeting invites -- I mean those 

meetings, sorry. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  Do you recall, Thorn, being involved 

in the emails and attending meetings on this topic? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, definitely.  I mean -- and this 

is something we've talked about in prior testimony.  We had, at 

this period of time, a great deal of things going on at the 

same time.  So my memory is similar to Bernardo's.  I do not 
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remember him being in those discussions so -- 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  There's a Mr. Coon referenced on 

some of the emails.  Could you tell us who he is and what his 

responsibility is at either CMP or Avangrid? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  He is treasurer for Avangrid 

Networks. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  Okay.  And there's a Cathy McCarthy, 

Urban Blake (sic), and Anne O'Hanlon included on several of the 

emails.  Could you tell us who those folks are? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Ms. McCarthy and Mr. Blake are 

attorneys at Bracewell, our Washington FERC counsel.  Anne 

O'Hanlon is the administrative assistant to Mr. des Rosiers. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  And there's Paul Dumais referenced 

on several of the emails and apparently involved in drafting or 

providing comment on the document.  Who was Mr. Dumais and what 

was his position and his area of expertise? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Mr. Dumais was director of 

regulatory with an emphasis on transmission-related issues at 

the time that this was drafted.  He's since retired. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  Was his -- was it transmission 

ratemaking issues or transmission development issues or both? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Primarily ratemaking issues. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  Okay.  And who was -- who is Jeffrey 

Seabrick (phonetic)? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Jeffrey Seabrick is an analyst who 
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works for Paul Dumais -- or did work for Paul Dumais at the 

time. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  So Thorn, we -- well, we'll take a 

step back.  Eric did answer questions during a tech conference 

and in a data request regarding the reasons why CMP chose to 

propose to put the project in CMP as opposed to an affiliate.  

Can you tell me what your understanding of the reasons why that 

decision was made? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I think they were similar to 

Eric's perspective.  You know, I think that in our view the 

project could be managed within CMP.  We could manage it within 

a place that didn't provide adverse risks.  The costs of the 

project would be separated out and made separate.  So, you 

know, we didn't see -- at least my own perspective, I didn't 

see any benefits associated with creating a separate SPE. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Were there any other criteria or 

issues discussed other than the ones raised by Mr. Stinneford? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, I think -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  If I may, just positing that the 

content of the discussions that occurred in the presence of 

counsel, both from Pierce Atwood and from Bracewell, you can 

identify the topics, but at this point, don't disclose any of 

the discussion because, as we have previously objected and as 

has been found, the contents of the communication, there is a 

privilege here, and I'm -- but I just want to walk the fine 
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line through the discussion. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I'm not asking about what -- 

questions about the document.  I'm asking Thorn what CMP's 

reasons were for proposing that it be put into a -- or stay 

into CMP.  And so far, the response from Eric is that you had 

expertise within CMP -- 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  And they own the land. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  And that you own the land.  Is there 

anything else? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So the -- I think the other filter 

that I was always looking at throughout this whole bid was 

preventing -- presenting a project that was as competitive as 

it could be, and that includes not only price and cost and our 

ability to manage the project, to own the right-of-way, but 

also our ability to execute and follow through.  And I think 

the -- another factor would be that having it at CMP was a 

simpler approval process.  We wouldn't have to have this other 

step associated with creating an SPE.  So I think that's the -- 

that topic would be an additional one that would have played -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  In the approval process here or in 

Massachusetts? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, I think just even structurally 

within our own organization.  You know, the approval process 

here.  I think we're always concerned, you know, that we knew 

that there were projects that had been ongoing for eight, nine 
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years that were well staffed and ready to pick up anything that 

we did in our bid.  So we tried to minimize any uncertainty and 

risk that was in our project that somebody could pick apart. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Was there a consideration that 

Massachusetts may look at the bid more favorably if it was 

housed in CMP as opposed to an affiliate? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I don't think from a -- you know, if 

they were comparing two bids, one that had it as a separate SPE 

and one at CMP and those existed, I don't think they would see 

any difference associated with that.  But I think that any 

additional approval, requirement, regulatory process that might 

have to exist, I could imagine might be looked at as another 

risk. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Were there any ratemaking 

considerations? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I don't believe that we saw any 

differences between ratemaking between the two structures.  

They would have -- my memory is they would have been identical. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Bernardo, are you aware of any of 

the reasons why CMP chose to house this in CMP? 

MR. ESCUDERO:  No, I am not. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  If I could, Mitch, I mean, my 

testimony will speak for itself, but I believe I did raise a 

number of other issues, other than the two that you've noted, 

in my testimony. 
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MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Now -- 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  Can I follow up with a ratemaking 

question?  Were there -- was there consideration of the 

treatment of the property that was acquired for this project 

with respect to the period of time between when the property 

was purchased and when it was transferred to what we're 

referring to as the NECEC tariff within CMP or the ratemaking 

treatment of the property if the project didn't succeed in the 

Massachusetts RFP?  Was that a consideration? 

MR. DICKINSON:  You know, I don't think that was a 

consideration associated with the decision.  You know, I think 

that, you know, obviously we've had a lot of discussions around 

this up until this point.  My view, from the guidance I got 

from external counsel, was that those right-of-ways did -- were 

applicable to be recovered in rate base and -- or to return on.  

So at that point when I made that decision, I wouldn't -- I 

would have thought that if there was an SPE, that they would 

have been transferred or some mechanism would have been in 

place at that point to pull them out of rate base.  So it 

wouldn't have played into the decision in my mind. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  But what -- I was focusing on the 

period between when the property was purchased and the point in 

time it was transferred to an SPE.  Was that -- or in the event 

the project didn't go forward.  Was that not a consideration, 

that in those periods of time and under those circumstances, 
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the land would remain in CMP rate base and be recovered by -- 

through CMP ratepayers or through the regional tariff? 

MR. DICKINSON:  My understanding based on the 

guidance I had from legal counsel was that we would be able to 

continue to earn a return on those right-of-ways up until the 

time that it would be -- become part of a project later on.  

And maybe just a little bit more on that.  My understanding of 

the FERC guidelines on that was if there was some opportunity 

for a useful opportunity related to that right-of-way to the 

future, then that's something that has that opportunity to 

return, and that's what my understanding was based on. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  So would it be correct that 

ratepayers will continue to pay for that land until it's 

transferred to a special-purpose entity? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, that was my understanding at 

that time.  That's what I'm referencing in the decision.  So as 

a -- because that was my understanding, in my mind it didn't 

matter.  The property wouldn't matter as it related to 

transferring it to an SPE because you would transfer it from a 

period of time when you're earning a return to a period of time 

when it has a cash flow associated with a transmission service 

agreement.  Again, that was my understanding at that time. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  And I would just say, prospectively, 

if the project does not go forward, that land will only stay in 

Account 105 and be considered part of rate base as long as we 
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have a definitive plan for its use.  If we no longer have a 

plan for its use, it comes out. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  So if you transfer it to an SPE and 

then the project does not go forward, what happens then? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, it would sit on the books of 

the SPE as long as the SPE continues to exist, but it would not 

be in rate base. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  It would not be in rate base. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That's right. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  And it would not go back into rate 

base unless the SPE has a specific project. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, the SPE would have to have a 

tariff in which to recover the costs.  If it has no project, it 

has no tariff. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Is there a reason to wait until 

construction begins to transfer the property? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Our -- as we've expressed perhaps in 

confidential settlement discussions, but in terms of timing of 

a transfer, we think it would make sense to wait until permits 

are secured and then make the transfer because it's much easier 

to transfer permits once issued than to disrupt the middle of a 

permitting process by changing the entity.  But we think it 

could be done between that window of time once permits are 

received but prior to the commencement of construction. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  So there is a time period between -- 
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obviously between the -- getting all the permits and starting 

construction, and what you're saying is you would put it into 

the SPE after all the permits are -- 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That would be our suggestion.  As 

quickly as possible because we obviously don't want to delay 

construction, but that would be the window in which we think it 

makes sense to do it. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  And meanwhile, this land for future 

use has been in CMP's rate base and it has been paid for by 

ratepayers? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, it is in rate base and we are 

earning a return on it currently. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  And that's throughout New England, 

that's a socialized -- 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Land is allocated in rate base based 

on the so-called PTF/non-PTF allocator.  So it's roughly 80/20. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Eighty PTF? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  So if this project goes through, 

then the ratepayers will have paid a certain amount of money on 

this land that is now going into CMP's NECEC project. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Does CMP have any plans to reimburse 

customers for that amount of money? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'll take my advice from counsel 
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when we're infringing on confidential settlement discussions.  

That is certainly an issue that has been discussed in 

settlement. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  When CMP was -- and maybe this is 

for Thorn.  When CMP was deciding to propose that the project 

remain with CMP, did the issue of a goodwill payment come up? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, it didn't, my memory. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Eric? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No, not that I'm aware of. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Bernardo? 

MR. ESCUDERO:  I am not aware. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I realize this is -- well, I'll ask 

the question.  In making your proposal today or when you filed 

the letter to house this in an SPE, did CMP consider a goodwill 

payment under Chapter 820 of the Commission rules or something 

like a goodwill payment in effect? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No.  This is -- as we've discussed 

in the context of Chapter 820, we don't view this as a non-core 

activity which would invoke that requirement. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  So assuming this doesn't settle and 

it goes to the Commission, what we have before us is a proposal 

that -- what I would assume is an amended proposal to house the 

project in an SPE along with the conditions you indicated in 

that letter regarding approval of affiliate transactions, 

participating in money pool arrangements, credit facilities, 
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and that sort of thing.  That's -- what's in this letter is 

essentially an amended proposal? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  It's expressing our willingness to 

adopt this type of structure with these types of conditions if 

the Commission determines that that's in the best interest of 

customers. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  And if the Commission determines 

it's in the best interest of customers, the Commission would 

then rule on whether a goodwill payment is required under the 

rule? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I guess that's a question for 

counsel, but, again, we would dispute that this is a non-core 

activity that would invoke a Chapter 820 requirement and the 

payment of a goodwill payment. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  I think we may have addressed this 

at one of the technical conferences, but I just wanted to get 

clarity on the ratemaking treatment or the accounting treatment 

of the ongoing expenses such as participating in this 

proceeding or the Massachusetts RFP, as well as engineering and 

permitting types of activities.  How are those being accounted 

for? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  All of those costs are accumulated, 

have been accumulated for -- since we initiated the project in 

accounts that are booked to a preliminary survey and 

engineering account under FERC accounting rules which means 
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that they are effectively deferred.  They're not recovered 

under our tariff.  And once a project is permitted and proceeds 

to construction, then they are transferred out of that 

preliminary survey account and actually into the specific FERC 

plant accounts and expense accounts that would then become part 

of the capitalized project.  So that would include internal 

labor costs, including our time here today, engineering 

expenses, study expenses, consultant fees.  All of that is 

being booked into these preliminary survey accounts. 

MS. COOK:  Eric, those accounts, you said the 

expenses are essentially deferred.  Are they deferred with 

carrying costs in any form? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No.  No. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  I wanted to go back to the -- to 

follow up on Mitch's questions again just to make sure we're 

clear on the witnesses' testimony with respect to the issues 

that were considered with respect to the decision to house the 

project in CMP.  And I'll articulate what I've heard from the 

witnesses so far, and if you want to supplement it, please do.  

So the way you've -- previously Eric has noted that for -- in 

support of this, that the property is owned by CMP.  CMP has a 

proven track record in developing transmission projects.  The 

employees are within CMP and the arrangements related to 

sharing employees in affiliate transactions would create an 

administrative step.  And I think Mr. Dickinson referred to the 
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advantage of -- in terms of the process of competing in the RFP 

as well as with respect to permitting that keeping it in CMP 

would simplify those processes or make you more competitive.  

Is that -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, again, I just think it's a -- 

any time you add an additional requirement in an RFP, you take 

a risk that that additional requirement is viewed by somebody 

as a negative aspect to your bid. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  Okay. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  If I could, Faith, the other issue, 

and it's related to how you summarized my concerns, but the 

other concern we expressed was by having to comply with 

affiliate requirements between the SPE and CMP, we didn't want 

to see barriers that would create inefficiencies in the 

execution of the project or that would be detrimental to CMP's 

core interests by restricting information, systems, employees' 

time, and things like that. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  Okay.  And again, I understand that 

I'm not allowed to ask about the content of the privileged 

document, but I'm puzzled by the disconnect between your 

testimony that you didn't -- that the fact that there'd be 

perhaps more favorable ratemaking treatment with respect to 

things like the property that could ride on CMP ratepayers was 

not a factor, given the involvement of Mr. Dumais whose -- you 

know, whose expertise was in FERC ratemaking issues.  There 
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weren't any FERC ratemaking issues that were relevant to the 

decision? 

MR. DICKINSON:  You know, I do remember conversations 

around allocation of administrative and general costs, but in 

the end, we determined that those allocations would be the same 

if it was within CMP or at an SPE.  So I think that was a 

conversation I remember having with Paul.  So that would be an 

example of -- you know, and Paul was also involved in the 

discussion with the external counsel previously, this was prior 

to this, around the acquisition of the land and its ability to 

be recovered under rates.  So those are the two things I 

remember talking to Paul about about this project and 

specifically within that decision. 

MS. HUNTINGTON:  Thank you. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, so we are now going to move on 

to the IECG.  Drew? 

MR. LANDRY:  Thank you.  I'm passing out an excerpt 

from the transmission services agreement which has previously 

been marked Exhibit -- well, it's NECEC 17 which was included 

in the prefiling (indiscernible) rebuttal testimony by CMP.  

This version is marked confidential, but I conferred with Sarah 

Tracy and others, and I'm confident that these portions are not 

confidential, so I can refer to these publicly.  My name is 

Andrew Landry.  I'm counsel for the Industrial Energy Consumer 

Group.  I don't have that much this morning, but first question 
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I had was I just wanted to confirm -- I know this is in the 

record elsewhere, but you have stated on a few occasions that 

are in the earlier part of the record that CMP agrees to hold 

harmless Maine ratepayers from the cost of this project for the 

first 40 years of that project.  Is that correct? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MR. LANDRY:  And you just answered a few questions 

from the Public Advocate and the staff about moving the project 

into a special-purpose entity, and my understanding is you've 

expressed a willingness to do so if the Commission orders it 

but you haven't committed to do that yet.  Is that correct? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That's correct. 

MR. LANDRY:  And in terms of holding customers 

harmless, Maine ratepayers harmless, from any increases in 

transmission costs, if the project were to suffer -- it was 

within CMP and it were to suffer cost overruns or that sort of 

thing, would having the project in a special purpose entity 

serve to help insulate Maine customers from those cost 

overruns? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I think Maine customers could be 

insulated in either structure, but -- 

MR. LANDRY:  I think we previously talked in a prior 

technical conference and in some data requests about whether or 

not Hydro-Quebec failing to deliver any power would constitute 

an event of default under the transmission service agreement, 
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and I think we concluded that it did not.  In other words, the 

Massachusetts EDCs are on the hook to pay CMP regardless of 

whether Hydro-Quebec is actually able to deliver any power. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  There are circumstances under the 

PPAs in which, if Hydro-Quebec fails to deliver for reasons 

other than a TSA default or TSA non-delivery, that the EDCs can 

terminate.  And if that happens, then there's a termination of 

not only the PPAs but potentially the TSAs, and Hydro-Quebec, 

under those circumstances, is liable not only to the EDCs but 

to CMP. 

MR. LANDRY:  Thank you.  Now I circulated, before my 

questioning, a -- what was attached I believe to your rebuttal 

testimony, but it's marked NECEC 17.  This is a portion of the 

transmission services agreement between Central Maine Power and 

NSTAR Electric d/b/a Eversource, and I assume the provisions of 

this are essentially identical to those agreements that you 

have with Western Mass. Electric and National Grid subsidies.  

Is that -- 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I believe with respect to these 

particular provisions, that's correct. 

MR. LANDRY:  Now, the provisions that I've copied and 

circulated relate to owner defaults and I believe is defined 

under the agreement that Central Maine Power is the owner. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That's correct. 

MR. LANDRY:  And if we look at 14.2(c), one of the 
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events of default is the failure of the transmission line to be 

capable of operating at or above 1,040 megawatts as of the 

commercial operation date unless it's excused.  A little 

paraphrasing, but -- 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, there clearly are other 

provisions in that section but yes. 

MR. LANDRY:  And looking at 14.2(e), and I'll let you 

read it but I'll just paraphrase, essentially if there's a lack 

of availability, failure to meet the minimum average 

availability for some period of time, there being some 

opportunity to cure, but if that's not resolved, then that will 

be a default and -- is that a fair paraphrasing of 14.2(e)? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, there are clearly many other 

subprovisions within that, but that's a fair summary. 

MR. LANDRY:  And looking at the remedies upon 

default, if you look at 14.4(a), I understand that upon a 

default, which would include any under 14.2, that the 

distribution companies may terminate the agreement? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MR. LANDRY:  Would you agree that moving -- that if 

the EDCs were to declare an event of default because of a 

failure to -- of the project to be able to operate as it was 

agreed to, that the loss of that revenue stream would be a 

significant adverse impact on CMP or whoever owns the line? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, there are several things that 
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could happen in that circumstance.  I guess the first order is 

that Hydro-Quebec would have rights to step into the agreement 

and assume those obligations, in which case there potentially 

could be no impact.  But certainly if all revenue was lost, 

and, you know, Hydro-Quebec is not interested in stepping in 

and no other third party is, then, yes, the potential loss of 

revenue would have a major impact. 

MR. LANDRY:  Would you agree that moving the 

ownership of the line into a special purpose entity would 

insulate Maine ratepayers from that risk more effectively than 

having it within CMP? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  It potentially could be more 

beneficial in that circumstance.  As we've said, I mean, we're 

-- if the project were to stay within CMP, from a ratemaking 

perspective, we have committed to a full segregation of costs 

at FERC, and FERC has accepted those provisions.  So as I said, 

I think there are means of insulating CMP even if it is -- the 

project stays there rather than an SPE.  But it, perhaps, could 

be cleaner if it were separated. 

MR. LANDRY:  Thank you.  That's all I have. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Dot? 

MS. KELLY:  No questions. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Elizabeth, you still on the line? 

MS. ELY:  I do have questions, NRCM. 

MS. CARUSO:  Yes, I am. 
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MS. ELY:  If you want to go (indiscernible) or not 

(indiscernible). 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, we'll go with Elizabeth and 

then you can finish. 

MS. CARUSO:  Can you hear me -- oh.  Can you hear me 

-- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Yes, I'm sorry, Elizabeth.  Could 

you speak into the phone? 

MS. CARUSO:  Sure.  Is this better? 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Much better. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  I have a handout which, due to 

the weather, I was unable to attend today, but I have someone 

who's helping me out by distributing a packet of information 

for your review.  And I believe Chris kindly printed off three 

more pages that can be added to that.  I can't tell when you 

are ready.  My feed got stuck.  Oh, I see now.  Thank you so 

much for your help, ladies.  (Indiscernible) didn't accommodate 

my drive down there today.  Are you all set? 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I think we are. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Please proceed. 

MS. CARUSO:  So I'd like to start off with tab one in 

the handout.  Of course, you're familiar with it.  It's the 

memorandum of understanding between CMP and the Western 

Mountains & Rivers Corporation.  On page four, Roman numerals 
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three and four discuss the combined lump sum payment of 22 

million which was initially the plan.  My question is is this 

the only mitigation payment that you have offered to do or do 

you have any other agreements in place? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, there are no other agreements. 

MS. CARUSO:  So you're not having any discussions 

with anyone else related to additional mitigation or 

compensation payments? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, there are -- there have been 

confidential negotiations that have happened here, and also 

there are bilateral conversations that happened in discussions 

that we're having. 

MS. CARUSO:  So do you expect to enter into any new 

or additional mitigation or compensation agreements? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I would say that's uncertain at this 

point. 

MS. CARUSO:  So you include that there -- it is 

possible that you could have additional compensation -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  -- your project budget.  Okay.  Now with 

regards to the decision to go under the river, that has now 

dropped the mitigation payment to somewhere between five and 

ten million.  Is that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, for that portion of the MOU. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Can you explain why you included 
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a provision to allow you to reduce the payment? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, it really was part of a two-

year dialogue that we had with the people that we had been 

discussing with over that period of time.  And you know, when 

we started the dialogue, I think there was a general feeling of 

just say no to the project.  We spent a lot of time listening 

to concerns, hearing what the concerns were of the people in 

the community, and ultimately -- and part of it is in our -- 

the way we laid out this project of trying to minimize the 

impacts by utilizing existing corridors and utilizing the new 

corridor through an area that's already heavily logged, we 

recognized that there were a few areas that we believed were of 

the biggest importance, and one of them was the Kennebec River 

crossing.  So when we were approached to begin a dialogue, we 

did.  And in the process of that dialogue, there -- and part of 

that was exploring what our belief was the cost of an 

underground piece underneath the Kennebec River, which at that 

time was in the 30 million range.  We started having a dialogue 

about, well, if there was an overhead, what might a mitigation 

package look like there.  If there is an underground, what 

might the mitigation package look (sic).  So it was a natural 

dialogue over a couple-year period that eventually lead to that 

point. 

MS. CARUSO:  So is it safe to assume that you thought 

the aerial crossing of the Kennebec was the largest single 
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impact worthy of mitigation? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I think that's fair to say. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  And do you -- so basically, 

relative to the entire project which involves a significant 

amount of newly-constructed corridor and numerous other 

environmental and other types of impacts, you felt that that, 

you know, thousand feet of visibility or so of the entire 

project was worthy of mitigation. 

MR. DICKINSON:  We believe that that -- going back to 

your prior question, we believe that that was the single 

biggest piece of impact.  Obviously within the DEP process that 

is going on now, we've had a lot of discussions around 

mitigation, and we've had a lot of discussions about 

mitigations that will be within that process.  But to answer 

your question, we recognize that there are impacts from a 

transmission line like this along the path, but we worked 

extremely hard to try to minimize those impacts in the design.  

We recognize that in the DEP process, those mitigations will 

happen, but we recognize that the overhead river crossing was 

the -- as you said, the single biggest area of concern. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right.  Well, I'm not saying that.  I'm 

just asking you if you say that. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, yeah, no, I agree with that. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  And so when you took the 12 to 

$17 million off the table, what impacts do you think that five 
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to ten million dollar payment -- what impacts would they 

address? 

MR. DICKINSON:  You know, I think our perspective was 

there -- this area around the Kennebec River crossing.  Still, 

there are impacts around that general area, and I think it 

still was meant to be a representation of that.  But I think 

more that it was an organic process that happened in the 

negotiation which was I think there was some perspective 

originally that the agreement would only have some -- you know, 

only an underground approach could -- would ever be accepted.  

And then as I said, eventually there was an approach for an 

overhead.  So I don't think there was any algorithm or rubric 

around what that five to ten meant to represent, but it was, 

again, the outcome of a dialogue over a two-year period. 

MS. CARUSO:  So, you know, we hear five and we hear 

ten.  Is it five?  Is it ten?  Is it something in between?  

What is the amount? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, the firm obligation is five, 

but, you know, the -- at the time, the range -- at that 

specific time there were discussions around, in some of the 

unorganized territories, ways in which the community could 

benefit incrementally by doing tax incentive financing and 

finding a way to make sure that those incremental taxes find a 

way into the community.  So I think some of that range was 

around that area, but, you know, obviously I think we -- I know 
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me particularly who was at I think every individual meeting up 

at The Forks and spent a lot of time up talking to people in 

the community, I was very proud about this agreement, to the 

opportunity to bring value to the community.  And obviously we 

continue to be open minded about how we can work with the 

community going forward, including what that range might mean. 

MS. CARUSO:  So you mentioned that you were meeting 

with the public and the community and talking to the public.  

Wasn't that after you had already signed the MOU? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, I mean, I made -- the -- part of 

our negotiations with Western Mountains & Rivers was - from our 

perspective, had a couple of concerns and things that were on 

our mind when we communicated to them.  One was we wanted to 

have the goal of having this represent the community as a 

whole, and as you can -- as you probably know from the makeup 

of the board, we also wanted the board to be representative of 

a large perspective of the community.  And, you know, my 

experience is that I was up there a lot talking with people 

that had questions, people that wanted to learn more about what 

was happening before or after, and we definitely encouraged all 

the people we were talking about to continue to have 

conversations, to let the community know that these discussions 

were going on, although I'm sure that there were components of 

the negotiation that -- as it relates to specific aspects that 

were held back and confidential. 
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MS. CARUSO:  I will follow up with this more a little 

bit later, but would it be fair to say that the MOU and the 

mitigation payment were designed to buy the local support of 

the few companies and entities that were -- you were meeting 

with initially for two years and then afterwards broke out and 

discussed it with the public? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, I think the way I would 

characterize it is how I characterized it before.  I thought 

this line provided an opportunity to bring value to the 

community through expanded nature-based tourism, economic 

development, new trail systems, certain rights that people in 

the community would have that they wouldn't have before, access 

to certain recreational assets.  I saw this personally as a 

real opportunity to have a partnership between the project and 

the community. 

MS. CARUSO:  So on page six, Section 7, subsection A, 

it requires that WMRC, at CMP's request, would provide oral and 

written testimony to any jurisdictional permitting agency and 

require WMRC to testify that the MOU represents an appropriate 

offset to various impacts of the project.  Am I interpreting 

that correctly? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I think you are. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Is it typical practice for an 

agreement like this to include a quid pro quo that requires the 

entity that will receive compensation funds to proactively 
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support the project at the funder's request? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So this is a representation of the 

common feeling that we arrived to at the signature of the MOU.  

The dialogue, the numerous meetings that we had, the 

conversations that we had all led to a point where the 

signature -- signatories of Western Mountains & Rivers were 

agreeing to this was consistent with their expectations.  So I 

wouldn't characterize it the way that you have. 

MS. CARUSO:  Do you consider the need to provide 

mitigation for impacts related to things like our tourism 

industry or potential negative impacts to local property 

values? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, the -- you know, we're 

obviously talking about within this proceeding the benefits and 

the need for the project.  In the DEP process, we'll be looking 

at all the pieces within that, and I think those are all 

considerations that happen within that context. 

MS. CARUSO:  Well, it appears that you did mitigate 

for the crossing of the Kennebec, but I'm wondering if you 

considered the need to provide mitigation for non-Kennebec 

River related tourism impact. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, you know, I -- my own 

expectation based on what I've learned is that there are going 

to be significant opportunities for expanded tourism in this 

region that -- you know, new access for ATVs, new access for 
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snowmobile accesses, new trail systems, along with funds that 

we've designated to go towards encouragement of new tourism in 

that area. 

MS. CARUSO:  Did you direct Daymark or the University 

of Maine to account for economic impacts in all four seasons? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Have you completed any studies as 

to why people come to the region of the new portion of the line 

to hunt, fish, raft, hike, or snowmobile? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, as I said, I think my 

understandings from the -- why I believe there's opportunities 

for new expanded tourism in the region come from conversations 

that I had had with people in the region. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right, and I understand that.  You -- I 

understand the few companies that you spoke with that are on 

the board at the time that you came up with this agreement.  

I'm just asking if you did any studies, that's all. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  There are use surveys that are done 

as part of the DEP permitting process but not associated with 

this proceeding. 

MS. CARUSO:  That was done this fall but not prior to 

coming up with the agreement.  And that was for the Kennebec 

River. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I guess the only thing I'll 

just say, I don't want it to be represented that the only 
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conversations I've had with people in the community are the 

people that were -- we were working together on the agreement 

over time.  You know, I've talked to snowmobilers, ATVs, 

hunters, other people that all see some of the opportunities 

that come from a new corridor that exists. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right, but those conversations were had 

after the MOU became public, correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, I think the -- you know, we have 

done, from the beginning of this project, an effort to reach 

out to people along the corridor. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  We'll just move on and we'll come 

back to that later.  Did you -- in the visual rendering 

presentation of August 17th you presented -- or your company 

presented to the PUC some pictures of Parlin Pond, Enchanted, 

Coburn Mountain, Rock Pond, Spencer Road, the Kennebec River, 

and they appear to be uninhabited without visible recreational 

usage or unusual scenery.  And then it was stated at that 

meeting that you were trying to minimize the impact of a 

national scenic byway by putting the line to the east and to 

the west.  Did you analyze the usages of areas you chose to 

place the line beyond it being a working forest? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, I think as we have presented 

in technical conferences here in this proceeding, you know, a 

great deal of thought was put into the choice of the new 

corridor location, siting it, to the maximum extent possible, 
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avoiding conserved and preserved lands.  And, again, I think 

we've provided maps that demonstrate that as well. 

MR. DICKINSON:  And I think I would just -- 

MS. CARUSO:  -- but did you analyze the usages of the 

areas? 

MR. DICKINSON:  You know, I'm not aware of that.  You 

know, I was just going to also point out that, I think as we've 

also presented at that time, there -- these lands are owned by 

two private companies.  And, you know, they have made it very 

clear publicly and particularly in a letter that was addressed 

to the Commission in the middle of December that they have -- 

you know, their primary utilage (sic) of that land is as a 

working forest and that -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Right, I said beyond it being a working 

forest was my question. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, no.  So I was just making the 

point that they have made it very clear that they, as a 

secondary and on their own goodwill, have made those lands 

available for other utilizations.  But that utilization 

shouldn't interfere with their ability as a private landowner 

to utilize those lands how they see fit. 

MS. CARUSO:  Of course.  So now there were three 

pages that were distributed separately from my packet, and it's 

a state of Maine report, recreational hunter and angler market 

report.  It's prepared by Southwick Associates, fish and 
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wildlife economics and (indiscernible) in April of 2015.  And 

this was prepared for the Maine Office of Tourism and the 

Department of IF&W.  On the second page, it's sort of a summary 

of the report, and it says key insights.  (Indiscernible) from 

the Maine license and traveling sportsmen surveys.  It says, 

"The state of Maine is well positioned as one of the, quote, 

best destinations among Maine licensed hunters and anglers 

across a majority of attributes that are important to them, 

ranging from climate, safety, pricing, and amenities.  Maine's 

particular strengths among traveling sportsmen are its 

attractive natural setting and its sense of safety.  The 

state's natural amenities, beauty, and sense of security or 

safety are also identified to be among the most important 

characteristics of a site that hunters and anglers say are 

important when making the decision to hunt or fish."  On the 

third bullet it says, "Interestingly, one of the key 

destination factors for hunters and anglers is the remoteness 

of the location."  So are you aware in tourism surveys that 

they show the primary reason people come to Maine to hunt and 

fish is the remoteness and scenic quality of it? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That would -- I mean, that would make 

sense to me. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  And have you studied how a 

transmission line would affect these people's experiences? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, we have, as we've already 
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talked about, done a significant amount of work demonstrating 

the impacts both on the natural environment and on the visual 

resources that are there.  And, again, you know, my 

conversations have led me to the belief that the -- that 

there's a real opportunity for an increase in tourism, not a 

decrease. 

MS. CARUSO:  But beyond discussing it with the people 

in the agreement, you haven't done a study. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection to form, assumes facts 

not in evidence.  And compound question. 

MS. CARUSO:  I didn't hear that. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, so maybe the question should 

be have you done a study of the impacts on tourism? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, there's no specific study that 

we did. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So there is no study on the 

effects of the variety of the lodging, the restaurants, all the 

associated -- the trickle-down effect of tourism -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, no, actually -- 

MS. CARUSO:  -- this area? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, but that was a different 

question I guess from my perspective.  You know, the project 

has substantial benefits associated with both a drop in energy 

prices that have an overall effect on GDP that trickle down 
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throughout the Maine economy.  Also, the property taxes that 

the region will experience.  And then specifically to what 

you're talking about is a significant amount of both direct and 

indirect jobs around the project, something we saw very clearly 

with MPRP that had positive effects on, you know, restaurants 

and hotels and other businesses indirectly related to the 

project. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right.  But there are studies that show, 

and you're familiar with them in other proceedings, that people 

-- tourists don't come to the remote areas -- or there was one 

study, I'm not sure if you recall it, the John (Indiscernible) 

Trust of 2017 where 55 percent of the tourists would not return 

to an area of wilderness with a transmission line in it. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection to form, assumes facts 

not in evidence. 

MS. CARUSO:  -- were just -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Thorn, are you familiar with that 

study? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, I'm not. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Oh, I thought it was.  I thought 

that was -- had been part of the proceedings.  I apologize.  

Moving on.  So there were, in the visual rendering, some of the 

additions that you submitted, pictures of snow on the ground, 

but did you actually do a study in leaf-off conditions? 
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MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm not sure what you mean by a 

study.  We did, in response to requests in the DEP permitting 

process, provide additional renderings under winter snow cover 

conditions. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So have you studied winter 

snowmobiling in the affected area of the proposed new corridor? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  We have not conducted a study, 

although we have had numerous conversations with the Maine 

Snowmobile Association and they are very supportive of the 

project. 

MR. DICKINSON:  You know, I mentioned some of the 

comments and conversations we had, and actually at the Somerset 

County, the head of the MSA spoke.  And I thought it was very 

interesting and what he said he receives on a daily basis 

complaints from all their members on a numerous amounts of 

things.  You know, he said you'd be amazed at how much people 

complain about various things about their experience, but never 

once in his whole period did he ever get a complaint that 

somebody said they saw a transmission structure. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right.  But have you studied how -- have 

you done any studies in -- it seems like you -- there's a lot 

about the Kennebec River that you're familiar with, but have 

you studied how winter snowmobiling season affects the local 

businesses, the year-round residents such as outfitters, 

lodges, restaurants, the associated staff members, the 
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snowmobile guides, the grooming operations, and the -- as 

travelers come up north, they -- they're spending in the gas 

stations and the grocery stores, it all is affected by the 

snowmobiling season.  And have you studied what would happen to 

the economy of the region during the construction period of the 

new corridor -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  We have not -- 

MS. CARUSO:  -- there, you know -- okay. 

MR. DICKINSON:  We have not studied that, but again, 

my belief in conversations with people in the snowmobile 

communities, this actually will be a net positive effect.  So I 

would see that as a net benefit of addition, but we did not do 

a study for that. 

MS. CARUSO:  Do you -- have you snowmobiled in the 

area? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I snowmobiled when I was in -- up to 

when I was in fourth grade but not since. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So do you know the difference 

between snowmobiling in trails and woods versus under power 

lines? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I believe I've snowmobiled in both 

conditions, but I wouldn't consider myself an expert. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  And I certainly have. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So do you know what happens when 

there's not enough snow on the trails?  For example, when 
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spring starts to set in and the snow pack is melting, dirt 

starts to be uncovered, the grooming operations cease.  And you 

know, when grooming operations cease, so does the flow of 

riders, of course, both in state and out of state on the 

trails. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  It's a sad time of -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Does that make sense? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, it's a sad time of year for 

snowmobilers, I'll grant you that. 

MS. CARUSO:  Yeah.  And when -- you know, if -- 

because when grooming operations stop, people don't want to 

snowmobile on the trail.  It's not as smooth.  And when the 

snowmobilers don't come, and the restaurants and lodges, of 

course, they're losing their customer base.  So did you know 

that the snowmobile trails under transmission lines 

historically are the first to be rutted and bare due to the 

absence of the forest canopy and the resulting exposure of the 

sun? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That would not surprise me, no. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right.  So you have -- so in terms of -- 

you know, you mentioned that you're adding new -- you're 

excited about the possibility of new trails for snowmobiling 

because of the transmission line.  Did you account for that -- 

the differentiation between the snow cover in your economic 

studies and economic impact? 
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MR. DICKINSON:  No. 

MS. CARUSO:  What about -- if this -- if this -- if 

you get the permits and this corridor is being constructed -- 

the area around Johnson and Coburn Mountains, which are so 

heavily traveled by snowmobilers coming from Rangeley, Jackman, 

Greenville, The Forks area, it's a destination spot.  Are you 

aware that the Coburn Mountain would be shut down during that 

proposed construction? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, our perspective would be when 

we get to the period of staging our construction, to do it in a 

way that has the least impact on whatever operations are going 

on in the region. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Well, regarding the line under 

the Kennebec, have you started your test soils? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Test -- 

MS. CARUSO:  -- burying the line. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  The test boring, is that what you're 

referring to? 

MS. CARUSO:  Yes. 

MR. ESCUDERO:  Yes, we have.  We conducted that end 

of last year. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  And did you need a permit to do 

that? 

MR. ESCUDERO:  I believe we needed some sort of 

permit and we got it, but I would need to confirm that. 
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MS. CARUSO:  So because of the scenic and economic 

impacts from this corridor, especially in the new corridor area 

but also in the existing corridor area with all the camp owners 

and the people who are impacted, did you ever consider burying 

the line for the entire length of the new construction? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, we didn't. 

MS. CARUSO:  Did you ever study the potential 

difference on the economy of the region between burying the 

line and not burying the line? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, we did not. 

MS. CARUSO:  Did you ever evaluate the scenic or 

visual impact of burying the line versus not burying the line? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, we did not.  And we also didn't 

evaluate the various impacts of a buried DC line through a new 

corridor. 

MS. CARUSO:  So you chose to bury the line under the 

Kennebec but not for the entire 53 miles? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, our original -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Was cost the primary -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  I'm sorry. 

MS. CARUSO:  Sorry? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Sorry, go ahead. 

MS. CARUSO:  Was cost the primary reason for not 

burying the line? 

MR. DICKINSON:  We believed it was the simplest, and 
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obviously cost was a component of that.  But we also believed 

it was the one that made the most sense. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Can I just follow up quickly?  Did  

-- I wasn't sure I heard this right.  Did CMP conduct an 

analysis of what it would cost to bury the line in the new 

corridor? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, thank you. 

MS. CARUSO:  So you mentioned earlier this morning 

that on a project in the Hudson Valley you buried the line for 

aesthetic reasons.  And it didn't occur to you to bury the line 

here through this high tourism area and with all these camp 

owners having their property abutting a huge DC transmission 

line? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So the project you're talking about, 

Connect New York, is a project that is -- I would put in the 

dream category of project development portfolio that we have.  

It's -- so far has not got momentum within New York state.  

Maybe part of that is the cost related to it, but, again, what 

the strategy there is we knew we were submitting into a request 

for information in New York a number of years ago.  We knew 

that there were existing AC overhead projects that already were 

in place, and our idea was to find a corridor that already was 

predisturbed.  So a predisturbed corridor and putting a buried 

line along the thruway means that you're not disrupting, you 
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know, a new area, an area that currently wasn't dug up.  You're 

doing one that was just previously disturbed.  So again, there 

was a specific rationale and reason.  But again, that -- the 

RFI was not selected or moved forward with. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Thorn, a follow up.  Excuse me.  

What do you mean by predisturbed? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, so the -- there -- you know, I 

actually don't know what was there before the New York State 

Thruway, but you know, let's assume that that was a green field 

area at least for some of the -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I thought -- excuse me, I thought 

when you were talking about predisturbed, you were talking 

about the corridor at issue here. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No. 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, no.  No, I was talking about the 

corridor along the New York Thruway. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, sorry. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Okay. 

MS. CARUSO:  So just to summarize, you didn't 

evaluate the cost of burying the line, and likewise, you didn't 

evaluate the cost to the region for the impact of property 

values and viewshed and scenic issues and the health issues of 

herbicides and other sorts of things by having an above line -- 

above-ground line. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, that's right.  I also would say 
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that there were a lot of other things that we didn't evaluate.  

Another example would be what happens if, for a 20 or maybe 

even a 40-year period, we're not able to pull three million 

metric tons of carbon out of the atmosphere and what happens to 

the region, to the tourism, to the people that go and count on 

that land to visit if, you know, these kind of steps aren't 

made in order to abate climate change. 

MS. CARUSO:  Do you -- in comparing -- in addition to 

-- if you had buried the line, in addition to fewer visual 

impacts, would burying the line lessen the amount of herbicides 

required to be sprayed along the route? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, the corridor would still need 

to be cleared of vegetation even if the line were buried.  You 

know, it may be a less cleared area, but it would still need to 

be cleared and maintained. 

MS. CARUSO:  So how wide an area would you need to 

clear? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  We haven't evaluated that. 

MS. CARUSO:  So if TDI in Vermont is willing to bury 

their line and they're still delivering a significant 

mitigation package, how can CMP refuse the cost to bury the 

line? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I guess first I would point out that 

TDI has not found a customer that's willing to pay the cost to 

do that.  They have a proposed project, but no one's agreed to 
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pay for it. 

MS. CARUSO:  Is it a fair statement that burying the 

line would have significantly fewer visual impacts and fewer 

impacts on human health? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  It certainly would be less visible.  

I can't speak to the health impacts.  I don't think anyone on 

this panel is an expert in this area. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Moving on to tab two, please.  

This is an article from the November 18th edition of the 

Portland Press Herald.  If you could turn to page five as noted 

in the bottom right-hand corner.  It starts with the headline 

Merchant Versus Reliability, quote/unquote.  Let me know -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  Oh, I'm sorry, yeah, yeah, I'm there. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Do you know Mr. Don Jessome who 

is described here as a chief executive of the TDI project in 

Vermont and who is a competitor under the 83D RFP? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, I do not. 

MS. CARUSO:  In the first paragraph under that 

headline, he was reported as saying that, quote, "all three 

projects," end quote, which I assume related to the three 

Hydro-Quebec proposals, including TDI, Northern Pass, and 

NECEC, are so-called merchant lines.  Would you agree with that 

characterization that NECEC is a merchant project? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I see that that is -- oh, would 

I agree that NECEC is a merchant project? 
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MS. CARUSO:  Uh-huh. 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, I'd never consider it a merchant 

project. 

MS. CARUSO:  So would -- do you agree that the three 

projects are not, quote, "reliability projects"? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So maybe just to clarify what I mean 

by merchant.  You know, we have a tariff.  If this project is 

built and constructed, it will have a tariff that's FERC 

regulated and will result in revenues as long as we operate the 

line that we're supposed to be in a tariff that dictates how 

those revenues are provided from a counterparty of a utility.  

So from a transmission perspective, I would say it was 

consistent with other types of transmission except for the fact 

that it's a fixed price and we take more risk associated with 

that. 

When I think of a merchant project, I think of a 

project that might be built between two ISOs and takes an 

arbitrage risk between those.  Those revenues are uncertain.  

They're taking the merchant power risk in order to generate 

their profits.  But I would put it in a different category than 

reliability as you're saying.  I just wouldn't put it in a 

merchant category.  I would put them into competitive 

solicitations.  Now I do think that there are reliability 

benefits associated with the project, but clearly the prime 

focus is on delivering clean energy to New England. 
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MS. CARUSO:  Well, my understanding is that what are 

generally referred to as, quote, "Reliability projects are 

designated by ISO New England as pool transmission facilities 

or PTFs.  They're built to address a reliability need" -- 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I think you -- 

MS. CARUSO:  -- "as identified by ISO New England." 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I think you've conflated several 

things there.  I mean, reliability projects are not necessarily 

PTF projects, but they are built to address an identified 

reliability need through a planning process, whether that's ISO 

New England's process or our local transmission planning 

process. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Let me follow up on this.  Does the 

term merchant transmission have a meaning within the industry?  

Is there a -- 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm not sure there's a standard 

definition, but I think most people would agree with how Thorn 

has represented this.  If the project is fully secured through 

long-term contracts with a secure counterpart, that would 

generally not be considered merchant, just as it would with a 

power plant.  If a power plant is built on spec to sell into 

spot markets without firm contracts, it would be considered a 

merchant plant.  But if it's secured with long-term power 

purchase agreements, it generally wouldn't. 

MS. CARUSO:  Let me rephrase the question. 
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MR. VANNOY:  Just a follow up.  Sorry, one follow up 

here.  So how would you put Order 1000 and merchant in that, 

just real briefly? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, at least from my perspective, 

if there's a competitive solicitation around an opportunity, 

for example, to take advantage of a congestion or a constraint 

that exists across an interface like central east or one that 

might exist between, you know, some PJM and MISO or something 

like that, if the -- in my mind what determines a merchant from 

a non-merchant is what is the buyer, where is the revenue 

source that's from that.  I think both of those could be in 

competitive solicitations through an Order 1000, but if the 

revenues are based on some market mechanism that involves 

energy and/or capacity prices and the project developer is 

taking that risk, that's what I would put into the merchant 

category. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Thank you.  Elizabeth, please 

proceed. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay, thank you.  So I guess do you 

agree that it's a for-profit project rather than a project 

that's designated to meet a reliability need? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I think those are two very different 

things.  Even reliability projects -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Is it a for-profit project? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, as are most reliability 
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projects. 

MS. CARUSO:  So the article states that these three 

projects -- again, we're referring to TDI, Northern Pass, and 

NECEC -- are, quote, "being developed for clean energy goals 

and to make money for Hydro-Quebec and the builders," end 

quote.  And by builders we assume he means investors.  Do you 

agree that these three projects, including NECEC, were proposed 

to address public policy goals and make money for Hydro-Quebec 

and the transmission line investors? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I would say that I wouldn't 

limit it to the three -- these three projects, though.  There 

were 53 proposals that were bid, some by solar developers, some 

by wind developers, some by battery technology.  All of those 

individual developers all had a similar motivation to provide a 

competitive project and earn a return. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right, but this article is about these 

three right now.  So is it true that these three 83D projects 

that Mr. Jessome talks about are designed to meet a public 

policy goal rather than an identified reliability need and 

these are electric transmission upgrades? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, I mean, -- well, I can't speak 

for the other two projects.  I can only speak for CMP's NECEC 

project.  It was definitely proposed to -- in response to a 

public policy initiative launched by the Massachusetts 

utilities and the DOE.  So, yes, I would agree with you that 
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it's a creature of public policy. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay. 

MR. DICKINSON:  But I would just add one additional 

piece is that there was a major focus in the RFP on firmness.  

And what firmness implies is that when that energy is needed, 

it will be able to be delivered.  And we had some testimony 

yesterday around the benefits of having a firm amount of energy 

available when you're running out of oil on that day when -- 

within the ISO.  So from that perspective, the fact that the 

RFP didn't include firmness as a key component, I think there 

is a component of the bid related to reliability. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  In fact, if you read, you know, both 

Section 83D as well as the RFP itself, one of the stated 

criteria is specifically that -- to ensure greater reliability 

through, you know, reduced reliance on natural gas, 

particularly during winter delivery periods. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  But as far as ISO is concerned, 

is it an ETU? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  It will be an elective transmission 

upgrade. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  And given that it's intended to, 

you know, meet this public policy goal as you discussed, is it 

fair to characterize NECEC as a for-profit project for Avangrid 

and Hydro-Quebec? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  As I said, any transmission project 
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is going to earn a profit or return for the investors in that 

project, including this project. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Now, does it -- it looks to me 

like in the statute it talks about, quote, "public need" but 

doesn't specify whether or not it has to be a Maine need.  Is 

that correct? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Could you specify what statute 

you're referring to? 

MS. CARUSO:  The statute for the PUC that says 

petition for approval of proposed transmission lines, Title 35-

A. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I believe that's 3132 that you're 

referring to, in which case I would agree it's -- the statute, 

when it defines public need, is not specific in stating whether 

that is a Maine need. 

MS. CARUSO:  So, you know, just help me out here 

because I'm not a lawyer, but just hypothetically, could 

someone in Maine apply for an ETU project in a different state 

because of a public need in Maine? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm not sure I followed that 

question. 

MS. CARUSO:  Well, is it correct to assume that you 

believe the Commission can grant a certificate for an out-of-

state need just because the statute doesn't specifically 

prohibit that? 
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MR. STINNEFORD:  I thought your question was to build 

something out of state, in which case permitting under 3132 

wouldn't be required. 

MS. CARUSO:  No, but could -- but it seems the 

understanding of the company that they believe the Commission 

can grant a certificate for an out-of-state need like 

Massachusetts just because the statute doesn't specifically 

prohibit -- that it doesn't specifically say it has to be a 

Maine public need (sic). 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That's not -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection, assumes facts not in 

evidence. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I was going to say -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Misstates the position of the 

company. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That is not the company's argument. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  That's also a legal question too 

that might not really be appropriate for the panel. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Okay, thank you so much.  Moving 

on to tab three, I have a number of questions about CMP's 

community outreach effort, mainly related to the pre-

application phase.  There is a public outreach section in your 

CPCN application which states that, quote, "CMP recognizes the 

importance of public involvement and is committed to 

transparent and responsive stakeholder agreements," end quote.  
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Will you accept that that's a direct quote from your 

application, the statement represents CMP's corporate policy? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm sorry, we're not finding the 

language you're quoting. 

MS. CARUSO:  I don't -- hold on, I'm pulling up on my 

screen.  Let me find that, and I'll -- let me just move on 

right here. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Elizabeth, we do need to take a 

lunch break pretty soon.  So I don't know if this is a good 

time -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Sure.  You want to do it right now?  

Because I'm -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  We could.  About how much more time 

do you anticipate? 

MS. CARUSO:  I'm not sure.  It's taking longer than I 

expected so I think lunch right now would be fine.  I have -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, let me ask -- 

MS. CARUSO:  -- four more tabs to get through. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, let me ask NRCM.  Do you have 

an estimate? 

MS. ELY:  I have a very small number of questions.  I 

would expect no more than ten minutes. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  All right, so we'll take a 

lunch break for an hour now.  What I'm wondering, if people 

could think about and maybe we'll talk after, is if we do 
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finish early, which it looks like we will, should we proceed 

with the Daymark panel today?  Again, people might not be 

prepared for that and maybe that doesn't make sense, but I'm 

just asking a question and we could talk about it after. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Another suggestion I might have is 

I think we were down to not that many questions left for a few 

witnesses for Ms. Bodell that may fit better.  You know, to -- 

instead of have the portion of her examination fall on Friday 

because Friday will be a busier day I think than Thursday. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, well, let's think about that 

over lunch. 

MR. FLUMERFELT:  Excuse me, Mitch.  John Flumerfelt 

here.  Could we wait until Mr. Shope's back in the room to have 

that decision? 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I assume he'll be back after lunch. 

MR. FLUMERFELT:  No, he -- I think he just took a 

quick (indiscernible) break.  In terms of your question. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, but we'll break for lunch, and 

then we'll talk about it after lunch.  Okay?  Thank you. 

CONFERENCE RECESSED (January 9, 2019, 12:13 p.m.) 

CONFERENCE RESUMED (January 9, 2019, 1:16 p.m.) 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, Elizabeth, please -- 

MS. CARUSO:  I can't see the video, but -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  You should in a second. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Mitch, before -- there was one 
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question of Mr. Escudero that he was going to check on.  He can 

give a confirmatory answer right at the beginning. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Bernardo? 

MR. ESCUDERO:  Yeah, thank you.  You asked me if we 

needed a permit for doing the borings at the Kennebec River, 

and I confirmed with the (indiscernible) that we actually -- we 

didn't need it.  We checked with the land use planning 

commission, and they confirmed that it wasn't needed.  So I 

wanted to make that (indiscernible). 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Great, thank you.  Okay.  Elizabeth, 

please proceed with your questions. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay, thank you.  So we are in tab 

three, and the statement that I made was on page 88 of your 

CPCN application.  It states what it states in there, that CMP 

recognizes the importance of public involvement and is 

committed to transparent and responsive stakeholder engagement.  

So my question is do you feel that statement represents CMP's 

policy well enough? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, we stand by the words in our 

petition.  We still feel that's true. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Is it fair to assume you included 

a discussion related to public outreach because you feel it is 

important -- an important issue for the Commission? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So the application describes the 
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first phase of NECEC communication plan as, quote, "prefiling 

communications to ensure key stakeholders are well-informed and 

not surprised by CMP's proposal," end quote, and it refers to a 

more comprehensive discussion later on in the plan presented as 

Exhibit NECEC-9.  Going to this exhibit, on page one, the 

language in the second paragraph reads, quote, "The NECEC team 

began its outreach campaign to introduce and advance the 

project on July 17th, 2017 with a series of conversations with 

targeted stakeholders," end quote.  Are you with me? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So who were the stakeholders that 

were targeted during this phase? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I'm looking at our response to data 

request NRCM-02-01 where we list a number of the meetings that 

we've had throughout the process.  And starting at July 17th, 

we have city of Lewiston, Franklin County, Greater Franklin 

Development Council, town of Farmington, Somerset County 

Commissioners, Somerset Economic Development Corp., town of 

Bingham, town of Moscow, town of Farmington, Jay, Androscoggin 

County Commissioners.  And then -- well, that's into August at 

that point.  I don't know if -- were you interested in further 

meetings? 

MS. CARUSO:  No, I was just curious who the 

stakeholders -- who you consider the stakeholders.  Are these 

the same stakeholders that were part of the board on the MOU? 
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MR. DICKINSON:  No.  No, these would be the city of 

Lewiston -- obviously -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Right, I heard -- yeah. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Was there any public notice to 

residents of the affected communities about any pre-application 

meetings with community leaders or any other broader outreach 

to invite public comment? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, was there any at any time 

during the project, is that your question? 

MS. CARUSO:  Well, before the -- was there any public 

notice about any pre-application meetings, like, before you 

applied? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, the challenge here is in a 

competitive process letting your competition know what your 

project looks like creates a challenge.  You know, we had a 

number of different bids, both wind, solar, battery technology 

along with the two different Hydro-Quebec bids.  We weren't 

sure how much of our competition even knew that we were going 

to be bidding or what we were going to be bidding, and 

providing them any details around that is dangerous.  And why 

we end up having these meetings so close to our bid for these 

kind of key meetings would be one way to mitigate that. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right.  Well, you mentioned earlier that 

you had met for two years with some stakeholders.  So I'm 
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wondering why you chose not to meet with others, aside from 

your competitive concerns.  I mean, you didn't have to put it 

in the newspaper. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, so the -- so, well, maybe one 

comment is that the original conversations with the group that 

then became Western Mountains & Rivers emanated out of our 

earlier bids in the tristate RFP.  So really the bids that we 

had submitted into that solicitation also included wind and 

solar opportunities.  Again, they weren't selected in that RFP 

process, but the dialogue really began well before that and 

continued through on.  As far as communications to the towns 

along the corridor, you know, we've had multiple meetings with 

every town along the corridor.  We've -- all of those meetings 

were publicly noticed and put onto the agenda for public 

comment. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right, but I was referring to after the 

bid but before the application.  So on page two of the NECEC-9, 

do you see under phase one of the plan where it says, quote, 

"Prior to the filing and a broad public announcement, the 

project team made contact with key stakeholders to provide an 

overview of the project, including the route map, the economic 

benefits, and plans to avoid sensitive areas," end quote? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I see that, yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  And do you also see on page three 

under, quote, "phase one prefiling communication," end quote, 
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the second sentence that says, quote, "Even before the project 

was announced publicly or drew media attention, elected 

officials, business and community leaders, and economic 

development officials were provided with the project details, 

answers to their questions, and an understanding of the project 

benefits and impact," end quote? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I see that. 

MS. CARUSO:  Do you happen to recall when the project 

first drew media attention? 

MR. DICKINSON:  There was Hydro-Quebec -- when we're 

talking about this project specifically, not necessarily the 

wind ones which obviously go back multiple years, but the -- 

Hydro-Quebec first announced that they were going to have a 

project through wind -- through -- originally Hydro-Quebec only 

had announced one bidding partner which was Northern Pass.  And 

I think it was in the spring of 2018 that they announced that 

they were actually going to have multiple bids, one through New 

Hampshire and one through Maine.  At that point they didn't 

specifically designated us as the provider of the transmission 

services.  And then as I noted in my earlier communication, we 

began to brief people on the project really kind of closer to 

the bid at the end of July. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Mr. Dickinson, in your answer you 

said 2018.  Did you mean 2017? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Oh, yeah, thank you.  2017, thank 
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you. 

MS. CARUSO:  So in that quote that we just read, I'm 

assuming that when it says elected officials, you refer to 

including people like mayors and selectmen and town managers.  

Is that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, so again, the city of Lewiston 

would be an example.  The Somerset County Commissioners, you 

know, the other towns that I mentioned all would be examples. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  And did you meet with these 

elected officials in each town along the route before you filed 

your application? 

MR. DICKINSON:  The towns that are listed -- so this 

is a complete list, I believe, of the formal meetings that we 

had, and the -- you know, you can see the meetings that -- 

between the end of 2000 -- you know, summer of 2016 through 

2017. 

MS. CARUSO:  I can't see it but -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  Oh, okay, all right. 

MS. CARUSO:  -- that's okay. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, and I think one -- go ahead, 

sorry. 

MS. CARUSO:  So those are the towns that you met with 

before, but why didn't you meet with all the towns? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I think our -- again, I think there's 

a balance of a number of factors.  As I already mentioned, we 
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have to be very careful to not tip our hand associated to the 

competitive nature of the bids that we're going into with -- 

you know, we had an idea there were going to be a lot of bids.  

Fifty-three was a pretty big number, and that it -- the more 

information you provide even an hour before a bid is due could 

change somebody's strategy associated with how they bid, 

balanced against a desire to get out there, as we laid out in 

phase one, and then we identified those key areas to have those 

contacts before the bid was submitted. 

MS. CARUSO:  So you chose to tell some towns 

beforehand, but you -- it was kind of a secret to other towns 

beforehand? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, there was no purposeful -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection.  Can you define 

beforehand?  What time period are you referring to? 

MS. CARUSO:  Before the application. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  And by the application, you mean 

the application to the PUC? 

MS. CARUSO:  Right.  So would you be surprised to 

learn that the very first time any CMP representative discussed 

NECEC with our selectboard in Caratunk was around on March 21st 

of 2018, around five months after you filed the CPCN 

application? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So I'm sorry, I thought there was a 

follow up to your earlier question.  Could you repeat that 
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again, please? 

MS. CARUSO:  Sure.  Would you be surprised to learn 

that the very first time that any CMP representative discussed 

NECEC with the Caratunk selectboard was on March 21st of 2018 

which was about five months after you filed the application? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I see that date on the data request.  

That's correct, March 21st. 

MS. CARUSO:  And would you accept my representation 

as the chair of the Caratunk selectboard that CMP's March 21st 

meeting or presentation was not much more than a relatively 

short pitch to request that Caratunk file a letter in support 

of the project? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, I would -- I'm pretty 

familiar with the presentations that were used to provide 

information to the communities along the border where we were 

going.  I wouldn't represent it the way you did, but I'm pretty 

-- I think I'm somewhat familiar with what that presentation 

looked like. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  But it's my understanding that each 

of the towns, including Caratunk, was offered to have 

additional presentations with additional information and we 

would follow up if that was desired.  And in fact, I think in 

almost every town, we did follow up and had multiple meetings 

with town officials. 

MS. CARUSO:  With regards to Caratunk, do you recall 
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that -- I believe that our first -- by the way, our first 

meeting was pretty short.  It wasn't a special meeting.  It was 

just part of our monthly selectmen meeting.  So it wasn't like 

we had a separate meeting open to the public to discuss this 

project.  I think you didn't expect to need much of our time if 

I recall correctly so -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I'm going to state an objection. 

MS. CARUSO:  -- that's why I asked that question. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  This appears to be testimony as 

opposed to questioning of the witnesses. 

MS. CARUSO:  Well, I was just responding to what you 

said. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, just proceed. 

MS. CARUSO:  Do you recall that while Caratunk filed 

a support letter after the March 21st meeting, we subsequently 

retracted our support once we became more educated about the 

project and that was submitted into the docket as a public 

comment at that time? 

MR. DICKINSON:  You know, subject to check, I will 

accept that. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Would you also accept my 

representation that Mr. Carroll told the selectmen at the March 

21st meeting that Caratunk would be included as a party in 

local mitigation discussions that were apparently underway? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, my tendency is not to accept 
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that as a precept.  I would want to talk to Mr. Carroll myself 

and understand the nature of the dialogue that he had.  I mean, 

again, our approach was to make ourself (sic) available, and 

every town along the corridor, as I understand it, every 

organized town we met with multiple times so -- and we're open 

to any request for any meeting anywhere.  Something I think our 

whole outreach team was incredibly about is our ability to make 

ourselves available for people in the community to talk about 

the project. 

MS. CARUSO:  So as you have earlier testified that 

there was a lot of promise for community benefits with this 

mitigation package and that it was supposed to go towards the 

greater community and specifically it was stated from Caratunk 

to Parlin Pond.  Is that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, that's correct. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  And so would you accept that, as 

far as I'm saying it, the first time we heard about the MOU 

with Western Mountains & Rivers Corporation was after it had 

been executed, CMP did not request any input whatsoever from 

Caratunk, and Caratunk was not, in fact, included in the 

discussions leading up to the MOU? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Again, my perspective as I had 

answered earlier was that there was a great deal of outreach 

from the folks that were representing the community and Western 

Mountains & Rivers to the community about what was -- that 
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there were discussions going on with CMP. 

MS. CARUSO:  So were there any elected officials from 

Caratunk that were a part of those discussions? 

MR. DICKINSON:  There were none that were directly in 

the meetings that I had, but my understanding were those 

conversations were -- not specifically necessarily that one but 

other ones were happening throughout the community. 

MS. CARUSO:  I'm not following. 

MR. DICKINSON:  So what I'm saying is that we 

encouraged, and my understanding are the people that we were in 

dialogue with, on numerous occasions, spent time outreaching 

into the community to discuss the nature of the discussions and 

the project that we were doing. 

MS. CARUSO:  So would it -- would you accept my 

representation again that the first time any elected official 

from the town of Caratunk, from selectmen to planning board 

members to any officer, we had never heard about the MOU until 

after Mr. Carroll told us that we would be a part of the 

process and Caratunk would be represented in the mitigation? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection to form, assumes facts 

not in evidence. 

MS. CARUSO:  I'm just asking if you would trust me 

that that's my understanding of it. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  We have no way of knowing your 

understanding.  I'm sorry. 
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MR. TANNENBAUM:  Eric or Thorn, are you -- 

MS. CARUSO:  So if you -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Excuse me.  So I think the question 

is are you aware or can you -- do you know whether any officer 

or elected official from Caratunk was informed of the MOU 

before it was finalized? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, I think what -- to answer your 

question is I don't have a way of knowing.  I don't actually -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Well, I'm not under oath, but I'm 

not -- I'm telling the truth about it. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay. 

MS. CARUSO:  And it's my understanding that The Forks 

-- the West Forks, the areas of this new part of the corridor, 

were not knowledgeable or a part of the representation on that 

board before it was signed. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I'll object to that -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  And then -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Is that your understanding as well? 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Was that your understanding as well? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, I -- you know, my belief was 

there was a significant understanding around the community that 

there was a dialogue going around about an MOU encouraged by 

our discussions and our goals of representing a mitigation 

package and an agreement that would provide benefits throughout 

the community. 
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MS. CARUSO:  So you're saying it was up to other 

people?  The other people on the MOU had to communicate that 

with the members of the community? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, I think there's -- I can think 

about all the trips I've made up to The Forks and sat around 

picnic tables and showed maps of people (sic) and talked about 

the project.  Throughout this process, the outreach team has 

proactively reached out to every town.  Throughout this process 

we've -- every time there's been a request for a meeting, we've 

made ourselves available, and it's something I'm incredibly 

proud of, the way we have managed the project.  In addition to 

all that, we encouraged the members of the Western Mountains to 

reach out to the community to make sure that this represented a 

broad sense of what was happening.  So not alone, but in 

addition to. 

MS. CARUSO:  I think it was maybe early to mid-March 

when several entities like the generators and the Renewable 

Energy Association intervened in opposition.  Was it around 

then?  Do you know? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I don't know exactly when 

interventions were filed. 

MS. CARUSO:  At that time, were you more concerned 

that the docket might become more complicated or controversial 

because the interveners were participating in it? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, we believe in this project.  
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We think this project provides significant benefits for Maine.  

And we put together a team, a project, and a filing that we're 

proud of, and I don't think we would have done it any different 

if there had been just two or three interveners or 30 or 40. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  I just didn't know if it was a 

coincidence that we were -- that the town of Caratunk was 

approached by Mr. Carroll after that or -- I don't know when 

CMP started to meet with officials in other towns to get 

letters of support in the local area of the new corridor. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, again, we -- an NRCM data 

request that I said, we listed all the formal meetings.  So if 

you refer to that, you can see the, you know, two long pages of 

very small font set of meetings that we had over that period of 

time. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  The last bullet on page three of 

NECEC-9, it discusses that one of the objectives of prefiling a 

communications plan was to, quote, "build and maintain valuable 

relationships along the route."  Then continuing on on the top 

of page four it says your additional objectives were to, quote, 

"identify and address issues of importance to key stakeholders 

and to use early input to develop the project worthy of 

expedited permitting."  Do you see that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I do. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Since we didn't -- we weren't met 

with prior to the filing, and I suspect Caratunk wasn't the 
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only town, do you think it was an effective execution of phase 

one of your communications plan? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I do. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  On the bottom of page four, it 

says -- there's a second bullet regarding the project brochure 

and some one pagers, and included in the pre-application 

communications it says, quote, "outline the NECEC in a clear 

and concise fashion and include a map as well highlights of the 

project benefits," end quote.  And then on page five, the first 

bullet says, quote, "project maps."  Is it fair to say that the 

property taxes were one of the primary benefits you were 

promoting in order to encourage support of local -- of elected 

officials? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I think it was one of a key of 

-- a group of them, yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  And then on the first bullet on 

page five, you refer to an overview map which delineates the 

route and location of existing transmission-related 

infrastructure, and you refer to the route maps that depict the 

corridor on a town-by-town basis and include, quote, 

"geographical features such as water bodies," end quote.  And 

the final sentence says that between the overview map and the 

route map you provide a full understanding of the project 

elements.  Is that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I see that. 
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MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So does this imply that the map 

showing the general route, the existing transmission 

infrastructure, and water bodies provide a, quote, "full 

understanding of the project elements of NECEC"? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I mean, we've developed 

numerous maps for numerous purposes throughout the process. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So would you agree that things 

like the height of the proposed towers, the width of the 

corridor, the need to manage vegetation with herbicides, the 

crossing of streams and wetlands, and the need to address local 

fire control or emergency response requirements or the 

temporary -- potential temporary interruption of the use of 

snowmobile trails and other impacts to recreational resources, 

would they be project elements?  None of which were discussed 

in our first meeting -- presentation at the town office. 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, the purpose of that -- 

MS. CARUSO:  -- they were -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  I'm sorry, go ahead.  The purpose for 

the town meetings were to provide a comprehensive understanding 

of the project and then be available to questions.  And, you 

know, to the degree that people had a specific question, we 

would do our best to get back and provide that information, 

but, you know, I can't imagine the size of a presentation.  It 

would be at least a two-day long presentation if we went to 

every element that you described in the project.  So the idea 
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is we make ourself available, we listen to what people's 

concerns are, and we do our best to respond to those. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right.  So do you think that the -- so 

you say that one of the goals of the pre-application 

communications was to, quote, "identify and address issues of 

importance to key stakeholders." 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Since they weren't part of your initial 

target audience, is it fair to say you felt that the 

landowners, the guides who are using the area, and other 

residents of the affected communities were not the, quote, "key 

stakeholders"? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, and I think, you know, again, 

there is a balance here before submitting a project on how much 

you can disclose about the project.  What we did, and I think 

what we're very proud about in the way that we built this 

project, is to utilize most of it through an existing corridor 

and then to -- largely through two private landowners that 

currently log the land, utilize, site, the project at that 

location.  Now in our conversations and in our own analysis we 

identified some areas that we knew would be a specific concern, 

Moxie Lake, Appalachian Trail crossing, the Kennebec River.  

And we actually modified some of our plans in order to mitigate 

those impacts after speaking with people in the community about 

those areas. 
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MS. CARUSO:  So it was my understanding that one of 

the groups opposing this is the landowners on Moxie Lake.  Did 

you meet with the -- those camp owners, the associations that 

are along Moxie Lake? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I met with them. 

MS. CARUSO:  Before this and before the mitigation? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, we modified -- based on our own 

analysis, we reduced the pole size along the -- there's a 

transmission corridor that parallels Moxie Lake with an 

existing 115 structure in it, and when we first designed the 

line, we imagined having 95-foot poles, monopoles, in that 

structure.  And both of our own understanding, our own outreach 

team, and conversations with the public, we believe that by 

reducing the pole size to 75 feet, even though it costs more 

money for us, it meant more structures, more pieces in there, 

we actually brought the pole size down to the -- similar as the 

topography in the area so those camp owners on the opposite 

side of the lake would not see the structures.  So that would 

be, you know, an example where we -- you know, both our own 

knowledge of our outreach team which involved people that know 

Maine very well, our conversations with people in the public, 

and then we made a modification to our project to incur 

additional cost in order to mitigate the visual impacts of the 

-- of that project. 

MS. CARUSO:  So -- but you didn't meet with the Moxie 
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landowners before you filed and, given the fact that they sent 

a letter of opposition, apparently the lower tower height 

didn't get them to support the project.  Did you offer to bury 

the line there? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No. 

MS. CARUSO:  Would you agree that a broader public 

outreach -- you know, just given the fact of all the public 

comments that have been posted on the PUC site, that perhaps a 

broader public outreach at the beginning of the process might 

have allowed CMP to develop a better understanding about the 

issues of concern in the various communities before you 

finalized the application or -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  I -- you know, my own feeling is I'm 

incredibly proud of the outreach team that we brought to bear 

here.  It's not one or two people.  We have a, you know, large 

group of people, both internal and external, some with years of 

experience in siting projects and understanding the issues that 

get raised.  I can't point to a specific thing that we would do 

differently.  I mean, obviously we believe the project is a 

good one.  We believe that the benefits are real, and obviously 

we've gone through that in extensive detail in this proceeding.  

And unfortunately there are people that are -- for whatever 

purpose and reason, don't see it the same way.  Obviously 

that's up to everyone to weigh the benefits here.  But, no, I'm 

incredibly proud of the outreach team and the efforts that 
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they've done on this project. 

MS. CARUSO:  Well, that's good.  So do you think that 

anything could have been done different to eliminate the huge 

public backlash of the six or 700 comments of opposition, the 

different organizations, and the towns that are rescinding 

their support? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I would say, you know, that just has 

to be kept in perspective.  I think it's still in excess of 90, 

95 percent of the communities along the corridor are still 

supporting the project.  It's a small minority of communities 

that are not.  And, yes, there are several hundred individuals 

who have filed comments and organizations that have filed 

comments against the project, but I think a project of this 

scale and this magnitude, you have to anticipate that there's 

going to be some level of opposition. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Did CMP at that time think it 

might have been harder to show NECEC was worthy of expedited 

permitting if they started having more broader public outreach?  

You know, information sessions instead of talking to just a 

targeted audience? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I'm sorry, I'm not sure I -- 

MS. CARUSO:  What is expedited permitting in your 

opinion? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, I think it's been our 

experience that the permitting process, for example, this 
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process that we're in today, although it has the possibility as 

we've seen in the past, to run on for years on some projects, I 

think to the extent that we hold this project to its current 

schedule, we would consider that to be expedited relative to 

history. 

MS. CARUSO:  But the PUC regulations say that there's 

-- that is has to be decided within a certain amount of time.  

So you're kind of limited on that, correct? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That time is routinely extended. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Someday I'm going to get one done 

in that time. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Don't count on it. 

MS. CARUSO:  Have you ever asked the affected 

communities whether the very rural areas like in Somerset 

County, like the area of the new corridor, if they logistically 

can provide accommodations for such a large construction work 

force or whether they have adequate fire and other emergency 

response resources to deal with, you know, potential project-

related hazards during the construction and the operation? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, the -- our -- I mean, we have 

a great deal of experience in managing these types of projects 

and understanding the communities that we host them within.  

And those are conversations that, yeah, there were times where 

that came up in our dialogue, and I would expect that if this 

project continues to go forward, there will be continued 
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coordination and efforts along that front. 

MS. CARUSO:  But just I guess (indiscernible) answer, 

did you ask the affected communities whether or not they could 

accommodate such a large construction workforce or if they had 

the fire and emergency response resources to handle it? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So the -- I don't think -- I think 

the simple answer is no.  Obviously we've done an analysis over 

the employment that will be required in order to get the 

project done through the work at the University of Southern 

Maine. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  And I would just say that, you know, 

setting aside the issues you raised around public safety which 

I acknowledge, one community's challenge is another's 

opportunity.  I mean, to the extent that this construction 

process is going to inject a great deal of economic value into 

the community, I think many view that as a positive. 

MS. CARUSO:  So have you spoken with, for example, 

you know, the towns of Jackman or West Forks, The Forks, or 

Caratunk to see if they had accommodations to -- that were 

available, aside from their tourist accommodations, like the 

hotels that are hosting the tourists that come to the area, do 

they have an excessive amount of rooms available?  Do they have 

fire departments?  Do they have emergency resources to support 

this kind of construction project? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I mean, we continue to be in 
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dialogue in the specific example of Jackman.  I was just up 

there a few weeks ago, and we were talking about some of the 

topics that you mentioned.  So, yeah, I think it's -- in our 

view it's an ongoing dialogue that will continue to happen in 

the towns to make sure that we provide the most value we can 

related to the project with having the least impact. 

MS. CARUSO:  Right.  But have you ever built such a 

large project in Somerset County?  An area like this that is 

not really inhabited?  Do you really know if there's enough 

resources or not to support this construction?  Or the 

operation of the line once it's up in terms of fire and 

emergency?  You don't really know right now, right? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  You asked about four questions 

there, and I haven't had a chance to answer any of them yet.  

Yes, we have built projects in Somerset County, not in this 

specific area.  We have built projects in areas that are 

equally remote and have not encountered problems with the 

housing and lodging, feeding of construction crews.  We've 

managed to work those issues out in areas that are equally 

remote.  But in terms of, you know, have we had conversations 

with those municipalities around the public safety issues that 

you've raised, I think Thorn has addressed that question. 

MR. DICKINSON:  And then from an operations 

perspective, you know, we have thousands of miles of 

distribution and transmission system throughout Maine.  So, you 
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know, the -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Well, I'm only asking this because I 

hear the communities themselves are expressing real concerns 

that they don't have the housing or the fire should there be 

fires like what happened in California.  So what the question 

is is have you addressed these concerns beforehand?  And do you 

know that, should there be fires like that, that there is a 

response crew in the location that's there?  Do you know if 

there's -- for example, do you know if they have five 

departments?  Are they volunteer fire departments?  Is there an 

ambulance service?  Is there a hospital there? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  We have transmission lines that 

traverse areas of Maine that have -- are equally remote, if not 

more remote, than what we're talking about in this corridor 

through many unorganized townships that have no fire 

departments, no public safety resources.  So it's not a new 

issue.  It's an issue that we're accustomed to. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay, moving on to tab four, you'll see 

that the first page from the printout -- is a printout from a 

January 2nd post on Facebook that invites people to visit a 

specific portion of the website, the NECEC website, if they 

want to find out more information about how the project affects 

their community.  Do you see that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah. 

MS. CARUSO:  And then there's a link that takes 
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visitors to the map on the website where people can click on 

individual towns, and here you'll see a relevant page for 

Caratunk.  At the bottom of the second page on tab four, 

there's an estimate of the new tax revenue Caratunk will 

receive in one year -- in year one.  And there's an asterisk 

that refers to a sort of disclaimer on the following page that 

says it's an estimate based on the 2017 preliminary design and 

it is subject to change.  Do you see that? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  So your tax estimates were performed by 

the Maine Center for Business & Economic Research.  Is that 

correct? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That's correct. 

MS. CARUSO:  And as I understand it, the total 

estimated property taxes are approximately 18 million per year.  

Is that correct? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  And the process that they developed -- 

they used to develop the $18 million estimate was the same that 

Daymark used as an assumption in how they modeled the overall 

economic impacts.  Is that true? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, I think both Daymark and Mr. 

Wallace will be testifying later in this proceeding.  I'd 

probably ask them directly. 

MS. CARUSO:  So if the numbers -- but this was to say 
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if the numbers are lower -- if the actual number is lower than 

their estimate, would that mean that Daymark had over estimated 

the economic benefits? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Or if the taxes end up being higher, 

then they have under estimated the benefits.  That's correct. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Are you familiar with the sworn 

testimony during the public witness hearings from the tax 

assessor for the town of Caratunk and other towns, Mr. Garnett 

Robinson? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm generally aware of the 

testimony, not the details. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Are you aware that, you know, in 

his professional experience, he works as an assessor for 

various other towns throughout the state and towns also in 

which CMP has recently built large transmission projects? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Was there a question there? 

MS. CARUSO:  Are you aware of that? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Do you recall that he provided 

specific examples of how CMP had tax declarations and lower tax 

payments -- under-reported tax declarations and lower tax 

payments than the initial revenue projections which had been 

provided to those towns during the development or permitting 

stage of the projects? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I think one of the things that 
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happened, particularly -- and I think most of these issues have 

arisen as -- around the Maine Power Reliability Program, the 

MPRP project.  And I think what happened in those instances was 

the property tax projections were calculated based on the 

specific investment to be made in each community and assumed 

that that value would be assessed at its installed cost 

effectively, at least in the initial year.  What it didn't take 

into account is the way that Maine Revenue Service handles the 

assessment of transmission line.  It's unique.  It's somewhat 

complex.  But in general terms, transmission lines are assessed 

on an average unitized basis by voltage class.  So, for 

example, all of CMP's 345,000 volt transmission facilities are 

all assessed at the same average value per mile based on an 

initial investment, less 30 percent depreciation, and then that 

value is fixed.  And then all transmission across our -- across 

the state is assessed on that same average value basis.  So the 

result of that was that some communities that had significant 

transmission line investment from MPRP did not see the full 

benefit of that property tax assessment in their community, but 

conversely, there were many other town who did not host any of 

the project that saw an increase in the assessed value.  Now, 

in the case of the NECEC project, we'll see a significantly 

diminished impact of that methodology because NECEC's costs 

will have to be fully segregated from CMP's other transmission 

costs.  The DC corridor will be separately assessed, separately 
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costed and assessed.  So the full assessed -- assessment impact 

of those facilities will be realized in the host communities 

where it's located.  It still will be subject to this fixed 70 

percent depreciated value calculation, but it will not be, in 

effect, socialized across other communities. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  We have a follow up. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Eric, I have a question.  To what 

extent does CMP face payments in lieu of taxes in towns as 

opposed to assessed valuations and so forth?  I mean, it is 

used in some states and some other jurisdictions. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I'm not aware of any of the 

host communities for this project where that will be the case. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Okay. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Hold on, Elizabeth. 

MS. CARUSO:  So -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Yeah, Elizabeth, hold on.  We -- the 

bench has another follow up.  Go ahead, Chris. 

MS. COOK:  So just so I understand what you just 

said, Eric, does that mean that the $18 million of property tax 

value is actually only going to be 70 percent of that? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  It's not as simple as that, 

unfortunately.  The initial property tax assessments that had 

been done that I believe fed into both Ryan Wallace's work and 

Daymark's I believe assumed that they -- that property would be 

depreciated over time and its assessed value would depreciate 
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over time.  So that analysis probably overstated the assessed 

value on the front end but understated it on the back end 

because the 70 percent is fixed through time.  You know, the 

decision under this Maine Revenue Service bulletin that we 

subscribe to was done as a simplification.  You know, rather 

than tracking actual depreciation on every asset through time, 

this was a simplified way to establish a fair assessed value, 

but it is fixed. 

MS. COOK:  So do you have a view right now as to 

whether what Daymark and Mr. Wallace have done is an over 

estimate or an under estimate? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I think there are many assumptions 

in that analysis.  You know, we assumed it was based on current 

mil rates, for example.  There was no escalation of mil rates 

so -- there are other assumptions that would probably push that 

in the other direction if we were to adjust for this 

methodology. 

MS. COOK:  Okay, thank you. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Elizabeth, please continue. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So, for example, what you're 

saying is that 100,487 for Caratunk is really split to some 

extent between the town and the state? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No.  The -- 

MS. CARUSO:  So -- go ahead. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No, I mean, the process I described 
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is the process by which CMP comes up with an assessed value for 

transmission lines.  So we will calculate the assessed value 

using that methodology, report that to the town of Caratunk, 

and that will be the basis for Caratunk's issuance of a 

property tax bill to CMP. 

MS. CARUSO:  So do you see the concern, though, that 

towns have when CMP comes in order to get a permit and they 

have a wonderful revenue projection for the town who issues the 

permit, and then when it comes down to it, the permit actually 

is about, you know, 17 or 30 percent or something far less than 

what they expected?  Do you see that concern for town assessors 

and selectmen? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, I can understand the concern, 

yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  And do you think that there's a 

difference between the tax treatment for an ETU versus a rate-

based utility asset? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  They're all rate-based assets.  I 

mean, the purpose of this assessment methodology is to 

recognize that fact that, unlike many other classes of 

property, transmission line assets, their ability to earn is 

based on their depreciated book value.  And that's no different 

whether it is a rate-based reliability transmission line or an 

ETU that is recovering its revenue through some other tariff. 

MS. CARUSO:  So if this -- you know, as a for-profit 
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project, if the actual revenue performance is less than 

projected once it's in operation, wouldn't we expect the 

property value of the line to drop? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  We might argue for that, but that's 

not the methodology that Maine Revenue Service prescribes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Well, are you familiar with the wind 

farm in Bingham and the unorganized territory where, just 

within two years ago, they put it up, they -- and then within 

two years, their performance dropped significantly, they were 

filing for abatements, and want to sue the town for their tax 

bill? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  You're talking about the assessment 

of a generation project, not a transmission line who recovers 

its revenues through a completely different mechanism. 

MS. CARUSO:  But it's still a for-profit project, and 

if it doesn't -- part of the assessing -- part of the 

components for assessing is based on the performance of that 

business component of that line.  And at some point, CMP could 

say, well, we're not really producing what we expected to be 

producing, we're not entering the market, it's really not -- 

it's not as valuable as we thought it would be and we don't 

want to pay these taxes. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, again, transmission lines are 

not assessed based on their market value.  Unlike generation 

projects, paper mills, other types of property, transmission 
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lines are uniquely assessed based on the methodology that I've 

described.  It's not based on value.  Market value I should 

say. 

MS. CARUSO:  But your earnings are locked in by the 

PPA, is that right, and -- per the 20-year contract? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Forty-year contracts, yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  And you recover your revenue as 

well? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, independent -- 

MS. CARUSO:  -- that? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, we do. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So are you aware that when 

selectboards and town assessors review the tax impact of any 

new development, we also consider the potential offsetting 

impacts to existing property values? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm not aware of that, no. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay, so we need to look at -- so you 

don't know if the value from MCBER included any offsetting 

impacts that the towns have to assess? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I'm going to object and indicate 

that Mr. Wallace of the Maine Center will be testifying on 

Friday and can be a much better witness to answer that 

question. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Eric, do you an opinion one way -- 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I do not.  I mean, I don't believe 
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he factored that into his analysis, but that's something he 

should confirm. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Sustained. 

MS. CARUSO:  At the bottom of the first page of the 

website printout provides information that Caratunk is in 

Somerset County, provides the distance that the corridor will 

travel through Caratunk, and provides the estimated new tax 

revenue.  Do you see that? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  And then the next page has four bullets 

of additional benefits.  Is that right? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  So -- and then are there any other 

information on the Caratunk page? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Again, I don't know.  This -- we did 

not produce this so I'm not sure whether there was other 

information that was not included or not. 

MS. CARUSO:  No, that's it.  So when someone follows 

the link for more information about NECEC in their community, 

this is what they get, assuming we didn't leave any pages out, 

correct? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I'm not sure whether there is 

additional information for other communities or if they're all 

the same.  I don't know. 

MS. CARUSO:  Well, at least for Caratunk.  So will -- 
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on this issue, will CMP -- so CMP can't make a firm commitment 

that they'll actually pay the estimated amount that is being 

published as part of the company's efforts to solicit local 

support.  You're saying you can't make a firm commitment that 

you will definitely be paying this? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  In paying the "this," is "this" 

referring to the tax amount? 

MS. CARUSO:  Yes. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  As the footnote says, we will not 

know the actual assessed value until we know the actual cost of 

the project.  This is all based on estimated project cost. 

MS. CARUSO:  Uh-huh.  Okay, the next document, tab 

four, is a filing that was made at FERC on August 20th, 2018.  

I assume you're familiar with this. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  The pages are from Exhibit 3-1, Schedule 

1.  I understand it -- the way I understand it, this is 

analysis CMP provided to FERC as part of a proceeding where 

FERC would approve the rate of return under your transmission 

contracts for NECEC. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No. 

MS. CARUSO:  Is that right? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No, that's not correct. 

MS. CARUSO:  It's not? 
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MR. STINNEFORD:  We were filing approval of the 

transmission service agreements, not specifically a rate of 

return but the terms and conditions of the entire agreements. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  On line 18 of each page you 

provide a number for property tax expense under the category 

Revenue Requirements.  And in year one of the project it says 

you expect to incur 20.533 million in property tax expense.  

And it looks like that stays relatively consistent over the 

first 20 years of the project.  Is that true? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That is what this indicates, yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I believe it is -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Was this estimate also provided by 

MCBER? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No, it was not.  This is based on 

assumptions that were in a different financial model, and, 

again, it's -- it was based on an estimate of the initial cost 

and assessed value.  I don't even know if the assumed mil rates 

in that analysis were -- equivalent to the analysis that was 

used by Mr. Wallace. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay, so I guess you can understand my 

confusion because on one hand we -- there's 18 million that has 

been touted as one of the major economic benefits of the 

project, and then we have our professional tax assessor who 

testified under oath that CMP often pays much less than the 
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initial estimate and then we have this estimate to FERC which 

is more than 20 million.  So it's hard to know which it is, you 

understand? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I think that just points to the 

challenges of estimating future property taxes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm assuming that the communities 

would not be upset if we -- turned out our estimate of 20 

million was correct. 

MS. CARUSO:  Just a minute, please.  Okay.  Well, 

thank you for your interpretation.  This is something that, you 

know, the public needs to know because it's the outreach that 

we are receiving that we want to be able to understand it and 

be confident in it.  Okay, moving on to tab five, this is an 

article published on December 12th in the Times Record which 

reports on a public information meeting that was held in the 

town of Durham.  Do you see that? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So I just want to point out that 

this was a meeting organized and hosted by NRCM, and I was in 

attendance and also spokesperson for Avangrid, John Carroll, 

attended.  On the seventh paragraph on the second page of the 

article toward the bottom, I'll read a quote.  It says, that 

CMP representative John Carroll called the opposition, quote, 
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"bizarre and shameful, lamenting that instead of seeing Hydro-

Quebec as a leader in the clean energy movement," he said we -- 

quote, "we are immediately suspicious," end quote.  And I 

assume by "we" he means project opponents.  Do you see that 

statement? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I see the statement, yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So do you think it's helpful for 

the project spokesman to accuse or insult stakeholders like 

that? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I'm going to object to the use of a 

newspaper article for this purpose.  I believe we've excluded a 

whole bunch of other press articles, and to ascribe -- to use 

it in this purpose is inappropriate and calls for hearsay and 

assumes facts not in evidence. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Well, I think the -- go ahead and 

allow the question on the assumption or hypothetical that Mr. 

Carroll did say those things, but I will restrict lengthy 

questions regarding a newspaper article.  So you can respond. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I don't think any of us here 

were present at that meeting so I have no understanding of the 

context in which these partial quotes were made.  So I can't 

offer an opinion on whether Mr. Carroll's intent here was to be 

insulting or whether he was expressing his view on an issue 

that's critical to the project.  I think it's very difficult to 
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make any kind of assessment with this very limited context. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Do you know if CMP has any kind 

of code of conduct with -- or other employee communications 

policies governing whether or not -- you know, how CMP 

representatives comment? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  We have general codes of conduct.  I 

don't know whether the -- our corporate communications group 

has a specific code of conduct as you've described it.  I don't 

know. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  There was also a radio interview 

on December 12th on WVOM with Mr. Carroll, and there -- did you 

know that -- did you listen to it? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I have not, no. 

MS. CARUSO:  He referred to people who disagree with 

CMP's projected benefits as being -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I really object to this one because 

we don't even have a document with a transcript for this radio.  

So there's no basis for the question in the record. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, that objection's sustained. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  So my concern is and the concern 

of other residents -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I'm going to that too, assumes 

facts not in evidence. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Go ahead and proceed. 

MS. CARUSO:  We're wondering if, because towns have 
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come out in opposition to the project, if CMP will be kind of  

-- with regards to delivering our electricity, with regards to 

outages, if they would be retaliating against the towns who are 

in opposition. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm sorry, was that a question? 

MS. CARUSO:  Yes. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No, CMP does -- will not retaliate 

against any community for any reason. 

MS. CARUSO:  So we shouldn't have a problem with the 

electricity being delivered, the outages, the workings of the 

distribution of electricity in our towns because towns have 

come out against the project? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No, we have statutory and regulatory 

obligations to provide service to all communities, and, you 

know, a community's position with respect to this project is 

not going to affect that. 

MS. CARUSO:  So assuming Mr. Carroll's comments are 

correct, this does not represent CMP's corporate view towards 

its stakeholders? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Again, I'm not sure what comments 

you're referring to. 

MS. CARUSO:  Well, the ones that were already 

objected to. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I'll repeat my objection. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Yes, as far as the radio goes, we 
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don't know what Mr. Carroll said.  And as far as the newspaper 

goes, there is a lot of question regarding exactly what 

somebody might have meant in a quote in a newspaper which is 

why we don't allow newspapers into the record. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay, very good.  Thank you.  Moving on 

to tab six, this includes pages 26 and 27 from the CPCN 

application where we discuss municipal permitting requirements.  

Do you see that? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  On line five of page 26, you cite the 

requirements of the statute which require the project developer 

to provide municipal offices with maps of the project.  Is that 

correct? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  And I believe the application says that 

you distributed maps via certified mail prior to submitting the 

application.  Is that correct? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Are there any other statutory or 

regulatory compliance requirements or Commission policies 

related to public outreach that is applicable to NECEC or is it 

pretty much entirely your discretion? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  No, there are other requirements, to 

notify abutting landowners, for example, 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  On page 26, line nine, there's a 
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discussion that continues to page 27, and it talks about the 

need for NECEC to address municipal jurisdictional issues and 

local land use ordinances.  And on line three of page 27, 

there's a statement that says, quote, "CMP anticipates all 

required local approvals will be obtained by mid-2019," end 

quote.  Is that still what you anticipate given project delays 

and such? 

MR. ESCUDERO:  The current expectation is that we 

will initiate the local approvals early this year and that the 

(indiscernible) will go through early '22, 2022 is the current 

plan. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Do you plan to initiate local 

permitting before or after the Commission issues its decision? 

MR. ESCUDERO:  Well, I haven't seen the detailed 

plans yet.  We just got it developed at the end of 2018 so I 

cannot provide an answer to that. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I think, you know, each municipal 

permitting requirements are different in terms -- you know, 

some may have more substantial permitting requirements that 

have longer lead times.  Others are fairly perfunctory.  And 

there are other considerations, such as the time that is 

allowed between the issuance of a permit and the time that 

construction must begin.  So all of that feeds into the 

scheduling of local permitting, and it will be different for 

different communities and will be driven, in large part, by the 
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construction schedule for the project. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  On page 27, line nine, it says 

that, quote, "In the unlikely event a municipal ordinance 

severely restricts or prohibits construction of the project, 

CMP will pursue an amendment of the applicable ordinance," end 

quote.  Then it goes on to say that if that doesn't work -- and 

this is a quote from the CPCN application -- quote, "CMP will 

petition the Commission under applicable Maine law for 

appropriate redress to permit approval and construction of the 

project."  And then there's a footnote that states the relevant 

statutory language.  Do you agree? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I agree that's what it says, yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  At this point, do you expect 

you'll have to submit any petitions for a municipal permit 

exemption? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  It's -- at this stage, we don't know 

yet. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Is it a fair summary to say that 

the way the process works is that CMP has to make best efforts 

to obtain any and all local permits, but if it fails to obtain 

one or more, they can and will ask the Commission to give them 

an exemption? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I -- that's a very broad 

summarization, but I think it's a fair one. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Is it fair to use the word pre-
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emption to describe a situation where a state agency exempts a 

project developer from an otherwise applicable local land use 

requirement? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection, calls for a legal 

conclusion. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Sustained. 

MS. CARUSO:  So for an elective transmission upgrade 

or a for-profit project as this is that's not being developed 

but was -- is for a for-profit investment for a company, would 

an exemption be a -- something that would be pursued if there 

were -- if it was missing a permit to continue? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I guess I still struggle with your 

characterization of -- distinguishing this as a for-profit 

investment.  Any investment that the utility makes will earn a 

profit hopefully.  There really is nothing that distinguishes 

this project with respect to profitability from any other 

investment the company would make.  I think what you're asking 

is an ETU.  That is distinguishable.  And as far as we're 

concerned, its status as an ETU as opposed to some other form 

of transmission upgrade under the ISO New England tariff would 

not make a difference in terms of whether or not it would 

require or result in us seeking an exemption from the 

Commission over a local permitting issue. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Has the Commission ever been 

asked to approve an elective transmission upgrade over is NECEC 
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the first one? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  To my knowledge, there has not been 

one in Maine. 

MS. CARUSO:  So are non-utility energy developers who 

may want to invest in things like solar or wind farms, are they 

eligible for any exemptions from municipal land use 

requirements? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  You're asking for my legal opinion? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I'm going to object on legal -- 

MS. CARUSO:  What is your understanding, yes. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I'm going to object on legal 

grounds.  But I will state that to the extent such a developer 

were building a transmission line, they would be entitled to 

seek an exemption. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  If you are unable to obtain any 

of the local permits, when would the Commission -- or when 

should the Commission expect you to file a pre-emption petition 

that seeks appropriate redress? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Objection sustained on the question 

using the term pre-emption.  Otherwise, Eric, you can answer if 

you heard the question. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, I think I did.  I think, you 

know, as you summarized before, we have to make good-faith 

efforts to achieve local permitting through the normal means.  
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If we are unsuccessful either in achieving a required amendment 

to a local ordinance or achieving a local permit, it would be 

at that time that we would petition the Commission for an 

exemption. 

MS. CARUSO:  So, you know, you're aware that Caratunk 

has rescinded initial support, and are you also aware that 

other communities have held town-wide votes and some formally 

oppose the approval of NECEC? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm generally aware of that, yes. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  Is it your view that the 

Commission has the authority to grant an exemption from local 

permitting requirements in communities that have voted against, 

formally, the project? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Calls for a legal conclusion.  

Objection. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Sustained. 

MS. CARUSO:  Are you aware that the town of Caratunk 

currently has an electric transmission line moratorium in 

place? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I am. 

MS. CARUSO:  Do you believe that the Commission could 

give an exemption for a town that has a moratorium in place? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection, calls for a legal 

conclusion. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Sustained. 
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MS. CARUSO:  Would CMP ask for an exemption from the 

Commission for towns that are not -- for towns that, for 

example, have a moratorium or an ordinance that would not issue 

CMP the permit for this? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I think those circumstances will 

have to be addressed on a case-by-case basis.  I can't answer 

that in the abstract.  We have to assess, you know, what our 

alternatives are in each one of those municipalities where we 

encounter those circumstances. 

MS. CARUSO:  But you wouldn't agree not to. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'm sorting out the double negatives 

there.  I think that's correct, we would not agree not to. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Elizabeth, can I ask how much more 

time you have?  You're going to significantly -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Yes.  Just a couple more and then I'm 

done. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, proceed. 

MS. CARUSO:  I understand that CMP has all the land 

rights it needs to build the project as currently proposed.  Am 

I correct that the issuance of the CPCN would let CMP use the 

power of eminent domain for NECEC? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Calls for a legal conclusion. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Sustained. 

MS. CARUSO:  Well, would CMP need to come to the 

Commission if it wanted to use eminent domain? 
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MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection, calls for a legal 

conclusion as a matter of -- 

MS. CARUSO:  Would you agree not to use eminent 

domain? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  We can't do that sitting here today 

not knowing what circumstances we might encounter in the 

future, but as we said, for this project as it stands now, we 

have all of the land rights that we require to build the 

project.  So it would not be necessary under the current 

circumstances. 

MS. CARUSO:  So you wouldn't seek the PUC -- you 

wouldn't -- so you wouldn't use eminent domain if you had to or 

you wouldn't seek the PUC exemption if you had to, as of right 

now? 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I don't think that's -- that was the 

answer.  The answer was they have land rights so they don't 

anticipate needing to use eminent domain, but if eminent domain 

was required, I think Eric's answer was he can't commit to not 

doing it. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  That's correct. 

MS. CARUSO:  Okay.  I think we're all set.  Thank you 

very much for your time.  I have no further questions. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Sue? 

MS. ELY:  Thank you.  Sue Ely, Natural Resources 

Council of Maine.  I have just a couple of questions, and 
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apologies to Eric and Mr. Escudero, I think they're mostly for 

Thorn.  But if anyone else on the panel has an answer, by all 

means, feel free to answer.  But, Mr. Dickinson, earlier when 

you were answering questions from Attorney Shope, you -- I 

think it was Mr. Shope's questions -- you were talking about 

speaking to a bunch of people who are bilingual to help 

translate Hydro-Quebec documents.  Do you recall that 

conversation?  It was -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MS. ELY:  Okay.  Do you recall who those people 

where? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I -- essentially Hydro-Quebec 

employees that could speak English. 

MS. ELY:  Okay.  You also -- during -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Most of them do that very well. 

MS. ELY:  I know, if only it were a different 

province that didn't have quite a strong leaning towards 

French, this wouldn't be such a complicated proceeding maybe.  

There -- you also mentioned that you had to rely on publicly-

available data when compiling your rebuttal testimony about the 

greenhouse gas implications and reservoir levels.  Is that 

correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Correct. 

MS. ELY:  And I was wondering if you could elaborate 

on why you had to rely on publicly-available data. 
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MR. DICKINSON:  Well, probably a better way to say it 

is that was the methodology that I did for putting together the 

rebuttal testimony.  So the plan was for me to address the 

issues that were prior -- in prior testimony, and I pursued 

publicly-available information to put that information 

together. 

MS. ELY:  You relied on publicly-available data, yet 

you had access to Hydro-Quebec employees.  Is that correct? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I would -- so Hydro-Quebec 

employees both, you know, made sure I wasn't making fatal flaws 

associated with how I were to look at it and, if I was 

struggling to find a specific reference to publicly-available 

information, they would point me in the right direction. 

MS. ELY:  What was the purpose in -- if you had 

access to Hydro-Quebec employees, what was the purpose of only 

relying on information that was publicly available? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, I guess in my perspective, 

that made it much easier in providing the information in the 

testimony.  So by that means, I could put the information out 

there and show -- I mean, the -- and stepping back just maybe a 

little on the purpose for the analysis, the -- 

MS. ELY:  I'm sorry, I just want to know if you had 

access to an employee who could give you information, why, if 

they could give you sort of the potential to have real-time 

information about Hydro-Quebec's system, would you rely only on 
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public information? 

MR. DICKINSON:  For purposes of this specific 

representation, the goal was to provide a representation of the 

perspective of their ability to me and define this as 

incremental energy as an issue that was brought up by a number 

of environmental NGOs in my discussions with them and to do it 

in a way that allowed us to share that with everybody.  So I 

never pursued confidential information.  I mean, I never asked 

a question for confidential information.  The goal was always 

to develop a model based on publicly-available data. 

MS. ELY:  Okay.  So then I want to ask you, the 

document that you provided, well, CMP provided in response to a 

data request by Ms. Kelly was an email from Hydro-Quebec, and I 

guess it's a different approach is to get Hydro-Quebec to write 

an email responding to a data request.  Was there no publicly-

available information that would make that point -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection to -- 

MS. ELY:  -- in the data request? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Objection to form.  I'm not sure 

what you're referring to by an email. 

MS. ELY:  Sorry, thank you.  The email that was the 

response to Dot Kelly's data request 004-001 that we have been 

discussing earlier today. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  So I believe that was a letter, not 

an email. 
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MR. SHOPE:  I think it's the letter of December 14 

from Bergervin to which I was referring earlier. 

MS. ELY:  I'm sorry.  Yes, it is a letter, sorry. 

MR. DICKINSON:  So again, I'm sorry, I lost the 

question in there. 

MS. ELY:  That's fine.  I'm sure that my muddled 

delivery did not help.  The -- I'll try it one more time.  So 

why, for responding to Dot Kelly's data request marked 004-001, 

did you -- did CMP include a letter drafted by Hydro-Quebec as 

opposed to publicly-available information? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So the method that we -- when we 

received the data request, we forwarded it on to Hydro-Quebec 

and Hydro-Quebec responded with the letter that they provided.  

So that was the method by which we responded to Dot Kelly's 

data request. 

MS. ELY:  Okay. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I would just say specifically there 

is no public source for this specific information that was 

requested which is why we addressed it directly to them. 

MS. ELY:  Okay.  When you responded, did Hydro-Quebec 

-- when you asked this question of Hydro-Quebec, did they 

respond with any additional information besides the letter? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, as I had said earlier in my 

testimony, not only did this data response get responded to, 

but we also had meetings with the Portland Press, we had 
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meetings with the Boston Globe.  The outreach team also met 

with a number of other papers and had discussions, and I think 

in those context of discussions that, you know, other 

conversations happened, other information, videos on -- showing 

the water actually spilling, other things like that were 

exchanged. 

MS. ELY:  Were those conversations in an attempt to 

answer Ms. Kelly's data request? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Oh, no, I'm sorry, no. 

MS. ELY:  Okay. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  We did have other telephonic 

conversations with the author of this letter and other HQ 

employees to get further clarity round this. 

MS. ELY:  But they didn't provide you any underlying 

data to support the letter?  I'll phrase it as a question.  Did 

they provide you underlying data to support the letter? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I wouldn't say they provided us 

data.  They did provide us with clarifying explanation and 

information.  For example, earlier today we talked about the 

ordinary spillage that would occur in the Hydro-Quebec system 

to address environmental permitting restrictions, hydrologic 

conditions, the normal seasonal spillage that occurs on their 

system.  In those conversations, they clarified that that is in 

the range of four to five terawatt hours a year pretty 

consistently through history and that the numbers that are 
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reflected in this letter are incremental above that four to 

five terawatt hours that would ordinarily be spilled.  So, you 

know, we did have those types of clarifying conversations with 

them, but they did not provide us, you know, supporting reports 

or documents for that data. 

MS. ELY:  Okay.  Switching gears.  Earlier, Mr. 

Dickinson, you were asked a -- and I don't -- I think you'll 

remember this generally.  I don't have the data request off the 

top of my head.  You had been asked to identify which employees 

-- well, actually, it's in response to an NRCM request that we 

were just talking about.  It's the meetings that you attended 

to talk to individuals about the project.  And I'm curious have 

these stakeholder meetings continued after the data request 

that you responded to?  Have you continued to go to those 

meetings with community members? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Maybe you could -- if you could just 

restate that?  I want to make sure I understand what date 

you're referring to.  Dot Kelly's -- 

MS. ELY:  No, the NRCM request for the list of 

stakeholder meetings. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Oh, yeah.  Yeah, I mean, we have 

continued to offer every town along the corridor and adjacent 

towns for meetings.  They've told us -- I think every town now 

has told us, no, we're good.  We've had multiple meetings in 

all those towns.  We're willing to go anywhere and have a 
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meeting anytime with people that are interested in the project, 

and, you know, we -- you know, between myself, Eric, Doug 

Herling, members of the outreach team, we've been all over the 

state.  And, you know, my mantra to the team was always there's 

only 1.4 million people in Maine, let's talk to them all. 

MS. ELY:  So your testimony is that you have 

continued to have these meetings throughout this -- throughout 

the process, they didn't stop when you submitted the data 

request to the Natural Resources Council of Maine. 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, that's right. 

MS. ELY:  Okay.  And you mentioned that Doug Herling 

has participated in these meetings, that you have participated.  

Who else is continuing to participate in these stakeholder 

meetings? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, the short and long of it -- 

and you could -- I mean, depending on how you call these 

stakeholder meetings, you know, we're trying to come up with -- 

we have meetings right now where we're trying to figure out how 

to utilize our commitment to bring fiber optic to Somerset, 

Franklin County and to -- like, for example, we were just in 

Whitefield the other day.  So Whitefield is an area where the 

345 line goes, and we've now made a commitment to put fiber 

optic up on that AC transmission line.  And we met with the 

people in Whitefield about the idea of connecting in their 

existing fiber optic along that place, and in that meeting, it 
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included -- actually Heather Johnson at the point was Connect 

Maine who is, you know, kind of the fiber optic leader for the 

state at that point in time.  It was Bill Sawyer, an engineer 

for CMP, and Justin Tribbet who also is an engineer.  We were 

meeting with them to figure out how we can bring value to that 

community by bringing fiber optic, and those kind of 

discussions are going on in Somerset and Franklin County.  But 

that's just a specific example.  Eric would be in some 

meetings.  Bernardo would be in some meetings.  Other 

management people that are involved.  Really the way I see it 

is everybody that's on the project, not just the core group of 

outreach teams, should be available to interact with the 

community on a regular basis. 

MS. ELY:  Does that include going to selectboard 

meetings? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah. 

MS. ELY:  Does that include going to county 

commissioner meetings? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MS. ELY:  Okay.  You mentioned that you'd made a 

recent commitment to put fiber optic in the 345 line.  Is that 

writing -- is that agreement in writing? 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, I'd describe it as a handshake 

agreement, but the engineers and the people that are managing 

the dollars related to the project understand that it's a 
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commitment. 

MS. ELY:  Okay.  Who is the commitment with? 

MR. DICKINSON:  We sat around a table at the 

Skowhegan Cafe or -- I can't remember the name of the place, 

and a number of folks from Whitefield and us talked about it.  

And, you know, I made the commitment there at that point. 

MS. ELY:  Are these members of the community that you 

made the agreement with? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I think they're some of the 

people that are community members that care, that want to see 

about value being brought to their community.  Some of the 

people that I believe were on the selectboard of -- 

MS. ELY:  Can you be more -- like, so I understand 

that people who want to see value in their community is a 

subset of people, but can you be more specific about who you 

made your agreement with and -- or who they represent? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Again, the -- what -- I think the 

better understanding of how we have approached this project is 

every time we get a phone call for an opportunity in a 

community to have a dialogue about the project, we take it.  In 

that conversation with Whitefield, in that meeting that we had, 

they asked about fiber optic because they had heard about it 

related to the DC line.  We had -- I think I had one 

conversation early on with one selectman, who is also on the 

economic development selectmen for Whitefield.  And then that 
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led to a larger group where we sat around and had blueberry pie 

and coffee around a little plastic picnic table, and at that 

meeting, we heard what their interests were.  I contacted our 

engineering group, understood the incremental cost that we'd 

incur, and, for me, I believe that extra cost was worth the 

value of delivering it.  We asked for nothing in return.  We 

asked for nothing from any of the people in Whitefield.  I 

believe this is the kind of thing that we've demonstrated 

throughout this project. 

MS. ELY:  Will you be signing a memorandum of 

agreement or any more-formalized documentation? 

MR. DICKINSON:  If the town of Whitefield would like 

to have a formal commitment from us committing to that, we're 

happy to do it. 

MS. ELY:  Are there other communities that you've 

made these types of handshake agreements with? 

MR. DICKINSON:  So the representation of a handshake 

as a negative thing is interesting to me.  To me -- 

MS. ELY:  It was not a -- it was -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  Okay. 

MS. ELY:  My deadpan delivery might give me away, but 

I am really just asking are there other communities that you 

made a handshake agreement with? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I think where there's 

conversations we're having throughout the project to find ways 
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to help deliver value in ways that, to my, are synergistic with 

the project, and fiber optic is a perfect example.  And there's 

a lot of things going on in the project, a lot of irons in the 

fire, but, you know, those kind of conversations are happening 

all along the -- on the project, and we are open to any 

additional calls from any towns that want to have these 

conversations. 

MS. ELY:  I'm trying to understand if there are other 

side agreements that are being made through the -- through this 

process. 

MR. DICKINSON:  So the -- there's no -- the agreement 

with Whitefield is -- there's no agreement.  There's no 

negotiation.  There's not a document that is looked at to be an 

MOU.  It was me listening to people in the community about what 

they cared about and me making a commitment to them.  And as I 

said, if they want me to firm that up in a letter or an MOU, 

we're happy to do that.  So there's no side agreements that are 

currently engaged, but we have conversations with both Somerset 

and Franklin County around fiber optic, as an example, to try 

to figure out how to -- we've already committed as part of the 

project to provide significant amount of splice points along a 

high-bandwidth fiber optic cable at the edge of our right-of-

way, and we're going to provide that at no cost, no -- to 

people that would be able to connect into that as a way to 

encourage fiber optic.  What we're also interested in are there 
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other opportunities that we could do beyond that, and those are 

the kind of discussions would be an example in the specific 

area of fiber optic that we're doing. 

MS. ELY:  I understand you testified earlier that 

there are no new MOUs that you have signed besides the one with 

the Western Mountains & Rivers Corporation.  Is that a correct 

understanding? 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's correct. 

MS. ELY:  Are there -- aside from the MOU structure, 

are there any other agreements that Central Maine Power or 

Avangrid has made with any other interested parties? 

MR. DICKINSON:  There's no other MOUs that we've 

signed or executed related to any other interested parties. 

MS. ELY:  It doesn't have to be an MOU.  Any type of 

agreement. 

MR. DICKINSON:  No, I don't believe so. 

MS. ELY:  Okay.  That's all I've got for questions. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I know Barry's got just an issue.  

Jared, how much redirect? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Not much, five or ten minutes at 

the most. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  We've been going for a while.  I 

think we should -- why don't we just take a break now, come 

back in 15. 

CONFERENCE RECESSED (January 9, 2019, 2:56 p.m.) 
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CONFERENCE RESUMED (January 9, 2019, 3:16 p.m.) 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, let's go back on the record. 

Barry, I know you had some -- a line of questions.  Let's -- 

MR. HOBBINS:  Yes, I do, if you don't mind.  Well, 

good afternoon.  It's good to see you.  Been a long day so far.  

I just had a couple questions, and I don't know whether to 

address them to you, Thorn, or to all of you but collectively 

why don't we talk about them.  We've heard so far from 

Elizabeth Caruso from Caratunk and also Ms. Eli who was -- Ms. 

Ely, rather, who represents the Natural Resources Council of 

Maine, and they talked a little about community benefits and 

the like.  And when you were putting your project together for 

Massachusetts, you had certain criteria you had to follow under 

their statute, is that correct, as far as community benefits or 

that part of your submission to -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  The response to the RFP included an 

RFP document that required specific criteria that needed to be 

filed. 

MR. HOBBINS:  Right.  So did -- in your process of 

having, you know, been selected, did you look to the New 

Hampshire documents or the Vermont documents or the two 

proposals that were a competing proposal to look at those 

documents at all and, in particular, the community benefit 

elements of those two projects with respect to their 

submission? 
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MR. DICKINSON:  So just so -- just to make sure I 

understand, the Massachusetts RFP had specific requirements in 

it for their own state. 

MR. HOBBINS:  Yes. 

MR. DICKINSON:  So when you're referencing the 

community benefits, are you talking about the community 

benefits -- 

MR. HOBBINS:  For the state -- for example, looking 

at the state of Vermont and looking at the benefits that would 

have gone to the state of Vermont if they would have been 

successful in their project.  The same is true of New 

Hampshire.  I'm more interested in New Hampshire if that could 

be the case.  So did you have an opportunity to look at their 

applications, their full applications, both -- more so in New 

Hampshire than Vermont? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Sure.  So we did a great deal of 

market intelligence before we submitted our bid, and because 

that's a project that's been going on for nine or ten years, 

there was information out there and available.  And part of 

that was the various agreements that they had made along the 

route. 

MR. HOBBINS:  And did you happen to look at the 

proposal that was rejected by the site evaluation committee of 

the state of New Hampshire? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I'm aware that the Northern Pass 
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project was denied by the site evaluation committee. 

MR. HOBBINS:  Did any of you -- anyone else, Bernardo 

or Eric, look at those particular submissions and then look at 

their -- and look what -- the final rejection or why they were 

not approved by their respective commissions? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I'm generally familiar with 

the filings and the decisions.  I probably can't quote the 

details. 

MR. ESCUDERO:  I am aware of the decision, but I 

didn't review the application. 

MR. HOBBINS:  You didn't review the application? 

MR. ESCUDERO:  I did not. 

MR. HOBBINS:  You did not.  So as far as the state of 

New Hampshire's proposal, are you familiar with the community 

benefit package that was submitted fairly -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, in a broad, yes. 

MR. HOBBINS:  Yes.  Did you also know that there was 

an attempt by Public Service Company of New Hampshire d/b/a 

Eversource -- and who filed a motion for rehearing on the 

decision an order denying the application?  Did you know that 

there was an extensive submission made?  I believe submitted in 

March of 2018? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes, I'm aware of that. 

MR. HOBBINS:  And are you of the document itself? 

MR. DICKINSON:  I think I may have read a summary 
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related to it, but I didn't pick it up and read the whole -- 

MR. HOBBINS:  So you are familiar with the document 

and -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yes. 

MR. HOBBINS:  I'd like to, if I may, if you -- it 

sounds like you would -- that I could refresh your 

recollection, possibly.  And how about you, Eric or Bernardo?  

Did you have an opportunity to look at the final -- because 

that was the final nail in the coffin.  And so obviously I'm 

sure -- I know that your attorney did and I know that the 

battery of attorneys and I'm sure your president did.  But 

Eric, I'm sure you must have looked at that particular 

document. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I did look at it.  I skimmed it 

briefly.  I -- again, I didn't spend a lot of time reading it. 

MR. HOBBINS:  And, Bernardo, you probably didn't. 

MR. ESCUDERO:  I remember reading about it in the 

media, but I don't remember looking at that specific document. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Are you familiar with the community 

benefit aspect of that motion? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I believe in a very general 

sense, yes, yeah. 

MR. HOBBINS:  The reason I'm asking you that is that 

during the process of your successful submission and obviously 

your petition to this -- to the Public Utilities Commission 
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allowing for permission to go forward with the project here in 

Maine and before the Department of Environmental Protection and 

the Land Use Planning Board, you obviously must have thought 

about what was offered in the state -- Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts, what they required obviously or what was offered 

by Eversource and what by -- in New Hampshire -- in Mass. -- in 

Vermont.  Were you -- 

MS. BODELL:  So again, I'm confused when -- only when 

you reference Massachusetts.  So -- 

MR. HOBBINS:  Well, no, the reason I say that is 

because obviously you were successful with Massachusetts, but 

then you had to come to Maine.  And I'm talking about the idea 

of permission, just like when they were looking at the project, 

they couldn't get approval.  Eversource couldn't get approval 

in the state of New Hampshire because they didn't meet the 

requisite requirements apparently of their site evaluation 

committee which is different than how we operate here.  So the 

reason I'm asking you that question -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I'm sorry, Barry, what exactly is 

the question that you're asking? 

MR. HOBBINS:  Well, what I'm asking for a question is 

what considerations did you give in putting together some type 

of community benefit package in Maine?  Maybe give us some idea 

of what you went through, what process. 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, sure.  It was very similar to 
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some of the testimony that I've already discussed earlier today 

where we started off by trying to design a project that had the 

smallest amount of impact that we could.  And I think always 

the first goal there is to build a transmission line across the 

existing corridor, and I think just about 70 percent of that is 

along the existing corridor.  Then the second goal would be, 

can you build a transmission line in an area where the impact 

is minimized because that area has similar utilization than it 

does now.  And so by having two private landowners where 

there's a heavily-wooded section, a working forest, putting 

that line there and avoiding many of the other sensitive areas 

was the beginning of the project.  I also talked about some of 

the things we did in areas where we thought there would be some 

concerns and some larger impacts: the Appalachian Trail, Moxie 

Lake, the Kennebec River.  And then ultimately when we put 

together a price, we have to balance the overall price to 

Massachusetts, what we think is fair for Massachusetts for what 

they pay and the benefits they get, versus the benefits that 

Maine and the impacts in Maine.  And that is the balance that 

we took.  And we took in tons of information.  We did market 

intelligence on where our other projects were, our own 

experience in developing projects, and as I said, our 

confidence in the way our project was designed. 

MR. HOBBINS:  It sounded like, from your testimony of 

Ms. Caruso, that the only commitment that's present is the 
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commitment that is binding upon your project. 

MR. DICKINSON:  That's right.  I mean, specifically 

to that narrow question, obviously as part of the DEP process, 

we are currently in discussions about a ton of different types 

of mitigation associated with the project, and those are things 

that are still ongoing. 

MR. HOBBINS:  And obviously there are some 

confidential discussions that have occurred in the past and 

obviously I don't want you to testify to any of those, of 

course.  But I wanted you to take a look, if you could, if all 

three of you could take a look at community benefits.  And I 

know that earlier I think Mr. Murphy led you through some 

exhibits of the community benefits for the state of New 

Hampshire.  And it was interesting because I was kind of 

puzzled with the figure that was used in the state of New 

Hampshire for the proposal because I think that that was the 

original amount that was proposed by the developer at the time 

and that was the amount of money on the table when the site 

evaluation committee turned down the proposal.  But the reason 

I'm giving you this other document to look at is because the 

Public Service Company of New Hampshire d/b/a Eversource, in 

their motion to rehear the case, not only made arguments based 

upon the original discussion but they also discussed why they 

wanted to reopen the case and what other possible potential 

benefits could be put on the table for reconsideration in order 
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to have the proposal decided.  So if you could do me a favor 

and take a look at Attachment C which is in the back of this 

very big document.  And if you could look at -- if you haven't 

-- I'm just going to give you a couple minutes to look at it 

because it's really interesting, section Additional Conditions, 

which they proposed now in this.  So essentially what they're 

attempting to do, to give you a backdrop of why I'm interested 

in this, they -- 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Barry, is this on page four of 

Attachment C? 

MR. HOBBINS:  No, it's Attachment C. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  C.  And then I find -- 

MR. HOBBINS:  And then on page four would be the -- 

no, it's page 15.  It's number 74, page 15, Additional 

Benefits. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  And Barry, what's the 

question that you're asking? 

MR. HOBBINS:  What I'm asking -- first of all, I want 

them to take a look and if they could just review that. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, so you're reviewing Additional 

Conditions on page 15. 

MR. HOBBINS:  Were you aware, after knowing the 

backdrop of this, that there was an additional relief benefit 

that was requested -- that was offered as an offer to the 

evaluation committee? 
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MR. DICKINSON:  At a very high level, yes, but, you 

know, my focus here would have been more on -- you know, my 

curiosity would have been on the likelihood that they're going 

to -- 

MR. HOBBINS:  What was your understanding of -- at a 

high level of -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  My simple memory of it was that there 

was an extra amount of benefits that were provided as part of 

that. 

MR. HOBBINS:  And what do you -- what did you know 

about, for example, the energy cost relief benefits?  That's 

number 74.  What do -- does that look familiar to you?  That's 

number 74, page 15.  Does that figure of a value up to $300 

million over a 20-year period -- are you -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Maybe we can cut this a little 

short.  Were you aware, before you saw this document, of what 

the additional benefits that were proposed? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Not to this detail.  I mean, I knew 

that they -- my understanding was Eversource was making a last-

pitch effort to try to throw everything they could in order to 

overturn the appeal and that they threw a bunch of stuff to see 

what would stick.  But I didn't go through these in detail to 

review them and understand them. 

MR. HOBBINS:  So you -- the $300 million figure 

doesn't stand out to you over a 20-year period? 
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MR. STINNEFORD:  Well, I -- 

MR. HOBBINS:  How about you, Eric? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I guess I would correct the 

characterization.  They're not paying 300 million in cash. 

MR. HOBBINS:  No, no. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  They're providing 400,000 megawatt 

hours in -- 

MR. HOBBINS:  That's right.  I'm asking -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Barry, allow him to answer. 

MR. HOBBINS:  I apologize. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  They're offering to provide 400,000 

megawatt hours of environmental attributes whose value may be 

as much as 300 million based on their representation of the 

market value. 

MR. HOBBINS:  But you would define that as a benefit, 

wouldn't you? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yes, I think that's the intent. 

MR. HOBBINS:  Okay.  And as far as what the 

applicants -- what it says here, if I may just read it to you, 

"The applicants shall monetize such environmental attributes 

for the purpose of providing a reduction in energy cost to low-

income and business customers in addition to the projected 

wholesale market price benefits of the project."  So in your 

review of your project, was there ever any consideration to 

utilizing the same type of benefit structure as a community 
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benefit for the state of Maine? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Again, I think our existing proposal 

provides a significant amount of benefits to Maine that we've 

already described.  And then as I described, in developing our 

price, we obviously had to consider contingencies around the 

project, and we tried to balance, in that process, our 

understanding of the impacts of our project, the real impacts 

of our project, not some other project that's different than 

ours, and then balance the price that we were then asking for 

Massachusetts to pay versus the benefits and the impacts that 

Maine would have.  In the end, that's how we made the decision.  

So we did consider those types of things went in the 

development of the price. 

MR. HOBBINS:  So in your opinion then what London 

Economics found or what your company found through your 

consultants will say -- which we're going to hear about later 

on is what you feel to be enough community benefits to satisfy 

the state of Maine as far as having a benefit consistent with 

our law. 

MR. DICKINSON:  And so we -- just to be clear, we 

have the incremental jobs for the period of time of the 

construction.  We have the reduction in energy prices, the 

potential reduction in capacity prices, property taxes, fiber 

optic, and what we believe is an added benefit for tourism. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  And to your question, you know, that 
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-- those benefits, we've estimated, you know, they're roughly 

$100 million over the first ten years of the project.  And that 

is, in our view, more than sufficient to meet the statutory 

requirement of a public benefit, particularly since the cost to 

Maine customers for this project is zero. 

MR. HOBBINS:  What was the cost of the project in New 

Hampshire to New Hampshire ratepayers?  Was it zero? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Again, it depends on which -- how 

you're defining this project.  The Northern Pass has been 

through multiple iterations. 

MR. HOBBINS:  No, this last proposal. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  In this last instance in which it 

was bid into 83D, it would have been supported fully by the 

Massachusetts customers just as our -- 

MR. HOBBINS:  Thank you very much, that's the answer, 

right?  Thank you.  I have no further questions.  Thank you. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Jared, redirect? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Mr. Dickinson and Mr. Stinneford, 

you were just asked questions about the benefits packages in 

Vermont and the benefits packages in New Hampshire.  And why 

didn't CMP promise hundreds of millions of dollars on top of 

the benefits you described, Mr. Dickinson? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I think first of all, I would 

reference these two specific projects had been developed for 

multiple years prior to any awareness of any kind of 
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competitive solicitations for transmission, and they made an 

election how they approached that project, the way they built 

that out, how they did that, and made their decisions along 

with that.  For us, we started from the point of designing this 

project in a way to mitigate the impacts as much as we could as 

we described and then defined that right balance between 

Massachusetts, what they're going to pay and the benefits 

they're going to get, versus the benefits that Maine would get 

and the impacts to Maine. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  And, Mr. Stinneford, in striking 

the balance that Mr. Dickinson described, what is the 

significance with respect to competitive transmission under 

current FERC policy and the applicable tariffs in New England? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I -- 

MR. SHOPE:  Objection, calls for a legal conclusion. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'll address it at a policy level 

rather than with respect to law. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Proceed. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  We have significant concerns that if 

the world proceeds as it appears to be where more and more of 

our transmission network is going to be built through 

competitive bidding solicitations, whether that's through Order 

1000 or through state-specific procurement programs such as 

we've seen here with 83D, that if projects are continually 

required to inflate their bids with community benefit packages 
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on the order of hundreds of millions of dollars, the end result 

of that is going to be pricing for transmission projects that 

is not going to fulfill the expectations of policymakers, our 

state regulators, here in New England in particular where we 

have seen, you know, a strongly expressed desire for lower 

transmission costs through competitive processes.  If those 

competitive processes continue to be distorted by these types 

of benefit packages, those benefits will never be realized. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  In the approach that CMP used in 

formulating its bid for the NECEC, did the company apply a 

similar approach with respect to its other bid in 83D or in any 

other prior solicitation? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, that would be a consistent 

approach for the other projects that we bid into this 

solicitation, including the wind, the solar, and the battery 

projects in addition to the tristate RFP that we had issued 

before and similarly to other projects that we've tried to move 

forward within a development portfolio. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  What would be the significance -- 

what would be the impact, in your view, of requiring 

transmission projects built as elective transmission upgrades 

to deliver renewable resources from Maine, what would the 

impact be if, in order to build transmission, it were necessary 

to include significant community benefits along the lines of 

the TDI or Northern Pass projects? 
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MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, I mean, I think there are two 

impacts.  Obviously one of them is going to be that the 

resources in Maine, the wind resources, the solar resources, 

other sources that are also going to require transmission are 

going to become more pricey, and that has impacts on whoever 

the end customer is, whether it's Maine customers or other New 

England customers.  And it's also going to disadvantage those 

projects against other alternative sources that may not be 

providing that same tax to the price. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Shifting gears.  Now shifting back 

to some of the questioning that Mr. Shope did with respect to  

-- and that's to you, Mr. Dickinson, with respect to your 

modeling that you did as part of your rebuttal testimony.  

Since you submitted the rebuttal testimony in July, are -- have 

you become aware of other information that supports, in your 

view, the conclusions and opinions you provided in that 

testimony? 

MR. SHOPE:  Objection, scope. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Overruled. 

MR. DICKINSON:  So as I mentioned earlier today, I 

had a conversation with Hydro-Quebec around the issue where 

they disclosed to me the spilling of water in '17 and '18.  

That was coincident with the CEO from Hydro-Quebec publicly 

committing to that in Quebec, as we mentioned, on an interview 

publicly.  I also already mentioned the conversations we've had 
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with a number of newspaper resources to discuss that same 

information.  I think the other thing that was interesting is 

that during the discovery process, I became aware of an email 

that I hadn't read before that, although it's confidential, the 

-- what -- the subject of it had to do with Hydro-Quebec 

showing that there was a firm amount of energy that they could 

get out of Quebec without a new transmission line.  And, you 

know, I can't get into the specifics of the number in the 

public session, but that number that was in there and that 

discussion about the fact that, without NECEC, they're going to 

reach a cap where they're not going to be able to export 

additional energy because of economics that we talked about 

earlier is reinforced in that email from May of 2017. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Now, Mr. Stinneford, there was 

questions from the Office of the Public Advocate and the IECG 

with respect to the potential impacts of having CMP be the 

owner of the project as opposed to a special-purpose entity.  

Do you see benefits to CMP and its existing customers if the 

project were to be owned by CMP? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  There are potential benefits, and 

I've addressed some of this in earlier testimony that, in 

financing the project, there will have to be new debt issued.  

And currently, at rates that are available in the market, that 

debt could be achieved at a lower cost than CMP's current 

embedded cost of debt.  The result of that would be that our 
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average cost of debt for CMP would go down.  If this is 

separately financed outside of CMP, CMP ratepayers would lose 

the benefit of that. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  There was also questions with 

respect to whether the company believed it was appropriate or  

-- to -- that the special-purpose entity would pay a -- some 

kind of a goodwill payment to -- or, excuse me, that the SPE 

would pay some sort of a goodwill payment as part of a 

transfer, and I believe your testimony was you did not believe 

that to be appropriate.  And just explain why you don't believe 

it would be necessary or appropriate in this instance. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Sure.  The basis that we have heard 

argued for a goodwill payment is that the project would 

constitute a non-core service under Chapter 820 and that -- and 

I've heard various reasons or explanations for why it should be 

considered non-core.  Our concerns or my concerns are that 

those reasons that I have heard expressed would mean that much 

of CMP's future transmission activity, if not all of it, could 

potentially be considered non-core.  You know, whether that's 

due to the fact that this was competitively bid or that it was 

for the benefit of a third party and not CMP's native 

customers, those kind of criteria are behind much of the 

transmission that we build today and are likely going to be an 

increasing amount that we build in the future.  And if that's 

the criteria for determining whether something is core or non-
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core, you know, much of CMP's activities would be then 

considered non-core and have to be spun off into an affiliate.  

And I -- it leads to what I think is an untenable result, and 

we would have great concerns with that. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Now there was also questions, 

though, with respect to the treatment of the planet held for 

future use that is currently owned by CMP and that has been put 

into rates under the -- both the regional tariff and the local 

tariff and that transmission customers have paid and that what 

will happen with that plant when the NECEC moves forward.  And 

I guess what is the company's position today with respect to 

how that plant should be treated both on a prospective basis 

and then retrospectively with respect to -- retrospectively? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Prospectively, I don't think there's 

any disagreement that when the project goes forward, that land 

would be transferred out of CMP rate base in Account 105 and 

would be booked to the project.  We have promised in 

confidential settlement discussions that in the context of a 

CPCN being issued by the Commission here and the project going 

forward to construction that we would refund to Maine customers 

the amount that has been previously been collected in rates 

associated with that land held for future use.  That's an 

amount that is, in rough terms, a hundred million -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Hundred million? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  -- a million dollars plus carrying 
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costs. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Hold on. 

MR. STINNEFORD:  And I -- you know, I can say today 

that that is a commitment that we would make even outside of 

settlement.  If that were the desire of the Commission, that 

that money be returned to customers through a revenue 

requirement credit upon the issuance of a CPCN and transfer of 

that property into operating property, we would pledge to make 

that commitment. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  There was some questioning with 

respect to the public outreach and the notice that was provided 

prior to the submission of the petition in this CPCN 

proceeding, and at that time, there was some mention of giving 

notice to abutting landowners.  Could you describe that and 

when that happened? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Sure.  So that we were required to 

make a public information meeting as a result of our DEP 

application.  We -- the requirement was really only one of 

those information meetings for -- to happen.  We actually held 

three.  In prep for those meetings, you need to provide written 

notice to all abutters, and we made that notice to those 

parties.  We had held those three public hearings in a way to 

try to provide coverage for the overall project.  Again, even 

though we were only required to do one.  One was in Bingham, 

one was in Lewiston, and one was in Windsor. 
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MR. DES ROSIERS:  Were they well attended? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Yeah, they were extremely well 

attended.  There was a lot of dialogue.  We had a well -- 

staff, number of outreach people and experts, at a number of 

stations showing visuals of the project, the route of the 

project.  We had computers manned so that people could see 

specifically where the line was located.  We had follow up with 

people that had questions and addressed misconceptions that 

were out there related to the project. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  There was also some questioning 

with respect to the outreach to the town of Caratunk.  And did 

CMP -- what was CMP's outreach to Caratunk and the town 

officials? 

MR. DICKINSON:  Well, we -- you know, we discussed 

the meeting that was held.  My expectation is there was an 

outreach ahead of that, but since the -- since that meeting, 

we've continued to, a number of occasions, ask for additional 

meetings and we've been -- to the town officials, and the town 

officials have communicated back that they're not interested in 

us for coming back. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  That's all I have, thank you. 

MR. VANNOY:  Can I ask a follow up? 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Yes, you may. 

MR. VANNOY:  Could you flesh out a little bit more 

for me, Eric, the -- you commented a future where TOs can't own 
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as core business those transmission projects.  You called that 

untenable.  Could you flesh out what you mean by that in a 

little bit more detail? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, if you believe that we're on a 

trend, as I do, that, whether it's reliability projects or 

public policy projects or state-initiated RFP processes, a 

significant piece of our future transmission is going to be 

procured through competitive processes -- and that's going to 

be reliability upgrades, it's going to be ETUs, it's going to 

be all sorts of transmission.  If, you know, CMP is required to 

separate its activities around those types of construction 

projects from its other transmission and distribution 

activities, it's going to create additional costs, 

inefficiencies, operational constraints that, in our mind, just 

don't make sense. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  The way I see your core business is 

to provide reliable transmission and distribution service.  It 

doesn't really, in my view, matter whether that -- if it's a 

reliability project, whether it's procured through a 

competitive process or through the judicial process.  So I 

don't think that the issue is whether it's a competitive 

process or not.  I think it may go more towards whether it's a 

core function of CMP to provide reliable transmission service.  

So, for example, if CMP were to own a generator lead to bring a 

wind project into the grid, would that generate a lead, be a 
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core business of CMP? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I'd have to think about the legal 

definitions behind that, Mitch. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I know, it -- well -- 

MR. STINNEFORD:  It's -- I mean, to some extent, we 

infringe on that today when we build generator interconnections 

under an interconnection request.  Although staff may not have 

raised the competitive bidding issue, other parties have as a 

criteria for consideration in core versus non-core.  But 

they've also raised the issue of building transmission for 

somebody other than our native load requirements as being 

outside of core activities.  You know, under that definition, 

then us building a generator interconnection, whether we own it 

or it's being built and turned over for the benefit of the 

generator or system upgrades that we're building on our system 

to accommodate an independent generator, that would fall under 

the category of non-core.  And I think, you know, that doesn't 

make sense to us either. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  This is going back to Eric, to your 

comments about the benefits, community benefit packages, 

becoming a part or perhaps a usual part or a commonplace part 

of transmission projects, that tends to increase transmission 

costs, project costs overall.  How do you regard CMP's -- or as 

you stated, a policy view, a high-level policy view, how do you 

regard that view as compared with your peers in the region?  Do 
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you find, for example, that Eversource is perhaps excessively 

generous in what they offer?  I mean, do others share that kind 

of perspective on, while it may need to be done, there is a 

cost on projects?  Because, back to your original point, we are 

all concerned about transmission costs in New England.  That's 

well known.  So let me know your thoughts regards -- CMP as 

related to the peers -- 

MR. STINNEFORD:  Yeah, I mean, I hesitate to speak on 

behalf of other transmission developers, but, I mean, clearly 

some are willing to make those commitments and include those 

costs in the cost of their project.  You know, they're not 

doing it out of their own goodwill and out of their own 

financial backers.  They're asking customers to pay for those 

mitigation packages.  Not all projects, I suspect, are doing 

that, and I'll admit each state is going to view the 

requirement for those kind of mitigation packages differently.  

Our concern is that if we reinforce that requirement by 

demanding similar mitigation packages here in Maine, we're just 

contributing to that snowball effect that is going to make this 

very difficult to reverse in the future. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  And just do you get the impression 

that nationally this is a problem?  This may be beyond what 

you're familiar with, but on the other hand, you may have come 

across -- 

MR. DICKINSON:  I mean, we just competed in a project 
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in the MISO region, and it is very clear that the winning 

bidder, NextEra, did not include a benefits package in that 

transmission line.  So that would be a very recent example of 

that.  But the one difference I think to point out here with 

Northern Pass as being kind of the prime example -- obviously 

the Vermont project was not selected -- that was a project that 

moved for ten years and continued to try to find a way to make 

that project move forward and had a different strategy on how 

they approached it. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Thank you. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  I'm kind of caught up in this 

core/non-core.  If CMP participated or constructed a 

transmission project in another state, would that be core 

because it's transmission? 

MR. STINNEFORD:  I think if you -- based on my 

reading of the definitions, you know, right now the definition 

of core versus non-core does have a hook to franchise service 

territory.  So activities that are outside of that could be 

considered non-core.  So we don't dispute the fact that if we 

were bidding on a competitive solicitation to build 

transmission elsewhere in New England or outside of New England 

that that could be considered non-core. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Anything else for this panel?  

Okay.  You're excused.  Thank you very much for your testimony.  

We have a couple of exhibit issues I want to discuss.  So the 
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generator interveners, I believe, asked questions regarding 

Exhibits 26 and 27. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  No objection to those and no 

objection as well to Exhibit 28. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  No objection -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  To 26 or 27 or the additional 

presentation that they passed around today.  We have no 

objection to that as well. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  And was that marked? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  I believe it was marked as 28.  

Yeah, so they -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Twenty-eight?  Okay.  Now, let's 

see. 

MR. TURNER:  Mitch, sorry, I just -- over here.  I 

just want to -- on number 28, it's clearly a typo, but just for 

the record it says January 8, 2018.  I believe they meant 

January 8, 2019. 

MR. SHOPE:  Yes, that's the markets committee error, 

but it's a common error at the beginning of the year. 

MR. TURNER:  Understood. 

MR. SHOPE:  We'll talk to Mr. Fowler about it when he 

comes on Friday.  And by the way, just as a housekeeping 

matter, should we -- with regard to the exhibits that we've 

passed around today, should we file them on the website? 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  You mean in the docket? 
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MR. SHOPE:  Yeah, in the docket.  Because I know some 

-- CMP has circulated some additional exhibits, and I don't 

know whether they've yet been filed on the docket. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  They should be.  If they're not data 

requests, they should be on CMS -- or data responses. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  And in that regard, because we 

haven't finished with Ms. Bodell's testimony, I haven't made -- 

checked to make sure all of ours are addressed, but we 

certainly intend to do that when Ms. Bodell's testimony is 

complete. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Brian, regarding NextEra's 

exhibits, we deferred ruling on many of your proposals.  I 

believe what you referred to today were marked in your pre-

hearing memo as Exhibits -- well, sorry, I'll get back to that.  

I'm assuming now at this hour we're not going to move to Ms. 

Bodell or do parties think we should? 

MR. SHOPE:  Oh, so we're ready to go, and as far as 

I'm concerned, anything that makes Friday shorter is a good 

thing, but -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Want to go for an hour -- 

MR. SHOPE:  But it's -- okay. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Why don't we -- 

MR. SHOPE:  I'm assuming that we would finish it up.  

Is that -- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, so quickly, Brian, I believe 
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you referred to as -- you referred to Exhibit 17, 25, 22, and 

24.  Can I assume -- and then -- so we deferred on those.  I 

assume there's no objection for those exhibits going in the 

record. 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  It's my understanding, subject to 

discussion with Mr. Murphy, that for some of them, he intends 

to only offer the portions that are included in his handout.  

We have no objection to the inclusion of those portions of the 

documents, not the complete files that he originally filed.  So 

with that, we have no objection. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  So maybe that would be worth filing 

in CMS, just the excerpts.  And then the other ones that we 

deferred ruling on during a case conference, would those be 

considered withdrawn? 

MR. MURPHY:  I don't think I'm going to use them 

tomorrow, but if we could wait till tomorrow. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  All right, let's wait until 

tomorrow.  Okay, Ms. Bodell.  Drew, would you like to lead us 

off? 

MR. LANDRY:  Sure, why not.  Good afternoon, Ms. 

Bodell.  I'm Andrew Landry.  I'm counsel for Industrial Energy 

Consumer Group in this proceeding.  And I wanted to start with 

a couple of follow ups from yesterday's hearing.  I think you 

mentioned at some point you discussed the fact that Hydro-

Quebec has some flexibility with respect to either delivering 
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power or making a financial make-whole payment in lieu of 

delivering power.  Do you recall making those comments? 

MS. BODELL:  I do. 

MR. LANDRY:  Would you agree that that's not an 

unlimited right, that there is a certain minimum physical 

deliverability that has to be done under the contract? 

MR. SHOPE:  I'm going to object to the form because I 

think you're talking about deliverability versus delivered.  I 

mean, I think since you -- 

MR. LANDRY:  Delivery -- 

MR. SHOPE:  Delivery.  Yeah, you said deliverability, 

yeah. 

MR. LANDRY:  Thank you.  Would you agree that there 

is a minimum requirement for physical delivery under the 

contract? 

MS. BODELL:  I would agree that there is a minimum 

requirement for physical delivery.  I think a lot of our 

discussion yesterday was about the definition of what's 

incremental to New England, and that definition allows for a 

significant amount of reduction in what they're currently 

sending into New England without any penalty whatsoever.  And, 

for example, in 2017 they delivered 18.2 terawatt hours into 

New England.  Under the Eversource and Unitil contracts, 

they're only required to deliver three terawatt hours.  And 

under the other contract, it has a maximum of 9.45 with 
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adjustments that would take it down.  So I think the 

conversation yesterday did not speak to -- what's in the 

contract with respect to total deliverable energy was focused 

on the incremental aspects of delivering into New England which 

all of the -- well, I'll speak for ourselves -- which the 

economic benefits analyses was focused on. 

MR. LANDRY:  Okay.  I don't want to dive too deep 

into the PPA because I'm sure we'll bore everybody at this late 

hour, but would you agree that the contract calls for a hundred 

percent capacity factor but allows some flexibility to 

substitute either financial payments or delivery in other 

hours? 

MS. BODELL:  I would agree that the contract allows 

for that flexibility.  In both of those cases, either a 

financial payment, which is why I referred to this more as a 

put, and the second is with respect to the ability to do makeup 

deliveries at other points during the period designated, 

whether it's within the year, whether it's in the specific type 

of hour, or whether it's a longer period. 

MR. LANDRY:  And again, I don't want to get into the 

details, but is it your understanding that there's a limit to 

the amount of substitution they can do? 

MS. BODELL:  I would agree with you that there is 

language that attempts to limit that substitution at which 

point the make-whole payments -- I think they're called cover 
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damages -- come into play.  But I also indicated in my 

surrebuttal report that the Hydro-Quebec guarantee, parental 

guarantee, backing the support for these contracts is limited.  

And therefore, if there is a benefit that Hydro-Quebec could 

obtain by simply walking away from the contract because there's 

a higher benefit than that parental guarantee, they would have 

an economic incentive to do so.  So at the end of the day, it's 

going to be an economic decision, but the contract speaks for 

itself. 

MR. LANDRY:  Thank you, I agree with that.  And one 

further question about the PPA and then we'll move along.  

Which is would you agree that the contract requires the power 

to -- or the contract to satisfy ISO New England's capacity 

capability interconnection standard? 

MS. BODELL:  I agree that there is language in there 

and a process by which that's to be obtained.  And obviously if 

there is a deliverability issue with respect to the contract, 

there are repercussions with respect to whether or not the 

contract and the project can proceed. 

MR. LANDRY:  Okay, thank you.  And would you -- and 

moving past the PPA, would you agree that the capacity 

capability interconnection standard of ISO New England is 

intended to ensure that energy is -- from particular units 

seeking to interconnect is capable of qualifying for the 

capacity market, at least physically capable of delivering the 
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power that -- for which capacity is proposed, it doesn't say 

anything as to the MOPR or anything we'll talk about on Friday? 

MR. SHOPE:  I'm going to object to the form of the 

question because -- 

MR. LANDRY:  Sorry. 

MR. SHOPE:  -- it -- there -- it's a very complicated 

clause that you're asking about and there were, like, three 

different -- 

MR. LANDRY:  Okay -- 

MR. SHOPE:  -- concepts getting mashed up there. 

MR. LANDRY:  I'll maybe ask an open-ended question 

which is could you describe your understanding of the capacity 

capability interconnection standard of ISO? 

MS. BODELL:  I'd actually want to review that before 

I gave you a description of that, but on a high level I can 

say, in general, any ISO is going to want to ensure that a 

connection is not going to adversely impact the reliability of 

their system. 

MR. LANDRY:  Okay, thank you.  Now, there's a lot of 

discussion -- I'm sure we're going to have a lot of discussion 

on Friday about the minimum offer price rule, and I really 

don't want to talk about that today at all except to note that 

in terms of whether Hydro-Quebec is able to qualify this energy 

in the capacity market, one possibility is that it could have  

-- or could qualify by having a low enough price under the 
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minimum offer price rule to be able to participate in an 

auction.  Is that fair? 

MS. BODELL:  So you're talking about a minimum offer 

price which would be calculated as part of the minimum offer 

price rule? 

MR. LANDRY:  Right, I'm saying if Hydro-Quebec seeks 

to qualify this power in the capacity market, one possibility 

is it would actually -- would satisfy the minimum offer price 

rule and would be able to bid in the market? 

MS. BODELL:  I think that we'll talk more about this 

on Friday.  I would call it a theoretical possibility because I 

think there's very strong evidence, including the spirit of the 

minimum offer price rule as well as specific information that 

we've provided about what we know publicly about Quebec's 

system, that makes that theoretical. 

MR. LANDRY:  And another possibility is that it 

doesn't qualify, but it does participate in a substitution 

auction and replaces some existing units. 

MS. BODELL:  That most certainly is a possibility. 

MR. LANDRY:  And you discuss in your testimony, I 

believe -- your initial testimony, I believe, at page 27 the 

fact that Wyman might be one of the units that might seek to 

retire.  Is that -- or -- is that your recollection or is that 

fair? 

MS. BODELL:  That is fair.  In my original testimony, 
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I identified Wyman as a plant potentially at risk of being an 

obvious choice for the substitution given its size but also the 

fact that it is -- has been identified already as a plant at 

risk of retirement by ISO New England.  And so given that, plus 

given the general characteristics of Wyman which I described, I 

would see Wyman as being a candidate for potential 

substitution.  But then again, Wyman provides fuel diversity 

and that has allowed for an RMR contract in other cases in this 

market. 

MR. LANDRY:  And you also identified, I think on page 

28, a number of gas units that you thought might be candidates 

for substitution? 

MS. BODELL:  That's right.  Again, my analysis did 

not look at the details of their financials because I don't 

have access to a critical component of that which is their 

fixed costs.  But just basically assuming that if they're not 

operating to provide energy, they're not generating as much 

revenue, and if they're large, they have larger fixed costs.  

That would imply that the larger plants that are not operating 

are potential candidates for substitution. 

MR. LANDRY:  Now, let's assume in your hypothetical 

that ISO New England stepped in to support Wyman and, in fact, 

some gas units retired in the substitution auction.  In that 

case, would a Hydro-Quebec contract with a capacity supply 

obligation enhance the fuel security of Maine and New England? 
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MS. BODELL:  Not necessarily, and let me tell you 

why.  And this goes to your first question about the contract 

and the flexibility in the contract.  Because there is this 

minimum level that theoretically could be required to be 

delivered under this contract and there is this contract in 

place, it would make sense for Hydro-Quebec to deliver the 

energy that it has available through NECEC and also potentially 

bid capacity through NECEC but take that capacity away from 

what they're currently bidding into New England through New 

Brunswick and through New York.  And the reason is because they 

have to pay wheeling costs for selling that capacity and the 

energy associated with it through New Brunswick and through New 

York.  And so, therefore, it would be less costly if -- under 

our conclusion that they have very limited capacity to be able 

to sell anyway, it would make economic sense for them to simply 

shift their capacity supply obligations from the other 

interties into NECEC, which would cause no net benefit 

whatsoever, no net impact on capacity prices.  As far as the 

fuel diversification is concerned, the reality is Maine is the 

most diversified fuel part of ISO New England, and some of the 

gas that's supplied to those plants comes through a separate 

line that is unrelated to the Algonquin city gate TETCO 3 

congestion that has occurred during peak periods.  So I'm not -

- I haven't done a thorough analysis, but there are just 

general aspects of the way the gas plants in Maine are 
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connected that would make me believe it's not going to have a 

benefit for the rest of New England from a fuel diversification 

point of view even if those gas plants did retire. 

MR. LANDRY:  With respect to imports or delivery of 

capacity through New York or Hydro-Quebec, does Hydro-Quebec 

have a capacity supply obligation through those points? 

MS. BODELL:  Yes.  So Hydro-Quebec has -- I mean, 

this is in one of my workpapers.  Hydro-Quebec has a capacity 

supply obligation -- or qualified -- I'd have to look, but I 

think they also did win their capacity supply obligation.  They 

both qualified and won the capacity supply obligation for I 

think it's 300 megawatts through New York and -- I would have 

to look up the number, again, it's in my workpapers -- but for 

a certain amount through New Brunswick as well. 

MR. LANDRY:  Would they have to surrender those 

capacity supply obligations? 

MS. BODELL:  If they, as we conclude, have a limited 

amount of capacity and, therefore, they're trying to optimize 

the capacity that they have, they would not have to surrender 

that.  It would just make an economic -- it would make economic 

sense that if they have no more capacity to bid, that they 

redirect the capacity they're currently bidding through New 

York and New Brunswick into NECEC.  Again, because they have 

the lower cost of delivery since they're not paying the 

wheeling charges. 
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MR. LANDRY:  I understand that, but they have an 

existing capacity supply obligation, yet they transfer to a 

different delivery point? 

MS. BODELL:  They only do one year-to-year capacity 

supply bid, and I think that's in part because it -- well, I 

suspect it's because of the volatility of the water supply and 

the capacity that they could have available on any year. 

MR. LANDRY:  So theoretically, it might not be 

available at any particular time. 

MS. BODELL:  That's right.  And in fact, as I showed 

in the supplemental report, there were two years, FCA 9 and FCA 

10 I believe, where Hydro-Quebec only qualified for 200 

megawatts into the market.  And they've recently been able to 

qualify for more, but that just shows it was following a dry 

year in 2013, and come 2014/'15 I think they bid conservatively 

into the FCA.  But I think it's important to see the variation 

in what their historical qualification and clearing has been. 

MR. LANDRY:  Now if they didn't qualify, or didn't 

seek to qualify, in the capacity -- forward capacity market, 

would they still be eligible to receive payments from 

generators who are penalized under the pay for performance 

rules? 

MS. BODELL:  The pay for performance is tied to the 

capacity supply obligation, and so if Hydro-Quebec does not 

have a capacity supply obligation, they would not be subject to 
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those penalties or rewards. 

MR. LANDRY:  But if another unit, let's say a gas 

unit in Maine, was unable to satisfy its obligation during a 

peak period and had to pay a penalty, if Hydro-Quebec were 

delivering during those hours, would they be eligible to 

receive a portion of the payments? 

MS. BODELL:  The pay for performance which is part of 

a capacity supply agreement, the answer -- I believe it's part 

of the capacity supply agreement obligation, and so the answer 

would be no.  And that's part of the reason why some of these 

plants are putting delist bids out, because there's a pay for 

performance penalty that goes into their calculation. 

MR. LANDRY:  Let's say when they pay the penalty, the 

money goes into a pool that's used to fund -- to pay folks who 

do show up and provide capacity or are available during those 

hours, is that right? 

MS. BODELL:  That's right.  But I think, again, 

subject to check, and we can look at this on Friday, but I 

believe the pay for performance is a capacity supply obligation 

payment.  I know the penalties are only tied to whether or not 

they had a capacity obligation and did not pay.  I'd want to 

check to make sure that the payment only goes to those that 

did.  But if it does go to all of the plants, then your theory 

would be correct. 

MR. LANDRY:  All right, thank you. 
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MR. VANNOY:  Just a follow up.  If you take the 

hypothetical that it goes to anybody who's supplying energy 

during that scarcity period -- 

MS. BODELL:  Correct. 

MR. VANNOY:  -- that they receive a payment in that 

pay for performance incentive piece, how would you view that 

with respect to some of the other economic incentives they have 

to move their capacity around.  I mean, does that change in any 

way what you're saying with respect to their incentives? 

MS. BODELL:  It still would change what I'm saying 

with respect -- it would not -- I don't think it would change 

what I'm saying with respect to the incentives because there's 

energy that would be flowing through NECEC.  They'd be getting 

a high price under the contract for that.  And so under most 

conditions, they're going to want to flow the energy under that 

contract, especially because of some of these contractual 

provisions, even though they have flexibility not to.  So if 

they're going to get paid no matter what, does it matter where 

they're shifting their energy?  No, but they still want to be 

able to get the capacity supply payment.  And, again, I'd want 

to go back to the pay for performance to refresh myself on the 

details of how the payout goes before I make a conclusion, but 

I think generally, they still save on the New Brunswick 

wheeling charge which is why they would put it through NECEC 

irregardless -- if the pay for performance -- so let me step 
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back.  If the pay for performance payment occurs just because 

they're delivering energy, that in and of itself would not 

impact whether they sell it through New Brunswick or through 

NECEC.  It's the fact that there's a wheeling charge through 

New Brunswick that they have to pay that would have to be 

compared to a fixed payment that they already have to make 

under the TSA.  So they can avoid the New Brunswick 

transmission fee if they sell it through NECEC.  I hope that 

makes sense. 

MR. VANNOY:  No, I followed.  Thanks. 

MR. LANDRY:  We talked a little bit about delisting 

here and the possibility of some units in Maine seeking to 

delist.  Am I correct there's two types of delist bids that 

plants can pursue?  One is a dynamic delist bid and another is 

a static, is that the right term? 

MS. BODELL:  That is correct. 

MR. LANDRY:  And one of those is -- contemplates the 

full retirement of the unit and the other one contemplates that 

the unit would remain operational and simply participate in the 

energy market or whatever else it wants to do? 

MS. BODELL:  Yes. 

MR. LANDRY:  If the unit selected the option of 

remaining open, would those -- are those units eligible to 

receive payments from the pay for performance penalties?  Maybe 

it's the same question I asked before. 
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MR. SHOPE:  I'm sorry, you said remaining open, and 

I'm not sure what -- I guess formally it's an objection to the 

form of the question, but I -- maybe you could rephrase it. 

MR. LANDRY:  Yeah.  Would those units be eligible to 

receive any payments in the event that there was units paying a 

pay for performance penalty? 

MR. SHOPE:  Drew, again, objection because I'm not 

sure what unit -- you said units that are open which I don't 

think is a term. 

MR. LANDRY:  Right.  I'm referring to the units that 

have delisted but have remained operational.  If they remain 

operational and they are able to operate during peak hours when 

pay for performance penalties are incurred by some units, would 

they be eligible to receive payments as a portion of the 

penalties? 

MS. BODELL:  Again, I'd really like -- you know, 

sometimes these rules are very complex and they have clauses 

and subtle aspects.  I'd like to refresh myself on the pay for 

performance rules and get back to you on that. 

MR. LANDRY:  Sure. 

MS. BODELL:  My original thought is that the pay for 

performance penalties and rewards are only paid to companies 

and plants that have a CSO, that have qualified and cleared the 

capacity market.  But there may be some exceptions or clauses 

or under -- you know, they're just -- or state of emergency.  
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So I just -- I really would like to review those rules before I 

make a definitive statement to say that somebody who no longer 

has a CSO and is operating as an energy-only resource, whether 

or not they would be eligible for the upside of a penalty -- of 

a performance pays program but not the downside.  They most 

certainly would not be part of the downside.  I just need to 

review the rules to see if they'd be part of the upside. 

MR. LANDRY:  All right, thank you. 

MR. SHOPE:  And it's not within the scope of his 

testimony, but if you'd like to ask that question of Mr. Fowler 

on Friday, then certainly by all means. 

MR. LANDRY:  Thank you.  Now those units -- a unit 

that does choose to remain open if it's a -- after they delist, 

presumably it might be -- a lot of these units in Maine have 

been running as peaking units.  Is that fair? 

MS. BODELL:  That is true. 

MR. LANDRY:  And if they did have available fuel 

supply and were able to run during peak hours, whether that's a 

winter unit that has oil available or a unit in the summer, a 

gas unit, any -- during the summer, they would be -- have the 

opportunity to receive some of those high prices during those 

extreme peak hours. 

MS. BODELL:  That is true.  However, a lot of those 

plants are receiving revenues under the capacity market, and 

the question is, from an economic decision point, they now have 
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less flexibility with respect to the source of their revenues.  

They're permanently out of -- if they substitute out through 

CASPR, they're permanently out of the capacity market, and, 

therefore, changes in energy prices -- they'd be more sensitive 

to changes in energy prices. 

MR. LANDRY:  Sure, okay, thank you.  Now, with 

respect to these -- the low-capacity factor units that you had 

identified, again, I think at pages 27 and 28 of your 

testimony, I believe a number of them were operating in the, 

you know, 15 percent capacity factor plus or minus.  Is that 

your recollection? 

MS. BODELL:  I'll say that the chart speaks for 

itself because we did calculate what the capacity factors are, 

but most certainly they are not operating very often.  They are 

not even peak operators, they're super-peak operators that 

operate during the most extreme pricing situations. 

MR. LANDRY:  And when do those most extreme pricing 

situations occur? 

MS. BODELL:  Those extreme pricing situations 

generally occur during the summer peak hours when load is 

highest.  They also can occur in the winter because of the 

higher gas prices that happen not just in New England, but most 

of the markets, just because of the winter cold, results in a 

higher demand for gas from residential and industrial and 

commercial consumers, mainly for the heating.  So generally the 
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peak prices in New England occur in the summer and the winter.  

However, as we discussed yesterday, there are some anomalies 

that can occur during the shoulder months tied to the fact that 

that's when a lot of the generators are scheduled for 

maintenance.  And so, therefore, often that tight supply can 

create some anomalous price spikes.  Generally, the higher 

prices are going to occur -- the super peaks are going to occur 

in the winter and the summer. 

MR. LANDRY:  Now, with respect to the gas units that 

you'd identified in your chart on page 28, if the price spike 

is being caused by a shortage of gas, those units probably were 

not running during the gas period -- the peak winter period? 

MS. BODELL:  I would say no.  I think if the gas 

plants are not operating during the winter peak period, it's 

generally because they're not economic and the oil is a lower-

priced option.  And so the oil plants will be coming online, 

the dual-fuel units will be coming online, and oil will start 

to set the price instead of natural gas.  So I don't think that 

you can't look at a gas plant as being unable to get the supply 

and that's why they're not operating.  I think the market 

prices send a very good price signal which say, look, you can 

operate, you can get the gas, but it's going to be very 

expensive, but there's a cheaper alternative, which is this oil 

plant over here, so we're going to operate the oil plant 

instead.  And that's the nature of the New England system with 
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the dual-fuel capability and the oil units.  New York has a 

similar type of situation. 

MR. LANDRY:  Do you think that a fair number of the 

hours that the gas units are running are summer afternoons? 

MS. BODELL:  I would expect that to be the case, yes.  

Again, summer and winter, but summer afternoon I would expect, 

if it's a very hot summer, that there'd be a summer day they'd 

be operating. 

MR. LANDRY:  You agree that the development of 

additional solar facilities in Maine and New England may tend 

to cause the capacity factor of these units to reduce as well? 

MS. BODELL:  So the answer -- the question is simple.  

The answer is more complicated because I think what you're 

talking about now is what's called the duck curve and that's 

where there's actually a dip in the load in the middle of the 

day in the summer because the solar is providing energy and 

offsetting the need for energy to be delivered to residential 

consumers who would otherwise have air conditioning load 

because the solar panels on the roof are offsetting that.  And 

in that case, what you would expect is that an inefficient gas 

unit might not operate but, in fact, those inefficient gas 

units happen to have the fastest ramp up speeds.  And so they 

happen to be needed often to be able to make up the difference 

when the solar gets covered by a cloud.  If a cloud comes over 

all of a sudden, the load gets up.  And so there's a lot more 
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volatility that requires ramping capability, and that can be 

paid for through ancillary services and that can be a valuable 

revenue source for these inefficient but fast ramp up/ramp down 

plants. 

MR. LANDRY:  The capacity factor only reflects the 

hours generation, it doesn't reflect ancillary services. 

MS. BODELL:  Well, the ancillary services are a non-

spinning reserve or spinning reserve.  But to the extent 

they're required to inject into the system to cover when the 

cloud comes over, then there's energy being injected into the 

system to do that.  And so you would see that would go into the 

capacity factor calculation.  But again, I said it's a 

complicated answer to what seems like a simple question.  You 

really have to run the analysis to see what the solar load is, 

how these plants are needed, and how increased solar is going 

to impact their capacity factor.  But, in general, I would 

expect with lower super peaks, there could be a lower capacity 

factor for those units. 

MR. LANDRY:  Thank you.  One more area.  Would you 

agree in general that the cost of energy has a direct impact on 

whether businesses are -- can be profitable if energy's an 

important part of their cost structure? 

MS. BODELL:  Yes, to the extent that energy is an 

important input to a manufacturing process or any business, 

then the price of that energy impacts their profitability. 
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MR. LANDRY:  So to the extent that you see a 

reduction in the price of energy, businesses would have -- 

potentially have available funds to hire new workers or to 

expand their property, their -- expand their business 

locations. 

MS. BODELL:  I think it depends on how big that price 

reduction is and how much of the cost that energy component is 

of the total cost structure as well as what the investment 

requirements are and even if there is an opportunity to expand 

to produce more.  So it's not a simple relationship.  There's a 

lot of threshold numbers that would need to be analyzed. 

MR. LANDRY:  But the tendency would be, if you have 

more available money, you -- I mean, you may just decide to 

keep it as a business owner, but you also may decide that, 

given the lower cost structure, it's an opportunity to expand. 

MS. BODELL:  Again, I will agree with you that lower 

costs are beneficial to businesses.  What they do with that is 

very unique to those businesses. 

MR. LANDRY:  Do you have a sense of how significant 

energy costs are to the operation of paper mills and similar 

manufacturers? 

MS. BODELL:  My understanding is that it's a large 

portion of their costs, but I don't know the relative portion 

or how that compares to the fixed costs. 

MR. LANDRY:  Are you aware that a number of paper 
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mills have permanently closed in Maine over the last four or 

five years? 

MS. BODELL:  I am aware of that, but I don't know 

what the cause is, whether it's tied to energy prices, whether 

it's tied to a change in the market, or if there are other 

costs that have increased like gas or any of the other costs 

that go into producing and delivering. 

MR. LANDRY:  Fair enough.  Thank you very much. 

MS. BODELL:  Sure.  You're welcome. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Dot? 

MS. KELLY:  Thank you.  Thank you, Ms. Bodell.  My 

questions are all going to be about the same kind of topic to 

better understand how if, let's say, the TDI transmission line 

was built or the Northern Pass line was built or if the CMP 

line was built, how it impacts things like the indirect savings 

to energy costs, CASPR, LMP in Maine, and zonal separation in 

Maine.  So I'm going to start from the beginning, but I was 

just giving you a flavor. 

MS. BODELL:  Thank you. 

MS. KELLY:  So referring back to Mr. des Rosiers' 

questions on the TDI proposal, are you familiar with that 83D 

project to kind of use that or would it be better to use the 

Northern Pass or can you do both? 

MS. BODELL:  Why don't we use a generic project?  

Because I think whatever your questions are, I don't have 
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enough detail about any of the projects, and if I did, I 

wouldn't be able to share it.  So let's talk about a general 

transmission project. 

MS. KELLY:  Okay, located in different areas. 

MS. BODELL:  And coming from Quebec into New England 

is, I assume, your condition. 

MS. KELLY:  Correct. 

MS. BODELL:  Okay. 

MS. KELLY:  Is it fair to say that you're going to do 

that response in a way that's an evaluation as done as a but-

for analysis?  So it's -- you're going to try to just have that 

be the one thing that's changing in the answers that you're 

going to give to me? 

MS. BODELL:  That's exactly right.  And when you do a 

benefits analysis for transmission, you look at what are the -- 

what would happen without the project, what would happen with 

the project.  And the only thing you change is the addition of 

the project when you run the models.  There may be some 

ancillary things that have to be adjusted because of the 

project, but generally you would just change that one thing.  I 

haven't seen a benefits analysis that does a comparison where 

you take an historical number even though you know the future 

is going to be different and put it in.  Generally, you do your 

projection forward, what is it going to be, and then put in the 

new project. 
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MS. KELLY:  And so I recognize it's difficult 

because, from your testimony of yesterday, there's that 

additional question of is this incremental power that's coming 

in or how much from Hydro-Quebec will impact it.  So I'm hoping 

in your answers you'll address what your basis is.  So I'd like 

to start from where Mr. Landry was questioning you.  Assuming 

the transmission line through Maine and then a transmission 

line leading into Massachusetts from New Hampshire or Vermont, 

would that have any significant impact on the price of energy 

in Maine due to the indirect savings? 

MS. BODELL:  So in general, as our analysis showed, 

an injection of energy into market is going to have an impact 

on prices.  I think what is critical in this case is if there's 

a contract that's going to determine how much energy is going 

to be injected into the system, you would -- and you have 

access to that contract, you would want to take those details 

into account.  So given that the supplier is the same in the 

three examples that you provided, I think it would be important 

to get the details of that contract and analyze what the 

economic incentives are and how that impacts the benefits in 

New England.  We assumed, as I've already said, that this is an 

injection that comes in.  There's not a redirection from New 

England even though we did look at the economics and assume a 

diversion from New York.  Again, you'd want to look at the 

details of ow much is going to be delivered and under what 
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conditions given the contract.  If you don't have the contract, 

you try to make an educated guess about what the injections of 

energy are going to be. 

MS. KELLY:  So yesterday some of the questions were 

just assuming what you assumed in your original modeling which 

showed a pretty significant indirect benefit.  Can you speak to 

how that would be the same or different with a line that was 

not going through Maine but an adjacent location into 

Massachusetts? 

MR. SHOPE:  I guess I'm going to object to the form 

of the question.  I'm not sure what is meant by significant or 

what is meant by indirect.  I think the modeling related to the 

effect on the wholesale energy market prices.  And I think 

indirect has been a discussion at least in the expert reports 

with regard to jobs or perhaps a multiplier effect, that sort 

of thing. 

MS. KELLY:  Okay, please ignore the indirect part. 

MS. BODELL:  So, Dot, could you please repeat the 

question? 

MS. KELLY:  Sure.  Using your model that you did for 

the original testimony, could you describe whether there would 

be a difference between a line in Maine, like CMP, and a 

similar line in an adjacent state? 

MS. BODELL:  Okay. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  So I think the question is if you 
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had a similar line in New Hampshire or Vermont, would there be 

similar benefits in terms of energy and capacity reductions. 

MS. BODELL:  Right, and I think also she's asking us 

to use our original assumption that doesn't get into the 

details of the economics of the contract and when energy would 

be injected but simply looks at -- assume it all comes into New 

England and anything else that would have been sold into New 

England continues to be sold into New England.  So under that  

-- under those conditions, there would be differences between 

the impacts of a line that's coming directly into Maine and a 

line that's coming into, say, Vermont or New Hampshire.  You'd 

have to run the model to know how that impacts the locational 

marginal prices because it is about transmission constraints, 

and I don't think anybody can do that in their head.  It's very 

complicated.  But I think the key difference that we did 

emphasize is the impact on the capacity market, the fact that 

Maine, with NEC (sic) coming into Maine, it would bind.  We 

talked about this yesterday, that that would not be the case if 

it was going into another marketplace.  And so our conclusion 

is that there is a higher likelihood you would have the 

retirements in Maine with NECEC and, although there's still a 

risk, it's a lower risk with respect to a transmission line 

that would go into another part of the region. 

MS. KELLY:  And could you address the zonal 

separation that has been described?  Would that still be the 
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same?  Would Maine be considered a separate zone at this point? 

MS. BODELL:  So again, it depends where that other 

transmission line would be coming in.  If that other 

transmission line is coming into New Hampshire or Vermont, it 

would still be part of the northern zone which is already a 

separate capacity zone.  If it were going into Massachusetts, 

for example, then it wouldn't -- it'd have a different impact.  

But, again, we're getting into some of the details of the way 

that the capacity markets work, and Mr. Fowler is, frankly, an 

incredible expert on that because he has sat in those meetings 

multiple days and hours across the year. 

MS. KELLY:  As always, thank you very much for your 

responses. 

MS. BODELL:  Thank you, Ms. Kelly. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Sue? 

MS. ELY:  Actually, my question was the zonal 

question, and that was just covered.  So no questions. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  John, redirect? 

MR. SHOPE:  Yes, Ms. Bodell, when you were being 

questioned by Mr. des Rosiers, you -- he asked you about, you 

know, your observation that in light of what you now know about 

Hydro-Quebec's exports to New England last year -- and I think 

you had mentioned the 18 terawatt hours -- in relation to the 

thresholds for incremental under the Massachusetts contracts 

and you had mentioned three terawatt hours for Eversource and 
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Unitil and around nine and a half terawatt hours for National 

Grid, at the end of that -- and you had mentioned in connection 

with all of that that you believe that potentially all of the 

power that was currently being -- or that would be sold on 

NECEC could be redirected from power that was already being 

sold to New England.  You remember that generally? 

MS. BODELL:  I do remember that, yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  And you had mentioned that this would 

very significantly affect the determination of whether there 

was any price benefit in Maine. 

MS. BODELL:  That's correct. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay.  And I believe Mr. des Rosiers 

asked you a question just in general, well, if there's not 

going to be price suppression or at least to the same extent, 

why do the generators care about that.  So I guess the question 

would be why would generators in Maine care about the proposed 

NECEC project or be concerned about it in light of the 

information that you now have about the historical Hydro-Quebec 

sales in relation to the thresholds under the contracts? 

MS. BODELL:  Yes, so if what Hydro-Quebec ends up 

doing is, without NECEC, it would have sold into Maine through 

New Brunswick but instead decides to sell that energy through 

NECEC, there would be no difference in the energy price for the 

most part.  There might be some minor changes, but generally 

it's going to be about the same.  So that would mean no energy 
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market benefits or impacts in Maine.  On the other hand, if it 

came out of, say, western Massachusetts and was injected into 

Maine, all else equal, you would have the higher congestion, 

the higher losses.  And, therefore, since the LMP that the 

generators receive is composed of the energy price plus the 

losses, plus the congestion, there would still be an impact on 

the energy market price in Maine, that LMP price in Maine, but 

it would be less than what I calculated.  That said, there 

could still be an adverse impact on the energy market price for 

the generators.  So I would think they would be impacted -- 

adversely impacted by that. 

MR. SHOPE:  Now, Mr. des Rosiers asked you about a 

cold snap that had occurred just about a year ago in late 

December of 2017, the very beginning of January of 2018. 

MS. BODELL:  Yes. 

MR. SHOPE:  You recall that?  Okay.  And I believe 

you had testified that you had some familiarity with that 

situation. 

MS. BODELL:  I did.  For a client that I can't 

disclose, they asked us to do a detailed analysis of what 

happened during that cold snap, what caused it, why did it 

happen, what happened with prices in New England, is this a 

capacity constraint on the gas pipelines coming into New 

England, is it something else.  So we did that analysis.  And 

part of what we looked at as part of that analysis was where 
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was the energy coming from in New England, who was supplying 

the energy during that cold snap, that period of time. 

MR. SHOPE:  And did you -- well, actually maybe we 

can just circulate the next document and you can tell us what 

that is. 

MS. BODELL:  Yeah, so one of the things we looked at 

was the imports, how were the imports impacted during the cold 

snap, did they stay the same, did they go up, did they go down.  

And this, what's being passed around, is one of the slides from 

the presentation that we made to our client.  It was slide six 

-- I don't know off the top of my head, maybe it was around 25 

pages, 30 pages, the entire deck -- analyzing what had 

occurred.  We also did some memos and we did some commentary on 

some of the public statements that were issued by ISO New 

England as part of our analysis.  But this particular page, and 

this was -- could I get a copy, Steve?  Thank you.  So this 

particular page, I was trying to pull it up yesterday -- and 

when you're on the stand, you can't do things as quickly as you 

think -- because I vaguely remembered that we had found that 

the imports have gone down.  And, in fact, what this shows -- 

it comes from the ISO New England morning reports, and the gray 

box in this chart is during the cold snap, December 26th, 2017 

to January 8th, 2018.  It looks at, on these colored bars, 

whether something's coming in from New York ISO across each of 

the three interties, whether it's coming into New England 
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through New Brunswick, or whether it's coming in through Phase 

II which, as you know, is directly connected to Quebec, or 

whether it's coming in from High Gate which is also directly 

connected to Quebec but tends to be a pretty standard contract.  

And what you see is during that cold snap -- and again, this 

was just a statement that we made in April at the bottom in the 

brown box -- Canadian imports from Quebec fell by around one-

third and that's specifically the Phase II line.  It was 

predominantly the Phase II line, although, as you can see from 

some of the blue bars, High Gate also went down.  And 

interestingly, if you look at the orange bars, those are 

imports coming in from New Brunswick, and you see that those 

also had some variation as well.  And the conclusion is, from 

this, that during that very cold peak period in the winter of 

2017 and '18 the Quebec imports into New England fell by around 

one-third. 

MR. SHOPE:  But what was happening to prices in New 

England at the time of the cold snap? 

MS. BODELL:  Prices -- as we discussed yesterday, 

prices were very, very high.  They weren't necessarily being 

set by the gas price, although some of the hours were.  There 

was also prices being set by the oil price, but it was still a 

very high-priced period in New England.  It would be a time 

when you would have the most incentive to sell every single 

megawatt of energy that you could into New England.  And yet, 
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during that time, it was also cold in New York, it was also 

cold in Quebec, and there were other competing needs.  We don't 

know exactly what was going on with those systems.  All we know 

is that the total imports coming into New England from Quebec 

during that period was one-third lower than the surrounding 

days. 

MR. SHOPE:  Okay, and I think Mr. des Rosiers had 

asked you about what potential benefit the NECEC line would 

have if there -- a similar cold snap were to occur if the 

project goes forward.  And so could the same thing happen? 

MS. BODELL:  So assuming they haven't shifted their 

capacity supply obligation into NECEC, there's enough 

flexibility in the contract that during the super peak cold 

days Quebec does not have to deliver.  As long as they were to 

make it up during other hours, they would be fine and wouldn't 

suffer any penalty.  And then, of course, the incremental 

calculation is on a year-by-year basis.  But with respect to 

fuel security or deliverability during the time when New 

England needs it most, there's so much flexibility in that 

contract that I wouldn't count on it. 

MR. SHOPE:  That's it for the generator interveners. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay.  Anything else for this 

witness? 

MR. SHOPE:  Oh, yes.  I'm sorry, yes.  Just to 

clarify, we would like to have what's just been passed around 
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as Generator Intervener 29. 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  Do you have an extra copies of that? 

MR. BARTLETT:  Yes, we do actually.  Sorry. 

MS. BODELL:  Steve, there are three important people 

in addition to all the other important people in this room. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  So -- 

MR. SHOPE:  I'm sorry, did you folks not have copies 

of that when we were going over it? 

MR. WILLIAMSON:  I have it. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, so any objections? 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  Since we've just been provided this 

and this is an Energyzt report as opposed to an ISO New England 

report, I would want to do -- have a better understanding.  The 

source is listed as analysis of ISO New England morning 

reports.  It's not necessarily identifying the source of the 

data, and this is ISO data.  So we have some foundational 

issues as to -- 

MR. SHOPE:  Well, it is ISO data, and so we -- I'm 

happy to -- then we can have that emailed to Mr. Simpson and 

then we can circulate that as well if you'd like or we can have 

-- or if you'd like to cross examine Ms. Bodell as to what the 

source of the data is, that's fine too.  But I -- 

MR. DES ROSIERS:  If I may suggest, if counsel for 

the generator interveners can share the source data, we can 

look at it and then -- and reserve on an objection or reserve 
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on asking any questions of Ms. Bodell with respect to her 

analysis that's just been provided to us. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Okay, so we'll defer ruling.  

Anything else for today?  Thank you, Tammy. 

MS. BODELL:  Thank you. 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  See you Friday.  We'll probably see 

-- 

MS. BODELL:  All right, we'll see you Friday. 

MR. SHOPE:  And tomorrow is nine o'clock if my memory 

-- 

MR. TANNENBAUM:  Yes, it is. 

CONFERENCE ADJOURNED (January 9, 2019, 4:51 p.m.) 
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O]ca 2

p:`__VTe EVh P`c\q

@_ec`UfTeZ`_

Sda naolkj`ajp cnkql `ap]eha` ^ahks eo lnkq` pk lnkre`a pda bkhhksejc oq^ieooekj pk pda
Mas Xkng Djancu Gecds]u Qamqaop bkn Hjbkni]pekj )QEH*/ Sda ejbkni]pekj _kjp]eja` sepdej
pdeo naolkjoa ]``naooao pda namqenaiajpo kb pda QEH ]j` ej_hq`ao ]``epekj]h ejbkni]pekj
nac]n`ejc lnklanpu- ejpan_kjja_pekj- klan]pekj]h- ok_ek.a_kjkie_- ]j` ajrenkjiajp]h eooqao
]ikjc kpdano/ @j Hj`at eo ]hok ej_hq`a` pk i]l pda lnkfa_po ^ajabepo pk pda Djancu Gecds]u�o
k^fa_perao/

Reilhu op]pa`- pda Bkjja_p Mas Xkng lnklko]h;

. Onkre`ao bkn pda _kjopnq_pekj kb ] 2-111 LV CB qj`ancnkqj` pn]joieooekj heja- sepd pda
klpekj kb ]j ]``epekj]h 2-111 LV�o- qpehevejc ateopejc lq^he_ ]j` lner]pa necdpo.kb.s]u
sde_d ^a_kia ] i]ej nkqpa kj pda ~Mas Xkng Djancu Gecds]u� ]j` sehh o]peobu i]ju kb
pda Bqkik @`iejeopn]pekj�o ajancu ck]ho<

. R]peobeao ~Mas Xkng�o ajancu lkhe_u ck]ho kb lnkre`ejc ]bbkn`]^ha ]j` nahe]^ha ajancu-
sdeha eilnkrejc pda ajrenkjiajp- _na]pejc ]j` nap]ejejc fk^o- ]j` lnkikpejc a_kjkie_
cnkspd- ]o Mas Xkng pn]joepekjo pk ] ikna abbe_eajp- hksan _]n^kj ]j` _ha]jan- cnaajan
ajancu a_kjkiu< ]j`

. Qa`q_ao pn]joieooekj ouopai _kjcaopekj pd]p lnarajpo pda `aheranu kb lksan bnki jknpdanj
]j` saopanj cajan]pejc op]pekjo pk okqpdanj hk]` _ajpano- na`q_ejc ] oecjebe_]jp bej]j_e]h
^qn`aj kj n]pal]uano/

JVTeZ`_ @ o IVda`_UV_e @_W`c^ReZ`_

@SVcUc`]R LJ8- 63 E]ni Ueas Cnera- Mas Fhkq_aopan- LD 15371
Sdknj Ce_gejokj- Ue_a Onaoe`ajp | Aqoejaoo Carahkliajp
)318* 799.7473
pdknj/`e_gejokj?e^an`nkh]qo]/_ki

H^an`nkh] TR@- ] oq^oe`e]nu kb chk^]h ajancu ha]`an H^an`nkh] R/@/- eo ]j ajancu oanre_ao ]j`
`aheranu _kil]ju oanrejc ]^kqp 3/8 iehhekj _qopkiano ej qlop]pa Mas Xkng ]j` Mas Djch]j`/
Hpo lnei]nu oq^oe`e]neao ]na Mas Xkng Rp]pa Dha_pne_ ' F]o- Qk_daopan F]o ]j` Dha_pne_ ]j`
Bajpn]h L]eja Oksan/

H^an`nkh] TR@- ]j` epo l]najp- ^nejc pnaiaj`kqo atlaneaj_a ]j` ejraopiajp _]l]^ehepeao pk Mas
Xkng/ H^an`nkh] TR@ eo ej pda ie`op kb ] %2/5 ^ehhekj qlcn]`a kb epo pn]joieooekj ouopai ej pda
op]pa kb L]eja/ Sda lnkfa_p- _]hha` LOQO- ej_hq`ao kran 511 iehao kb jas pn]joieooekj hejao-
bera jas oq^op]pekjo- ]j` qlcn]`ao pk jqiankqo ateopejc hejao ]j` oq^op]pekjo/ Sda _kil]ju eo
]^kqp 204 kb pda s]u ejpk pda 6 ua]n lnkfa_p ]j` pda lnkfa_p eo kj peia ]j` kj ^q`cap/ Sdeo
lnkfa_p d]o _na]pa` kran 4-411 `ena_p ]j` ej`ena_p fk^o bkn pda op]pa kb L]eja/ Hilknp]jphu- pda
lnkfa_p�o C@QS n]pa )] ia]oqna kb o]bapu ej_e`ajpo* eo /1: pdnkqcd L]n_d 3123 ro/ ] j]pekj]h

#-()%), 4



O]ca 3

]ran]ca kb 3/2/ Sda _kilhapekj kb pdeo lnkfa_p ej a]nhu 3126 bepo sahh sepd pda hegahu _kjopnq_pekj
o_da`qha bkn pdeo lnklko]h/

H^an`nkh] eo ]hok ] ha]`an ej pda qpehev]pekj kb pa_djkhkcu/ Ekn at]ilha- pda LOQO lnkfa_p sehh ^a
bqhhu _kilhe]jp sepd HDB 72961- ]j ejpanj]pekj]h ^aop ln]_pe_a op]j`]n` bkn oq^op]pekj ]qpki]pekj
]j` _kiiqje_]pekjo/ H^an`nkh] TR@ oq^oe`e]nu- Bajpn]h L]eja Oksan- na_ajphu _kilhapa` pda
bqhh ejop]hh]pekj kb ]qpki]pa` kn ~oi]np� iapano pd]p sehh lnkre`a pnaiaj`kqo ajrenkjiajp]h ]j`
_qopkian ^ajabepo/ Bkjoqiano ]na ]^ha pk ^appan i]j]ca pdaen ajancu qo]ca/ BLO aheiej]pa`
kran 3 iehhekj rade_ha iehao lan ua]n/

Nqn l]najp- H^an`nkh] R/@/- eo ] chk^]h ejraopkn.ksja` _kil]ju sepd atlaneaj_a bknca` kran
ikna pd]j 261 ua]no kb deopknu pd]p lnkre`ao oanre_a pk 42 iehhekj _qopkiano ej 49 _kqjpneao ]j`
bkqn _kjpejajpo/

@bpan ] oecjebe_]jp lnk_aoo kb cnkspd ]j` ejpanj]pekj]hev]pekj- sde_d ejrkhra` ]j ejraopiajp kb
kran %211 ^ehhekj ej pda h]op aharaj ua]no- H^an`nkh] eo pk`]u kja kb pda bera h]ncaop chk^]h
qpehepeao- pda sknh` ha]`an ej pda sej` oa_pkn- ]j` pda ha]`ejc Rl]jeod ajancu cnkql/

Nqn 44-111 ailhkuaao i]j]ca ]ooapo sknpd %241 ^ehhekj pd]p ej 3122 lnk`q_a` narajqao sknpd
%53 ^ehhekj ]j` ] jap lnkbep kran %4/6 ^ehhekj/

H^an`nkh] sehh _kjpejqa pk cnks epo _kna ^qoejaooao; lksan cajan]pekj pdnkqcd _ha]j pa_djkhkceao
]j` pda ^qeh` ql ]j` i]j]caiajp kb pn]joieooekj ]j` `eopne^qpekj japskngo/ Hj ]``epekj- pda
_kjpejqkqo eilnkraiajp kb klan]pekj]h abbe_eaj_u sehh nai]ej kja kb pda ^]oe_ bkqj`]pekjo kb pda
Fnkql�o ]_perepeao/

Sda l]pd pk oqop]ej]^ha cnkspd ej oeva- abbe_eaj_u ]j` lnkbep]^ehepu d]o ^nkqcdp H^an`nkh] ]
jqi^an kb ejpanj]pekj]h ]s]n`o- oq_d ]o pda jkiej]pekj ]o ha]`ejc aha_pne_ qpehepu kj pda ~Fhk^]h
211 Lkop Rqop]ej]^ha Bknlkn]pekjo ej pda Vknh`�/ Hj ]``epekj- H^an`nkh] d]o ^aaj iai^an kb pda
~Cks Ikjao Rqop]ej]^ehepu Hj`at� bkn pda h]op aharaj ua]no/

KYV :ZR_Sc` :`^aR_ZVd' 212 Be]j^nk Rmq]na- Oeppobeah`- LD 15:78
Oapan F/ Uecqa- Bd]eni]j ' BDN
318.78:.32:3
lrecqa?_e]j^nk/_ki

Sdnkqcdkqp epo 74.ua]n deopknu- Be]j^nk d]o o]bahu ]j` abbe_eajphu lh]jja`- i]j]ca`- ]j`
_kjopnq_pa` i]ju pa_dje_]hhu _kilhat- deopkne_- ]j` ajrenkjiajp]hhu oajoepera lnkfa_po bkn ]
se`a r]neapu kb lq^he_ ]j` lner]pa _heajpo/ @ pkp]h _kiiepiajp pk o]bapu _ki^eja` sepd pda
ajpdqoe]oi kb ]j ejjkr]pera pa]i kb _kjopnq_pekj lnkbaooekj]ho- d]o aj]^ha` Be]j^nk pk ^qeh` ]
`qn]^ha nalqp]pekj bkn _kilhapejc lnkfa_po o]bahu- kj o_da`qha- ]j` sepdej ^q`cap/ Ekqj`a` ej
2:5: ^u pda Be]j_dappa ^nkpdano- Be]j^nk eo jks kja kb pda h]ncaop- ikop `eranoa- oq__aoobqh-
211& ailhkuaa.ksja`- _kjopnq_pekj ]j` _kjopnq_pekj oanre_ao _kil]jeao ^]oa` kj pda D]op
Bk]op/ Onaoajphu klan]pejc ej ikna pd]j bknpu )51* op]pao- ej psahra i]ngapo- ]j` ailhkuejc kran
5-111 pa]i iai^ano- Be]j^nk oahb.lanbknio _ereh- opnq_pqn]h- ia_d]je_]h- aha_pne_]h-
pn]joieooekj- b]^ne_]pekj- ]j` _k]pejc skng/



O]ca 4

Be]j^nk eo ]hok pda i]j]cejc iai^an kb @ph]jpe_ Djancu O]npjano- KKB< pda `arahklan kb pda
Malpqja Qacekj]h Dha_pne_]h Sn]joieooekj Ruopai )Malpqja*/ Sda Malpqja Sn]joieooekj Ruopai
lnkre`ao ql pk 771 LV kb aha_pne_ lksan bnki pda OIL ouopai pk pda KHO@ cne` kj Kkjc Hoh]j`
re] ] 611.gehkrkhp )gU*- decd rkhp]ca `ena_p _qnnajp )GUCB* _]^ha/ Sda GUCB _]^ha atpaj`o
^apsaaj psk _kjranpan op]pekjo- kja ej R]unarehha- Mas Ianoau- ]j` kja kj Cqbbu @rajqa ej pda
_kiiqjepu kb Mas B]ooah ej pda Sksj kb Mknpd Gailopa]`/ Sda R]unarehha _kjranpan op]pekj
p]gao ]hpanj]pejc _qnnajp )@B* lksan bnki pda OIL ouopai ]j` _kjranpo ep pk CB lksan- sdeha
pda Cqbbu @rajqa op]pekj _kjranpo CB lksan ^]_g pk @B bkn qoa kj pda KHO@ ouopai/ Sda CB
_]^ha nqjo ]llnktei]pahu 61 iehao qj`an pda Q]nep]j Qeran ej Mas Ianoau ]j` pda @ph]jpe_
N_a]j- ]j` ]j ]``epekj]h 26 iehao ^qnea` ]hkjcoe`a pda V]jp]cd O]ngs]u/ Sda Malpqja
Sn]joieooekj Ruopai ejpan_kjja_po pk OIL ej R]unarehha ]p ] ja]n^u Eenop Djancu oq^op]pekj- ]j`
ejpan_kjja_po pk pda KHO@ ouopai ]p pda Mas^ne`ca Qk]` oq^op]pekj ej Kareppksj/

Rej_a op]npejc klan]pekj ej ie`.3118- Malpqja d]o lnkre`a`- kj ]ran]ca- ja]nhu 36 lan_ajp kb pda
aha_pne_ lksan qoa` kj Kkjc Hoh]j`- ]j` nqjo ]p epo bqhh _]l]_epu kb 771 LV ikop kb pda peia/ Hj
]``epekj- Malpqja d]o lanbknia` ]o sahh kn ^appan pd]j atla_p]pekjo- ]ran]cejc ja]nhu :9 lan_ajp
]r]eh]^ehepu/ Sda Malpqja GUCB _]^ha ]hhkso KHO@ pk p]l ejpk ] `eranoa n]jca kb lksan
cajan]pekj bnki OIL- ej_hq`ejc najas]^hao oq_d ]o sej` ]j` du`nk- ]o sahh ]o keh- _k]h- jq_ha]n-
]j` j]pqn]h c]o/ Sdeo `eranoepu kb cajan]pekj okqn_ao eo jkp ]r]eh]^ha kj Kkjc Hoh]j`/ Aa_]qoa
sdkhao]ha ajancu lne_ao ej OIL ]na cajan]hhu iq_d hksan pd]j kj Kkjc Hoh]j`- lksan ^nkqcdp
kran pda Malpqja _]^ha eo haoo atlajoera pd]j ikop kb sd]p _]j ^a cajan]pa` kj pda eoh]j`/

Ekn KHO@- pda Malpqja GUCB _]^ha s]o oaaj ]o ]j ajrenkjiajp]hhu bneaj`hu- _kop.abba_pera
okhqpekj pk bqpqna lksan jaa`o/ @__kn`ejc pk KHO@- ]j a_kjkie_ ]ooaooiajp _kj`q_pa` lnekn pk
_kjopnq_pekj lnkfa_pa` pd]p pda Malpqja _]^ha skqh` lnkre`a ]^kqp %2/5 ^ehhekj ej jap ^ajabepo pk
KHO@- sde_d s]o oecjebe_]jphu ikna pd]j ]ju kpdan lnkfa_p lnklkoa` pk iaap Kkjc Hoh]j`�o hkjc.
pani ajancu jaa`o/ @o bknian KHO@ Bd]eni]j Jarej K]s d]o o]e`- `@IF ;FQUVOF DBCMF

QSPWJEFT 98<0 XJUI UIF PQQPSUVOJUZ UP BDRVJSF MPXFS%DPTU FOFSHZ UP NFFU DVTUPNFS OFFET XIJMF

QSPWJEJOH NPSF GMFYJCJMJUZ JO TFMFDUJOH UIF NBSLFUT GSPN XIJDI XF BDRVJSF UIBU FOFSHZ& 8U JT B

TJHOJGJDBOU XJO%XJO GPS 9POH 8TMBOE&a

>Z]SVceZ JeZ_kZR_` ?VZ_ek $ J^ZeY' G):)- 666 D]op Fajaoaa Rp/- Run]_qoa- MX 24313
Vehhe]i Feh^anpe- BDN ]j` L]j]cejc O]npjan
426.553.1282
sceh^anpe?ceh^anpeh]s/_ki

Ekn ikna pd]j psajpu.bera ua]no- Feh^anpe Rpejve]jk Gaejpv ' Riepd- OB )FRG'R* d]o oanra` pda
jaa`o kb _heajpo ej pda ajancu beah`- ej_hq`ejc h]nca- iqhpe.lh]jp lksan lnk`q_ano- j]pqn]h c]o
lelaheja klan]pkno- ]j` aha_pne_ pn]joieooekj heja `arahklano- ]o sahh ]o pda `arahklano- ejop]hhano
]j` klan]pkno kb r]nekqo najas]^ha ajancu ouopaio ]j` kpdan oi]hhan cajan]pejc b]_ehepeao/ Va
d]ra ^aaj _kqjoah kj lksan cajan]pekj lnkfa_po pd]p pkp]h ikna pd]j 6-111 iac]s]ppo kb
cajan]pejc _]l]_epu ]j` d]ra _kqjoaha` ^kpd c]o lelaheja ]j` aha_pne_ pn]joieooekj _kil]jeao kj
lnkfa_po ejrkhrejc ikna pd]j 561 iehao kb pn]joieooekj heja/

Skcapdan sepd pda beni�o BDN ]j` L]j]cejc O]npjan- Vehhe]i I/ Feh^anpe- In/- pda h]suano ej pda
FRG'R ajancu cnkql _ki^eja `a_]`ao kb ej.`alpd ej`qopnu gjksha`ca ]j` atlaneaj_a ]j`
ej_hq`a ha]`ejc ln]_pepekjano ej pda ej`qopnu- oq_d ]o ] bknian ata_qpera re_a lnaoe`ajp ]j`
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cajan]h _kqjoah kb pda Mas Xkng Oksan @qpdknepu- pda h]ncaop op]pa.ksja` lksan knc]jev]pekj ej
pda j]pekj- ]j` ] bknian _kqjoah pk pda T/R/ Mq_ha]n Qacqh]pknu Bkiieooekj/

Sda beni�o qj`anop]j`ejc kb- ]j` atlaneaj_a sepd- pda ]llhe_]^ha bej]j_ejc opnq_pqnao- nacqh]pknu
namqenaiajpo ]j` ckranjiajp]h ]llnkr]ho jaa`a` bkn h]nca ejbn]opnq_pqna ]j` _kiian_e]h
`arahkliajp lnkfa_po ej Mas Xkng- ej_hq`ejc h]nca o_]ha ajancu cajan]pekj ]j` pn]joieooekj
lnkfa_po- eo qjl]n]hhaha`/ Enki pda ejepe]h lh]jjejc ]j` ba]oe^ehepu ld]oao kb ] lnkfa_p pdnkqcd
ajrenkjiajp]h nareas ]j` lanieppejc pk _kilhapekj kb _kjopnq_pekj ]j` ^aukj`- FRG'R
lnkre`ao _kqjoah ]j` opn]pace_ ]`re_a pk _heajpo kj aranu ]ola_p kb ajancu `arahkliajp/

FRG'R d]o oq__aoobqhhu _kilhapa` pda lanieppejc ]j` ajrenkjiajp]h nareas bkn r]nekqo lksan
lh]jpo benejc ] se`a r]neapu kb bqaho ]j` bkn dqj`na`o kb iehao kb pn]joieooekj heja ej pda Rp]pa/
Sda beni d]o oanra` ]o ha]` _kqjoah ej oaran]h h]j`i]ng _]oao qj`an pda Rp]pa�o Djrenkjiajp]h
Pq]hepu Qareas @_p )RDPQ@*- ej_hq`ejc hepec]pekj aop]^heodejc pd]p _anp]ej lnarekqohu ]llnkra`
ej`qopne]h klan]pekjo sana ~cn]j`b]pdana`� ]j` jkp oq^fa_p pk nareas/ FRG'R d]o ]hok lnkre`a`
opn]pace_ hac]h _kqjoah kj pda ]llnkr]ho jaa`a` bkn r]nekqo i]fkn cajan]pekj ]j` pn]joieooekj
lnkfa_po ej Mas Xkng- ej_hq`ejc- ]ikjc kpdano- ] 241.ieha qj`ancnkqj` aha_pne_ pn]joieooekj
heja- ]j ]^kracnkqj` 2:1.ieha aha_pne_ pn]joieooekj heja ]j` ] 61.ieha kranda]` aha_pne_
pn]joieooekj heja/

FRG'R kbpaj ajc]cao ej _kilhat hepec]pekj ejrkhrejc Rp]pa ]j` ba`an]h ]caj_eao nac]n`ejc
lanieppejc ]j` ajrenkjiajp]h eooqao/ Sda beni oanra` ]o ha]` _kqjoah ej oq_d ] _]oa bkn pda
oa_kj` h]ncaop ej`alaj`ajphu ksja` _kcajan]pekj lh]jp ej Mknpd @iane_]/ @o ] naoqhp kb pda
beni�o opn]pacu ]j` abbknp- pda T/R/ Bkqnp kb @lla]ho bkn pda 5pd Ben_qep r]_]pa` ]j` nai]j`a`
pda Ea`an]h Djancu Qacqh]pknu Bkiieooekj )EDQB* ejpanlnap]pekj kb pda Djancu Okhe_u @_p kb
3116 ej ] _]oa kb j]pekj]h benop eilnaooekj- gjk_gejc kqp ba`an]h he_ajoejc nacqh]pekjo pd]p skqh`
`eolh]_a op]pa nacqh]pekj kb aha_pne_ pn]joieooekj hejao< ]j` pda T/R/ Bkqnp kb @lla]ho bkn pda :pd
Ben_qep r]_]pa` ]j` nai]j`a` pk pda ba`an]h Cal]npiajp kb Djancu- epo `apaniej]pekj pk _na]pa
pda Le`.@ph]jpe_ M]pekj]h Hjpanaop Dha_pne_ Sn]joieooekj Bknne`kn- pda `aoecj]pekj kb sde_d eo ]
lnanamqeoepa bkn ]ju odebp kb pn]joieooekj heja he_ajoejc bnki pda op]pao pk EDQB/

FRG'R nacqh]nhu ]ooeopo ej pda `n]bpejc ]j` jackpe]pekj kb r]nekqo ajancu _kjpn]_po- ikop
na_ajphu d]rejc jackpe]pa` lksan lqn_d]oa ]j` ejpan_kjja_pekj ]cnaaiajpo bkn pda `arahklan kb ]
qpehepu.o_]ha okh]n ldkpkrkhp]e_ lnkfa_p/

JaVTecR <_gZc`_^V_eR] >c`fa- Hj_/- 2: Anepeod @iane_]j Ahr`/- K]pd]i- MX 23221
Qk^anp B/ K]Ehaqn- Onaoe`ajp
)629* 893.1993
nh]bhaqn?ola_pn]ajr/_ki

Rla_pn] s]o bknia` ej 2::4 ]j` eo ] oahb._anpebea`- ba`an]h Ri]hh Aqoejaoo Djpanlneoa )RAD*/
Rla_pn] i]ejp]ejo epo _knlkn]pa kbbe_a ej K]pd]i- Mas Xkng- fqop iejqpao ]s]u bnki pda Mas
Xkng Rp]pa _]lep]h kbbe_a ^qeh`ejco ej @h^]ju- ]j` d]o ^n]j_d kbbe_ao ej Run]_qoa ]j`
Okqcdgaaloea- MX/ Rla_pn] d]o 58 ailhkuaao pd]p ola_e]heva ej ]na]o kb ejbn]opnq_pqna
ajcejaanejc- ajrenkjiajp]h ]j]huoeo- lh]jjejc- lanieppejc- ]j` _kilhe]j_a/

Rla_pn]�o ajcejaano ]j` o_eajpeopo ]na ha]`ano ej ejpacn]pa` ajcejaanejc okhqpekjo bkn ] oqop]ej]^ha
ajancu bqpqna/ Hj pda ajancu oanre_a i]ngap- Rla_pn] lnkre`ao ajrenkjiajp]h i]j]caiajp-
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lanieppejc- _kj_alpq]h `aoecj- oepa0_ereh ajcejaanejc- lnkfa_p i]j]caiajp- oqnrauejc- ]j`
_kjopnq_pekj i]j]caiajp/

Rla_pn] eo ksja` ]j` klan]pa` ^u Qk^anp B/ K]Ehaqn ]j` Ikdj G/ Rd]ban- OD/ Ln/ Rd]ban d]o
kran 51 ua]no ej pda beah` kb pn]jolknp]pekj ]j` ejbn]opnq_pqna ouopaio/ Onekn pk fkejejc Rla_pn]-
Ln/ Rd]ban oanra` ]o Dta_qpera Cena_pkn kb pda Mas Xkng Rp]pa Sdnqs]u @qpdknepu )MXRS@*
]j` Bdeab Djcejaan bkn pda Mas Xkng Rp]pa Cal]npiajp kb Sn]jolknp]pekj )MXRCNS*/ Ln/
Rd]ban _qnnajphu oanrao kj oaran]h Rp]pa ]`reoknu _kiieppaao- ej_hq`ejc pda _kiieppaa
kranoaaejc pda nalh]_aiajp kb pda S]ll]j Yaa Ane`ca/ Ln/ K]Ehaqn d]o 4: ua]no kb atlaneaj_a ]o
]j atlanp ej ajrenkjiajp]h lh]jjejc ]j` lanieppejc lnkfa_po/ Ga d]o ^aaj _]hha` qlkj pk lnkre`a
atlanp paopeikju ej ] jqi^an kb hac]h lnk_aa`ejco _kj_anjejc ajrenkjiajp]h ]j` lh]jjejc
i]ppano/ Ln/ K]Ehaqn d]o ]_pa` ]o Onkfa_p L]j]can kj ]j atpajoera lksan pn]joieooekj lnkfa_p
qj`an @npe_ha UHH kb pda Oq^he_ Ranre_a K]s/

Rla_pn] d]o atlaneaj_a skngejc sepd ] r]neapu kb ba`an]h ]j` op]pa nacqh]pknu ]caj_eao/ @ikjc
pdaoa ej_hq`a pda Mas Xkng Rp]pa Oksan @qpdknepu )MXO@*- pda Mas Xkng Rp]pa Nbbe_a bkn
Sa_djkhkcu- pda Mas Xkng Rp]pa Cal]npiajp kb Djrenkjiajp]h Bkjoanr]pekj- pda Tjepa` Rp]pao
Djrenkjiajp]h Onkpa_pekj @caj_u- ]o sahh ]o pda MXRS@ ]j` MXRCNS/ Sdaoa ]na ]hh ]caj_eao
sepd ]j ejpanaop ej pdeo ajancu decds]u lnkfa_p ^aejc lnklkoa` ^u pda Oksan @qpdknepu/

JVTeZ`_ @@ o Gc`[VTe ;VdTcZaeZ`_

~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� eo ] 2-111 LV CB ^qhg pn]joieooekj heja nqjjejc bnki pda Tpe_] ]na]
pk Mas Xkng Bepu )Ykja D . Lkd]sg U]hhau pk Ykja I . Mas Xkng Bepu*/ Sdeo qj`ancnkqj`
pn]joieooekj ejepe]pera skqh` qpeheva ateopejc lq^he_ ]j` lner]pa necdp.kb.s]u pk ^qeh` ] jas ^qhg
pn]joieooekj heja pd]p skqh` aj]^ha pda bqhbehhiajp kb pda ~Mas Xkng Djancu Gecds]u� ]j`
i]ju kb pda Bqkik @`iejeopn]pekj�o ajancu eilan]perao/ Hp skqh` ej_hq`a 355 iehao kb decd
rkhp]ca CB _]^ha- psk @B0CB _kjranpan op]pekjo ]j` ] oi]hh ]ikqjp kb decd rkhp]ca @B _]^ha/
Sdana eo ]hok pda klpekj pk ]`` ] oa_kj` 2-111 LV heja/ Sdeo eo ] pa_djkhkcu pd]p eo ej qoa ej pda
Tjepa` Rp]pao ]j` kranoaao/ Sda lanieppejc lnk_aoo eo atla_pa` pk ^a _kilhapa` sepdej psk
ua]no- ]j` pda lnkfa_p eo atla_pa` pk ^a _kilhapa` sepdej bkqn ua]no- qjhaoo pdkoa peiabn]iao ]na
odknpaja` ]o `eo_qooa` ej Ra_pekj U ^ahks/

JVTeZ`_ @@@ o Gc`[VTe AfdeZWZTReZ`_

~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� eo ] ^qhg pn]joieooekj ejepe]pera pd]p skqh` qpeheva ateopejc necdp.kb.s]u
pk ^qeh` ] jas ^qhg pn]joieooekj heja pd]p skqh` aj]^ha pda bqhbehhiajp kb i]ju kb pda Bqkik
@`iejeopn]pekj�o oqllhu oe`a ajancu eilan]perao/ ~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� eo ] ln]_pe_]h- ba]oe^ha
]j` ja_aoo]nu lnanamqeoepa pk pda oq__aoobqh na]hev]pekj kb i]ju kb pda eilknp]jp ajancu lna_alpo
kqpheja` ej ~Oksan MX� ]j` pda ~Mas Xkng Djancu Gecds]u�/

pG`hVc EPq

~Oksan MX op]pao pd]p{ ~Mas Xkng�o ajancu lkhe_u iqop iaap pda ejpannah]pa` ck]ho kb
lnkre`ejc ]bbkn`]^ha ]j` nahe]^ha ajancu- eilnkrejc kqn ajrenkjiajp ]j` _na]pejc fk^o ]j`
a_kjkie_ cnkspd pdnkqcd ajancu lkhe_u ]o sa pn]joepekj pk ] ikna abbe_eajp- hksan _]n^kj ]j`
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KYV :V_ecR](<Rde @_eVcWRTV o KcR_d^ZddZ`_ :`_XVdeZ`_

Sda Bajpn]h.D]op Hjpanb]_a eo pda j]ia ceraj pk ] _kj_alpq]h pn]joieooekj ^kqj`]nu pd]p
oal]n]pao pda ^qhg pn]joieooekj _]l]^ehepeao hk_]pa` ej pda Mknpd ]j` Vaop nacekjo kb Mas Xkng
bnki pda hk]` )`ai]j`* _ajpano hk_]pa` ej pda Rkqpd ]j` D]op/ Dooajpe]hhu ep eo pda _dkga lkejp
sdana pda ]ilha cajan]pejc _]l]_epu hk_]pa` ej pda Mknpd ]j` Vaopanj nacekjo ]na _kjopne_pa`
bnki oqllhuejc pda i]ngapo ej pda Rkqpd ]j` D]op nacekjo/ Eecqna 2- ^ahks- ehhqopn]pao pda
Bajpn]h.D]op Hjpanb]_a/

=ZXfcV ,

:V_ecR] o <Rde @_eVcWRTV

Cere`ao Mas Xkng ejpk 3 `eopej_p vkjao; Mknpd.Vaop ]j` Rkqpd.D]op/

Sdeo ejpanb]_a _na]pao psk ranu `eopej_p ajancu i]ngapo/ Sdaoa i]ngapo d]ra `ebbanajp ajancu
cajan]pekj lknpbkheko ]j` `ai]j` lnkbehao ]j` ]__kn`ejchu `ebbanajp lne_ao ]j` `ebbanajp
cnaajdkqoa aieooekjo/

2 

North - West 

South - East 

Bajpn]h.D]op Hjpanb]_a
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=ZXfcV .

GcZTV @^aRTed Z_ E`ceY(NVde RWeVc IV]ZVgZ_X :`_XVdeZ`_

Rkia d]ra oqccaopa` pd]p jas ^qhg pn]joieooekj `aoecja` pk naheara pda ^kpphaja_go ]p pda
Bajpn]h.D]op Hjpanb]_a skqh` i]pane]hhu ej_na]oa pda lne_a kb ajancu ej pda Mknpd.Vaop/
Bkilnadajoera ik`ahejc skqh` jaa` pk ^a _kilhapa` pk ]__qn]pahu bkna_]op pda r]nekqo abba_po
kj lne_ao pdnkqcdkqp pda op]pa eb jas ^qhg pn]joieooekj sana ^qehp/ Sdeo skqh` ^a `kja ]o l]np kb
kqn lnklko]h/ Maranpdahaoo- kja _]j `a`q_a pd]p pdana eo ]ilha at_aoo cajan]pejc _]l]_epu ej pda
Mknpd.Vaop- _]l]^ha kb _na]pejc lksan pd]p skqh` bhks ejpk pda Rkqpd.D]op ]j` jkp oecjebe_]jphu
ej_na]oa pda i]ncej]h _kop kb lksan ej pda Mknpd.Vaop/

Rla_ebe_]hhu- pda Mknpd.Vaop d]` ] j]ialh]pa _]l]_epu bkn c]o kb 4-211 LV ]j` ej 3121 d]`
jap cajan]pekj kb 5-741 FVdo nalnaoajpejc ] hks 28& _]l]_epu b]_pkn/ Nb pda 4-211 LVo kb c]o
cajan]pejc _]l]_epu- 3-3:3 LVo kn 85& s]o _ki^eja` _u_ha c]o ]j` n]j ]p ] hks _]l]_epu b]_pkn
kb 2:/9&/ @c]ej sdeha _kilnadajoera ik`ahejc skqh` olahh kqp pda ola_ebe_o- kja _]j ejban pd]p
ceraj pda hks _]l]_epu bkn pda _ki^eja` _u_ha bhaap- pdaoa qjepo sana oappejc pda i]ngap lne_a ej
pda Mknpd.Vaop i]ngap/ Lkna ejpanaopejchu- pda Mknpd.Vaop _ki^eja` _u_ha bhaap d]o pda
_]l]_epu pk atlknp ]j ]``epekj]h 9-211 FVdo- ]ooqiejc pd]p pdau klan]pa` ]p ] 71& _]l]_epu
b]_pkn ]j` pd]p pda ^qhg pn]joieooekj�o pn]joban _]l]^ehepu ]p pda Bajpn]h.D]op Hjpanb]_a _kqh`
]__kiik`]pa ep/ Bqnnajphu- pda ^qhg pn]joieooekj ouopai _]jjkp ]__kiik`]pa ]ju ]``epekj]h
atlknpo bnki pda Mknpd.Vaop ejpk pda Rkqpd.D]op/ Sd]p eo sdu pda _ki^eja` _u_ha c]o bhaap ej pda
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Mknpd.Vaop nacekj klan]pa` ]p ] 2:/9& _]l]_epu b]_pkn ]j` sdu pda haoo abbe_eajp- ikna
atlajoera- haoo nahe]^ha ]j` `enpean c]o0keh opa]i qjepo heopa` ej Eecqna 4 behha` pda rke`/ Sda
nacekj]h ajancu lne_a `qn]pekj ^ahks- Eecqna 5- cn]lde_]hhu i]gao pdaoa lkejpo `aikjopn]pejc pda
nacekj]h lne_a `ebbanaj_a/

=ZXfcV /
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Sda i]l ^ahks- Eecqna 7- ehhqopn]pao pda 3121 ]ran]ca i]ngap lne_ao ^u Kk]` Ykja `qnejc pda
decdaop 2-111 dkqno kb _kjcaopekj/

=ZXfcV 1

Hp eo pda na`q_pekj kb pdaoa _kjcaopekj _kopo pd]p nalnaoajpo pda lnei]nu _kiian_e]h
fqopebe_]pekj bkn ^qeh`ejc ~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng�/ Maranpdahaoo- kpdan eilknp]jp opn]pace_ ^ajabepo
]na ]ook_e]pa` sepd pdeo lnklko]h ]j` sehh- ej peia- ^nejc _kiian_e]h napqnjo/

IVZ_gZX`cReZ_X IV_VhRS]V ;VgV]`a^V_e

Hb Mas Xkng Rp]pa eo _kiieppa` pk iaapejc epo QOR ck]h- oaran]h ejepe]perao _kqh` ^a
ejpnk`q_a` pd]p skqh` naranoa pda `ksjs]n` ikiajpqi bkn sej` `arahkliajp/ Onej_el]h
]ikjc pdaoa eo nahearejc pda _kjcaopekj pd]p lnarajpo atlknp kb hks _kop Mknpd.Vaop sej` lksan
pk decd _kop Rkqpd.D]op hk]` _ajpano/ Sdeo _kiiepiajp _kqh` ]hok ^a ^]_gopklla` ^u namqenejc
qpehepeao ]j` op]pa ]caj_eao pk ajpan hkjc.pani beta`.lne_a ^qj`ha` _kjpn]_po sepd _na`e^ha sej`
`arahklano sepd lnkraj pn]_g na_kn`o/ Tpehepeao d]ra pn]`epekj]hhu ^aaj daoep]jp pk oecj hkjc.pani
_kjpn]_po `qa pk n]pejc ]caj_u eilhe_]pekjo- ^qp pdana ]na nacqh]pknu ia]jo pk ]``naoo pdaoa
_kj_anjo/

Sk na]heva pda lkpajpe]h kb pda Rp]pa�o najas]^ha naokqn_ao- ^qhg pn]joieooekj iqop ^a
atl]j`a` pk na]_d jknpd ]j` saop ejpk pda ikop lnkieoejc sej` `arahkliajp vkjao/ Sdeo ^qhg
pn]joieooekj iqop ^a oqllhaiajpa` sepd ] lh]j pk `arahkl jas oa_kj`]nu pn]joieooekj hejao pk
c]pdan pda jashu `arahkla` sej` ajancu ]j` `aheran ep pk pda jashu `arahkla` ^qhg pn]joieooekj
ouopai/
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Ra_kj`- pda na]qpdkneva` Oq^he_ Ranre_a K]s @npe_ha W lnk_aoo- sepd epo 36 iac]s]pp
pdnaodkh` ]j` ]llhe_]pekj pk najas]^ha cajan]pekj lnkfa_po- jaa`o pk ^a eilhaiajpa` ej ] s]u
pd]p i]teievao pda lkpajpe]h ^ajabepo kb oejcha ajpepu )Oq^he_ Ranre_a Bkiieooekj* ]llnkr]h
sepdej kja ua]n bnki _kilhapa ]llhe_]pekj )kn 7 ikjpdo bkn _anp]ej ik`ebe_]pekjo kb ateopejc
b]_ehepeao*/ Eqnpdan _kjokhe`]pejc ]j`0kn opna]ihejejc pda Rp]pa Djrenkjiajp]h Pq]hepu Qareas
@_p lnk_aoo bkn oi]hhan najas]^ha cajan]pekj okqn_ao eo ja_aoo]nu ]j` iecdp ^a ]__kilheoda` ^u
aop]^heodejc peia heiepo bkn _kilhapekj kb da]nejco- `a_eoekjo ]j` ]lla]ho bkn najas]^ha lnkfa_po
kb _anp]ej `eiajoekjo0ba]pqnao- nac]n`haoo kb sdapdan pdau ]na nareasa` qj`an RDPQ@ kn qj`an
pda Oq^he_ Ranre_a K]s/

Eej]hhu ep eo _kjrajpekj]h seo`ki pd]p kbb.odkna sej` eo oecjebe_]jphu ikna atlajoera pd]j
kj.odkna sej`/ Sda op]pa�o ]caj_eao odkqh` bk_qo kj pda ikop na]heope_ najas]^ha klpekjo pk iaap
pda QOR i]j`]pa pd]p eo kjhu bkqn ua]no ]s]u/ Mks eo jkp pda peia pk atlaneiajp sepd pda atkpe_
]hpanj]perao/

<_gZc`_^V_eR] :`^aReZSZ]Zej

~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� sehh qpeheva ] _ki^ej]pekj kb ateopejc lq^he_ ]j` lner]pa necdp.kb.
s]uo- sde_d d]ra ^aaj lnarekqohu `eopqn^a` ]j` sehh oecjebe_]jphu iejeieva- eb jkp ajpenahu
aheiej]pa- eil]_po pk reoq]h- deopkne_- ]n_d]akhkce_]h ]j` kpdan eilknp]jp ajrenkjiajp]h
naokqn_ao/ Au lnklkoejc abbe_eajp- ^qnea` pn]joieooekj hejao- pda lnklko]h sehh ]hok ]``naoo i]ju
kb pda _kj_anjo ]ook_e]pa` sepd ]ane]h pn]joieooekj hejao ]j` pksano- oq_d ]o pdaen reoq]h eil]_po
]j` ]aopdape_o- aha_pnki]cjape_ n]`e]pekj abba_po ]j` eil]_po kj lnklanpu r]hqa/ Bkjja_p Mas
Xkng sehh ]hok ]hhks bkn pda pn]joieooekj kb ajancu bnki sej` b]nio ]j` kpdan _ha]j qlop]pa
cajan]pejc b]_ehepeao pd]p lnk`q_a haoo cnaajdkqoa c]o aieooekjo pd]j pda kh`an cajan]pejc
b]_ehepeao `ksjop]pa/

KYV @_UZR_ G`Z_e HfVdeZ`_

Sda Eqgqodei] jq_ha]n ]__e`ajp nabk_qoa` ]ppajpekj kj pda Hj`e]j Okejp jq_ha]n lh]jp ]j` pda
abbknp pk najas pda lh]jp�o psk klan]pejc he_ajoao sdaj pdau atlena ej 3124 ]j` 3126/ Sda
ln]_pe_]h na]hepu eo pd]p pda lh]jp�o 3-111 LV _]l]_epu eo _qnnajphu ] rep]h lea_a kb pda ajancu
lknpbkhek bkn okqpdanj ]j` a]opanj Mas Xkng/ Hpo lksan eo ~_ha]j� ]j` hks lne_a`/ Maranpdahaoo
ep nalnaoajpo ] na_kcjeva` lkpajpe]h o]bapu neog pk pda cna]pan Mas Xkng Bepu iapnklkhep]j ]na]/

Sdana _]jjkp ^a ] oanekqo `eo_qooekj ]^kqp _hkoejc Hj`e]j Okejp sepdkqp oeiqhp]jakqohu
lnklkoejc ]j ]hpanj]pera ajancu oqllhu pd]p iaapo pda nahe]^ehepu namqenaiajpo kb pda nacekj/ Mas
^qhg pn]joieooekj eo ] ja_aoo]nu lnanamqeoepa pk behhejc pdeo lkpajpe]h ajancu rke`/

~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� eo jkp pda at_hqoera ]josan pk nalh]_ejc pda lkpajpe]h hkoo kb Hj`e]j
Okejp ajancu ^qp ep _kqh` ^a ]j eilknp]jp lea_a kb pda lqvvha pd]p _kqh`- sepd pda necdp oqllknp
`aherana` ej ]j qncajp i]jjan- _kia pk pda i]ngap ej ] na]okj]^hu peiahu b]odekj/



O]ca 26

Jf^^Rcj `W 9V_VWZed
?`h :`__VTe EVh P`c\ :`f]U 8UgR_TV
>`gVc_`c :f`^`rd Jfaa]j(dZUV <_VcXj @^aVcReZgVd R_U JReZdWj eYV >`R]d `W eYV EVh P`c\
<_VcXj ?ZXYhRj

Sdana ]na i]ju _kilahhejc ^ajabepo ]ook_e]pa` sepd pda ~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� ejepe]pera ^qp
land]lo pda ikop eilknp]jp kja eo pd]p ep eo ]_dear]^ha/ L]ju kb pda ieja beah`o pdna]pajejc pda
]llnkr]h kb _qopki]nu pn]joieooekj lnklko]ho ]na ]rke`a` sepd pda ~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng�o�
]llnk]_d/ Djrenkjiajp]h ]j` MHLAX _d]hhajcao ]na h]ncahu _en_qirajpa` ^u qpehevejc pda
ateopejc necdp.kb.s]u/ Diejajp `ki]ej eo oeieh]nhu jkp ]j eooqa/

Dmq]hhu eilknp]jp ~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� eo ]hh ]^kqp Mas Xkng/ Hp sehh bkopan Mas Xkng�o
`aoena bkn ajancu ej`alaj`aj_a ^u ^qeh`ejc ]j ajancu decds]u pd]p sehh _d]jca pda bej]j_e]h
`uj]ie_o kb nalksanejc qlop]pa lh]jpo sdeha aj_kqn]cejc jas ejraopiajp ej kj.odkna sej`
`arahkliajp a]op kb K]ga Njp]nek/ Hp sehh na`q_a pda op]pa�o ]jjq]h ajancu ^ehh ^u na`q_ejc
_kjcaopekj ]j` ]hhksejc hksan _kop- _ha]jan ajancu qlop]pa pk bhks ejpk Mas Xkng Bepu ]j` Kkjc
Hoh]j`/ Sdeo sehh bej]hhu na`q_a `ksjop]pa ajancu ^ehho ]p ] peia sdaj _kjoqiano jaa` okia
naheab/

Sda ajancu ikop hegahu pk ^a pn]joieppa` kj ~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� )c]o ]j` najas]^hao* sehh
`eolh]_a ikna atlajoera ]j` decdan cnaaj dkqoa c]o ajancu lnk`q_a` ^u pda kh`an rejp]ca bkooeh
bqah lh]jpo ej pda iapnklkhep]j Mas Xkng0Kkjc Hoh]j` nacekjo pdana^u na`q_ejc cnaajdkqoa
aieooekjo ]o sahh ]o ajancu _kopo/

Eej]hhu- ~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� sehh _na]pa pdkqo]j`o kb Mas Xkng fk^o jkp kjhu `qnejc pda
_kjopnq_pekj lanek` ^qp oq^oamqajphu ^u ajd]j_ejc lnkola_po bkn kh`an qlop]pa _k]h lh]jpo pk
ejraop ej nalksanejc ]o ] jas `ksjop]pa ajancu i]ngap eo klaja` ql/ Sda o]ia dkh`o pnqa bkn
najas]^ha `arahkliajp a]op kb K]ga Njp]nek- ]ooqiejc pd]p hkjc.pani lksan lqn_d]oa _kjpn]_po
_]j ^a lqp ej lh]_a pk oqllknp pda 3126 QOR i]j`]pa/

Hj oqii]nu- pda peia d]o _kia bkn pdeo pn]joieooekj ejbn]opnq_pqna lnklko]h pk ^a
eilhaiajpa` ]o pda bkqj`]pekj bkn Fkranjkn Bqkik�o ~Oksan MX� reoekj ]j` pda ~Mas Xkng
Djancu Gecds]u�/

JVTeZ`_ @M o =Z_R_TZR]

@o ] lner]pahu bqj`a` _]lep]h lnkfa_p- pda ^qoejaoo _]oa bkn `arahklejc ~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng�
eo lna`e_]pa` kj oa_qnejc hkjc.pani _]l]_epu lqn_d]oa _kjpn]_po sepd Mas Xkng Rp]pa�o hk]`
oanrejc ajpepeao/ Sda decd harah ^qoejaoo _]oa bkn ~Bkjja_p Mas Xkng� eo _kiian_e]hhu
]ppn]_pera;

2/ Aqeh` ] 2-111 LV CB heja sepd psk _kjranpan op]pekjo- sepd pda klpekj pk ]`` ] oa_kj`
2-111 LV heja<

3/ Tj`ansnepa pda ejraopiajp sepd ] beta` lne_a pn]joieooekj _kjpn]_p< ]j`
4/ Mas Xkng aha_pne_ _kjoqiano na]heva ] oecjebe_]jp ]jjq]h na`q_pekj ej ajancu _kopo

]ppne^qp]^ha pk na`q_pekj ej _kjcaopekj _kopo/
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@_UVi

@o ] bej]h nabanaj_a- pda p]^ha ^ahks ej`e_]pao pd]p ]hh bkqn kb pda Djancu Gecds]u k^fa_perao-
`ap]eha` kj O]ca 22 kb pda Mas Xkng Djancu Gecds]u QEH- ]na o]peobea` ^u ~Bkjja_p Mas
Xkng�/ Sda bkhhksejc p]^ha lnkre`ao pda ]llnklne]pa Djancu Gecds]u QEH l]ca nabanaj_ao/

<_VcXj ?ZXYhRj FS[VTeZgVd GRXV IVWVcV_TV

Qa`q_a _kjopn]ejpo kj pda bhks kb
aha_pne_epu

m 5- 8.24

@ooqna hkjc.pani nahe]^ehepu
m

8.21- 24.25

Dj_kqn]ca `arahkliajp kb najas]^ha
cajan]pekj m

24.25

Hj_na]oa abbe_eaj_u kb lksan cajan]pekj
m

5- 8.25

O]ca 24 kb pda Mas Xkng Djancu Gecds]u QEH heopa` ]``epekj]h ^ajabepo pd]p odkqh` ^a
]``naooa` ej pda oq^ieooekj/ Sda p]^ha ^ahks `aikjopn]pao pd]p pdaoa d]ra ^aaj iap ^u pdeo
oq^ieooekj ]j` lnkre`ao pda ]llnklne]pa l]ca nabanaj_ao/

8UUZeZ`_R] Gc`[VTe 9V_VWZed GRXV IVWVcV_TV

Bna]pa Ik^o m 26

Djrenkjiajp]hhu Rqop]ej]^ha
m

5- :.25

Ruopai Oanbkni]j_a ]j` Nlan]pekj
m

5- 8.25

Q]pa O]uan U]hqa
m

8.24

Caikjopn]pa ]^ehepu pk ck pdnkqcd MXHRN
RQHR0RHR Onk_aoo m

27
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Feb 12th, 2019 

Governor Janet T. Mills, Augusta ME 

Maine PUC: chris.simpson@maine.gov  

DEP attn Jim Beyer: NECEC.DEP@maine.gov 

LUPC attn Bill Hinkel:  Bill.Hinkel@Maine.gov 

Mass DPU: alan.topalian@state.ma.us & dpu.efiling@mass.gov

;SO` HSQW^WS\ba6

JVWa ZSbbS` Wa b] Sf^`Saa Q]\QS`\a T]` TW`S O\R ]bVS` S[S`US\Qg `Sa^]\aS QO^OQWbWSa
eWbVW\ bVS O`SOa Z]QObSR OZ]\U O\R ORXOQS\b b] bVS ^`]^]aSR D<:<: :]``WR] *̀ &H<6
;FK -4)207 ;FK -4)217 ;FK -4)22'

JVS COW\S IbObS =SRS`ObW]\ ]T =W`STWUVbS`a &CI===' VOa O [S[PS`aVW^ ]T ]dS`
2,,, TW`STWUVbS`a* CO\g ]T ]c` [S[PS`a O`S d]Zc\bSS`a eWbVW\ a[OZZ RS^O`b[S\ba
W\ `c`OZ Q][[c\WbWSa* ISdS`OZ ]T ]c` d]Zc\bSS` [S[PS`a( eV] aS`dS O`SOa eWbVW\
bVS ^`]^]aSR D<:<: :]``WR] (̀ Q]\bOQbSR ca b] Sf^`Saa bVSW` Q]\QS`\a T]` TW`S O\R
aOTSbg `Sa^]\aS* JVSaS Q]\QS`\a T]Qca \]b ]\Zg ]\ bVS [OX]` Q]\ab`cQbW]\ ^VOaSa
]T bVS ^`]XSQb( Pcb OZa] ]\ aWU\WTWQO\b `WaYa bVOb eWZZ PS SabOPZWaVSR O\R eVWQV eWZZ
Q]\bW\cS b] SfWab Z]\U OTbS` Q]\ab`cQbW]\ Q`Sea VOdS ZSTb bVS O`SO O\R eWRS O`SOa ]T
VWUV d]ZbOUS ^]eS` ZW\Sa Q`]aa bVSW` Xc`WaRWQbW]\a* =c`bVS` Q]\dS`aObW]\a O\R

W\dSabWUObW]\ W\RWQObS bVOb b] RObS( \] SdOZcObW]\( OaaSaa[S\b( ]` R]Qc[S\bObW]\ ]T
bVS TW`S( S[S`US\Qg [SRWQOZ( bS``]`Wa[ O\R ]bVS` `WaYa( ]` bVS aS`dWQSa O\R
S_cW^[S\b \SSRSR b] [WbWUObS bV]aS `WaYa( VOdS PSS\ T]`[OZZg WRS\bWTWSR(
RWaQcaaSR( abcRWSR( O\R+]` `S^]`bSR ]\*

MVWZS COW\S Wa \]b O kTW`S `SUW[Sl Wb R]Sa \]b [SO\ bVOb QObOab`]^VWQ TW`Sa QO\\]b
]QQc` VS`S* Hc`OZ TW`S `Sa^]\aS VOa W[^`]dSR W\ bVS aSdS\bg gSO`a aW\QS kJVS NSO`
COW\S 9c`\SRl W\ -503( Pcb eS [cab `S[S[PS` EQb]PS` -503 T]ZZ]eSR ]\S ]T
COW\S%a `OW\WSab aSOa]\a ]\ `SQ]`R* R2IFD 5:KF9<I (* KF 5:KF9<I

)-% =@I<=@>?K<IJ KI@<; KF =@>?K )'' 38@E< =@I<J% :FEJLD@E> 8 HL8IK<I F= 8
D@CC@FE 8:I<J F= =FI<JK% K8B@E> K?< C@M<J F= (, G<FGC<% 8E; N@G@E> FLK E@E< <EK@I<

KFNEJ& 7?< 38@E< =@I<J ;<JKIFO<; .+( ?FD<J 8E; */- J<8JFE8C :FKK8><J% C<8M@E>
)%+'' G<FGC< ?FD<C<JJS&

8a eS%dS aSS\ ]dS` bVS ZOab TSe gSO`a W\ ]bVS` ^O`ba ]T ]c` Q]c\b`g O\R O`]c\R bVS
e]`ZR( TW`Sa ]T [OU\WbcRS bVOb _cWQYZg ]dS`eVSZ[ abObS O\R Z]QOZ `Sa]c`QSa O`S
PSQ][W\U O\\cOZ SdS\ba* 8RRWbW]\OZZg( Oa eOa RS[]\ab`ObSR W\ .,-4 eWbV bVS
FO`WRWaS &:8' :O[^TW`S7 F>$<( bVS ^]eS` Q][^O\g eV]aS b`O\a[WaaW]\ ^]eS` ZW\Sa
eS`S `Sa^]\aWPZS T]` bVS TW`S( _cWQYZg RSQZO`SR PO\Y`c^bQg* JVS Q]\dS\WS\QS ]T
F>$< O\R Wba OPWZWbg b] RSQZO`S PO\Y`c^bQg ZSOdSa FO`ORWaS( Wba dWQbW[a( O\R bVS
8[S`WQO\ bOf^OgS (̀ b] QZSO\ c^ bVS -1,(,,, OQ`Sa ]T b]fWQ eOabSZO\R PST]`S O\g
ObbS[^b Wa [ORS b] `SPcWZR T`][ bVS RSab`cQbW]\*

#-()%), 6
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HSUO`RW\U TW`S ac^^`SaaW]\ O\R S[S`US\Qg ac^^]`b eWbVW\ bVS ^`]^]aSR D<:<:
:]``WR] (̀ ^ZSOaS aSS bVS S\QZ]aS [O^ O\R \]bS bVS T]ZZ]eW\U6

8^^`]fW[ObSZg 3, [WZSa( T`][ bVS GcSPSQ P]`RS` b] 9W\UVO[( VOa \] ]`UO\WhSR
TW`S ]` S[S`US\Qg `Sa^]\aS QO^OQWbg* JVSaS O`SOa O`S Q]dS`SR Pg bVS COW\S =]`Sab

IS`dWQS &C=I'* ;c`W\U O bg^WQOZ TW`S aSOa]\( O^^`]fW[ObSZg CO`QV)EQb]PS (̀ bVS C=I
VOa HO\US`a ZWdW\U bVS O`SO eV] ^`]dWRS W\WbWOZ aWhS)c^ ]\QS bVSg O``WdSR ]\ aQS\S*

MSObVS` ^S`[WbbW\U( OW` ac^^]`b T`][ 8cUcabO Wa RWa^ObQVSR7 WT OW` ac^^]`b Wa \]b
OZ`SORg OaaWU\SR b] O\]bVS` TW`S W\ O\]bVS` ^O`b ]T bVS abObS* >`]c\R Q`Se

[S[PS`a T`][ O`]c\R COW\S [Og OZa] PS QOZZSR b] TWUVb TW`Sa* E`UO\WhW\U O\R
abOUW\U C=I eWZRZO\R TW`STWUVbS`a T]` O aWU\WTWQO\b TW`S bOYSa O\ V]c` ]` []`S* =W`Sa

]\ O eW\Rg ROg UOW\ O aWU\WTWQO\b VSOReOg PST]`S Q`Sea QO\ O``WdS b] `S[]bS
O`SOa* L]Zc\bSS`a T`][ `c`OZ COW\S b]e\a O`S OZa] b`OW\SR W\ eWZRZO\R TW`STWUVbW\U

O\R [Og `Sa^]\R b] OaaWab eWbV C=I O\R HO\US`a eVS\ OdOWZOPZS*

JVS TW`ab -,, [WZSa ]T bVS ^`]^]aSR :]``WR] (̀ W\QZcRW\U bVS 3, [WZSa Q]dS`SR Pg bVS
C=I O\R HO\US`a( VOa ]\Zg bV`SS &/' d]Zc\bSS` RS^O`b[S\ba eWbVW\ O ]\S)[WZS &-)

[WZS' PcTTS` ]T bVS ^`]^]aSR :]``WR] *̀ JVSaS O`S bVS 9W\UVO[( 8\a]\( O\R I]Z]\

L]Zc\bSS` =W`S ;S^O`b[S\ba* JVWa O`SO VOa \] abOTTSR TW`S aS`dWQSa O\R ROgbW[S
Q]dS`OUS Wa Sfb`S[SZg ZW[WbSR*

I]cbV ]T 9W\UVO[( O\R abWZZ eWbVW\ I][S`aSb :]c\bg( bVS`S O`S bV`SS &/' ORRWbW]\OZ

TW`S RS^O`b[S\ba eWbV O be])[WZS &.)[WZS' PcTTS` ]T bVS ^`]^]aSR D<:<:
b`O\a[WaaW]\ ZW\S* JVSaS O`S bVS d]Zc\bSS` RS^O`b[S\ba ]T IbO`Ya( CORWa]\( O\R

@\Rcab`g* E\QS OUOW\( bVSaS bV`SS ORRWbW]\OZ RS^O`b[S\ba VOdS \] abOTTSR TW`S O\R
ROgbW[S Q]dS`OUS Wa Sfb`S[SZg ZW[WbSR*

FZSOaS OZa] \]bS bVOb bVSaS TW`S RS^O`b[S\ba OZa] ZOQY acTTWQWS\b ]TT)`]OR TW`S
ac^^]`b QO^OQWbg* MVWZS aSdS`OZ R] VOdS a[OZZS` 0M; O^^O`Obca( acTTWQWS\b ZO`US

aQOZS eWZRZO\R ac^^`SaaW]\ O\R S[S`US\Qg [WbWUObW]\ S_cW^[S\b Wa \]b OdOWZOPZS W\
bVS `c`OZ O`SOa ]T bVS ^`]^]aSR D<:<: :]``WR]` O`SO*

D]\)TW`S S[S`US\Qg [SRWQOZ aS`dWQSa &<CI' ^O`O[SRWQ `Sa^]\aS Wa ^`]dWRSR Pg
K^^S` AS\\SPSQ LOZZSg 8[PcZO\QS ]cb ]T 9W\UVO[* <[S`US\Qg b`O\a^]`ba O`S
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Section I.  Major Findings 

1.   The State of Maine is unique in the Northeastern United States in the number and diversity of significant 
natural and recreational river resources that it possesses.

The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife estimates that there are 31,806 miles of permanently 
flowing rivers and streams in the state, a figure equivalent to one linear miles of stream for every square mile of 
land surface. Rivers vary in size from the long and wide Penobscot River which drains 8570 square miles to the 
short and narrow Rapid River and Grand Lake Stream.  Over sixty rivers enter the ocean along the Maine coast 
and three rivers form the U.S. / Canadian International Boundary.  Among these water resources are select 
quantity of rivers which are widely recognized for their outstanding values.  

Important river resources include: 
a. 17 river gorges, 61 waterfalls, and 38 white water rapids identified as being outstanding geological or 

hydrological features with state-wide significance.  

b. More miles of undeveloped free-flowing rivers than any other state in the Northeast United States 

c. River corridor segments which provide habitat for diverse populations of rare and endangered plant 
species of state and national importance. 

d. Coastal rivers which provide significant habitat for northern bald eagle and shortnosed sturgeon, on the 
Federal Threatened and Endangered Species List.  

e. 192 miles of high quality river habitat for an internationally known landlocked salmon fishery and 22,000 
miles of primary brook trout habitat known for its excellence throughout New England 

f. The only rivers in the eastern United States containing significant self-sustaining Atlantic Salmon runs, 
and, due to federal and state restoration efforts, the East coast’s most heavily fished Atlantic sea run 
salmon river.  

g. Three rivers which together account for over 60% of the state’s commercial alewife catch and a number 
of other coastal rivers which have the potential to become profitable commercial fisheries 

h. The only two stretches of Class V white water and the longest single stretch of Class II-IV rapids in the 
entire New England region. 

i. The longest and most popular extended back country canoe trips in the Northeast and over 4000 miles 
of other rivers suitable to boaters of all ability levels.  

2.  The Maine River Study has identified 4264 miles of rivers and river segments which possess significant 
natural and recreational resource values. 

Maine rivers have been inventoried and analyzed to identify important river areas and to rank these areas 
according to their overall significance as unique and/or multiple value natural and recreational resources. The 
final ranking represents a synthesis of objective resource analysis and a consensus of opinion among resource 
experts and state river conservation interests.  

Rivers, river segments and related tributaries identified as possessing significant natural and recreation 
resource values were placed in one of four significance categories, identified as rating A, B, C, and D. These 
categories represent a hierarchy of cumulative resource values, and are defined in the following manner.  
River Rating Hierarchy: 

A  Rivers and related corridors on the “A” list possess a composite natural and recreational resource value 
with greater than state significance. 

B  Rivers and related corridors on the “B” list possess a composite natural and recreational resource value 
with outstanding statewide significance. 

C  Rivers and river-related corridors or specific areas on the “C” list possess a composite natural and 
recreational resource value with state-wide significance.  

D   Rivers and river-related corridors or specific areas on the “D” list possess natural and recreational 
values with regional significance.  
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The total mileage of rivers and streams in each of the categories is summarized in the following table: 

A number of rivers included on the study’s B list have been identified as possessing specific resource values of 
highest importance to Maine river constituents. These rivers are therefore deserving of special efforts to 
maintain the identified outstanding resource values. These rivers and their corresponding values are as follows;  

Inland Fisheries Values: 
 Crooked River 
 Grand Lake Stream 
 Kennebago River 

Commercial Anadromous Fisheries Values: 
 Damariscotta River 

St. George River 

Whitewater Boating Values: 
 Carrabassett River 
 Rapid River 

Critical Botanic Values 
 St. John river 
 Aroostook River 

Maps identifying rivers and river segments included in the study’s “A” and “B” significance categories follow. 
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“A” Rivers Map and River segments 
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“B” Rivers Map and River segments 
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3.  The potential exists in Maine for the conservation of complete watersheds or river ecosystems, an 
opportunity unparalleled by few, if any, states in the Northeast.

A specific river segment does not function independently but instead, both affects and is affected by adjacent 
land areas, connecting segments, lakes and tributaries. This physical and biological interdependence of rivers 
and tributaries within a watershed provides the basis for the principle that a systems approach to water 
resources planning and management is both prudent and necessary.  This is particularly so in riverine systems 
which are in a natural state.  

The Maine River Study has identified a number of relatively large watersheds within the state which are of high 
significance as undeveloped and interdependent hydrologic units. These sub-basins are characterized by a 
general lack of major artificial river impoundments, minimal river corridor development, a high degree of 
hydrologic and ecologic interdependence, and a consistency of resource quality among all segments. These 
include: 

a.  The upper St. John watershed including the Northwest, Southwest, and Baker Branches, and the Little and 
Big Black Rivers. 

b.  The East Branch of the Penobscot watershed, including the Seboeis River and Wassataquoik Stream. 

c.   The Aroostook and Big Machias watershed above Sheridan. 

d.  The Allagash watershed. 

e.  The Mattawamkeag watershed. 

f.   The Fish River watershed, including the Fish Lakes Chain. 

g.  The Machias River watershed in Washington County 

4.  Potential conflicts between hydroelectric development projects and significant natural and recreation rivers 
exist in the State of Maine.

Estimates of the total hydropower potential in the state (including both undeveloped sites and existing dam sites 
capable of being retrofitted) vary between 600,000 kilowatts and 1,200,000 kilowatts. Preliminary assessment s 
of feasible hydroelectric sites on the study’s A, B, and C rivers by Maine’s Office of Energy Resources have 
identified 72 sites capable of producing 400,000 kilowatts of power.  

Of the river segments identified on the Maine River Study’s A list, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 
preliminary permits are pending for 5 sites with a total generation potential of over 125 megawatts. These 
projects are located on the West Branch of the Penobscot, the Kennebec, the Aroostook, and the East Machias. 
A 500 kilowatt project is currently being constructed on the Pleasant River in Washington County. Twenty 
additional potential sites are located on “A” list rivers. “B” list preliminary permit applications include projects on 
the St. George, Rapid, Kennebago, Mattawamkeag, Piscataquis, and Aroostook rivers with a total generation 
potential of over 60,000 kilowatts.  

The extent of the conflict between significant river resource areas and hydropower development vary according 
to the specific resource characteristics associated with a particular site.  In many instances, resource impact will 
be minimal or can be mitigated or avoided through proper facility sizing and placement, fishway design, and/or 
water release scheduling. However, while the impact on river related resources will be minor for many potential 
projects, a select number of developments could significantly alter a river’s character and destroy irreplaceable 
resources, some with multi-state or national significance.  

Corridor land development and resources use may also impact river resource values with adverse effects 
occurring on water quality, wildlife habitat, user access, and scenic values. Again, conflict can often be 
minimized through proper planning which recognizes the resource values associated with the particular river 
area.  
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5.  There is a significant base of citizen and public agency support for the conservation and sound management 
of the river resources of Maine.

River conservation interests in the state vary widely. Such interests include recreational boating and fishing, 
commercial boating and fishing, education and scientific research, wildlife preservation, water quality 
maintenance, and miscellaneous recreational interests. While these interests vary and sometimes conflict, an 
underlying consensus exists that rivers in their natural condition constitute a valuable resource to the State of 
Maine. There also appears to be a consensus among river interests regarding which rivers are most important 
and warrant conservation action.  

In addition, there appears to be a public recognition of the need to balance the goals of hydroelectric 
development and river conservation, and a desire for the use of hydropower where compatible with the resource 
values of a river and where impacts of development are avoided or minimized.  

6.  A variety of alternatives are available within the local, State and federal government and the private sector to 
conserve and manage Maine’s significant natural and recreational rivers.

The natural and recreational resources of Maine’s rivers are extremely significant, diverse and complex. These 
river areas contain a mix of public and private land ownership in the form of existing parks, recreation areas,  
agricultural lands, historic sites, natural areas, forests and villages. Natural resources in some areas are 
interwoven with the fabric of existing communities. These “living or working river areas” contribute to the 
uniqueness, quality, and resource value of the areas from a State and National perspective.  

In addition to the importance of the river corridor resources, there appears to be a base of public agency and 
citizen support for improved management and enhancement of these resources. The State and local 
jurisdictions as well as private groups and citizens have committed themselves to conserve and enhance river 
areas throughout Maine. As strong as the support is for improved management of Maine’s rivers, so are the 
feelings of a need for local control and private stewardship. Indications are that proposals for the conservation of 
Maine’s rivers should be initiated and developed at the State and local level.  

In this regard, no single level of government of existing system of parks, regulations, recreation areas, programs 
or preserves can be expected to conserve and manage Maine’s rivers. Only through the shared responsibility of 
the several levels of governments and the private sector, can the significant natural and recreational values of 
the State’s rivers be conserved or enhanced.  

A coordinated application of existing government programs, consistent with varying river area goals, could result 
in significant economic benefits and will support federal, State and local conservation and enhancement efforts. 
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II.   INTRODUCTION 

On June 22, 1981, Governor Brennan released the Energy Policy for the State of Maine. The hydropower 
section of the policy directed that: 

“The Department of Conservation, working with environmental, economic, energy and other 
appropriate interests, should identify river stretches in the State that provide unique recreational 
opportunities or natural values and develop a strategy for the protection of these areas for 
submission to the Governor.” 

In response to this directive, and as a continuation of the State’s ongoing efforts to conserve Maine’s significant 
rivers, the Department of Conservation initiated the Maine Rivers Study.  The U.S. Department of the Interior, 
National Park Service’s Mid-Atlantic Office, as part of their ongoing river conservation technical assistance to 
the State, has provided staff to conduct this study. 

The purpose of the study is two-fold.  The first is to define a list of unique natural and recreation rivers, 
identifying and documenting important river related resource values as well as ranking the State’s rivers into 
categories of significance based on composite river resource value. The second purpose of the study is to 
identify a variety of actions that the State can initiate to manage, conserve, and where necessary, enhance the 
State’s river resources in order to protect those qualities which have been identified as important.  
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III STUDY METHOD AND PROCESS 

Introduction – Each of Maine’s rivers and major streams were assessed during the course of this study to 
identify the State’s unique natural and recreation rivers. The method used to identify and rank Maine’s rivers, 
prepared in cooperation with the River Basin Subcommittee of the State’s Land and Water Resource Council, 
was designed to: 

a. Rely on existing quantitative and qualitative research information. 
b. Rely on information from recognized river resource experts 
c. Use a “systems” or river-ecosystem approach of analysis which recognized the relationships and 

interrelationships of rivers, their tributaries and watersheds.  
d. Incorporate public and expert input into the evaluation process 

The study process was intended to not only develop an objective and factual base of information on Maine’s 
rivers, but also a consensus among river experts regarding the most important rivers in the State.  

The method used is based on the following five step process. 

Step 1 – Identification and Definition of Unique River Values 
The first step in the study identified unique recreation and natural river categories. These categories, selected 
by the study team and the River Basin  Subcommittee, were used to serve as a framework for the collection and 
analysis of river information. The unique natural river categories selected for analysis included: 

1) geologic and hydrologic features (gorges, waterfalls, etc) 
2) critical and rare species of plants and wildlife (bald eagle wintering areas, etc) 
3) undeveloped river corridors 
4) scenic river corridors (river areas with outstanding views, visual diversity, etc) 

The categories selected for unique recreational river areas included: 
1) anadromous fisheries (salmon runs, etc 
2) inland fisheries (trout streams, etc) 
3) whitewater boating (areas with rapids) 
4) canoe touring (areas for canoe boat trips) 
5) backcountry excursion boating (areas for extended wilderness trips) 
6) river related historic sites with national significance 

Once these categories or “types” of unique rivers and river segments were identified each category was 
described and defined in detail.  

To help determine which rivers or river segments possessed resource values of regional or greater significance, 
a set of standards were established for each category.  These standards serve as minimum “threshold” criteria 
to determine which rivers should be considered for further evaluation. 

The specific criteria for each natural and recreational river category and the evaluation method used to identify 
qualifying river areas is described in Section IV of this report.  

Step 2 – Identification of Significant River Resource Values 
The second step of the study process involved the identification of those rivers and river segments which met 
the natural and recreation river category criteria.  River areas were identified through a review of existing 
sources of information (canoe guidebooks, natural area studies, previous river inventories, etc) and through 
discussions with various government and private sector river experts. Rivers which met or exceeded the 
category criteria were identified on the Preliminary Draft List of Rivers Under Evaluation released in November 
1981. This list of more than 120 rivers and river segments was distributed to public and private interests for 
review and comment.  

Each of the rivers and river segments on the Preliminary Draft List was researched by natural and recreation 
river category, and river values were systematically identified. The Preliminary List and documentation of river 
values served as a basis for subsequent analysis.  
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Step 3 – River Category Evaluation 
The next step of the study process focused on the evaluation and detailed documentation of river values by 
specific category. With assistance from resource experts all rivers and river segments identified as unique or 
significant in a given category were further inventoried and analyzed in detail to substantiate river values. The 
results of this analysis were recorded on lists by river category. These lists of rivers represent a culmination of 
the river evaluation, documentation and expert review process and are judged to possess resource values of 
regional, statewide, and greater than statewide significance.  

Step 4 – River Category Synthesis 
River information collected, evaluated and documented in earlier steps was combined in an effort to summarize 
all of the natural and recreation values associated with particular river segments and to connect adjoining river 
segments which possess similar values. 

To help simplify the recording and display of river values a matrix was used.  The matrix identified the total 
number of resource values associated with each river segment and highlighted those areas of statewide or 
greater than statewide significance. New river segment descriptions were defined using the following general 
guidelines.  

1. Where a river possesses a combination of overlapping natural and recreation values, a 
composite river segment is identified with the outer boundaries of the overlapping segments 
determining the boundary of the entire river area.  

2. A tributary stream which flows into, and is connected to a larger river area is included in the 
larger river segment description if the tributary stream: a) possesses natural or recreation 
values consistent with those of the main river area,  and/or b) significantly enhances the overall 
value of the larger river segment’s resources.  

3. A tributary stream with natural or recreation values greater than those of a connecting main river 
area is listed separately from that area. 

4. Larger connecting rivers have been listed as tributaries to a river system in certain unique 
situations (i.e. Big Machias River in the Aroostook River watershed), where: a) the rivers are 
free-flowing and within an undeveloped watershed; b) the rivers in the watershed exhibit a high 
degree of hydrological and ecological interdependence. 

Following the combination of rivers and associated tributaries, river segment descriptions and resource values 
were revised and displayed on a matrix.  

Rivers or river segments with related resource values which have been determined to be the state’s most 
significant in a specific resource category were identified on a matrix with an asterisk. These resources possess 
greater than state or national significance, related to the distribution and rarity of the resource value.  

Step 5 – Comparative River Evaluation 
The combined unique and significant natural and recreational resource values of all river segments were 
evaluated on a comparative basis to determine their relative importance within the State of Maine. Each of the 
rivers from the Preliminary Draft List were ranked and placed into one of four categories of river resource 
significance ranking. These categories, identified as A, B, C, and D, represent a range of river values, from 
areas which are greater than that of State significance to those of regional importance.  

Rivers and river segments were placed within particular categories based on the number and significance of 
various river values.  The final river ranking scheme recognizes rivers which have a variety of significant values 
as well as importance due to specific unique resource qualities.  
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River Ranking Criteria – The criteria used to place rivers within the four categories are as follows: 

“A” Rivers 
1. River or river segments possessing six resource values with regional, statewide or greater than 

statewide significance in a specific resource category.  

2. Rivers or river segments possessing two or more resource values which are recognized to be some of 
the State’s most significant in a given resource category. Included within this category are rivers 
providing important habitat (defined as self-sustaining viable runs or significant restoration efforts 
producing fishable populations) for the nationally significant Atlantic sea run salmon.  

“B” Rivers 
1. Rivers or river segments possessing four or five resource values with regional, statewide or greater than 

statewide significance in a specific resource category. 
2. Rivers or river segments possessing one resource value which is recognized to be one of the State’s 

most significant in a given resource category. 

“C” Rivers 
1. Rivers or river segments possessing one to three resource values with regional, statewide or greater 

than statewide significance in a specific resource category.  

“D” Rivers 
1. Rivers or river segments possessing one or more resource values of regional significance 

Using the aforementioned criteria, rivers and river segments were identified in the Draft Final List of Rivers 
Under Evaluation released in February 1982.  This list of rivers was distributed to public and private interests for 
review and comment, and copies of the list were made available through a statewide news release.  

In addition, a series of public meetings in Bangor, Presque Isle, Machias, and Lewiston were held to solicit input. 
Public comments, and additional information where appropriate, were incorporated in final revision of the Draft 
Final List. 

Thus, the Final List of Rivers released in April 1982 reflects the results of a comparative and cooperative river 
evaluation process which incorporates factual, objective information and the consensus opinion of numerous 
diverse river interests.  
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IV. RIVER RESOURCE CATEGORIES 

Unique Natural Rivers – Overview 

This section of the final report will outline the process of identification, documentation, and evaluation of Maine’s 
“unique and natural rivers”.  The focus here is on these natural resources that make a river important:  

 an absence of development within the land corridor adjacent to the river 
 the presence of a variety of habitats for the fauna and flora 
 uncommon and unique features like bedrock formations 
 rare and threatened plant and animal species  
 critical ecologic areas 
 scenic waterfalls and vistas 
 National Historic Sites and National Natural Landmarks 

The combination of the wide scope of this study and the limited time allocated did not allow for the collection of 
new information or field work on a river by river basis. Rather, the emphasis was on the gathering and 
organizing of existing information from a variety of sources and experts.  State and Federal resource 
management agencies were of help in this section of the study, and will be cited in discussion on the 
appropriate resources.  

Much of the river-related resource information was taken from statewide assessments of natural resources by 
the Maine Critical Areas Program, a part of the State Planning Office. The groundwork for this program was laid 
in 1972 with the Maine Natural Areas Inventory, a report which attempted to identify the most significant natural 
areas around the state.  After this study was issued, it became clear that additional work was needed for the 
systematic evaluation of the relative values of natural resources of the state, in order to identify which areas 
were the most unique or significant.   

In 1974, the State Legislature passed an act establishing a state Register of Critical Areas, and charged the 
State Planning Office with initiating a Critical Areas Program designed to identify, document, and conserve 
statewide critical natural areas through management agreements and donation or acquisition of property. 
Primary emphasis in the program at this time is on identification and registration of critical areas.  

The kinds of critical areas evaluated by the program primarily correspond to the definition of “historic and fragile 
lands,” from U.S. Senate Act 268, 93

rd
 Congress.  

Other natural resource experts with important contributions to the study included wildlife resource experts from 
the University of Maine at Orono, Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service, who were helpful in the identification and documentation of significant river related wildlife resources. 
The prior assessment of the state’s rivers by the National Park Service for the Nationwide Rivers Inventory was 
the primary source of information for the evaluation of corridor development and scenic resources of the rivers in 
Maine.  

A.  GEOLOGIC/HYDROLOGIC FEATURES 

Introduction 

The majority of bedrock formations of the State were originally deposited as sediments on the bottom of the 
ocean during the Lower Paleozoic era (hundreds of millions of years before the present), as well as being 
formed from molten rock material from deep within the earth.  Later in the Paleozoic period during the building of 
the Appalachian Mountains, these sediments were subjected to intense pressures and temperatures causing 
them to become folded, faulted, and uplifted, accompanied by intense volcanic activity. Today these durable 
igneous and metamorphic rocks are exposed in the Mountains of New England upland section of the state, as 
well as along parts of Maine’s rocky coast.  The finest examples of bedrock features – such as waterfalls, 
gorges, and fossils – are distributed in these areas of Maine.  
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Many of the bedrock materials outcropping along the banks of streams and rivers in northern Maine contain 
traces of organisms and plants called fossils, which once lived in the early marine environments hundreds of 
millions of years ago. The majority of these river related fossil localities lie within a band of non-to-partially 
metamorphosed rocks which sweeps across the central part of the state, ending in the northeastern corner of 
Aroostook County.  Most of these fossils are marine vascular plants and invertebrates from the Lower to Middle 
Paleozoic era.  

During the Quaternary glaciation, the state was covered with a mile thick accumulation of snow and ice, a much 
larger version of the glaciers which survive today in the European Alps and Canadian Rockies.  

As the glaciers from Laurentide Ice Sheet moved southward from eastern Canada they scoured the bedrock 
formed millions of years earlier, shearing off the tops of many hills, ridges, and mountains. Approximately 
10,000 years ago this ice began to melt, leaving behind a watery landscape of lakes, ponds, streams, rivers, 
and wetlands.  

A veneer of boulders, sand, gravel, and clay also remained to blanket the landscape, testimony to the 
tremendous erosive power of the slowly moving glaciers. These deposits of glacial sediments formed many of 
the state’s lakes by damming valleys widened and deepened by the glaciers. The hydraulic action of glacial 
meltwater initiated the process of erosion on underlying bedrock material, occasionally encountering cliffs or 
abrupt jumps in the landscape, and forming waterfalls. Normally, these hydraulic features degenerated into 
whitewater rapids as the bedrock eroded. For a waterfall to remain in a landscape, one of two conditions must 
have been present. Either the flow of the stream was insufficient to significantly erode the bedrock, or the rock 
contained a particular feature (such as cracks or joints) which allowed the waterfall to maintain itself as erosion 
proceeded. In this situation, the falls would migrate upstream with time, excavating a downstream gorge. 
Waterfalls also resulted from streams selectively eroding areas of weakness in the bedrock. 

Many interesting surficial geologic formations were formed at the margins of the melting glaciers in the central 
and southern areas of the State; many of these glacial deposits are the finest examples in the northeast region. 
Surficial formations related to rivers include linear ridges called eskers or horsebacks, intricately braided 
streams with complexes of river islands, rivers with sinuous meander complexes, glacial outwash plains, 
glaciofluvial marine deltas, and washboard moraines.  

1.  Definition 

There are river-related physical features in the state whose location and distribution are controlled by the 
structure and composition of the bedrock, by the surficial geology and by natural geologic processes including 
weathering and erosion.  

Towering waterfalls, steep-walled granite gorges, systems of lakes, ponds, and wetlands, and surficial glacial 
formations are among these unique physical features. The distribution of these resources is a function of the 
geologic events occurring hundreds of millions of years ago, as well as resulting from events occurring after the 
melting of more than one mile of ice which covered Maine until approximately 10,000 years ago.  

2.  Significance 

a. Scientific – Many of the geologic features associated with rivers have unique importance for scientific 
research. These features (such as glacial eskers, fossils, or gorges) are useful in the research of past geologic 
processes which affected the distribution and composition of rocks and minerals on the earth, as well as 
understanding present-day geologic processes changing the world.  

Gorges and waterfalls contain large areas of steam washed and exposed bedrock, important in a state where 
most bedrock areas are obscured by glacial drift making scientific study difficult if not impossible.  Waterfalls are 
also important geologic sites for study because they are not accidental features in a landscape; their location is 
a function of the bedrock geology and / or glacial history of an area.  

The scientific study of the fossils found in the rocks of the state has greatly affected the understanding of the 
State’s paleogeographic history and the knowledge of the types of ancient forms of life which once lived in what 
is now Maine. Some of the state’s fossil sites are widely known and well-documented localities and have yielded 
specimens of museum quality; many are the finest found in the world. Still other sites have been discovered only 
recently and deserve more detailed study.  
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One river-related geologic locality which is reportedly crucial to the understanding of central Maine geology is 
Ripogenus Gorge. The Gorge, which contains a wide variety of sedimentary, igneous, and metamorphic rock 
types; displays significant geologic structures in addition to being an important Silurian fossil locality; was 
recently recognized by the National Park Service as a potential National Natural Landmark.  

b.  Scenic / Recreational – Because of their scenic and esthetic qualities, waterfalls and gorges are often 
linked to local and regional tourist economies serving as camping or fishing sites or scenic roadside vistas. 
Some gorges have large rapids run by commercial whitewater rafting interests which bring dollars into local 
areas.  

c. Historic – The rivers of Maine are intimately tied to the State’s history because of their importance as 
traditional transportation routes. Many gorges and waterfalls presented obstructions to former log running and 
have legendary significance. Others have since been modified by channel improvements for log running, or 
obliterated by downstream dams for hydroelectric generation. Occasionally, waterfalls and gorges were the sites 
for mills or small towns and have associated historic buildings with state and national significance.  

d. Ecologic – Gorges and waterfalls often contain a great diversity of hydrologic and ecologic environments, 
and a variety of habitat for flora and fauna. These environments may include flatwater above the hydrologic 
feature, ledges, rapids, and shooting flow through the gorge or waterfall, with gravel floodplains and rapid water 
downstream. Ravines, gorges, and streamside cliffs are often more shaded, with higher humidity than most 
environments, and many species of rare plants are known to grow in such areas.  Sandy glacial outwash plains 
are another river-related geologic feature which have a unique association of plants. The droughty infertile soils 
are often maintained as blueberry barrens, supporting the cultivation of wild blueberries.   

3.  Standards for Inclusion 

Unique and significant geologic and hydrologic features in Maine are studied on a continuing basis by the 
Critical Areas Program. The physical resources studied to date include bedrock fossil localities, eskers, 
waterfalls, and gorges. Significant white water rapids in the state have also been identified by this program, and 
their findings were incorporated into the assessment of recreational boating by the Maine Rivers Study.  

Geologic and hydrologic features meeting the significance criteria defined by the Critical Areas Program are 
recommended for inclusion on the Register for Critical Areas; at this time, 61 waterfalls and 19 gorges have 
been recommended.  Significant eskers and fossil locations have also been added to the Register.  

River-related geologic features recognized by the National Park Service in the Nationwide Rivers Inventory as 
important because of their uniqueness, rarity, or scarcity (one-or-two-of-a-kind nature, or having significance for 
a particular region of the state) were also included in this study.  These features included reversible falls, glacial 
outwash plains, river-linked lake systems, and river meander complexes.  

4. Evaluation Method and Criteria 

During the assessment of the State’s geologic and hydrologic features, general criteria were used to identify 
significant river-related physical features. These criteria were developed in order to identify areas of geologic 
and hydrologic importance associated with rivers which deserved recognition by this study, but had not been 
comprehensively studied on a statewide basis. These criteria included the following: 

a. Scarcity: a resource with extremely limited distribution in the State, New England region, or United States; 
distinctly unusual, rare, one-or two of a kind features. 

b. Diversity of values: significant physical features occurring in association with other values (i.e., a gorge 
which is a classic geologic type locality with habitat for endangered bald eagles and high recreational value). 

c. Susceptibility to human activities; features which could be degraded or destroyed by human presence 
or activities.  

d. Ecologic significance: resource sites which contain a variety of habitats and ecological values.  

e. Historic value: features that were involved in the settlement, transportation, or early industrial activities of 
the State. A site was considered significant historically if: a) it had interesting military history; b) it was an 
important industrial or economic site; c) it was important in 19

th
 century log driving activities.  
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f.  Scenic / Esthetic value: resource features which were important to the local and regional recreation and 
tourist economies. A feature was considered to have outstanding scenic attributes if: a) it was of large 
magnitude in some way (length, depth, overall size); b) had good potential or existing vistas, and c) it had a 
diversity of hydrologic elements including rapids, chutes, flumes or falls.  

 g.  Scientific attributes: a site was considered geologically outstanding if any one of the following criteria 
existed: a) it was a type locality or best exposure of a geologic formation; b) it had an exceptional display of 
bedrock structures; c) it displayed exceptional hydrologic features.  

The fossil sites were considered scientifically significant if meeting on or more of the following criteria:  

1)  Areas which are the type of locality of a particular fossil (i.e. The area where there first specimens known 
to science were collected). 

 2) Areas containing a unique fossil assemblage, index fossils, and/or fossils useful for scientific age 
determination and correlation work.  

 3) Areas with educational value and frequently visited by school groups. 

The following rivers were recognized by experts as having outstanding river related geologic resources and 
highlighted on the Final List of Rivers with an asterisk: 

   Upper Kennebec River 
   West Branch Penobscot River 
   West Branch Pleasant River 

5.  Information Sources and Expert Review 

The following references were used by the study team to identify and document resource values.  

Waterfalls in Maine and Their relevance to the Critical Areas Program of the State Planning Office; 
Brewer, Thomas, 1978 

Gorges in Maine and Their relevance to the Critical Areas Program of the State Planning Office; Brewer, 
Thomas, 1978 

A Preliminary Listing of Noteworthy Natural Features in Maine; Center for Natural Areas, June 1976. 

Significant Bedrock Fossil Localities in Maine and Their Relevance to the Critical Areas Program; 
Forbes, William H., 1977 

Nationwide Rivers Inventory; U.S. Department of the Interior, National Park Service, Mid-Atlantic Regional 
Office, Philadelphia, PA, 1981 

Dr. Thomas Brewer of Boston College, Boston Massachusetts, and Janet McMahon and Harry Tyler of the 
Critical Areas Program within the State Planning Office provided information and expert opinion to the study 
team.  

B. RIVER RELATED CRITICAL/ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

Introduction 

The State of Maine possesses an unusual abundance of water and related land resources, having more miles of 
river and more lakes per square mile than any other state in New England, as well as the highest percentage of 
land covered by forest of any state in the United States.  Of the 19.8 million acres of land in Maine, 17.4 million 
acres (approx 88% of the state) is in forest, and 1.5 million acres (7% of the state) is covered by inland fresh 
water. This figure does not reflect areas of bogs and wetlands which are perennially wet or flooded for certain 
seasons of the year.  
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The topographic relief in Maine has produced a complexity of terrestrial ecosystems, which for the purpose of 
this discussion can be grouped into basic vegetative types: Alpine tundra, Northern hardwood spruce-fir, 
Northeast spruce-fir, transition hardwood-conifer, and transition hardwood. With the exception of Alpine tundra, 
any of these major vegetative associations may be found along a river corridor, depending on the altitude of the 
area, as well as other influencing factors such as soil type, steepness and aspect of slopes, and amount of 
moisture present.  

Just below the alpine areas and on the tops of many of the lesser peaks in the White Mountains is the Northeast 
spruce-fir association, usually consisting of pure fir forest just below timberline, with red spruce increasing at 
lower elevations. These conifer forests grade into Northern hardwood spruce-fir forests downward, the transition 
occurring at about 2500 feet in the White Mountains.  These forests contain a variety of hardwood and conifer 
species. Some of the conifers such as red spruce and fir drop out at lower elevations and in the more southern 
portions of Maine. Transition hardwood-conifer forests, found in extreme southwest Maine and along lower 
valleys in other parts of the state, have a greater number of southern species like white ash, black birch, black 
cherry, and increasing concentrations of red oak, white oak and hickory.  

Soils throughout the state are largely developed from glacial tills and stratified drift, tending to be podsols (soils 
with upper horizons depleted of plant essential nutrients)  at higher elevations under spruce-fir forests, and 
brown podsolics at lower elevations.  Most of the soils are acidic, although limestone areas throughout the state 
often have unique calciphile (or calcium loving) vegetation, occasionally with associations of rare and 
endangered plant species.  
These are other special types of river-related vegetation in Maine found with certain types and conditions of 
soils. Areas of coarse sandy glacial outwash along many rivers support pitch pine barrens. In some cases these 
areas are maintained in a lower successional stage as blueberry barrens by controlled burning and other 
management practices.  

White pine is another species that grows well in glacial outwash areas, where it can reproduce without 
competition from other species of trees. This tree also grows well on steep-sided riparian areas (along rivers, 
steams, lakes, and ponds) in a variety of soil conditions.  The vast majority of the immense pines which once 
grew along the rivers of Maine have been cut, although a few stands of old growth white pine exist in the state. 
The most notable example of these is The Hermitage stand along the West Branch of the Pleasant River. 

Low, cool, poorly drained sites in Maine often support classic bog ecosystems, with typical acid peats resulting 
from the accumulation of sphagnum moss. These bogs are important natural areas, supporting many endemic, 
unique, or peripheral species of plants (especially orchids) which are found only in these unusual biotic systems. 
A special type of bog forest characterized by Eastern Atlantic or coastal white cedar is found in some parts of 
mid-coastal and southeastern Maine. Another unique type of bog sometimes within river corridor areas is the 
raised bog, formed in depressions on drier ridges surrounding bogs. A mound several feet high is formed by the 
accumulation of sphagnum moss, while water is retained by the sponge-like consistency of the moss.  

Of all the various ecosystems associated with rivers, perhaps the most significant are the wetlands, the 
transition zones between the terrestrial and the aquatic environments. Wetlands have outstanding natural value 
(for the production of photosynthetic oxygen, as catchments for flood waters, pollution filters, and aquifer 
recharge areas and for species habitat) as well as significant economic value, supporting the important 
statewide hunting, fishing, and trapping recreational community.  Inland wetlands have primary importance as 
feeding, nesting, and rearing areas for waterfowl.  

Although generally associated with waterfowl, wetlands provide habitat for many furbearing animals as well.  
Otter, beaver, muskrat, mink, and others are directly dependent on these areas for their food and shelter.  Other 
species such as deer, woodcock, and hare often inhabit areas bordering these wetlands. In addition to the 
previously mentioned furbearers and game animals, numerous non-game species depend on wetlands to 
supply some or all of their life requirements. Tidal rivers and salt marshes have plants which are adapted to 
changes in water level, salinity, temperatures, and nutrients. These coastal rivers and wetlands serve as resting 
areas for spring and fall migrations of waterfowl, as well as wintering areas for waterfowl and raptors, including 
the endangered bald eagle.  

There are other areas associated with rivers that support unusual assemblages of plants, including certain relict 
and endemic species. These are highly specialized species, influenced by subtle changes in sunlight, humidity, 
temperature, and soil moisture, texture and composition.  These areas include cliffs, where plants are subjected 
to fluctuations and extremes of light, temperature, climate, and erosion, as well as ravines and gorges which 
have shaded, humid conditions preferred by certain species.  
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BOTANIC CRITICAL / ECOLOGIC RESOURCES 

1.  Definition 

There are over 2,100 species of vascular plants known to occur in the State of Maine. Of these, 318 species are 
considered scarce or rare. The Critical Areas Program has identified 97 species known to inhabit riverine areas. 
Significant habitats for vascular plants include cliffs, gorges, river and stream banks, pond and lake margins, 
bogs, and wetlands.  

The causes of the rarity of these plants can be difficult to define at times, although the majority of the rare plants 
can be identified in one or more of the following categories, according to the Critical Areas Program: 

a.  Species with scarce habitat within the State (although more common elsewhere) 
b.  Species at the northern or southern limit of their range. 
c.  Species with a very restricted natural range (endemics).  
d.  Species with seriously declining populations.  
e. Species which, for a variety of reasons, are rare throughout their entire range.  

The definition of rarity can be complex, since it is a function of the actual limited distribution of the plant in its 
habitat, as well as its perceived value to our society. The Critical Areas Program has defined rarity primarily by 
its biological distribution. A plant species is considered to be rare if its has been found in ten (or fewer) towns in 
the state; a species may be found in more than 10 towns and still be considered rare if it is at the limit of its 
range, is declining or vulnerable, or is restricted in distribution throughout its range.  

2.  Significance 

The values of plants to our society and to other animals of the land and waters of this world are infinite. Plants 
regulate temperature near the earth, maintain the atmospheric balance of carbon dioxide to oxygen, convert 
solar energy into stored chemical energy needed by animals, have educational and aesthetic value, and supply 
an endless variety of medical and chemical products for humans.  Communities of plants are important for soil 
development, prevention of erosion, storage of water, and providing food and shelter to many species of 
animals.  

The many varieties of rare and unusual plant species are found in habitats which are unstable and changing, 
and subject to climatic extremes. The gene pool of these plants is a storehouse for traits necessary for breeding 
new species, as well as representing unknown potential as a source of new chemicals and drugs to serve 
mankind.  

3.  Standards for Inclusion 

Using data on the distribution of rare plant species, as well as the previously mentioned rarity criteria, a group of 
botanists has assigned levels of importance to rare plants in the New England region. The Critical Areas 
Program has adopted this system for its own work in the state, assigning each listed plant species to one of 
three levels of importance; National, New England, or State. 

National level rare species are of two types;  
1) Presently listed as a Federal Endangered or Threatened Species, or proposed for review or under review for 
listing by the Office of Endangered Species of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, or 
2) found in few areas outside of New England, although not having official recognition as nationally threatened. 

Species considered rare within New England are vascular plants listed through a joint effort by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and New England Botanical Club. Some of these species may be rare throughout New England, 
but are common in Maine, and are obviously not included on this list.  

Species rare at the state level are those species not considered rare through most of their range, but are rare 
within this state. The majority of species in this level are species reaching their northern limit in Maine.  

In addition to identifying rare vascular plants, the Critical Areas Program has also assessed unusual stands of 
old growth white pine around the state. Significant river-related stands on the Presumpscot River, West Branch 
Pleasant River, and Vaughan Brook have been included in this study.  
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4. Evaluation Method and Criteria 

The known or suspected locations of critical botanic species along the rivers in Maine were mapped, and 
segments containing the range of distribution of the plant species were defined using the following criteria;  

a. Plant species were considered to be river-related if found within the one-quarter mile land corridor 
adjacent to either bank of the river.  

b. A one-mile buffer zone in both directions of a species locality was included within the segment description, 
in order to account for possible disjunct populations of rare vascular plant species.  

Once all localities of plant species were mapped, the river segments were analyzed to determine their overall 
significance for critical and rare plants, based on the diversity of species at the various levels of importance 
(National, New England, State).  

A system of points was assigned to each of the particular levels of significance, as follows.  
                             Points 

a.  Species on the Federal Endangered and Threatened List.             5 
Pedicularis furbishiae (Furbish lousewort) is the only riverine 
plant species on the list at the present time.  

b.  Species under review for inclusion on the Federal Endangered and Threatened List.     4 
These species are: 
  Listeria auriculata 
  Oxytropis campestris var. johannenis 
  Viola novae-angliae 
  Cardamine longii 

c.  Other species with National level significance                3 

d.  Species with New England level significance                2 

e.   Species with state level significance                  1 

One half (0.5) points were deleted from the score for each species if a particular plant location of a species was 
based on historical records of botanists, and the location is only suspected and has not been verified in recent 
years by Critical Areas Program or other approved botanists. Thus, based on this scoring system, a river 
segment with a known location of Oxytropis campestris var. johannensis  (National level significance), and 
suspected location of Gentiana amarella (New England  level of significance) would be awarded a score of 5.5 
points (4+ 1.5 points).    

Based on this system of scoring, the following rivers were judged to be clearly outstanding on the basis of 
critical/rare vascular plant species, and identified with an asterisk on the Final List of Rivers; 

St John River, between Hamlin and Hafford Brook 
Aroostook River, between the Canadian Border and Pudding Rock 

Information was also gathered on ecologic plant areas which have been recognized as having national 
significance by the Department of the Interior under the National Natural Landmarks Program. The following 
rivers with related National Natural Landmarks have been highlighted on the Final List of Rivers with an asterisk: 

Dennys River – Meddybemps Heath, in the headwaters of Meddybemps Lake 
Mattawamkeag River  - Thousand Acre (Crystal) Bog, along Fish Stream & East Branch Molunkus Stream 
Passadumkeag River – Passadumkeag Marsh, along Cold Stream 
West Branch Pleasant River – The Hermitage Old Growth White Pine Stand 
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5. Information Sources and Expert Review 

The following references were used by the study team to identify and document resource values.  

Rare Vascular Plants in Maine, Critical Areas Program Report, June, 1981 
A Preliminary Listing of Noteworthy Natural Features in Maine, Maine Critical Areas Program, June 1976 

Mr. Harry Tyler and Ms. Susan Gawler of the Critical Areas Program within the State Planning Office provided 
information and review to the study team.  

ZOOLOGIC CRITICAL / ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

1.  Definition 

The reduction and deterioration in habitat of many species of river related wildlife is of major concern to the 
scientific community in the perpetuation and continued viability of these resources. When a type of habitat or 
significant ecologic area having certain necessary and indispensible qualities is destroyed or degraded, certain 
zoologic species suffer a reduction in abundance and may ultimately be threatened with extinction. For the 
purposes of this report, the following definition of critical or endangered zoologic species is offered.  

a.  Endangered – A species whose prospects of survival and reproduction are in immediate jeopardy. Its peril 
may be the result of a single cause or variety of causes, including the following: 
 1.  Habitat: loss or change of habitat, high specialization of habitat, and restricted distribution. 
 2.  Reproduction:  small size of litters, long period of gestation, slow maturation of young 
 3.  Behavior Patterns:  poor adaptability to changing conditions. 
 4.  Competition and predation 
 5.  Over exploitation 
 6   Disease 

b.  Rare or Critical – A species, not presently threatened with extinction, but having such a small population or 
area of habitat throughout its range that it could face endangered conditions in the future if its environment 
worsens.  

2.  Significance 

Critical zoological resources are of importance to the environment in the State of Maine by insuring the 
preservation of natural diversity in an ecosystem. The maintenance of a heterogeneous species pool allows a 
particular species to more readily adapt to changing environmental conditions. The preservation of critical and 
endangered species has a cultural significance as well, which comes from a deep-seated psychological and 
philosophic evaluation of the environment, including a refined reverence for life. This view holds that all plants 
and animals have value as intrinsic components of the living part of our planet and should not be destroyed 
through man’s intentional or inadvertent activities upon the environment.  In this view, species extinction brought 
about by man’s activities is considered a cultural disaster.  

3.  Evaluation Method and Criteria 

Due to the absence of a well developed data base a comprehensive assessment of river related wildlife and 
ecologic areas was not possible in the time allocated for this study.  Where information was available on the 
statewide distribution and significance of certain species (such as bald eagles), then this data was incorporated 
into the study.  Some wildlife resource experts did contribute information on regionally significant river related 
ecologic areas, which was noted in the documentation section of this report for the study’s “A” and “B” rivers.  

a.  Federal Endangered Wildlife Species 

The State of Maine has the only significant population of bald eagles in the northeast United States.  The 
northern subspecies of bald eagles was officially listed as endangered in the state in February 1978.  Coastal 
areas and river estuaries provide important habitat for the majority of Maine’s wintering and breeding 
populations of eagles; Inland rivers, ponds, and lakes also have seasonal importance to nesting and summering 
eagles, although the use of these areas undergoes a marked decline during the winter months when ice cover 
limits their opportunities for foraging.  
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Wildlife biologists from the University of Maine at Orono have assessed river-related areas in the state for the 
presence of important habitat for bald eagles.  

Important rivers are those with a significant concentration of birds for a particular region of the state, including: 
 a.  Areas with active nesting sites 
 b.  Areas with historic nesting sites 
 c. Areas which are used by significant concentrations of wintering eagles 

Based on these criteria, the following rivers have been rated as outstanding for the presence of very significant 
concentrations of nesting and/or wintering populations of bald eagles and have been identified with an asterisk 
on the matrix with the Final List of Rivers: 

Lower Kennebec River: including Merrymeeting Bay 
Main Stem Penobscot River: Bucksport to Old Town 
Dennys River: Hinkley Point to headwaters of Meddybemps Lake 

b.  Critical Zoologic Species with Statewide Significance 

The Critical Areas Program is involved in an ongoing process of assessment of critical zoological species in the 
state. At the present time heron rookeries, horseshoe crabs, and American oysters are the only river-related 
critical species that it has evaluated on a statewide basis. Significant habitat areas for these species (such as 
nesting areas and breeding grounds), have been listed on the Maine Register of Critical Areas.  

When assessing the significance of a particular zoologic species, the Critical Areas Program uses the following 
criteria: 

1)   Peripherality: the degree to which a species is at the edge of its typical geographic breeding range.  

2)   Endemicity: the range of distribution to which species is restricted (i.e. Found only in Maine out of the entire 
Northeast, out of the entire U.S., out of North America, out of the entire world). 

3)   Relative Scarcity: the number of sites where a particular species is know to be found 

4)   Probable Status Change:  a measure of a species trend in population and sites of location over a specified 
period of time.  

5)  Relative Specialization of Habitat: the environmental requirements of a particular species and its degree of 
specialization to certain habitats; including its vulnerability to loss of habitat.  

6)  Scarcity of Habitat: the relative scarcity of potential or actual suitable habitat of a species. 

7)  Susceptibility to Disturbances: the relative degree of tolerance of a species to immoderate human 
presence. 

8)  Relative Knowledge: the amount of information available on the distribution and scarcity of a particular 
species.  

9)  Relative Use:  the general level of public interest in a species. 

10) Spatial Distribution: a measure of the pattern of distribution of a species over its geographic range.  

11) Probable Site Persistence: the relative probability of species presence at a certain location for a majority of 
years over a given span of time (usually 20-25 years).  

12) Seasonal Mobility:  the conditions of seasonal movements of a species 

13) Area Size Needs:  the area required by a species for all life needs (breeding sites, feeding grounds, 
territory) during its breeding season.  

c.  Critical Ecological Areas 
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The Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife has identified and inventoried eight inland and six 
coastal types of wetlands located around the state. The Land Use Regulation Commission has also zoned fish 
and wildlife protection sub-districts for deer wintering yards and wetlands in the unorganized territories.  
Regional biologists associated with the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife were able to document the 
more important ecologic areas for many of Maine’s rivers. These areas included critical coastal salt marshes 
important for shorebirds and migratory and wintering waterfowl, significant acreages of inland wetlands and their 
associated fauna, and large deer wintering areas.  

4. Information and Expert Review 

The following references were used as sources of information for this study: 

A Preliminary Listing of Noteworthy Natural Areas in Maine:  
Center for Natural Areas; South Gardiner, Maine 1976 

Register of Critical Areas,  
Maine Critical Areas Program, Maine State Planning Office 

An Ecological Characterization of Coastal Maine,  
U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish & Wildlife Service; Newton Corner, Mass., 1980 

Bald Eagle Management Plan, Ray Owen and Charlie Todd,  
University of Maine at Orono, School of Forest Resources 
Expert opinion and review was provided by Ray Owen and Charlie Todd from the University of Maine at Orono, 
resource biologists from the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service.  

C.  UNDEVELOPED RIVER AREAS 

1.  Definition 

Any physical alteration of the land surface will influence the natural processes along the river corridor. 
Construction activities can cause increased soil erosion and runoff to enter a stream; septic tank effluent from 
seasonal homes along river banks can cause changes in water quality. Development in the river corridor may 
have a negative or positive impact on the resources of a river depending upon how it alters the essential 
elements which compromise it.  

2.  Significance 

Undeveloped lands contiguous to the rivers of Maine represent some of the more significant natural resource 
areas in the State.  The interface between the adjacent land and the flowing water of a river is an important 
area, providing food, cover, and habitat for a variety of fauna and flora. Wetlands associated with rivers have 
special importance in the hydrologic and biological systems, serving as areas for aquifer recharge, acting as 
catch basins for flood waters, filtering out pollution, producing oxygen by photosynthesis, and providing species 
habitat. Forests and ground cover lining the river banks cool the waters by providing shade, and prevent soil 
erosion. River corridors in the natural state often have high quality scenery for recreational users of the river. It 
is clear for all these reasons that undeveloped corridor lands warrant the conservation and protection of their 
special qualities.  

3.  Standards for Inclusion 

Rivers and river segments in Maine which were evaluated for the amount of existing corridor development must 
have met the following qualifying criteria.  

a.  The main stem of a segment must be greater than 10 miles in length (tributaries to the main segment could 
be less than 10 miles in length) . 

b.  The river or river segment must be free from significant hydrologic impoundments, modifications, and 
diversions.  
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Once the river evaluations were conducted, a cutoff value of 30 development points per mile was used to define 
the more significant undeveloped rivers in Maine. An explanation of the development point system of evaluation 
follows in the next section.  

4.  Evaluation Method and Criteria 

The National Park Service of the Department of the Interior developed a process for evaluating the undeveloped 
character of a river corridor in its work on the Nationwide Rivers Inventory.  The method used for the Inventory 
was adapted for use in this study.  The assessment of land use development in river corridor areas was made 
using the most recent USGS 7.5’ or 15’ quadrangle maps available.  This information was supplemented in 
some cases with aerial photos and local road maps and atlases.  

Each river and river segment was measured on the map and divided into one mile intervals beginning with the 
downstream segment boundary. The study river corridor (defined as contiguous lands within one quarter mile of 
each river bank) was also defined on the map.  

Using data sheets, all land use development was recorded for each mile interval, and numerical values were 
assigned to the various land uses. Development having a greater impact on natural values, (i.e. bridge 
crossings, parallel railroads and power lines, and small towns) were given more points than lower impact 
development (i.e. footpaths and unpaved roads).  

The following is a list of land use features typically found within river corridors and their corresponding 
development points.  

Land Use Development Features Points

Primitive road ending        1 

Footbridge           2 
Gaging station 

Primitive road parallel (trail)      3 

Small dock           4 
Unpaved road ending (plain) 

Orchards, farms, dwellings, cemetery   5 

Abandoned rail line ROW       6 
Outfalls 

Railroad ending          8 
Powerline ending 
Fire tower  
Outbuildings, schools 
Unpaved road 
Light duty bridge (plain) 

Paved road ending (red)         10 
Paved boat ramp 
Campground 
Picnic area 
Unpaved road parallel (plain) 

Pipeline and powerline crossing       15 

Railroad bridge            18 
Paved road bridge (red) 

Land Use Development Features Points 

Railroad parallel           20 
Paved road parallel (red)  

Pipeline parallel            25 
Powerline parallel 
Water storage tank 
Bulkhead 
Rip rap 
Small Tributary reservoir 
Gravel pits 

Developed recreation area       30 
Marina  (site check) 
Country club 
Swimming pool 

Radio tower            35 
Power substation 
Pumping station 

Paved road bridge (4 lanes)      40 
Sewage plant 
Apartment building 
Hospital (site check) 
Village (up to 499 pop / site check) 
Dam (small)
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After the land use development features for the river segment were identified, the numerical scores for each one 
mile interval were tabulated.  By totaling all interval scores, and dividing through by the number of intervals (river 
miles), an average mile by mile index of the river’s corridor development was calculated.  

Outstanding River Segments 

Examination of previous National Park Service work for the Nationwide Rivers Inventory has shown that rivers 
with an average of less than 15 point per mile are 
equivalent to the least developed rivers in the northeast United States. Outstanding undeveloped rivers in the 
State with a corridor development index of 15 points or less and a length greater than 25 miles were identified 
with an asterisk on the matrix accompanying the Final List of Rivers: and are as follows:

 Allagash River Aroostook - Machias System 
 East Machias River 
 Machias River (Washington County) 
 East Branch Penobscot – Seboeis River System 
 Upper West Branch Penobscot River 
 Pleasant River  (Washington County) 
 St Croix River 
 St Francis River 
 St John River (including the Big Black, Little Black, and Baker Branch) 

5.  Information Sources and Expert Review 

The following references were used as sources of information for this study: 

Wild and Scenic Rivers System Study – Northeast Region, US Department of the Interior, Heritage 
Conservation and Recreation Service, Northeast Region, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  

Wild and Scenic Rivers System Study – Northeast Region, Guidelines for Evaluating Wild, Scenic and 
Recreational Rivers.

Nationwide Rivers Inventory, Criteria for River Evaluation; US Department of the Interior, Heritage 
Conservation and Recreation Service, Northeast Regional Office, J. Glenn Eugster, October, 1979 

Nationwide Rivers Inventory – Final List of Rivers, State of Maine, US Department of the Interior, Heritage 
Conservation and Recreation Service, Northeast Regional Office, January 1981 

Nationwide Rivers Inventory, Criteria for Establishing River Priorities: US Department of the Interior, 
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service, Northeast Regional Office, J. Glenn Eugster, April, 1980 

J. Glenn Eugster from the National Park Service in Philadelphia provided information and expert review for this 
portion of the study. 

D. SCENIC RIVER RESOURCES 

1. Definition 

Different river areas in Maine possess different types of scenery. Traditionally, scenic river resources have been 
identified by user preference studies and professional evaluations. To determine user preferences, groups of 
people are usually shown a series of river area photos, and asked to rate them according to preference or 
quality. Results are then analyzed to determine which river and landscape corridor elements or mix of elements 
correlate highly with preferred areas. 

In professional evaluations, river areas are analyzed by trained planners according to a set of fixed criteria using 
either design principles, ecological and cultural criteria, or a quantitative scale.  

In both instances the objective is to focus on specific variable river and river corridor characteristics which have 
been determined to be major influences on perceived scenic or landscape quality. 
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2. Significance 

For many years there has been a growing recognition of the concept that certain landscape elements such as 
scenery are unique resources worth identifying and protecting. In fact, there are many federal and state laws 
and regulations which address the growing need for management of visual resources.  Until the 1960’s the area 
of public environmental management and policy related to scenic resources developed mostly in the context of 
outdoor recreation. The focus was predominantly on the management and preservation of specific areas with 
unique or outstanding scenic attributes. Concern with scenic values in the context of a larger landscape area or 
the relationship of scenic values to a wider range of resource issues are a side effect of environmental 
legislation within the last 15 years. For example, at the federal level, scenic and aesthetic considerations were 
addressed in the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, and 
the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968.  The State of Maine followed the approach of these laws when it 
formulated the Mandatory Shoreland Zoning Act and Site Location of Development Act.  

Scenic values and qualities have been recognized for years in the real estate field, which has assigned higher 
market values based on public demand to certain scenic features, such as properties with mountain views, or 
locations on  river or lake waterfront areas. The Maine tourism industry also recognizes the scenic qualities of 
the State’s river environment in many of its programs.  

3.  Minimum Standards for Inclusion 

Initially rivers, river segments and other landscape areas were identified using recognized sources of scenic or 
visual information such as the Nationwide Rivers Inventory, various Critical Areas Program reports, canoe 
guides, travel information and other documents. To be placed on the Preliminary Draft List of Rivers Under 
Evaluation, rivers had to be recognized or documented as being scenic or possessing a high degree of visual 
quality due to a specific feature, characteristic or element. All sources of information, whether subjective or 
objective, were treated equally.  

4.  Evaluation Method and Criteria 

The two basic components of the scenic river resource assessment are land form and pattern. The quality of 
any scenic river experience is dependent on the synthesis of land pattern into the overall land topography.  

Land forms are the natural forms of the surface of the earth, the mountains, rolling hills and valleys which form 
the overall context of a natural landscape. The study of land forms constitutes an important part of a scenic river 
resource assessment, through the visual impact of dominant landscape forms, as well as affecting the patterns 
and distribution of other components of scenic river areas.  

Land use pattern is the interlocking texture of fabric of the landscape including man and the by-products of his 
technology and culture. Patterns of land uses are a function of combinations of the parts of the natural and built 
environment and their overall composition.  The composition of these parts is an important determinant of the 
visual quality of a landscape. For example, a small New England river hamlet against a steeply forested 
mountain range, or a sandy floodplain area next to a large rock outcrop are examples of contrasting 
combinations of texture which create patterns that are visually interesting. The nature of our perceptions 
depends upon the combination of natural and built pattern within the existing landform. The scenic quality of the 
river environment will depend on the quality of both the natural pattern and built pattern, and on the extent to 
which the two patterns are meshed or harmonized with one another. 

The perceived scenic quality of a river and its corridor will also be a function of the frequency and diversity of the 
various natural and man-made components which combine to form a landscape (such as geomorphic and 
hydrologic features, vegetation, and cultural values), as well as the interrelationships among these components. 
Scenic resource values can be defined based on general relationships among components of a landscape. 
These relationships, which become the basic principles upon which assessment of river-related scenic 
resources is based, include the following: 

 As the relief increases, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases 
 As the landscape becomes more rugged, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases 
 As the amount of enclosure by vegetation increases, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases 
 As the diversity of land uses increases, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases 
 As the naturalness of a landscape increases, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases.  
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 As the amount of tree cover increases, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases. 
 As the density of land use edges increases, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases. 
 As the diversity of land use edges increases, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases. 
 As the compatibility of land use increases, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases. 
 As the water surface and water edge increases, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases. 
 As the size and length of the view increases, the scenic quality of the river corridor increases. 

In general, spatial variety and three-dimensional contrast are positive values within a given river corridor’s 
landscape composition. The greater the contrast and variety in spatial landforms and patterns, the higher the 
perceived scenic value.  Spatial variety is judged on the shape of spaces, the degree of enclosure by landform 
or vegetation, and the diversity of shape, pattern, and enclosure which exist in a landscape.  

Once relationships among compatible parts of a landscape have been defined, it is possible to proceed with the 
analysis by identifying the presence of specific landscape components or combinations of components which 
have scenic value. The following are river and landscape features and components which were identified in this 
analysis: 

1) Landscape Physiography 

This qualitative evaluation of physiographic relief will give an index of three dimensional contrast in a river-
related landscape.  The topography surrounding a river corridor is classified into one of the seven categories of 
form, representing a continuum of physiography from flatland to mountains. The underlying assumption is the 
greater the amount of relief in a river corridor, the greater the scenic quality.  

2) Landscape Diversity 

The amount of spatial variety is another measure of scenic value in a landscape.  The scenic value of a river 
corridor will be enhanced when there is a diversity of hydrologic, geomorphic, and vegetative elements present. 
A general rule is the greater the diversity of landscape elements (land, water, vegetation) the higher the scenic 
quality. 

a) Hydrologic features inventoried included channel shape, the presence of waterfalls, cascades, and 
whitewater rapids, tributary confluences, ponds and lakes, river islands, and complexity of water edges. The 
presence of hydrologic features (such as waterfalls and rapids) that have universal public appeal will enhance 
the scenic qualities of a river corridor. Scenic quality will also increase as the complexity of hydrologic elements 
increases. The greater the sinuosity of a river channel, the greater the visual carrying capacity of recreational 
users at the river’s surface. In a similar manner, the more irregular or complex a river’s shoreline or corridor 
(from the presence of river island complexes or tributary confluences for example), the higher its visual quality.  

b) Vegetative features inventoried on the rivers included the percentage of tree cover, diversity of 
vegetative types, presence of forest edges, and forest wetland contacts. The underlying assumption was that 
scenic quality increases with the increased amount of tree cover, density of forest edges, and diversity of 
vegetation. 

c) Outstanding geomorphic landforms and landscape features were identified for each of the three 
physiographic sections in Maine (Seaboard Lowland, New England Upland, and White Mountains)  and then  
inventoried for each of the evaluated rivers. These representative and unique scenic features, by physiographic 
section, included: 

 - Seaboard Lowland 
Landforms: undulating topography, worm clam flats, tidal marshes, beaches, and dunes 

- New England Upland 
Landforms: rolling topography, bold dome-like hills, soft round hilltops, steep side slopes and V-shaped 
gullies.  

  Drainage: curved dendritic, right-angle tributaries, glacial ponds and swamps, oxbow lakes 

  Landscape Features: eskers, kames, moraines, monadnocks, glacial erratics fields 
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- White Mountains 
  Landforms: V-shaped valleys, conical peaks in rows, eroded cliff and bench topography.  

  Drainage: radial, dendritic, deranged, 

Landscape Features: ravines, escarpments, monadnocks, eskers, drumlins, kames, lake deltas, other 
glacial features.  

In addition to inventorying these specific features which are thought to increase a river corridor's scenic quality, 
other geomorphic elements were identified which by their complexity of form or shape, add to river scenery.  
These elements of form are defined as relief enclosure.  

- Relative Relief: the scenic quality of the river corridor will increase with greater relative relief. To calculate, 
elevation points were selected at quarter-mile intervals on a topographic map for a river area, and the lowest 
elevation point was subtracted from the average high elevation.  

- Enclosure: as the amount of enclosure increases, scenic quality increases.  Enclosures were measured by 
calculating the percentage of area enclosed by (lying below) the median of relative relief.  

3)  Land Use Diversity and Compatibility 

Land use diversity relates to the number of different land use types, their areas, and the length of their edges. 
Compatibility of land use is a measure of the visual congruence (the visual fit) of adjacent land uses.  Land use 
includes visually distinctive types of surface cover such as agricultural fields or forest, which may support more 
than one use.  

b. Evaluation Methodology 

The National Park Service of the Department of the Interior developed this process of scenic assessment 
outlined in the previous section for its work on the Nationwide Rivers Inventory.  Evaluation of scenic river 
landscapes was conducted for the Inventory using the most recent USGS 7.5’ of 15’ quadrangle maps available, 
supplemented by field work, videotapes and slides from low-altitude helicopter flights over many of these rivers.  
Substantial use was made of this existing data base which was modified and expanded where appropriate for 
the Maine Rivers Study.  

For this study’s scenic river assessment, each river or river segment was measured on a topographic map and 
divided into one mile intervals beginning with the downstream segment boundary.  

Using data sheets, all significant scenic landscape components were recorded for each mile interval. Greater 
value was assigned to segments with an outstanding diversity of components, or those riverscapes with a highly 
compatible combination of vegetative, hydrologic, geomorphic, and cultural values.  

5.  Information Sources and Experts 

The following references were used as sources of information for this study; 

Nationwide Rivers Inventory – Criteria for River Evaluations: US Department of the Interior, Heritage 
Conservation and Recreation Service, Northeast Regional Office, Philadelphia, Pa. 1979 

Study of Visual and Cultural Environment for North Atlantic Region: Research Planning and Design 
Associates, Amherst, MA, published as Appendix N, North Atlantic Water Resources Study, November 1970 

Guidelines for Identifying and Evaluating Scenic Resources; Hudson River Basin; Water and Related 
Land Resources Study, Technical Paper 4, October 1978 

A Preliminary Listing of Noteworthy Natural Features in Maine: Center for Natural Areas, South Gardiner, 
Maine, June 1976 

J. Glenn Eugster from the Mid-Atlantic Regional Office of the National Park Service provided information and 
review for this section of the study.  
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E.  HISTORICAL RIVER RESOURCES 

1. Definition 

The rivers of Maine have long served a vital role in the colonization, development, and industrial growth of the 
state. This part of the Maine Rivers Study focused on the identification of river related historic places and sites 
which have achieved recognition as national Historic Landmarks or are listed on the National Register of Historic 
Places.  It is realized that many of the rivers of Maine have historical and cultural value other than these 
recognized on the national level, such as the historic use for logging runs, the presence of archaeological sites, 
building with state or local importance, or settlements which represent unique cultural values. However, a lack of 
expertise and state agency assistance did not permit a more comprehensive survey by the study team. Thus, 
this discussion will focus on National Historic Landmark and National Register sites associated with rivers in the 
state.  

2.  Significance 

River-related national historic landmarks and places in Maine are visible reminders of the events, places, and 
objects which have affected broad patterns of American history and reflect the evolution of industry and culture 
in this state and the US. They contain prehistoric and historic villages of the American Indian and early colonists, 
fortifications for the protection of access to waterways, sites of industry and resource extraction activities, and 
bridges with unique architectural styles. All historic areas designated as National Historic Landmarks are of 
national significance; other properties which are nominated by the State of Maine and placed on the National 
Register of Historic Landmarks after approval by the Secretary of the Interior are of national, state, or local 
significance.  In recent years, building districts which possess a composite quality and evoke a special feeling 
and association have been added to the National Register.  Such districts may contain individual buildings which 
of themselves may not be outstandingly significant but which, as an assemblage representing a special 
character of an urban or rural waterfront or port, possess national, state, or local significance.  

3.  Standards for Inclusion 

There are many National Historic Sites which are found along rivers in Maine. However, only those sites which 
have a direct connection to the river, in terms of industrial, economic, or cultural importance (such as former 
significant winter ports or fortifications at the mouths of rivers for the defense of upstream settlements) were 
noted as significant by this study. 

4. Evaluation Methods and Criteria 

To attain the designation of National Historic Landmark, a property must be studied by National Park Service 
historians, architects, or archaeologists, usually as a part of a major theme in American history such as Social 
and Humanitarian Movements or Agriculture. The property should meet three general criteria:  

1) significance in a given field 
2) association with individuals and events 
3) integrity, the latter meaning that original and intangible elements which contribute to national significance 
must remain intact 

Potential landmarks are brought semi-annually before two advisory boards of scholars and national leaders – 
the Consulting Committee for the National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings, and the Advisory Board on 
National Parks, Historic Sites, Buildings, and Monuments. These boards review the presentations of National 
Park Service professionals. Those properties which meet the approval of the Secretary’s Advisory Board are 
recommended for landmark status.  The actual designation is effected when the Secretary of the Interior, acting 
upon the counsel of his Advisory Board, approves landmark designation. The National Historic Landmarks 
Program is the only honorary historic preservation program of its kind in the Nation.  

Because of their recognized national significance, National Historic Landmarks associated with particular rivers 
in Maine have been noted on the matrix accompanying the Final List of Rivers with an asterisk, to highlight their 
outstanding historic value.  

A variety of criteria have been defined to guide the State, Federal agencies, and the Secretary of the Interior in 
evaluating potential entries in Maine for addition to the National Register of Historic Places, and include the 
following: 
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The quality of significance in American history, architecture, archeology, and culture is present in districts, sites, 
buildings, structures and objects that possess integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, 
feeling, and association, and: 

a. That are associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of the 
state’s history; or 

  b. That are associated with the lives of persons significant in the state’s past; or 

c. That embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or that 
represent the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or that represent a significant and 
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or 

  d. That have yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.  

Before submission to the National Register, all nominations must be approved by a State review board whose 
membership includes professionals in the fields of architecture (or architectural history), history, and archeology. 
If the property meets the National Register criteria, the board recommends it for nomination. The nomination 
form is then signed by the State Historic Preservation Officer and forwarded to the National Register, which 
reviews the potential entry and decides whether to accept or reject it.  

5.  Information Sources and Expert Review 

The following references were used by the study team to identify and document resource values: 

National Register of Historic Places, US Department of the Interior, Heritage Conservation and Recreation 
Service, Washington, DC, 1976 

Annual Listing of Historic Properties, National Register of Historic Places; US Department of the Interior, 
Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service, Federal Register; Tuesday, February 6, 1979 
______________________; Federal Register, Tuesday, March 18, 1980 
______________________; Federal Register, Tuesday, February 3, 1981 

The State Historic Preservation Office was requested to participate in the identification, documentation, and 
review of significant historic and cultural rivers but declined. 

Unique Recreational Rivers – Overview 

Both the economically important tourist industry and the life style of Maine residents rely heavily on the 
recreation use of the state’s natural resources. Rivers are important components of this recreational use, 
providing diverse recreational experiences to a variety of interests.  Recreational activities associated with rivers 
include camping, picnicking, fishing, boating, hiking, sightseeing, swimming, hunting, skating, and sailing.  

While each of these activities is important to varying degrees, the Maine River Study has restricted its 
recreational analysis to activities which are: 

1)  directly dependent on free-flowing river resources 
2)  highly popular throughout the state, and 
3)  engaged in by large and readily identifiable user groups. 

The recreational categories chosen for analysis include recreational boating (canoe touring, white water boating, 
and extended back country boating), inland fishing, and anadromous fishing. 

For each recreational category, rivers were evaluated according to resource significance, economic importance, 
and user priority.  This evaluation process recognized that user preference ultimately plays a dominate role in 
the determination of a river’s value as a recreational resource.  Input from concerned user groups was therefore 
sought throughout the process, with a strong attempt made to arrive at a consensus of opinion among users 
regarding the recreational significance of specific rivers.  

This user input, coupled with objective analysis by resource experts, resulted in the category findings detailed in 
this report. The specific method used for each recreational category follows.  
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A. ANADROMOUS FISHERIES 

a. Definition 

Fresh water and tidal rivers which empty into the ocean or salt water estuaries provide vital habitat for 
anadromous fish. An anadromous fish species is characterized by its migratory nature, spending much of the life 
cycle in salt water but returning to fresh water to spawn. Catadromous fish species (e.g. the American eel) 
reverse this pattern by migrating to the ocean to spawn. For the purpose of this study, catadromous fish are 
considered to be included in the anadromous category.  

The Maine River Study has identified important anadromous fishery rivers and isolated those that are of highest 
value to the state and its residents.  

b. Significance 

Historically, anadromous fish were of high importance to Maine’s commercial fishing industry and were a 
dependable food source for coastal river inhabitants. While extensive commercial fishing depleted this resource, 
it was the increase in industrial pollution and the construction of impassable dams which most seriously 
depleted anadromous fish populations. The creation of the Atlantic Sea Run Salmon Commission in 1947, as 
well as the state Department of Marine Resources’ strong commitment to anadromous fish restoration beginning 
in the mid-1960’s, provide evidence that Maine recognizes the tremendous ecological and recreational 
significance as well as the commercial value of the state’s anadromous fish.  

a. Ecological Importance – Many of Maine’s coastal rivers are characterized by their exceptional potential 
to support anadromous fish, both in numbers and species diversity. Of special note are the rivers which provide 
habitat for the more sensitive species. The shortnosed sturgeon found in a limited number of rivers is listed as 
an endangered species by the federal government. The American shad and Atlantic sea run salmon have also 
had their numbers severely reduced and depend on Maine rivers for their survival.  

 Maine’s six rivers with fishable self-sustaining Atlantic salmon runs are unique, as no other state can claim 
even one. At least three additional rivers in the state are recognized as having high potential for restoration of 
historic Atlantic salmon fisheries.  

 b. Recreational Importance – The Atlantic sea run salmon fishery is recognized as a statewide high priority 
resource of value to Maine’s recreational fishing interests as well as to the state’s tourist industry. The 
Penobscot River is the most heavily fished Atlantic salmon river in the country; the value of this one river to the 
tourist industry is estimated to be a half million dollars per year. The American shad and rainbow smelt also are 
potentially of high recreational importance. Smelt are currently popular as a winter fishing resource. Overall, 
more user-days are expended fishing smelt that any other of the state’s anadromous fish species.  

 c. Commercial Importance –  Salmon, smelt, shad, and alewife were historically of high value to the 
commercial fishing industry. While the depletion of salmon, shad, and smelt have lessened their commercial 
importance, the alewife, which is an essential lobster and trawling bait, continues to be an important commercial 
fishery. According to the Maine Department of Marine Resources, landing of alewife doubled between 1970 and 
1977, with total catch tripling during this time. with successful restoration, shad and smelt could also contribute 
significantly to Maine’s commercial fishery industry. 

Restoration efforts by the State Department of Marine Resources and the Salmon commission, assisted by 
federal funding, are beginning to produce results. Restoration, coupled with improvements in water quality and 
proper planning for future impoundments, will ensure that the ecologic, recreation, and commercial potential of 
Maine’s rivers as anadromous fish resources will be realized.  

3. Standards for Inclusion 

Rivers were included in the Preliminary Draft List of Rivers Under Evaluation if they met the following standards: 
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 a. The river must be a viable anadromous fishery resource. It therefore must either currently support a   
  substantial anadromous fish population or have realistic potential for restoration as evidenced by:  

a) current restoration efforts, or  
b) management plans which call for timely restoration. 

 b. The river must drain a minimum of 25 square miles before discharging into tidal waters. (Thirty of Maine’s 
sixty coastal rivers meet both of these standards).  

4.  Evaluation Method and Criteria 

The criteria used to evaluate anadromous fishery river significance include: 
  a.  Habitat quality and quantity 
  b.  Presence of threatened, endangered, or sensitive species 
  c.  Species diversity 
  d.  Recreational importance 
  e.  Commercial importance 
  f.   Evidenced restoration efforts 
  g.  Unique characteristics (i.e. self-sustaining Atlantic sea run salmon runs) 

Note:  The migratory nature of the resource makes specific anadromous fish segment identification difficult. Both 
the major thoroughfares and the spawning areas are essential to species survival.  Therefore, when labeling 
segments for rivers in the anadromous category, the entire length of the river migration cycle was identified.  

Rivers meeting the minimum standards were evaluated with the assistance of the Maine Department of Marine 
Resources’ anadromous fish experts.  The Preliminary Draft List was reviewed by private fishing interests and 
Atlantic Sea Run Salmon Commission staff. Because of the unique value of the Atlantic salmon, all rivers which 
support self-sustaining salmon runs were given high priority.  All of these salmon rivers are, however, of 
importance to other species and to the state’s overall anadromous fish program.  

The rivers in Maine which were judged to be of highest significance include the following. Each river is identified 
by an asterisk in the Final List of Rivers section of this report.  

Damariscotta River: high commercial alewife importance 
Dennys River: self-sustaining Atlantic salmon run 
East Machias River: self-sustaining Atlantic salmon run 
Kennebec River: high habitat quality and quantity, species diversity and abundance, presence of   

    endangered species, high recreational importance.  
Machias River: (Washington County): the state’s largest self-sustaining Atlantic salmon run, recreational 

    importance 
Narraguagus River: self-sustaining Atlantic salmon run 
Penobscot River: high recreational importance, high restoration expenditure, habitat quality and quantity 
Pleasant River (Washington County): self-sustaining Atlantic salmon run 
Sheepscot River: self-sustaining Atlantic salmon run, endangered species 
St George River: high commercial alewife importance 

5.  Information Sources and Expert Review 

Information and expert opinion was provided to the study team by the following agencies and organizations.  

  Maine Department of Marine Resources 
   (fisheries biologists’ input and review, species management plans)  

  Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife 
   (Atlantic Sea Run Salmon Commission staff biologist review, miscellaneous publications)  

  Trout Unlimited 

  Maine Sportsman Magazine 
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B.  RIVER-RELATED INLAND FISHERIES 

1.  Definition 

Inland fish include all fish species which inhabit a fresh waters environment throughout their life cycle, in 
contrast to the migratory anadromous fish which require both fresh and salt water habitats. Included in the 
general category of inland fisheries are both cold water and warm water species. This analysis is restricted to 
river fisheries and does not consider lake fisheries.  However, rivers which derive their major importance from 
their support of lake fisheries are given recognition.  
While factors such as ecological importance (i.e., critical habitat) are given strong consideration, the focus of the 
study is the identification of inland fishery rivers and streams which are judged to be of high recreational 
importance.  

2.  Significance 

The State of Maine has approximately 32,000 miles of flowing water, all of which support sport fisheries.  Major 
cold water species include the native brook trout (the most abundant and certainly one of the most important 
cold water species), and native landlocked salmon (a highly prized fish found in a limited number of rivers), and 
the introduced brown trout (an adaptable species capable of providing a sport fishing resource where other cold 
water species will not thrive).  Rivers which provide principal habitat for cold water species total 23,000 linear 
miles with an average of 153 legal sized fish per mile. Landlocked salmon are found in 64 rivers covering 635 
miles. Nearly 200 miles of Maine’s rivers provide exceptionally high quality habitat for this species.  

Major stream-related warm water species include the native white perch and the introduced smallmouth and 
largemouth bass. All have self-sustaining populations. Warm water species predominate in 6400 miles of 
Maine’s rivers and streams.  

Sport fishing for inland species has witnessed a large increase in popularity over the past few years among 
Maine’s residents, and approximately 190,000 resident fishing licenses are sold annually. When non-resident 
licenses and youth (who are not required to obtain a license) are taken into account, the Department of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife projects that 385,000 people fish Maine waters. Studies using creel census expansion 
techniques estimate 460,000 angler-days are spent annually on Maine’s rivers and streams, accounting for one-
third of the total inland fishing use.  Cold water fish harvest in rivers and streams totals 532,000 fish annually, 
and the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife estimates that there is potential for doubling both the use 
and take figures. The Department currently stocks 316,000 cold water fish annually in 105 streams totaling 826 
linear miles.  

Inland fisheries have economic as well as recreational value.  Seventy to eighty thousand out-of-staters annually 
purchase fishing licenses and a number of in-state fishing guides and outfitter businesses depend on Maine 
inland fisheries.  The overall dollar value of inland river and stream fishing has not been established, but it is 
definitely an important component of Maine’s natural resource-related tourist industry.  

3. Standards for Inclusion 

Preliminary inland fish resource data was obtained with the assistance of the Maine Department of Inland 
Fisheries and Wildlife. Using a questionnaire accompanied by guidelines for evaluation, fisheries biologists in 
each of Maine’s seven wildlife management regions were asked to identify approximately ten river and/or 
stream segments which they determined to be of high importance to that region’s recreational fisheries program. 
A total of 81 river segments totaling 1487 miles was  identified through this process.  These results were 
reviewed by state level fisheries biologists from the Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, and four 
additional segments were added due to their statewide significance.  These 85 rivers and river segments 
comprise the Preliminary Draft List of Rivers Under Evaluation.  

The list of rivers developed should not be construed to represent all rivers of significance for inland fisheries in 
each region. A limitation was placed on the number to be listed per region, and the emphasis was on 
importance for recreational fisheries.  It should be clearly stated that all other rivers, brooks, and streams not on 
the list have at least some significance to the overall inland fisheries resources of Maine.  Also, recreational 
demands upon these resources can be expected to change over time, with consequent shifts in significance for 
recreational fisheries uses and relative importance.  
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4.  Evaluation Method and Criteria 

The Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife’s regional biologists evaluated the rivers which they selected 
according to the following criteria: 

a.  Species Composition – The existence of fish species of major importance by virtue of being:  
   1) rare in the region 
   2) highly preferred by anglers 
   3) of major ecological importance 

b.  Water Quality – The extent to which overall water quality is capable of sustaining preferred fish    
     resources.  

c.  Aquatic Habitat Quality – The existence of natural features favorable to fish production and sustenance 
  of preferred fish species (adequate flow, cover, etc)  

d.  Fishing Quality – An evaluation of recreational fishing results (success rate, size of take, desirability of  
  species taken, etc.) 

e.  Quality of Recreational Use – The ability of a river segment to provide a satisfying recreational fishing  
  experience (scenery, solitude, challenge, variety, etc) 

f.  Existing Recreation Use – The popularity of a river segment as a recreational fishery resource.  

g.  Economic Importance – The importance of recreational fishing on the river segment to the regional   
  economy (use of local guides, retail sales, etc) 

Using comparative analysis, rivers which were preliminary judged to be of highest statewide significance were 
identified. The regional lists were then distributed to Maine fishing interests for review and comment. Each of 
Maine’s local Trout Unlimited chapters evaluated rivers on the Preliminary Draft List according to the criteria of 
fishing quality, recreational quality, and current use. Again using comparative analysis, rivers were ranked by 
region and the highest priority rivers were noted. Trout Unlimited’s Maine Council combined local chapter 
findings and produced a comprehensive list of that organization’s statewide fishery priorities.   

The study’s final determination of the state’s outstanding inland fishing rivers incorporated the Department of 
Inland Fisheries and Wildlife’s preliminary findings, Trout Unlimited’s review and evaluation, and comments from 
other recognized resource experts and interested individuals who reviewed the study’s Preliminary Draft List.  

Rivers which were identified as being the States’ most significant recreational inland fishery rivers follow. Each 
is identified with an asterisk in the Final List of Rivers section of this report.  

 Crooked River 
 Fish River Lake Thoroughfares 
 Grand Lake Stream 
 Kennebago River 
 Penobscot River, Upper West Branch 
 Penobscot River, West Branch (Ripogenus Gorge Section) 
 Penobscot River, East Branch 

Other highly significant recreational fisheries include the: 
 Moose River 
 Narraguagus River 
 Rapid River 
 Roach River 
 Saco River 
 St John River 
 Sheepscot River 
 Nahmakanta Stream 
 Presque Isle Stream 
 Wassataquoik Stream 
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Trout Unlimited efforts and expenditures on the Little Ossippee River and the Pleasant River (Cumberland 
County), and the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife’s stocking and management efforts on a 
number of additional rivers throughout the state attest to these rivers' significance. Those rivers identified by this 
study as being of high importance are, however, the result of a consensus of expert and public opinion and are 
representative of high quality resources of a type not found in this abundance in other states in the eastern 
United States.  

5.  Information Sources and Expert Review 

Information and expert opinion were provided to the study team by the following agencies and organizations:  

 Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife (state fisheries biologists, regional fisheries biologists, 
species management plans)  

 Trout Unlimited (local chapters and Maine Council) 

 Maine Sportsmen Magazine 

 Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine 

Regional and state biologists from the Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife performed the 
preliminary identification and assessment of inland fisheries, and provided comment and review throughout the 
study. Species management plans were the source of information on habitat and significance of particular 
species. The Maine Council and local chapters of Trout Unlimited, as well as Maine Sportsmen Magazine and 
Sportsman’s Alliance of Maine provided review and comment on the study.   

C. RIVER-RELATED RECREATIONAL BOATING 

1.  Definition 

The present study focuses on river-related recreational boating which is dependant on flowing waters and the 
use of a “waterway trail”. Consequently, river resources were identified which were of importance mainly to 
recreational activities using open and closed canoes, kayaks, and inflatable rafts.  In order to represent a broad 
range of recreational boating interests, the general recreational boating category has been subdivided into three 
more specific categories, which identify distinct recreational boating activities and river users.  These three 
categories are as follows: 

 a.  Canoe Touring – Rivers and river segments which are navigable in an open canoe by novice to    
 intermediate paddlers and which contain predominantly flat water, quickwater, and Class I rapids. 

b.  Whitewater Boating – Rivers and river segments which are navigable in canoes, kayaks, or rafts by  
 intermediate to expert boaters and which contain a significant number of Class II to Class V rapids.  

c.  Backcountry Excursion Rivers – Rivers located in natural environments which are of adequate length 
 to  provide an extended river camping experience.  These rivers may contain any combination of white water 
 and/or canoe tour boating.  

2.  Significance 

Maine’s natural amenities have long been the source of recreational opportunities for the people of the state as 
well as the principal generator of tourist industry revenue. While historically the coast has been the focus of 
tourist recreation attention, the 1970’s saw a strong diversification in recreation use patterns, with river use in 
particular increasing at an unparalleled rate. Though comprehensive user statistics do not exist for most state 
rivers, those that do exist verify this marked increase in river recreation popularity. The Allagash Wilderness 
Waterway witnessed a 60% increase in use between 1966 and 1980, while use on the St John has more than 
doubled since 1975. Use on the Saco River increased 300% between 1971 and 1976, and recent analysis 
suggests that recreational boater use on the Saco has since increased by 25% annually. The most significant 
change in boating use has occurred in commercial rafting. In 1976 approximately 600 commercial passengers 
rafted the Kennebec Gorge and the West Branch’s Ripogenus Gorge. In 1981 this figure approached 14,000, a 
200-fold increase.  
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Even without future growth, commercial rafting will annually add approximately $2,000,000 to Maine’s tourist 
industry revenues. River recreation popularity has also made canoe outfitting a viable component of the tourist 
industry with significant use on the Allagash, St John, Penobscot, and coastal rivers in eastern Maine.  

Maine’s recreational river resources are extensive. For example, the Appalachian Mountain Club’s canoe guide 
identifies 4,474 miles of boatable rivers and streams within the state. The Maine Rivers Study has determined 
that 1,750 of these miles represent significant boating areas of high resource quality and high use priority.  650 
of these miles are predominantly associated with white water boating, 500 with flat water canoe touring, and 600 
with back country excursion boating.  

Included in these 1,750 miles of river are a number of river segments which possess unique features. Maine can 
boast New England’s only two stretches of Class V white water as well as the region’s longest stretch of 
continuous canoeable white water.  It can also boast the Northeast’s premier back country canoe trips and one 
of three federally designated wild and scenic rivers.  

These river resources, combined with a number of lesser known rivers with significant recreation potential, 
provide the State of Maine with a recreational resource of extremely high value.  Though 98% of the state’s river 
corridors are privately owned, the prevalent multiple use concept at work in the state ensures that these 
resources will remain accessible to boating enthusiasts.  

3.  Standards for Inclusion 

To be included in the Preliminary Draft List of Rivers Under Evaluation, a river had to: 
 a.  Be listed as a prominent river trip in one or more of the recognized river guide books 
 b.  Be recommended by one of the state’s recognized statewide recreational boating interests or        
  organizations, or 
 c.  Show evidence of use by commercial outfitters 

4.  Evaluation Method and Criteria 

A list of rivers meeting the minimum standards for inclusion in the recreational boating category was distributed 
to representatives of recreational boating interest groups, commercial outfitters, and other knowledgeable 
sources. Experts were asked to review the list and to evaluate each river segment’s statewide significance in 
relation to others on the list. They were then asked to group rivers in priority categories from high to low.  The 
following criteria were offered as guidelines in making these determinations. 

General criteria with relevance to all the boating categories included: 

 1. Existing use 
 2. Access 
 3. Navigability 
 4. Length of season and flow regularity 
 5. Scenery and aesthetic experience 
 6. Economic importance  

Specific criteria for each of the recreational boating categories included: 
 Canoe Touring – safety, use by organizations 
 Whitewater Boating – presence of significant rapids 
 Backcountry Excursion – length of trip, lack of corridor development, availability of camp sites 

Concurrent with this expert review process, study team members assembled available river use statistics, 
identified commercially significant rivers, and researched each river segment in an attempt to identify unique 
recreational features. Individual expert evaluations were then combined, and a list which represented a 
consensus of opinion was developed. This list was cross checked with the study team’s independent evaluation, 
and the final list of outstanding recreational rivers was produced.  
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The following rivers were identified as outstanding (the state’s most significant) in each category, and identified 
with an asterisk on the Final List of Rivers.  

 Backcountry Excursion: 
  Allagash River 
  Machias River (Washington County) 
  East Branch Penobscot River 
  Upper West Branch Penobscot River 
  St Croix River 
  St John River 

 Whitewater Boating 
  Carrabassett River 
  Dead River 
  East Branch Penobscot River 
  Upper Kennebec River 
  Machias River (Washington County) 
  West Branch Penobscot River 
  Rapid River 
  Seboeis River 
  Wassataquoik River 

 Canoe Touring 
  Moose River 
  Saco River 

Many other canoe touring rivers have importance to regional recreational boaters, including the following rivers: 
  Royal River 
  St George River 
  Kennebec River 
  Aroostook River 
  Upper Androscoggin River 

5.  Information Sources and Expert Review 

Information and expert opinion was provided to the study team by the following agencies and organizations.  
  Appalachian Mountain Club, Maine Chapter 
  High Adventure BSA 
  Maine Audubon Society 
  Maine Professional Guide’s Association 
  Maine State Planning Office 
  Natural Resource Council of Maine River Committee  
  Penobscot Paddle and Chowder Society 
  White Water Outfitters Association of Maine 

The following references were used by the study team to identify and document resource values.   

AMC River Guide, Appalachian Mountain Club, Volumes 1 and 2, Boston: AMC, 1980 

New England White Water River Guide, Gabler, Ray, New Canaan, Conn: Tobey Publishing Co., Inc., 1975 

Canoe Trails Directory, Makens, James C., New York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1979 

Maine Rivers, Thorndike, Maine: The Thorndike Press. 

Maine’s Whitewater Rapids, McMahon, Janet, Augusta, Maine: Maine State Planning Office, 1981 

Pole, Paddle, and Portage, Riviere, William A., Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1969 

Canoeing Maine (#1 and #2), Thomas, Eben, Thorndike, Maine: The Thorndike Press, 1979 

Canoeing Racing: Hot Blood and Wet Paddles, Thomas, Eben, Hallowell, Maine: Hallowell Printing 
Company, 1974.  

The Maine Atlas and Gazetter, Yarmouth, Maine: Delorme Publishing Company, 1981. 
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V.  Final List of Rivers 

The following is the list of all rivers and streams in the state of Maine which have been determined through the 
study process to have significant and/or unique natural and recreational resource values.  This list represents 
the product of the river evaluation, documentation, and expert and public review process and are judged to 
possess resource values of regional, statewide, and greater than statewide significance.  

The list defines for each river the segment of the river with one or more resource values. The matrix 
accompanying the list identifies the total number of resource values associated with each river segment. 
Resource values which are the state’s most outstanding in a particular resource category or greater than 
statewide significance are highlighted on the matrix with an asterisk.   

The following guidelines were used to define the limits to the segment of river containing a significant resource 
value. The river segment for each specific resource value for a particular river is defined in the appendices 
following this report.  River segments were defined by the following criteria: 

1.  Segments were described using readily identifiable physical locations.  

2.  Distinct river segments were identified for each natural and recreation value by determining the length of river 
required to preserve a given natural value or to support a given recreational activity. 

3.  Segments were identified such that each exhibits a relatively consistent level of resource quality throughout 
the segment.  

4.  A river segment could extend through a natural or man-made lake if the upstream and downstream portions 
of the river segment were of consistent resource quality and type, and if the lake did not significantly disrupt the 
river’s natural values or recreational use.  Rivers which flow through urban or other developed areas were 
handled in a similar manner 

5.  In recognition of the importance of upstream tributaries to the resource value of a river segment, the 
designation “to headwaters” was used to describe segment boundaries whenever the segment location and 
resource values justify such a description. 

6.  Segment boundaries were determined by associated resource values alone and did not take into account 
jurisdictional boundaries or the location of potential development.  
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namqenaiajp- kn pda GP ajancu _kqh` ^a nalh]_a` ej epo ajpenapu sepd ajancu bnki kpdan2

najas]^ha ^e`o )sde_d iecdp d]ra `ebbanajp pn]joieooekj namqenaiajpo*/ Sdana sana3

oaran]h ]hpanj]pera ^e`o _kilneoa` kb jas najas]^ha cajan]pekj )]j` pn]joieooekj* pd]p4

skqh` lnkre`a bqhhu ej_naiajp]h _ha]j ajancu- ]j` okia kb pdaoa ]hpanj]pera ^e`o o_kna`5

sahh ej pda ar]hq]pekj/6

Hj ]``epekj- H d]ra _kj_anjo ]^kqp pda oaha_pekj lnk_aoo/ Maepdan kb pda psk pkl.o_knejc7

^e`o-8

- jkn ] lkpajpe]h lknpbkhek _kilneoa` kb fqop pdkoa psk ^e`o- sana _]nnea`9

bkns]n` bnki pda oa_kj` op]ca kb pda ar]hq]pekj ejpk pda pden` ]j` bej]h op]ca/6 Sdaoa:

]hpanj]perao pd]p sana `nklla` bnki _kjoe`an]pekj i]u d]ra lanbknia` ^appan pd]j pda21

MDBDB Gu`nk lnkfa_p pd]p s]o oaha_pa`/ Sdeo oaha_pekj eooqa i]u ^a nah]pa` pk pda22

lnarekqo mqaopekj kb sdapdan pda lnklkoa` _kjpn]_po lnkre`a bqhhu ej_naiajp]h _ha]j23

ajancu- ^a_]qoa pda lnkfa_po skqh` d]ra bqhhu o]peobea` pda24

ej_naiajp]hepu namqenaiajpo kb pda QEO/25

H ]i ]hok _kj_anja` ]^kqp pda ej_hqoekj kb ^e``ano� ]bbehe]pao ej pda Dr]hq]pekj Sa]i/26

Sdeo eo cajan]hhu _kjoe`ana` ej]llnklne]pa ^a_]qoa ep _]j ^e]o pda ar]hq]pekj ]j` oaha_pekj27

lnk_aoo/ Rq_d _kj_anjo ]nkoa ej iqhpelha ejop]j_ao ej pda 94C ar]hq]pekj lnk_aoo ]j`28

sana jkpa` ^u pda Hj`alaj`ajp Dr]hq]pkn/729

Lu bej]h _kj_anjo nac]n` pda lkpajpe]h bkn pda o_]hejc ]llnk]_d qoa` ej ^e` o_knejc pk2:

ej]`ranpajphu ]j` eilnklanhu ]bba_p pda ^e` o_knao ]j` n]jgejc- ]j` pda iapne_ qoa` pk31

_]h_qh]pa pda Fhk^]h V]niejc Rkhqpekjo @_p )~FVR@�* ^ajabepo/ @hpdkqcd pdaoa ]lla]n32

pk ^a haoo eilknp]jp eooqao ej pdeo okhe_ep]pekj pd]j pda _kj_anjo jkpa` ]^kra- pdau odkqh`33

^a ]``naooa` ej ]ju bqpqna okhe_ep]pekjo/34

6 Qareoa` Hj`alaj`ajp Dr]hq]pkn Eej]h 94C Qalknp Bkjbe`ajpe]h- ]p 79- 81 )@qcqop 8- 3129*/
Sdaoa psk decd.o_knejc ^e`o sana ej_hq`a` ]o _kilkjajpo kb lknpbkheko pd]p o_kna`
nah]perahu lkknhu ej pda ar]hq]pekj< pda hksan o_knao bkn pdaoa lknpbkheko i]u d]ra ^aaj `qa
pk pda ej_hqoekj kb opehh kpdan- hksan.o_knejc ^e`o ej pdkoa lknpbkheko/

7 ?FF$ F&H&$ JE&$ ]p 38.39- 43- 47- 59.5:/
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Sda _kjpn]_po namqena psk pulao kb ajancu pk ^a `aherana`; 2* ~Fq]n]jpaa` Pq]hebea`2

Bha]j Djancu-� sde_d eo pda _kjpn]_pa` pkp]h kb :/66 SVd ]_nkoo pda pdnaa _kjpn]_po- pk3

^a `aherana` pdnkqcd pda MDBDB-24 ]j` 3* ~A]oaheja Gu`nkaha_pne_ Fajan]pekj Hilknpo�4

)~A]oaheja Gu`nk�*- sde_d _kjoeopo kb ]hh kpdan lksan `aheraneao bnki Gu`nk.Pqx^a_ pk5

Mas Djch]j`/25 Dtde^ep G pk pda lnklkoa` _kjpn]_po aop]^heodao Lejeiqi Qamqena`6

A]oaheja Gu`nkaha_pne_ Fajan]pekj Hilknpo )~Lejeiqi A]oaheja�* mq]jpepeao/267

Bkj_alpq]hhu- pk lnkre`a ej_naiajp]h cajan]pekj- pda Lejeiqi A]oaheja odkqh` amq]h8

deopkne_]h ajancu `aheraneao/ Aqp pda r]hqao aop]^heoda` bkn pda Lejeiqi A]oaheja9

mq]jpepeao ]na oq^op]jpe]hhu ^ahks pda deopkne_]h ]ran]ca- ]j` ok pda _kjpn]_po `k jkp:

]_pq]hhu namqena pda _ha]j ajancu `aheraneao pk ^a ej_naiajp]h/21

Sda pdnaa DCBo� lnklkoa` _kjpn]_po aop]^heod `ebbanajp namqenaiajpo bkn pda Lejeiqi22

A]oaheja mq]jpepu/ Sda M]pekj]h Fne` _kjpn]_p aop]^heodao ] Lejeiqi A]oaheja kb :/5623

SVd- sde_d eo oq^op]jpe]hhu ^ahks pda 25/9 SVd kb deopkne_]h `aheraneao/27 Sdeo eilheao24

pd]p GP iqop `aheran ] pkp]h kb 2:/1 SVd ]jjq]hhu pk Mas Djch]j` ):/56 SVd kb25

Lejeiqi A]oaheja lhqo :/66 SVd bnki pda _kjpn]_p*/ Draj pdkqcd pda _kjpn]_po26

24 Dtde^ep A pk pda lnklkoa` _kjpn]_po lnkre`ao pda R_da`qha kb Fq]n]jpaa` Pq]hebea` Bha]j
Djancu bkn a]_d dkqn/ Ekn Dranokqn_a- pdeo jqi^an eo 68:/446 LVd0dkqn )Dtd/ IT.4.@-
]p 83*< bkn M]pekj]h Fne` ep eo 5:9/459 LVd0dkqn )Dtd/ IT.4.A- ]p 91*< ]j` bkn Tjepeh ep eo
23/428 LVd0dkqn )Dtd/ IT.4.B- ]p 83*/ Rqiiejc ]_nkoo DCBo ]j` iqhpelhuejc ^u 9-871
dkqno0ua]n ueah`o pkp]h Fq]n]jpaa` Pq]hebea` Bha]j Djancu kb :/659 SVd0ua]n/

25 Raa- F&H&- Dtd/ IT.4.@- ]p 97/ Sda A]oaheja Gu`nk ]ikqjp nabano pk ]hh kpdan `aheraneao pk
Mas Djch]j`- jkp pda ]ikqjpo pd]p ]na ola_ebe_ pk a]_d DCB kn pdaen _kjpn]_po/

26 Dtd/ IT.4.A- ]p :3/ Vdeha pda Dranokqn_a ]j` Tjepeh _kjpn]_po `k jkp qoa pda ldn]oa
~Lejeiqi Qamqena` A]oaheja Gu`nkaha_pne_ Fajan]pekj Hilknpo-� pda _kjpn]_po `k namqena
] iejeiqi harah kb ~A]oaheja Gu`nkaha_pne_ Fajan]pekj-� ]c]ejop sde_d `]i]cao ]na
ia]oqna`/ Dtd/ IT.4.@- ]p 97/

27 @__kn`ejc pk M]pekj]h Fne`�o naolkjoa pk Dtde^ep MDDQ.2.9- `qa pk ~pda `ebbe_qhpeao kb
lna`e_pejc sd]p `ebbanaj_ao bnki GP�o 4.ua]n deopkne_]h ]ran]ca ]jjq]h `aheranu kb
]llnktei]pahu 25/9 SVd bnki GP pk Mas Djch]j` bnki 3125.3127 _kqh` na]okj]^hu ^a
atla_pa` kran pda psajpu ua]no bkhhksejc pda p]ncapa` _kiian_e]h klan]pekj `]pa bkn pdeo
lnkfa_p- ep eo na]okj]^ha ]j` ]__alp]^ha pk ikra bkns]n` sepd pda _kjpn]_p ^]oa` kj GP�o
]cnaaiajp pk pda :/56 SVd Lejeiqi Qamqena` A]oaheja Gu`nkaha_pne_ Fajan]pekj
Hilknpo/�

Bkjpejqa` kj jatp l]ca
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jkiej]hhu nalnaoajp ej_naiajp]h du`nk kb :/66 SVd ]jjq]hhu- GP sehh ^a namqena` pk2

`aheran pk Mas Djch]j` kjhu 5/3 SVd ikna pd]j ep d]o `aherana` deopkne_]hhu/ Hj kpdan3

skn`o- haoo pd]j d]hb pda _kjpn]_p ajancu eo namqena` pk ^a ej_naiajp]h< bkn pda nai]ej`an-4

GP _]j oeilhu oq^opepqpa _kjpn]_p ajancu ]p pda _kjpn]_p lne_a bkn ajancu pd]p ep d]o5

deopkne_]hhu okh` ejpk Mas Djch]j`/ Hj b]_p- pda Lejeiqi A]oaheja bkn M]pekj]h Fne`6

i]u ^a na`q_a` bqnpdan )pdkqcd jkp ej_na]oa`* ^u oaran]h lkpajpe]h ]`fqopiajpo/7

Sda ej_naiajp]hepu namqenaiajpo kb pda Dranokqn_a ]j` Tjepeh _kjpn]_po ]na araj haoo8

opnejcajp Sdau ]na ^]oa` kj ] Lejeiqi A]oaheja mq]jpepu kb 4/1 SVd-28 ok pd]p pda pkp]h9

_ha]j ajancu `aheraneao ejpk Mas Djch]j`- ej_hq`ejc `aheraneao qj`an pda jas _kjpn]_p-:

_]j ^a ^ahks deopkne_]h ]ran]ca `aheraneao/ Sdqo- GP _kqh` o]peobu epo hkjc.pani _kjpn]_p21

k^hec]pekjo ^u `aheranejc kjhu 23/66 SVd ]jjq]hhu ):/66 _kjpn]_p , 4/1 A]oaheja*- sde_d22

skqh` ^a 26& haoo _ha]j ajancu pd]j ep d]o `aherana` deopkne_]hhu/ Sda `ebbanaj_a _kqh`23

pdaj- bkn at]ilha- ^a okh` ejpk pda i]ngap pk ]jkpdan ^quan kbbanejc ] decdan lne_a- sde_d24

iecdp ej_hq`a ] lnaieqi bkn pda b]_p pd]p pda du`nk ajancu eo _ha]j/25

Eecqna 2 ^ahks ehhqopn]pao pda _kjpn]_p mq]jpepu namqenaiajpo- _kjpn]opejc sd]p skqh` ^a26

namqena` bkn bqhh ej_naiajp]hepu ]o `ao_ne^a` ej pda QEO- odksj ^u pda benop _khqij- sepd27

sd]p eo namqena` ^u a]_d kb pda lnklkoa` _kjpn]_po/ Sda becqna odkso pd]p pda Dranokqn_a28

]j` Tjepeh _kjpn]_po namqena GP pk `aheran fqop 4/1 SVd kb A]oaheja Gu`nk pk Mas29

Djch]j`- 91& )22/91 SVd* ^ahks pda deopkne_]h ]ran]ca/ Sda M]pekj]h Fne` _kjpn]_p2:

namqenao okiasd]p cna]pan A]oaheja `aheraneao kb :/56 SVd- ^qp opehh 47& )6/46 SVd*31

^ahks pda deopkne_]h ]ran]ca/ Sda Cabe_ep ej`e_]pa` nah]pera pk a]_d _kjpn]_p eo pda ]ikqjp32

^u sde_d pkp]h du`nk `aheraneao pk Mas Djch]j` )Pq]hebea` Bha]j Djancu lhqo A]oaheja33

Gu`nk* _]j b]hh odknp kb bqhh ej_naiajp]hepu sepdkqp laj]hpu/34

28 @__kn`ejc pk Dtde^ep MDDQ.2.:- Dranokqn_a ]j` Tjepeh bkqj` pd]p pda namqenaiajp pk
`aheran ej_naiajp]h cajan]pekj s]o iap ej pda ^e` naolkjoa- ]j` pda 4 SVd Lejeiqi
A]oaheja pd]p s]o jackpe]pa` skqh` jkp i]ga ~pda ]`iejeopn]pekj kb oq_d ] lnkreoekj
lnk^hai]pe_/�
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^e``an�o _]l]^ehepu pk lnkre`a ] jap ej_na]oa ej LVd0ua]n kb du`nkaha_pne_2
cajan]pekj/ Hb pda ^e``an oq^oamqajphu b]eha` pk lnkre`a ] jap ej_na]oa ej3
cajan]pekj- n]pal]uano skqh` d]ra l]e` bkn ] oanre_a )J&F&- Hj_naiajp]h4
Gu`nkaha_pne_ Fajan]pekj* pd]p pda ^e``an `e` jkp `aheran/325

Hj epo 3127 ^]_gcnkqj` `k_qiajp kj nacqh]pekjo pk heiep cnaajdkqoa c]oao )~FGF�*-6

ej_hq`ejc pda Bha]j Djancu Rp]j`]n` )~BDR�*- pda L]oo]_dqoappo Cal]npiajp kb7

Djrenkjiajp]h Onkpa_pekj )~CDO�* atlhe_ephu atlnaooa` ] _kj_anj pd]p ~naokqn_a8

odqbbhejc� kb B]j]`e]j du`nk )J&F&- pda _kjpn]_pq]h kn pn]jo]_pekj]h na]ooecjiajp kb _ha]j9

ajancu sepdkqp ej_na]oejc pda pkp]h ]ikqjp kb _ha]j ajancu kran]hh* _kqh` naoqhp ej pda:

BDR `aheranejc jk ]``epekj]h _ha]j ajancu pk pda Bkiikjsa]hpd;21

Dt_hq`ejc ateopejc naokqn_ao bnki pda BDR skqh` jkp ^a oqbbe_eajp pk lnarajp22
naokqn_a odqbbhejc sepd naola_p pk pn]joieooekj kb aha_pne_epu bnki B]j]`]/23
Bqnnajphu- aha_pne_epu eilknpa` bnki B]j]`] eo ]j eilknp]jp okqn_a kb _ha]j24
aha_pne_epu bkn L]oo]_dqoappo- ^qp pda ]^ehepu pk eilknp ]``epekj]h aha_pne_epu25
bnki B]j]`] eo heiepa` ^u pda ]ikqjp kb pn]joieooekj _]l]_epu/ Qaokqn_a26
odqbbhejc _kqh` k__qn eb jas du`nkaha_pne_ cajan]pekj naokqn_ao sana pk27
`eolh]_a ateopejc du`nkaha_pne_ naokqn_ao ]o pda okqn_a kb pda aha_pne_epu28
pn]rahejc pdnkqcd ateopejc pn]joieooekj hejao/ Hj pdeo _]oa- BDR _kilhe]j_a29
_kqh` k__qn sepdkqp ]ju _d]jca ej pda ]ikqjp kb _ha]j ajancu ]r]eh]^ha bkn2:
qoa ej L]oo]_dqoappo/ 3331

@hpdkqcd pda CDO�o _kiiajpo sana bk_qoa` kj pda nkha kb pn]joieooekj- pda eooqa kb32

ej_naiajp]hepu eo jkp heiepa` pk pn]joieooekj/ @``ejc jas pn]joieooekj sepdkqp namqenejc33

pd]p `aheraneao ^a ej_naiajp]h skqh` b]eh pk ]``naoo pda eooqa- ]o ehhqopn]pa` ej pdeo34

lnk_aa`ejc ]j` pda `arahkliajp kb pda QEO/35

32 C/O/T/ 28.43- ]p 44 )3128*/
33 L]oo]_dqoappo Cal]npiajp kb Djrenkjiajp]h Onkpa_pekj- 1BDLHSPVOE 3PDVNFOU PO
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TESTIMONY OF GREG CARUSO 

1 Please state your name and address. 

2 My name is Greg Caruso. My address is 81 West Shore Rd, Caratunk, Maine 04925. 

3 What is the name of your organization and business address? 

4 Maine Guide Service, LLC, PO Box 81, Caratunk, Maine 04925. 

5 What occupations have you had in the Caratunk area? 

6 For the past 26 years, I have worked as a Maine guide in the outdoor industry, and 

7 twenty-four of those years as a whitewater guide, Master Maine Guide and year- 

8 round manager in charge of hiring, training, staffing, and scheduling for one of the 

9 largest outfitters in New England. Working as a hunting, ATV and snowmobile 

10 guide, I have brought hundreds of guests up to Johnson and Coburn mountains. As a 

11 whitewater and fishing guide, I have brought thousands of guests through the 

12 Kennebec River gorge. In addition to that, I have logged thousands of hours as a 

13 snowmobile groomer operator and have groomed every trail from the Forks to Grand 

14 Falls, to Bald Mountain, to Parlin Pond, Greenville, Rockwood and Bingham. I also 

15 work as a contractor for the ATC on the Appalachian Trail, ferrying over 6000 hikers 

16 the last 3 years. I hope that you would consider me an expert in my field. 

17 Why did you choose to intervene in these proceedings?

18 One thing that all of these years have revealed to me, is that people come to Maine to 

19 get away from the modern industrial world, to escape if only for a few hours or days 

20 from the super highways of traffic, the madness of work and schedules, tall steel and 

21 concrete structures, and never-ending noise and bright lights. Where else can you 
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1 travel only a few hours to get complete solitude, and peace from those things? In all 

2 of my interactions with the thousands upon thousands of guests, the comments 

3 cV^RZ_ eYV dR^V) pP`h" MYZd Zd R^RkZ_X"q `c pLfTY R SVRfeZWf] a]RTV"q `c pBerd d`

4 bfZVe YVcV"q `c pMYZd Zd f_da`Z]VU hZ]UVc_Vdd"q `c pLfTY R_ Z_TcVUZS]V XVeRhRj"q

5 MYVcV YRd _VgVc SVV_ R_j`_V eYRe dRZU) pE``\d ]Z\V XcVRe a]RTV W`c R a`hVc ]Z_V"q `c

6 pMYVdV cZUXVd dY`f]U YRgV d`^V hZ_U e`hVcd"q `c pBrU ]Z\V e` dVV d`^V S]Z_\Z_X red 

7 ]ZXYe Re _ZXYe `gVc eYRe ^`f_eRZ_"q `c pPV _VVU d`^V cVU SR]]d YR_XZ_X `gVc eYZd

8 RhVd`^V X`cXV"q

9 Our most critical assets in this region for tourism are our mountains and waterways. 

10 MYZd Zd YR]]`hVU Xc`f_U+ Berd RSd`]feV]j TcZeZTR] eYRe hV \VVa eYese places intact, 

11 particularly in those remote towns or villages that rely on it for their livelihoods. 

12 Is there a public need for this project? I am here to give a resounding NO to that 

13 question. To answer anything other than that ignores all of the facts surrounding this 

14 project. Maine does NOT need this and neither does Massachusetts. They have 

15 plenty of their own natural resources they could exploit, but they chose not to. In 

16 addition, Vermont has a ready and waiting, permitted corridor, underground and 

17 under water, from Canada to Massachusetts. 

18 MYVcV Zd _` acZTV eYRe hV TR_ afe `_ FRZ_Vrd ^`de TcZeZTR] _RefcR] cVd`fcTVd) hYZTY

19 XZgV fd `fc ]ZgV]ZY``Ud R_U bfR]Zej `W a]RTV+ A`h TR_ hV dRj e` `fc XfVded pMYZd Zd R

20 wild and scenic stretch `W cZgVc+++Sfe ZX_`cV eYZd aRce YVcV+q9 `c pMYZd Zd R _ReZ`_R]

19 dTV_ZT SjhRj+++f^^) Sfe _`e `gVc YVcV+q Hc - pEVerd cZUV e` e`a `W <`Sfc_ F`f_eRZ_

20 W`c R gZVh `W d`^V R^RkZ_X ^`f_eRZ_d R_U ]R\Vd+++ Sfe U`_re ]``\ hYV_ j`f XVe e`

21 eYV e`a+q B XfRcR_eVV eYV XfVded T`^^V_ed hZ]] SV pAVj) hYRerd eYRe RS`fe U`h_
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1 eYVcV9q) `c pM`` SRU eYVj YRU e` afe eYRe eYVcV"q `c pPYRerd fa hZeY eYRe a`hVc

2 ]Z_V9q G`S`Uj TR_ \_`h W`c TVceRZ_ hYRe eYV ]`_X eVc^ _VXReZgV VT`_`^ZT Z^aRTed

3 would be, but I can tell you that this would be at least many nails in the coffin to our 

4 tourism industry. Our large working forest has been almost worked to death, and if 

5 you add giant transmission line to fragment that forest even more, or add a bunch of 

6 grid scale wind farms to that, our way of life as a tourist attraction will be buried in 

7 the ground. Our brook trout habitat will be lost, our deer yards shrunk away to 

8 nothing, and our view shed destroyed. 

9 We simply cannot in good conscience sacrifice these things for a few short-term 

10 jobs, or money for a bike trail (like we need more trails up here). Every waterbody in 

11 this state, belongs to the people of this state, and the view shed in this state, belongs 

12 to everyone. 

13 <`^^`_ dV_dV _VVUd e` acVgRZ] YVcV+ PV U`_re _Ved this! Remember that this is 

14 vacationland! The way life should be. 

15 CMP has not shown that there is no alternative. I would like to cite laws that are 

16 relevant in these proceedings: 

17 Site Location of Development Law o 30 M.R.S. § 484. Applicable Licensing Criteria 

18 30 M.R.S. § 484(3). No adverse effect on the natural environment. 

19 <FI YRd _`e p^RUV RUVbfReV ac`gZdZ`_ W`c WZeeZ_X eYV UVgV]`a^V_e YRc^`_Z`fd]j

20 into the existing natural environment and that the development will not adversely 

21 affect existing uses, scenic character, air quality, water quality or other natural 

22 resources in the municipalities along the transmission line or in neighboring 
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1 ^f_ZTZaR]ZeZVd+q <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe hill likely have significant negative 

2 impacts on existing whitewater rafting, hiking, hunting and fishing activities on 

3 rivers remote ponds, lakes and on land, as well as on the scenic character of the Old 

4 Canada Scenic Byway and the Appalachian Trail. 

5 These significant negative impacts on our natural environment correlate to our 

6 residents' way of life, livelihoods and the community's economic viability which is 

7 dependent on the lure of tourists to visit the very attributes which will be taken away. 

8 30 M.R.S. § 484(3)(A). 

9 The Department should consider the effect of noise from the construction and 

10 operation of the proposed transmission line. It is impossible for it to not disturb the 

11 wildlife and recreational users. 

12 30 M.R.S. § 484(3)(H). 

13 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe ^Rj RUgVcdV]j Z^aRTe dZX_ZWZTR_e gVc_R] a``] YRSZeRe+

14 <FIrd Raa]ZTReZ`_ Z_UZTReVd eYRe eYVcV RcV Re ]VRde 1/ dZX_ZWZTR_e gVc_R] a``]d R_U /0

15 potentially significant vernal pools wholly or partially located within the proposed 

16 action area. The herbicides CMP would use to keep the corridor clean would 

17 inevitably enter and pollute the vernal pools. 

18 30 M.R.S. § 484(5). Ground Water. 

19 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe ^Rj pa`dV R_ f_cVRd`_RS]V cZd\ eYRe R UZdTYRcXV e` R

20 dZX_ZWZTR_e Xc`f_U hReVc RbfZWVc hZ]] `TTfc+q <FIrd Raa]ZTReZ`_ Z_UZTReVd eYRe

21 pa`eV_eZR] d`fcTVd `W Xc`f_UhReVc T`_eR^Z_ReZ`_ hZ]] Z_T]fUV WfV] R_U YjUcRf]ZT R_U

22 lubrication oils used in the operation and maintenance of vehicles, as well as the 

23 applicaeZ`_ `W YVcSZTZUVd e` T`_ec`] gVXVeReZ`_+q G><>< LZeV E`TReZ`_ `W
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1 Development Application at 15-1. 

2 Chapter 375: No Adverse Environmental Effect Standards of the Site Location of 

3 Development Act. 

4 06-096 Ch. 375, § 3. No Unreasonable Alteration of Natural Drainage Ways. 

5 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe phZ]] TRfdV R_ f_cVRd`_RS]V R]eVcReZ`_ `W _RefcR] UcRZ_RXV

6 hRjdq eYc`fXY Z^ac`aVc UcRZ_RXV cZXYe-of way and drainage that may result in 

5 RUgVcdV Z^aRTe e` RU[RTV_e aRcTV]d `W ]R_U+ <FIrd Raa]ZTReZ`_ Z_UZTReVd that their 

6 project will cross 115 streams, 263 wetlands, and impact 76.3 acres of mapped 

7 wetlands. This corridor is crossing some very significant terrain with heavy 

8 equipment. This terrain includes the areas I guide for fishing and hunting. 

9 06-096 Ch. 375, § 6. No Unreasonable Adverse Effect on Surface Water Quality. 

10 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe T`f]U TRfdV eYV a`]]feZ`_ `W dfcWRTV hReVcd eYc`fXY S`eY

11 point and non-a`Z_e d`fcTVd `W a`]]feZ`_+ <FIrd Raa]ZTReZ`_ Z_UZTReVd eYRe eYVZc

12 project will cross 115 streams, 263 wetlands, and impact 76.3 acres of mapped 

13 wetlands. 

14 06-096 Ch. 375, § 9. Buffer Strips. 

15 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe hZ]] _`e RUVbfReV]j feZ]ZkV _RefcR] SfWWVc decZad e` ac`eVTe

16 water quality, wildlife habitat, and visual impacts from the proposed transmission 

17 ]Z_V+ :e eYZd eZ^V) Ze U`Vd _`e RaaVRc eYRe <FIrd ac`a`dVU SfWWVcd RcV dfWWZTZV_e e`

18 avoid these impacts. 

19 06-096 Ch. 375, § 10. Control of Noise. 

20 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe hZ]] _`e RUVbfReV]j T`_ec`] ViTVddZgV V_gZc`nmental noise 

21 from construction, operation, and maintenance of the proposed transmission line 
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1 which could degrade the health and welfare of nearby neighbors. This is especially 

2 true for noise from the transmission lines themselves. 

3 Specifically, during the long construction period, our fishing, hunting, rafting, hiking 

3 trips will be invaded by the industrialized noise. Peace and quiet and the sounds of 

4 nature are integral parts of the outdoor experience that people expect and are 

5 attracted to. 

4 06-096 Ch. 375, § 12. Preservation of Unusual Natural Areas. 

5 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe hZ]] YRc^ _f^Vc`fd ]R_U R_U hReVc RcVRd eYRe T`_eRZ_

6 natural features of unusual geological, botanical, zoological, ecological, 

7 hydrological, other scientific, educational, scenic, or recreational significance. 

8 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe hZ]] Z^aRTe Re ]VRde 5 UVVc hZ_eVcZ_X RcVRd '11+0 RTcVd( R_U

9 12 inland waterfowl and wading bird habitats (22.7 acres). The project will cross and 

10 degrade the scenically and recreationally significant Kennebec Gorge. 

11 As for the proposed mitigation to IF&W for the deer, in my experience as a guide, 

12 deer need large swaths of wood to survive the winter. Wintering areas cannot be 

13 limited to a few small strips of wood along a powerline. In addition, these powerline 

14 areas would be polluted with strong herbicides that these deer would be ingesting. 

15 06-096 Ch. 375, § 14. No Unreasonable Effect on Scenic Character 

16 And NRPA 38 M.R.S. § 480-D (1). Existing uses. 

17 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe hZ]] UVWZ_ZeV]j R_U f_cVRd`_RS]j Z_eVcWVcV hZeY ViZdeZ_X

18 scenic, aesthetic, and recreational uses as indicated above. 

19 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe hZ]] YRgV R_ f_cVRd`_RS]V VWWVTe `_ eYV dTV_ZT TYRcRTeVc

20 along the proposed transmission line. For example, the line will cross the  
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1 Appalachian Trail, the Old Canada Scenic Byway, the Kennebec Gorge, and many 

2 other important scenic sites - most importantly Coburn and Johnson mountains and 

3 the critical snowmobiling and hunting areas. I have attached a visual rendering of 

4 the Coburn and Johnson Mountain area via Google Earth with the snowmobile trail 

5 system drawn (See Exhibit 1). As the successive pictures reveal, a large portion of the  

6 snowmobile trail system between Jackman and The Forks will be directly and severely  

7 impacted by this transmission corridor should permits be granted. The Coburn and  

8 Johnson mountain trail system is at the very heart of our small town economy. A permit  

9 in RcVR h`f]U SV eYV h`cde eYZ_X a`ddZS]V W`c `fc d_`h^`SZ]V e`fcZd^+ Berd eYV p^VTTRq

10 of snowmobiling in Maine. 

11 Outdoor recreation hub - I have been grooming The Forks Area snowmobile trails 

12 dZ_TV .665+ BrgV Xc``^VU) XfZUVU R_U cZUUV_ R_U Yf_eVU Z_ R_U Rround the area of 

13 Johnson and Coburn Mountains for 20 years.  I know the area and lay of the land 

14 intimately.  I understand the location of the power line and also understand the 

15 importance of protecting the area of Coburn and Johnson mountains. That area in 

16 particular is a hub for outdoor recreation for all of our tourism activities. From 

17 snowmobiles to ATVs to hikers to animal watchers to sightseers, it is central to our 

18 whole area and our livelihoods. 

19 4 trails collide with the corridor - There are four different trail systems that merge in 

20 the same location - at the Coburn Mountain parking lot. ITS 89 West comes from 

21 Eustis; the Coburn Connector comes off of ITS 87 from The Forks/Bingham; ITS 89 

22 North comes from Jackman; and the north shoulder bypass from Lake Parlin also 

23 connects to ITS 87 bringing guests from Rockwood in the East. Anyone traveling 
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1 through this destination area will be inundated with powerline in every direction.  It 

2 will be impossible for this corridor/line not to be in-your-face and obtrusive to your 

3 experience. 

4 Impacting every trip - BW j`f Rd\ R_j d_`h^`SZ]Vc eYRerd VgVc SVV_ fa YVcV) ZW

5 eYVjrgV SVV_ e` <`Sfc_ F`f_eRZ_) `gVc 6-$ h`f]U dRj pjVdq+ Be Zd eYV WZcde TY`ZTV Z_

6 destination. A typical ride from The Forks would be ITS 86 along the Dead River to 

7 ITS 89 to Grand Falls, then from Grand Falls back on ITS 89 to Coburn Mountain 

8 over the north shoulder and to Parlin Pond.  Then from Parlin Pond back to ITS 87 

9 and down to The Forks.  The Entire time, Johnson and Coburn Mountain are central 

10 to that trip.  Scenic views of these mountains from far to near are key guiding stops 

11 along the way.  If the powerline would be put into place, literally the poles and lines 

12 will be observable from every scenic viewpoint. 

13 Scenic destination area. Usage and Impact. 

14 In the last ten years, traffic in that area has exploded. It is one of the most popular 

15 destinations anywhere in the state. NECEC would be similar to running a powerline 

16 up and around Cadillac Mountain in Acadia. The value and character and area has 

17 been overlooked by the designers of this project and has purposely been ignored. No 

18 studies have been done to know the amount of traffic that goes through these routes 

19 during the winter. The Department and Commission should not even consider this 

20 until studies are done to determine facts related to usage and economic impact of this 

21 area. 

22 Personal Financial Harm. No studies have been done to understand the economic 

23 impact that Coburn Mountain and the snowmobile trails have in our communities. 
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1 To shut down Coburn during construction, would force many of the local residents, 

2 like myself, to find work in another part of the state. 

3 The very presence of this powerline invading our snowmobile trail system is enough 

4 to ward off the visitors and regulars that I guide and know. It will change the 

5 landscape to the point of no return. This area will forever be raped of its uniqueness 

6 and allure and all that makes it a treasure. 

7 Powerline trails. In terms of the quality of snowmobile trails under transmission 

8 lines, I have had years of experience maintaining trails and grooming trails. They 

9 U`_re Y`]U eYV d_`h+ MYVj RcV YRcU `_ VbfZa^V_e SVTRfdV eYVj RcV Rn unimproved 

10 surface.  They are windswept and sun exposed.  They are the first trails to be melted, 

11 and consequently closed. Nobody enjoys riding under a powerline but simply uses 

12 them as a means of egress. No surveys have been done, aside from Sandra 

13 A`hRcUrd) e` dVV ZW d_`h^`SZ]Vcd V_[`j cZUZ_X `_ a`hVc]Z_Vd+ ;fe Z_ ^j ViaVcZV_TV)

14 powerlines are simply used as a means of egress and are not the preferred trails to 

15 ride or maintain. 

16 Lights. Designers failed to take into consideration that any towers that are high 

17 enough to require blinking red lights to aerial visibility are creating light pollution to 

18 the very people who come up to our area to get away from it. These lights would be 

19 a desecration of the view shed and outdoor experience. 

20 06-096 Ch. 375, § 15. Protection of Wildlife and Fisheries. 

21 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe U`Vd _`e RUVbfReV]j ac`eVTe hZ]U]ZWV R_U WZdYVcZVd+ <FIrd

22 proposed project does not contain buffer strips of sufficient area to provide wildlife 

23 with travel corridors between areas of available habitat, will adversely affect wildlife 
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1 and fisheries lifecycles, and will result in unreasonable disturbance of deer wintering 

2 areas, significant vernal pools, waterfowl and wading bird habitat, and species 

3 declared threatened or endangered.  

4 Natural Resources Protection Act o 38 M.R.S. § 480-D. Applicable Licensing 

5 Criteria. 8 M.R.S. § 480-D (3). Harm to habitats; fisheries. 

6 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe ^Rj f_cVRd`_RS]j YRc^ dZX_ZWZTR_e hZ]U]ZWV YRSZeRe)

7 freshwater wetland plant habitat, threatened or endangered plant habitat, aquatic or 

8 RU[RTV_e fa]R_U YRSZeRe) ecRgV] T`ccZU`c) R_U RbfReZT ]ZWV+ <FIrd ac`a`dVU ^ZeZXReZ`_

9 may diminish the overall value of significant wildlife habitat and species utilization 

10 of the habitat in the vicinity of the proposed transmission line. 

11 38 M.R.S. § 480-D (8). Outstanding river segments. 

12 CMP has not demonstrated that no reasonable alternative to crossing outstanding 

13 river segments, such as the Kennebec Gorge, exists which would have less adverse 

14 effect upon the natural and recreational features of the river segment. Although CMP 

15 doesn't consider this section of the crossing as "particularly unique or wild", citing 

16 "... the Preferred Alternative location, which as described above is not particularly 

17 f_ZbfV `c hZ]U) h`f]U _`e RUgVcdV]j RWWVTe ViZdeZ_X fdVd `W eYV DV__VSVT KZgVc+q

18 This section is where I stop with my fishing guests for lunch. It is just above Cold 

19 Stream, a major tributary and significant spawning waterway. It is hard to believe 

20 eYRe eYZd ^fTY UZdcfaeZ`_ R_U YVRe hZ]] _`e Z_eVcWVcV hZeY eYV WZdYVcZVdr gZRSZ]Zej+

21 Chapter 310: WETLANDS AND WATER BODIES PROTECTION 

22 06-096 Ch. 310, § 5. General Standards. 

23 CMP has not adequately minimized the amount of wetland to be altered. I believe 

24 eYRe <FIrd ac`a`dR] ^Rj cVdf]e Z_ R_ f_cVRd`_RS]V Z^aRTe SVTRfdV eYV ac`[VTe hZ]]
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1 cause a loss in wetland area, functions, and values, and CMP has not demonstrated 

2 that there is not a practicable alternative to the proposed project that would be less 

3 damaging to the environment. 

4 Chapter 315: Assessing and Mitigating Impacts to Existing Scenic and Aesthetic  

5 Uses 06-096 Ch. 315. 

6 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe Zd ]Z\V]j e` unreasonably interfere with existing scenic and 

7 aesthetic uses, and thereby diminish the public enjoyment and appreciation of the 

8 qualities of a scenic resource, and that any potential impacts have not been 

9 adequately minimized. 

10 Chapter 335: Significant Wildlife Habitat 

11 06-096 Ch. 335, § 3(A). Avoidance.

12 <FIrd ac`a`dVU ac`[VTe hZ]] YRgV R_ f_cVRd`_RS]V Z^aRTe SVTRfdV Ze Zd hZ]] UVXcRUV

13 significant wildlife habitat, disturb wildlife, and affect the continued use of 

14 significant wildlife habitat by wildlife. CMP has not demonstrated that there is not a 

15 practicable alternative to the project that would be less damaging to the environment. 

16 CMP has indicated that the placement of the corridor is based on land CMP owns. 

17 This is not avoidance. 

18 06-096 Ch. 335, § 3(B). Minimal alteration. 

19 CMP has not minimized the alteration of habitat and disturbance of wildlife. 

20 06-096 Ch. 335, § 3(C). No Unreasonable impact. 

21 One or more of the standards of the NRPA at 38 M.R.S. § 480-D will not be met and 

22 eYRe eYVcVW`cV <FIrd ac`[VTe hZ]] YRgV R_ f_cVRd`_RS]V Z^aRTe `_ ac`eVTeVU _RefcR]

23 resources and wildlife. 
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 Janet McMahon, PO Box 302, Waldoboro, Maine 04572 
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I am a consulting ecologist.  I conduct natural resource inventories and prepare 

management plans and regional conservation plans for conservation groups, government 

agencies, and private landowners.  I am also on the faculty of Watershed School, an 

independent high school in Camden, Maine, where I teach a course on Global Climate 

Change. 

$
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I have a B.S. in biology and geology from Colby College and an M.S. in plant 

ecology from the University of Maine.  My masters thesis, The Biophysical Regions of 

Maine, and my professional career have focused on conservation at the landscape scale.  I 

helped develop Maine’s Ecological Reserves system, worked at The Nature Conservancy as 

a conservation planner, and more recently have worked with land trusts to identify 

conservation focus areas and wildlife corridors that are most likely to be resilient to the 

impacts of climate change and to prepare management plans that take these and other 

considerations into account.  My resume is attached (Group 1 Exhibit 2) 
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A list of publications is attached (Group 1 Exhibit 3).  Two that are particularly relevant to 

this topic include: 

McMahon, J. 2016. Diversity, Continuity and Resilience: The Ecological Values of the 

Western Maine Mountains. Occasional Paper No. 1. Maine Mountains Collaborative, 

Phillips, Maine. 

McMahon, J. 2018. The Environmental Consequences of Forest Fragmentation in the 

Western Maine Mountains. Occasional Paper No. 2. Maine Mountains Collaborative, 

Phillips, Maine.
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To describe the adverse impacts of habitat fragmentation that would be caused by the New 

England Clean Energy Connect Project.  

$
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Friends of the Boundary Mountains 
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The proposed NECEC Project transmission corridor would be the largest 

fragmenting feature in the Western Maine Mountains region. This region is significant at a 

continental scale for a variety of reasons.  It includes more than half of the United States’ 
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largest globally important bird area, which provides crucial habitat for 34 northern 

woodland songbird species. It provides core habitat for marten, lynx, loon, moose and a 

host of other iconic Maine animals. Its cold headwater streams and lakes comprise the last 

stronghold for wild brook trout in the eastern United States. Its unfragmented forests and 

complex topography make it a highly resilient landscape in the face of climate change. It 

lies at the heart of the Northern Appalachian/ Acadian Forest, which is the largest and 

most intact area of temperate forest in North America, and perhaps the world (Haselton et 

al. 2014; Riitters et al. 2000). Most importantly, the Western Maine Mountains region is 

the critical ecological link between the forests of the Adirondacks, Vermont and New 

Hampshire and northern Maine, New Brunswick and the Gaspé.

My comments focus on the negative impacts of the 53.5 mile stretch of the 

transmission corridor that would cross the Western Maine Mountains region. The impacts 

associated with a project of this scale are huge. The 150-foot wide 53.5 mile long NECEC 

proposed transmission corridor would directly impact approximately 973 acres of the 

region through forest and wetland species mortality and habitat alteration and destruction 

associated with the corridor footprint. It would negatively impact between 20,000+ and 

40,000+ of additional acres due to edge effects and hydrologic changes that would extend 

from 0.5 to 1 km (1640 to 3280 feet) from the high contrast edges of the corridor into 

adjacent forest land. In addition, the corridor would have significant negative regional and 

long term impacts because it would reduce connectivity in a critical ecological linkage, 

fragment large habitat blocks into smaller ones, and compromise headwater stream water 
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quality and function.  The applicant does not address any of these negative regional and 

long term impacts in their application.   

It is also worth noting that fragmentation almost always leads to more 

fragmentation.  As access roads are built and corridors are widened over time (as is 

happening in other parts of the NECEC corridor), these typically create new nodes of 

development.  

$
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Yes, the following four exhibits are attached:  

Group 1 Exhibit 2  Resume of Janet S. McMahon (JSM) 

Group 1 Exhibit 3  List of Publications, JSM testimony 

Group 1 Exhibit 4  for JSM testimony   

McMahon, J. 2016. Diversity, Continuity and Resilience: The Ecological Values of the 

Western Maine Mountains. Occasional Paper No. 1. Maine Mountains Collaborative, 

Phillips, Maine. 

Group 1 Exhibit 5  for JSM testimony 

McMahon, J. 2018. The Environmental Consequences of Forest Fragmentation in the 

Western Maine Mountains. Occasional Paper No. 2. Maine Mountains Collaborative, 

Phillips, Maine.
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See literature cited and analyses summarized in the two exhibits listed above and 
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the citation below: 

Smith, M.P., R. Schiff, A. Olivero, and J. MacBroom. 2008. The Active River Area: A 

Conservation Framework for Protecting Rivers and Streams.  The Nature Conservancy, 

Boston, Massachusetts. 

Also, I’ve drawn from first-hand on the ground experience as an ecologist working in all 

corners of the state for the past 40 years, and I reviewed the relevant parts of CMP’s 

application.

$
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The Western Maine Mountains region, which would be bisected by Segment 1 of 

the NECEC transmission corridor, is exceptional because it remains a largely 

unfragmented, lightly settled and connected landscape.  The region is significant at a 

continental scale for many reasons.  It lies at the heart of the Northern Appalachian-

Acadian Forest Ecoregion, which is the largest and most continuous area of temperate 

forest in North America, and perhaps the world (Haselton et al. 2014; Riitters et al. 2000). 

This high degree of connectivity, combined with large elevation gradients and a diversity of 

physical landscapes, makes the Western Maine Mountains a highly resilient landscape in 

the face of climate change and a critical ecological link between undeveloped lands to the 

north, south, east and west.  

Resilient sites are those that are projected to continue to support biological 

diversity, productivity and ecological function even as they change in response to climate 
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change. In The Nature Conservancy’s Conservation Gateway climate resilience map of the 

eastern United States, the Western Maine Mountains stand out in terms of biodiversity, 

climate flow and climate resilient sites. Eighty percent of the region is of above-average 

resilience, based on geophysical setting and local connectedness. This compares to 60% for 

the state as a whole and an average of 39% in southern Maine. A review of The Nature 

Conservancy’s Conservation Gateway maps for the rest of New England and the eastern 

United States indicates that resiliency is even lower outside of Maine, making the Western 

Maine Mountains one of the most resilient and connected landscapes east of the 

Mississippi.  Most importantly, the Western Maine Mountains region is the critical 

ecological link between the forests of the Adirondacks, Vermont and New Hampshire and 

northern Maine, New Brunswick and the Gaspé.  

The Western Maine Mountain region includes more than half of the United States’ 

largest globally important bird area, which provides crucial habitat for 34 northern 

woodland songbird species. The region provides core habitat for umbrella species such as 

American marten and Canada lynx, loon, moose and a host of other iconic Maine animals. 

Its cold headwater streams and lakes comprise the last stronghold for wild brook trout in 

the eastern United States (Whitman et al. 2013; DeGraaf 2014).
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Habitat fragmentation occurs when habitats are broken apart into smaller and 

more isolated fragments by permanent roads, utility corridors, buildings, clearings or 

changes in habitat conditions that create discontinuities in the landscape. These features 

not only reduce the total amount of forest in a landscape, but they alter the environment 
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in adjacent habitat because of edge effects. Fragmenting a forest landscape by a 

transmission corridor creates an abrupt edge between the corridor and adjacent forest edge 

which greatly increases the total amount of land impacted. Different species are affected by 

fragmentation in different ways, depending on biological attributes such as habitat 

specialization, niche specialization, home range size, dispersal ability, mobility and a host of 

other factors (Lindenmayer and Fischer 2006).  Some effects are temporary and local in 

extent, such as clearings created by timber harvests, while others such as permanent roads 

and utility corridors occur at a landscape scale and are cumulative, playing out over decades 

or more. Research in Maine, the Northeast and around the world demonstrates 

unequivocally that fragmentation degrades native terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems and 

reduces biodiversity and regional connectivity over time.  
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Yes. The 53.5 miles of new transmission corridor between Beattie Twp and Wyman 

station (Segment 1) would be the largest fragmenting feature in the Western Maine 

Mountains region.  To put this in context, a 150-foot wide cleared corridor is about two 

times as wide as Route 201 or Route 1, and about as wide as the I-95 Turnpike (including 

pavement and cleared verges).  The transmission corridor would permanently remove ~973 

acres of forest habitat, it would divide large forest habitat blocks into smaller ones, and it 

would create 107 miles of high contrast edge between the cleared corridor and adjacent 

forest.  Associated edge effects would impact thousands of additional acres of forest land. 

The impacts of forest fragmentation at this scale are regional in scope.  The corridor would 

have a profound negative impact on forest connectivity of the region.  
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The proposed corridor would negatively impact both terrestrial and aquatic 

ecosystems processes, habitats and species on a regional scale. Regional and long term 

impacts of the proposed corridor such as forest fragmentation are not addressed in the 

application.  The most severe effects are summarized below:  

1) Direct forest habitat loss and species mortality from corridor construction.   

 Approximately 973 acres of upland and wetland forest will be cleared and then 

maintained in an early-successional (scrub shrub or meadow) condition, through regular 

cutting of capable trees and herbicide application. Forest plant and animals in the corridor 

will be destroyed during construction.  Forest and undisturbed wetland ecosystems 

support a completely different suite of species than artificially maintained meadow and 

scrub shrub habitat.  

2) Direct impacts on headwater stream and catchment areas associated with infrastructure during 

and after construction.

 Segment 1 crosses or includes portions of approximately 89 perennial streams, 215 

intermittent streams and 480 wetlands (from application).  Almost all of these are located 

in the uppermost reaches of their watersheds.  It is within these small watersheds that 1st 

order streams are formed from overland flows, intermittent and zero order streams and 

gullies, and from springs (Smith et al. 2008).  The catchments and riparian areas along 

these streams contribute inorganic and organic material and large woody debris which 
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serve as the basic building blocks for the food web of the entire stream system.  Large 

woody debris originating from trees within 50 meters of the channel influences local 

channel structure and habitat (Smith et al.). In addition, in headwater wetlands, the 

accumulation, processing, and eventual downstream transport of organic material is an 

important energy transfer process that influences the entire watershed. A transmission line 

that converts forest to scrub or meadow vegetation in material contribution areas of this 

many headwater streams will negatively impact downstream water quality and habitat 

conditions for brook trout and other cold water species, as well as downstream aquatic 

biodiversity and processes in general.  The overall impact of clearing and maintaining 

shrubby vegetation in narrow stream buffer areas, as opposed to closed canopy forest in 

the catchment area, is not addressed in the application.  Also not addressed are the 

impacts of herbicide application on overall water quality. In addition, many wetlands, 

streams, and vernal pool boundaries extend beyond the corridor boundary.  Because 

habitat alteration within the corridor would impact portions of these features that extend 

outside of the corridor, the total acreage of wetlands and stream catchment areas impacted 

by the project would be significantly greater than indicated in the application. 

3)  Increased mortality and other direct impacts to wildlife associated with infrastructure after 

construction is complete.  

Negative impacts such as avian and bat collisions with transmission poles and wires 

over a new corridor of this length are likely to be substantial.  There is a growing body of 

research suggesting that electromagnetic radiation from transmission lines can affect 

behavior, reproduction and development of bird and other species groups.  This is not 
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addressed in the application.   

4) Changes in species composition and reduced habitat quality from edge effects.

 The transmission corridor will create ~107 miles of high contrast edge where the 

maintained corridor meets adjacent forest.  Forest abutting the corridor will be windier, 

warmer and drier than the forest interior.  Increased sunlight, changes in air temperature 

and humidity, altered plant, animal and microbial species composition, and species 

invasions are typical edge effects. Penetration distances range from 20-50 meters to more 

than a kilometer, depending on the edge effect.  For example, the decline of many ground-

nesting, forest-interior species in the Northeast, such as the oven bird and wood thrush, 

have been attributed to increased predation pressure from raccoons and other generalist 

species that thrive along forest edges (Ortega and Capen 1999; De Camargo et al. 2018).  

Increased nest predation and reduced reproductive success can extend more than 2,000 

feet into adjacent forest.  The habitat lost or altered by edge effects will be many times 

greater than the footprint of the transmission corridor itself.  This is not addressed in the 

application. The application states that generalist species diversity can increase in the early-

successional habitat that will be maintained in the corridor.  This is at the expense of 

forest plant species which typically have low dispersal capacities compared to disturbance-

adapted “weedy” plants (Harper et al. 2005). There is no shortage of early successional 

habitat in the Western Maine Mountains.  In fact, 2017 U.S. Forest Inventory and 

Analysis data indicates that 98.6% of the forest is in an early to mid-successional condition 

and that total forest acreage in the region declined by approximately 12,000 acres. 
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5) Changes in species composition and behavior as habitat patch size decreases.

A habitat patch is a relatively homogeneous habitat area that differs from its 

surroundings. Large habitat patches have more species than small ones for several reasons. 

First, a large patch will almost always have a greater variety of environments than a small 

fragment, and each will provide niches for different species. Second, a large patch is likely 

to have both common and uncommon species, but small fragments are likely to have only 

common species. For instance, species with larger home ranges, such as black bear or 

bobcat, are unlikely to survive in smaller fragments. Finally, small fragments will, on 

average, have smaller populations that are more susceptible to being extirpated than a large 

population. In Maine, patch size appears to be particularly critical for species associated 

with mature forest conditions, larger patch sizes and forest interiors. Many Maine birds, 

such as red-shouldered hawk, black-throated blue warbler, Canada warbler, ovenbird and 

wood thrush, require hundreds of acres of continuous, relatively closed-canopy forest to 

reproduce successfully, as do mammals with large home ranges, such as moose, bobcat, 

black bear and American marten (Charry 1996; Askins 2002).  For example, Chapin et al. 

(1998) found that resident American martens established home ranges in areas where 

median intact forest patch size ranged from 375 to 518 acres, for males and females 

respectively. These area-sensitive and habitat specialist species will start disappearing when 

the size of habitat blocks falls below a certain threshold (Askins 2002; Blake and Karr 

1984; Whitcomb et al. 1981).  The proposed transmission corridor will fragment some of 

the largest remaining habitat blocks in the region, with unknown impacts on area-sensitive 

species. The application does not provide a habitat block map with the corridor overlay, 
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which makes it impossible to determine the exact number and extent of intact habitat 

blocks affected. Animals from Maine’s populations are currently replenishing “sink” 

populations in New Hampshire. The corridor could compromise the Western Maine 

Mountain region function as a source area for marten and lynx.   

6) Introduction and spread of exotic species. 

Invasion by exotic plant species is a common and widespread negative impact of 

fragmentation that can result in displacement of native species. In general, non-native 

invasive plant species thrive in disturbed and early successional habitats and frequently 

become established in utility corridors. Common traits of invasives include rapid growth, 

light and drought tolerance, bird-disseminated seeds, and the ability to outcompete native 

plants (Webster et al. 2006).  In addition, invasive woody and herbaceous plants rapidly 

colonize forest edges and may penetrate more than 330 feet into the forest interior, altering 

or eliminating habitat for native plants (Charry 1996). Wetland and aquatic invasives pose 

a similar threat in wetland and aquatic ecosystems. Other impacts include changes in soil 

chemistry and biota—which may suppress native tree regeneration—and reduced or 

eliminated foods used by pollinators, fruit and seed eaters and herbivores (Silander and 

Klepeis 1999; Charry 1996; Webster et al. 2006; Burnham and Lee 2010; Ehrenfield et al. 

2001; Heneghan et al. 2006; Hunter and Mattice 2002). Large forest blocks appear to resist 

woody plant invasions better than small blocks due to the deep shade created by mature 

trees and the buffering effect of large block size, which serves to isolate interior portions of 

the forest from invasive seeds.  
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Many terrestrial invasive plant species and wetland invasives, such as glossy 

buckthorn, oriental bittersweet, purple loosestrife and phragmites, are already well 

established in southern Maine and have expanded to the edges of the Western Maine 

Mountains.  These disturbance-adapted species thrive in utility corridors and roadside 

ditches, where they out-compete native species. With roughly one third of Maine’s flora 

comprised of non-native plant species (and most of these already established in the 

southern part of the state), the cause-and-effect relationship between fragmentation and the 

establishment of non-native plant species poses a significant threat to native species and 

habitats in northern Maine (Mosher et al. 2009; Charry 1996).  

The applicant proposes controlling invasives that become established in the 

transmission corridor through manual removal and herbicide application.  The negative 

impacts of herbicides on other species are not addressed, nor is the fact that the corridor 

would increase suitable habitat for invasives outside of the corridor ROW in areas 

impacted by edge effects. 
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The magnitude and permanence of the land-use changes associated with this 

project would have negative long-term consequences on connectivity in the Western Maine 

Mountain region.  Fragmentation, by definition, is a continuous and cumulative process 

that leads to degraded habitats and loss of species over time. There is a growing body of 

research that suggests that the ecological dynamics in fragmented landscapes are a stark 

contrast to the dynamics in intact landscapes (Haddad et al. 2015). Research shows strong 
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and consistent responses of organisms and ecosystem processes to fragmentation arising 

from decreased habitat patch size, decreased connectivity and the creation of habitat edges 

(Haddad et al. 2015; Lindenmayer and Fischer 2006). In general, the greater the difference 

between forested patches and their surrounding environment and the smaller and more 

isolated patches become, the greater the adverse impact on biodiversity and ecosystem 

function.   

In the Western Maine Mountains, changing land use patterns resulting from 

fragmentation have already caused changes in species composition and will likely cause 

changes in plant and animal abundance over time. Two of these changes include the 

increased proportion of early successional species and the large-scale reduction in the 

structural complexity of forest stands on which other forest organisms and ecological 

processes may depend (Rowland et al. 2005; Hagan and Whitman 2004).  The 

transmission corridor would significantly exacerbate both of these trends. 

Large tracts of forest are important because they are relatively free from the variety 

of plant and animal population dynamics that might take place near new edges, including 

the encroachment of individuals displaced by habitat loss.  This immigration lag may also 

mask the risk of invasion by exotic species since there may be a long lag between 

introduction, colonization, and rapid range expansion of some invasive species (Webster et 

al. 2006).  

Ecosystem functions, such as nutrient cycling and decomposition rates, can also be 

reduced or lost over time—a process called ecosystem function debt. Evidence suggests that 

during forest succession, this delayed loss of function is greater in smaller, more isolated 
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fragments (Cook et al. 2005; Billings and Gaydess 2008). The mechanisms for this are 

complex. Functional debt can result when fragmentation causes food webs to be simplified 

as species are lost, or when altered forest succession patterns resulting from permanent 

fragmentation cause changes in tree density, light and moisture, which impair ecosystem 

function (Haddad et al. 2015). 

Increased fragmentation is expected to exacerbate the negative impacts of climate 

change on biodiversity and connectivity in the region. Forest fragmentation increases the 

vulnerability of Maine’s native flora and fauna to climate change (Fernandez et al. 2015; 

Rustad et al. 2012). For example, declines in the diversity of native flora in New England’s 

mixed northern hardwood forests are attributed to a high degree of habitat specialization, a 

highly fragmented range, depauperate understories and barriers to dispersal (New England 

Wildflower Society 2015). Three of the top four stressors are caused or aggravated by forest 

fragmentation, including habitat conversion, invasives and succession. All of these stressors 

are expected to become more pronounced as the climate changes. The resiliency of the 

Western Maine Mountains in the face of climate change is largely due to the extent and 

connectivity of its forests.  These would be adversely affected by the proposed NECEC 

transmission corridor. 

The application focuses on direct and immediate impacts and fails to address long-

term  and regional impacts of the corridor on connectivity and biodiversity.   

$
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The proposed NECEC Project transmission corridor would be the largest 

fragmenting feature in the Western Maine Mountains region. This region is significant at a 

continental scale for a variety of reasons.  It includes more than half of the United States’ 

largest globally important bird area, which provides crucial habitat for 34 northern 

woodland songbird species. It provides core habitat for marten, lynx, loon, moose and a 

host of other iconic Maine animals. Its cold headwater streams and lakes comprise the last 

stronghold for wild brook trout in the eastern United States. Its unfragmented forests and 

complex topography make it a highly resilient landscape in the face of climate change. It 

lies at the heart of the Northern Appalachian/ Acadian Forest, which is the largest and 

most intact area of temperate forest in North America, and perhaps the world (Haselton et 

al. 2014; Riitters et al. 2000). Most importantly, the Western Maine Mountains region is 

the critical ecological link between the forests of the Adirondacks, Vermont and New 

Hampshire and northern Maine, New Brunswick and the Gaspé.

The negative impacts of a 53.5 mile stretch of the transmission corridor crossing 

the Western Maine Mountains (Segment 1) would be regional in scale and would have 

long term negative ecological implications.  The 150-foot wide transmission corridor would 

directly impact approximately 973 acres through forest and wetland species mortality and 

habitat alteration and destruction associated with the corridor footprint.  It would 

negatively impact between 20,000+ and 40,000+ of additional acres due to edge effects and 

hydrologic changes that would extend from 0.5 to 1 km (1640 to 3280 feet) from the high 

contrast edges of the corridor into adjacent forest land. In addition, the corridor would 
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have significant negative regional and long term impacts because it would reduce 

connectivity in a critical ecological linkage, fragment large habitat blocks into smaller ones, 

and compromise headwater stream water quality and function.  The applicant does not 

address any of these negative regional and long term impacts in their application.   

It is also worth noting that fragmentation almost always leads to more 

fragmentation.  As access roads are built and corridors are widened over time (as is 

happening in other parts of the NECEC corridor), they typically create new nodes of 

development.  
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Yes. The NECEC transmission corridor would be the largest infrastructure project 

in the history of the WMM.  It would have direct negative impacts on upland forest, 

wetlands, vernal pools, streams and stream catchment areas.  Forest conversion and 

maintenance of land within the corridor in an early-successional condition would 

permanently fragment this forested region.  This would contribute to the simplification of 

forest structure and negatively impact native biodiversity (particularly cold water aquatic 

species) in the region.  Forest simplification would, in turn, reduce the current high climate 

resiliency of the region.  The proposed transmission corridor would compromise the 

region’s value as the key ecological linkage between forests in New Hampshire and the 

Adirondacks and those of Northern Maine and the Gaspe.  The application does not 

address these regional and long-term impacts. 
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No, this transmission corridor would require habitat conversion, and then 

vegetation maintenance in an early successional condition through herbicides and regular 

removal of “capable” trees1.  It would create a permanent high contrast edge on either side 

of the 53.5 mile corridor, an artificial feature that would impact thousands of additional 

acres of adjacent forest land due to edge effects.  It would fragment large forest blocks into 

smaller more isolated ones.  It would cross large wetland complexes such as those along 

Gold Stream and Moxie Stream, and would impede movement of some wildlife species. 

There is no way new energy infrastructure at this scale can fit harmoniously into one of the 

more remote and environmentally intact areas of the state. 
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Yes. See page 5, bullet 2.  
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=>$C1CDC09$G@=9=G:;09Z$W=<01:;09Z$\==9=G:;09Z$@;=9=G:;09Z$EH2?=9=G:;09Z$=?$=<E@?$

1 Applicant describes capable trees as “those plant species and individual specimens that are capable of 

growing tall enough to violate the required clearance between the conductors and vegetation established by 

NERC” (North American Electric Reliability Transmission Vegetation Management, Standard FAC 003-3).  

Follow-up maintenance when the line is operating will require the removal of capable species, dead trees as 

well as hazard trees along the edge of the corridor. 
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D;:@1<:>:;Z$@2C;0<:=109Z$D;@1:;$=?$?@;?@0<:=109$D:G1:>:;01;@[$(>$D=Z$89@0D@$

@Y890:1U$$$

Yes. Many species and discrete ecological features, such as jack pine stands, vernal 

pools, and deer yards would be negatively impacted.  My testimony focuses primarily on the 

adverse regional and long term impacts of fragmentation that would be caused by the 

transmission corridor. 

QU$6:99$<E:D$8?=`@;<$8?=A:2@$WC>>@?$D<?:8D$F:<E$02@]C0<@$D80;@$>=?$B=A@B@1<$=>$

F:929:>@$W@<F@@1$:B8=?<01<$E0W:<0<D[$(>$1=<Z$FEH$1=<[$

No. Proposed buffer strips along streams and around wetlands are insufficient to 

maintain functioning catchments around these important headwater systems.   

PU$6:99$<E:D$8?=`@;<$B0:1<0:1$DC:<0W9@$012$DC>>:;:@1<$E0W:<0<$<=$8?=A:2@$F:929:>@$

F:<E$<?0A@9$901@D$W@<F@@1$0?@0D$=>$0A0:90W9@$E0W:<0<[$(>$1=<Z$FEH$1=<[$

No.  By definition, transmission corridors are major fragmenting features on any 

landscape.  The large extent of this corridor means it will reduce connectivity on a regional 

scale, especially because it of its east-west orientation.  As the climate warms, species are 

expected to move from south to north and upslope. 

OU$6:99$<E:D$8?=`@;<$C1?@0D=10W9H$E0?B$01H$D:G1:>:;01<$F:929:>@$E0W:<0<Z$

>?@DEF0<@?$F@<9012$8901<$E0W:<0<Z$<E?@0<@1@2$=?$@1201G@?@2$8901<$E0W:<0<Z$

0]C0<:;$=?$02`0;@1<$C89012$E0W:<0<Z$<?0A@9$;=??:2=?Z$>?@DEF0<@?Z$@D<C0?:1@$=?$

B0?:1@$>:DE@?:@D$=?$=<E@?$0]C0<:;$9:>@[$$$
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Yes. A project of this scale will have a direct negative impact on hundreds of 

individual vernal pools, headwater streams, wetlands and other habitats, including the 

portions of these that lie outside of the corridor footprint.  Reducing canopy height and 

closure, altering vegetation structure and composition, and application of herbicides will 

harm terrestrial and aquatic habitat within and adjacent to the corridor.  In addition, 

because the corridor will impact the catchment areas of headwater streams and wetlands, it 

will impact the watersheds that these feed.  Looking at discrete impacts on only state 

significant features masks the regional and cumulative impacts of the corridor as a whole. 
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1 Please state your name and business address. 

2 Roger Merchant. 1018 Pushaw Road, Glenburn, Maine. 

3 What is the name of your organization? 

4 Roger Merchant, Place-Based Photography 

5 What is your current position? 

6 Photographer and Forestry Naturalist  

7 What are your qualifications? 

8 

9 

10 
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I am a Licensed Professional Forester ME #727.  From 1965-1972 I managed forestry 

operations on a 100,000-acre working forest. I hold lifelong experience interpreting 

aerial photographs and am also a photographer and forest resource documentarian. I had 

a thirty-two-year career with the UMaine Cooperative Extension, now retired, with 

program specializations in: 1) forestry and woodlot management, 2) environmental and 

outdoor education, 3) small business and community development, 4) community-based 

natural resource and cultural heritage tourism.      

What is the purpose of your testimony? 

The purpose of my testimony is to present a clear picture of current forest conditions 

along the proposed power line between Coburn Mountain and the Quebec border, 

including the existence of pre-existing forest fragmentation, then highlighting evidence 

on selected, interpreted aerial photographs demonstrating how NECEC will increase 

fragmentation and edge effects deeper in the woods adjacent to the line.  

Please state the introduction to your testimony. 

 This written testimony illustrates the impact the NECEC corridor will have on forested 

lands in the headwaters of the Upper Moose River between the Quebec border and 

Coburn Mtn. to the east. For the reader-viewer, interpreted aerial photographs of sections 
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of this landscape provide visible evidence of: 1) the power line track, 2) the deeper edge 

effect of the corridor, 3) extent of headwater streams, 4) the mix of continuous forest 

cover and fragmented forest cover, and 5) the extent of permanent logging roads that will 

intersect the proposed corridor, contributing to increased fragmentation and habitat 

degradation.     

My field knowledge as a forester from the Maine Woods began in 1965. Over half a 

RT]cdah AmeT fXc]TbbTS \P]h RWP]VTb X] U^aTbcah P]S [^VVX]V _aPRcXRT* >^a TgP\_[T( fXcW

the cessation of river drives in 1976, extensive networks of gravel roads now provide 

access and transportation. These permanent road and yard alterations mark the beginning 

of forest fragmentation, township by township. The NECEC corridor is simply the latest 

iteration of landscape fragmentation by infrastructure that will impact habitat conditions 

on and adjacent to the power line. 

Please provide an overview of basic aspects of forest fragmentation. 

Managed forests continually produce trees for forest products. Forest cover creates and 

sustains wildlife habitat while providing recreational opportunities, now and in the 

future. 

Concerns about fragmentation are warranted. A de-forested power line corridor opens up 

the landscape, permanently. They require large scale, long-term use of herbicides, can 

lead to disruption of wildlife habitat and behavior, and compromise water quality for key 

cold-water species like Eastern brook trout. Fragmented landscapes can facilitate 

additional fragmentation from commercial development and expanded subdivision.  

According to Michael Snyder, Forester and Commissioner of Vermont Department of 

>^aTbcb( GPaZb P]S ITRaTPcX^]( kU^aTbc UaPV\T]cPcX^] is the breaking of large, contiguous, 

forested areas into smaller pieces of forest; typically, these pieces are separated by roads, 
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Woodlands, 2014) 

*0< F=B 34@2?814 ,08<4G@ 5=?4@A 2=C4? 270<64? 

Forest Cover Change 1942-2016: There was a time when continuous forest cover was the 

norm for conditions in the Maine Woods. Aerial photographs taken in 1942, compared to 

the same exact aerial view in 2016, reveal very different patterns in the forest over 74 

years of forest change (The 1942-2016 Forest Project)2. NWPcmb PQd]SP]c X] cWT -50.

views is the presence of largely unbroken, continuous forest cover. And indeed, over the 

longer span of time-change, trees and forests continue to prevail. However, when 

contrasting the same aerial views, 1942 - 2016, very distinct patterns of open blocks, 

_PcRWTb P]S bcaX_b RWPaPRcTaXiT c^SPhmb eXTf ^f the forest. The extent of continuous forest 

cover in 2016 has been reduced by a larger, more extensive patchwork pattern from 

newer forest practices. This pattern reveals evidence of significant alteration and 

fragmentation of forest cover. Change is the one constant in life and this mirrors just as 

true for any forest. Further examples of 74 years of forest change can be found at  The 

1942-2016 Forest: (https://www.facebook.com/The-1942-2016-Forest).  Accelerated 

Forest Cover Change 1989-1997: Fast forward from 1942 to the 1989 Maine Forest 

Practices Act (MFPA). Changes in forests, forestry practice and logging technology 

prompted concerns about the impact of clear cutting on forests and habitat. Questions 

emerged about the mandates of the 1989 MFPA and whether or not they were 

contributing to forest and habitat degradation. Research suggests these concerns were

1 Hagan, John M. and Boone, Randall B. 1997. Harvest Rate, Harvest Configuration and Forest Fragmentation, Manomet 
Center for Conservation Sciences Rpt.#MCDCF-97001 

2 Merchant, Roger, ME LPF-727. 2016. The 1942-2016 Forest Project, A social media page developed to illustrate forest 
changes from 1942 to and 2016 within the entire Piscataquis Watershed. (https://www.facebook.com/The-1942-2016-Forest) 
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not superfluous.    In 1997, the Manomet Center for Conservation Sciences conducted 

research on these effects from the allowances and restrictions dictated by the 1989 

MFPA. They found that, F2 ;2<E-small-clearcut strategy, allowed more harvesting than 

a fewer-large-clearcut strategy, and that the many-small-clearcut strategy led to greater 

fragmentation3G(

Can you describe the continuous forest cover and fragmented forest cover as it 

relates to NECEC in 2019?

Field observations from Coburn Mtn. to the Quebec border reveal a mix of largely 

coniferous, and a smaller portion of deciduous forests, each composed of regenerating, 

younger, and middle-aged stands. Older growth forests are rare. Robust regeneration 

X]e^[eTb Q^cW R^]XUTa^db P]S STRXSd^db b_TRXTb* E=;=;mb RWPaPRcTaXiPcX^] ^U cWXb

[P]SbRP_T Pb bX\_[h kRdc^eTa [P]Sl SX\X]XbWTb cWT eP[dT ^U fWPc PRcdP[[h Va^fb cWTaT

forest-wise; a robust, ever-changing, multiple-use, transitionally fragmented working 

forest, as well as associated fisheries and wildlife habitats, streams, lakes and wetlands.  

yyWhen you look closely at the photographs attached with this testimony, you will see the 

patterns of small blocks, patches and strips that provide visible evidence of the extent of 

forest fragmentation concerns. The red dash-dot lines on each photograph, distinguishes 

areas of continuous forest cover, cut and uncut, from the visible patchwork areas of more 

fragmented forest cover.       

Forest fragmentation from forest practices has a transitional life. For example, when a 

R[TPa Rdc Xb \PST( cWPc _PcRW P]S Xcbm TSVTs are open and obvious. Over time, natural or 

artificial regeneration fills in the harvested space and edges, so the initial fragmentation  

3 Hagan, John M. and Boone, Randall B. 1997. Harvest Rate, Harvest Configuration and Forest Fragmentation, Manomet 

Center for Conservation Sciences Rpt.#MCDCF-97001
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and edge effects are somewhat mitigated, softened.  

On the longer-term effects of this transitional fragmentation from newer forest practices, 

A cWX]Z cWT Ydah Xb bcX[[ ^dc* A] U^aTbc cX\T( fT WPeT]mc [XeTS [^]V T]^dVW X] cWXb ]Tf PVT c^

account for the long-term impacts. 

Nevertheless, with respect to the distinction between continuous forest cover and more 

fragmented forest cover, the NECEC corridor will carve through equal portions of both 

types of forest cover. Fragmented forests occupy 40% of the landscape on and around the 

power line from Quebec to Coburn.  

An argument made by proponents of NECEC is that this project will create no greater 

T]eXa^]\T]cP[ X\_PRc cWP] [^VVX]V* KWTh X]bXbc cWT _^fTa [X]T fX[[ _Pbb cWa^dVW kRdc

^eTal X]SdbcaXP[ U^aTbc[P]S cWPc WPb QTT] PRcXeT[h [^VVTS U^a hTPab( P]S b^( fWPcmb cWT

difference? 

I argue there is a huge difference when you consider the area in question includes a 

significant portion (40%) of forest landscape and habitat that has been transitionally 

fragmented by block, patch and strip cuts. Factor in the extensive network of permanent 

gravel roads and yards, the second fragmentation; then factor in the third NECEC 

fragmentation, a permanent 150-foot-wide corridor with some 300 feet of effects deeper 

in the woods either side of the corridor, then you are looking at a landscape that is being 

subjected to three fragmentations.    

Can you describe potential negative impacts of NECEC with regard to forest 

fragmentation? 

The extent and negative impacts of forest fragmentation are well addressed in Maine 

D^d]cPX] ;^[[PQ^aPcXeT( FRRPbX^]P[ GP_Ta $.* kITbTPaRW X] DPX]T( cWT E^acWTPbc P]d 

around the word demonstrates unequivocally that fragmentation j whether permanent or 

temporary j degrades native terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems, and reduces biodiversity 
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and regional connectivity over time and in a number of ways4. 

The NECEC corridor will expand deforestation and fragmentation from Quebec to 

Coburn Mtn. and south to Moxie. The 300-foot right of way holds great potential for 

future power line expansion to meet the growing needs of Massachusetts customers, the 

primary beneficiaries of this distributed power. In return, Maine is expected to shoulder 

and absorb all the costs - the impacts - of environmental degradation and destruction that 

will occur as a result of this project.     

The NECEC proposal will permanently eliminate forest cover and habitat protections in 

the cleared corridor, and will significantly impact ecological and habitat conditions 

deeper within forests adjacent to both sides of the deforested power line corridor. 

Fragmentation upon fragmentation seems an unwise course for sustaining forest diversity 

and habitat continuity. 

With two fragmentation strikes already in place, the third NECEC pitch will be a huge 

contributor to forest and habitat fragmentation. I believe it is deserving of that third 

classic RP[[( kcWaTT bcaXZTb - E=;=; Xb ^dcl*

*0< F=B >?=C834 ?4>?4@4<A0A8C4 4E0;>:4@ A70A 8::B@A?0A4 -+*+*G@ 4<C8?=<;4<A0:

impacts?                                                                                                                             

I would like to present Aerial Photography Documentation. Three sections of the 

NECEC Project were selected to illustrate and highlight existing forest and 

environmental conditions on the ground, between Coburn Mtn. and the Quebec border to 

the west, as well as to reveal environmental impacts including NECEC. 

The photos were extracted from Goggle Earth and edited to enhance and make clear the 

variety of forest conditions, including permanent gravel roads and streams. The three 

4 McMahon, Janet M.S. 2018. The Environmental Consequences of Forest Fragmentation in the Western Maine Mountains,  

Maine Mountain Collaborative, Occasional Paper #2.
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sections selected are approximately 6 miles x 3 miles on each photo. The map scale is in 

the lower right corner. Interpreted examples for you to investigate further are: 

Spencer Road - Coburn Mountain  

Rock Pond - The Notch -Tumbledown 

Lowelltown - Beattie       

A close examination of the aerial photographs will show you field details relevant to this 

testimony. The photos were converted to black and white to highlight forest conditions. 

Dark areas are coniferous forest; light areas are deciduous forest. When you look closely 

at the photographs you will note areas that show patterns of blocks, patches, and strips. 

This is pre-TgXbcX]V UaPV\T]cTS U^aTbc R^eTa* FcWTa PaTPb ^U U^aTbc S^]mc WPeT cWXb _PcRW-

work pattern. Those are areas of continuous forest cover. The red dash-dot lines on each 

photo delineate fragmented forest cover, from continuous forest cover.      

Additional details were interpreted from the photos and USGS maps, and highlighted in 

color to illustrate additional features relevant to the impacts of NECEC. The cold-water 

streams network is shown in blue, but do not include all the first order streams crucial to 

brook trout habitat. The network of permanent, gravel roads is shown in brown on each 

photo.  

Last and not least, with the most significant environmental footprint, is the proposed 

power line, the light-yellow swath across each photo. The approximate 750-foot width on 

the photos, accounts for the 150-foot wide cleared corridor, plus, an additional 600 feet 

of environmental impact deeper within the forests adjacent to either side of the power 

line (300 on each side).   

Each photograph is presented with two views: 1) a small image and interpretive notes on 

the front side, 2) a larger view of the same image on the back side to help you better see 

the field details addressed on the front.  
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As was said by a tree sage, a forest picture is worth a thousand words. So, follow the 

stream and roads and the yellow swath in each photo to discover where they all intersect, 

and particularly the environmental fragmentation that will occur between the Quebec 

Border and Coburn Mtn.-Route 201 as a result of NECEC.  

Seeing is believing...   

First, I present Exhibit 1 - CMP-HQ-NECEC Project - Forest Fragmentation: Spencer 

Road Pond-Coburn Mtn-Rte 2015. Here, you can see continuous forest cover is evident 

across the heights of Coburn Mt. just above the southern border in the center (S) of this 

aerial photograph. Dark, unbroken coniferous forests dominate the heights of Coburn, 

which runs SW j NE to Route 201 at Parlin Pond. 

The balance of the landscape in this photo is fragmented forest; blocks, patches, strips. 

The red dash-dot lines delineate fragmented from continuous forest cover types. With the 

exception of wetlands and partial cuts next to Spencer Road, which runs E-W from 

Parlin Pond, the bulk of the remaining landscape is fragmented forest cover. From an 

TPV[Tmb ThT eXTf( R^]cX]d^db U^aTbc R^eTa ^RRd_XTb 0,% ^U cWXb PaTP( UaPV\T]cTS U^aTbcb

60%. 

Blue indicates the network of streams; brown shows the network of permanent gravel 

roads. The light-hT[[^f bfPcW &31,m' PRa^bb cWXb _W^c^ Xb cWT caPRZ ^U cWT _a^_^bTS _^fTa

line.  This width accounts for the 150-foot cleared corridor, plus 300 feet either side of 

the corridor to account for ecological impacts deeper within the forests adjacent to both 

side of the corridor... The larger photo on the next page shows the fragmentation, upon 

pre-existing fragmentation that will result from NECEC6. 

Next, I direct you to MP/HQ/NECEC Proposal - Forest Fragmentation: North of 

5 Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 1 
6 Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 2 
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Tumbledown-The Notch-Rock Pond7. This view of NECEC impact reveals the extent of 

visible, pre-existing forest fragmentation north and west of Tumbledown Mtn. Highly 

visible blocks, patches and strips characterize fragmented forests in this rugged area. 

Continuous forest cover of conifers occupies the north slopes of Tumbledown Mtn., 

extending across the bottom of the photo to Rock Pond. 

Continuous forest cover extends from No.6 Mtn. in the NE corner, SW to the Spencer 

Road west of The Notch (green circle). Forest conditions west of the Notch show the 

extent of forest fragmentation as well as where the power line swath will further 

fragment the fragmented.  

Additionally, the proximity of the power line to the blue-ribbon trout waters of Rock 

Pond and tributaries is evident in the SE corner of this aerial photograph.  

9 Ra^fmb ThT eXTf ^U cWXb [P]SbRP_T TbcX\PcTb cWPc R^]cX]d^db U^aTbc R^eTa( d]Rdc P]S

partially cut, occupies about 60% of this rugged, scenic landscape. Heavily fragmented 

forests and habitat occupy about 40%. Beyond the edges of the corridor, this permanent 

fragmentation will impact forest and habitat conditions 300 feet deeper into the woods 

either side of the cleared zone8.    

Now look at CMP/HQ/NECEC Proposal - Forest Fragmentation j Lowelltown/Beattie 

Pond9. This image shows forest patterns where NECEC, yellow swath, will cross the 

Quebec-Maine border west of Lowelltown on the CMQ RR, a mile north of Beattie 

Pond. The dark areas are coniferous forests; lighter are deciduous forests. Blue shows the 

network of headwater streams, but not all of the first-order streams crucial for Eastern 

brook trout.      

Red dot-dash lines delineate two primary types of forest conditions: 1) uncut and 

7 Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 3 
8 Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 4 
9 Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 5 
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partially cut areas that retain continuous forest cover, 2) fragmented forests - visible 

blocks, patches, strips of harvested forestland. Permanent logging roads are shown in 

brown.  

The small summit, left of center, covered in dark conifers shows continuous forest cover 

on top and all around the summit, southwest of the power line. The forests in the NE and 

SW corners, and along the south border are areas of continuous forest cover. 

Note where NECEC intersects streams and roads, as well as where it will cause further 

fragmentation of forest habitat disruption in a landscape that is highly fragmented.  

A crows-eye cruise of this landscape estimates that fragmented forests occupy 45% of 

the area; continuous forest cover occupies 55%. The fragmenting corridor will impact 

forest and habitat conditions, 300 feet deeper into the woods either side of the cleared 

zone10.    

Can you provide representative examples from this region to illustrate forest 

fragmentation and continuous forests? 

Yes. I would also like to submit a series of supplemental photographs from the Quebec 

Border to Coburn Mountain-Route 201. These photos cover the entire landscape between 

the Quebec and Coburn Mtn. They show only the yellow-black power line track, 

providing an open-view of the percent forest fragmentation versus continuous.  

Quebec border - Beattie Pond: Extensive fragmentation from strips, blocks, patches 

occupies 45% of this landscape; the other 55% is in continuous forest cover, coniferous 

and deciduous11.  

Wing Pond - S. Branch Moose River j West of Tumbledown: Fragmented block and 

strip cuts account for 45% of forest cover, the other 55% is in partial and uncut 

10 Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 6 
11 Merchant supplemental photo 1 
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continuous forest cover12.     

Tumbledown Mtn. to Rock Pond: Strips, patches, light and heavily cut blocks account 

for approximately 40% of this landscape, 60% is continuous cover, high elevation 

conifers13. 

Rock Pond j Whipple Pond: A mix of blocks, patches, and continuous forest cover, 

conifers (dark green) plus some deciduous (light gray). Fragmented forests occupy 35% 

of this landscape, continuous forest cover, 65%14.  

Moore Pond: The intensity of fragmented blocks is less in this section of forested 

landscape, 70% continuous forest cover, mostly conifers. Extensive permanent road and 

yard patterns, plus blocks and patches occupy 30%. Extensive wetland and stream at the 

top (N)15. 

Coburn Mtn North: Block cuts are older and not as obvious, however extensive large 

angular patches east of Gracie Pond suggest large, older patch cuts. Factor in extensive 

roads and yards, this area is 60% fragmented, 40% continuous forest cover including 

extensive conifers on Coburn Mtn. to the south (S)16.   

Coburn Mtn South: SE of Coburn Mtn, upper left corner, extensive block cutting in this 

view shows extensive fragmentation 75%; continuous forest cover 25%17. 

What is your conclusion about impacts of this project?  

The NECEC Project will significantly add to the base of forest fragmentation that 

already exists in the working forests between Coburn and Quebec, and it will further 

degrade habitat, fisheries and wildlife, in and around the power line corridor. I can speak 

to general impacts from my knowledge and literature review, but I am not a wildlife or 

12 Merchant supplemental photo 2 
13 Merchant supplemental photo 3 
14 Merchant supplemental photo 4 
15 Merchant supplemental photo 5 
16 Merchant supplemental photo 6 
17 Merchant supplemental photo 7 
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fisheries biologist and cannot speak in great detail to those aspects.  

From my interactions with others concerning NECEC, I sense and hear concerns about 

how NECEC will impact forests and habitats. 

It is my view that NECEC is intent upon minimizing their impact overall and 

everywhere, and, minimizing and dismissing any concerns about the environment in the 

public arena. They are on mitigation buy-out-frenzy to assure their will prevails, 

regardless. Economic benefit to NECEC- CMP-HQ-AVENGRID is the sole driving 

force in this project, and their intent to mitigate all environmental costs, their tool of 

choice you could say.

Does this conclude your testimony? 

Yes. 

COMMENTS ON NON-HEARING TOPICS 

Protect the Scenic and Environmental Values  
Of the Upper Moose River Basin and Kennebec River

I walked into the Maine Woods as a forester and photographer in 1965 and spent the next 
fifty years exploring, appreciating and learning from these woods.  Maine natural resources 
contribute to our rural quality of life, our tourism and forest economies. :DGoc `b_`_cQ\ d_
construct a new 53-mile corridor through the woods of the Upper Moose River Basin will 
degrade these treasured natural assets. And NECEC expects us to absorb and carry the costs of 
the visual and environmental impacts that will result from the CMP-HQ project, and all in the 
name of delivering power to Massachusetts? 

I recall a conversation with colleague Peter Lammert, prior to his retirement from the 
Maine Forest Service. I asked him what he thought would be the biggest threat to the future of 
the Maine Woods. His response, mmore and more powerlines.n They carve up the woods, 
fragment and degrade forest cover and wildlife habitat, and they erode, if not destroy, the value 
of magnificent, scenic viewsheds.   

During a 32-year career with UMaine Cooperative Extension, I participated in county 
and regional nature-based tourism initiatives. DQY^Uoc forested landscape, full of beautiful 
streams and lakes, rivers and mountains, are natural golden eggs that draw people to our remote 
regions and rural communities. Tourists are not coming here to experience power line views and 
other industrial scale intrusions. 

:DGoc \Y^U will chop up a vast and beautiful forest landscape, eroding and degrading 
remote scenic viewsheds like Attean View, Coburn and Sally Mountains, Greenlaw Cliffs, The 
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Notch, No. 5 and Tumbledown, all in the Upper Moose River Basin. There will be similar 
impacts at the Kennebec Gorge and Lake Moxie, adjacent to Bald Mountain and the Appalachian 
Trail. My photographs of this unique, scenic region speak to the permanent fragmentation this 
proposal will have on the forest environment and natural beauty found here. All of this loss will 
be in the service of CMP feeding Massachusetts hunger for more Hydro Quebec (HQ) generated 
power.   

CMP, HQ, Massachusetts insist this is about sustainable hydropower. Think about where 
this power is generated from, a massive impoundment the size of the State of New York east of 
James Bay.  Do we dare speak to the uncomfortable truth that this power comes at high ethical 
and environmental cost, where HQ dammed, diverted and destroyed life-sustaining rivers that 
had sustained First Nations people in Quebec? Google Earth exposes ?Hoc destructive footprint. 
The Rupert, Eastmain, La Grande, Caniapiscau, Great Whale and other free flowing rivers, all 
are gone, dead. Calling dXYc `_gUb mcecdQY^QR\Un Yc misleading if not dishonest.   

Opposing NECEC is not about opposing clean energy sources, including locally 
generated solar, which CMP and the large Mega Electric Industry have been squashing out, state-
by-state. And what do they fear? That the public is waking up to the fact that we can save some 
bucks on other alternatives while protecting our larger environment, by stepping off the 
antiquated coal, oil, gas, HQ, CMP grid. We already have enough power lines and wind farms 
intruding into this beautiful landscape. With the CMP line paving dXU gQi' gXQdoc ^Uhd7 Yet 
another expanded power line in the accommodating 300-foot right of way? A re-located East-
West Highway? A pipeline?  The industrial scale incubation possibilities are endless once the 
first cut is made. The impacts from these possibilities will destroy the value of the natural golden 
eggs that nourish our rural quality of life, valued irreplaceable assets that feed our rural forestry, 
tourism, small business base.  

To do nothing to protect these natural assets and our legacy of community-based 
forestry, tourism and environmental protection is to let CMP-HQ mpave over paradise and put up 
the power line parking lotn in one of the last unique, remote scenic viewsheds in Maine, the 
Upper Moose River Basin.  

I offer this protective possibility; that the communities, counties, tribal nations, and 
people associated with the Moosehead Region and the Upper Moose River Basin get together to 
talk about landscape protection for these woods. Seek agreements and draft documents that 
officially declare and circumscribe Moosehead and the Upper Moose River Basin as a mG_gUb
Transmission-Wind Farm-E.W. Highway Free Zone in Maine)n

Our neighbors in New Hampshire gave the HQ Northern Pass Q mE_ GQccn and I hope 
Maine makes the same decision on the NECEC power line.    

We need to protect the values provided by our environment that support our rural 
communities, values that feed small businesses, forestry and tourism, and the unbroken scenic 
beauty that feeds our hearts and souls on a quiet night, by the edge of a lake, on a starlit night.  

NOTE: When folks in Massachusetts look at rural Maine, they think tIFSF^T nothing there. 
Looking at a NASA nighttime photo of New England, they see the familiar brightness of Boston 
and Portland. Further north, beyond =PVUF ) BOE UIF [1JSMJOF\$ UIFY TFF that big black hole on 
the nighttime map of Maine, leading them to think UIFSF^T OPUIing there, so XIBU^T UIF CJH EFBM
anyway about running a power line through these dark empty woods? 

I created this collection of photographs from the Upper Moose River Basin to illustrate the fact 
that this unique forested environment is Not Empty! 7U^T full and rich in brook trout, wild flowing 
streams and rivers, wandering souls, magnificent wildlife and scenery to be seen from ]viewshed 
pFBLT^ like Coburn, Sally, No.5, Tumbledown. Our rural communities as well as visitors, 
treasure these beautiful natural assets.  
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This rich natural legacy is in need of our care, attention, management and protection.  

Enjoy the following scenic views that include power line tracks.....   

Looking west from the base of Tumbledown Mtn. the power line will carve through the gap north 
of Peaked Mountain on the left.  Further west the line drops down and crosses the South Branch 
Moose River. Trending across the south flank of Moose Mountain in the far distance, the line 
will turn northwest to the Quebec border near Lowelltown. 

Headwaters throughout the Upper Moose River Basin contain cold-water habitat like this that is 
crucial for the survival of wild Eastern brook trout. Well shaded from direct sunlight, this brook 
protects cool waters that support the excellent blue ribbon trout fishing found thought the Upper 
Moose River Basin. 
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Concerns about NECEC opening up the forested landscape and warming headwaters, is well 
illustrated in this photo of a first-order-stream in the Upper Moose River Basin. Forest cover is 
absent, exposing the water to excessive heat, which in turn feeds and heats downstream cold 
water habitat.  Applications of herbicides will be required to maintain a tree and brush-free power 
line. How will this impact water quality for brook trout, wildlife and humans? Many first order 
steams like this are found along the proposed power line pathway through the Upper Moose 
River Basin.  

In between No.5 and Tumbledown Mtn. arises the dramatic remote viewpoint provided by 
Greenlaw Cliffs, which forms The Notch, just west of Rock Pond. The power line will skirt the 
north side of Rock Pond, then come straight up through The Notch destroying the rugged beauty 
found in this unique wild and scenic location.
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Coburn Mtn. rises in the eastern end of the Upper Moose River Basin, just west of Rt. 201. In the 
,41+oc, Enchanted Mountain Ski Area, over on the east slope was a wild, downhill ski for the 
brave and intrepid. Coburn provides for an amazing viewshed, 360 degrees around, when you 
stand on the summit lookout platform any season of the year. 

The viewshed west of Coburn Mtn. looks up the Moose River Basin. Grace Pond and Camps are 
on the left. Beyond those waters in the distance rises No.5 Mtn. Just to the left of the magnificent 
view provided by No.5, you see where the NECEC line will come through The Notch. Attean 
and Sally Mountains rise above Attean and Wood Ponds in the center background. To the far 
right is lofty Boundary Bald Mtn. The yellow track of the power line carves across this extensive 
wild, working forest landscape and will be visible from both Sally and Attean Mtns. 
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Grace Pond with No.5 behind and Attean on the right, the power line track and impact will be 
even more noticeable in winter. Higher elevation viewpoints such as Coburn, Sally, No.5, 
Tumbledown, Peaked, Moose, Van Dyke, provide a more complete picture of the power lines 
visual impact. CMP photo-simulations tend to focus on lower elevation lakeside views that 
minimize the visual impact. These photos speak directly to the viewshed impacts that the 
NECEC project will have from multiple viewpoints within the Upper Moose River Basin.   

The Coburn East viewshed looks down to Johnson Mountain, wrapped on the west and then the 
south by NECEC.  The power line then extends further south, reaching across the Kennebec 
Gorge to Moxie Pond, and The Mosquito in the far, far distance. The power line to the left 
(north) will cross the northeast shoulder of Coburn Mtn, about a half-mile beyond the two 
unique, high elevation water bodies, Mountain Ponds.  
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The Attean viewshed looking south from Sally Mtn. begs the classic questions for each and all of 
us... What is beauty, only in the eye of one beholder? Or is it within the many eyes and hearts 
that have walked out into the woods, and up a mountaintop to see and touch, to feel and 
experience what the joy of beauty is about in this spectacular place?  

Beauty is boundless; it is not beholding to any boundary lines, public or private, town or county, 
yours or mine. Here it is limitless to the horizon, and beyond. A power line carved across a real 
and scenic landscape like this is in fact, the ultimate and deadly antitheses of Beauty.  

Indeed, carving up and fragmenting this incredible scenic landscape while compromising wildlife 
and wild brook trout habitat and further fragmenting the forest environment is the desired, 
coveted NECEC-CMP-HQ plan going forward with lavish rewards for all... What a loss of 
treasured natural values and diminishment of human experience that define the incredible 
outdoors and sense of place for people near and far, who wander the Upper Moose River Basin.  

Will the CMP power line through the Upper Moose River Basin come to pass to feed energy 
Xe^Wbi DQccQSXecUddcoc S_^ce]Ubc?  

Will we protect and govern what is unique about our particular, shared sense of place, or will we 
simply be left out, deselected and sold to industrial development by the higher bidders in the 
global market?





Roger Merchant 
1018 Pushaw Road  

Glenburn, Maine 04401   
207-343-0969 (c)     

rogmerch@gmail.com

A. Vision: My enduring purpose is to contribute to change through initiatives that 
provide balanced attention to the social, economic and environmental aspects of 
sustainable development. These practices guide my work: 

1. Community-based assessment of issues, opportunities and solutions  
2. Facilitating open inquiry through an interactive process 
3. Disseminating fact-finding relevant to local issues and decision making  
4. Strengthening leadership through the development process  

B. Professional Credentials: 
2012-Present: Place-Based Photographer, Rural Community Development Resource
Since retiring I devote time and energy to photography, community development and 
service to the environment. 

1980-2012: Associate Extension Professor, Natural Resources and Community 
Development, University of Maine Cooperative Extension. 
My Extension portfolio includes woodland stewardship, environmental and outdoor 
education, 4H adventure programs, rural development and tourism. Signature 
programs include: Taking Care of Your Forest, Penobscot Riverkeepers, Life Jackets, 
Piscataquis County Economic Development Council and Tourism Task Force.  

The last decade of my extension career focused on natural resource and cultural 
heritage tourism in the Maine Highlands. I taught Community-based Tourism 
Planning at UMaine - College of Forest Resources.     

1976-79: Central Kentucky Re-ED, Lexington, Kentucky.  
In a community social worker role I coordinated services for children with learning 
and behavioral challenges. I facilitated parenting and human relations trainings, and 
provided backcountry leadership for outdoor programs. 

1974-76: Comprehensive Care Center, Winchester, Kentucky  
As youth services social worker, I provided counseling for children and adolescents, 
conducted human relations workshops and supervised graduate social work students. 

1965-72: Forester: Dead River Company, Bangor, Maine 
I administered all aspects of forestry on a 100,000 acre working forest: timber 
inventory, mapping, road layout, and implementation of forest practices. Ongoing 
harvest supervision provided quality assurance for sustainable forestry. I conducted 
field projects in forest nutrients, timber marketing, natural areas protection, and 
served as forestry liaison to a tribal project involving the Passamaquoddyh`, Dead 
River Timberlands, and UMaine Cooperative Extension.  



C. Educational Credentials:  
� 1974 - Masters of Social Work, West Virginia University 
� 1965 - Bachelors of Science in Forestry, University of Maine 
� 1963 - 66H ;\_R`a_f' ENbY HZVaUh` 8\YYRTR' CRd M\_X

D. Other Credentials:
� 2010-2012 Instructor: PRT470-Community Tourism Planning included field-

based community service learning as an integral part of the requirements for 
this advanced undergraduate course.  

� 2002 Sabbatical: Community Approaches to Rural Tourism Development in 
Forested Regions East of the Mississippi.  

� 1994 International Exchange: Quebec Labrador Foundation - Landscape 
Stewardship Exchange in the Southern Czech Republic   

� 1988 Sabbatical: Adventure Education Strategies for Positive Youth 
Development via Outward Bound and Experiential Education Programs.   

C. Public Service:  
� Co-Founder - Piscataquis Tourism Task Force 
� Co-Founder - Piscataquis County Economic Development Council 
� Founder and Former Board President: Life Jackets and Penobscot 

Riverkeepers 2000 
� Board Membership: Hirundo Wildlife Refuge, Maine Highlands Corporation, 

Penquis Child Abuse Prevention Council, Maine Appalachian Trail Club 
� Volunteer Trail Maintainer since 1980, Maine Appalachian Trail Club 
� Maine Forest Service - Fire Lookout Volunteer, Burnt Mtn., Baxter State Park 

D. Professional Affiliations and Awards: 
� Maine Licensed Professional Forester #727 
� NAI Interpretive Guide 2009-2019 
� Registered Maine Guide 1993-2002  
� Facilitator Project Learning Tree  

� 2007 King Cummings Regional Leadership Award 
� 2005 Pete Myrick-Piscataquis County Community Service Award 

E. Other Talents: 
� I authored collections of short stories in Trust and The Maine Forest for 

Literacy Volunteers of America in 1982. 6a Zf T_N[QPUVYQ_R[h` ]_\Z]aV[T' >

am currently working on a collection of stories from my life. As a musician 
for 45 years, I occasionally gig at open-mic with the story-songs of our times. 

� IhZ Nn accomplished photographer of forestry, nature, rural life, railroads and 
the Maine Woods. I am currently developing a new website, My Encyclopedia 
of Place-based Photography 

� I enjoy the outdoors, backpacking, lake and river canoeing. IhZ a seasoned 
wilderness canoe paddler. Notable on my water travels are the Allagash, Dead 
River and Penobscot in Maine, the Spanish and Mississagi Rivers in Ontario. 



CMP-HQ-NECEC Project 

Forest Fragmentation: Spencer Road Pond-Coburn Mtn-Rte 201 

Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 1

NW                                                                                                                                   NE 

SW                                                               S                                                                                      SE 

Continuous forest cover is evident across the heights of Coburn Mt. just above the southern border in the 

center (S) of this aerial photograph. Dark, unbroken coniferous forests dominate the heights of Coburn, 

which runs SW a NE to Route 201 at Parlin Pond. 



The balance of the landscape in this photo is fragmented forest; blocks, patches, strips. The red dash-dot lines 

delineate fragmented from continuous forest cover types. With the exception of wetlands and partial cuts 

next to Spencer Road, which runs E-W from Parlin Pond, the bulk of the remaining landscape is fragmented 

forest cover. From an eagles eye view, continuous forest cover occupies 40% of this area, fragmented forests 

60%. 

Blue indicates the network of streams; brown shows the network of permanent gravel roads. The light yellow 

swath %20+b& across this photo is the track of the proposed power line.  This width accounts for the 150 foot 

cleared corridor, plus 300 feet either side of the corridor to account for ecological impacts deeper within the 

forests adjacent to both side of the corridor... The larger photo on the next page shows the fragmentation, 

upon pre-existing fragmentation that will result from NECEC. 

© Roger Merchant, ME LPF 727, Glenburn, Maine 



Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 2



MP/HQ/NECEC Proposal 

Forest Fragmentation: North of Tumbledown-The Notch-Rock Pond 

Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 3

NW                                                                                                                                                     NE          

SW                                                                                                                                                       SE 

This view of NECEC impact reveals the extent of visible, pre-existing forest fragmentation north and west of 

Tumbledown Mtn. Highly visible blocks, patches and strips characterize fragmented forests in this rugged 

area. Continuous forest cover of conifers occupies the north slopes of Tumbledown Mtn., extending across 

the bottom of the photo to Rock Pond. 

Continuous forest cover extends from No.6 Mtn. in the NE corner, SW to the Spencer Road west of The 

Notch (green circle). Forest conditions west of the Notch show the extent of forest fragmentation as well as 

where the power line swath will further fragment the fragmented. 



Additionally, the proximity of the power line to the blue ribbon trout waters of Rock Pond and tributaries is 

evident in the SE corner of this aerial photograph. 

5 JXV]bY L_L \PL] VM this landscape estimates that continuous forest cover, uncut and partially cut, occupies 

about 60% of this rugged, scenic landscape. Heavily fragmented forests and habitat occupy about 40%. 

Beyond the edges of the corridor, this permanent fragmentation will impact forest and habitat conditions 300 

feet deeper into the woods either side of the cleared zone. 

© Roger Merchant, ME LPF 727, Glenburn, Maine 
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CMP/HQ/NECEC Proposal 

Forest Fragmentation a Lowelltown/Beattie Pond 

Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 5

NW                                                                                                                                                      NE 

SW                                                                                                                                                       SE 

This image shows forest patterns where NECEC, yellow swath, will cross the Quebec-Maine border west of 

Lowelltown on the CMQ RR, a mile north of Beattie Pond. The dark areas are coniferous forests; lighter are 

deciduous forests. Blue shows the network of headwater streams, but not all of the first-order streams crucial 

for Eastern brook trout. 



Red dot-dash lines delineate two primary types of forest conditions: 1) uncut and partially cut areas that 

retain continuous forest cover, 2) fragmented forests - visible blocks, patches, strips of harvested forestland. 

Permanent logging roads are show in brown 

The small summit, left of center, covered in dark conifers shows continuous forest cover on top and all 

around the summit, southwest of the power line. The forests in the NE and SW corners, and along the south 

border are areas of continuous forest cover. 

Note where NECEC intersects streams and roads, as well as where it will cause further fragmentation of 

forest habitat disruption in a landscape that is highly fragmented. 

A crows-eye cruise of this landscape estimates that fragmented forests occupy 45% of the area; continuous 

forest cover occupies 55%. The fragmenting corridor will impact forest and habitat conditions, 300 feet 

deeper into the woods either side of the cleared zone. 

© Roger Merchant, ME LPF 727,  Glenburn, Maine 



Merchant Aerial Photography Documentation Exhibit 6



Supplemental Photographs: Quebec Border to Coburn Mountain-Route 201... These photos cover the 

entire landscape between the Quebec and Coburn Mtn. They show only the yellow-black power line track, 

providing an open-view of the % forest fragmentation vs. continuous.

Quebec border - Beattie Pond: Extensive fragmentation from strips, blocks, patches occupies 45% of this 

landscape; the other 55% is in continuous forest cover, coniferous and deciduous. 

SUPPLEMENTAL PHOTO 1 

Wing Pond - S.Branch Moose River a West of Tumbledown: Fragmented block and strip cuts account for 

45% of forest cover, the other 55% is in partial and uncut continuous forest cover. 



SUPPLEMENTAL PHOTO 2 

Tumbledown Mtn. to Rock Pond: Strips, patches, light and heavily cut blocks account for approximately 

40% of this landscape, 60% is continuous cover, high elevation conifers. 



SUPPLEMENTAL PHOTO 3 

Rock Pond a Whipple Pond: A mix of blocks, patches, and continuous forest cover, conifers (dark green) 

plus some deciduous (light gray). Fragmented forests occupy 35% of this landscape, continuous forest cover, 

65%. 



SUPPLEMENTAL PHOTO 4 

Moore Pond: The intensity of fragmented blocks is less in this section of forested landscape, 70% continuous 

forest cover, mostly conifers. Extensive permanent road and yard patterns, plus blocks and patches occupy 

30%. Extensive wetland and stream at the top (N). 



SUPPLEMENTAL PHOTO 5 

Coburn Mtn North: Block cuts are older and not as obvious, however extensive large angular patches east of 

Gracie Pond suggest large, older patch cuts. Factor in extensive roads and yards, this area is 60% fragmented, 

40% continuous forest cover including extensive conifers on Coburn Mtn. to the south (S). 



SUPPLEMENTAL PHOTO 6 

Coburn Mtn South: SE of Coburn Mtn, upper left corner, extensive block cutting in this view shows 

extensive fragmentation 75%; continuous forest cover 25%. 



SUPPLEMENTAL PHOTO 7 



LD 640 Testimony by Tom Saviello to the 
Joint Standing Committee on Environment 

 and Natural Resources 

March 15, 2019 

(Supplemental Evidence) 



LD 640 testimony presented by Tom Saviello to the joint sanding committee on Environment and 

Natural Resources on 3-15-19. 

Good morning. I am Tom Saviello. I am here representing myself and came to Augusta today because of 

lthe importance LD 640. It is my first time testifying before any committee since being termed out after 

16 years serving the people of Franklin County as both their Sate Rep and Senator. During that time I 

served on this committee 9 years, 6 as chair.(1) 

Let me quickly give you my background: I have BS in Forestry from the University of Tennessee; a MS in 
Agronomy from the UM and a PHD in Forest Resources from UM. I was the manager of International 

Paper Northern Forest Research Center and the Environmental Manager at the Androscoggin Mill inlay. 

I was instrumental in setting up the USFS climate change research site in Howland. 

( 
https://crst.umaineedu/forest-research/howlancl--research-forest/) 

I am sure all of you have heard about the New England Clean Energy Connect. Some know it as the 
"corridor" . Some know it as the "one way" electric extension cord to Massachusetts. The proposed 

Corridor is supposed to bring so called green energy from Hydro Quebec's Dams to Massachusetts. The 

question remains is it really clean energy? I strongly believe the passage of this resolve will answer that 

question. 

First we all must recognize all power generate has some environmental impact. Consider the following: 

1. Solar needs pane|s....panels need metals.... Metals come from mining 

2. Wind need wind mills..... windmill installation blasting the top of mountains off..... You and I 

have to look at them every day. 

3. Hyrdo need flowing rivers..... Rivers need to be dammed... dams cause impoundments which 

destroy the habitat. 

So nothing is ”free" 
. However, in the case of the hydro Quebec power source I actually am confused 

(easily done). Is it really green? Consider the following: 

l. CLF is working to ensure that clean energy projects across New England do the most 
good and least harm for our climate and our communities - including emitting the lowest 
greenhouse gas emissions possible. 

The Northern Pass project fails to meet this test. It will make us reliant on big, carbon- 
emitting Canadian hydropower, undermining the market for New England’s own home- 
grown, zero-carbon renewable energy. And the construction of enormous new 
transmission towers will spoil some of New Hampshire’s most scenic and sensitive areas. 

https://wwwclf.org/makingyan-impact/stopplng~~northern~pass/ 
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Yet in Maine CLF is comfortable with this “carbon emitting “ hydropower. And now 
CLF has signed off on the NECEC settlement agreement. I guess electric car charging 
stations and heat pumps made the power green enough... 

2 . Fred Langan Special to The Christian Science Monitor quoted Les Milford from CLF : 

“Our major concern is that an energy glut, in this case caused by buying cheap power 
from Quebec, means there is not economic incentive for conservation measures in New 
England," says Lewis Milford of the Conservation Law Foundation, a New England 
environmental group.”(2) 

3.Dams create greenhouse gases. When dams are built in Québec large areas 
of Boreal Forest are flooded. As a result, organic matter decomposes and 
releases methane and carbon dioxide. (I WILL COME BACK T 0 THlS}Currently, 
it is estimated that Canadian reservoirs contribute 1 2% 110 total 

Canadian greenhouse gas emissions (Rosenberg et al., 
1997). 

By the way to date HQ has flooded nearly 7 million acres, 41 % the size of Maine. 

So is the hydro power clean? 

First, bear with me and let me go a bit further. Let me talk about Forest Soils and 
Trees as carbon sinks. 

A. Forest Soil: 

Please look at the three soil diagrams l have provided. 

Under these conditions the organic layer comprising the topsoil is usually thick and consists of a litter 
layer (L) (largely undecomposed), overlying a fermentation layer (F) in which there is some 
decomposition of the organic remains, and this in turn overlies a humus layer (H) in which 
decomposition of the organic remains is more or less complete. The turnover of plant remains into 
nutrients that can be re-used by the trees is very slow here, and is in strong contrast with the rapid 
turnover experienced in the tropical rainforest.



Ideal soil 5-6% organic matter 

Forest soil can have top layers 100% Organic matter to 10-20% in lower soil horizons. 

Boggy soils 100% 

CARBON principle element 

In the Boreal Forest OM is slow to decompose due to climate.... Holds carbon... sequesters carbon!(3) 

htt@[/www.soil-net.com/devLpage.cfm?pageid=casestudies boreal&loginas=anon casestudies 

Recognition of the vital role played by soil carbon could mark an important if subtle shifi in the discussion about global warming, which has 

been heavily focused on curbing emissions of fossil fuels. But a look at soil brings a sharper focus on potential carbon sinks. Reducing emissions 

is crucial, but soil carbon sequestration needs to be part of the picture as well, says Lal. The top priorities, he says, are restoring degraded and 

eroded lands, as well as avoiding deforestation and the farming of peatlands, which are a major reservoir of carbon and are easily decomposed 

upon drainage and cultivation. 

https:[/e360.vale.edu/features/soil as carbon storehouse new weapon in climate fight 

It's thought that the earth beneath our feet is holding up to three times as much carbon 
as is found in the atmosphere. If we can tap into its potential to suck even more carbon 
pollution out of the air, it would be a massive advantage. 

https://www.sciencealerteom/soil-minerals-could-be-huge~carbon-dioxide-sink 

B. Trees/ Forest 

Photosynthetic organisms are photoautotrophs, which means that they are able to synthesize 
food directly from carbon dioxide and water using energy from light 

Don’t be fooled by the name; a carbon sink is not where we go to wash carbon. Actually, it’s 

something found in nature that holds or stores carbon —— technically anything that absorbs more 
carbon that it releases. 

Forests are great examples for carbon sequestration. ln fact, U.S. forests alone store 14 percent 
of all annual carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions from the national economy. But how does it 
happen? You may know that trees survive by performing a process called photosynthesis, in 
which the tree actually consumes CO2. Being absorbed by trees is just one way that carbon 
moves through forests as part of the carbon cycle. This cycle is the process by which carbon 
travels from the atmosphere into the Earth and its organisms, and then travels back into the 
atmosphere 

How’? During photosynthesis, trees and plants “sequester,” or absorb, carbon from the 

atmosphere in the form of CO2, using it as food. The chemical equation for photosynthesis is: 6 

CO2 (the carbon they take in) + 6 H20 (the water they absorb) + sunlight = C6H1206 (a sugar 
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called glucose) + 6 O2 (the oxygen they release). The carbon from the CO2 becomes part of the 
plant and is stored as wood. Eventually, when the plant or tree dies, the carbon it has been 
storing is released into the atmosphere. 

https://vmvw.ameriszantoresiis.org/biog/ioreatewozarbort:-sé rake! 

4Now let's talk about Hydro Quebec: 

1. Last spring this committee held a hearing on the HQ corridor. One of the questions was about 
the actual “capacity” of HQ to supply this power. 

In the application to Mass they stated: The HQ Hydropower Resources are already in 
service and require no further procurement (HRE Section 83D AQplication.,_p. 6). 

Yet in a follow up email to Dan they stated: 

Hydro Quebec does not need to build any additional generation infrastructure 
because it is in the final stages of a significant hydropower capacity build out 
that has added over 5000 MW of new capacity to its system. That the needed 
capacity would be on line by 2020. (see the email from Carolyn O'Connor HQ) 

I suspect this is HQ’s Romaine hydro sequence. The Romaine sequence of dams is to be 
completed in 2020. lt will flood nearly 70,000 acres or the equivalent of 3 Maine unorganized 
townships. 

When Hydro-Quebec dams rivers on northern Quebec's relatively flat terrain, it floods vast areas of 
forests and wetlands under shallow water. The amount of power Hydro-Quebec produces per acre 
flooded is among the lowest of any hydropower in the world. The trees, bogs and soils Hydro-Quebec 
floods have been storing carbon since the last Ice Age. When flooded, this stored carbon decomposes, 
releasing CO2 and methane. Both add to climate change. 

To make things worse, drowned trees are gone forever and cannot grow back to remove C02 in the 
future. 

B/"crcifo/‘cl H. 1-lager is 0 p/"o_fess'o/" of earl‘/1 sciences at Ml T and Cl pa/"/-time 
res1'denr of Mercer. 

https:[/www.centralmaine.com/2019/01/12/maine-compass- 

what-hydro-quebec-gets-wrongj



Here’s an example of their own best available science that Hydro-Quebec did 

not provide to the newspaper: About a decade ago, Hydro-Que sec built dams to 

divert the Rupert River to the Eastmain hydro facility, flooding 175 square 

(5)miles of virgin forest and wetlands. As a result, the first year after flooding, 

as much CO2 was released as would have been released by a coal-fired power 

plant generating the same amount of electricity. 

Fortunately, the release of CO2 slows with time. Unfortunately, it never 

becomes insignificant. After five years, the total emissions from these Hydro- 

Quebec dams and natural gas power plants are about equal; after 10 years, the 

total release from hydro is “only” two-thirds that of natural gas. Extrapolating 

for a century, Quebec’s hydro is about half as dirty as gas --— something of an 

improvement, but in no way “carbon free.” 

Right of way 

I have not discussed the 300 foot right of way to be cut through the middle of 

Maine. This will be a about a 3000 acre clear cut that will not be allowed to 

grown back for at least 40 years. There will be no carbon sequestration in the 

soil and certainly none in the trees! 

Now to the “punch line 

So is hydro Quebec really green power? Personally l do not think so. But 

I have not put the numbers to the information l have presented. I believe 

the resolve Senator Carson will do this. 

In closing l offer the following:
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1. I believe what I have presented could be basis of the mass balance 
analysis identified in the Resolve, which would require the Department of 

Environmental Protection to review all relevant, verifiable evidence on the total net effect on 

greenhouse gas emissions from Central Maine Power Company's New England Clean Energy 
Connect project

_ 

2. DEP must either do the work or be the facilitator. 
3. CMP and HQ need to be forth coming with any information 

required to complete this study. Lack of participation is a clear sign 
there is something to hide. 

4. I realize the project will require revenue. Today I believe I can offer 

money to assist in completing this project. However, HQ and CIVIP 
each needs to match every dollar I may be able to secure. 

With that I close and thank the committee for it indulgence. May I answer 
any questions? (6)



Filing with Mass: 

HQ probably wants to keep building more dams, but they went out of their way to tell 

Massachusetts they weren’t going to have to build anything new to supply this 

contract. Building new dams is highly controversial and has its own environmental impacts 

because of the decomposition of all the forest that gets drowned. 

WHY WOULDN'T HYDRO—QUEBEC INVEST IN UPGRADES OF EXISTING UNITS TO MEET NECEC 

SUPPLY OBLIGATIONS? 

Hydro—Québec's application explicitly states that it is not going to invest in upgrades to meet its 

supply obligations via NECEC: 

All of the hydroelectric generation units that comprise the HQ Hydropower Resources are in 

operation and therefore have already been constructed. Although new hydroelectric generation 

units may be added to the HQ Hydropower Resources portfolio in the future, no new facilities or 

capital investments for hydroelectric generation units are required as part of this Proposal 

(emphasis added, HRE Section 83D Application Form, pp. 62 and 82). 

WHAT WILL BE THE SOURCE OF ENERGY SUPPLY PROVIDED INTO NEW ENGLAND VIA NECEC? 

NECEC is ajoint venture between CMP and two of Hydro-Québec‘s subsidiaries: Hydro- Québec 

TransEnergie ("TransEnergie”) and Hydro Renewable Energy, Inc. ("H RE"). The NECEC proposal 

would have HRE supply energy across a transmission line sited in Québec (built by TransEnergie) 

and continuing into l\/laine (built by Cl\/lP). Both CMP and HRE submitted a completed 

application form as part of the NECEC Section 83D bid; only CMP’s application was provided as 

part of the hearing before the Maine PUC. The public, non—confidential version of HRE’s 

completed application form to Massachusetts (Exhibit No. Jl\/lS—5, ”HRE Section 83D 

Application") makes it very clear that energy supplied via NECEC would come from existing 

hydroelectric facilities already built and operating in Québec, as illustrated by the following 

excerpts: 

-—The HQ Hydropower Resources are already in service and require no fuither procurement 

(HRE Section 83D Application, p. 6).
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-— This Proposal offers a viable, low cost Clean Energy Generation delivery project with limited 
risk, because (i) there is no construction risk related to the generation resources which are 
already in service . . . (p. 4). 

-- Because no new hydroelectric generation projects will be required, there will be no 
incremental environmental impacts from hydroelectric generation as a result of this Proposal (p. 
56).l 

Therefore, NECEC energy would be supplied from a portfolio of existing hydroelectric facilities 
already in operation located in Québec, and there would be no new incremental hydroelectric 
capacity built or upgraded for purposes of producing energy for delivery via NECEC. 

When I pushed back we received this: 

Hydro Quebec capacity 

From: O'Connor, Carolyn [mai|to:OC0nnor.Carolyn@hydr0.qc.ca] 
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2018 4:56 PM 
To: Tartakoff, Daniel 
Subject: Follow up from Hydro Quebec 

Good Afternoon Daniel, 

I am writing at the request ofloel Harrington from Central l\/laine Power. Joel asked 
thatl provide information to you and the Environment Committee about the generation 
that will support the energy contract with the l\/lassachusetts utilities. I understand that 
you specifically asked if any new generation infrastructure would need to be built to 
supply the contract. 

Hydro Quebec does not need to build any additional generation infrastructure 
because it is in the final stages of a significant hydropower capacity build out that 
has added over 5000 MW of new capacity to its system. The attached slide provides



a snapshot of the timing and amount of that capacity. As you will see, a final 245~l\/1W 

unit is currently under construction and expected to become operational by 2020. 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any additional questions about this 
information. 

Carolyn O‘Connor 

External Affairs 

HQUS 

413-531-4353
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Testimony in Support of LD 640, “Resolve, To Require a Study of  
Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reductions from the Proposed  
Central Maine Power Company Transmission Corridor" 

By Nick Bennett, Staff Scientist 

March 15, 2019 

Senator Carson, Representative Tucker, and distinguished members of the Environment and 
Natural Resources Committee. My name is Nick Bennett, and I am the Staff Scientist at the 
Natural Resources Council of Maine (NRCM). NRCM is Maine’s largest environmental 
advocacy group with more than 20,000 members and supporters. I am testifying in strong 
support of LD 640. 

We believe this bill is necessary to determine whether the Central Maine Power (CMP) 
transmission corridor would result in significant reductions in greenhouse gas emissions.  

NRCM is skeptical of CMP’s claims that its proposed corridor (euphemistically called the New 
England Clean Energy Connect or “NECEC”) through Maine’s North Woods would provide any 
benefits for the climate. Members of this Committee, and the Maine Legislature as a whole, 
should be skeptical as well. 

The New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee (SEC) faced this same question of whether a 
transmission line from Hydro-Quebec (HQ) through New Hampshire to Massachusetts (called 
“Northern Pass”) would reduce greenhouse gas emissions. After years of study, the SEC 
concluded that there was no evidence that Northern Pass would have any greenhouse gas 
benefits. Specifically, it stated: 

As to the savings associated with a decrease in carbon emissions, we agree with 
Counsel for the Public that no actual greenhouse gas emission reductions would 
be realized if no new source of hydropower is introduced and the power delivered 
by the Project to New England is simply diverted from Ontario or New York. The 
record is unclear as to whether the hydropower is new or will be diverted from 
another region.1

In the case of NECEC, the record is now clear that HQ will build no new hydropower facilities 
for generating electricity to send to Massachusetts. HQ stated the following in its application for 
a contract with the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities: 

1 New Hampshire Site Evaluation Committee. 2018. Decision and Order Denying Application for Certificate of Site 
and Facility. March 30. P. 161. Accessed at https://www.nhsec.nh.gov/projects/2015-06/orders-notices/2015-
06_2018-03-30_order_deny_app_cert_site_facility.pdf.  
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This Proposal offers a viable, low cost Clean Energy Generation delivery project 
with limited risk, because (i) there is no construction risk related to the generation 
resources which are already in service… Because no new hydroelectric 
generation projects will be required, there will be no incremental environmental 
impacts from hydroelectric generation as a result of this Proposal.2 (emphasis 
added) 

Because HQ has stated that it will build no new generation specifically for NECEC, HQ will 
have to shift sales of energy to Massachusetts from other customers. Massachusetts ratepayers 
and Maine’s North Woods would pay the price for this HQ electricity shell game. 

Just last month, a witness for the Massachusetts Attorney General (AG), Dean M. Murphy, 
submitted rebuttal testimony in ongoing contract hearings at the Massachusetts Department of 
Public Utilities echoing our concern that  HQ could meet its contractual obligations to NECEC 
by shifting electricity away from existing HQ customers, such as New York and New 
Brunswick. Because Massachusetts would pay more for HQ’s electricity under the proposed 
contracts for CMP’s corridor, HQ has a substantial incentive to do this. In his initial testimony in 
December 2018, Mr. Murphy stated that HQ and CMP could meet the requirements of these 
contracts: 

through resource shuffling—reassignment of a fixed amount of clean energy so as 
to increase the clean energy delivered to a particular destination without 
increasing the total amount of clean energy overall. For instance, with the new 
NECEC transmission link, if HQ increased deliveries into New England by the 
contracts’ 9.55 TWh relative to historical New England deliveries, this would 
achieve full incrementality as defined in the RFP.  But if HQ accomplished this 
by reducing its exports to other neighboring regions rather than by increasing 
clean energy generation overall, then global GHG emissions would not 
necessarily be reduced. Diverting clean energy from other regions to New 
England would enable a reduction in fossil generation and emissions within 
New England, but the reduced deliveries to other regions may need to be 
replaced by additional fossil generation in those regions. This would effectively 
substitute fossil generation in other regions for fossil generation in New 
England, shifting emissions from one region to another, without causing a 
material decrease...3 (emphasis added) 

The Massachusetts AG’s witness stated that for any project to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
it must be “additional,” meaning that it provides greenhouse gas emissions reductions that would 
not occur without the project in question. This is important, because ratepayers should not pay 

2 HRE Section 83D Request for Proposal Application Form. Pp. 4, 56. Accessible at https://www.nrcm.org/wp-

content/uploads/2019/01/HRERequestforProposal.pdf.
3 Testimony of Dean W. Murphy (Brattle Group), Witness for the Massachusetts Attorney General. Petition for 
approval by the Department of Public Utilities of a long- term contract for procurement of Clean Energy Generation, 
pursuant to Section 83D of An Act Relative to Green Communities, St. 2008, c.169, as amended by St. 2016, c. 188, 
§ 12, p. 15 of 27, Dec. 21, 2018. See Attachment A. 
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for a project that is going to happen anyway under business as usual scenarios. Specifically, the 
AG’s witness stated: 

For the 83D4 contracts, or any project, to reliably reduce GHG emissions, they 
would need to provide clean energy that is “additional.” Additionality is a 
commonly-used concept in the climate change discussions; it refers to emissions 
reductions that occur because of a proposed action, reductions that would not 
have occurred otherwise under “business as usual”.5

The AG’s witness has even stated that the process that awarded contracts to CMP and HQ may 
have been unfair:

I am also concerned about the inclusion of bidders’ affiliates in the Evaluation 
Team. This is generally considered inappropriate because it can bias the 
evaluation and selection process. Such concerns arose in multiple instances in the 
83D evaluation process and were noted by the Independent Evaluator.6

I have attached Mr. Murphy’s testimony from both February 2019 and December 2018 to 
my testimony as Attachment A. 

NRCM has tried in meetings with representatives of CMP and Avangrid, and throughout the 
Maine Public Utilities Commission (PUC) process that is evaluating CMP’s corridor, to gain 
information that would verify claims that the corridor would provide “additional” greenhouse gas 
reductions, as the Massachusetts AG has stated is necessary to guarantee real emissions 
reductions. CMP and HQ have refused to provide the specific information we have requested, 
such as: 

• What facilities would HQ use to provide power to NECEC and where does 
power from these facilities currently go?; and 

• What power sources would likely be used by existing customers if HQ 
reduces its exports to them in order to sell to Massachusetts? 

These are the type of straightforward questions that HQ and CMP must to answer to prove that 
NECEC will reduce greenhouse gas emissions. They have refused, which is why passage of LD 
640 is necessary. The Maine PUC consultant reports have also not looked at the impacts of 
NECEC on emissions from current Hydro-Quebec customers that would lose power as a result of 
NECEC.  

NRCM also tried to make greenhouse gas emissions a hearing topic in DEP’s Site Law hearing 
process, currently underway, for the proposed corridor. We described how CMP has made its 
claims about greenhouse gas reduction the key justification for putting a giant powerline through 
Maine’s North Woods. Therefore, we argued, the topic of climate impacts should be relevant to 

4 83D is the section of law that requires Massachusetts to solicit bids for clean energy contracts. 
5 Dean M. Murphy, Op. Cit., p. 15 of 27. 
6 Ibid., P. 4 of 27. 
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whether DEP grants CMP a Site Law permit. CMP’s attorney stated in his objection to NRCM’s 
request to provide expert testimony on greenhouse gas emissions that NRCM: 

asserts that CMP relies on the Project’s GHG [greenhouse gas] reduction benefits 
as the Project’s “purpose and need,” and thus that the opposition intervenors 
should be able to rebut at the hearing CMP’s statements concerning those 
benefits. In fact, nowhere has CMP stated that the Project’s purpose and need 
includes GHG emissions reductions.7 (emphasis added) 

DEP upheld CMP’s objections and greenhouse gas emissions will not be a topic of expert 
testimony in the Site Law hearings. 

CMP and HQ have successfully kept their claims of greenhouse gas reductions from regulatory 
scrutiny in Maine. They may do so in Massachusetts as well. That is why LD 640 is so 
important. The public and the Legislature have a right to know with certainty whether CMP’s 
transmission corridor would result in real, additional greenhouse gas benefits or not. There 
should be a clear answer to this before Maine allows CMP to cut a 53-mile gash through Maine’s 
Western Mountains. The PUC and the Department have made clear that they will not seek a 
definitive answer to this question as part of regulatory processes. Therefore, the Legislature must 
intervene to ensure that this question is answered—so that lawmakers, Maine people, and 
Massachusetts ratepayers know if CMP is engaged in false advertising. Substantial evidence 
shows that CMP is likely engaged in false advertising. This bill makes a highly reasonable 
request to resolve that question decisively. We urge you to vote Ought to Pass on LD 640.  

I would be happy to answer any questions now and at work session. 

7 2019. Matthew Mannahan. Letter to Susanne Miller, Maine DEP, Re: NECEC – NRCM, AMC, and TU Request to 
Include Greenhouse Gas Impacts in Public Hearings. P. 3. January 29. See Attachment B. 
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To:  Members of the Environment and Natural Resources Committee 

From:  Nick Bennett, Staff Scientist, Natural Resources Council of Maine (NRCM) 

Re:  Response to March 28, 2019 memo of Thorn Dickenson on Central Maine Power’s (CMP) 
proposed transmission corridor 

Date:  April 8, 2019 

 
Dear Senator Carson, Representative Tucker, and distinguished members of the ENR Committee: 

I am writing in response to Thorn Dickenson’s memo of March 28, 2019 about LD 640, “Resolve, To 
Require a Study of Greenhouse Gas Emissions Reductions from the Proposed Central Maine Power 
(CMP) Transmission Corridor.”  

Mr. Dickenson’s memo actually justifies why LD 640 is necessary. In the second paragraph, he cites 
several studies backing CMP’s claim that its proposed transmission corridor would “reduce carbon 
dioxide emissions in New England by at least 3 million tons per year.” Reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions in New England is irrelevant if they increase by a corresponding amount in other 
jurisdictions. Greenhouse gases are a global pollutant, and we must reduce them globally to have an 
impact on climate change.  

Maine needs LD 640 precisely because CMP and Hydro-Quebec have not provided the information 
necessary for policymakers and the public to know whether the transmission corridor would reduce 
global carbon emissions, not just New England carbon emissions.  When asked about the global 
greenhouse gas impacts of this project, CMP invariably responds with a statement about emissions 
reductions in New England.   

None of the studies that Mr. Dickenson cites in his March 28, 2019 memo examined the impacts of 
shifting electricity sales from Hydro-Quebec’s current customers to Massachusetts. If Hydro-Quebec 
shifts sales of electricity from current customers, and those customers then need to increase fossil fuel 
generation in response, there will be no overall reduction in carbon emissions and no benefit to the 
climate from CMP’s transmission corridor. 

The expert witness for the Massachusetts Attorney General stated in his testimony in ongoing 
Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities (DPU) hearings on the contracts for CMP’s transmission 
corridor that CMP and Hydro-Quebec could meet the requirements of the proposed contracts through: 

resource shuffling—reassignment of a fixed amount of clean energy so as to increase the clean 
energy delivered to a particular destination without increasing the total amount of clean 
energy overall. For instance, with the new NECEC transmission link, if HQ [Hydro-Quebec] 
increased deliveries into New England by the contracts’ 9.55 TWh relative to historical New 
England deliveries, this would achieve full incrementality as defined in the RFP. But if HQ 
accomplished this by reducing its exports to other neighboring regions rather than by 
increasing clean energy generation overall, then global GHG emissions would not necessarily 
be reduced. Diverting clean energy from other regions to New England would enable a 
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reduction in fossil generation and emissions within New England, but the reduced deliveries to 
other regions may need to be replaced by additional fossil generation in those regions. This 
would effectively substitute fossil generation in other regions for fossil generation in New 
England, shifting emissions from one region to another, without causing a material 
decrease...1 (emphasis added) 

The Maine Public Utilities Commission (PUC) has not examined whether there will be global greenhouse 
gas reductions from the corridor project. Its expert, London Economics International, stated in its report 
to the PUC (which Mr. Dickenson attached to his March 28, 2019 memo) that:  

For this analysis, LEI did not monetize the social benefits of the CO2 emissions reduction, nor did 
it analyze the emissions changes in other jurisdictions as a result of NECEC. (emphasis added) 

Mr. Dickenson also asserts in his memo, with no evidence other than a translated video of a statement 
from Hydro-Quebec’s president, that Hydro-Quebec is spilling water because of a lack of transmission 
capacity. There is solid evidence that this claim is false. For example, in an op-ed to the Portland Press 
Herald, Massachusetts Institute of Technology professor Bradford Hager stated: 

Hydro-Quebec’s assertion that it has “wasted” enough water to provide 10 terawatt hours of 
electricity because it lacks transmission capacity is not backed by documentation. In contrast, a 
2017 study of Hydro-Quebec’s export capacity found that the limiting factor for total energy 
output is generation, not transmission capacity. 2 This makes sense – why would Hydro-Quebec 
pay the high cost of building dams and installing generators and not also provide adequate 
transmission capability? 

Like any hydropower operation, Hydro-Quebec must deal with large variations in rainfall. It is 
expensive to build enough generation to handle peak flows, and then let the generators stand 
idle during years that are either dry or have normal rainfall. During unusually wet times, the 
water is “wasted” because it is more economical to spill water occasionally than to waste 
generation capacity most of the time. While it may be true that enough water to generate 10 
terawatt hours of electricity has been spilled during times of unusually high water, that in no 
way shows that the rate and timing of this spillage could have been used to fulfill a contract for 
a more steady supply of power.3 

Moreover, we know that Hydro-Quebec will provide no additional generation to supply electricity 
through the CMP corridor to Massachusetts. Hydro-Quebec stated specifically in its response to the 
Massachusetts Request for Proposal for the CMP contract that: 

                                                            
1 Testimony of Dean W. Murphy (Brattle Group), Witness for the Massachusetts Attorney General. Petition for 
approval by the Department of Public Utilities of a long- term contract for procurement of Clean Energy 
Generation, pursuant to Section 83D of An Act Relative to Green Communities, St. 2008, c.169, as amended by St. 
2016, c. 188, § 12, p. 15 of 27, Dec. 21, 2018. Accessed at 
https://fileservice.eea.comacloud.net/FileService.Api/file/FileRoom/10195907 
2 ESAI. 2017. Analysis of Greenhouse Gas Emissions Impacts: New Class I Resources vs. Existing Large Hydro. P.1. 
September. Accessed at https://granitestatepowerlink.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ESAI-GSPL-CO2-
Analysis-9-13-17-FINAL.pdf.  
3 Bradford M. Hager. 2019. Commentary: Hydro-Quebec offers misleading claims about power’s climate impact. 
Portland Press Herald. January 5. Accessed at 
 https://www.pressherald.com/2019/01/05/commentary-hydro-quebec-offers-misleading-claims-about-their-
powers-climate-impact/ 

https://fileservice.eea.comacloud.net/FileService.Api/file/FileRoom/10195907
https://granitestatepowerlink.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ESAI-GSPL-CO2-Analysis-9-13-17-FINAL.pdf
https://granitestatepowerlink.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/ESAI-GSPL-CO2-Analysis-9-13-17-FINAL.pdf
https://www.pressherald.com/2019/01/05/commentary-hydro-quebec-offers-misleading-claims-about-their-powers-climate-impact/
https://www.pressherald.com/2019/01/05/commentary-hydro-quebec-offers-misleading-claims-about-their-powers-climate-impact/
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This Proposal offers a viable, low cost Clean Energy Generation delivery project with limited risk, 
because (i) there is no construction risk related to the generation resources which are already in 
service… Because no new hydroelectric generation projects will be required, there will be no 
incremental environmental impacts from hydroelectric generation as a result of this Proposal.4 
(emphasis added) 

Hydro-Quebec and CMP have provided no information to the PUC that changes this fact and have 
offered no evidence, plan, or commitment to ensure that the power that goes through CMP’s 
transmission corridor will come from new generation. 

The goal of LD 640 is to ensure that an independent analysis is conducted to determine what the 
greenhouse gas impacts of the CMP corridor would be. The PUC has not verified whether the project will 
provide net greenhouse gas benefits. A thorough and independent study can be completed in a timely 
fashion that will not introduce any delay for CMP.  In a recent Bangor Daily News article, Maine 
Department of Environmental Protection spokesperson David Madore stated that DEP will not issue a 
permit until late October or early November.5  That means that there will be plenty of time for a 
consultant to conduct the study that LD 640 would require.  

Please feel free to contact me with any questions at (207) 430-0116 or nbennett@nrcm.org. 

Sincerely, 

 
 
Nick Bennett 
Staff Scientist 
 

 

   

 

                                                            
4 HRE Section 83D Request for Proposal Application Form. Pp. 4, 56. Accessible at https://www.nrcm.org/wp-
content/uploads/2019/01/HRERequestforProposal.pdf. 
5 Lori Viligra. 2019. How and when Maine will decide whether to approve permits for CMP’s $1B transmission line. 
Bangor Daily News. April 5. Accessible at: 
https://bangordailynews.com/2019/04/05/business/how-and-when-maine-will-decide-whether-to-approve-
permits-for-cmps-1b-transmission-line/. 

mailto:nbennett@nrcm.org
https://www.nrcm.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/HRERequestforProposal.pdf
https://www.nrcm.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/01/HRERequestforProposal.pdf
https://bangordailynews.com/2019/04/05/business/how-and-when-maine-will-decide-whether-to-approve-permits-for-cmps-1b-transmission-line/
https://bangordailynews.com/2019/04/05/business/how-and-when-maine-will-decide-whether-to-approve-permits-for-cmps-1b-transmission-line/
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